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FOREWORD
The supply of Handbooks printed in 1942 is completely

exhausted. The purpose of this ninth edition of the Handbook
is essentially the same as that of former editions, i.e., to in
struct new men coming' into the industry in the fundamentals
of compounding, and to provide the more experienced tech
nologists with a fund of reference material in a handy form.
The principal changes appearing in this edition are two:
1—The compounding of various types of rubbers, natural

and synthetic, is treated from the standpoint that gen
eral compounding is now a broader term than formerly
because the number of basic raw materials available to
the manufacturer has been increased by the advent of
synthetics. The treatment of any one type of rubber,
natural rubber, GR-S, or other, is considered as a par
ticular aspect of the greater subject.

2—Topics of general interest and test procedures which
have changed considerably in recent years are covered
in articles written by well informed men employed in
various phases of the rubber industry.

It is to be admitted that our policy throughout the book is
to place emphasis on the effective use of Vanderbiltmaterials
for all types of compounding ; we feel that our line of products
is so broad and representative that we have been able to do so
without limiting the scope or departing from the principles
of practical compounding in any way.
This handbook represents the combined efforts of a great

many men from various branches of the rubber industry. All
have contributed generously and with the greatest sincerity.
We wish to thank everyone for his help and hope that our
presentation of the information does justice to all.

A. A. SOMERVILLE

Sept. 15, 1948
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INTRODUCTION

The subject of Rubber Compounding is developed here for the primary
purpose of helping the younger technical men coming into the industry
to obtain a broad understanding of compounding principles. An effort is
made, however, to carry the subject far enough into practical applica
tions and to include enough detail so that the work will be of interest
and value to the more experienced compounders.
To accomplish these aims, the discussion deals first with basic sub

stances, properties and processes; next with fundamental compounding
procedure for developing compounds of each of the different rubbers;
and finally with the application of foregoing principles to the com
pounding of specific types of rubber goods.

The Purpose and Aims of Compounding
The purpose of compounding is to develop the valuable properties of

finished rubber products from the properties of the basic rubbers. The
condition is imposed, however, that, in accomplishing this purpose, the
developed compounds be capable of economical production in the factory.
The aims of compounding are therefore two-fold; one, to secure in

the product a combination of properties which will most completely
satisfy the demands of service; and two, to provide such properties as
will guarantee economical processing in the factory. It follows then,
that all materials used in developing a compound must be considered
with regard to their effect in accomplishing both aims, and the com
pounder should be familiar not only with the attributes of compounding
materials but also with the factory processes used in the manufacture
of his product.



PART I
DRY RUBBER COMPOUNDING
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NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RUBBER
By DR. H. A. WINKELMANN*

NATURAL RUBBER
Natural Rubber, on a dollar basis, was the most important commodity

imported into the United States in 1939'. Far East plantations, in 1940,
supplied 98.7 per cent of all the rubber produced. The Japanese invasion
of the East Indies in 1941-42 eliminated 97 per cent of the world's supply.
The following table shows the growth of the Plantation rubber in

dustry from 1900 to 1916, as a competitor of wild rubber. The peak of
tropical American production, including Guayule, was in 1912 when
62,000 tons was produced. The importance of Plantation rubber to the
growth of the rubber industry may be appreciated when we realize
that the Amazon Valley from 1837 to 1939 has produced less rubber
(1,089,051 tons) than the total world production for 1940 (1,389,695
tons).

RUBBER STATISTICS IN LONG TONS
Other Latin

Brazil American & Plantation World
Tear Amazon African (Asia) Totals
1900.........™......... 26,750 27,136 4 53,890
1910 40,800 21,500 8,200 70,500
1912 42,410 28,000 28,518 98,928
1914 37,000 12,000 71,380 120,380
1916 37,000 17,000 110,000 164,000

Natural rubber is obtained from Hevea Brasiliensis trees, cultivated
in Ceylon, Malaya, India, French Indo China, Siam, Borneo, Java and
Sumatra in the Far East. Some is also obtained from plantations in
Liberia and Tropical America. The rubber produced consists of estate
rubber and remitted native rubber. The estates, under European or
Asian management, vary in size, from 100 to 10,000 acres and produce
mainly a high grade smoked sheet. The native small holdings are units
of a few acres up to a hundred acres and are operated by Chinese, In
dians and Malays in Malaya, and native races in the Netherlands East
Indies.
The smallholder produces smoked sheet, wet coagulum or undried

sheet which are at present remilled into off quality crepes or blankets
in Singapore. The relative position of Estate and Native rubber in
Malaya in 1947 is illustrated by examining the production rate of
622,000 long tons for the year". 345,000 tons, or 55.4 per cent was
produced on estates of over 100 acres and 208,000 tons on units of
lower acreage.
>Sheller Mfg. Corp., Dryden Rubber Division ; Chicago. Illinois.
'Gross imports 499.616 long tons valued at $178,489,142.
•E. M. McColm, C.EJJ. 25, 3792, S852 (1947).
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Malayan production for 1947 exceeded the estimates of the Rubber
Study Group of November, 1946 at the Hague. The Netherlands Indies
situation is still complicated by the political and economic situation as
well as lack of equipment and poor transportation facilities. The fol
lowing tables' show that when rubber production is resumed in the
Netherlands Indies, it will occupy a very important position in the com
petitive rubber market. The smallholders in Malaya increased their
acreage 25 per cent between 1925 and 1940, while in the Netherlands
Indies they increased 325 per cent.
In 1940, 80 per cent of the trees in Malaya were over 15 years old,

while in the Netherlands Indies only 25 percent were that old.

CHANGES IN AREAS UNDER RUBBER, 1925-40
(IN THOUSAND ACRES)

Percentile of
1940 a* %
of 1925

1940 Area Orer
15 Years Old1925 1940

... 2,641 3,481 132 70
639 129 74

Netherlands India estates ... 1,567
3,200

160 49
... 760 425 23
... 1,730 4,767 275 82
... 540 1,370 254 88

CHANGES IN AREAS UNDER RUBBER, 1925-40
(IN THOUSAND ACRES)

1940 81 % 1940 Area
1925 1940 of 1925 15 Teare

Malayan estates ... 1,559 2,107 135 65
Smallholders ... 1,082 1,374 127 79

... 2,641 3,481 132 70
359 112 82

... 176 280 159 68

... 497 689 129 74
69 92 188 70

... 107 280 262 88
176 372 211 46

... 1,949 2,558 181 67
... 1,365 1,934 142 71
... 3,314 4,492 186 69

Netherlands India estates ... 980 1,567 160 49
... 750 3,200 425 23
... 1,730 4,767 275 82

French Indo-China estates- 83 311 375 19
7 19 275 35

Total French Indo-China ... 90 330 865 20

Rubber, in addition to rubber hydrocarbon, contains antioxidants,
fatty acids and proteins which play an important role in vulcanization.
Dilution of the latex, type and amount of coagulant and treatment of
the coagulum, affect the amount of non-rubber constituents in the rub-
«P. T. Bauer, I.H.W. 11«, 432, (1947).
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ber. Plasticity, processing, rate of cure and tensile strength, may vary
from bale to bale due to variation in preparation.
Natural rubber contains 20 to 45 per cent gel or beta rubber depend

ing on previous treatment5. The sol portion of the rubber hydrocarbon
is that part which is soluble in a given solvent under specified conditions,
whereas, the gel portion is insoluble. Solubility differences are appar
ently due to a difference in molecular structure. Highly branched, as
well as linear molecules, are considered to be soluble in benzene, and
insolubilization is due to the formation of primary valence bonds be
tween linear molecules*.
According to Flory' one cross linkage per 32,000 chain atoms may

produce a gel or insoluble structure. The nature, as well as amount of
gel markedly affect the processing qualities of the rubber.

Fir»t Latex" Fir«t Latex
Smoked Sheet Pale Crepe

0.6 0.4
2.9 2.9

1.
2.8 2.8

Ash 0.4 0.3
L

91.3 91.6

100.0 100.0

Plantation rubber is graded and classified in Malaya according to the
specifications of the Rubber Manufacturers Association. These specifi
cations deal with the color, appearance, cleanliness and packaging of
the rubber. The specifications do not cover processing or physical
properties of the rubber in which the rubber manufacturer is vitally
interested. Improvement is needed in the uniformity of the rate of cure
of rubber. A wide variation in cure necessitates blending and testing
prior to use. Greater uniformity in plasticity of rubber is needed to
minimize processing difficulties and variation in breakdown time.
Sackett* has suggested a softer, more plastic rubber in order to decrease
both time and power required for mastication. The improvements which
have been made in the uniformity of processing and cure of GR-S will
necessitate improvements in the quality of plantation rubber.
The Division of Rubber Chemistry of the American Chemical Society,

in 1936 recommended a compound for the testing and evaluation of
plantation rubber10.

ACS I
Rubber 100
Zinc Oxide 6
Stearic Acid 0.5
Mercaptobenzothiazole 0.6
Sulfur 3.5

110.6
"Whitby, Davis & Blake P. 94 (1937).
•Back. 1. E. C. 39 1939 (1947).'Flory. J. Chem. Phys. 12 425 (1944).
■Davis & Blake, P 31 (1937).
•G. A. Sackett, I.E.C. 27, 1201 (1935).
"Rubber Chem. & Tech. 12 633 (1939).
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Cures: 20', 30', 40', 60', 80' at 127 C. (20 psi). Tensile strength,
moduli at 500, 600 and 700 percent elongations, percent elongation and
hardness are determined on the range of cures. This compound evaluates
the curing characteristics of the rubber and indicates any deficiency in
fatty acid.
Plantation and wild rubbers are often deficient in fatty acids and the

above compound then gives unsatisfactory stress-strain properties,
which however may be corrected by the addition of more fatty acid,
such as stearic acid. All grades of Plantation rubber are subject to
variation in cure due to a deficiency in fatty acid.
The Crude Rubber Committee of the Rubber Division of the A.C.S.

in 1944" recommended the use of the following compound for testing
rubbers deficient in fatty acid.

ACS II
Rubber 100
Zinc Oxide 6
Stearic Acid 4
Mercaptobenzothiazole 0.5
Sulfur 3.5

114.0
Cures: 5', 10', 15', 20', 30', 45', 65', 100', 150', 225' at 141 C. (40 psi).

Generally, a range of 5 cures is sufficient for any given sample of rubber.

PLANTING
The Hevea Braziliensis grows best in a warm, moist climate, prefer

ably near the Equator. It grows well up to an altitude of about 1600
feet and requires an annual rainfall of 70 to 100 inches. The producing
life of a tree is not yet known, although it is believed to be as high as
fifty years. Experts agree that the best age for a tree is 13 to 17 years,
after which production declines.
Rubber plants, grown in a nursery, are planted on cleared land at

100 per acre. When the plants are 7 years old, they are thinned out to
70 or 80 per acre. The land is terraced to retain the soil and rainfall.
Cover crops are also used to hold the moisture. Fertilizing of the soil
is not usually necessary, although Ammonium Sulphate is sometimes
used. The average Hevea tree grows to a height of 40 to 50 feet. It has
dark green oval leaves about 8 inches long, which grow three in a
cluster. Before World War II, it cost $200 to $400 per acre to raise
rubber trees to a producing age of 5 to 7 years. At present, this cost
would be higher.
The average yield per acre of rubber trees, in the Far East, is about

400 to 500 pounds per year. This yield has been increased on some
plantations to between 1000 and 1500 pounds per acre by the use of
bud-grafted clones. A budded branch from a high yielding rubber tree
is grafted onto a stem of a young seedling a few inches above the
ground. As soon as the grafted piece has taken hold, the old stem is cut
off so that the graft becomes the tree. This tree is called a clone. Clones
"Rubber Chenj. & Tech. 17 629 (1944).
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from Far East plantations have been sent to Central and South America.
Since 1934 a great deal of the planting has been with budded rubber
and from clonal seeds. In December 1946, about 70 per cent of the
1,800,000 acres of rubber trees in Malaya were over 21 years old. About
12.7 per cent of the acreage was planted with high yielding trees.
Each tree is tapped about 165 times a year and gives 1 to 2 ounces of

latex per tapping. Since one-third of the latex is rubber, each tree gives
3 to 6 pounds of rubber per year. Trees may be tapped when 5 years old
although a higher yield is obtained at 7 years. Maximum yield is reached
in 12 or 13 years. The rubber content of the latex varies from 30 to
45 per cent depending on season of year, age of tree, etc. A higher
rubber content is obtained in February and March when trees are
"wintering," lower in April and May when leaves come out, reaching
a maximum in July and August and decreasing again during the rainy
season from September to January.
Rubber trees are affected by numerous diseases and pests. The South

American leaf disease, which has ruined many plantations in tropical
America has not appeared in the Far East plantations. Pests, such as
termites, white ants, scale insects, caterpillars, etc. must be kept under
control. The following diseases attack the rubber trees and affect the
yield of latex unless properly treated.

Diseases and Pests

MOULDY ROT—Eats renewing bark after tapping and prevents
tapping.

BLACK STRIPE— Also affects tapping section.
BROWN BAST—Caused by over-tapping.
FIRE OR SUN—SCORCH— Affecting tapping section.
USTULINA ZONATA—Disease of roots, etc.
PINK DISEASE— Affects stem and branches.
LEAF MILDEW —Fungus on young leaves.
WHITE, RED, BROWN ROOT— Diseases.

The latex system is found in all parts of the tree except the wood.
The latex tubes run vertically in numerous layers. The lining bark of a
rubber tree is about one half inch thick. A narrow strip about hi inch
deep is cut with a U shaped tool. The cut is at an angle of 30 degrees,
3 to 4 feet from the ground and extending about one-third of the way
around the tree. The cut is slanted to allow the latex to flow into the
spout and the collecting cup. The cuts made at each tapping are very
thin, about l/30th of an inch. This lowers the channel about Vi inch per
month or 6 inches per year. The bark is renewed in about six years and
is then ready for retapping with no affect on the yield of latex. It takes
about 30 seconds to tap a tree and an experienced tapper will cover 200
to 600 trees per day. The latex is collected in pails containing a little
anticoagulant such as sodium sulphite and transported to the factory.
Ammonia is used to preserve the latex.
Latex to be processed into Pale Crepe or Smoked Sheets is diluted

and coagulated by the same methods. In making Pale Crepe, sodium
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bisulphite is added, for its bleaching effect, to obtain a lighter color.
There is no fixed dilution of latex prior to coagulation. Some estates
dilute to a solids content of 12% per cent, a few use a more concen
trated solution, while others do not dilute at all. Acetic acid and formic
acid are used as coagulants. Sometimes sulphuric acid and alum are
used but these are not recommended. A good rubber may be made by
coagulating with sulfuric acid, but the danger lies in using too much
acid and improper handling of the coagulum. Coagulation may be car
ried out in small coagulating cans or tanks or in tanks equipped with
partitions which permit continuous sheeting. The coagulum floats to
the surface on coagulation.

Pale Crepe
The coagulum is sheeted by passing through differential corrugated

rolls under a water spray. The rubber is run through several sets of
rollers or is passed several times through the same rolls to obtain a
uniform sheet. The crepe is then festooned and allowed to dry at room
temperature.

Smoked Sheet
The coagulum is sheeted by passing through even-speed rolls which,

in the final forming may be smooth or grooved thus resulting in plain
or ribbed smoked sheets. The sheets are generally soaked for several
hours to remove water soluble matter. The sheet is then hung up for a
preliminary dripping before smoking. Smoking of the sheets is accom
plished by hanging in the presence of heat and smoke from smoulder
ing wood fires. Smoking is continued until the moisture content has been
reduced to 0.75 per cent.
Special types of plantation rubber include the various grades of crepe

rubbers, sprayed rubber, fermented rubber, powdered rubber, formalde
hyde rubber, softened rubber and deproteinized rubber. Pale Crepe
rubber is at present scarce, due to lack of equipment and facilities for
producing this type of rubber.

OFFICIAL CRUDE RUBBER TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
The Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc.

August 1, 1938

Ribbed Smoked Sheets

No. IX Superior Quality Ribbed Smoked Sheets, European Estates.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Shipments desired entirely free from mould but very slight traces of
dry wrapper and/or dry top and/or dry edge mould at time of
delivery not to be objected to.

The rubber must be dry, clean, strong, sound, evenly smoked and
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patterned, and free from blemishes, specks, rust and bubbles, or
other foreign substances.

Air dried sheets not tenderable against this type.
No. 1 Standard Quality Ribbed Smoked Sheets.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Very slight traces of dry wrapper and/or dry top and/or dry edge
mould permissible.

Very slight traces of fine non-gritty carbon dust permissible.
The rubber must be dry, clean, strong, sound and free from foreign
substances.

The delivery may consist of European and/or Asiastic Owned Estate
Sheets.

Air dried sheets not tenderable against this type.
No. 2 Good Fair Average Quality Ribbed Smoked Sheets.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Slight rust and/or dry wrapper and/or dry top and/or dry edge
and/or dry surface mould, not exceeding 5% permissible.

Small bubbles and slight specks of bark, if scattered, not to be ob
jected to.

Rubber must be free of foreign substances and blemishes other than
those specified as permissible.

Air dried sheets not tenderable against this type.

No. 3 Fair Average Quality Ribbed Smoked Sheets.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Rust and/or dry wrapper and/or dry top and/or dry edge and/or dry
surface mould, not exceeding 10% permissible.

Slight blemishes in color and/or small bubbles and/or small specks
of bark permissible.

Rubber must be free of foreign substances and blemishes other than
those specified as permissible.

Air dried sheets not tenderable against this type.
No. 4 Low Fair Average Quality Ribbed Smoked Sheets.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Rust and/or dry wrapper and/or dry top and/or dry edge and/or dry
surface mould, not exceeding 20% permissible.

Translucent stains, bark specks, bubbles, slightly sticky, over-smoked
rubber permissible.

Virgin or under-cured rubber and/or wet mould and/or heated rub
ber not permissible.

Rubber must be free of foreign substances and blemishes other than
those specified as permissible.
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No. 5 Inferior Fair Average Quality Ribbed Smoked Sheets.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Dry wrapper and/or dry top and/or dry edge and/or dry surface
mould not exceeding 30% permissible.

Rust, stains, over-smoked rubber, slight under-cured rubber per
missible.

Sheets with large bark particles and/or slightly sticky rubber per
missible.

Rubber must be free of foreign substances and blemishes other than
those specified as permissible.

Thick Latex Crepes
No. 1-X Superior Quality Thick Pale Latex Crepe.
Deliveries must consist of firm rubber and conform to average qual
ity represented by this sample.

Dust, discoloration, specks, oil or other stains and/or traces of copper
or other foreign matter not permissible.

No. 1 Standard Quality Thick Pale Latex Crepe.
Deliveries must consist of firm rubber and conform to average quality
represented by this sample.

Dust, discoloration, specks, oil or other stains and/or traces of copper
or other foreign matter not permissible.

No. 2 Fair Average Quality Thick Palish Latex Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or streaks and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

Thin Latex Crepes
No. 1-X Superior Quality Thin Pale Latex Crepe.
Deliveries must consist of firm rubber and conform to average quality
represented by this sample.

Dust, discoloration, specks, oil or other stains or foreign matter not
permissible.

No. 1 Standard Quality Thin Pale Latex Crepe.
Deliveries must consist of firm rubber and conform to average quality
represented by this sample.

Dust, discoloration, specks, oil or other stains or foreign matter not
permissible.

No. 2 Fair Average Quality Thin Palish Latex Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or streaks and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.
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Brown Crepes

European Estates
Thick Brown Crepes

(These types are provided for by description only. No official types
established.)

No. 1-X Clean Thick Light Brown Crepe, European Estates.
Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 2-X Clean Thick Brown Crepe, European Estates.
Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 3-X Brown to Dark Brown Thick Specky Crepe, European Estates.
Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances, excepting specks of bark, not permissible.

Thin Brown Crepes

No. 1-X Clean Thin Light Brown Crepe, European Estates.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 2-X Clean Thin Brown Crepe, European Estates.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 3-X Brown to Dark Brown Thin Specky Crepe, European Estates.
(This type is provided for by description only. No official type estab
lished.)

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances, excepting specks of bark, not permissible.

Remilled Crepes

Thick Crepes
No. 1 Superior Clean Light Brown Remilled Blanket Crepe.
(This type is provided for by description only. No official type estab
lished.)

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 2 Clean Light Brown Remilled Blanket Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.
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No. 3 Clean Brown Remilled Blanket Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 4 Brown to Dark Brown Remilled Blanket Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

Thin Crepes
No. 1 Superior Clean Thin Light Brown Remilled Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 2 Clean Thin Light Brown Remilled Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 3 Clean Thin Brown Remilled Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 4 Thin Brown to Dark Brown Specky Remilled Crepe.
Deliveries must conform to average quality represented by this
sample.

Oil spots and/or heat spots and/or traces of copper or other foreign
substances not permissible.

No. 1 Roll Brown Crepe and/or Flat Bark Crepe.
Cotton, sand and other foreign matter, except fine bark particles, not
permissible.

Due to rapid deterioration of this grade, no official R.M.A. type sam
ple has been established.

CRUDE RUBBER PACKING SPECIFICATIONS
Adopted by The Rubber Manufacturers Association and Endorsed by

Rubber Trade Association of New York, August 1, 1938

General

L The volume of each bale or case shall not exceed five cubic feet out
side measurements.

2. Smoked sheet rubber, to be packed in cases, must be completely
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wrapped on all sides and corners with equal quality rubber. The
inside of the wrapper sheet shall be dusted with talc to prevent stick
ing, and the outside of the wrapper sheet shall be dusted to prevent
adhesion of the wooden case, but not more than % pound of talc per
package shall be used including dusting between sections when rub
ber is so packed.

3. Each bale of the following, must be completely wrapped on all sides
and corners with equal quality rubber. The inside of the wrapper
sheet shall be dusted with talc to prevent sticking, and the outside
of the wrapper sheet shall be dusted with talc to prevent adhesion
of the burlap, but not more than % pound of talc per package shall
be used, including dusting between sections when rubber is so packed.

Ribbed Smoked Sheets
No. IX Superior Quality Thick Pale Latex Crepe.
No. 1 Standard Quality Thick Pale Latex Crepe.
No. IX Superior Quality Thin Pale Latex Crepe.
No. 1 Standard Quality Thin Pale Latex Crepe.
No. 2 Fair Average Quality Thin Palish Latex Crepe.

Note : Ribbed Smoked Sheet may be used as wrapper for
No. IX Superior Quality and No. 1 Standard Qual
ity Thick Pale Latex Crepe.

4. Before covering with burlap or straw mat, each bale shall be properly
strapped by using not less than three iron bands outside of wrapper
sheets, of a minimum width of % inches. These bands should prefer
ably be galvanized. Wires must not be used.
Note : Iron bands are placed on No. IX Superior Quality and No. 1

Standard Quality Thick Pale Latex Crepe before covering
with burlap or ribbed smoked sheet wrappers.

5. All sides and corners of the following shall be dusted with talc to
prevent adhesion of the burlap, straw mat or wooden case, but not
more than % pound of talc per package of 224 pounds including
dusting between sections when rubber is so packed.

European Estate—Thick Brown Crepes
European Estate—Thin Brown Crepes
Remilled Blanket and Thin Brown Crepes
No. 1—Roll Brown Crepe and/or Plat Bark Crepes

6. Nothing inferior to new 12-ounce Hessians shall be used for cover
ing. Second-hand rice or sugar bags, without holes or patches, are
also satisfactory. All burlap must first be liberally coated with
proper mixture of sago flour, water and silicate of soda to prevent
the covering from adhering to the rubber. A generous application
of this solution must be given to insure proper absorption.
The burlap should be thoroughly dried before applying it to the

rubber.
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RUBBER PACKING SPECIFICATIONS
Wt. Rubber

Straw
Type

Burlap
Bale

Hat
Bale

Wooden
Caie

Ribbed Smoked Sheets 250
No. IX Superior Quality Thick

Pale Latex Crepe 224
No. 1 Standard Quality Thick

Pale Latex Crepe 224

— 224

180

— 180

Rubber Wrapper
of Equal Quality
on all Sides
Yes

Yes or Smoked
Sheets

Yes or Smoked
No. 2 Fair Average Quality Sheets

Thick Palish Latex
224 — 180 No

No. IX Superior Quality Thin
224 — 180 Yes

No. 1 Standard Quality Thin
224 — 180 Yes

No. 2 Fair Average Quality
Thin Palish Latex Crepe 224 — 180 Yes

European Estate—Thick Brown
224 224 180 No

European Estate—Thin Brown
224 224 180 No

Remilled Blanket and Thin Brown
224 224 180 No

Roll Brown Crepe and/or Flat
224 224 180 No

TEMPORARY PACKING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR CRUDE RUBBER

Adopted by The Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc., 444 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y., and Endorsed by Rubber Trade Association

of New York, Inc.

There is a shortage of burlap, metal straps and other standard pack
ing materials for natural rubber in the Far East producing areas,
which makes it impossible to pack rubber in accordance with Packing
Specifications of the Rubber Manufacturers Association of August 1,
1938. The R.M.A. in cooperation with the Rubber Trade Association of
New York, has adopted temporary packing specifications for natural
rubber, to cover the period during which suitable packing and marking
materials are in short supply.

TEMPORARY PACKING SPECIFICATIONS FOR RUBBER
COVERED BALES OF RIBBED SMOKED SHEETS

(1) The maximum weight of each bale shall be 250 pounds net per five
cubic feet outside measurements.

(2) Each bale must be wrapped on all sides and corners with equal
quality rubber. No bands shall be placed under wrapper sheets.
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(3) To overcome adhesion of bales in transit and also provide proper
background for stenciling of colored shipping marks, it is necessary
that the outside of the wrapper sheet be painted either with a mix
ture of soapstone and animal (bone) glue, or a coating consisting
of a mixture of soapstone, rubber and benzine.
The following formula has been found to be satisfactory: 1.33
pounds animal (bone) glue to one imperial gallon of water, using
this mixture with soapstone in ratio 50-50.

(4) Grade and/or identification marks must appear on two sides of
bales in minimum 8 inch characters; weight must appear in mini
mum 4 inch numerals and country of origin must be shown.
Shipping marks must be stencilled on bales. Any of the following
solutions or other contrasting colors equally effective and durable
are acceptable:
(a) 1 gallon gasoline or carbon tetrachloride

10 ounces resin
10 ounces rubber
2% packets blueing (Rickett's)

or
(b) a mixture of 1.33 pounds animal (bone) glue to one imperial

gallon of water to which is added color pigments such as red
iron oxide.

TEMPORARY PACKING SPECIFICATIONS FOR
RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION CRUDE

RUBBER TYPES OTHER THAN RIBBED SMOKED SHEETS

L Nos. 1, 1-X and 2 Thick or Thin Pale Crepe, also Roll or Flat Bark
Crepe to be packed according to Rubber Manufacturers Association
Packing Specifications dated August 1st, 1938.

2. Packing of other grades are temporarily acceptable providing:
(1) Maximum net weight per bale does not exceed 224 lbs. per

five cubic feet outside measurements.
(2) Two burlap patches of suitable size are placed under strap

ping on opposite sides of bale.
(3) Outside of bale is thoroughly talced, or preferably coated

with suitable talc solution.
(4) Identification marks appear on both patches in minimum 8

inch characters; weights appear in minimum 4 inch numerals
and country of origin must be shown.

WILD RUBBER
During World War II, there was a demand for any and all types of

wild rubber. In normal times there is a demand only for the better
grades, due to lack of cleanliness, high resin content and lack of uni
formity of the lower grades. Wild rubbers and gums of all kinds from
Central and South America and Africa were purchased by the Rubber
Development Corporation and sold to rubber manufacturers. These wild
rubbers were graded according to geographical or botanical source.
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They are furnished crude but almost all grades must be washed and
dried before compounding. Wild rubber is produced as balls, biscuits,
blocks, crepe, lump, scrap, scum, slabs, smoked and unsmoked sheets.
The Hevea tree is the best source of rubber based on quality and

ease of production. The quality of rubber from KOK-saghyz and cryp-
tostegia is comparable to that of Hevea but the yield per acre is much
less. Guayule gives higher yields than other domestic sources, but the
quality of the rubber is not equivalent to that of Hevea. Goldenrod is
lower in quality and yield of rubber produced, than any of the above
mentioned sources.
In December 1941, the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs took

steps to increase the production of wild rubber. This agency, in coopera
tion with the Department of Agriculture, supplied 25 technicians by
February 1942, trained in rubber exploitation in the jungle. This group
was largely responsible for the addition of about 100,000 tons of wild
rubber to our stockpile.
Early in 1942, the Department of Agriculture organized and con

ducted emergency rubber growing in various parts of the United States,
Canada and Tropical America. About 4000 acres of Guayule were
planted by the Forest Service in California and the Southwest. One
thousand pounds of the Russian dandelion, KOK-saghyz, was flown in
from Asia Minor, and test plantings covering 625 acres were made from
Vermont to Oregon. Goldenrod planting was increased to 500 acres in
Georgia. 43,000 acres of Cryptostegia were planted in Haiti and financed
by the Board of Economic Welfare. These projects cost millions of
dollars but were justified as insurance against our low rubber stockpile
until the synthetic program could begin functioning.
As early as 1923 the Department of Agriculture concluded that the

failure of rubber plantations in Tropical America was due to leaf blight.
The Ford Motor Co., plantations in Brazil in 1927, and Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Co., plantations in Panama and Costa Rica in 1935-6 were
practically ruined by leaf blight. Buds from resistant trees were trans
planted to the upper trunks of diseased trees. This method of crown
budding has proven to be successful and many acres have been saved.

Sources of Wild Rubber
Kind

Hevea
(Para rubber)

Sapium

Balata
(Mimisops)

Species
Brasiliensis, Fine
Benthamiana, Fine
Guyanensis, Weak-
Fine and more
than 18 others.

10 or more species
(2 yield good latex
others resinous)
At least 12 species

Where Found
Brazil (Amazonas, Para, Matto
Grosso, Goyaz, Maranhao, terri
tory of the Acre)
Bolivia
Peru
Colombia
Ecudor
Venezuela
Guianas
Amazon Basin

Tropical South America
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Ceara or Glaziovii Ceara, Brazil
Manicoba
(Manihot)
Caucho Castilla, Ulei, Southern Mexico to Brazil
( Castilloa) Elastica and others
Bahia Rubber Speciosa Brazil (Bahia, Pernambuco, and
(Hancornia) Matto Grosso)
Guayule Argentatum Mexico
(Parthenium)
Funtumia Elastica Africa

Wild Rubber Types
Office of Rubber Reserve

Uncut Fines Crude
Cut Fines Crude, Washed and Dried
Islands Fine
Weak Fine "
Cameta "
Upriver Coarse " " " "
Manicoba "
Manicoba Choro (Ceara Scrap) " " " "
Central Scraps
Caucho Ball "
Panama Slab " '
Mangabeira " "
Cameroons Crude
Guayule Crude, Washed and Dried
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SYNTHETIC RUBBER1
Synthetic rubbers are rubber-like materials made almost entirely in

plants financed by the government, and designed, built and operated by
the rubber, chemical and petroleum industries. The magnitude of the
synthetic rubber program was ably expressed February 24, 1945 by
S. T. Crossland, Rubber Reserve Company.
"Fifty-one plants have been designed, constructed, and placed in

operation, and forty-nine rubber, chemical, petroleum, and industrial
companies participate in their operation under the supervision of Rub
ber Reserve Company. The estimated plant investment cost is in excess
of $700,000,000. Expenditures for materials, utilities, services, etc. are
approximately $2,000,000 per day."
"The success of the Government's synthetic rubber program is a

great tribute to the ingenuity, skill, and technical and managerial
ability of the participating companies, and strongly reaffirms the reli
ance which was placed upon them."
"It was necessary to accomplish in less than two years a swift acceler

ation of the small synthetic rubber industry to the status of a great and
going essential industry, and to condense into that brief time technical
and commercial developments which under normal circumstances might
easily have taken twenty years or more."
The main types of synthetic rubber are GR-S, Neoprene, Butyl and

Buna N. There are many modifications of each type. None are identical
with natural rubber although they do have properties similar to natural
rubber. Synthetic rubbers in some properties are superior and in others
inferior to natural rubber. The rubber technologist has many products
to choose from in adapting a synthetic rubber to a specific problem.
The following table illustrates the speed with which conversion to

synthetic rubber was facilitated.

NATURAL vs SYNTHETIC RUBBER1
PER CENT OF TOTAL U. S. CONSUMPTION

RUBBER 1942 1943 1944 1945 194S 1947 (Est.)
Natural 96 66 20 13 27 60
Synthetic 4 36 80 87 73 50

SYNTHETIC RUBBER PROGRAM
The Rubber Reserve Co., a subsidiary of the Reconstruction Finance

on March 28, 1941, requested Firestone, Goodrich, Goodyear and U. S.
Rubber to submit proposals for the construction and operation of a
plant having 10,000 tons capacity, but with initial equipment for only
2500 tons.
'The manufacturing specifications for synthetic rubber are set forth in the publication ;
"Specifications for Government Synthetic Rubbers" issued by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation. Office of Rubber Reserve.
17. S. Rubber Co.
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On May 9, 1941 the Office of Production management recommended
to Rubber Reserve the immediate construction of four plants each to be
designed with an annual capacity of 10,000 tons. Contracts were so
amended, and GR-S was selected as the all purpose polymer.
In January, 1942, the program was increased to 400,000 tons annually

and after the fall of Singapore (Feb. 15, 1942) was increased to a total
of 805,000 tons. Neoprene was later expanded to 60,000 tons.

GR-S 705,000
Butyl 60,000
Neoprene 40,000

805,000

These plants demonstrated their ability to produce more than one
million tons annually or well above their designed capacity.



COMPARATIVE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SYNTHETIC RUBBERS*

Natural
Rubber

(Standard)

0.93

3000
4500

Good

Excellent

Poor
Good
Fair
Fair

Good
Good

Good

Poor

Good

Non-Oil
Reaistant
Butyl

0.91

3000
3000

Good

Fair

Excellent
Good
Good
Good

Good

Very Good

Fair

Poor

Good

Specialty Synthetic*

Thlokol

1.35

300
1500

Fair

Poor

Good
Good
Poor
Good

Poor
Poor

Poor

Excellent

Good

Fair to Good

Fair to Good

Oil-Reaistant
Neoprene

Excellent

Excellent

Very Good

Aromatics

1.25

3500
3000

Good

Good

Good
Good

Fair

except

Poor

BnnaN

1.00

600
4000

Fair

Good

Poor
Fair
Good
Good

Fair
Good

Good

Good

Poor

General
Purpose
Synthetic
GB-S

Physical and Chemical Properties

0.94

400
3000

Poor to Fair

Good

Poor
Good
Fair
Good

Poor to Fair
Good

Fair

Poor

Good

1. Specific Gravity

Pure Gum

3. Tear Resistance4. Abrasion Resistance

a. Sunlight (Ozone)
b. Oxidation

d. Static (Shelf)

a. Extension Flexing ....

(or Permanent Set)....

a. Hydrocarbon

b.

Oxygenated-Solvents

6. Resistance to Flex

Compression Set

8. Solvent Resistance

Classification

2. Tensile

5.

Aging

Cracking

7. Resistance to

•Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. cn



COMPARATIVE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SYNTHETIC RUBBERS (Cont.)

General
Purpose
Synthetic

Classification GR-S9. Oil

&

Gasoline
Resistance Poor to Fair

10. Acid Resistance Good

11. Flame Resistance Poor

12. Cold Resistance Fair to Good

("Freezing" or Harden

ing upon Cooling)

13. Permeability to Gases.... Medium

14. Solvents Petroleum

Hydrocarbon

Specialty Synthetics

Excellent

Good

Poor

Fair

Medium

Methyl-
ethyl-
Ketone

Ethylene
Dichloride

Oil-Resistant
Neoprene

Good

Excellent

Good

Poor

Low

Aromatic or

petroleum
hydrocarbons

Tbiokol

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Very Low

Tri-Chlor

ethylene

Non-Oil
Resistant
Butyl

Poor

Excellent

Poor

Good

Extra Low

Petroleum

hydro
carbons

Natural
Rubber

(Standard)

Poor

Excellent

Poor

Good

Medium

Petroleum

hydro
carbons
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GR-S (GOVERNMENT RUBBER, STYRENE)
GR-S is the general purpose synthetic rubber which was used to

replace natural rubber in tires and most applications during the war.
It was selected upon recommendation of the rubber manufacturers be
cause it was quite similar to natural rubber in its behavior and per
formance and could be processed into finished goods on existing equip
ment in the rubber industry. GR-S was also selected because of the
available supply of raw materials.
GR-S standard is made by emulsion copolymerization of 71 parts of

butadiene and 29 parts of styrene. The monomers are emulsified in the
presence of an emulsifying agent, such as sodium stearate, and copoly-
merized by a peroxide or persulfate catalyst for 12 to 16 hours at a
temperature of about 120 to 130 F. Dodecyl mercaptan is used as a
modifying agent to keep the molecular weight from becoming too high
and prevent the GR-S from becoming tough and difficult to handle.
Polymerization is stopped at 70 to 80 percent conversion by addition
of hydroquinone as an inhibitor. Phenyl-beta-naphthylamine or BLE
are added as stabilizers or antioxidants in dispersed form. Unreacted
monomers are removed after transfer to "blow-down" tanks by boiling
off or by steam distillation. The latex is then blended and coagulated
with salt-acid, glue acid or alum and washed, pressed, dried and packed
in bales of 75 pounds each (6" x 14" x 28").
Early in 1945, Rubber Reserve started a program to modify existing

batch polymerization equipment to permit manufacture of GR-S by
continuous polymerization. A design was developed which was adapted
to be installed in all standard plants. By the end of 1945, equipment
for production of about 300,000 tons of GR-S had been installed for
continuous polymerization. The continuous design results in greater
production capacity and a GR-S with more uniform physical properties
and chemical composition.
GR-S is tougher and more difficult to process than natural rubber.

Milling of natural rubber results in disaggregation and reduction in
average molecular weight. The rubber is softened by the milling process.
The average molecular weight of GR-S is not decreased by milling. The
GR-S must be softened by mechanical working and by the addition of
large amounts of plasticizer. Smooth, extruded GR-S compounds may
be obtained by using a combination of plasticizer and carbon black.
Extruded GR-S compounds are more uniform and more easily controlled
than natural rubber compounds.
Pure gum GR-S compounds show low tensile strength, and it is

necessary to use channel black or fine furnace blacks to develop optimum
physical properties. Mineral fillers give low tensile strength in GR-S
and it is advisable to use a paracoumarone to obtain the best quality.
GR-S may be vulcanized with sulfur and accelerators. The amount of
sulfur used is less (2 parts per 100) than is generally used in natural
rubber. Mercaptobenzothiazole or its derivatives, thiuram disulfides,
thiuram monosulfides and dithiocarbamates are the preferred accelera
tors. Sulfurless compounds vulcanized with thiuram disulfides gives
superior aging and very low compression set.
GR-S compounds give good resistance to abrasion, good heat aging

and low water absorption. The freezing point is higher than that of
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natural rubber. GR-S gives a high hysteresis loss and low flex cracking
resistance. GR-S gives less resistance to tear, particularly hot tear, than
natural rubber. GR-S like natural rubber compounds will check and
crack quickly under strain when exposed to direct sunlight, but when
protected with wax, both rubbers behave alike.
Since GR-S is a synthetic material, it is possible to produce many

types with specific properties for many applications. The modifications
of GR-S have resulted in such improvement in quality, that the choice
between it and natural rubber in many instances is based only on cost.
Some of the GR-S polymers have definite advantages over natural
rubber because they have been developed for specific applications. A
total of 411 experimental GR-S polymers were scheduled and most of
them had been made by October, 1947 in the copolymer plants operated
for the Office of Rubber Reserve. Many of these experimental polymers
are now being made and used as regular GR-S numbers. The following
table shows that GR-S standard comprised only 30 to 40 per cent of all
GR-S produced from March to August, 1947. Special purpose GR-S
polymers play an important role in GR-S production*.

Percent
GR-S Standard 30 to 40
GR-S 10 and GR-S-10 AC 20 to 30
GR-S Blacks 8 to 16
GR-SLatices 4 to 6
Other Specials IB to 23
Experimental (X-Numbered GR-S).. 4 to 10

Modifications of GR-S have resulted in improved processing and tacki
ness, better resistance to flex cracking, lower freeze point and hysteresis
loss and superior electrical properties. GR-S types non-staining to
lacquer and enamel and non-discoloring in light are being produced
regularly.
An important development has been the incorporation of carbon

blacks, zinc oxide, clay, whiting and silene into GR-S prior to coagula
tion of the latex. These masterbatches have been an aid in processing,
particularly where there was insufficient milling equipment to incor
porate the fillers into GR-S. Better dispersion is obtained, shorter mill
ing time and less power are required. A cleaner mill-room is attained.
Carbon black-GR-S masterbatches show greater resistance to cut
growth and less heat build-up. Lower Mooney GR-S rubbers may be
used in preparing carbon black masterbatches thus resulting in easier
breakdown and better processing.

•R. E. Harmon, Rubber Age— 62 291 (1947).
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Flow Diagram of GR-S Manufacture
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Low Temperature Rubber
An important development of the American Synthetic Rubber Indus

try is low temperature rubber.1- 2 This chemical rubber is a polymer of
butadiene and styrene made at temperatures of 41, 14, and 0 F. as
compared with the standard temperature of 122 F. Decreasing the tem
perature of the GR-S recipe increases the reaction time at equivalent
conversion, to 30 hours at 104 F. and 70 hours at 86 F.
Successful development of low temperature rubber is due to the use

of chemicals which increase the rate of polymerization. Ferricyanide
activated diazo thio ethers and iron activated "redox systems" result in
rapid low temperature emulsion polymerization. Redox systems involve
the use of both an oxidizing and a reducing agent. At present, cumene
hydro peroxide3- *• 5 is favored over the diazo thio ethers or benzoyl
peroxide as the oxidizing agent with sugars and salts of heavy metals
as reducing agents.
The major difference between the regular GR-S and the low tempera

ture processes is that refrigeration facilities must be provided to de
crease the temperature about 80 F. The molecular structure of low
temperature rubber is so changed that a number of properties are im
proved. It contains less of the low molecular weight material than is
present in GR-S. The lower the temperature the less branching during
chain growth.
Copolymer Corp., has converted one half of its capacity to the produc

tion of 41 F. rubber. The United States Rubber Co., Borger, Texas is
converting one-twelfth of its annual capacity to low temperature rubber.
Necessary facilities are being installed to produce 0 F. rubber. Phillips
Petroleum Co. has for some time made Philprene A (41 F.) and Phil-
prene B (14 F.) in pilot plant production.
Low temperature rubbers show good processing qualities. Although

mixing temperatures are higher, they show less tendency to scorch.
Shorter mixing times than now in use with GR-S and natural rubber
are indicated.
41 F. rubber is superior to GR-S 10 in tensile strength at both normal

and elevated temperature, elongation, flex-life, resilience and aging.
It is superior to natural rubber in processing and abrasion resistance,
but inferior in hysteresis. 14 F. rubber is in general better than 41 F.
rubber, and in view of the good physical properties at low carbon black
loadings, it should be of interest in tire carcasses.
Road tests of Philprene A in tires shows 20 to 40 percent better tread

wear than GR-S 10. Flex cracking and cut growth characteristics are
also better. Philprene A with an RF black, such as Philblack O, has given
tire treads superior in tread wear and cracking to natural rubber treads.
■Schulie, Reynolds. Fryling, Sperberg and Troyan I.R.W. 117, 739 (1948)'Shearan. Jr.. McKenzie and Samuels I.E.C. 40, 769 (1948)•Fryling, USP 2.879.431 (1945)Fryling, USP 2,383.066 (1946)'Stewart, USP 2,880,474-77 (1946)
Stewart & Zwlcker, USP 2.380. 617 (1945)
♦Vandenberg & Hulse. I.E.C. 40. 932 (1948)



Comparison of GR-S Recipes

(All quantities expressed in parts per hundred of charged monomer, by weight)

Original GR-S Preaent GR-S GR-S-10

Butadiene 75 71 71

Styrene 25 29 29

Oxidizing agent Kj&Oi 0.30 K.SiO. 0.23 &S2O, 0.23

Activator

Emulsifier8 (soap)

Modifier

Total H,0
Reaction temp. F.
Conversion, %
Reaction time, hr.
Final ratio butadiene to styrene

Fatty acid,
90% soln. 4.6

Dodecyl mer-

captan 0.60

180.0
122-130

77
15-17
79:21

Fatty acid,
90% soln. 4.3

Dodecyl mer-

captan 0.45

180.0
122

72
13-15

76.5:23.5

Dresinate 731,
anhydrous 4.3

Dodecyl mer-

captan 0.7

180.0
125
72

14-16
76.5:23.5

Copolymer 41 F.

71
29

Cumene hydro
peroxide 0.15

Dextrose 2.5

FeSO,.12H,0 0.1

Na.P*0,

Dresinate 731,
anhydrous 4.7

Tertiary Cu mer-

captan 0.2

180.0
41
60

20-22
76.5:23.5

■Quantities in p. p.m., based on dry weight.
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GR-S
1—Regular Polymers (Stabilizer PBNA or BLE)

Butadiene Tl
Styrene 29

Butadiene 65
Styrene 85

Butadiene 96
Styrene 6

Fatty,
Acid
Soap

Rosin
Soap

fRosin
(Soap

fRosin
(Soap

Coaff.

Salt-
Acid

Glue-
Acid

Alum

Salt-
Acid

Alum
fSalt-
lAcld
fSalt-
lAcid

Number
fGR-S X 394
IGR-S STD
)GR-S 85
[GR-S X-181
fGR-S 65
IGR-S X 248

GR-S 20-AC
GR-S AC
GR-S 361
GR-S 12-AO
GR-S X-306 AC
GR-S X-311 AC
fGR-S X-852
J.GR-S 10
LGR-S X-302

GR-S 10 AC

GR-S X-212

GR-S-SP-X 406

Mooney % Conv.
41-49
46-55
90-110
90-110

45-55
125-135

40-50
46- 65
60-60
65-75
45- 55
46-66

45-55
60-60
60-60

65-80

60-70

72
77

72
72

77
Tl
Tl
77
77

72-74

2—Non-Staining—Non-Discoloring Polymers

Soap Coaar.

Butadiene 71
Styrene 29

Butadiene 50
Styrene 50

Butadiene 60
Styrene 60

Fatty
Acid

Rosin
Soap

Salt-
Acid

Glue
Acid

Alum

Glue-
Acid

Salt-
Acid

Alum

Number Stab. Hooney
%
Conr. Notes

(Fatty
JAcid
[Daxad fSalt-
■jRosin (Acid
[Soap

GR-S 899 UBUB 26-35 Tert.
C-16
Mercs

Hydro- tan
GR-S 21 quinone 40-60 71
GR-S 25 EFED 45-55 72
GR-S 60 STAL 46-56 71
GR-S X 812 40-50
GR-S X 886 SP UBUB 46-54
GR-S X 385 R-2015 46-64

fGR-S X 862 IBUL
IGR-S X 892 SP UBUB 46-54

fGR-S 45 AC EFED 89-45
IGR-S X 294 EFED 50-60 71
1GR-S 897 BC
[GR-S X 391 STAL 41-49

fGR-S X 282 STAL 87-102
[GR-S 16 STAL 90-110 BO

fGR-S 17» EFED 50-60 71
GR-S X 396 UBUB 60-58
GR-S X 274* STAL 55-65 71
GR-S X 233 STAL 87-102
.GR-S 18 STAL 60-60 72

GR-S 40 AC EFED 40-60 77

GR-S X 804 STAL 100-110

•GR-S 17 and GR-S X 274 shortstopped with sodium sulfide.
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GR-S
3—Cross-Linked GR-S Polymers*

71.0
28.5 (Fatty

(Acid

%
Coag. Number Stab. Mooney Coot. Note.
Salt- fGR-S 60 BLE 60-66
Acid 1GR-S X 844 Non-

1GR-S X 40B SP UBUB 125-145 Stain
Glue-

iGR-S X 363 IBUL 60-66

Acid GR-S X 898 SP UBUB 50-65
•Contains 0.5% divinylbenzene.

4—Continuous Polymerization of GR-S

Butadiene 71
29

Fatty
Acid

Salt-
Acid

Alum

GR-S X 268
(110 F.)

GR-S X 269
(110 F.)

GR-S 38

GR-S X 242 AC
(117 F.)

GR-S X 246 AC
(124 F.)

GR-S X 221 AC
(122 F.)

GR-S X 296

Rosin
Soap

fGR-S X 282
(Salt- i GR-S X 368
lAcld IGR-S 18 STAL

45-55

45-65

45-55

45-65

45-55

45-55

50-60
50-68

71

M

n

71

71

5—GR-S Latices

Butadiene Styrene % Solid* Stab.

Fatty Acid

76 25 26-28 1.5
75 25 26-28 None
75 25 27-29 None

70

71.6

71.5

70
50
60

60
60
55

Number
Type 1
Type 2
GR-S-X-809

Mooney
45-55
45-55
45-55

Cony.
77

Notes

Fatty Acid-Nonhydrogenated-Hydroquinone Short Stop
GR-S-X-299

80 GR-S-X-303 20-35

Daxad and Rosin Soap
50 50 60-60 Non- GR-S-X-270 75-100

Stain
50 50 65-60 None GR-S-X-271 75-100
60 60 39-45 None Type IV
60 60 39-45 None GR-S-X-896

Minimum
Odor.
.05% Free
Styrene

60-60
Daxad and Potassium Castorate

GR-S-X-288

28.5
High

30
60
60

60
60
45

65-60
65-60

58
37-39
87-40

37-39
37-39
68

Stalite
Hydro-
quinone

GR-S-X-298 Very Soft

High
GR-S-X-S08 40-50
GR-S-X-810

Rosin Soap
None GR-S-X-278
None GR-S Type 3 75-90 86-90
None GR-S-X-160 75-90 86-90

GR-S-X-358 60-75
None GR-S-X-367
None GR-S-X-381 25-40

GR-S-X-359

Lower
Styrene
Normal
Solids
8.6-39%
Soap
Free
Styrene
.6% max.
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GR-S
Mixed Fatty Acid and Rosin Soap

%
Butadiene Styrene % Solida Stab. Number Mooney Cony. Notes

70 80 68 TypeV 65-95 No Antiox
70 30 55 GR-S-X-333
75 26 25-31 GR-S-X-342

Mixed Fatty Acid and Synthetic Emnlsifiers
75 25 GR-S-X-400 NaPyrophos-

phate Sulfate
B-8

Mixed Fatty, Baste and Synthetic Acids
58(min) None GR-S-X-370

Mixed Rosin and Synthetic Acids
50/50 Isoprene- 45-50 None GR-S-X-388 Fabric Dip

Styrene

6—GR-S Masterbatches
Filler

EPC Black 15 Pts./lOO GR-S 10
EPC Black 15 Pts./lOO 8:1 Blend
GR-S Standard and GR-S 10

EPC Black
EPC Black
EPC Black 50 Pts./lOO GR-S
EPC Black 50 Pts./lOO GR-S
EPC Black 50 Pts./lOO GR-S 10 Type
EPC Black 50 Pts./lOO GR-S 10 Type
EPC Black 50 PU./8 :1 Blend of GR-S
Std. and GR-S made at higher temp.

EPC Black 46 Pts./lOO GR-S
EPC Black 50 Pts./lOO GR-S
EPC Black 60 Pts./lOO GR-S Stalite
HMF Black 52 Pts./lOO GR-S
SRF Block
Buca A Clay
Buca A Clay 100 Pts./lOO GR-S Non-Stain
Silene 50 Pts./lOO GR-S Nonstain
Crown Clay 100 Pts./lOO CR-S EFED
Philblack A 50 Pts./lOO GR-S Stalite

Nnmber Mooney
GR-S-X-300 89-49

GR-S-X-301 83-43
GR-S-X-277 so (0
GR-S-X-276 30 72
GR-S BLK-1 35-45 72
GR-S BLK-l-AC 60 Tl-
GR-S-X-314 80-40
GR-S-X-296 40-50
(GR-S-X-297 83-43
GR-S-X-298 83-43
GR-S BLK 2 85-45
GR-S-X-347 25-35
GR-S-X-413
GR-S-X-360 35-45
GR-S-X-279 30 tO
GR-S-X-283 50
GR-S-X-292 40
GR-S-X-S16 40
GR-S-X-316 40
GR-S-X-419 37

Philblack 20/100 Low
Mooney GR-S
Modifier Tert. C-16 Mercaptan.

Fatty Acid Soap— Salt Acid
GR-S-X-889 15-25

Mixed Rosin Acid and Fatty Acid
EPC Black 60 Pts./lOO GR-S

SRF Black in GR-S 10
SRF Black 55/100 Parts GR-S 10

GR-S-X-866

Rosin Acid
GR-S-X-857
GR-S-X-878

Fatty Acid— Zinc Sulfate
Silene 50 Pts./lOO GR-S 40 AC GR-S-X-380

UBUB

BLE 1.6

UGUL

40-50

7—Isoprene Polymers
Polyisoprene
GR-S-X-116
GR-S-X-281

75/25 Isoprene —Styrene Copolymer
GR-S-X-141
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EFFECT OF PROCEDURE AND MATERIALS ON
PROPERTIES OF GR-S

Variation of
Procedure and
Materials

60/50 Butadiene-
Styrene

65/35 Butadiene-
Styrene

71/29 Butadiene-
Styrene

95/5 Butadiene-
Styrene

GR-S Designation Results Imparted

Monomers (Charge Ratio)
GR-S 40 AC Higher Styrene
X-278-SP-GR-S Higher tensile, modulus and hard-
X-304-GR-S ness. Easier breakdown, more
X-212-GR-S thermoplastic, smoother. Less

shrinkage. Good in hard rubber
GR-S Standard and extruded goods. Higher

freeze point than GR-S Standard.
X-406-SP-GR-S High Butadiene

Poor processing. Lower physical
properties. Lower freeze point.

Other Monomers

75/25 Isoprene- X-141-GR-S
Styrene

100 Isoprene X-281-GR-S

React like natural rubber. In
creased tack, resilience, tear re
sistance. Lower hysterises loss
and set. Poor processing used to
prepare derivatives such as
chlorinated polyisoprene.

CROSS-LINKING WITH DIVINYL BENZENE
Variation of
Procedure and
Materials GR-S Designation Results Imparted
71/28.5/0.5 Buta- GR-S 60 Controlled "Gel"
diene-Styrene- GR-S-60-SP Smooth milling and extrusion.
Divinylbenzene X-344-GR-S Low shrinkage. Improved ap-

X-393-SP-GR-S pearance of extruded and molded
X-405-SP-GR-S parts. Good aging. Should bo

blended with other GR-S types.

Emulsifiers
Fatty Acid Soap

Rosin Soap

Mixtures of soap
with synthetic
detergents

GR-S Standard
GR-S-50
GR-S-25
GR-S-10
GR-S-10 AC
GR-S-18
GR-S-16
GR-S-17

X-370 GR-S Latex
X-359 GR-S Latex

Faster breakdown, better tack.
Improve dispersion of carbon
black. No stearic acid bloom. Bet
ter abrasion, tear and cut growth
resistance. Higher tensiles with
mineral fillers. Recommended for
extrusion and calender opera
tions.
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TEMPERATURE OF REACTION
Variation of
Procedure and
Materials

Standard Proce
dure 120 to 130 F.
35 F.

GR-S Designation Results Imparted

X-383-GR-S Lower temperature
X-384-GR-S improves processing and physi-
X-398-GR-S cal properties.

Modifiers
Dodecyl
Mercaptan

Tertiary
Mercaptans

GR-S Standard,
etc.

X-389-GR-S
X-399-GR-S
X-415-GR-S

Straight chain

Branched chain sulfoles and C 16.
Low Modification
High mooney polymers GR-S-85
and GR-S-16.
Good physical properties.
Hard processing.
High Modification
Low mooney and easy process
ing. Good in chemically blown
sponge (X-399-GR-S)

STABILIZATION
Variation of
Procedure and
Materials

PBNA and BLE

Stalite

Hydroquinone

EFED

IBUL
UBUB

GR-S Designation Results Imparted

Staining
GR-S Standard, etc.

Relatively Non-Staining
GR-S-16 Compounds show migration stain
GR-S-18 on lacquers and enamels under
GR-S-50
GR-S-21

S-l sunlamp bulb.

Non-Staining
GR-S-17
GR-S-25
GR-S-40 AC
GR-S-45 AC

X-344-GR-S
X-416-GR-S
X-392-SP-GR-S
X-393-SP-GR-S
X-396-GR-S
X-405-SP-GR-S

Compounds show no migration
or contact stain on lacquers or
enamels after 24 hours under an
S-l sunlamp bulb at a distance
of 12 inches.
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Variation of
Procedure and
Materials
R-2015
BC

Salt-Acid

Glue-Acid

Alum

Dilute Alum

GR-S Designation

X-385-GR-S
X-397 AC-GR-S

Result! Imparted

Coagulation
GR-S Standard
GR-S-25
GR-S-50
GR-S-85
GR-S-16
GR-S-65
X-392-SP-GR-S
X-393-SP-GR-S
GR-S-AC
GR-S-10 AC
GR-S-40 AC
GR-S-45 AC
X-361-GR-S AC

Minimum ash and low electrolyte
content. Improved insulation re
sistance.

Low water soluble content. Used
in electrical applications.

Comparable to deproteinized rub
ber. Water soluble content at a
minimum.

FINISHING OPERATION
Variation of
Procedure and
Materials
Standard Plants

Naugatuck
Chem. Co.

GR-S Designation

GR-S-60
GR-S-60-SP
X-344-GR-S
X-393-GR-S-SP
X-405-GR-S-SP

Results Imparted

Filter, wash, dry on three pass
dryer and bale.
Improved processing polymers
by combination of straining and
milling before and after drying
respectively.
Used in insulated wire and foot
wear.

NEOPRENE (GR-M, GOVERNMENT
RUBBER— MONOVINYLACETYLENE)

Neoprene is prepared by emulsion polymerization of chloroprene,
2-chloro-l, 3 Butadiene. It was introduced by E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
& Company in 1932. Neoprene is made privately by the Du Pont Com
pany at Carney's Point, New Jersey, where the annual capacity is about
10,000 tons. This company operates the government plant at Louisville,
Kentucky, where the annual capacity is 60,000 tons.
Neoprene is a generic term for a number of chloroprene polymers,

each of which has been developed for a specific purpose. Neoprene GR-M
contains a thiuram disulfide as a stabilizer and does not discolor lac
quers, enamels or plastics. GR-M 10 contains phenyl-beta-naphthyla-
mine as a stabilizer, which causes discoloration.
GR-M and GR-M 10 are made in five grades as regards plasticity,

M-0 (most plastic) to M-4 (least plastic). M-0 is furnished in sheets
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and the others in short rope segments. Neoprene FR, a copolymer of
chloroprene and isoprene, has much greater resistance to low tempera
tures than any other type of Neoprene. The specific gravity of Neoprene
FR is 1.15 and of the other types it is 1.25.
GR-M is obtained in short rope-like sections from latex by the con

tinuous formation of a polymer film by coagulation on a freeze drum
followed by washing and drying of the film. "The GR-M latex is coagu
lated by freezing at -10 C. and after washing, the film is dried for
about 8 minutes at 120 C. The film is continuously and automatically
formed into 14 inch rope-like sections and bagged. The GR-M latex is
made with sodium rosinate as the dispersing agent. The final latex is
acidified without coagulation. The frozen acidified latex coagulates
rapidly because the dispersing agent has been decomposed. Sodium
rosinate as dispersing agent gives a film with satisfactory wet strength.
Neoprene is more like natural rubber than the other synthetic rubbers.

It has a number of qualities not possessed by natural rubber. Neoprene
is resistant to oil, sunlight, ozone, oxidation and heat. It is flame re
sistant in that it does not support combustion.
Neoprene is vulcanized by zinc oxide or litharge, and magnesium

oxide is used to retard the cure. Neoprene compounds vulcanized with
litharge give improved resistance to water and steam. Sulfur in Neo
prene acts as an accelerator of vulcanization and is used in small
amounts only to improve adhesion to metal or low temperature flexibil
ity. Neoprene does not give a hard rubber. Diorthotolyl guanidine,
mercaptobenzothiazyl disulfide and piperidinium pentamethylene dithio-
carbamate act as peptizing or plasticizing agents during mastication of
Neoprene. Plasticizers such as dioctyl phthalate, dicapryl phthalate,
dibutyl sebacate, dioctyl sebacate, tributoxy ethyl phosphate, diisobutyl
adipate, trioctyl phosphate and tricresyl phosphate improve the low
temperature flexibility of Neoprene.
Neoprene requires the addition of carbon black to bring out the best

physical properties. Neoprene compounds give good tensile strength,
high elongation, resistance to tear and abrasion, and high resilience.
They are not subject to over-vulcanization, and show good physical
properties over a wide range of cures before and after aging. While the
electrical properties of Neoprene are not as good as natural rubber, it is
used in cable covers and many types of insulation where oil, corona and
ozone resistance are important. Neoprene can be adhered to brass plated
or cemented metals without difficulty.

BUTYL RUBBER
Butyl rubber is a copolymer of isobutylene and isoprene. It contains

2 to 2% percent isoprene. GR-I (Government Rubber, Isobutylene) was
first produced in commercial quantities by the Standard Oil of New
Jersey in 1943. Production is carried out in government owned plants
located at Baton Rouge, Louisiana and Baytown, Texas with a com
bined production capacity of 70,000 tons per year. A Canadian plant at
Sarnia, Ontario has an annual capacity of 12,000 tons.
Isobutylene and isoprene in a solvent are treated at -40 C. with a

special catalyst to produce Butyl rubber. It cannot be made in latex
•M. A. Yonker, Chem. Eng. Prog. 43 391 (1947).
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GR-I

Diagramatic Flow Chart Showing the Baaic Steps in the Manufacture of Butyl Bubber

Oilways. 12, No. 11. 9 (1946)
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form. It varies from a water white to an amber solid. The commercial
product contains a small amount of a standard antioxidant.
Butyl rubber is chemically unlike natural or other synthetic rubbers.

The unsaturation is only about 3 percent of the unsaturation of natural
rubber. The low unsaturation makes it impossible to manufacture hard
rubber from Butyl rubber, and the time of vulcanization is also longer
than that of natural rubber. Butyl and natural rubber are not compatible
and should not be blended. Vulcanized Butyl rubber gives strong, tough
products highly resistant to attack by gases and chemicals.
Butyl rubber is soft and requires very little mastication to work it

on a mill, but in spite of this fact, a breakdown period is necessary to
obtain a smooth band. It can be mixed, processed and vulcanized like
any other rubber. Sulfur, zinc oxide and ultra-accelerators of the
thiuram and dithiocarbamate type are used to vulcanize Butyl rubber.
Sulfurless vulcanizates may be made with the thiurams, Ethyl Selenac
and p-quinone dioxime (GMF).
Pure Gum Butyl compounds give the highest tensile strength. Rein

forcing fillers increase the modulus, hardness, resistance to tear and
abrasion. The tear resistance of freshly cured Butyl rubber compounds
is about the same as that of natural rubber, but after aging they show
a greater retention of tear resistance.
A higher loading of channel black, furnace blacks, clay, whiting,

zinc oxide, etc. may be added than in natural rubber without decreasing
the tensile strength, elongation and resistance to tear of Butyl rubber
to an undesirable degree. The low temperature flexibility of Butyl
rubber is improved by plasticizing with dioctyl phthalate, dibutyl seba-
cate, dioctyl sebacate, diisobutyl adipate, trioctyl phosphate and tri-
cresyl phosphate. Unsaturated plasticizers or extenders should be
avoided.
Compression set of Butyl rubber is considerably higher than that of

natural rubber. Butyl compounds give very low rebound at room tem
perature but the rebound increases with increase in temperature. Butyl
rubber shows high hysteresis properties.
The outstanding advantages of Butyl rubber are its chemical resist

ance and low permeability to gases. Butyl rubber shows only 10 percent
of the permeability of natural rubber to air. It is therefore, superior to
natural rubber in inner tubes. It is for this reason that the major part
of the Butyl rubber production is used in inner tubes.
Butyl rubber is very resistant to the deteriorating effects of weather

aging, sunlight, oxygen and ozone. It has excellent resistance to acetone,
alcohols, ethylene glycol, phenol, furfurol, aniline and salts of copper,
cobalt and manganese. It is not resistant to petroleum or coal tar hydro
carbons. It is resistant to the action of animal and vegetable oils,
alkalies, concentrated hydrochloric, sulfuric and nitric acids. It shows
low water absorption and good electrical properties. It gives good
resistance to flex cracking and in many instances has exceeded that of
natural rubber.
The major application for Butyl rubber is in inner tubes, cements,

adhesives and pressure sensitive tapes. It is being used in automotive
parts exposed to direct sunlight. Other applications include steam and
chemical hose, pump linings for corrosive liquids, tank linings for
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hydrochloric, phosphoric and nitric acids, weatherproof garments and
protective clothing, pharmaceutical seals and sealants for jars and cans.

BUNA N (GR-A, GOVERNMENT
RUBBER, ACRYLONITRILE)

Buna N synthetic rubbers are copolymers of butadiene and acryloni-
trile. Almost all of the buna N has been produced in privately owned
plants. The manufacturers and types produced are as follows:

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co Butaprene
NAA, NXM,
NL, NF

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co Chemigum
N-l, N-2

B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co Hycar OR 15
and 25

The Enjay Co Perbunan 18
and 26

Various polymers are prepared by varying the butadiene-acryloni-
trile ratio. The higher the acrylonitrile content, the greater is the oil
resistance of the polymer, whereas the lower the acrylonitrile content,
the more flexible is the polymer at low temperatures.
The chief advantage of the Buna N rubbers is their resistance to oil,

gasoline and aromatic solvents. They are also superior to rubber, GR-S
and Neoprene on heat aging. They are tougher and less plastic than
rubber or GR-S and it is necessary to add plasticizers for good process
ing. Plasticizers such as dioctyl phthalate, dibutyl phthalate, tributoxy-
ethyl phosphate, dibutyl sebacate, dioctyl sebacate and tricresyl phos
phate also improve low temperature flexibility.
Buna N rubbers are compounded and processed like other rubbers.
It is necessary to add carbon black in order to bring out the optimum
physical properties. The amount of sulfur used is 1.5 parts per 100 parts
of Buna N and the amount of organic accelerator is usually higher than
with natural rubber. It is interesting to note that when Buna N com
pounds are vulcanized with thiuram disulfides, a very low compression
set is obtained. Very good hard rubbers may be produced with a high
proportion of sulfur.
Buna N rubbers blend with rubber and GR-S to give easier processing

compounds which show oil and heat resistance superior to GR-S and
natural rubber. Buna N rubbers plasticize polyvinyl resins and improve
the processing of these resins.
Phenolic resins increase the hardness of Buna N compounds without

using high loadings of fillers. These blends show high tensile strength,
good abrasion and flex resistance.
Because of their excellent resistance to aromatic fuels, Buna N com

pounds were very essential as the lining of bullet-sealing gasoline tanks
during World War II. Buna N rubbers may be readily bonded to metal.
Buna N latices have found wide-spread application in the paper and

textile industry for use in saturation, impregnation and coating. Due to
the very small particle size, complete impregnation of the paper is
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obtained. The improvement in tensile strength and tear resistance is
outstanding, and much greater than is obtained with any other type of
latex. Impregnation of paper with Buna N latex gives a tough, oil,
solvent and water resistant sheet. These papers are adapted for protec
tive wrapping and gasket applications.
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UNITED STATES

Total Natural Rubber and Natural Latex, New Supply, Consumption, Re-exports and Stocks By Tear, 1941-1946,

Preliminary through May 1947 a/
(Long Tons— Dry Weight)

Stocki
Reexports Inventory End of

New Bap ply Consumption b/ adjustment Period

Year 1941 1,029,007 775,000 5,376 533,344
Year 1942 282,653 376,791 10,856 422,714
Year 1943 55,329 317,634 20,815 139,594
Year 1944 107,834 144,113 9,665 93,650
Year 1945 135,672 105,429 6,743 d/1,565
Year 1946 400,687 277,597 4,3386

Mo. Total 1947 310,720 216,331 75

a/ Estimated dry weights

;

shrinkage not a large factor during 1941 and 1942 and therefore not applied until 1948.
W Beginning May 1943. Rubber Reserve Co. Transfers of Title.
d/ Due largely to about half of Industry reporting guayule consumption on a nonderesinated basis for more than two years past.



UNITED STATES

Summary of Synthetic Rubber (GR-S Type, Neoprene, Butyl and N Type a/, New Supply, Consumption, Exports and

Stocks, By Year 1941-1946, through May 1947)

(Long Tons)

STOCKS— END OP PERIOD
NEW SUPPLY 8talpp«J For

5— j— -: ExportProduction Bat Not
Summary Gov't Private Total Imports Total Consumption Exports b/ Total Cleared On Hand

Year 1941 (Est)

0

8,383 8,383

0

8,383 6,259 672 c/1,702 — 1,702
Year 1942 3,625 18,809 22,434

0

22,434 17,651 1,419 c/4,612 — 4,612
Year 1943 207,454 24,268 231,722

0

231,722 170,891 18,148 47,295 6,727 41,568
Year 1944 737,084 25,546 762,630 11,043 773,673 566,670 104,266 150,032 7,105 142,927
Year 1945 801,470 18,903 820,373 10,407 830,780 693,580 83,778
Year 1946 722,944 17,082 740,026 7,709 747,735 761,699 72,9206

Mo. Total 1947 260,591 7,301 267,892

4
267,896 270,595 7,023

a/ Includes all Butadiene-Acrylonitrile synthetic rubber types such as Hycar OR, Chemigum OR, Butaprene, Perbunan, Tblckol RDP and GR-A.
b/ 1941 and 1942 derived from allocations for export

; 1943 to date actual,
c/ 1941 and 1942 year-end stocks do not reconcile for N Types a/.
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RECLAIMED RUBBER
BY F. L. KILBOURNE*

Reclaimed Rubber is a product resulting from the reprocessing of
waste vulcanized rubber by mechanical, thermal, and chemical treat
ments with the object of producing useful materials for further manu
facturing processes. Thus, the term includes ground vulcanized scrap,
rough partially plasticized "shoddies," and fully plasticized, smoothly
refined reclaims.
The importance of the reclaimed rubber industry to the United States

and to the rubber products industry is demonstrated in the accompany
ing chart which shows the consumption of reclaimed rubber in long tons
as compared to the consumption of natural and synthetic rubbers during
the last twenty-seven years. In 1942 and 1943 reclaimed rubber con
sumption was 38 per cent of the total rubber consumed in the United
States, while in more normal times (1937-1941 inclusive) the corres
ponding figure was 23 per cent.
Reasons for the relatively large consumption of reclaimed rubber

include the following:
1. Low cost.
2. Uniform cost from year to year relative to crude.
3. Faster mixing.
4. Faster curing.
5. Lower power consumption.
6. Dimensional stability of uncured reclaimed rubber compounds

during tubing, calendering, and curing.
7. Good aging.
8. Uniformity from shipment to shipment.
These features will be discussed later in this article.

MANUFACTURE OF RECLAIMED RUBBER
Raw Materials

Scrap Rubber is procured through brokers specializing in this prod
uct. All purchases are graded according to the "Standards of Scrap
Rubber Specifications" published by the Rubber Reclaimer's Associa
tion. These standards cover all major grades of scrap rubber and
miscellaneous items are usually purchased upon approval of a represen
tative sample. Tire scrap is the largest single type of scrap rubber.
Other important types are inner tubes, curing bags, boots and shoes
and miscellaneous black or light colored mechanical goods. A few years
ago the above list would have covered the list of scrap types adequately.
With the coming of synthetic rubber, however, each type is subdivided
into natural, synthetic, or mixed classifications. Wherever possible, it is
•Xylo» Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio.
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desirable to segregate the natural and synthetic scraps to facilitate
their subsequent reclaiming. Indeed, some synthetics have been found
to be worthless if reclaimed mixed with the corresponding natural rubber
scrap. In many other cases, reclaim technologists are successfully pro
ducing top quality reclaims from mixed scraps.

RECLAIMING PROCESSES
Removal of Metal

The first process in any reclaiming plant is the removal of large metal
parts from the scrap. In the case of tires, the bead is usually cut from
the tire with a saw or knife.

Grinding
Next the tire or other scrap is chopped or ground into small pieces

varying in ultimate fineness according to the scrap, the subsequent
operations, or the product desired. For some purposes, the grinding is
carried out to produce a particle passing a 30 mesh screen, while for
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other processes % inch diameter particles are satisfactory. While in the
ground state, the scrap is usually passed under a magnet to remove
small bits of ferrous metals.

Devulcanization
This term is generally known to be a misnomer because vulcanized

rubber has never been actually devulcanized either in the laboratory or
the factory. The term means that the rubber is softened so that it may
be milled to form a coherent sheet on the mill or refiner. There are
several ways of accomplishing this result and they will be discussed
below.

Alkali Digestion. This is the most important process commercially. The
comminuted scrap is heated in solutions of caustic soda solution to
which any of the numerous softening or swelling oils have been added.
The caustic soda solution may be from one to eight per cent in concen
tration. The oils may be added in any desired amount, the natural
tendency being to keep them at a minimum. The digestion is carried out
in kettles holding up to six tons of ground scrap. The time of digestion
varies from eight to twenty-four hours, and the temperature from
about 370 F to 410 F. The heat is generally applied by steam, either
from a jacket or by internal addition of the steam.
The digestion with caustic soda removes the fabric while the heat

and oils soften the scrap. After the digestion, the solution is separated
from the softened scrap which is then washed with water and dried in
preparation for refining.

Acid Process. This process is used by some reclaimers to remove the
fabric. Finely ground scrap is digested for a period of four to ten hours
with 15 to 25 per cent sulfuric acid in open vats at approximately 200 F.
At the end of the digestion, the acid is drawn off and the scrap is
washed thoroughly. After removal of the acid, the scrap still requires
further devulcanization. This may be accomplished in the alkali diges
tion process or in one of the other processes.

Pan Process. This process is usually applied to ground scraps, free of
fabric. Fabric-bearing scraps can be used when the finished product
may contain dispersed cellulose. The finely ground scrap is mixed with
small amounts of softening oils and concentrated caustic soda and is
then loaded in pans which are moved into a horizontal heater. Live steam
at pressures of from 60 to 250 pounds is admitted to heat the charge
for a period of time depending on the steam pressure. At the end of this
period, the steam is released and the softened product removed from the
heater. After drying in air for several hours, the so-called "biscuits" of
devulcanized rubber are ready for refining.

Mechanical Devulcanization. Some scraps are useful if they are not
softened but are merely ground to a fine state, such as twenty or thirty
mesh. This finely ground scrap or "springs" as it is sometimes called
is then reused in small quantities with new rubber. Hard rubber scrap
is ground for reuse in hard rubber compounds as hard rubber "dust"
If the grinding of soft rubber is carried out under certain conditions

in the presence of softening agents, it will cohere and become plastic so
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that it may be used in new compounds just as the more conventional
reclaims are used. This process requires a large amount of mechanical
work and for this reason it is not commonly used.
Miscellaneous Devulcanization Processes: Many variations and com
binations of the above processes are possible. For example, much scrap
is devulcanized in the digester process in the presence of dilute zinc
chloride solution which serves to remove the fabric as well as the alkali
digestion does.
In Europe especially, the pan process is modified by superheating

the steam with internal electric heating units in the autoclave.
Many patented processes are known which involve the use of air to

catalyze the plasticizing action of heat and oils. Probably all processes
depend to a large degree on oxidation which takes place either in the
process itself or in the scrap before it is returned to the reclaimer.

Washing and Drying
Following alkali digestion, acid process, or zinc chloride digestion,

the scrap rubber must be thoroughly washed to remove excess alkali
or acid and then dried before subsequent processing takes place. The
washing is accomplished in large open tanks and the drying takes place
in belt dryers at temperatures from 220 to 260 F.

Refining
Except for the devulcanization process itself, refining is the most

important process in the reclaiming cycle. It is usually preceded by a
milling or blending operation on an 84-inch mill or in a banbury. Here,
various types of scrap may be blended and desired pigments added.
The refining process is carried out on short, sturdy mills with rolls

set very closely together. The softened scrap feeds through the rolls
which rotate at differential speeds of approximately 2.6 to 1. The refined
sheet is taken from the fast roll with a scraper knife and is only approxi
mately 0.010 inches thick. Bundles of stock from the first refiner are
next fed into a strainer. Here the stock is forced through tiny holes in
a screen to remove the last traces of metal. The holes in these screens
may be as small as 0.0115 inches square or as large as 0.060 inches
square, depending on the use to which the particular product is to be
put. Finally, the strained rubber is passed through finishing refiners,
there to be again squeezed and worked into a sheet which may be as
thin as 0.002 inches. This sheet is wound up on a "windup" roll until it
forms a slab approximately one inch thick which then is cut off, dusted,
and piled for shipment.
The refining operation serves to hold back tough, unsoftened particles,

or to force these to the side of the rolls. In either case, these "tailings"
are kept out of the finished slab and are returned to the process for
reworking.

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
RECLAIMED RUBBER

Each reclaimer is prepared to furnish the average analysis and tests
on his product. These tests include the following:
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Acetone Extract—Measures part of the organic content.
Ash—Measures the inorganic content.
Carbon Black—Measures the carbon black content.
Cellulose—Measures the cellulose content.
Total Sulfur-—Measures the total sulfur content.
Cured Chloroform Extract—Measures part of the organic content.
Rubber Hydrocarbon —Determined by difference of the total of the
above determinations and 100 per cent.

Alkalinity—An arbitrary figure giving an indication of the activating
effect of the reclaim on cure.

Tensile Strength, Elongation, Shore Hardness —In a standard recipe.
Specific Gravity—A convenient method of identifying reclaims and
controlling reclaim quality.

A standard test formula for use in obtaining physical tests on reclaim
has been adopted by the Reclaimers Association. It is as follows :

Reclaim sufficient to contain.. ..100 parts of hydrocarbon.
Zinc Oxide 5.0
Sulfur 3.0
Stearic Acid 2.0
Captax 0.5
Diphenyl Guanidine 0.2

Cure to optimum tensile strength (usually 15-25 min. at 287 F.)
The rubber hydrocarbon content is the most important of the tests

listed above because it enables the compounder to adjust his sulfur and
accelerator concentrations to their proper values when introducing
reclaim. The rest of the testing data is useful mainly for purposes of
control of uniformity from one lot to the next. Reclaimers generally pay
close attention to specific gravity and physical tests, carrying out the
complete analyses somewhat less often.
Another test that is very important to the user of reclaim is that by

which plasticity is measured. Reclaimers run a milling test on every
lot of every reclaim produced or measure the plasticity in other ways.
The milling test has been described by Palmer (1) .
In the table below, rubber contents and suggested uses for standard

types of reclaimed rubber are shown.

Type Polymer
Rubber
Content

Specific
Gravity Alkalinity

Recommended
Use

Whole Tire Mixed*
N & S
or S

45-60 1.18-1.20 Alk. or
Neutral

Tire Carcasses,
heels, mechanicals,
general purpose

Modified
Whole Tire

Mixed
N & S

40-45 1.21-1.28 Alk. or
Neutral

Extruded goods,
battery cases,
mechanicals

Tube (Black
or Red)

N 56-60 1.15-1.20 Alk. Cements, inner
tubes, high
quality mechanicals

Tube B EE 1.15 Neutral Butyl products only
Boot and Shoe N St 1.50 Neutral Wire insulation,

footwear, coatings
Carcass (Blk.
or Grey)

N 40-55 1.18-1.40 Alk. Cements, dispersions,
tan mats, soles and
heels

Blend Black NorS 35-40 1.85 Alk. Low cost mechanicals
Blend Dark
Grey

NorS 86-50 1.80-1.50 Alk. Tan mats, soles,
heels

•N means Natural Rubber
S means GR-S
B means Butyl
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USE OF RECLAIMED RUBBER

As mentioned earlier, reclaimed rubber has been used because it has
been uniformly low in cost from year to year. From 1920 to 1947 the
pound cost of reclaimed rubber (whole tire) varied between 4.1tf and 8<f.
Crude rubber in the same period varied in average annual cost between
3.41 and 72.5 tf. Even in 1932 with crude selling at 3.40 and reclaimed
rubber at 4.1<f, 19 per cent of the rubber used that year was of the
reclaimed variety.
Reclaimed rubber, because it has been thoroughly masticated during its

preparation, is ready to receive pigments soon after it is placed on a
mill or in a Banbury mixer. Thus, the use of reclaim speeds up mixing
cycles with a corresponding reduction in cost. Furthermore, reclaimed
rubber lowers the consumption of power in the milling of compounds in
which it is used since some of the required pigment load has already
been dispersed and also because of the thermoplastic nature of the
reclaim itself.
Once the compounds are mixed, one usually finds that those contain

ing substantial proportions of reclaimed rubber will retain their shape
in the uncured state better than those containing no reclaimed rubber.
Thus, the forming processes such as calendering, tubing, coating, or
cutting of blanks for molds are more easily performed when reclaim
is present. At this point reclaim seems to be less thermoplastic than
crude.
Reclaimed rubber compounds cure faster than the corresponding

compounds not containing reclaim. This has been attributed to a num
ber of causes, no one of which seems to explain the phenomenon. Cer
tainly the residual alkali in alkali reclaims is an accelerator of vulcani
zation in its own right and, in addition, tends to activate the accelerator
if it is of the thiazole type such as Captax or Altax. For this reason
Altax is sometimes preferred over Captax in high reclaim stocks so as
to minimize danger from scorching with highly accelerated stocks. Even
neutral reclaims tend to cure faster than new rubber compounds. CR-S
reclaims, if made by neutral or zinc chloride digestion processes, appear
to be slower curing than the corresponding natural rubber reclaims.
Alkali digested reclaims of synthetic scraps show only slightly slower
curing properties than the corresponding natural rubber reclaims.
Another desirable property of reclaimed rubber is its good aging

property. Reclaimed rubber compounds resist the effects of heat, sun
light, or oxidation even in the absence of anti-oxidants. Naturally, this
property is further improved by the use of effective anti-oxidants.
All-reclaimed rubber compounds may sometimes be found to show
excessive stiffening or aging in the air oven. This tendency can be
partially overcome by using low percentages of sulfur in the presence
of ultra acceleraters such as Tuads or Selenac. Synthetic reclaims
appear to exhibit this stiffening tendency on aging to a smaller degree
than natural rubber reclaims.
Since reclaimed rubber is a manufactured product, control of its

uniformity is easily accomplished. The product is subjected to control
by experienced technicians at all stages in its manufacture. Experienced
compounders feel that reclaimed rubber is definitely less variable in
its properties than plantation crude rubber. Another advantage is the
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ease with which modified reclaims can be obtained if the compounder
will make his requirements known to the reclaim manufacturer. In
many cases, the latter already has the modification all worked out.

SYNTHETIC RECLAIMS
Reference has been made to synthetic reclaims at several points in

this article. Since 1943 the rubber industry has been using appreciable
quantities of GR-S. Throughout the war period the various types of
synthetic rubber tires were properly marked with a red dot, as well as
with a suitable "S" number indicating the percentage of synthetic in the
tire. This system was of great value to the reclaimers as they worked
out the recipes for reclaiming the several types of synthetic tires. Since
1946, tires have no longer been so identified, but the reclaimer has gained
more skill in handling mixtures of natural rubber and synthetic rubber.
During the year 1947, practically all popular whole tire or modified
whole tire reclaims have included increasing percentages of synthetic
rubber hydrocarbon.
There is little doubt that a substantial proportion of synthetic rubber

will continue to be used in tires for some time to come and therefore
the reclaim of the future will be one which contains a mixture of natural
rubber and synthetic hydrocarbon.
The effect of this increased proportion of synthetic rubber hydro

carbon in reclaimed rubbei is not likely to be troublesome. The presence
of synthetic hydrocarbon in reclaim tends to make the reclaim more
inert or less nervy and less tacky. In general, the total rubber content
is likely to be reduced slightly because of the presence of larger amounts
of softeners in the synthetic scraps and because of those added in the
reclaiming process. In general, ash contents are lower and carbon black
contents higher in reclaims containing synthetic hydrocarbon. It has
been found that synthetic reclaims tend to cure somewhat slower if made
in the zinc chloride digestion process, but they are not greatly different
from natural rubber reclaims with respect to rate of cure if made by
the alkali digestion process.
Those tire reclaims which contain the highest proportion of their

hydrocarbon content of the synthetic variety are found to be very clean
in texture. This is partially explained by the uniformity in compound
ing of the original carcass and tread as contrasted with practice in
compounding natural rubber tires in the past. With natural rubber
tires, the carcass has generally reacted to the effect of heat and devul-
canizing oils more readily than the tread and sidewall.
Wherever it has been possible to segregate synthetic rubber tire scrap

so that it may be processed in the absence of natural rubber scrap, re
claims of improved processing characteristics have been made from the
synthetic scrap. Synthetic reclaims appear to have improved processing
qualities due to the greater inertness and decreased tack. They have
also shown good physical properties in many compounds including tire
carcass, heel, hard rubber, and mechanical goods formulas. In tread
compounds, synthetic reclaims, while not generally used, show superior
road wear resistance as compared with the corresponding natural rub
ber reclaims.
GR-S reclaims are generally found to be as thoroughly plasticized
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as natural rubber reclaims, but the GR-S reclaims do not develop exces
sive tack on further milling as sometimes happens with the natural
product. Inertness and tack-free surface of GR-S reclaims contribute
to better tubing and calendering properties. Decreased tack has not been
found to interfere with capacity of GR-S reclaims to accept a high
degree of pigment load for the cheaper mechanical goods items.
In replacing natural rubber reclaims with synthetic rubber reclaims,

alight formula adjustments may be necessary. Below 30 parts of re
claimed rubber hydrocarbon per 100 parts of total hydrocarbon, no
adjustments in curatives need be made. With higher proportions of
reclaim, the introduction of synthetic reclaim may require slightly
higher proportions of accelerator or sulfur or both. In some compounds
an activating accelerator or "kicker" such as Zimate is useful. In some
cases the synthetic reclaim compound may require additional softener
content. No general rules exist for making the changes. Each com
pounder will naturally prefer to work out these details for himself.
It has been claimed that the introduction of synthetic scrap results

in higher reclaiming costs. This is only to be expected and there is hope
that improved techniques will be developed which will bring the cost in
line with that for natural rubber scrap. In any case, the reclaimer
charges no more for synthetic reclaims than for natural rubber reclaims
and he will undoubtedly be on guard to see that reclaimed rubber con
tinues to occupy the strong economic position that it has always held.
This report would not be complete without recommending the reading

of the recently published book distributed by the Rubber Reclaimers
Association entitled "Reclaimed Rubber, The Story of An American
Raw Material," by J. M. Ball (2). This book is worth while reading for
all compounders and others interested in reclaimed rubber. It presents a
complete history and analysis of the reclaimed rubber industry.
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PROPERTIES OF CURED COMPOUNDS
Most finished rubber products are vulcanized and the properties for

which they are valued are "cured" properties. Those properties dis
cussed here are therefore the ones to be considered first in designing
a rubber compound.

TENSILE PROPERTIES
The tensile properties of rubber compounds have long been used as

a means of measuring general quality. Actually they show the stress-
strain characteristics, the ultimate elongation and the tensile strength,
and nothing more. They are associated, however, with the ability of the
compound to withstand certain types of wear and, in general, with the
ability to perform well in service. The most common use of the study
•of tensile properties is as a basis for comparison of compounding in
gredients. Because they are simply and quickly evaluated, tensile data
make an excellent screening test to determine such things as rate of
cure and aging resistance.

Modulus
The term "modulus" or "stress" is used to denote resistance to being

stretched. It is defined as the force in pounds necessary to stretch a
piece of rubber, one square inch in cross section, a specified amount.
This amount of stretch is normally expressed as a percentage of original
length and the "stress" as pounds per square inch at the fixed elongation.
This property is a function of the state of cure and when plotted

against time of cure produces a curve that may be used as an arbitrary
measure of curing speed.

Elongation
The term "elongation" is used to describe the ability of a rubber com

pound to stretch without breaking. To describe this property as meas
ured it is more accurate to speak of "ultimate elongation" or "elongation
at break" since its value, expressed as per cent of original length, is
taken at the moment of rupture.
This property also is a function of the state of cure and is used as a

supplement to modulus in comparative evaluations.

Tensile Strength
The tensile strength of a rubber compound is its resistance to rupture

under tension. It is measured as strength at break and expressed in
pounds per square inch of cross section. This property has an absolute
value in some applications where the product is actually subjected to
tension in service but, like the other tensile properties, it is most fre
quently used in evaluating compounding materials on a comparative
basis.
In a series of cures with a variable time factor the tensile strength

either passes through a maximum or exhibits a marked change in the



slope of its curve. Therefore the tensile strength may be considered
either separately or together with the modulus and elongation in de
fining an optimum state of cure for any specific compound.

TEAR RESISTANCE
Tear resistance is a property of rubber that is very important in

certain applications such as tires, tubes, clothing, footwear, water
bottles, and some mechanicals. It may be described as the resistance to
the growth of a cut when tension is applied to the cut specimen.
Several methods are used to test for this property but most of them

express tear resistance in the same way, as the force in pounds neces
sary to tear a nicked sample one inch thick.

HARDNESS
Hardness as a property of rubber stocks is difficult to define except

according to the methods used to determine it. These methods measure
the resistance of the stock to indentation by the blunt point of a metal
rod, ball, or needle. Thus the hardness of rubber can best be described
as the resistance to indentation.
Hardness is expressed as a number referring to the scale of the

instrument by which it is measured. It is an important property to the
compounder because its specification often imposes limits upon the type
and quantity of compounding materials which may be used in the for
mulation of any particular stock.
This property is somewhat related to tensile properties and in

particular to modulus in heavily loaded stocks. Its change during the
aging of some compounds may be used as a measure of aging resistance.

ABRASION RESISTANCE
This property may be defined as the resistance to abrasive wear. It

is very important in tire treads, soles and heels, hose, and the covers
of conveyor belts and cables.
The ability of a rubber compound to withstand abrasive wear would

seem to be closely related to its tensile properties. However, compound
ing for this property involves the use of specific materials not neces
sarily disposed to increase the tensile properties or all-round quality of
the stock. The best measure of this property is obtained by special tests
designed to simulate service conditions as nearly as possible.
The method of expressing resistance to abrasion varies with the

means used to determine it. See page 430 in the section on Test Methods.

RESILIENCE AND HEAT GENERATION
Resilience is the energy of recovery from a deformation and heat

generation is the energy lost during a deformation and a recovery.
Thus the resilience and the heat generation together equal the energy
put into the deformation.
A resilient piece of rubber is said to have "snap" or a "fast come

back." Resilient rubber compounds generate little heat when flexed and
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therefore are desirable for such things as tire and belt frictions where
high temperatures due to generated heat tend to deteriorate the rubber
rapidly.
The resilience of rubber stocks is affected by the state of cure.
For practical purposes, the means of expressing resilience are not

direct. When measured by the impact method it is expressed as a scale
reading and when measured by the Goodrich Flexometer, as a tempera
ture rise. In either case the values are taken as comparative though with
the latter instrument it is possible to calculate resilience in standard
energy units with reasonable accuracy.

PERMANENT SET
When a piece of rubber is stretched and released it does not return

to its exact original length but comes to rest somewhat longer than it
was before stretching. The increase in length of the rubber strip, ex
pressed as per cent of original length, is termed "permanent set."
In practice the specifications for this property stipulate the magni

tude and the duration of the deformation, and the length of the rest
period before measuring.
The property itself is greatly dependent on the state of cure and the

amount and type of loading in the compound.

COMPRESSION SET
This property is similar to permanent set in that it is a tendency

to take a permanent deformation under application of a stress. It is
actually a characteristic of liquids and is sometimes referred to as hot-
flow or cold-flow. It is measured (1) as the amount by which a standard
test piece fails to return to its original thickness after being subjected
to a standard compressive load or deflection for a fixed period of time;
or (2) as the distance returned relative to the amount deflected.
A tight cure is essential to low compression set and compounding

for it is therefore dependent on the curing agents and accelerators used.
This property is of great importance in motor mounts and other

mechanicals that are required to bear heavy compressive loads in service.

FLEXING, FLEX-FATIGUE, AND FLEX-CRACKING
Many rubber articles such as tires, belts, motor mounts, footwear,

and soles are subjected to a continually repeated series of distortions
during use. Such distortions may take the form of stretching, bending,
compressing or any combination of these simultaneously. The effect is
to weaken the rubber gradually and ultimately bring about failure. The
failure may be a ply separation such as occurs in belts and tires, a crack
in the rubber which grows until it becomes a break, or a rupture as in
the blowout of a tire.
The ability of a rubber product to withstand flexing is recognized as

a single property although it actually is related to several other proper
ties and depends on the construction of the article as well as on the
characteristics of the rubber compound. It is known, however, that
rubber compounds resist the wear of flexing best when they are built for
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high tensile and tear resistance, high resilience, good resistance to heat
aging, and good adhesion to the non-rubber parts of the structure.
Therefore these properties are the goal for which the compounder must
aim to obtain good flex life in his product.
Evaluations of flexing properties are usually made by measuring the

amount of flexing required to cause failure in the sample.

HEAT RESISTANCE
This term is used to describe the ability of rubber compounds to retain

their useful properties under the destructive influence of heat. This
property is required in a variety of rubber articles and forms a part of
the specification formany of them.
There are several general rules for the compounding of good heat

resisting stocks and such stocks are frequently referred to as a separate
class.
The measurement of this property is usually on a comparative basis

and consists of the evaluation of familiar properties such as tensiles
both before and after undergoing specific heat-aging tests.

HOT PROPERTIES
This term, as distinguished from heat resistance has reference to the

value of the properties of rubber compounds at high temperatures.
Most tests for the standard properties of rubber are made at or near
room temperatures but since many products operate at considerably
higher temperatures it is frequently of advantage to measure them
under operating conditions. Such properties are familiarly spoken of as
"hot tensile" or "hot modulus", etc.

COLD PROPERTIES
This expression has the same meaning as the one above except that

in this case the properties are evaluated at low temperatures. The per
formance of rubber parts at low temperatures is very important in auto
mobiles, airplanes, and other machines which are subject to widely vary
ing operating conditions.
There is a temperature (it varies according to the compound) at

which rubber becomes stiff or even brittle and loses most of its useful
properties. The lower this temperature the better the cold properties of
the compound. This property may be called "cold resistance" by many
compounders but the term is avoided here since it may be misunderstood
to have a meaning different from cold properties in the same sense that
heat resistance differs from hot properties. The property of cold resist
ance corresponding to the term heat resistance is not normally con
sidered.

OIL RESISTANCE
Oils and solvents, like heat, have a deteriorating effect on the proper

ties of rubber compounds. The different types of rubbers possess the
quality of resisting this deterioration to markedly different degrees.
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The first prerequisite then in compounding to meet a rigid specification
as to oil resistance is to choose the best type of rubber (other properties
being considered). Beyond that, the property may be further developed
by the use of proper compounding materials and the attainment of a
high degree of vulcanization.
Good oil resistance is required of certain types of hose, belts, and

automotive parts.
In some applications rubber products must withstand oil at high

temperatures thus involving the combination of both heat resistance
and oil resistance in the compound.

ACID RESISTANCE
Uncompounded rubbers vary from fair to good in their resistance to

acids but their compounds may be so constructed as to yield highly
resistant products. This is accomplished generally by obtaining a tight
cure and by using, insofar as possible, acid insoluble compounding
materials.

WATER RESISTANCE
To its every-day user, rubber seems to be a highly water resistant

material and it is in fact, since within limits it is both insoluble in and
impervious to water. However, in service, rubber products that are
exposed to steam, vapor, or moisture, will lose their desirable properties
more rapidly than the same compounds in a dry atmosphere.
Thus water resistance, or the ability to maintain properties for long

periods of time in the presence of water, is a property that must be built
into compounds intended to function under such conditions.
An excellent example of the need for this property is in underground

cable jackets and insulation where moisture penetrating the insulating
medium will cause a short circuit and thus defeat the purpose of the
insulation.

LIGHT RESISTANCE
Light has two adverse effects on rubber compounds. It accelerates

the deterioration of tensile and other properties, and it causes a dis
coloration of light-colored compounds. These effects may be minimized
but not prevented by proper compounding. The loss of physical proper
ties due to light is characteristic of the rubber which must therefore be
compounded to resist it. Discoloration, on the other hand, may be due to
some of the compounding ingredients that are added to serve other pur
poses in the compound and therefore a proper choice of these materials
is the best way to combat it.

ADHESION TO METALS
This property is dependent on the metal, the rubber compound, and

the cement (when it is used). Considering only the rubber, certain com
pounding materials used in the adhered compound may bleed into or
otherwise affect the adhering layer of rubber or the surface of the metal
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and consequently weaken the bond. Both the rubber stock and the
cement should therefore be compounded for best adhesion by the choice
of proper ingredients.
As is true of most other properties, good adhesion is a relative term

and must be considered from the standpoint of how long it will last in
service. Good aging of the rubber stock in both the cement and the ad
hered article must consequently be considered a necessary part of good
adhesion.

ODOR AND TASTE
These properties need no description but it should be pointed out that

they are most undesirable in such rubber products as drug sundries,
clothing, beer tubing, dairy tubing, jar rings, and food conveyor belts.
The rubber itself may sometimes be the objectionable agent with respect
to odor and taste but more frequently the compounding materials,
particularly organic accelerators and antioxidants, are at fault. Where
these properties are to be eliminated, the compound should contain only
tasteless and odorless materials insofar as possible and, in addition,
should contain a small percentage of a deodorant.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Both natural rubber and the synthetics have valuable electrical prop

erties that make them excellent insulators for wire and cable. The ones
chiefly specified by the trade are:

Dielectric strength
Insulation resistance
Specific inductive capacity
Power factor
Moisture absorption
Corona resistance

Since these properties are defined according to the methods by which
they are tested they will be described under Test Methods rather than
here.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND VOLUME COST
Cost is a factor in the development of nearly every compound. The

specific gravity and the price of materials therefore become items that
must be considered in the choice of compounding ingredients. For a
simple explanation of how to figure volume cost see page 632 in the
section on Tables and Charts.
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PROCESSING DRY RUBBER COMPOUNDS
The second aim of compounding is the development of good process

ing characteristics in the compound. In order to be able to compound
properly for these characteristics the compounder must know: what the
processes are (including a knowledge of the equipment used), the nature
of the problems concerning them, what properties of rubber govern its
adaptation to these processes, and what effect the various compounding
materials have on these properties.
The first three of these points fall properly into the discussion here

but the last is taken up under "Materials for Compounding," and further
elaborated under "Commercial Compounding."
The principal processing operations involved in general rubber goods

manufacturing are :

1—Breakdown of the Rubber
2—Mixing
3—Storage of Mixed Stock
4—Calendering
5—Extruding
6—Preparing Stock for Curing
7—Vulcanizing

This list constitutes a general classification of processes and applies
neither exactly nor in total to all types of rubber goods.
The following table indicates the equipment and the nature of the

more common problems concerning each of the operations listed:

Operation

Breakdown

Equipment

Mill
Problem

Banbury mixer
Gordon plasticator

Cost (equipment, labor, time,
power)

Mixing Mill Scorching, poor dispersion
Banbury mixer

Storage Racks or bins Set-up or partial cure in
storage

Frictioning, coating
or sheeting

Calender Scorching, blistering, rough
ness, bare spots in friction,
set-up in rolls after finish
ing, shrinkage

Extruding Tubing machine Rate of extrusion, scorching,
blistering, roughness, swell
ing and shrinkage, set-up in
pans
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Operation

Preparation of
stocks for curing

Equipment Problem

Tire builders
Belt tables Dryness, lack of tackiness,

set-up after calendering,
bloom

Shoe lasts
Hose machines
Roll equipment

Curing

Steam vulcanizer

Press Blistering, porosity, poor
knitting, sticking to the mold
Blistering, sagging from
poles, collapsing of tube

Air vulcanizer Blistering, porosity, appear
ance of surface

Hot water tank Blistering, sagging, heat
conductivity

Warm room for
self-curing

Retaining of processing heat

BREAKDOWN

Rubber breakdown serves two purposes; first, it masticates and
softens the crude material to the point where mixing and subsequent
processing are possible; second, it frequently is used as a means to
average out the quality of the raw rubber by the practice of cross
blending at the breakdown mill. Chunks of rubber from different lots
are broken down together and rolls of stock from different batches are
further blended in the mixing operation.
There are three common types of machines used for breaking rubber;

viz., the Rubber Mill, the Banbury, and the Gordon Plasticator. The
rubber mill may be used to break rubber in three different ways:
1—a straight one period breakdown, 2—two or three successive periods
with cooling in between, and 3—tight grinding where the rubber does
not actually go around the rolls but merely passes through the bite of
the rolls set closely together and may be dropped into the pan or rolled
into a ball like a cabbage. The number of passes through the bite affects
the degree of breakdown.
It is considered good practice in many large plants to carry a stock

of broken rubber of two, three, or more different degrees of plastication.
These rubbers may be classified according to the length of time they
were milled; for instance, (10-15) min. rubber for stiff stocks and
molded goods; (25-35) min. rubber for stocks to be calendered; (45-60)
min. rubber for use in frictions, cements, and sponge, and longer periods
for even softer stocks.
When the Banbury internal mixer is used to break rubber it is usually

operated for only a few minutes for each break since it operates at
relatively higher temperatures than the rubber mill. The rate of break
down in an internal mixer is a minimum at temperatures around 240 F.
This rate may be considerably increased by either raising the tempera
ture or lowering it. Hot breakdown at temperatures of about 320 F. is
common in high speed Banburys.
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The Gordon Plasticator is a large extrusion machine very economical
for handling large quantities of rubber. Usually only one pass through
this machine is enough for satisfactory breakdown.
The chief problem pertaining to the breakdown of rubber is the con

trol of cost. The elements to be considered are equipment, power, labor,
and time. The control of all of these factors may be reduced to a matter
of bringing the rubber to the proper degree of plasticity as quickly as
possible with the least wear on equipment and in a manner which re
quires as little handling as possible.
The compounder exercises his share of this control by specifying the

temperatures and speeds at which the equipment is to be run and by the
use of softeners and chemical plasticizers which are mixed into the
rubber during breakdown.

MIXING
The purpose of mixing is to obtain thorough, uniform dispersion of

all the compounding ingredients with the rubber. Two types of machines
are used; the ordinary open mill, and the Banbury internal mixer.
Mixing on the mill is a relatively slow operation which requires the

constant employment of an experienced mill hand. The broken rubber
is first banded on the mill and the various compounding materials added
in proper sequence and worked in by cutting and folding the stock as
it mills.
This method of mixing is not only time consuming but difficult to

control since it so largely depends on the skill of the operator.
Banbury mixing is a much faster method of incorporating compound

ing materials. It also requires the constant attention of an operator but
the churning compound is confined within a cylindrical chamber and
the revolving rolls are so shaped as to provide a constant folding and
mixing action. Thus the Banbury operator has more time to watch the
temperature and time the additions of compounding ingredients.
The final result of Banbury mixing is faster batch mixing and greater

uniformity of results from batch to batch.
The first problems to be considered in the mixing operation are those

of accomplishing its purpose, good dispersion. If dispersion is not com
plete, spots or specks of various materials may be seen in the batch, and
these may be sufficient to cause local variation of cure and loss of
desirable physical properties. The chief causes of poor dispersion are
(1) too short a mixing period, (2) improper order of addition of com
pounding materials, and (3) the use of material containing dirt, grit
or agglomerates.
The first of these causes of poor dispersion is apt to occur when the

drive for production tempts the operators to cut their batches from the
machines before all of the ingredients have had time to become uni
formly distributed. One measure that may be taken to offset this possi
bility is the use of masterbatches, particularly of important materials
used in small quantities such as sulfur, accelerators, and antioxidants.
These materials may be masterbatched by milling them into rubber in
amounts ranging from 10 to 100 parts per 100 of rubber. Accelerator
masterbatches should be mixed on a cool mill. In the preparation of
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masterbatches for natural rubber stocks, it should be remembered that
a minimum time of mixing is desirable for obtaining the best finished
properties of the stock.
The improper order of adding compounding materials is very often

the cause of poor dispersion and may result as well in scorching, or the
necessity of prolonged mixing. A generally suitable order is as follows:

1—Rubber
2—Plasticizers and softeners
3—Accelerators and antioxidants (in masterbatch)
4—Fillers, including pigments for color
5— Sulfur

This order may of course be varied even to the point of adding the
rubber last in unusual cases. For most compounds however the order
presented is satisfactory if a few simple rules are kept in mind such as:
(1) Keeping sticky resinous materials from contact with dry powders

except in heavily loaded stocks;
(2) Milling at temperatures above the softening point of hard resins

that may be part of the formulation;
(3) Making use of the stiffness of the rubber at the beginning of the

mix to grind materials that may tend to cake;
(4) Keeping liquids away from the head blocks where they may leak

out and so be lost in part;
(5) Thoroughly blending the stock after the small quantities of

masterbatch have been milled in.
The third principal cause of poor dispersion, the use of dirty mate

rials, can be controlled by a system of checking shipments of incoming
materials and by alert operators in the compounding room and on the
mixing machine.
In the mixing operation, another common problem (and a costly one

if carelessly handled) is that of avoiding scorch, familiarly called pro
curing or burning.
This condition is brought about by the development of temperatures

high enough to start vulcanization in the stock. Once the cure has
started, the stock becomes progressively stiffer and generates more
heat which raises the temperature still higher. The stock then loses its
smooth processing qualities and, if left on the mill, eventually forms
crumbs and falls into the pan.
It is economical to accelerate rubber compounds so that they will

cure in the shortest possible time at vulcanizing temperatures. How
ever, the compounder may help to avoid scorching during process by
bearing in mind the temperatures likely to be reached on his equipment
and adjusting the acceleration so that it will not become too active at
those temperatures. He may further insure safe mixing by using
softeners and fillers that mill in quickly with low heat generation.
Briefly, the compounders contribution to the control of scorch in mixing
is his specification of the following precautions:

(a) The use of plasticizing agents and softeners to reduce internal
friction;
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(b) The use of well brokendown rubber;
(c) Withholding the sulfur till the end of the mix or adding it on the

warm-up mill;
(d) The selection of proper acceleration and accelerator-sulfur ratio,

and
(e) The use of masterbatches.

STORAGE OF MIXED STOCK
In large production systems it is often necessary to keep an inventory

of mixed stock which involves the storage of compound with everything
in it except possibly sulfur which is added on the warm-up mill. Pre
cautions must be taken to prevent pre-cure in such stored material
which may take place if the stock is piled hot or allowed to become too
warm. Both of these conditions can be avoided if the stock is dipped into
a cooling bath after mixing and stored in a cool airy room.

CALENDERING
Calendering is a forming operation by means of which rubber com

pounds are sheeted or spread upon fabric. The procedure involved is

Robber Calender in Operation
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essentially one of rolling the plastic mass of rubber into flat continuous
sheets or pressing it into a piece of fabric by passing it through the
bite of large steel rolls.
The work done on the calender is of three general types; sheeting,

frictioning, and skim coating. The first is the production of long con
tinuous sheets of compound. The second is the mechanical pressing of a
thin layer of rubber into a sheet of fabric commonly known as friction
ing. The third is the application of a thin sheet of rubber to a sheet of
fabric, usually fabric which has already been frictioned.
For some applications, the product coming from the calender is to

be further altered to form the final product; for example, in tires or
belting. For others, the calendered sheet is in its finished form and has
only to be cured.
The problems peculiar to calendering are many and require both

proper compounding and experienced calender operation for effective
control. The chief problems which the compounder should understand
are these: scorching, sticking, tearing or distortion of fabric, blistering,
rough surface or crows' feet, and the running of improper gauge.
To contribute to the control of scorching the compounder must know

the temperature at which the stock is expected to run and the heat
build-up characteristics of the compound in the uncured state. The
acceleration should then be adjusted to provide a sufficiently slow curing
rate at this temperature. Further safety from scorch may be provided
by the use of softeners to control the heat build-up on the calender.
Sticking is chiefly controlled by the adjustment of roll temperatures

by the calender operator but formulas may be changed by the com
pounder in cases where the stock is extremely hard to handle in this
respect. 1

Tearing or wrinkling of the fabric is often caused by improper
handling on the calender but in some cases the stock being too stiff
will produce the same result. Compounding for proper plasticity in
order to reduce this tendency is the compounders' responsibility.
Blistering, crows' feet (cold check), and improper gauge are primarily

problems of control at the calender. Proper warm up, roll speeds and
ratios, roll temperatures, roll openings, and size of feed, are all neces
sary to the production of smooth work. All compounds designed with
careful consideration of the calender's limitations can be made to run
satisfactorily within a certain range of temperature. Where this range
is too narrow for efficient control, a minor change in the softener con
tent of the stock or type of accelerator used will usually result in suffi
cient improvement to make it run easily.

EXTRUDING
Tubing or extruding is another forming process by which uncured

rubber stock is run into long continuous strips of specific cross section.
Some stocks are handled in this manner as only a step in the building
of rubber articles, but others are delivered from the tuber in their
finished shape ready for vulcanization. Nearly all rubber extrusion is
done in screw type machines. Strips of warmed stock are fed into the
barrel mouth and forced by the screw into the head and out through
the die.
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Rubber Tubing Machine

The production of smooth uniform stock of proper dimensions from
the tubing machine is by no means a simple job. As in the case of
calendering, it requires both skill and experience of the operator and
an overall understanding of the job plus compounding know-how of the
man who designs the compounds. The operator must be trusted with
the proper control of temperature, speed, feed, and warm-up of stock.
The compounder must understand the problems of the operator and
formulate the compound for proper plasticity, scorch rate, freedom
from dirt, and smooth tubing characteristics.
The plasticity of stock to be extruded is of great importance. Stocks

which are too stiff may build up heat and scorch, or may tube rough.
Excessively soft compounds on the other hand will slip in the screw and
fail to build up the pressure necessary to hold a consistent gauge in the
extruded piece. This property is controlled by the compounder through
the use of softeners and plasticizers in the formula and the specifica
tion of breakdown limits.
The scorch rate is governed by the acceleration used. On adjusting it,

the compounder must know the heat generation characteristics of the
stock (partly dependent upon amount and type of loading) and the
temperatures at which it must be run to obtain smooth rapid extrusion.
Dirt and agglomerates cannot be tolerated in stocks which are to be

extruded because the particles catch in the die and gouge or tear the
extruded piece, or are passed through and later cause holes, blisters, or
lumps in the finished article. The first step to be taken in preventing
this is to use only dirt-free materials. Beyond that, the compounder
may specify the routing of all stock through a straining operation
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which is an additional cost often worthwhile as a means of lowering
scrap or rejected material.
Insofar as the production of a smooth uniform product depends upon

the characteristics of the compound itself it may be governed by the
type of rubber used, the plasticity to which the rubber is broken, the
amount and type of loading, and the amount and type of plasticizers
included in the compound.
In general, natural rubber, GR-S, and GR-M may be more easily com

pounded to extrude smoothly than GR-I or the Buna N types of syn
thetic. It is also true however that natural rubber stocks frequently
lack uncured stiffness after extrusion and so tend to be more easily
distorted. In all, individual rubbers differ widely but can bp made to
handle well on the same processing equipment by proper compounding.
In practice, only by careful study and factory trials can the com
pounder decide the best rubber for a given purpose.
The plasticity of the stock and the fillers and softeners used are often

limited by the specified properties of the finished goods. However, the
variation of properties available in the fillers and softeners used is
great enough to allow a wide range of processing properties for a given
set of finished properties and economic limitations.

PREPARING STOCK FOR CURING
This process consists of both simple and complex operations. It may

involve only the cutting of sheeted rubber from the mill into slabs or
chunks for the mold; or as in the case of building a tire, the cutting of
frictioned fabric and tread stock, the wrapping of the bead, and the
careful hand building of the uncured tire.
Tack is probably the most important property to the efficiency of this

operation and the compounder as well as the mixing operator is respon
sible for its being correct.

VULCANIZING
Depending on the nature, size, shape, and use of the finished article,

various methods are used to carry out the operation of vulcanization.
The most important types of cures are:

Press cures
Open steam cures (cycle)
Open steam cures (continuous)
Dry heat cures
Hot water cures
Room temperature cures

Press Cures
Press cures include all molded goods, blocked-in goods, and slabs.

The properties most desirable in compounds to be molded are good mold
flow, solid non-porous interior, good knitting, freedom from blisters
and trapped air, ease of removal from the mold, and attractive surface
after vulcanization.
Good mold flow depends on the plasticity of the uncured stock. The
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mold is at curing temperature when the uncured stock is introduced,
consequently the stock must withstand this heat without scorching long
enough for it to flow and completely fill the mold. If the stock starts to
cure before the flow is completed, it may distort or curl when removed,
and may crack when stretched or flexed. To compound a stock which
will flow well it is good practice to use a good plasticizer, to select and
limit the fillers according to their effect on plasticity, and to adjust the
acceleration so that curing cannot begin until the article is completely
formed.
Porosity is usually a result of one of two conditions: either under-

curing of the compound, or lack of sufficient external pressure during
the initial stages of the cure. Heels, tires, and thick molded articles may
be porous in their interior due to insufficient cure. The remedy for this
type of porosity is longer curing time, higher curing temperatures, or
more powerful acceleration. The latter condition which effects porosity
frequently is due to insufficient stock to fill the mold cavity.
Good knitting is the property by virtue of which the laps or folds of a

rubber stock will fuse to form a continuous mass without internal faces
of weakness. When stock is poorly prepared for the cavity which it is to
fit, undue flow is necessary to fill the mold cavity and in the course of
flowing these laps or folds may occur. If the folded-in surface of the
rubber has become coated with mold lubricant, has picked up dust before
entering the mold, or has started to cure due to excessively fast accelera
tion, these surfaces are apt to exhibit poor knitting. Sometimes uncured
blooming of waxes or oils which have been added in excess of the rub
bers compatibility for them will cause this fault in the molded piece.
The care necessary for the prevention of this is to preshape the slug of
rubber to fit the mold as closely as possible, to keep this slug clean, to
avoid using materials which may bloom or bleed from the uncured
stock, and to use acceleration which will not kick off until the cavity
has been filled.
Air trapped during molding may be the source of imperfections in

the finished product. This may be the result of poor mold design, too
soft a stock, or improper preparation of the uncured stock. Mold design
should allow for ample vents and overflow cavities to permit the escape
of air and excess stock. Soft stocks do not resist the squeeze of the
closing mold as much as harder stocks, and tend to trap air more readily.
As mentioned in the discussion of good knitting, the shaping of the slug
to the cavity is important and it is to be emphasized again in the pre
vention of trapped air.
Removal from the mold is often a critical operation for such items as

heels, water bottles, and molded mechanicals. Many rejects and much
lost time result from sticking to the mold and from tearing and cracking
of the article during removal. This property is frequently associated
with the hot properties of the molded stocks and may be controlled by
compounding for high hot tensiles and hot tear resistance. Certain
plasticizers or releasing agents may be used to further combat this
tendency.

The attractive surface of molded goods is attained by the use of clean
surfaced molds (preferably chrome plated) and the proper compound
ing of the rubber stocks. The use of waxes and non-tacky softeners
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improves the surface of heavily loaded compounds which are more apt
to show a dull appearance than compounds of high rubber content.
Such articles as belting, tiling, and matting are press cured between

strips which confine the edges and limit the minimum thickness. One
of the commonest troubles in this type of cure is blistering. Low spots
in the press platen may cause blisters or porosity, and this trouble may
be overcome by suitably padding the low spots and bumping the press.
Proper accelerator adjustment in thick pieces is essential to insure uni

form cure from surface to center. Long articles which are cured in
successive sections present an acceleration problem. The acceleration
must be such that overcuring will not result where cures overlap. Here
the flat curing type of acceleration is most needed, so that all sections of
the article are brought up to the fully cured state, yet lapped sections
are not reduced materially in their properties due to the double cure.
The use of cotton fabric that is not sufficiently dry is another source

of trouble from blisters. Cotton is hygroscopic and care should be taken
to prevent absorption of moisture by the frictioned fabric through undue
exposure to dampness in humid weather. All fabric should be dry and
hot when frictioned.

Open Steam Cures

Hose, tubed goods, and insulated wire, are cured in open steam. This
type of curing is carried out in vulcanizers which are essentially closed
chambers that contain steam at high pressures. The rubber goods are
exposed to the open steam in beds of talc or wrapped on a mandrel in
order to maintain their shape. The continuous vulcanization process
used for insulated wire makes use of a long vulcanizing tube through
which the freshly extruded insulation is run at high temperatures
(steam pressure about 200 p 8 i). The die of the tubing machine either
opens into the steam jacket or the wire enters the jacket through a
water seal. Thus the steam is sealed in and capable of being maintained
at these high pressures. The insulated wire is exposed to the open steam
for as little as ten or fifteen seconds and is cured in that time. There
fore one of the greatest problems in this process is the exact adjust
ment of the acceleration to the time of exposure.
The troubles that most frequently occur in this type of curing are

porosity, blistering, deformation, and non-uniform cure.
A common cause of blistering is moisture introduced during the early

part of the cure from the use of wet steam or cold heaters. A second
cause may be the use of freshly mixed stocks. It is good practice to allow
stock to age a day or two between processing and curing.
In the case of wrapped goods, the wrapping should be tight to avoid

porosity, which occurs when the moisture or air in the stock is allowed
to vaporize or expand when hot. Porosity may also be caused by too
slow a rise in pressure.
Deformation may be the result of sagging, flowing, or cross-overs. In

all cases it is due to the stock becoming too soft before the cure takes
effect. Overmilling, faulty acceleration, or improper softeners are gen
erally to be looked for when deformation is taking place.
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Dry Heat Cures
Dry heat cures are chiefly used for footwear, clothing, and other

rubberized fabric. The finished surface appearance depends on the cure
and the acceleration.
A glossy finish or a dull one may be obtained by the proper adjust

ment of these factors. For instance, a stock with an acceleration that
has a delayed action followed by a quick set up is cured at relatively
high temperatures to produce a glossy finish.
Since most heater cured goods depend upon appearance for sales

appeal, it is highly important that non-blooming formulations be used.
Operating pressures for footwear heaters are about 30 pounds air

pressure; for clothing heaters, normal atmospheric. Ammonia gas is
sometimes used in footwear heaters to give the cured goods a dryer
surface.

Hot Water Cures
A hot water bath is used for curing various special types of rubber

products. The equipment used and the conditions of cure vary widely
with the type of product.
Some of the advantages which may be gained by curing in water are:

lower operating costs, reduced porosity in thick objects, and in the case
of tubing less tendency to collapse.

Room Temperature Cures
By the use of suitable accelerators such as Butyl Eight it is possible

to obtain self -curing compounds that will vulcanize at room tempera
ture. This method of cure eliminates the use of heaters and much extra
handling. It is therefore economical wherever the product lends itself
to such methods.

Temperature and Time of Cure
The general aim in the process of curing is to do the job as efficiently

as possible. This means the use of the shortest possible curing time
commensurate with good properties in the finished compound. Thin
articles may be cured at high temperatures for very short periods of time
(in the neighborhood of 3-5 minutes). Thicker articles may require
lower temperatures and longer times in order to insure uniformity of
cure throughout the piece without producing an overcure at the sur
face. This latter case is particularly true of natural rubber compounds
which are more apt to suffer from overcures than the synthetics.

PROCESSING PROPERTIES OF RUBBER COMPOUNDS
The properties of rubber compounds which determine their adapt

ability to processing are : tack, curing rate at processing temperatures
(tendency to scorch), plasticity and nerve, and compatibility with com
pounding ingredients.

Tack
In belt and tire frictions, footwear, and many other stocks which are

plied together and built up in the uncured state, a tacky, adhesive
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surface is desirable. For frictioning, tackiness is necessary to make the
stock stick to the center roll.
Tack may be produced in natural rubber compounds by extra milling

and choice of tackifiers; in most other rubbers by the inclusion of tacki-
fiers as compounding ingredients. Most fillers when used in high per
centages tend to dry up the stock and reduce tack. The exceptions to
this rule are zinc oxide, whiting, and red oxide which dry the stock
less and may be used in large proportions without appreciably reducing
tack.

Scorch
The curing rate of stocks at processing temperatures may be con

trolled very accurately by the choice of proper acceleration. This phase
of compounding is probably the most important and most complicated.
It requires a great deal of experience with factory problems as well as
a wide knowledge of the available accelerators to do a good job of com
pounding within the limits imposed by finished product specifications,
processing requirements, and economics of factory production.

Plasticity and Nerve
The plasticity and nerve of a rubber stock refer to opposing phases;

viz., the plastic phase and the elastic phase. By virtue of the first the
stock tends to keep flowing under a load, and conversely, by the second,
it tends to recover from the deformation caused by the load. A proper
balance of the two factors is required of a stock for the best processing
characteristics. If the plastic phase predominates, the stock will flow too
readily and run thin in process and, if the elastic phase predominates,
the stock will process rough, run thick, and generate heat which may
induce scorching.
Plasticity is the word often used to refer to this balance of the two

phases and to the property as measured by the several means of test.
This property, like tack, can be controlled both by compounding and

the milling of the rubber. Milling and the presence of plasticizers and
softeners produce low plasticity. The inclusion of certain fillers and
stiffening agents decreases the plasticity of uncured stocks.

Compatibility
The compatibility of the various rubbers with compounding ingredi

ents differs somewhat. This partially accounts for the fact that certain
materials which serve to impart a desired property in one type of
rubber may be quite ineffective in another. The solubility of sulfur,
accelerators and certain softeners, for instance, is critical enough so
that the use of a quantity only slightly in excess of that required may
cause bloom or poor dispersion. The amount of loading possible also
depends upon this factor. The bloom resulting from excessive use of
such materials may destroy the building tack in calendered goods or,
in the case of molded goods, cause sticking in the mold.
Compatibility is not a property which may be controlled by com

pounding, but rather a limiting factor which determines the amount
of certain substances that may be incorporated with the rubber.



MATERIALS FOR COMPOUNDING
For systematic consideration, the main compounding materials may

be classified in groups. The exclusive designation of any material as a
member of one group is not always possible because some materials act
in more than one way with a particular rubber and many act in different
ways in different rubbers.
The materials considered here are the building materials of the

compounder. Together with processing techniques they provide the
means of accomplishing the two aims of compounding.

1—Crude natural rubber (see page 18)
Raw synthetic rubbers (see page 33)
Reclaimed rubber (see page 56)

2—Vulcanizing agents
3—Accelerators of vulcanization
4—Accelerator activators
6—Accelerator retarders
6—Antioxidants or age registers
7—Sun checking inhibitors
8—Plasticizers and softeners
9—Stiffeners and antisofteners for uncured rubber
10—Reinforcing fillers
11—Inert fillers or diluents
12—Pigments and coloring agents
13—Rubber substitutes, and ozone resistants
14—Odorants
15—Blowing agents
16—Abrasives
17—Fungicides
18—Finishes

VULCANIZING AGENTS
Sulfur
Since the discovery by Goodyear in 1839 of the vulcanization of rubber

by heating a rubber-sulfur mixture, sulfur has been the principle vul
canizing agent for natural rubber compounds. And with the one out
standing exception of Neoprene, it has been found to apply to the syn
thetic rubbers for the same purpose and to approximately the same
extent.
Sulfur added to compounds for the purpose of curing may be elemen

tary or in some form that yields sulfur when heated with the rubber.
While sulfur can exist in several allotropic modifications, only one of
these, rhombic sulfur, is stable enough at ordinary temperatures to be
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an article of commerce. For use in rubber compounding, sulfur is
marketed as a fine yellow powder about 99.9 per cent pure.
The amount of sulfur used for soft rubber goods is generally from

0.5 to 4 per cent. It varies with the type of compound and the type of
rubber. For good aging characteristics it has been found that low
sulfur is desirable and stocks may be vulcanized with as little as 0.5
per cent on the rubber. Higher amounts up to 4 per cent are often
advantageous in obtaining maximum modulus and special properties
such as freeze resistance. The sulfur requirements of the different rub
bers in equivalent compounds varies somewhat between natural rubber
and the synthetics as a group. The former generally need about half
again as much sulfur as the latter. Where 3 parts of sulfur are required
in a natural rubber compound, 2 parts will be necessary in a similar com
pound of GR-S, Buna N type rubbers or GR-I.
Hard rubber (ebonite) articles are made by vulcanizing rubber with

40 to 50 per cent of sulfur. For semi-hard stocks, such as are used in
tire beads, 25 to 35 per cent is common.

TUADS
Methyl Tuads (tetramethylthiuramdisulfide) contains 13.3 per cent

by weight of sulfur in such combination that, upon heating, it becomes
available for vulcanization. Ethyl Tuads (tetraethylthiuramdisulfide)
contains 10.8 per cent by weight of available sulfur. These materials
are capable of vulcanizing rubber, either natural or synthetic, without
the addition of sulfur in any other form. Products resulting from vul
canization with 3 to 4 per cent of Tuads and no other sulfur are among
the most heat and age resistant products obtainable. Where this type
of vulcanization is used for natural rubber, about 0.5 per cent of the
secondary vulcanizing agent, Telloy, is included in the compound.

Selenac
Methyl Selenac (selenium dimethyldithiocarbamate) and Ethyl

Selenac (selenium diethyldithiocarbamate) are believed to contain both
sulfur and selenium available for vulcanization, which together are
equivalent to 17.2 and 14.3 per cent of active sulfur respectively. For
heat and age resistance, Selenac cured compounds are considered next
in quality to Tuads cured stocks.
It is often advantageous to use Selenac to replace part or all of the

sulfur in a compound where very fast cures with good aging properties
are desired.

Vandex and Telloy
Vandex is a finely ground form of elementary selenium, specially

prepared for use in natural rubber compounds. Telloy is a similarly
prepared form of tellurium. These two materials are sometimes called
secondary vulcanizing agents because they are used in conjunction with
and supplementary to the primary vulcanizing agents; namely, sulfur,
Tuads, and Selenac.
These materials are ordinarily used in the amount of 0.5 per cent on

the rubber. Vandex provides a quicker cure and a harder compound,
whereas Telloy imparts better heat resistance.
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Vandex is also an accelerator for hard rubber in which application
it has the advantage of being free from the scorching difficulties en
countered with organic acceleration.

Zinc Oxide and Magnesium Oxide
Neoprene differs from natural rubber and other synthetics in that

it may not be vulcanized with sulfur but requires zinc oxide for this
purpose. Other metallic oxides, magnesium oxide in particular, will also
vulcanize Neoprene. Ordinarily both zinc oxide and magnesium oxide
are used in Neoprene stocks since together they promote rapid vulcani
zation at curing temperatures but are relatively inactive at processing
temperatures.

ACCELERATORS OF VULCANIZATION
The first materials discovered to have an accelerating effect on the

vulcanization of rubber and sulfur were inorganic substances; chiefly
white lead, litharge, zinc oxide, lime, and magnesia. In 1906, organic
chemicals were adopted for this purpose and have since come to be used
almost exclusively. The inorganic materials, particularly zinc oxide, are
still extensively used as activators for these organic accelerators.
The number of organic materials which have been used or proposed as

accelerators runs into the hundreds, but most of them were rejected or
enjoyed a period of use only to be discarded in favor of better ones.
Today perhaps a dozen are sufficient to answer most purposes and con
stitute the bulk of the accelerator business. Those described below are
among the leaders in the field and represent most of the major types in
use.

Captax
Captax is commercially pure mercaptobenzothiazole, marketed in the

form of a fine yellow powder. It has very little odor but a characteristic
bitter taste. It is entirely non-toxic.
In activity, Captax stands intermediate between the moderately fast

guanidines and aldehydeamines on the one hand and the very fast ultra-
accelerators like the thiurams and the dithiocarbamates on the other. It
imparts flat curing properties to compounds at both high and low curing
temperatures.
To obtain the full effect of Captax, certain activators, particularly

zinc oxide and stearic acid, are required. It is therefore customary to
include 1 to 5 per cent of these materials in formulations accelerated
with Captax. Other materials which activate Captax, and which should
therefore be kept in mind by the compounder, are litharge, ammonia and
its salts in the presence of weak acids, alkali hydroxides and carbonates,
reclaimed rubber, by-product whiting (which is usually alkaline),
diphenyl guanidine, and magnesium carbonate.
Captax is non-discoloring, and is a very effective antioxidant as well

as an accelerator. In white or colored goods, from which antioxidants
are sometimes omitted, Captax produces compounds which age re
markably well.
The activity of Captax relative to the activity of other accelerators
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is not the same in all types of rubbers. For instance, in natural rubber
compounds it is definitely faster curing at low temperatures than Altax,
but the two accelerators compared in a GR-S stock show little if any
difference in activity at the same temperatures. As a primary Caftax
finds extensive use in GR-S, Buna N type rubbers, and GR-I, as well as
in natural rubber.
Rotax
A commercial form of mercaptobenzothiazole, more highly purified

than Captax, is available under the name of Rotax. This material is
odorless and leaves no residual odor in the cured stock. It is therefore
recommended where the odor of Captax is objectionable. In all other
respects Captax and Rotax are identical.
Altax
Altax is commercially pure benzothiazyl disulfide, and is prepared

from Captax by oxidation. The product is a powder, yellow in color
and, like Captax, it is non-toxic and does not discolor the product in
which it is used. Being similar to Captax chemically, it has much the
same action in rubber compounds.
The outstanding difference between Captax and Altax is in their

activity in natural rubber compounds at low curing temperatures. In
such compounds, Captax will effect a cure at 125 C whereas Altax
requires a temperature of 134 C. to reach the same degree of cure in
the same time. This fact makes Altax stocks safer at processing tem
peratures than corresponding Captax formulations. In synthetic rubber
compounds, and in natural rubber compounds at curing temperatures
above 140 C., Altax and Captax have practically identical curing char
acteristics.
In Neoprene, Altax has a unique effect. It acts as a plasticizing

agent and a retarder to prevent scorching. About 1 per cent on the
Neoprene is sufficient for this purpose.
Captax-Altax
In mixtures, Captax and Altax do not activate each other so that

the two accelerators may be used together in any desired proportion
and the results will vary proportionately with the amounts used. This
fact is of great significance in natural rubber where it may be used to
adjust curing rates at specific temperatures and to control scorch.

Unads
Unads is tetramethylthiuram monosulfide, a powerful accelerator of

the ultra class. It may be used as either a primary or a secondary in
both natural rubber and synthetic rubber compounds. Unlike Tuads, it
cannot be used without sulfur as a vulcanizing agent.
Unads is particularly desirable as a kicker for Altax in stocks which

require both processing safety and a rapid cure rate.
Tuads
Methyl and Ethyl Tuads act as powerful ultra-accelerators when

used in small amounts with added sulfur, in natural rubber, Buna N,
GR-I, and GR-S compounds. In natural rubber this effect is somewhat
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offset by a tendency to lose tensile properties on the overcures and to
age more poorly than Captax or Altax. Therefore, Tuads is most fre
quently used in conjunction with Captax and Altax to gain a balance
between speed of cure and good aging properties. This combination of
three accelerators makes a versatile team and is known as Triangular
acceleration. In GR-S, the tendency to revert is not so critical as in
natural rubber, and the use of Tuads as a primary is more satisfactory.
Tuads is a very effective accelerator in combination with Captax or
Captax and Tellurac for curing GR-I compounds.
The Zimates
Methyl and Ethyl Zimate are comparable to Tuads for curing

speed but are effective at somewhat lower temperatures. They may be
used as primaries or as secondaries in either natural rubber or the
synthetics. They are particularly useful as primaries in stocks from
which thick articles are molded where the problem of uniform heat
transfer becomes a difficult one.
Methyl and Ethyl Zimate are used chiefly in triangular accelera

tion as alternates to Tuads in combination with Captax and Altax.
Here they provide the curing speed in proportion to their ratio.
Butyl Zimate is the least active of the three Zimates in dry rubber.

It is useful either as a primary or secondary in compounds where the
greatest possible safety from scorch must be maintained.
Ledate
This accelerator is a little slower curing than Tuads and Zimate

and it requires higher curing temperatures. Litharge should be used
with Ledate for activation. Since Ledate is an organic salt of lead,
compounds containing it will darken in heat and it should therefore be
used only in dark colored compounds.
Ledate is an excellent accelerator in either natural rubber or GR-S

insulation compounds. In this application it produces fast curing stocks
with easy processing characteristics and good electrical properties.
CUMATE

Cumate (Copper diethyldithiocarbamate) is an exceedingly fast
curing accelerator for GR-S compounds. Compared to other ultra-
accelerators in equal amounts, either as a primary or secondary, it
exhibits a much greater curing rate than any of them. It is usually
used alone in the amount of 0.2-0.4 per cent or in smaller amounts,
0.05 to 0.2 per cent, together with Altax as a primary to obtain rapid
cures and high modulus. Cumate used in this manner is not excessively
active at processing temperatures and accordingly does not produce in
its compounds an unreasonable scorch rate.
Molded items of complex design which are subject to tear on removal

from the mold, and thick slabs, the centers of which must cure quickly
with relatively little heat, are examples of applications where Cumate
acceleration is unequalled.
Selenac
Methyl and Ethyl Selenac are fast curing ultra-accelerators par

ticularly powerful in natural rubber and applicable also to GR-S and
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Buna N type rubbers. The most common application of Selenac is in
heat resisting type acceleration using low sulfur and Selenac as a
primary. For increased safety in processing, however, the Selenac is
sometimes reduced and a small percentage of Altax added.

Tellurac
Tellurac (tellurium diethyldithiocarbamate) is of particular im

portance as an accelerator for GR-I. Together with Methyl Tuads
and Captax it imparts to GR-I formulations unusual activity at curing
temperatures and reasonably safe processing characteristics. This
combination of properties provided by Tellurac is very useful for
GR-I inner tubes where short curing cycles are desired and in wire
insulation where continuous vulcanization techniques require great
curing speeds.

Butyl Eight
Butyl Eight is a very fast, low temperature curing accelerator that

may be used with natural rubber, GR-S, GR-I, and Buna N type rub
bers. With this accelerator, natural rubber, GR-S, and Buna N type
compounds may be made to cure at room temperature without the use
of vulcanizing equipment of any kind. Self-curing cements, cement
spread goods, tubed goods, and calendered goods are frequently com
pounded with Butyl Eight.
This accelerator is normally added to stocks under carefully con

trolled conditions and in such cases may be handled safely. It is usually
added to the stock on the warm-up mill just prior to calendering or
extruding.

ACCELERATOR ACTIVATORS
Zinc Oxide
Very few accelerators are capable of exerting their full effect in the

absence of zinc oxide. Almost all compounds of both natural rubber
and the synthetics, therefore, include from 1 to 5 per cent of zinc oxide
for activation. In larger amounts this substance is useful as a rein
forcing filler particularly in heat resisting stocks, and sometimes as a
white pigment.
There are a great many zinc oxides differing in purity and particle

size and shape, but the compounder usually does not need more than one
or two grades for most purposes. The lead content should be specified
when zinc oxide is to be used as a white pigment.

Stearic Acid
Natural rubber contains a small amount of fat acid, of which stearic

acid is representative, and variability of this fat acid content among
different types and lots of crude rubber is accompanied by variations
in the curing rate of compounds made from them. Most synthetic rub
bers also contain fat acid which is formed from the soap stabilizer when
the suspended polymer is coagulated with acid materials. The fat acid
in synthetics is less variable but nonetheless functional in determining
the rate of cure.
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To iron out the possible variations in curing speed and to further
activate certain accelerators, stearic acid in the amount of 1 to 5 per
cent on the rubber is frequently added to compounds. This fat acid is
believed to function by reacting with the zinc oxide during vulcaniza
tion to form a rubber-soluble zinc soap, which in turn reacts with the
accelerator enabling it to promote the vulcanization.
Other fat acids which form rubber-soluble zinc salts may serve the

same purposes. Among these are oleic acid, palmitic acid, palm oil
(containing free fat acid), and other acids present in various natural
fats.
Litharge
Litharge (lead oxide), is an activator of certain accelerators such as

Caftax, Altax, Ledate, Selenac, Ethyl and Butyl Zimates. The use
of Litharge as an activator is limited to dark colored compounds be
cause, during vulcanization, lead sulfide is formed which is black and
would discolor light-colored stocks. Litharge, however, imparts excel
lent electrical properties to its compounds and is consequently of value
in wire insulation.

Other Activators
Many other substances used for one purpose or another in rubber

compounds have an activating effect on certain accelerators. These are
usually basic or yield basic substances at vulcanizing temperatures.
Examples are: magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, ammonia, organic
amines, salts of amines with weak acids, alkali carbonates and hy
droxides, by-product whiting, and reclaimed rubber.

ACCELERATOR RETARDERS
Certain organic acids such as benzoic, salicylic, phthalic, phenols, and

even stearic acid if used in excess, are known to have a retarding action
and are sometimes used to prevent scorching. With but few exceptions,
however, these materials act not only at processing temperatures but
also at curing temperatures and therefore reduce the effect of the
accelerator. It is generally better to control scorch by adjustment of the
acceleration than to use retarders.

ANTIOXIDANTS OR AGE RESISTERS
Substances which retard oxidation of finished rubber compounds are

properly termed antioxidants. The expression "age resister" is used to
describe any substance which, when incorporated in a rubber com
pound, helps to retard deterioration of the rubber due to any of several
types of aging. The two terms are both used in the rubber industry and
though they are not synonymous, the class of substances to which they
refer is sufficiently distinct to render a clearer definition unnecessary.
An outstanding fact regarding antioxidants as a class is that in

Neoprene they act as activators of acceleration as well as age resisters.
There are a number of good antioxidants available and they serve

a wide range of purposes. No one will protect rubber products against
all kinds of deterioration ; therefore it becomes the compounders job to
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choose the right antioxidant or combination of antioxidants for each
purpose.

AceRite White
AqeRite White is a powerful antioxidant that helps natural rubber

and all types of synthetic rubber products resist natural aging. It has
special merit in natural rubber compounds for resisting the oxidation
fostered by the presence of copper. This it does so effectively that its
incorporation in natural rubber formulations is common practice wher
ever there is danger of contact of the rubber compound with copper.

AceRite Alba
In many compounds the use of certain compounding materials is

impossible because the product must be light in color. Antioxidants are
often responsible for staining and discoloration in such stocks. Where
this consideration is important, AgeRite Alba is the antioxidant to be
used because it is probably the least discoloring antioxidant known and
when present in quantities of 0.5 per cent or less will not bleed or stain.
AgeRite Alba has good antioxidant properties and may be used

effectively in natural rubber and all of the common synthetics. Where
resistance to aging must be exceptionally high, combinations of AgeRite
Alba and AgeRite Stalite (the next least-discoloring antioxidant)
will provide protection with a minimum of discoloration.

AceRite Hipar
This material is one of the most powerful for resisting oxidation and

flex-cracking. It will not bleed from compounds in amounts up to 1 per
cent.
Products of Natural rubber, GR-S, Neoprene, GR-I, and Buna N

rubbers which are to be subjected to unusually severe flexing may be
greatly improved by the addition of AgeRite Hipae to the formula.

AceRite Gel
AgeRite Gel is a soft waxy substance which imparts high resistance

to oxidation, flex-cracking, atmospheric cracking, and frosting. It offers
no dispersing difficulties such as are occasionally encountered with
some dry antioxidants. It is somewhat less discolored by light than
most antioxidants and when used in excess of 0.5 per cent on the hydro
carbon imparts a soft waxy bloom to the surface.
AgeRite Gel may be used in natural rubber and the synthetics. It has

particular application in Neoprene compounds where it acts to prevent
scorching during processing and storage, as well as to provide antioxi
dant properties in the cured article.

AceRite Resin and AceRite Resin D
These antioxidants are used for obtaining resistance to oxidation

and heat. AgeRite Resin has a slightly lower melting point than Resin
D and for ordinary compounds may be used with good effect in the
amount of 1 per cent. The Resin D is particularly good for resistance
to heat under extreme conditions. When used for this purpose, amounts
up to 5 per cent are recommended.
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Both these antioxidants are non-blooming in amounts of 5 per cent
or less.

AceRite Stalite
AgeRite Stalite is a liquid antioxidant for use in all types of rub

bers. It improves resistance to oxidation, and flex-cracking, and next to
AgeRite Alba, is the least discoloring of the antioxidants. Stalite is
soluble in natural and synthetic rubbers and will not bleed from their
compounds.
This antioxidant is being used extensively in articles that are lac

quered since it has less tendency to stain than other antioxidants with
similar protective power.

AceRite Powder
This antioxidant is a good general-purpose material for resisting

oxidation, flex-cracking, atmospheric-cracking, and heat deterioration.
It may be used in percentages up to 1.5 without bleeding or blooming.

AceRite HP
AgeRite HP is an antioxidant with special merit for imparting

resistance to flex deterioration under severe conditions. Up to 1 per
cent may be used without danger of blooming.
This antioxidant is particularly advantageous in tire treads and belt

covers where flex crack growth is most detrimental.

STIFFENERS OR ANTISOFTENERS
These are substances which, when added in very small quantities to

an uncured compound, produce a slight stiffening or decrease in the
plasticity. Benzidine and p-amino-phenol are examples of organic
stiffeners; litharge is an inorganic one. They are rather infrequently
used.

SUN-CHECKING INHIBITERS
Sun-checking or atmospheric cracking is a type of deterioration com

mon to rubber compounds that may be inhibited to a great extent by the
inclusion of certain waxy materials in the compound. These materials
function by blooming to the surface to form a continuous flexible layer
that impedes the penetration of the destructive rays. The effectiveness
of such substances therefore depends on the maintenance of a continu
ous film on the rubber surface. Paraffin, Sunproof, and Heliozone are
examples of waxes used for this purpose.

PLASTICIZERS AND SOFTENERS
The raw rubbers, both natural and synthetic reach the factory in a

tough nervy condition and must be masticated or "broken down" before
they are capable of assimilating the various ingredients necessary to
their compounding. The amount of breakdown needed varies with the
type of rubber and is often a large item in the expense of rubber goods
manufacturing. In order to reduce the time and power used for accom
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plishing this purpose and also to control certain properties of the com
pound pertinent to its processing and its finished characteristics, classes
of materials called plasticizers and softeners are used in the formulation.
One group of plasticizers are known as true softeners or chemical

softeners. They are used in relatively small quantities and promote a
chemical action which speeds the plastication of the rubber. The effect
of these substances is not the same in all types of rubbers but in general
they save power at the breakdown mill and improve processing qualities
of the raw stock. «

The remaining softeners vary widely in their action. Some soften the
rubber during mixing and reduce the temperature of the batch; others
impart building tack to the raw stock; still others are classed as lubri
cants and act to decrease the internal friction rather than to plasticize
the rubber. These softeners are usually used in quantities large enough
to have a considerable effect on the cured stock and this fact is to be
taken into account by the user.
Bondogen and Reogen are excellent plasticizers for both natural

rubber and synthetic rubbers. They will decrease the breakdown time
in the Banbury or on the mill, promote a rapid increase in plasticity,
and improve the dispersion of dry fillers. The net result is to save time
and power, improve processing, and to reduce the tendency to scorch.
Bondogen is also a powerful chemical plasticizer for natural rubber

in solvent cements. It has a thinning effect on natural rubber-naphtha
cements and thus enables the solids of a cement to be increased without
increasing the viscosity.
Plastogen is a plasticizer and softener. Used in small amounts it

improves processing and slightly softens the finished product. It is very
effective in larger amounts for softening sponge stocks.

REINFORCING FILLERS
Unloaded compounds (pure gum) are used for relatively few pur

poses. Most formulations contain large amounts of certain materials
which function to increase the hardness, stiffness, strength, and resist
ance to abrasion, tearing, and cutting. These materials are known as
reinforcing fillers. Their action is not chemical as is that of accelerators,
activators, and vulcanizing agents, but physical and largely due to their
fineness of particle size and degree of dispersion in the rubber. In GR-S
and Buna N rubbers the use of reinforcing fillers is of special import
ance since these rubbers do not have sufficient strength in pure gum
compounds to satisfy the conditions of service.
The actual loading curves of each of the reinforcing fillers in each

of the rubbers are greatly different. They are discussed in more detail
under Compounding Design.
For both natural rubber and the synthetics, the most outstanding

reinforcing filler is carbon black made by the channel process. It greatly
increases modulus, tensile strength, and resistance to abrasion and tear.
Consequently, it is widely used in articles that must withstand rough
treatment such as tires, conveyor belts, cable covers, and soles and
heels. Channel black, however, reduces resilience in all types of rubber
compounds.
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Next to channel black for reinforcing, are the furnace type blacks.
These provide nearly the same amount of reinforcement and reduce
resilience proportionately less. There are several types of furnace blacks
for improving specific properties; for example, HMF for high modulus
and SRF for easy processing. Furnace blacks are becoming more popu
lar and may soon replace the harder processing channels.
The soft gas blacks such as P-33 and Thermax do not stiffen nearly

so much as the channel blacks but they produce tough, resilient com
pounds with good tear resistance and fair abrasion resistance. These
soft blacks may be used in conjunction with channel black to obtain a
balance of properties or they may be used in high proportions on the
rubber as loading materials without seriously affecting the resilient
quality of the rubber.
Zinc Oxide is an excellent material for reinforcement of all the rub

bers with the exception of Neoprene where it is a vulcanizing agent.
This material, however, is expensive for this purpose and when used
at all it is ordinarily replaced in part by cheaper materials such as
whiting, magnesium carbonate, hard clays, calcium silicate, and blanc
fixe.
It is necessary to keep in mind that many fillers affect the rate of

cure. Channel black is the most notable of the fillers for retarding the
cure. Its stocks usually require an accelerator adjustment to allow for
this action. Clay also has a retarding action in many compounds though
in others it has no effect. Large proportions of zinc oxide retard cure in
some stocks. On the other hand, a number of fillers have a strong
accelerating effect; for example: magnesium carbonate, fine-particle
zinc oxide, P-33, Thermax, and some of the new fast-curing blacks.
These usually require an accelerator adjustment to prevent scorching.

INERT FILLERS OR DILUENTS
Of all the substances that may be added to rubber compounds only a

few act to increase the tensile strength and resistance to abrasion.
However there are a large number that may be incorporated with rubber
without seriously impairing its useful properties. These non-reinforcing
fillers are frequently used for obtaining good processing and specific
physical properties, or for lowering the material cost of compounds.
Wherever material cost is a factor, the compounder should take into
consideration the specific gravity of the filler since volume, not weight,
is the determining cost factor for such rubber compounds.
The use of inert fillers for improved processing is an actual necessity

in goods that must tube or calender well. High rubber content, particu
larly in synthetic compounds, is not compatible with smooth uniform
processing characteristics.
A few of the most common inert fillers are: whiting, barytes, talc,

infusorial earth, slate flour, and mineral rubber. Hard rubber dust is a
common ingredient of hard rubber stocks. Cotton flock is used to stiffen
and reduce the stretch of certain articles like sport soles and upholstery.

PIGMENTS AND COLORING AGENTS
With the exception of iron oxide, most of the inorganic pigments
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have been replaced by organic ones for coloring rubber. The latter pro
vide brighter coloring at lower concentrations thus allowing more lati
tude in the choice of tints and the use of inert loading materials.
For the production of pure white goods, Rayox (titanium dioxide)

is the leading pigment. Its covering power is unequaled by any other
commercial substance. It is frequently used in small quantities with
other pigments to give body and brightness and to adjust delicate shades.

RUBBER SUBSTITUTES
The name "rubber substitute" is given to a group of materials made

by vulcanizing vegetable oils with sulfur or sulfur chloride. The name
"Mineral Rubber" applies to the slightly elastic substance produced by
the air blowing of petroleum residues. Both these groups of substances
may be added to rubber compounds in amounts up to 10 per cent without
greatly changing the cured properties of the stock. Most of them have
a softening and smoothing effect and improve the processing quality of
compounds to which they are added. They are also used in larger pro
portions to decrease volume cost and occasionally for the development
of specific properties.
Hakd Hydrocarbon is a "mineral rubber" type material used in both

natural rubber and the synthetics to improve processing, to extend the
rubber, and to support the development of low modulus, high elongation,
and good flex-cracking properties.
Tysonite is an organic rubberlike plastic designed primarily for use

in natural rubber compounds to resist the deteriorating effect of ozone.
The proportion showing best results for this purpose is about 300 parts
of Tysonite to 100 parts of rubber. In synthetic compounds, Tysonite
acts as a processing aid imparting good mold flow and knitting proper
ties to the uncured stock. In the finished product it also provides protec
tion against attack by hot oils.

AROMATIC ODORS
Almost all rubber compounds have a persistent odor deriving either

from the rubber itself or from the compounding ingredients. To remove
or replace this odor, a class of materials known as odorants is used. They
are pleasant-scented organic substances or blends of such and are used
in small quantities.
Rodo No. 0 and Rodo No. 10 are blends of essential oils used for this

purpose. They are effective in amounts of 0.1 per cent on the rubber
and will effectively mask rubber odors and impart a faint pleasing odor
to the compounds.

BLOWING AGENTS FOR SPONGING
The manufacture of sponge rubber requires the inclusion, in addition

to the other compounding ingredients, of chemicals which form gases
during vulcanization. Sodium bicarbonate and ammonium carbonate are
two of the most common blowing agents used. Amounts up to 10 per cent
on the hydrocarbon are normal and additional stearic or oleic acid is
desirable to promote the gas formation.
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The production of good sponge depends largely upon two other
factors in addition to the proper formation of the gas: first, a high
degree of plasticity of the compound and second, a careful adjustment
of the acceleration. The first condition is obtained by thorough break
down and the inclusion of efficient softeners. A combination of Plas-
TOGEN and Reogen in amounts of 10 and 3 parts respectively will produce
good results. To meet the second condition, the acceleration should be
designed to possess a delayed activity during the blowing stage of the
cure followed by a quick rise in curing rate to set the sponge and pre
vent the development of large pore structure.

These are mineral ingredients which are dispersed in a rubber matrix
to form an abrasive article such as an eraser or a grinding wheel.
Pumice, silica, tripoli, and carborundom are typical substances used
for this purpose.

The use of fungicides in rubber products is a comparatively recent
development. Many products made of rubber and fabric are subject to
service conditions which favor the growth of fungi. The fabric is at
tacked and weakened by the fungi thus shortening the useful life of
the product.

Vancides
The Vancides are a newly developed family of fungicides. Many of

them are suitable for use in rubber products where they effectively
prevent the deterioration caused by fungi. They are useful, therefore, in
such products as fire hose, rubber backed fabrics, and belting.
The method of incorporating the Vancide into a product varies with

the type of product and the service to which it is put. The specific set of
conditions to be met determine which Vancide is to be used.

In addition to the various types of materials compounded with the
rubber hydrocarbon to produce satisfactory processing and finished
properties in the stock, there are a great number of materials used in
the handling of uncured stock and on the surface of finished goods in
order to gain certain benefits. For instance; certain dry powders and
soap solutions are used for coating uncured rubber stocks to prevent
sticking of slabs when piled and to act as mold lubricants. Finished
goods are sometimes coated with lacquers, waxes, and paints to en
hance appearance and to provide surface protection.

Vanfke is a liquid designed to take the place of dusting materials
used in the manufacture of rubber products. Two modifications are
available; each has a specific application:

1—Vanfre is the standard modification and is designed as a releas
ing agent for products cured in lead jackets. It is coated on the

ABRASIVES

FUNGICIDES

FINISHES

Vanfre
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ancored stock before the lead jacket is applied. After cure the
lead jacket strips easily from the product leaving a clean surface
of uniform color. Vanfre on the uncured stock further acts to
prevent sticking of adjacent coils when stock is piled.

2—Vanfre (Clear) is a special modification designed as a releasing
agent for chemical sponge cured in a fabric mold. For this pur
pose, it replaces the dusting agents which are commonly used.
It should be applied to the fabric mold rather than to the uncured
stock. By this means several heats may be obtained from the mold
before an additional coating of Vanfre (Clear) is necessary.

VanWax
VanWax is a wax emulsion especially designed for coating rubber

products. It is available in two modifications, Clear and Black. VanWax
serves to improve rubber products in several ways:
1—It brings out the color in non-black articles and imparts a uniform,

glossy surface.
2—It covers up dirt, discoloration and surface blemishes.
3— It minimizes smudging and marring of the rubber product during

handling, packaging, and storage.
4—It helps to protect rubber from mild abrasion and deterioration

caused by weather and sunlight.
VanWax is easily adaptable to any of the common methods for apply

ing liquid finishes to rubber products. In general, either the product to
which VanWax is to be applied should be coated hot or the VanWax
should be warmed, in order to obtain the best wetting power and to gain
most rapid drying.
Black-Out
Black-Out is an air drying protective and decorative lacquer. Its

films after drying are highly flexible, tough, and adherent. Black-Out
is available in five modifications.
1—The general purpose Black-Outs are: Black-Out Clear, Black-

Out Black and Black-Out White.
2—A fast drying modification is Black-Out NR.
8—A modification for electrical work is Black-Out Conducting.
Black-Out films are outstandingly resistant to the external forces

which cause deterioration in natural and synthetic rubber products.
The general purpose Black-Outs offer protection against ozone, sun
light and weather, surface oxidation, and the action of solvents and
oils. Black-Out NR has the same resistant properties but is designed
for coating pure gum and sponge articles where the fast drying feature
eliminates the possibility of wrinkled and distorted surfaces resulting
from film shrinkage.
Black-Out Conducting is designed to act as a shield on electrical

cables when applied between the conductor and the insulation.
Black-Out in all its modifications is readily applied to rubber prod

ucts by any of the standard methods for applying lacquers. It may be
used full strength or diluted with xylol depending upon the method of
application used and the film thickness required.
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COMPOUND DESIGN
This division is a detailed outline of the plan to be followed in the

development of rubber compounds for each type of dry rubber. The
aims of compounding and the types of rubbers and compounding mate
rials have been discussed. This is the method of designing and construct
ing the compound to specification; that is, to accomplish the aims of
compounding.
The development of the finished properties and the necessary process

ing properties in a dry rubber compound is first traced step by step
showing the purpose and effect of each basic material as it is added.
Following that is a comparison of the effects obtained with different
compounding materials.

DESIGNING A NATURAL RUBBER COMPOUND

Raw natural rubber without compounding ingredients is a tough
resilient substance which may be softened by heat and pressed or
molded into various shapes which it will retain within limits when
cooled. The properties of pure rubber articles however are very poor in
comparison to what may be obtained from properly compounded and
vulcanized rubber. Its tensile properties are much poorer. Its sensitivity
to extremes of temperature is much greater; i.e. it freezes at 5 C. and
becomes sticky at about 30 C. It oxidizes to a sticky mass after a short
exposure to direct sunlight, and it is swelled or dissolved by many
liquids.

When rubber and sulfur are heated together, vulcanization takes
place. The rubber becomes harder, stronger, and more wear resistant;
greatly improved from a practical standpoint. Its tensile properties are
improved; it becomes less sensitive to temperature extremes, and it
becomes more resistant to the swelling action of solvents. However, its
resistance to deterioration by oxidation during aging is changed little
if any.
The improvement in tensile properties is demonstrated in the follow

ing comparison:

RUBBER

RUBBER AND SULFUR

Compound 1 Compound 2

Rubber ...
Sulfur

100 100
8

100 108
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STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE {T)—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

PRESS CUBES AT 187 F. (141 C.) S T E S T E
No cure — 260 910 — — —
60 Min — — — Slightly Cured
120 " — — — 130 1200 1070
180 " — — — 210 1800 1080
240 " — — — 235 2710 955
300 " — — — 275 3220 965
360 " — — — 365 3650 930

After Aging 5 Hours in Air Bomb at 127 C. and 80 lbs. Pressure
No cure No Tensile — — —
240 Min — — — No Tensile
300 " — — — " "
360 " — — — mm
From the results of the above test it is apparent that the benefits

gained by vulcanization are definite but that sulfur alone will not
accomplish all that is to be desired. The amount of sulfur is too high,
the tensiles are still only fair, and the aging resistance of the com
pound is practically nil.

RUBBER, SULFUR, AND ZINC OXIDE
The addition of zinc oxide or certain other materials such as white

lead, litharge, lime, and magnesia will accelerate the rate of the rubber-
sulfur vulcanization. These materials function in the presence of the
natural fat acids in the rubber to activate the proteins which are mild
accelerators. The following data shows a comparison of the rubber-
sulfur compound with and without zinc oxide:

Compound 2 Compound 3

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Sulfur 8 8
Zinc Oxide ............ .. — 5

108 113

STRESS AT 500% (S)— TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

PBESS CUBES AT 187 F. (141 C.) S T E S T E
150 1260 995

120 " 130 1200 1070 235 1950 950
180 " .. 210 1800 1080 290 2840 910
240 " 235 2710 955 355 3200 860
sno " 275 3220 965 440 3500 855

605 3630 840

After Aging 5 Hours in Air Bomb at 127 C. and 80 lbs. Pressure
240 Min No Tensile No Tensile
800 " " " " «

360 " " " "
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The observable effects of the zinc oxide are higher tensile and modulus
and shorter curing time necessary to reach optimum tensile. The aging
characteristics are not measurably improved.

ORGANIC ACCELERATION
When organic accelerator is further added to the compound, the

amount of sulfur may be reduced, and the rate of cure is considerably
increased. The aging properties too are improved by some of the
accelerators.
Up to this point in compounding, the substances which have been

incorporated with the rubber are specific ingredients for which there
are few good substitutes and although their exact nature as reactants
may not be thoroughly known, their effects are well understood. With
the introduction of organic accelerator, however, the scope of obtain
able properties is greatly increased because there are a number of these
materials each of which has distinct characteristics. These substances
when used in small quantities exert a profound effect on both the un-
cured and the cured properties. By varying the amounts and combina
tions of accelerators the curing speed at different temperatures, the
tensile properties, the aging characteristics, and various special prop
erties may be accurately controlled.
To show the general changes brought about by accelerator, the popu

lar accelerator Captax with stearic acid as an activator is added to the
compound. The high percentage of sulfur proves to be unnecessary when
an organic accelerator is present. The small amount of stearic acid is
added to activate the Captax.

Compound 3 Compound 4

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Zinc Oxide 6 6
Sulfur 8 3
Stearic Acid — 1
Captax — 1

113 110

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

PRESS CUBES AT 187 F. (142 C.) S r E S T E
10 Min — — — 495 3160 780
20 " — — — 580 3570 790
30 " — — — 660 3390 795
45 " — — — 540 3340 800
60 " 150 1260 995 510 3430 810
90 " — — — 465 3280 830
120 " 235 1950 950 — — —
150 " 290 2840 910 — — —
240 " 355 3200 860 — — —
360 " 606 3630 840 — — —
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After Aging 5 Honrs in Air Bomb at 127 C. and 80 lbs. Pressure
20 Min — — — — 600 820
30 " — — — — 620 450
45 " — — — — 475 486
60 " — — — — 400 465
120 " No Tensile — — —
150 " " " — — —
360 " u a _ _ __
The effect of adding organic accelerator as shown is to bring the cur

ing speed into practical range for production and to provide a certain
amount of age resistance.

PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
The last major requisite for the production of a satisfactory com

pound is the addition of a material which will protect the finished
rubber stock from rapid loss of its useful properties upon aging. Such
a material is commonly known as an antioxidant.
Antioxidants, like accelerators, do not all have the same effect. They

vary with the type of compound and with regard to the extent and type
of protection afforded. Next to the acceleration, the choice of the proper
antioxidant is perhaps the most critical part of basic compounding.
As an example of what an antioxidant will do for a compound,

AgeRite Hipae is added to the above formula containing Captax.

Compound 4 Compound 5

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Zinc Oxide 5 5
Sulfur 3 8
Stearic Acid 1 1
Captax 1 1
AgeRite Hipak — 1

110 111

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

PRESS CURES AT 187 F. <U2 C.) S T E S T E
10 Min 495 3150 780 645 3320 775
20 " 580 3570 790 660 3570 770
30 " 660 3390 795 686 3510 790
46 «' 540 3340 800 510 3330 800
60 " 510 3430 810 485 3340 800
90 " 465 3280 830 430 3000 810

After Aging 5 Hours in Air Bomb at 127 C. and 80 lbs. Pressure
20 Min. — 600 320 — 920 480
30 " — 620 450 860 1270 550
45 " — 475 485 730 1250 680
60 " — 400 465 690 1400 630
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The antioxidant has increased the retention of tensile strength and
elongation after aging without noticeably influencing the initial cured
properties. Additional benefits, not shown in the data, are increased
resistance to oxygen aging and flex cracking.

LOADING, REINFORCING, AND CONTROL OF
WORKING PROPERTIES

The rubber compound containing sulfur, zinc oxide, accelerator, and
antioxidant is a pure gum product and except for special purposes is
seldom used as such. In order to reduce its cost, to improve its process
ing qualities, and to alter its specific properties to meet certain de
mands ; fillers, reinforcing agents, and softeners are ordinarily included.
Inert fillers such as whiting, talc, and barytes have the effect of

reducing cost, increasing specific gravity, and improving calendering
and extruding characteristics.
Reinforcing fillers such as the carbon blacks, and clays impart stiff

ness and improve tensile strength when used in amounts up to about
75 or 100 parts on the rubber.
Softeners are chiefly used as processing aids. Reogen, for instance,

in the amount of 1 to 5 parts on the rubber shortens breakdown time
and mixing time, retards scorching, permits lower operating tempera
tures, and improves the dispersion of carbon black and other dry fillers.
Resins, oils, waxes, and factice are also used in some cases for special

properties with regard to both processing and finished quality.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
The compound as developed so far has merely been sketched out.

Only the functions of the general classes of materials have been estab
lished. The development of stocks to meet particular needs requires a
thorough knowledge of the individual effects of materials within each
class.

TRIANGULAR ACCELERATION
This term is used by the Vanderbilt Laboratory to designate the

triple accelerator combination. Captax-Altax-Zimate (or Tuads).
Variation of the relative amounts of each accelerator allows a wide
range of curing speeds and scorch rates. The Captax and Altax pro
vide a long curing range and good aging. The Zimate or Tuads sec
ondary provides a tighter cure.
The proportion of Altax governs the scorch rate since Altax retards

the ultra-accelerators at processing temperatures.
The following data show the variable curing speeds and scorch

rates obtainable with this combination.
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Triangular Acceleration
Smoked Sheet 100 100 100
Stearic Acid 1 1 1
AgeRite Stalite .. 1 1 1
Zinc Oxide 5 6 5

8 8 3
CAPTAX (MS 1 0.75
AVTAX ••*••...••.•■ 0.5 _ 0.25Methyl Zimate .... — 0.1 0.1

111.0 111.1 111.10

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

PRESS CURES AT
287 P. (14J C.) S T E H 8 r E H S T E H
5 Min Uncured 660 3940 760 86 470 2860 790 34
10 " 210 2020 940 26 820 3870 760 88 950 4000 730 38
20 " 420 3220 820 32 700 3740 760 88 820 3360 720 39
30 " 530 3280 800 34 670 3590 760 87 760 3270 720 39
46 " 520 3200 810 35 590 3490 780 86 690 3160 740 39

PRESS CURES AT
307 F. (I5S C.)

Uncured 410 3820 800 85 400 3400 820 37
4 " Uncured 560 3820 800 87 530 3670 790 38
6 " 220 2040 850 31 680 3660 780 89 640 3720 780 39
Q U 1O •••**•••••270 2460 840 33 580 3520 780 39 600 3650 760 39
10 « 320 2860 840 35 620 3440 780 39 560 3350 760 38

PRESS SCORCH AT 240 F. (116 C.)
(Time to slight cure)

Minutes 60 15 25
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Triangular Acceleration
100 100 100
1 1 1
1 1 1
5 5 5
8 3 8
0.6 0.25
15 0.75 1
0.1 0.1 0.1

111.1 111.10 111.1

STRESS AT 500% (S)— TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

S T E H S T E H S T E H
Uncured Uncured Uncured

760 3880 750 39 660 3370 750 35 Uncured
810 3640 700 40 940 3540 700 36 800 3740 740 37
810 3320 730 39 820 3290 700 37 790 3680 740 37
690 3240 730 39 690 3040 710 37 690 3610 760 37

Slightly Cured
350 3060 800 35
550 3400 760 40
550 3370 760 40
590 3220 760 40

Uncured
Uncured

660 3680 760 89
660 3650 750 89
670 3630 760 39

Uncured
Uncured
Uncured

450 3540 800 38
560 3520 790 39

40

PRESS SCORCH AT 240 F. (116 C.)
(Time to slight cure)

60 00
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LOW SULFUR AND SULFURLESS ACCELERATION
Further developments in the field of organic acceleration have un

covered the fact that natural rubber compounds may be cured efficiently
by substituting for the sulfur, in part or in whole, an organic material
which upon heating yields sulfur in a form available for vulcanization.
Such substances, for example Tuads and Selenac, act as accelerators in
small quantity but when used in larger amounts accomplish the pur
poses of both vulcanizing agent and accelerator. Compounds cured with
increased Tuads or Selenac and reduced sulfur (or without sulfur)
exhibit exceptionally high retention of physical properties after aging.
The average low-sulfur type of acceleration contains 0.5 to 0.75 per

cent sulfur—this may be increased to as much as 1.25 per cent in stocks
containing fillers which have a retarding effect. The corresponding
accelerator content is a total of 1 per cent Captax-Altax and 0.25 per
cent Tuads or Zimate. To further improve aging, sulfur is used in the
lower amounts and 0.25 to 0.5 per cent Telloy or Vandex (secondary
vulcanizing agents) added. Sulfurless vulcanization is accomplished by
a high proportion of Tuads or Selenac plus a small amount of Telloy
or Vandex. Following is a comparison of low-sulfur, sulfurless, and
triangular types of acceleration :

Compound 7 Compound 8 Compound 9

Smoked Sheet 100 100 100
Reogen Ill
Stearic Acid Ill
AgeRite Hipar Ill
Zinc Oxide 5 5 6
Captax 0.5 0.5 —
Altax 0.5 0.5 —
Methyl Zimate 0.1 — —
Methyl Tuads — 0.25 3
Telloy — 0.25 0.5
Sulfur 3 0.6 —

112.1 110.10 111.5

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

S T E S T E S T E
n 935 4200 720 445 3040 795 405 2390 785

785 4070 735 410 2860 795 530 2820 740

PRESS CURES AT
287 P. (142 C.)
10 Mir
20 "
30 " 730 3960 740 450 3010 795 625 2970 750
45 " 630 3910 760 435 3030 795 660 2850 690
60 " 640 3900 775 435 2910 785 660 2860 690
90 " 545 3670 785 455 2870 780 660 2830 705

After Aging 5 Hours in Air Bomb at 127 C. and 80 Lbs. Pressure
20 Min — 780 470 420 1800 775 750 3080 695
30 " 990 1410 550 470 2065 750 720 2950 680
45 " 885 1345 560 480 1900 750 710 2850 680
60 '* 795 1390 580 500 1940 760 660 2800 675
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Although compounds 8 and 9 are somewhat slower curing than 7,
they are much better aging and more heat resistant. The sulfurless
compound is the best of the three.
The established advantages of low-sulfur and sulfurless acceleration

are:
1—Safe processing.
2—Extremely wide curing range.
3—Minimum discoloration of light-colored stocks.
4—Best aging and best heat resistance.

ROOM-TEMPERATURE-CURING ACCELERATION
Cements used for adhering cured compounds to one another are often

required to vulcanize at normal or slightly elevated room temperature.
It is also advantageous to cure certain types of sheet goods or rubber-
coated fabrics without the use of vulcanizers. These problems of vul
canization call for the use of an accelerator which is very active at low
temperatures; such an accelerator is Butyl Eight. This accelerator in
amounts of 3-4 per cent together with 1 per cent sulfur will cure natural
rubber compounds in 12 to 24 hours at 100 F. or 48 hours at 80 F.
To prevent dry stocks from scorching, the Butyl Eight must be

withheld from the batch and added on the warm-up mill just prior to
calendering. Cements may be made up complete except for the ButylEight which is added to portions of the master stock as needed.
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Ultra- Accelerators Compared as Secondaries

Base Compound

Reookk
Stearic Add .

100

AoiRitz Stalitx .
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltai . ,

110.5

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (B)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL ETHYL METHYL ETHYL
TOADS TUADS ZIMATE ZIMATE
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

PRESS CUKES AT
187 F. (141 C.) STB H STB H STB H S T B H
16 MIn _. Uncured Uncured Uncured Uncured
20 " 360 3210 810 n 220 2900 880 n 330 8220 820 81 220 2760 880 28
SO " 420 3260 790 82 430 3610 800 82 390 3500 820 82 390 3400 800 12
48 " 370 3460 840 82 880 8400 810 32 880 8180 820 82 860 8470 790 88
60 *' 340 8380 840 82 870 8270 820 32 320 8080 820 82 330 8300 780 82

PRESS CURES AT
307 F. (158 C.)
8 MIn..
10 " .
12 " .
15 " .
20 " .

340 3660 880 80
430 8640 820 81
390 3460 820 81
360 8340 810 81
330 3150 810 88

PRESS CURES AT
824 F. (162 C.)
4 MIn Uncured

360 3200 820 85
830 8130 880 84

Uncured
420 3660 820 82
420 8510 810 88
420 8480 820 88
390 3240 830 88

280 3050 840 80
370 8490 840 88
860 8460 840 88
310 3300 840 88
810 8180 860 88

Uncured Uncured
870 8400 810 88 840 3300 840 82
350 8160 810 38 290 8020 840 82

Uncured
870 8500 840 88
870 3360 830 38
850 8160 830 33
820 2970 880 88

Uncured
820 3580 840 81
820 8230 840 82

Minutes .

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
105 115 100 105

HEAT BUILD-UP
(Temp. Rise over Room Temp.)

Compressed Rolling Ball Tester, 12.5 Kg. Load, 10 Min. Run
PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)
30 Min —
40 " 98 P.
65 " 116

91 F.
102

93 F.
114

94 F.
107
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Ultra- Accelerators Compared as Secondaries

Base Compound
Smoked Sheet .
Rzogim
Stearic Acid .
AceRite Stalitz .
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltai

100
t
1
2
8
1.1
1

110.5

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL
SELENAC

0.1

ETHYL
SELENAC

0.1
TELLURAC

0.1
LEDATE

0.1

PRESS CURES AT
r B H STB H STB H 5 T B H

tM 2830 850 28 Uncured Uncured Uncured 1*
420 8880 790 82 400 8620 820 n 440 2780 760 n 420 8490 810 82 20
450 8450 780 32 420 3590 810 33 490 2960 740 33 420 8640 810 SS 80
400 3160 780 82 400 3310 800 33 400 8820 780 33 440 8370 810 88 , 45
890 8010 780 88 890 2890 770 84 370 2660 780 33 430 8820 810 82 60

PRESS CURES AT
807 F. (158 C.)

870 8440 820 88
870 8340 820 88
870 3300 820 88
860 8240 820 88
320 8200 820 88

250 8040 840 80
850 8190 830 88
360 8290 880 88

810 3440 880 82
360 8590 820 88
410 8420 820 38
360 8250 810 88
340 8140 810 88

Uncured
890 8400 810 88
370 8420 820 88

430 3340 810 88
450 8260 770 38
400 8100 780 88
400 8080 790 88
880 2950 800 88

340 8200 840 81
400 8380 880 88
890 8340 820 88
370 3320 820 88
840 8000 820 88

Uncured Uncured
400 8800 800 88 370 8840 820 85
850 8160 820 88 320 3280 840 88

PRESS CURES AT
324 F. (162 C.)

4 Mln.
6 "
8 "

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
76 115 100 85 Minute*

HEAT BUILD-UP
(Temp. Rise Over Room Temp.)

Compressed Rolling Ball Tester, 12.5 Kg. Load, 10 Min. Run

87 F.
92 89 F.

108
88 F.
89

90 F.
99

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (141 C.)

..80 Mln.

..40
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Accelerators Compared as Vulcanizing Agents
Base Compound

Smoked Sheet
Reogen
Stearic Acid ....
Zinc Oxide

100
2
1
8

106

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)-
SHORE HARDNESS

-% ELONGATION (E)
(H)

METHYL
TUADS

S

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.) ST B H
6 Min 110 1080 1050 21
10 " 260 2250 870 29
15 " 810 2650 820 81
20 " 860 8060 800 88
80 " 890 2730 770 88

PRESS CURES AT
307 F. (153 C.)
2 Min 110 620
4
8
8
10
12

160 1930
810 2580
360 2960
390 3000
890 2980

950 20
920 25
830 80
810 31
780 81
780 81

PRESS CURES AT
324 F. (162 C.)
1 Min
2 "
8 "
4 "
6 "
8 "

Slightly Cured
200 2040 880 25
260 2490 860 28
800 2700 840 29
380 8080 800 80
400 2750 780 30

ETHYL
TUADS

8

HSTB
Uncured

110 440 1090 20
110 1170 1040 23
160 1830 990 25
270 2530 880 81

Uncured
Slightly Cured

100 1140 1030 22
140 1560 960 24
200 1960 900 26
240 2040 860 28

Uncured
Slightly Cured

110 1200 1060 21
160 1370 990 22
210 2170 900 25
230 2070 870 27

METHYL
SELENAC

ETHYL
SELENAC

2 9

s r E a s T B H
no 2420 890 BO 170 1760 960 26
330 8000 820 81 220 2560 870 80
330 8170 820 88 220 2590 870 31
830 2930 820 81 230 2460 870 30
MO 2820 820 SO 880 2300 870 28

260 3150 900 89 160 1910 980 25
320 2980 840 30 810 2720 880 29
290 3020 840 30 200 2400 880 30
290 3090 840 30 200 2360 880 28
290 2770 840 30 200 2240 880 27
170 2600 840 30 800 2110 880 26

220 2560 tso 86 170 1890 940 25
320 2920 840 SO 220 2440 890 27
320 2980 830 30 220 2640 890 27
320 3070 830 30 210 2340 880 28
270 2650 830 30 210 2290 880 28
260 2530 830 80 160 1990 880 28

Minutes

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
30 50 15 12

Average

Average

RESISTANCE TO OXYGEN BOMB AGING
Average of 3 Selected Cures at each of 3 Curing
Temperatures; viz., 287 F., 307 F., and 324 F.

Before Aging
— 2880 800 81 — 1855 930 26 — 8020 832 81 — 2590 880 29

After Aging 4 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C. and
300 lbs. Pressure

— 1500 790 27 — 965 870 21 — 635 715 21 — 605 780 18
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Antioxidants Compared in a Gum Compound
Base Compound

Smoked Sheet .
Reogen
Stearic Acid ~
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltaiMethyl Tuads .

100
1
1
5
1.78
1
0.1

110.85

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

NO
ANTIOXIDANT

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

S T E H
10 Min Uneured
20 " ... 610 3840 740 37
SO " •_ 660 8840 750 36
46 " 480 3700 770 35

AGERITE—I AGERITE
GEL...-...1

AGERITE
HUM

Before Aging
S T B H
Uncured

620 3700 780 36
640 3650 760 36
410 3460 760 35

HS T E
Uncured

610 3620 780 36
620 8620 750 36
460 8540 770 36

HS T E
Uncured

600 3820 740 86
630 3620 750 36
490 3560 760 36

AGERITE
HP 1

S T B H
Uncured

680 8770 740 86
630 8520 750 86
450 3480 760 35

After Aging 2 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C and 300 lbs. Pressure
10 Min..
20 " . 1020 2800 640 40

760 2240 650 38
630 2130 670 36

1100 3220 680 40
870 2820 650 39
700 2580 670 37

1320 2940 610 42
970 2770 630 40
890 2580 650 38

1380 3040 600 42
1280 8150 630 42
840 2920 650 40

1540 2390 570 45
1190 3120 630 48
910 2620 630 41

AGERITE
POWDER 1

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

5 T H
10 Min
20 " ._
80 " _..
45 "

E
Uncured

630 3770 740 86
620 8670 760 35
430 3550 760 35

AGERITE
RESIN 1

AGERITE AGERITE AGERITE
RESIN D 1 STALITE 1 WHITE 1

Before Aging
S T B H
Uncured

660 3640 730 86
560 8580 740 35
480 3520 760 35

HSTB
Uncured

720 3740 730 86
620 3640 750 35
610 3460 750 35

HSTB
Uncured

690 3740 780 86
520 3670 740 36
410 3480 780 35

S T B H
Uncured

610 3880 750 86
530 3680 760 36
480 8550 760 36

After Aging 2 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C. and 300 lbs. Pressure
10 Min —
20 " __ 1880 3070 620 48
20 " _ 1020 2960 660 42
46 " _ 770 2810 660 40

1040 2740 630 42
860 2680 640 40
760 2600 660 89

1310 3260 600 43
1030 3070 620 42
910 2640 660 40

1260 8400 630 42
660 2950 650 40
770 2720 670 39

1120 3150 590 42
910 3100 650 40
740 2930 660 88
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Antioxidants Compared in a Tread Compound
Base Compound

Smoked Sheet .
Reoceic
Stearic Acid ...
Pine Tar
Zinc Oxide
MPC Black
Sulfur
Captax

160.5

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

NO
ANTIOXIDANT

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

S T B H
10 lOn 620 2600 600 49
20 " ._ 1170 3660 690 67
SO " ... 1170 4020 580 58
46 " _ 1680 8970 660 60

AGERITE
GEL 1

AGERITE
HIPAR 1

Before Aging
S T B H
680 2490 600 49
1130 3700 690 67
1810 4020 680 60
1490 3780 670 61

S T E H
680 2980 630 49
1170 3960 620 57
1820 4000 580 69
1460 4000 660 60

AGERITE
HP 1

S T B H
790 8200 650 50
1290 4030 620 59
1470 4180 600 61
1590 4160 670 62

AGERITE
POWDER 1

5 T B H
620 2440 610 60
1140 3700 690 57
1340 8950 680 60
1470 4080 570 62

After Aging 2 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C and 300 lbs. Pressure
10 Min Blistered
20 " .... — 90 160 48
80 " .... — 140 160 60
45 " .._ — 180 150 60

290 660 600 40
680 1400 460 66
940 1520 440 68
1010 1820 880 61

840 930 540 42
780 1630 480 56
1030 1780 460 69
1080 1620 420 61

420 1140 640 46
880 1770 490 68
1100 1710 440 60
1160 1550 890 68

290 1090 580 41
760 1610 500 66
970 1590 450 68
1040 1470 420 61

AGERITE
RESIN D 1

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

S T B H
800 8150 620 50
1270 4150 620 67
1490 4360 610 59

STALITE

10 Min..
20 " .
•0 " .

Before Aging
S T B H
650 2530 620 50
1060 8480 610 66
1800 8920 690 69

5 T B H
680 8000 650 51
1090 8880 630 59
1870 4000 600 62

AGERITE
HIPAR 1
AGERITE

RESIN D 1

S T B H
850 8000 680 52
1210 4060 620 58
1500 4480 610 60

1620 4820 690 61 1870 3940 570 61 1480 8980 690 68 1610 4240 690 61

After Aging 2 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C and 300 lbs. Pressure
640 1290 630 48
1000 1820 610 56
1170 1710 440 60
1280 1620 890 62

830 1120 480 40
780 1680 470 64
940 1790 420 68
1020 1640 890 60

470 1280 500 44
900 1760 490 66
1050 1680 470 62
1110 1600 880 62

620 1240 580 60
1120 2280 510 57
1840 2200 460 61
1490 2020 410 62
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Antioxidants Compared in a Tread Compound (Cont.)

Base Compound
Smoked
Reogxn
Stearic Acid
Pine Tar
Zinc Oxide .
MPC Black .
Sulfur .
CAPT AX

160.5

FLEX-CRACKING RESISTANCE (DeMattia)
Cracking is rated on a scale running from 0 to 10;

0 = No Cracking; 10 = Cracked Through

NO
ANTI- AGERITE AGERITE AGERITE AGERITE

OXIDANT GEL 1 HIPAR. 1 HP 1 POWDER..—]

Before Aging
PRESS CURES: MDf. AT
187 P. (Ml C.) •»-»■ 23 88 23 83 28 83 23 83 23 88

After 28,000 Cycles 12 01 00 00 00" 50,000 " 25 02 00 00 00" 100,000 " 48 28 10 11 11" 160,000 " 6 10 4 4 11 11 21" 200.000 M 0 10 66 28 22 82" 10 10 9 10 5 5 4 4 5 4

After Aging 2 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C. and 300 lbs. Pressure
10,000 Cycle* 82 12 22 11
26,000 " Melted 67 87 48 34
60.000 " 10 10 5 10 7 10 6 8
76.000 " 10 10 9 10 9 10 9 10" 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

PRESS CURES; WON. AT
187 P. (142 C.) *■-+•

After 26,000 Cyclea" 60,000 "
" 100,000 "
" 150.000 "
" 200.000 "
•' 800,000 "

STALITE 1

Before Aging

AGERITE

23

0
0
2
4
1
10

AGERITE
HIPAR 1
AGERITE

RESIN D 1

28 88

After Aging 2 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C and 300 lbs. Pressure
10,000 Cycles..
26,000 " _.
60,000 " _.
76,000 " ...
100,000 " ...

2 8
4 8
7 10
10 10
10 10

1
8
•
10
10

10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10

0
2
8
8
10
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Antioxidants Compared in a Super-Aging Compound
Base Compound

Smoked Sheet .
Reogen
Stearic Acid
Zinc Oxide -
P-83Altax

100

Methyl Tuads .Telloy 0.5

186.6

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE {T)—% ELONGATION
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

(E)

NO
ANTIOXIDANT

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (141 C.)

S T E

AGERITE
ALBA 2

AGERITE
GEL. J

Before Aging

10 Min..
20 " .
SO " .
45 " .

H
890 2370 650 50
680 2470 600 52
690 2490 600 62
630 2470 580 62

S TEH
410 2480 670 49
490 2700 660 51
630 2650 610 52
550 2620 630 62

S T E H
390 2420 680 47
660 2560 620 52
610 2560 600 52
660 2520 600 63

AGERITE
HIPAR J
S T E H

420 2430 670 61
630 2400 620 53
660 2370 600 64
680 2320 600 66

AGERITE
HP 2

S TEH
530 2560 650 50
630 2620 620 53
660 2570 610 53
660 2560 600 63

After Aging 4 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C and 300 lbs. Pressure
10 Min...
20 " .
20 " .
46 " ..

Melted
Melted
Melted
Melted

860 1060 650 85
430 1090 540 45
610 1100 610 47
490 1080 500 49

620 1400 600 SO
720 1410 480 54
710 1420 470 55
700 1420 470 66

560 1390 470 49
630 1420 460 62
640 1410 460 62
540 1410 460 68

850 1490 470 65
910 1490 460 67
910 1480 450 57
900 1450 450 68

After Aging 10 Hours in Air Bomb at 260 F. (127 C.) and 80 lbs. Pressure
10
20
30
45

600 1490 610 42
... 660 1590 510 45
.... 660 1580 600 46
.... 660 1580 600 46

670 1790 630 46
700 1850 510 48
740 1840 600 48
760 1800 500 47

730 1940 620 45
800 1920 610 46
800 1920 600 46
810 1890 500 47

700 1770 520 46
740 1900 510 48
740 1890 610 48
760 1860 600 47

920 1890 480 47
980 1910 480 48
980 1910 470 60
970 1930 470 60
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Antioxidants Compared in a Super- Aging Compound
Base Compound

Reocen .
Stearic Acid .
Zinc Oxide
P-38 .
AltaxMethyl Tuads .
Tellov

186. S

STRESS AT 300% (S)— TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

AGERTTE
POWDER 2

S T E H
470 2420 640 61
610 2570 620 S3
610 2520 600 63
650 2480 680 54

AGERITE
RESIN 2

S T B H
890 2530 700 48
630 2700 640 62
660 2700 630 52
690 2660 620 64

AGERITE
RESIN D.

AGERITE
STALITE I

Before Aging
S T E H
440 2600 680 49
640 2670 640 61
610 2660 620 61
660 2640 600 62

S T B H
390 2370 660 47
660 2640 610 51
690 2530 690 61
630 2530 580 61

AGERITE
WHITE. J

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

S T B H
480 2540 680 47 ....10 Mln.
560 2650 630 60 „.20 "
680 2560 620 51 ....80 "
690 2440 690 61 ....45 "

After Aging 4 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C. and 300 lbs. Pressure
(20 1440 S10 51
670 1430 480 64
680 1400 470 66
680 1390 470 65

560 1370 610 48
630 1380 480 63
690 1390 480 54
680 1360 470 54

660 1560 560 60
640 1640 620 63
700 1530 510 64
700 1580 600 54

660 1460 600 53
700 1460 680 55
730 1440 470 55
760 1430 460 65

660 1540 520 60 ....10
690 1530 480 53 —20
700 1620 480 54 ....30
710 1520 470 54 ....46

After Aging 10 Hours in Air Bomb at 260 F. (127 C.) and 80 lbs. Pressure
800 1780 600 44 730 1930 510 46 770 2040 580 46 730 1930 620 43 710 1940 620 45 ...10
840 18 10 490 48 760 1940 610 46 810 2100 510 48 830 1950 500 45 830 1960 610 47 ....20
870 I960 490 48 780 1950 600 47 820 2160 510 48 840 1880 490 45 830 1940 500 47 .-30
820 1810 480 48 790 1940 600 47 840 2120 600 47 890 1890 470 46 830 1920 500 47 -.45
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Effects of Various Loading Materials
Base Compound

Pale Crepe _
Smoked Sheet
Stearic AcidAgeRite Powder .
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltai .Methyl Tuads .

110.86

Three different volumes of each loading material per 100 parts rubber by weight
were used and press cures of S, 10, 30 and 46 minutes at 287 F. (142 C.) were
made. The data shown are the averages for the highest tensile cure and the

Parts by Weight Specific Gravity Stress at 400% Tensile Strength
of Filler of Compounds (psi) (psi)

Vols, of Filler 11.6 28 46 11.6 23 46 11.6 28 46 11.6 23 46
No Filler (Control) — — — — 0.97 — — 435 — — 8930 —
MPC Black 21 42 84 1.06 1.12 1.22 1260 2236 3670 4430 4895 8800
P-8S 21 42 84 1.06 1.12 1.22 650 906 1885 4150 4140 8040
Thermax 21 42 84 1.05 1.12 1.22 770 940 1870 8690 3505 2495
Zinc Oxide
(Ordinary) 66 130 260 1.40 1.76 2.32 1000 1800 1670 8940 8620 2710

(Fine Particle) 65 180 260 1.40 1.76 2.32 1050 1360 1850 3900 4016 3155
Whiting (Glider's) . 81.5 63 126 1.14 1.27 1.48 680 685 800 3360 2876 1960
Magnesium
Carbonate 25.6 51 102 1.09 1.18 1.33 965 1316 2366 8835 8120 2865
Dixie Clay 80 60 120 1.12 1.25 1.45 1050 1740 2645 8845 3415 2645
McNahxe Clay 30 60 120 1.12 1.25 1.45 786 1105 1630 8605 8150 2296
Mineral Rubber 12 24 48 0.98 0.99 0.99 430 435 420 8620 8385 2770
Blanc Fixe 48.5 97 194 1.27 1.62 1.92 640 1050 1460 8485 8190 2235
Bnrytes 51 102 204 1.29 1.66 2.03 465 560 690 8425 2840 1965
Llthopone 48 98 192 1.26 1.61 1.90 785 1190 1485 8930 3555 2810
Rayox 45 90 180 1.24 1.47 1.82 1045 1495 1380 4130 3585 2400
MPC Black) Equal
P-SS (Weights 21 42 84 1.05 1.12 1.22 1055 1500 2620 3835 8920 8140
P-83 lEqual
THXKKAxJWeights- 21 42 84 1.05 1.12 1.22 970 1460 2060 8795 8445 2885
Gilders "|Whiting (-Equal
Dixie Clay JWeight* 80 60 120 1.18 1.26 1.46 880 1280 1565 8616 8165 2105
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Effects of Various Loading Materials
Base Compound

Pale Crepe
Smoked Sheet
Stearic AcidAgeRite Powder .
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltai .Methyl Toads

EO
50
1
1
6
2.75
1.0
0.1

110.85

Three different volumes of each loading; material per 100 parts rubber by weight
were used and press cures of 5, 10, SO and 45 minutes at 287 F. (142 C.) were
made. The data shown are the averages for the highest tensile cure and the
next longer cure.

Per Cent
Elongation

Vols, of Filler 11.6 23 46
No Filler (Control) 770 —
MPC Black 695
P-33 720

Shore Tear Resistance Impact

655

640 425
690 615
650 560

.695 630 555

Thermax
Zinc Oxide
(Ordinary)
Zinc Oxide
(Fine Particle) 650 660 600
Whiting (Gilder's) 710 675 620
Magnesium
Carbonate 665 585 400
Dixie Clay 680 660 400
McNamee Clay 700 635 490
Mineral Rubber 740 755 765
Blanc Fixe 685 640 610
Barytee 780 700 615
Lithopone 705 685 665Rayox 680 636 655
MPC Black) Equal
P-S8 {Weights ....675 615 490
P-33 ) Equal
Thermax) Weights _
Gilders 1
Whiting VEquttl

Dixie CLAYjWeights .

. 665 620 470

.676 615 495

Hardness (Crescent) Resilience
11.1 23 46 11.6 23 46 11.5 23 46— 39 — — 204 — — 79 —
52 68 86 380 655 810 62 42 27
46 60 63 855 400 420 7* 69 62
44 60 60 840 810 280 78 74 64

41 55 74 180 840 880 74 70 48

48 57 78 117 420 460 78 71 60
48 51 61 CO 65 90 78 74 68

48 57 67 80 110 170 78 70 65
48 64 65 80 110 160 74 68 66
44 46 58 70 90 115 78 68 69
38 40 43 218 225 230 71 68 69
41 62 64 125 150 220 75 71 66
45 61 61 120 110 96 76 74 67
47 63 63 125 165 260 76 73 66
41 66 67 870 290 320 78 69 66

40 51 65 880 435 620 TO 68 44

41 49 67 80S 245 825 74 71 62

41 49 66 170 125 120 78 68 59
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DESIGNING A GR-S COMPOUND

RAW GR-S
Uncompounded GR-S is a substance similar to natural rubber in

general appearance and properties. Its tensile strength and elongation
however are much lower than that of natural rubber. Upon aging,
uncompounded GR-S deteriorates rapidly as does natural rubber though
the exposed surface tends to become hard and crumbly rather than soft
and sticky. Its solubility in various organic solvents is characteristic of
the uncompounded substance.

GR-S AND SULFUR
Like natural rubber, GR-S may be vulcanized with sulfur to form a

product with improved tensile properties and lowered sensitivity to
swelling in solvents. The amount of sulfur required however is about
% that needed in natural rubber. The tensile properties are very low
compared to a rubber-sulfur vulcanizate and the resistance to solvents
relatively high. Another important difference between these simple
compounds is resistance to aging. Whereas the vulcanized natural rub
ber shows no improvement in this respect, the GR-S compound shows
considerably reduced tendency to oxidize and become hard.

GR-S, SULFUR, AND ZINC OXIDE
Zinc oxide added to the GR-S sulfur compound acts as an activator

of the vulcanization, resulting in greater speed and slightly improved
tensile properties. The maximum effect of the zinc oxide is obtained
with about 3 parts on the hydrocarbon.

ORGANIC ACCELERATION
Acceleration in general plays the same part in the vulcanization of a

GR-S compound that it does in a natural rubber compound. The amount
of accelerator required by GR-S is approximately fifty per cent greater
however and the specific properties of each in the two different rubbers
vary somewhat. This difference may be seen by comparing the tables on
pages 106 and 120.

PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
GR-S compounds usually include an antioxidant to insure the best

possible protection against aging. AgeRite Stalite is probably the
most effective and frequently used. AgeRite Alba is preferred for light-
colored goods which must not be subject to light discoloration.
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LOADING, REINFORCING, AND CONTROL OF
WORKING PROPERTIES

This phase of compound construction has particular significance in
the development of GR-S stocks for two reasons: (1) The tensile prop
erties of the pure gum compounds are very low, tensile strength 200
to 300 lbs. per sq. in., and a reinforcing filler such as carbon black is
required for obtaining sufficient strength; (2) GR-S does not break
down on the mill as readily as does natural rubber and GR-S com
pounds do not process smoothly without softeners and processing aids.
Therefore, fairly large quantities of these materials are ordinarily
needed in the compound to insure reasonably good mixing, extruding
and calendering attributes. GR-S stocks also lack natural tack and
where they are used on fabrics which are to be plied up, a tackifier
must be used in the formula.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
NORMAL SULFUR ACCELERATION

Since Captax and Altax are practically interchangeable in GR-S,
the triple accelerator combination Captax-Altax-Zimate (or Tuads)
is seldom used. However, a combination of either Altax or Captax
with an ultra-accelerator such as Zimate or Tuads plus 2 per cent sul
fur is even more common in GR-S than triangular acceleration is in
natural rubber. This is true because GR-S requires more powerful
acceleration to obtain good cures in a short time than does natural
rubber, and Altax or Captax alone is ordinarily insufficient.
The ultra-accelerators are sometimes used alone in normal sulfur

GR-S stocks because they provide the kick necessary for quick cures
and their tendency to produce "peaky" cures is nullified to a large
extent by the fact that GR-S does not revert.
The ultimate in curing speed may be obtained in a GR-S stock by the

use of Altax-Cumate with 2 per cent sulfur. Altax provides process
ing safety and Cumate imparts exceptional activity at curing tempera
tures. Stocks containing this type of acceleration possess high modulus,
high tensile strength, and excellent aging properties.

SULFURLESS ACCELERATION
Selenac and Tuads used in high amounts, 2 to 3 per cent, will cure

GR-S compounds in the absence of sulfur. It is often advantageous but
not necessary to include 1 per cent Altax to insure a tight cure. As in
natural rubber, this type of acceleration is best for the security of good
aging and heat resistance.

ROOM-TEMPERATURE CURING ACCELERATION
GR-S cements and sheet goods may be accelerated to cure at room

temperature in 96 to 120 hours by using 4-6 per cent Butyl Eight,
with 2-3 per cent sulfur and with or without 1 per cent Altax. It is
necessary to withhold the Butyl Eight from the compound until just
before the final processing operation in order to prevent pre-curing.
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Ultra*Accelerators Compared as Primaries

Base Compound
GR-S _
Reogen .
Zinc Oxide .
MPC Black .
Sulfur

100
•IM
2

162

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (£?)
SHORE HARDNESS (&)

METHYL ETHYL METHYL
TUADS TUADS ZIMATE

0.4 0.4 M
PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

S T E H STB H S T B H
16 Kin. 700 2270 640 55 895 1095 680 CI 586 1760 690 64
SO " 1640 2660 626 62 1226 2685 605 69 1260 2595 600 59
41 " 1760 2286 400 64 1660 2500 400 63 1560 2610 430 61
60 " 1780 1880 810 61 1775 2425 440 H 1620 2700 486 68

PRESS CURES AT
107 F. (168 C.)
6Min. 260 645 785 48 Uncured Uncured
10 " 1040 2726 660 60 675 2110 610 55 800 2090 660 67
16 " 1270 2690 480 61 1116 2760 625 60 1200 2640 605 59
20 " 1496 2635 430 •8 1360 2590 450 62 1805 2680 486 60
80 " 1676 2626 896 64 1680 2366 886 II 1440 2600 460 62

PRESS CURES AT
224 F. (162 C.)
S Hin. 426 1380 685 52 166 875 750 41 850 900 685 48
6 " 860 2410 600 67 610 1660 640 63 626 1865 616 63
7.6" 1290 2740 420 60 990 2646 660 68 1010 2660 670 68
10 " 1445 2780 455 02 1235 2670 610 60 1210 2590 490 60
16 " 1630 2760 440 6i 1610 2626 460 62 1380 2710 476 62

ETHYL
ZIMATE
0.4

5 TEH
266 1766 740 46
1000 2510 556 67
1350 2810 506 60
1490 2686 440 61

Uncured
610 1610 640 64
900 2400 670 68
1130 2680 610 60
1410 2490 440 61

Uncured
885 1170 700 52
780 2810 696 67
1046 2360 600 69
1800 2710 480 60

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
60 90 75 90

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET*
(A.S.T.M. Method "B," 35% Deflection)

PRESS CURE AT
107 F. (151 C.)
18 Min 85.7 42.5 41.2 4M
•Compression set determined on only one cure In order to show relative curing' rates of
accelerators.
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Ultra- Accelerators Compared as Primaries

Base Compound
GR-3
Reocen
Zinc Oxide ...
MPC Black .
Sulfur

100II
60I
1<S

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL
SELENAC

ETHYL
SELENAC LEDATE CUMATH

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (141 C.)

5 T B H STB H STB H S T B H
775 2210 575 56 430 1360 670 4« 265 740 720 41 870 2950 680 69 . 15 MIn.
1290 2750 495 60 900 2450 570 58 890 2365 616 65 1180 3330 600 66 ... -. 10 "
1965 2540 340 $4 1720 2390 875 63 1155 2650 610 60 1920 8300 440 67 . 45 "
2150 2530 845 65 1960 2140 820 65 1410 2550 450 (1 2090 1140 400 67 - 60 "

PRESS CURES AT
107 F. (151 C.)

335 780 630 50 Uncured Uncured 460 1670 720 65 - 6 MIn.
1210 25S0 495 60 805 2155 575 M 660 1556 610 61 1280 8390 680 60 .. 10 "
1435 2675 450 62 1165 2750 510 60 840 2110 555 66 1730 8400 470 63 .—.. 16 "
1775 2660 395 63 1500 2660 436 62 1005 2555 535 58 1930 8180 410 64 .. 20 "
1880 2430 850 (4 1770 2380 355 51 1220 2610 495 60 2120 3020 380 66 .. 30 "

PRESS CURES AT
324 F. (162 C.)

410 970 560 El 205 455 720 45 150 885 790 45 440 1620 680 65 . 8 MIn.
1335 2075 615 58 635 1900 625 54 890 1265 695 50 1040 2860 690 59 . 5 "
1500 2435 425 60 1155 2650 525 57 645 1970 600 55 1460 8020 600 62 . 7.6 "
1716 2335 380 62 1445 2530 460 60 910 2345 530 58 1620 3200 480 64 .. 10 "
1845 2420 870 63 1720 2645 426 62 1246 2145 460 60 1800 1100 440 65 -15 "

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
45 45 105 40 . Minutes

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET*
(A.S.T.M. Method "B," 35% Deflection)

88.1 42.4 46.4

PRESS CURE AT
307 F. (151 C.)

41.6 18 MIn.
•Compression set determined on only one cure In order to show relative curing rates of
accelerators.
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Ultra- Accelerators Compared as Secondaries

Base Compound
GR-S
Reocek
Zinc Oxide
MPC Black
SulfurAltai _

100
C
B
50
s
l.S

163.5

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL, ETHYL METHYL ETHYL
TUADS TUADS ZIMATE ZIMATE
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)

5 T B H S TEH S T E H S TEH
15 Mln 125 425 825 44 110 265 700 41 135 865 750 42 130 265 700 40
80 " 855 2220 545 59 760 2380 565 56 690 2365 610 56 725 2450 610 65
45 " 1565 2545 410 63 1370 2620 440 62 1495 2475 405 62 1535 2400 395 62
60 " .- 1645 2040 350 64 1536 2000 840 64 1635 2890 875 63 1570 2176 865 62

PRESS CURES AT
807 F. (153 C.)
5 Mln Uncured Uncured Uncured Uncured
10 " 400 1375 600 50 340 1125 695 47 826 1250 720 48 800 1055 710 45
15 " 940 2390 630 58 965 2600 555 67 800 2280 560 65 770 2490 605 55
20 " 1260 2370 385 61 1310 2640 475 61 1060 2320 440 69 1160 2640 495 60
80 " 1545 2390 885 64 1766 2400 875 63 1440 2370 406 62 1670 2560 410 62

PRESS CURES AT
S24 F. (162 C.)
8 Mln. Uncured Uncured Uncured Uncured
5 " 830 1236 665 48 305 1100 720 48 810 1010 690 45 800 1045 710 46
7.5" 885 2525 655 58 920 2190 520 66 710 2280 605 55 700 2340 605 55
10 " 1140 2475 455 60 1250 2530 460 60 1040 2515 515 60 1050 2565 615 59
15 " 1465 2460 410 62 1400 2480 425 60 1605 2330 890 62 1570 2350 385 62

Minutes .

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
105 105 120 105

HEAT BUILD-UP
(Temp. Rise over Room Temp.)

Compressed Rolling Ball Tester, 12.5 Kg. Load, 10 Min. Run
PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)
40 Min —
65 " 108 F.
70 " 82

106 F.
84

117 F.
82

117 F.
77
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Ultra- Accelerators Compared as Secondaries

Base Compound
GR-S 100Rbogkn 6
Zinc Oxide _ _ 5
MPC Black _ _ 60
Sulfur 2

16S.5

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL ETHYL
SELENAC SELENAC LEDATE CUMATE

0.15 0.11 0.11 0.10

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (142 C.)STB H S T E H STB H s r E H

180 390 730 41 140 270 690 40 135 886 785 42 400 2020 790 64 15 Mln.
790 2235 660 56 825 2150 550 55 905 2700 590 68 1670 3440 610 62 80 "
1240 2525 450 62 1850 2475 440 61 1445 2770 445 62 1920 3160 410 65 45 "
1590 2320 880 64 1635 2325 370 62 1680 2460 385 63 2130 2940 880 66 60 "

PRESS CURES AT
307 F. (153 C.)

Uncured Uncured Uncured 90 S50 710 47 5 Mln.
675 1755 650 51 440 1655 690 50 535 1835 650 SI 1080 3130 590 59 ... 10 "
1040 2645 535 59 990 2590 540 59 1130 2630 605 59 1580 3020 470 62 15 "
1440 2490 425 62 1400 2500 430 61 1500 2780 440 62 1820 2890 410 63 20 "
1880 2210 350 64 1746 2310 360 68 1770 2640 875 64 2040 2670 360 65 30 "

PRESS CURES AT
324 F. (162 C.)

165 810 675 41 110 195 710 40 120 250 746 88 100 ST0 700 48 8 Mln.
440 1430 635 50 345 1225 695 50 450 1570 645 50 890 3000 660 60 5 "
940 2245 610 53 805 2360 565 56 870 2440 560 57 1470 3100 620 61 7.5 "
1210 2670 480 62 1120 2380 460 60 1240 2460 480 61 1680 3020 420 62 10 "
1670 2350 370 64 1725 2480 385 62 1600 2280 880 63 1950 2960 400 64 15 "

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)
120 120 105 70 Minutei

HEAT BUILD-UP
(Temp. Rise over Room Temp.)

Compressed Rolling Ball Tester, 12.5 Kg. Load, 10 Min. Run
PRESS CURES AT

287 F. (142 C.)_ — — 84 F. 40 Min.
104 F. 108 F. 104 F. 82 55 "
87 75 87 78 70 "
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Accelerators Compared as Vulcanizing Agents

Base Compound
GR-S
Reogkm _
Zinc Oxide „ _
MPC Black
Altax

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL ETHYL METHYL ETHYL
TUADS TUADS SELENAC SELENAC

a I t 1

PRESS CURES AT
287 F. (141 C.)

S T B H 5 T B H T B H S r B H
16 Min 855 2690 595 65 425 1610 (M 47 805 2525 600 65 4(0 1526 695 60
80 " 1020 2810 545 67 765 2620 610 55 1440 2580 655 60 860 2585 670 65
45 " 1090 2690 616 68 890 2575 665 65 1445 2545 425 60 960 2765 565 55
60 " 1200 2780 480 59 946 2690 515 66 1445 2645 426 (0 096 2820 550 68

PRESS CURES AT
107 F. (153 C.)
5 Min 455 1480 625 49 160 805 766 47 630 1760 no 61 1(0 950 815 45
10 " 950 2300 515 56 645 2175 655 62 1145 2665 605 68 625 2140 610 54
15 " 1005 2660 625 67 660 2330 605 64 1240 2H65 475 58 805 2375 665 57
20 " 1016 2575 620 59 T40 2550 605 55 1280 2675 4(5 60 830 2520 655 67
SO " 1005 2710 526 68 T15 2635 600 56 1275 2710 4(1 (0 •00 2616 640 67

PRESS CURES AT
124 F. (162 C.)
8 Min 510 1860 640 51 206 680 785 41 490 1830 (SO 51 5(0 1910 650 65
5 " 845 2285 645 65 476 1730 650 60 1015 26S5 550 67 700 2430 690 67
7.5" 880 2430 525 65 615 2350 635 52 1295 2380 545 50 775 2445 685 57
10 " 870 2410 625 66 640 2310 (10 55 1245 2425 450 50 805 2525 6S0 57
15 " 985 2410 610 66 760 2380 690 55 1255 2670 470 59 890 2545 560 58

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 P. (116 C.)

Minutes 80 46 80 46

RESISTANCE TO OVEN AGING
Average of 3 Selected Cures at each of 3 Curing
Temperatures; viz., 287 F., 307 F., and 324 F.

Before Aging
2490 625 57 — 2495 695 55 — 2590 475 60 — 2576 660 57

After Aging 72 Hours in Oven at 100 C.
2325 325 70 — 2410 360 68 — 2260 265 70 — 2570 840 72

100
5I
60
1_

161

Average

Average
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Effects of Various LoadingMaterials

Base Compound
GR-S
Stearic Acid .
Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
Altax
CUKATX

110.6

Three different volumes of each loading material per 100 parts by weight of
GR-S were added to the above masterbatch and press cures of 5, 10, 20, SO, and
45 minutes were made on each stock. The data shown are the averages for the
highest tensile cure and the next longer cure.

Parts by Weight
of FUler

Vols, of Filler
No Filler (Control)MPC Black
EPC Black
HMF Black
SRF Black
P-33
TllERUAX
Zinc Oxide .
Gilders Whiting .
Calcium Silicate .
Mag. Carbonate .
Dixie Clay

28 66

60 100
60 100
60 100
60 100
60 100
60 100

77.5 155 810

14

25
26
25
25
25
25

McNamee Clay
Ex. Lt. Calc. Mag..

38
29
31
36
36
44.5
83.6
62

Aluminum Hydrate
Bnrytes
Rayox 64
Mineral Rubber — 14.5
MPC Black I Equal
P-33 [Weights- 25
P-33 lEqual
TiiiRMAXlWeights
Cllders Whiting) EqualDixie Clay (Weights..

76 152
68 116
62 124
72 144
72 144
89 178
67 134
124 248
108 216
29 68

Stress at
800% (psi)
14 28 66— 235 —
700 1640 —
676 1460 —
880 2110 —
700 1500 —
405 620 1070
865 640 1240
175 205 270
210 186 186
275 850 1160
230 820 8 10
235 255 460
250 240 340
810 466 —
185 180 200
165 160 145
195 210 265
220 210 200

26 60 100 480 1285 —

25 60 100 840 640 1255

ST 74 148 206 240 860

Tensile Strength
(psi)

14 28 56— 275 —
1950 3010 2920
1736 2655 2770
1620 2470 2450
1200 1935 2495
635 1200 1835
670 1085 1500
496 810 660
870 405 890
655 1055 1235
660 1030 1290
460 995 1090
870 755 845
835 1330 1285
495 620 605
255 260 220
605 875 615
845 635 1040

1756 2200 2465

835 1180 1415

620 760 960

Per Cent
Elongation
14 28 56— 850 —
625 460 266
615 486 246
460 870 150
440 400 206
410 625 420
895 475 415
650 600 660
430 515 660
615 575 820
640 595 585
670 825 740
486 725 756
695 685 226
610 690 560
425 460 465
835 680 495
425 615 785

590 450 265

625 490 855

665 670 690

Vols, of Filler
No Filler (Control)MPC Black
EPC Black
HMF Black .
SRF Black .
P-33 .
TllERMAX
Zinc Oxide
Gilders Whiting
Calcium Silicate
Mag. Carbonate
Dixie Clay
McNahee Clay
Ex. Lt. Calc. Mag...
Aluminum Hydrate .
Barytes

Shore
Hardness
14 2S 56— 3fc —

62 85
60 81
59 81
66
51 6J
48 hv
50 63
49 1.4
63 M
62 64
18 60
48 57
59 83
49 69
43 60
49 59
88 38

49
49
48
47
45
43
44
13
48
47
42
43
50
42
41

Tear Resistance
(Crescent)
14 28 66— 27 —

110 265 245
96 235 180
88 160 115
60 110 160
88 85 130
87 60 105
43 60 85
28 84 62
62 105 250
48 100 175
55 93 165
49 67 120
75 140 240
40 51 68
88 84 80
82 52 71
81 60 66

Impact
Resilience

Per Cent Compression
Set (A.S.T.M.
Method B)

Rayox
Mineral Rubber
MPC Black J EqualP-33 fWeights 47 68 75 76 125 255
P-83 I Equal
Tiieemax I Weights 43 61 61 60 76 180

44 62 61 45 69 105

14 28 56 14 28 66— 62 — — 82.7 —
42.6 81 20.5 25.9 24.5 27.6
43 33.5 23 27.3 25.3 28
44.5 40 29.6 81.7 25.3 20.4
47.5 42 84.6 27.4 22.5 17.1
48.5 44.5 33.6 28.1 25.2 21.1
60 47 41.S 30.5 30.3 23.9
45 39.5 29.5 85.9 37.6 44.4
49 44 36 86.7 41.8 65.8
46 89 86.5 21.1 25.3 88.7
45 87.5 31.5 84.4 89.9 44
44 38 80.5 48.1 69.5 67.1
45.5 40 82.5 40.8 61.9 66.5
43.5 83 26 81.3 39.2 69.4
47.5 39.6 27.6 86.1 48.8 51.2
47.6 43 86 60.9 53 68.6
48.5 42 31 84.5 32.8 83.9
49.5 43.6 88.5 81.6 36.8 46.9

60.6 45 81.6 85.5 27 24.S

63 61 44 85 28.5 22.1

61 46 87.5 44.6 58 62
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DESIGNING A GR-M COMPOUND
RAW GR-M

Uncompounded GR-M is a tough material with a high modulus and
a fairly high tensile strength. Upon aging it slowly hardens, the modu
lus increases and the tensile and elongation decrease. It is less sensitive
to swelling by liquids than natural rubber but it is more sensitive than
compounded and cured GR-M.

GR-M, MAGNESIUM OXIDE, AND ZINC OXIDE
GR-M will not vulcanize with sulfur in the same sense that natural

rubber will but certain metallic oxides, notably magnesium oxide and
zinc oxide, have the power to react with GR-M to produce increased
modulus and tensile strength and are therefore termed vulcanizing
agents for GR-M.
It has been stated that raw GR-M will increase in modulus with age

or will bin cure upon long standing. With reference to this fact, mag
nesium oxide occupies an important place in the GR-M compound be
cause, at room and processing temperatures, it acts as a mild stabilizer
to retard this slow hardening. At curing temperatures, however, the
magnesium oxide will promote vulcanization. Zinc oxide on the other
hand will promote vulcanization over a wide range of temperature,
slowly at room temperature and more rapidly as the temperature is
increased. Zinc oxide has the further effect of increasing resistance to
deterioration by heat and therefore acts to support the tensile proper
ties on overcures.
These two oxides are commonly used together as vulcanizing agents

in GR-M; usually 4 parts magnesium oxide and 5 parts zinc oxide.
Magnesium oxide retards set-up of the mixed stock in storage and in
process and effects a cure at vulcanizing temperatures. Zinc oxide accel
erates the speed of cure and extends the curing range of the compound.

ACCELERATION AND PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
Most chemicals which accelerate the cure of natural rubber and GR-S

compounds have no such effect on GR-M compounds, in fact some of
them, for instance Altax, plasticize the stock and retard the cure
especially at processing temperatures. Some of the materials which are
used for accelerating GR-M are common antioxidants for natural rubber
and GR-S. These substances also function to retard the age hardening
and loss of elongation in GR-M and therefore perform a double func
tion as both accelerator and antioxidant.
The following data clearly shows this double effect of AgeRite

Stalite in a loaded GR-M compound:
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No Antioxidant
GR-M 100
Altax 0.75
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 0.5
Zinc Oxide 5
Ex. Lt. Calc. Magnesia 4
P-33 75
AceRite Stalite —

187.25

AceRite Stalite
100
0.75
2
0.5
5
4
76
2

189.25

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

PRESS CURES AT «...
320 f. (iso c.) Before Aging

S T E H S T E H
4Min 510 1325 900 56 890 1440 760 60
8 " 955 1355 680 61 1010 1510 700 62
10 " 1000 1375 630 62 1040 1570 690 62
12 " 1035 1395 630 62 1080 1590 660 62
15 " 1145 1435 520 64 1100 1620 650 62

After Aging 4 Days in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
4 Min — 1675 315 77 — 1810 280 75
8 " — 1535 275 79 1820 1820 300 75
10 " — 1640 205 79 1830 1830 300 75
12 " — 1625 200 78 — 1810 290 75
15 " — 1630 210 78 — 1800 280 75

PRESS SCORCH
Time in Minutes to Slight Cure at 240 F. (116 C.)

Minutes 65 45

LOADING, REINFORCING, AND CONTROL OF
WORKING PROPERTIES

To the basic compound of GR-M, magnesium oxide, zinc oxide, and
accelerator-antioxidant may be added fillers, pigments, softeners and
lubricants to vary the finished properties and to control the processing
quality of the stock.
Fillers in GR-M generally act as diluents. Channel and the high

modulus furnace blacks have some reinforcing effect but proportionately
this is not comparable to that observed in natural rubber or GR-S.
Chemical plasticizers are somewhat more necessary in GR-M than

in natural rubber because GR-M does not break down as readily on the
mill without the aid of these agents. Altax and AgeRite Gel are good
chemical plasticizers and processing aids. They hasten the plasticization
of the GR-M, promote rapid mixing, and retard the tendency to cure at
processing temperatures thus reducing scorch.
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Other materials classed as true softeners and lubricants may be
added to produce various effects on both processing and finished prop
erties.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF ACCELERATION

The acceleration of GR-M compounds is not a highly variable and
critical problem as is the acceleration of natural rubber and GR-S.
Although there are several means of changing the speed of cure, they
usually involve the curing agents, the antioxidants, and the chemical
plasticizers (retarders) rather than a specific group of materials which
may be considered solely as accelerators.

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS ANTIOXIDANTS
Since GR-M has much better resistance to aging than natural rubber

there is less demand for the use of specific antioxidants to meet particu
lar conditions of service. Where GR-M is to be subjected to high tem
peratures however, the inclusion of 2 per cent of AgeRite Gel or
AgeRite Stalite will aid the retention of tensile properties. AgeRite
Gel also acts in the uncured stock to retard scorch at processing tem
peratures.
AgeRite Resin D may be used in Neoprene to impart extra heat

resistance. It has the additional advantage of being non-blooming.
Where GR-M is used in a part which must withstand high tempera

ture flexing, Rio Resin in the amount of 20 parts on the rubber has
been found to increase its flex-life by as much as 100 per cent.

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS LOADING MATERIALS
Inasmuch as the properties of the basic GR-M compound may be con

trolled to only a limited extent by the use of vulcanizing agents, accel
erators, and antioxidants, the judicious use of fillers and softeners as
sumes relatively more importance in the compounding of a satisfactory
GR-M stock. The following table shows the effects on finished properties
that may be obtained with various fillers used in three different loadings.
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Effects of Various Loading Materials

Base Compound
GR-MAlt ax
Reogen
Stearic Acid
Zinc Oxide
Ex. Lt. Caic. Magnesia..
AceRite Gel _____

100
0.7S
2
0.8
6
4
2

114.25

Vols, of Filler-
MFC Black
P-S3
Thermax

Parte by Weight Specific Gravity
of Filler of Compoandi

Gilders Whiting .
Dixie Clay
Rayox

14
IS

. 26

. It

. 88

. 88

. 84

28 66
60 100
60 100
60 100
76 161
72 144
108 216

14 28
1.86
1.88
1.88
1.48
1.45
1.64

1.41
1.41
1.41
1.62
1.60
1.81

68
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.88
1.80
8.88

at 800% Tensile Strength
(psi) (psi)

14 28 56
1095 2230 —
465 710 1125
805 635 1620
866 455 600
650 800 1090
465 710 995

14 28 66
3466 8386 2710
2866 1810 1170
2640 2005 1820
2196 1620 780
2620 2095 1200
2770 1820 1010

Per Cent
Elongation

Shore
Hardness

Tear Resistance Per Cent Compression
(Crescent) Set (A.S.T.M.

Method B)
14 28 68 14 88 56 14 88 68 14 28 66

770 600 180 60 74 93 385 626 232 44 40 42.6
945 825 615 60 68 71 212 260 253 49 49.6 46
955 780 480 45 51 66 810 840 285 48.6 44 44.6
920 870 695 60 67 67 160 168 168 47 47 46.5
880 800 660 61 60 78 190 265 816 47.6 61 68.5
940 888 460 60 69 78 235 878 808 46 46 47.6

..Vols, of Filler
MPC Black_ P-38
Thermax

Gliders Whiting
______ Dixie ClayRayox
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DESIGNING A BUNA N TYPE COMPOUND
There are a number of synthetic rubbers of the Buna N type and they

vary, as would be expected, in their reactions to the different compound
ing ingredients. However, the following procedure for compounding is
characteristic and generally applicable to most rubbers of this type.

RAW BUNA N
Uncompounded Buna N rubbers possess very low tensile strength

but, compared to natural rubber, they have relatively high resistance
to oxidation. These substances are exceedingly rough and nervy in
process and do not break down on a mill to an extent where a pure gum
compound would be practical even if the tensile properties were good.

BUNA N AND SULFUR
Buna N rubbers vulcanize with sulfur in much the same way as does

natural rubber, with the exception that they require less sulfur since
the basic molecule is more highly saturated. The vulcanized properties
of this rubber-sulfur compound are better than the uncompounded sub
stance but still very poor (tensile strength about 300 lbs.) and much
lower than the comparable natural rubber compound. The resistance to
aging and swelling in solvents however is considerably better than
natural rubber.

BUNA N, SULFUR, AND ZINC OXIDE
As with natural rubber, zinc oxide added to the rubber-sulfur com

pound will accelerate the cure and produce a slight increase in tensile
strength. The aging properties are not much affected by amounts up to
5 per cent but larger amounts act as a heat resisting filler.

ORGANIC ACCELERATION
The effects of organic accelerators in Buna N type rubbers are very

similar to those produced in natural rubber. About fifty per cent more
accelerator is generally used to obtain an equivalent cure.
A wide range of properties may be secured in these rubbers by using

various combinations of sulfur and accelerator, and the choice of the
proper acceleration is therefore a highly critical operation in their
compounding. Nearly all commercial compounds of Buna N rubbers
contain substantial amounts of softeners and fillers. The problem of
acceleration is sometimes complicated by their presence and the acti
vating or retarding effect of these materials must be taken into account
in any formula development.

PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
Most of the synthetic rubbers of this type, as marketed, contain a

small percentage of an antioxidant, however, where anything greater
than normal temperatures are to be encountered by the article in
service, additional antioxidant may be advantageous. Flex cracking
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resistance and heat resistance are improved, for instance, by the use of
2 parts of AgeRite Resin D in the formula.

LOADING, REINFORCING, AND CONTROL OF
WORKING PROPERTIES

As in natural rubber, the use of fillers in Buna N rubbers is important
for obtaining better processing qualities, for securing better finished
properties, and for reducing cost. Since pure gum compounds of these
rubbers have such low tensile strength, the use of reinforcing fillers
becomes a necessity. Whereas it is difficult to compound a pure gum
stock with a tensile strength of 500 psi, properly compounded stocks
employing carbon black as a reinforcing agent may be developed
which will have tensiles close to 4000 psi.
The inert fillers, such as whiting, function to improve the calendering

and extruding properties of these rubbers.
Softeners and plasticizers are more necessary in Buna N rubbers

than in natural. It is difficult and costly if not impossible to produce a
smooth processing stock without the use of softener.
Such other properties as tack, freeze resistance, and flex cracking

resistance may be partially controlled by the use of softeners.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
NORMAL SULFUR ACCELERATION

With normal sulfur (about 1.5 per cent) Altax, Captax or the ultras
may be used alone to give reasonably good curing rates and good aging.
The ultras are better than Captax and Altax as straight accelerators
because they are considerably faster curing yet their stocks age as well
as those cured with the semi-ultras. This is due to the fact that Buna N
rubbers, like GR-S, have good inherent aging properties.
A more frequently used type of normal-sulfur acceleration is the com

bination of Altax as a primary with an ultra-accelerator as a secondary
or kicker. This is an all-purpose acceleration for Buna N rubber stocks
and may be adjusted to produce good results in a wide variety of com
pounds.

SULFURLESS ACCELERATION
As in natural rubber and GR-S, high proportions of Tuads or

Selenac will cure Buna N rubbers without added sulfur. The resulting
stocks exhibit better aging properties than those cured with any other
type of acceleration. This better aging shows particularly in the greater
retention of elongation. It is a general practice to include 1 per cent
Altax with the Selenac or Tuads in order to obtain faster cures and
better modulus.

ROOM-TEMPERATURE-CURING ACCELERATION
Self curing cements and sheeted goods made with Buna N rubbers

may be accelerated to cure in 96 to 120 hours at room temperature by
using straight Butyl Eight in the amount of 4-6 per cent on the rubber
hydrocarbon. The larger amount is necessary in heavily loaded com
pounds.
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Accelerators Compared as Primaries

Base Compound
Bum N 100
Zinc Oxide ... 5
Stearic Acid 1
TBEP 18
Plasticixer SC _ 15
SRF Black _ 75
Sulfur - _ 1.5

212.5

STRESS AT 200% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL ETHYL METHYL
ALTAX TUADS TUADS ZIMATE

1.5 0.6 0.6 0.6

PRESS CURES AT r, - a ■ _
JOT F. (US C.) Before Aging

S T B H S TEH S T E H S T B H
615 2040 685 61 1150 1TS6 630 60 1075 2010 890 59 1060 1880 890 68
810 2070 480 53 1305 1645 860 61 1245 2080 350 60 1165 1820 820 60
900 2250 460 66 1355 1836 290 61 1810 1980 815 61 1220 1785 300 61
995 2240 420 57 1865 1870 285 62 1340 2070 815 61 1845 1940 295 61

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
10 Mln 2180 2210 205 66 — 1960 160 70 — 1930 165 69 — 2030 180 68
20 " 2060 2880 225 66 — 2080 170 70 — 2250 190 69 — 2020 180 68
80 " 2080 2150 215 66 — 2070 175 69 — 2110 185 68 — 2070 180 67
45 " — 1660 170 65 — 2010 180 69 — 2000 180 66 2270 2270 200 66

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B (30% Deflection)

86 Mln. — 11.0 14.4 11.6
86 " 17.7 8.4 9.1 10.3
60 " 15.0 — — —
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Accelerators Compared as Primaries

Base Compound
Buna N
Zinc Oxide _
Stearic Acid .
TBEP
Plasticizer SC .
SRF Black

212.5

STRESS AT 200% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

ETHYL METHYL ETHYL
ZIMATE SELENAC SELENAC LEDATE

0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6

D , , . PRESS CUBES ATBefore Aging 107 p. (iM c.)
S T B H S TEH S T B H S TEH

1026 1900 880 68 1120 1900 860 60 1010 19T0 415 59 920 2110 475 58 10 Hln.
1195 2080 860 59 1815 1780 280 61 1210 1895 820 60 1140 1980 865 69 20 "
1276 1985 820 60 1410 1850 265 68 1360 1965 810 61 1250 1970 840 61 80 "
1810 1875 295 61 1485 1880 260 64 1420 2180 820 61 1886 2010 820 61 45 "

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
— 2050 176 66 — 2170 160 69 — 2180 170 70 — 2070 175 68 10— 2070 185 66 — 1980 156 68 — 2180 165 69 — 2110 180 68 20— 2120 190 66 — 1990 160 69 — 2080 170 69 — 2240 196 68 80— 2070 195 64 — 1985 166 68 — 2160 175 69 2260 2850 206 67 41

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B (30% Deflection)

16.S 12.4 17.9 18.9
12.0 10.4 18.1 10.1
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Accelerators Compared as Secondaries

Base Compound
Buna N
Zinc Oxide _
Stearic Acid .
TBEP
Plasticizer SC .
SRF Black
SulfurAltai

100
6
1
15
16
76
1.5
1.5

214.0

STRESS AT 200% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (H)

METHYL
TUADS
0.15

PRESS CURES AT
S07 F. (15S C.)

10 Mln.
20 "
SO "
45 "

E H
1050 1805 360 66
1130 1850 320 68
1206 1850 810 69
1265 1766 280 61

ETHYL
TUADS
0.16

5 TEH
1005 1885 870 57
1095 1845 335 68
1185 1940 836 59
1225 1765 275 60

ZIMATE
0.16

S TEH
986 1815 385 66
1086 1756 826 67
1165 1825 815 69
1266 1700 270 69

ETHYL
ZIMATE

0.15

5 TEH
880 1980 455 66
1016 1770 840 56
1086 1805 330 67
1165 1920 820 69

25 Min.
86 "

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B (30% Deflection)

12.1
9.0

U.i
12.0

13.2
10.5

13.8
11.1

BUTYL METHYL ETHYL
ZIMATE LEDATE SELENAC SELENAC
0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15

PRESS CURES AT
S07 F. (153 C.)

S T E H S TEH S T E H S TEH
10 Min 886 1855 410 55 935 2020 440 56 1160 1985 280 67 925 1790 380 56
20 " 1015 1790 350 56 1100 1800 340 67 1165 1795 816 58 1090. 1850 840 68
80 " 1110 1840 830 67 1155 1810 820 68 1325 1735 270 69 1190 1796 810 69
45 " 1186 1896 820 58 1260 1895 310 59 1890 1765 260 60 1265 1976 810 60

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B (30% Deflection)

26 Min _ 16.3 17.3 10.6 14.4
86 " -. 18.1 14.4 9.1 10.6
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Accelerators Compared as Vulcanizing Agents

Compound
Buna N _ _ _ 100
Zinc Oxide 6
Stearic Acid 1TBEP „ _ „ 16
Plasticlier SC _ _. _ _ 15SRF Black _. 7BAltai 1

212

METHYL ETHYL METHYL ETHYLTUADS TUADS SELENAC SELENAC
S 3.5 2 2

STRESS AT 200% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (ff)

Before Aging
PRESS CURES AT
107 F. (151 C.)

5 TEH S TEH S T E H S TEH
10 Mln 245 1275 870 89 160 865 850 38 515 1720 690 48 370 1715 790 46
20 " 495 1815 650 48 420 1870 720 48 690 1870 620 49 490 1820 700 46
SO " 685 1850 630 49 600 1876 670 48 675 1870 690 51 625 1930 645 60
45 " 680 1920 620 60 610 1950 655 49 725 1965 580 51 695 1960 640 50

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
20 Min 1255 1970 810 61 1185 2200 370 61 1890 2060 215 67 1716 2150 266 65
80 " 1240 2090 825 61 1180 2200 390 61 1840 2060 230 66 1546 2120 276 64
45 " 1266 2050 820 61 1125 2180 870 69 1740 2050 285 66 1885 2140 810 68

TEAR RESISTANCE
(Lbs. Per Inch Thickness)

20 Min 216 236 250 260
SO " 260 235 235 260
46 " 230 286 250 280

PER CENT COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B (30% Deflection)

85 Min 12.8 14.5 17.4 20.0
60 " 11.0 18.7 16.6 17.0
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Effects of Various Loading Materials

Base Compound
Bans N Rubber
TBEP _
Trlglycol
Stearic Acid
Zinc Oxide _
Sulfur

. 100
IE
15
1
5
1.6
l.S

139.0

Parte t>7Weight
Added Filler
MFC BlackHMF Black
SRF Black
P-S3
Thxuiaz

—160
—218Zinc Oxide

Dixie Clay —101
—201Calcium)

Silicate J — 82

Tear pression
Street Tensile PerCent i Shore Resist Impact Set
at 200% Strength Elon Hard ance Reell- (A.S.T.M.(p»i) (pel) gation ness (Crescent) ienee Method B)
605 8010 515 M 255 24 22.6
1870 2820 875 60 til S1.5 16.4
876 2100 480 M 180 M.I 17.6
200 2166 665 46 176 M 21.6
S"0 20S0 720 M 145 45 19.1
BIS 1780 440 M 260 86 16.5
185 1186 715 49 90 24.5
150 1510 770 50 90 64.6Mi 1100 •70 M 17* — M
400 1686 MS n in — S9.I
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DESIGNING A GR-I COMPOUND
RAW GR-I

Raw GR-I, or butyl rubber, is a gristly resilient material even more
difficult to break down than the other synthetics. It is somewhat tougher
and more resistant to oxidation in the uncompounded state, but, as with
the others, its raw properties do not compare with those obtained after
compounding.

GR-I AND SULFUR
GR-I requires sulfur for vulcanization but due to less unsaturation

in the rubber molecule, the quantity of sulfur taken up in the process is
smaller than that consumed in the vulcanization of natural rubber or
GR-S. In consequence it is more difficult to complete the cure in GR-I;
that is, it requires more time under vulcanizing conditions to reach a
high state of cure.

GR-I, SULFUR, AND ZINC OXIDE
The presence of zinc oxide in the GR-I sulfur compound accelerates

the curing rate markedly. The time required to reach an optimum
modulus is cut approximately in half.

ORGANIC ACCELERATION
Since GR-I is more difficult to cure than other rubbers, it is necessary

to use relatively large quantities of powerful accelerators in order to
obtain curing speeds satisfactory for commercial production. It should
be pointed out, however, that some of the newer types are much faster
curing.
GR-I is tough and difficult to process in the first place and difficult

to cure in the second, with the result that the number of acceptable
curing combinations which will provide the required speed and yet not
be too scorchy is few compared to the number of such combinations for
natural rubber and GR-S. The use of acceleration to vary the prop
erties of the finished GR-I compound is therefore sharply limited.

PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
Of the various rubbers, GR-I is probably the most resistant to oxida

tion. Nevertheless, the AgeRites are frequently used with good effect
for obtaining certain special properties, notably resistance to flow.

LOADING, REINFORCING, AND CONTROL OF
WORKING PROPERTIES

The GR-I compound developed to this point is not practical for the
reason that it cannot be processed to produce a smooth product and will
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not cure without excessive shrinkage and distortion. The use of loading
materials and processing aids are therefore necessary.
Whiting and clays are the most common diluent fillers used in GR-I.

They have proved to be the most effective materials for producing
smooth workable stocks. The clays have a slight reinforcing effect but
usually require the addition of a releasing agent such as zinc stearate
to prevent sticking.
As in natural rubber, the carbon blacks act to reinforce and stiffen

the finished compound. The amount by which the modulus and tensile
are raised is not as great proportionately however as with natural
rubber. For most practical purposes a combination of a reinforcing
black with a soft furnace black such as Thermax will provide both
good processing qualities and good physical properties.
The use of plasticizers as such are not believed to be effective to any

great extent in GR-I. However, as softeners and lubricants, they are
added to improve extruding and calendering. Oils, gums, and resins may
be used in some stocks to aid processing and to impart special char
acteristics to the vulcanizate.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF ACCELERATION

Nearly all the types of acceleration which prove satisfactory for cur
ing natural rubber, GR-S, and Buna N type rubbers are too slow for
GR-I when used in the usual amounts and too scorchy when increased
to the point where they will provide the desired curing speed.
The most generally acceptable combination with respect to both speed

of cure and freedom from scorch is CAPTAX-TuADS-TELLiraAC. The fol
lowing data shows the effect of adding Tellurac to a GR-I tube stock
accelerated with Captax-Tuads :

GR-I 100 100 100
2 2 2

Stearic Acid .... 1 1 1
5 5 6

EPC Black 25 25 26
SRF Black 25 25 25
Sulfur 2 2 2
Captax 0.6 0.5 0.6Methyl Tuads 1 1 1

— 0.5 1

161.5 162.0 162.5
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STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
SHORE HARDNESS (£T)

PRESS CUBES AT
320 F. (160 C.)

S T E H STEHSTEH
3 Min 320 1710 1080 43 440 1860 1000 45 640 1880 900 54
5 " 530 2130 930 45 680 2090 850 50 920 2160 820 56
10 " 880 2420 820 45 1070 2280 740 52 1340 2260 700 67

MOONEY SCORCH AT 250 F. (121 C.)
(Time From Start of Test to 3 Point Rise Above Minimum)

Minutes .... 17 15 12
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FLEXIBLE PLASTICS
By DE FOREST LOTT*

Since the late 1930's, the progress made in the development, manu
facture and use of so-called flexible plastics has been rapid, wide-spread,
and well-deserved.
They are utilized as surface coatings for fabrics as unsupported

films, and in the heavier gauges as unsupported sheetings.
These coatings and films, in the flexible category, are for the most

part composed of polymerized vinyl chloride; or copolymers of vinyl
chloride and vinyl acetate or vinylidene chloride, plasticized with about
25-30% of, usually, a chemical plasticizer of the phthalate or phosphate
group, or combinations of both. Fillers, pigments and dyes may be used
to add Color and desired physical properties.
The resulting compounds, when stabilized, are tough, elastic, water

proof, have excellent aging properties, are resistant to cold, mild acids
and alkalies, are thermoplastic over the whole range of temperatures,
and additionally can be made fire resistant. Usually no cure or chemical
change is induced in processing.
The enumeration of the types of resins and plasticizers given above

is not by any means complete; there are many others available or
adaptable to these purposes. In the interest of brevity, however, we are
confining our remarks to these specific types.

TYPES AND USES
The types of these materials and the uses to which they are generally

put can be broadly classified as follows:
Unsupported film is usually classified as such in thicknesses of .008

inches or less.
In weights from .004 inches to .008 inches it is used for shower cur

tains, bowl covers, draperies, aprons, baby pants, protective clothings,
etc, and is used either clear or in pigmented or tinted colors.
In the ranges from .001 inches to less than .004 inches, it is used for

packaging mainly, or for laminating to paper for protective purposes,
and to act as a moisture barrier.
Unsupported sheeting is usually classified as such in thicknesses of

.010 inches to .035 inches and sometimes more. Within this range of
weights are found uses such as welts and bindings for shoes and other
trim applications, furniture, restaurant and bar stool upholstery, in
flated goods such as beach balls and air mattresses, shoe materials,
simulated leather effects and plastic patent for pocket books and shoes,
and luggage coverings; to name only a few.

COATED FABRICS
The vinyl chloride group of resins underwent extremely wide and

•Textlleather Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
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rapid development as a coating for fabrics during the period of World
Warn.
Due to the shortage of natural rubber and synthetic rubber in volume

in the earlier part of the war, they were widely used as replacements
for rubber in military raincoats, aircraft protective equipment, special
ized cold climate tentage, and ground sheets. In many respects they
proved themselves superior to rubber for many specific uses, due to
their inherent resistance to oxidation, mild acids and alkalies, sunlight,
salt water, and extreme cold.
Postwar development of compounding and processing techniques

learned during the war years has likewise been broad and rapid, open
ing up a far wider field to coated fabrics than existed before the war
years.
Foremost among the uses for coated fabrics are heavy-duty uphol

stery materials for automobiles, trucks and busses, which are proving
themselves superior in many respects to genuine leather.
They are also widely used as luggage coverings, seat cover trim

materials, industrial protective clothing, theater seats, slip seats and
restaurant upholstery, and in their fire-resistant versions for wall
coverings, decorative and upholstery materials in places of public
assembly.

COATED PAPERS
Substantial quantities of these coatings are applied in lighter pro

tective films to a variety of types of paper, and are being used or con
sidered for bottle cap linings, decorated catalogue covers, one-trip
paper milk bottles, and throw-away containers for lubricating oils.
Such uses are indicated because of the resistance to grease and oil,

and chemicals inherent in coatings of this type.

HOW THEY ARE PRODUCED
The production of flexible plastics is generally accomplished by any

one of the following methods: calendering, spreading, casting or extrud
ing. A brief description of each method follows :

CALENDERING
This method of production has been adapted from rubber processing,

and represents probably the greatest poundage output of any of the
methods described.
Mixing is done in conventional Banbury mixers, which have been

adapted for this type of work. Since the processing is done at high tem
peratures (usually above 300 F.), certain changes have been designed
into the standard mixer, such as improved lubricating systems, chrome
plating and water cooling of the neck and throat, and other minor
changes; but the machine is basically the same as is used in rubber
processing.
Mixing can also be accomplished on two-roll mills; again these have

been redesigned for high temperature work. This type of mixing is not
as severe as in the Banbury, but is likewise more expensive and not as
clean an operation.
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The batch, consisting of the dry resin powder, sometimes pre-blended
with the plasticizers, pigments, stabilizers and lubricants, is charged
into the Banbury. Average mixing time for plasticized compounds is
about 7 to 10 minutes per batch. After the batch has fluxed and reached
a predetermined temperature, it is dropped and transferred to the mill
for further mixing.
It usually immediately forms a continuous band on the mill roll, and

after five or six passes through the mill is adequately mixed and in
proper condition for the calender.
Calendering is done, preferably on a 4-roll calender, with the top roll

offset. Other arrangements of rolls and 3-roll calenders can be adapted
to specific purposes. Again the calenders, while basically the same
machines as have been used by the rubber industry, have been refined
and adapted to the needs of the plastic industry for closer control of
film gauge, lubrication problems arising from high temperature opera
tion, and special crowns for specific purposes.
The calenders must be equipped with cooling devices close to the

nip, which forms the film. This is usually accomplished by a series of
revolving cans or tubes mounted on the calender frames, through which
is circulated cold water. The film is usually formed on the bottom nip
of the calender, and immediately transferred to the cooling mechanism.
Until the film is cooled, it is too weak to handle or suspend by itself.
After the film is cooled, it is carried on to a wind-up mechanism for

putting up into rolls of a satisfactory size for easy handling.
After forming the film, great care must be taken to synchronize the

speed of the cooling and wind-up devices with the output speed of the
calender to avoid undue strains in the finished film.
Calendered films are usually produced in thicknesses of from .004

inches to .035 inches. It is expected that eventually films will be cal
endered as light as .001 inch thick.
For the coating of fabrics by the calender method, the same pro

cedures are used on the calender as outlined above, except that the
fabric is passed through the bottom nip of the calender, and the film is
formed and laid on the fabric at this point. It is sometimes found advis
able to provide a means of preheating the fabric immediately ahead of
the application of the film in order to facilitate adhesion of the film to
the cloth.
This means of production has provided a rapid, accurate, and economi

cal method of forming films or coating fabrics with flexible plastic com
pounds.

SPREADING
For the coating of fabrics by the spreader method, the conventional

rubber spreader or pyroxylin spreader is a satisfactory machine.
This process is accomplished by passing the cloth under a knife,

under tension, with the solution banked ahead of the knife. The shape
of the knife, tension, and speed of the cloth and viscosity of the mixture
determine the amount of film spread per coat.
There are two types of dopes or compounds used in this type of work

at the present time. One of these is a true solution of the resin and
plasticizer; and the second is a dispersion of resin and plasticizer in a
cheap hydrocarbon diluent.
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The vinyl resins are extremely resistant to most solvents. They are
soluble in minor degree in some of the ketones, such as methyl ethyl
ketone, methyl isobutyl ketone, and cyclohexanone.
Solutions in these solvents, when plasticizers, fillers and pigments are

added, will result in solids contents of the solutions ranging from 18 to
25 per cent. The solutions are difficult to handle, due to the tendency to
jell, solvents are expensive, and labor costs of application are excessive
due to low solids and slow drying time.
These solutions may be made in ordinary pony mixers, ball mills, or

turbo mixers. Time of mixing can be reduced and solids increased to
some degree by using jacketed mixers and hot solutions, but the higher
solids increase the tendency to jell formation on cooling. In some cases
they are applied hot.
Generally speaking, solution coatings of these types of resin com

pounds are uneconomical and unsatisfactory, except for specialized
purposes.
Rapidly forging ahead is the second type of spreading mentioned;

namely, dispersions or so-called Organosol types of compounds.
In this type of application, resin, pigment, plasticizer and a diluent

are milled in a ball mill for about 20 to 40 hours.
Through a proper balance of the type of resin, plasticizer and diluent,

the resin particles are swelled to a controlled degree and a mixture of a
satisfactory viscosity for coating and a solids content of 50-60 per cent
is attained.
Due to the high solids obtained, and the low cost of the solvents used,

satisfactory costs are obtained in this type of spreading.
After the cloth has passed under the coating knife, it passes imme

diately into a drying chamber where the solvents and the diluents are
volatilized, leaving the solids deposited on the cloth.
In the case of solution coating, the film is formed in its final phase

as the solvents are dried off on each coat.
In the case of dispersion coating, as the diluents are dried off a very

weak deposit or film is formed on the cloth, and a subsequent operation
is necessary to fuse the resin into a homogeneous, continuous and tough
film.
This fusing operation is performed at high temperatures from 350 to

375 F., and consists of passing the coated cloth through a chamber of
high temperature air, or in contact with a hot drum or radiant heat to
bring the coating to the required temperature. Duration of the maxi
mum temperature need be only from one-half to one minute at the above
temperature to cause the film to flux and fuse into a continuous and
durable film.
Coated fabrics obtained by this method compare favorably in physical

properties with those obtained by the calendering method and are eco
nomical to produce.

CASTING
The production of flexible plastic films through the medium of the

casting method is used widely also.
The great majority of cast films are produced in the lighter gauges
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from .001 inches to .005 inches, and they too are produced by the two
methods of solution and dispersion as outlined in the previous section.
The equipment used is generally a casting head with an adjustable

slot through which a film of the desired thickness is deposited on a
traveling carrier.
This carrier may be a revolving heated drum, a continuous metal belt,

or some other material such as treated paper which will permit the film
to be dried and stripped from it.
After the film has been deposited to the desired thickness on the belt

or drum, it passes through a drying area which drives off the volatile
solvents.
In the case of the solution, the film then is passed through a cooling

area and is stripped then from the carrier surface, wound up, and
packaged as desired.
In the case of the dispersion, it is necessary to pass it through the

subsequent fusing operation before cooling and stripping from the
carrier.
The advantages of cast films lie in their accuracy of gauge, freedom

from internal strains, and the means of producing films of substantially
lighter weights than currently are possible from calender production.

EXTRUDING
Films and sheetings may also be produced by the extrusion method,

whereby pre-mixed and plasticized resin compounds are fed into the
hopper of a screw extruder provided with a heating chamber to bring
the compound to the desired temperature, and then forced through an
orifice of the desired size and shape.
In this manner tubes, sheets and other continuous shapes are formed

and deposited on a carrier immediately adjacent to the extruder head,
where they pass through a cooling area and are then either cut to the
desired length or wound and packaged as desired.

MANUFACTURING CONTROLS
The need for extremely close control of all manufacturing processes

is of paramount importance in all phases of production, and can not be
overstressed, particularly in calendering and extrusion compounds. Ex
tremely minor variations of ingredients, such as lubricants and stabil
izers have marked effect on processing characteristics of the com
pounds, so that weighing techniques should be mechanized and made
as accurate and automatic as modern instrumentation will permit.
Close control of temperatures in all phases of mixing and calendering

are of vital importance.
When it is recognized that these compounds are extremely sensitive

to heat which directly affects the plasticity of the compound, the need
for accurate temperature control is readily appreciated.
Where the degree of flexibility is important, even though compounds

are identical, minor variations in gauge will affect the pliability or
flexibility to a marked degree.
Variations in heat and time of exposure to the same heat will often
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affect the color development of some pigments to a marked degree and
result in off-color batches.
It is more important to stress the need for extremely close control of

conditions in every phase of processing, than to attempt to detail the
means of accomplishing these controls, since they must of necessity vary
widely with individual plants and processes.
Generally these controls can be maintained successfully by the lavish

use of instruments such as continuous thickness gauges, steam pressure
gauges on each calender roll, and tachometers to give continuous speed
readings. In fact, any instruments which will give continuous accurate
readings of operating conditions and help to maintain these conditions
constant are worthwhile investments.
Instrumentation should be backed up with continuous technical obser

vations and checks of mechanical and physical properties of the finished
product.

HOW THEY ARE MARKETED
Marketing of films and coated fabrics is carried on through several

different channels, and the same channels apply generally to both
products; namely, through jobbers and converters for the materials
which run in rather small volume.
Where a manufacturer of a product has sufficient volume to warrant

it, he is serviced directly by the coated fabric or film manufacturer.
Many jobbers and converters will style and make up their own indi

vidual line of colors and patterns, ordering for stock and giving the
manufacturer large enough runs to be economical.
In many cases manufacturers will make up stock lines of colors and

patterns for sale to the smaller jobbers and converters.
The large fabricator or user will require his own individual color

combinations and qualities designed to suit his own particular needs
for styling his product and to fit his processing and fabricating needs,
and the coated fabric and film manufacturers usually maintain adequate
technical service staffs to help and advise the prospective user in the
selection of the proper material for his particular requirements.
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BUILDING A PLASTIC COMPOUND
The bulk of the plastics used by the rubber products industry are of

the thermoplastic type and may be represented in general by polyvinyl
chloride.
The compounding of such materials differs from the compounding

of rubber greatly because the plastic does not vulcanize and all of the
complex steps necessary to the control of the vulcanization of rubber
are eliminated.

RAW PLASTIC
Raw plastic is a hard horny substance usually supplied in the form

of granules of varying fineness. This substance softens at high tem
peratures and in this condition may be extruded, sheeted or molded to
form a uniform article which will retain its shape on cooling.

PLASTICIZER
To convert the raw plastic into a smooth flexible product a consider

able amount of plasticizer is needed. The choice of this plasticizer is
the most important method of controlling the finished properties of the
film. There are a great number of substances which may be used and
their effects vary widely but in general they are of two classes; those
which are compatible with the plastic and those which are not. The
former have greater effect in increasing elongation, reducing tensile
strength and hardness, and may be used in larger amounts without
bleeding from the finished product. The latter act more to improve
processing properties of the stock without materially changing the
physical properties of the film. These incompatible plasticizers or
processing aids will bleed when used in large amounts.

STABILIZER
A large percentage of plastic goods are transparent or made in light

colors, and although these goods possess excellent aging characteristics
with regard to retention of tensile properties they tend to be unstable
to the action of heat and light. Lengthy exposure to either moderate
heat or light will produce an ambering of the resin and consequent dis
coloration of the product.
The inclusion of a chemical stabilizer to protect against the heat en

countered in processing and the light and heat to which the product may
be subjected in service is necessary. Lead stearate or basic lead carbo
nate are commonly used ingredients for heat stabilization. Vanstay-16,
and Vanstay-25 are combination stabilizers for both of these tenden
cies. They protect the resin from heat discoloration for reasonable
periods of time at processing temperatures and protect the finished
article from discoloration by light in all kinds of service. Vanstay-16
is recommended for clear and clear-printed films ; Vanstay-25 for pig
mented and loaded stocks.
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FILLERS AND PIGMENTS
Various fillers commonly used in rubber compounding are also used

in plastics to lower cost and to impart stiffness or weight to the film.
Unlike rubber, plastic is not reinforced by the addition of certain fillers
and, in consequence, the carbon blacks are useful only for color or as
loading materials in dark-colored stocks. In general, fillers added to
plastic reduce the tensile strength of the resin by an amount propor
tional to the amount added; plastic compounds will not take as heavy
a load of fillers as the rubbers; and the fine particle size fillers reduce
tensile to a lesser degree than coarse particled fillers.
Plastic compounds are produced in a great variety of colors and make

use of many pigments. Where opacity is required, or bright white stocks
are to be made, Rayox is probably the best commercial pigment for the
purpose.

RELEASING AGENTS
The ingredients of the plastic compound mentioned so far comprise

the basic materials for the production of a satisfactory finished article.
One other class of materials is frequently used for the sake of process
ing quality only; namely, releasing agents. These materials are added
in small quantities to prevent sticking in the mixing, calendering, ex
truding, or molding operations. Many of the plasticizers provide accept
able processing without the addition of these releasing agents but
where a product has been developed which is satisfactory in all respects
except processibility, the addition of a releasing agent is the simplest
adjustment to make.
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FLOW SHEET OF RUBBER
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GOODS MANUFACTURING
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COMMERCIAL COMPOUNDING
COMPOUNDING AUTOMOBILE TIRES AND TUBES
The modern automobile tire is one of the most complex rubber articles

produced. Its design and the materials used in its construction are the
result of years of research and experience in tire building. The job of
designing the tire belongs to the engineering department and is a
complete subject in itself. The task of developing the rubber compounds,
used in the tire falls to the compounder. This article is devoted to the
latter aspect of tire production only.

Courtesy of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company
tig. 1. Cross Section of ■ First Quality Automobile Tire

THE FUNCTION OF TIRE PARTS
AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF RUBBER COMPOUNDS

Although there are many different designs to which tires are built in
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order to meet the various conditions of service, the basic parts and their
functions are similar in all types. For the purpose of this article, a
modern passenger tire will be considered.
Fig. 1 represents the cross section of a tire. Each part is considered

separately with respect to its purpose and the requirements of the
rubber compound used in it. The parts are taken up in the order in
which the tire builder handles them.

Bead
The bead is a hoop composed of rubber covered high-tensile steel

wire encased in rubberized fabric. Its purpose is to prevent stretching of
the tire in service and to hold the tire securely on to the metal rim
of the wheel.
To insure efficient performance, the rubber stock used in the bead

casing must adhere well to the steel wire and form a strong bond with
the stock through which it is joined to the carcass. The compound must
be hard but, at the same time, flexible enough to allow easy mounting
of the tire, and should not become brittle on long exposure to heat.

Carcass
The skeletal component from which the tire gets its strength is the

rubber frictioned cord fabric in the carcass. This fabric is laid ply on
ply with the cords in adjacent layers running at approximate right
angles to each other. The size of the tire and the purpose for which it
is intended determines the size and type of cord and the number of
plies used.
Until recently the cord and fabric used in tires were made of suitable

grades of cotton fibre but, at present, Rayon fibre is preferred for the
cord in the larger sized tires because of its greater heat resistance and
strength. Other materials for cord such as Nylon, glass, and wire are
being investigated and their present limited use may possibly become
much more extended.
The plied up carcass functions as a whole and therefore the adhesion

of part to part must be good. The plies must adhere to one another and
the individual cords must be bonded tightly to avoid separation. To
meet the service requirements of flexibility and strength, the cured
rubber stock should have medium modulus, high elongation, low heat
build-up, and good heat resisting properties.

Breaker and Cushion
All tires which carry heavy loads or must withstand severe flexing

at high speeds require a construction especially designed to take up
road shock.
The breaker is a strip of relatively soft rubber with an enclosed piece

of fabric. It is located between the carcass and the tread and serves
primarily to absorb heavy shocks. In order to do this, it must have
medium modulus, excellent flexibility, and high resistance to aging.
The cushion is similar to the breaker but contains no fabric. It may

be used instead of the breaker in lighter tires where the shocks received
in service are not so severe, and in addition to the breaker in extra heavy
tires where service is exceptionally rough.
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Tread
The tread is the wearing surface of the tire. It functions to protect

the parts underneath as well as to grip the road. It must be fairly hard
and very tough with maximum resistance to abrasion, tear, cracking,
chipping, and heat aging.
Inner Tubes
The inner tube is the part of the tire assembly which contains the air

under pressure. To give good service it should hold its shape and retain
the air for long periods of time. In general, medium modulus, low per
manent set, high tear resistance and good retention of properties with
age are the requisite properties of a good tube.

COMPOUND DEVELOPMENT
Bead Stocks

Bead compounds must be hard but flexible and have the ability to
maintain their flexibility throughout the life of the tire. From the stand
point of processing they should be capable of easy extrusion yet tacky
enough so that the individual strands of rubber covered wire will stick
together when bundled and will bond, during vulcanization, to each
other and to adjacent parts of the tire.
A typical natural rubber bead core compound contains 20-25 per cent

rubber hydrocarbon about 3/5 of which is present in the form of reclaim.
The acceleration is of the semi-ultra type (Altax) for reasonably fast
curing and excellent aging. Sulfur is used in quantities greater than
normal to take care of the retarding effect of the heavy loading and to
provide maximum hardness and modulus. Zinc oxide provides activa
tion for the Altax acceleration and protection against heat is afforded
by AgeRite Resin D. A combination of Thermax and Dixie Clay as
fillers imparts reinforcement and hardness yet allows easy processing.
A softener, or combination of softeners, is necessary to better the accept
ance of fillers in mixing, to improve extrusion, to impart building tack
to the uncured compound, to improve adhesion to the wire inserts and
the plies, and to aid the retention of flexibility in service. The adhesion
of the bead stock to the steel core is greatly enhanced by coating the
wire with Ty-Ply Q prior to extrusion.
The chief problem in compounding a bead core stock is to adjust the

sulfur and accelerator ratios in order to cure the rubber properly. In
such a compound the type of reclaim, the fillers, and the softeners may
all affect the rate of cure and it is necessary to consider their collective
effect.

Carcass Stocks
The compounds for frictioning and skim coating the cord of which

the tire carcass is built must first of all possess ample building tack and
the ability to flow together during cure to form a continuous mass of
rubber throughout the tire. Ply separation, which occurs when the car
cass compound fails to do this, means certain and rapid failure of the
tire. A second requirement of carcass compounds is that they handle
smoothly on the calender at low temperatures. Friction stocks should
be soft enough to fully penetrate the cord ; coating stock harder but not
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nervy. The carcass compound when cured should be reasonably tough,
good aging, and as resilient as possible to withstand the continuous
flexing of service without building too much internal heat.

Natural Rubber
Natural rubber carcass stocks built for these properties are of high

rubber content, about 65-70 per cent rubber hydrocarbon by weight
the best grades are made with 100 per cent smoked sheet. Special grades
may utilize combinations of smoked sheet and lower grade rubbers for
processing and cost advantages. Carcass stocks for second and third
grade tires usually include substantial amounts of whole tire reclaim.
A good type acceleration for a natural rubber carcass is straight

Captax with normal sulfur. This combines processing safety with
reasonably fast curing, a long curing range, and good aging in the
finished stock. A combination of stearic acid and zinc oxide provide the
necessary activation for the thiazole acceleration.
Heat deterioration, against which the carcass must be protected, is

offset by the addition of 1-2 per cent AgeRite Resin D; the specific
antioxidant for heat resistance.
For loading the compound, an easy processing filler such as Thermax

or whiting is used. These materials impart smooth calendering proper
ties and maintain the essential low heat build-up characteristics of the
stock.
Reogen and other softeners as well as tackifiers are necessary in

carcass compounds to impart the desired processing qualities. Reogen
softens the stock during mixing, promotes the rapid and complete dis
persion of fillers, permits the use of lower calendering temperatures and
thus reduces the danger of scorch, increases tack, and improves the flow
characteristics which are so important to good frictioning and to the
knitting of carcass stocks during vulcanization. Second and third grade
carcass stocks which contain large amounts of reclaim and are more
heavily loaded may require more Reogen to prevent dryness and cold
checking on the calender.

GR-S
GR-S carcass stocks are of somewhat lower rubber content than their

natural rubber counterparts since they require more filler in order to
attain the necessary strength. First grade stocks are made with straight
GR-S and contain 60 per cent rubber by weight. Cheaper grades may be
made with reclaim replacing up to half the GR-S.
The acceleration used is a thiazole primary with an ultra as secondary

(Altax-Zimate) plus normal sulfur. This type of acceleration is neces
sary in GR-S for a quick tight cure and is safe to process. Zinc oxide is
included as an activator.
Although GR-S stocks are better aging than natural rubber and are

not benefitted to the same extent by antioxidants, it is advantageous to
include 1 per cent AgeRite Stalite in GR-S carcass formulations in
order to gain the best possible resistance to age hardening. Stalite
also helps the stock to retain its elongation and resilience which are
necessary to good flexing properties.
The fillers used in GR-S carcass stocks must provide reinforcement
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to bring up the strength of the GR-S and at the same time they must be
easy to process. A combination of EPC black and P-33 serves both func
tions. The channel black imparts high modulus and tensile strength and
the P-33 supplies excellent calendering qualities and maintains high
resilience in the cured compound.
Relatively high proportions of softeners are required to make the

GR-S process smoothly and to give it sufficient building tack. Reogen
in the amount of 5 per cent plasticizes GR-S stocks to the point where
they will calender smoothly at low temperatures and will penetrate
easily into fabric being frictioned. Building tack and good knitting
qualities are further improved by the addition of certain special soft
eners such as rosin oil and pitches.

Breaker and Cushion Stocks
Since the breaker and cushion are placed in the area of the tire where

greatest heat is developed, they should be compounded to have the high
est possible heat resistance and heat conductance. Also, to perform their
function, they should have high resilience. These properties reach their
greatest values in stocks of high rubber content which are tightly cured
and contain only fillers which are chosen for their low heat development
properties. Since breaker and cushion strips must be calendered, the
stocks must also be compounded to process well.
Natural rubber breaker and cushion stocks for a first grade tire gen

erally contain about 70 per cent rubber by weight, preferably smoked
sheet.
The acceleration is of the normal sulfur type employing Altax as a

primary and Zimate or Tuads as a secondary plus stearic acid and zinc
oxide for activation. The ultra-accelerator is needed here in order to
drive home a tight cure. The tight cure is necessary for greatest resili
ence, and the compound must cure quickly because the breaker or cushion
is the last portion of the tire to reach a curing temperature during
vulcanization.
Good heat resistance is a requisite of the breaker or cushion and the

compound therefore should include AgeRite Resin D to provide it.
The fillers used are chosen for maximum resilience even at the ex

pense of strength. P-33 is one of the best blacks for high resilience and
in combination with EPC it makes an ideal loading for this type of com
pound. These two blacks also are easy to process and promote smooth
calendering and extruding.
Plasticizers and tackifiers used in such high rubber stocks are not

necessary in high proportions but are nonetheless important. Reogen
is needed to keep the stock from scorching by enabling the use of lower
processing temperatures. It also helps to kill the nerve and promote
smooth uniform calendering or extruding. Rosin oil or some other
tackifier is needed to ensure proper building tack.

Tread and Sidewall Stocks
The tread and sidewalls of the tire are handled on the builder's drums

in the form of a smooth extruded strip of variable cross section. The
center of the strip which forms the tread is relatively thick ; the edges,
which form the sidewalls, are much thinner. This strip is not always
the product of a single extrusion. Where the tread and sidewalls are
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made of different compounds, which is more frequently the case with
natural rubber than with GR-S, the strips for the sidewall and the tread
may be prepared separately and plied together to form a single unit.
They may also be joined as a single unit just previous to being extruded
through the die of a two barrel extruder thus eliminating hand splicing
and giving a better splice than can be obtained by hand. Still another
method is to extrude a strip with a recessed center into which a strip
of tread stock is fitted. The former strip serves as sidewall and tread
base and the latter as the tread cap, or the wearing surface.
Tread and sidewall compounds are the surface parts of the tire and

must function to protect the parts underneath. They must be reasonably
hard and tough, resistant to flexing, tearing, chipping, abrasion, and
the deterioration caused by heat and weather. The uncured stock must
be capable of smooth rapid extrusion without scorching, and must be so
compounded that sulfur will not bloom from the stock when it is cooled.
Sulfur bloom is objectionable because it destroys building tack. When
tread and sidewalls are of different compounds, the sidewalls may con
tain a little more softener, usually agents for inhibiting sun or flex
checking, and a more easy processing type of black, or even somewhat
less black, than is used in the tread stock since some of the strength and
abrasive resistance may be safely sacrificed in favor of more flexibility
and resistance to checking.

Natural Rubber Tread Stocks
Since maximum strength is the goal of tread compounding, the basic

structure of a high grade tread is 100 parts smoked sheet and 50 parts
channel black. Channel black is the best known loading material for
imparting toughness to the cured rubber. There are, of course, a number
of modifications of channel black with varying processing qualities and
reinforcing properties and a great variety of them are used to meet the
different demands of service. In addition, there are a number of new
blacks of the furnace type which approach channel as reinforcing mate
rials and which have definite advantages over channel in processing
characteristics.
A widely used and highly satisfactory acceleration for tire treads is

Captax with normal sulfur. It provides tight, good-aging cures in a
short time at moderate curing temperatures. It has a long flat curing
range and may be processed safely on properly controlled equipment.
A normal amount of stearic acid and zinc oxide provides the activation
necessary for the full effect of Captax.
For providing full protection against the extremes of flexing and heat

which the tread stock undergoes, a combination of AgeRite Hipar and
AgeRite Resin D is excellent. Hipar is the antioxidant specifically
developed to counteract the combination of deteriorating forces to which
tire treads are subjected. Resin D is the specific for heat resistance and
in treads should be considered only as an additive to AgeRite Hipar.
Channel blacks are somewhat difficult to disperse and since their full

reinforcing effect is obtained only when dispersion is complete, it is good
practice to plasticize tread stocks with Reogen. The small amount re
quired for improved dispersion and processing does not noticeably impair
the quality of the finished product. Pine tar or asphaltic tars are gen
erally added to tread formulations as a further processing aid to im
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prove building tack and for their retarding effect on the bloom of sulfur
from the uncured stock.
In order to reduce costs, second and third grade tire treads are made

with considerable percentages of reclaim. These compounds contain
correspondingly lower quantities of rubber and channel black. The
product is obviously inferior with regard to wear and flex cracking
resistance although these properties can be maintained at a reasonably
good level by use of antioxidants such as AgeRite Hipak and AgeRite
Resin D.
GR-S Tread Stocks
The maximum strength obtainable from a GR-S stock is not so high

as that from a natural rubber stock but the wearing qualities of GR-S
treads nevertheless compare well with natural rubber treads.
The compounding of GR-S for maximum strength differs slightly

from natural rubber. Although channel black is necessary, a more
easily processed type is required in GR-S in order to gain reasonably
smooth extruding properties.
The acceleration used for GR-S is Altax primary plus Zimate as a

secondary. This is necessary in order to properly cure the less unsatu
rated GR-S.
GR-S is more resistant to aging than natural rubber and consequently

a small percentage of an all-purpose antioxidant such as AgeRite
Stalite is sufficient to gain maximum resistance to age hardening.
GR-S compounds, particularly those loaded with black only, require

extra amounts of plasticizer and softener for satisfactory dispersion
and processing. Reogen in the amount of 4-5 per cent on the GR-S
greatly improves the dispersion of the black, reduces the build-up of
internal heat, and promotes smooth extrusion.
The last important difference between GR-S and natural rubber tread

stocks is the greater need of tackifiers in GR-S. Tackifying oils or soft
eners are necessary in order to give the GR-S sufficient tack for building
and to secure good bonding between the tread strip and the adjacent
parts of the carcass. Even then it is generally necessary to cement for
best possible adhesion.

Inner Tubes
Since the primary purpose of an inner tube is to hold air under pres

sure, the properties required of it are those which affect its ability to
serve this purpose. A good tube must not stretch or flow excessively, it
must not harden or crack with age, it should possess good tear resist
ance, and it should have a low diffusion rate with respect to air. The
raw stock must also extrude smoothly and have good knitting qualities
because most tubes are extruded and spliced.
Natural rubber and GR-I are the two most satisfactory materials for

inner tubes. Stocks made with natural rubber have the better processing
properties of the two and the finished tubes hold their shape and size
better. GR-I tubes, on the other hand, retain air for longer periods of
time, resist the effects of heat aging better, and exhibit greater resist
ance to ripping when the tube is punctured.
A first grade natural rubber tube stock is made with 65 to 70 per cent

smoked sheet. Black stocks are loaded with P-33, red tubes with whiting
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and a pigment to give red color. P-33 in this amount produces a soft
compound with high modulus and tensile, excellent tear resistance and
high resilience. The red tube loading produces somewhat lower modulus
and tensile, and increased elongation.
A highly satisfactory acceleration for natural rubber tubes is the

triangular combination, Captax-Altax primary plus Zimate or TUADa
secondary and 1.5 per cent sulfur. This allows safe processing yet pro
vides a good tight cure in a short time. The cure must be tight in order
to gain the highest possible resistance to flow. Zinc oxide and stearic
acid are necessary for proper activation.
Since good heat resistance is necessary for prolonged service, 1 to 2

per cent AgeRite Resin D is included for protection.
Reogen should be present in the amount of 1 to 2 per cent for best

processing qualities and 1 per cent paraffin may be added to insure
smooth rapid extrusion of the raw stock.
GR-I inner tubes are generally compounded with reinforcing fillers in

order to obtain the necessary tensile strength. Since GR-I also depends
on the presence of fillers for good processing, it usually requires more
of them than natural rubber does. GR-I tube stocks, therefore, vary in
rubber content from 45 to 65 per cent. Black tubes contain a reinforcing
black such as EPC or SRF or a combination of the two. Red tubes utilize
Dixie Clay or other reinforcing light-colored fillers.
GR-I accepts very little sulfur in vulcanizing and therefore requires

powerful acceleration to drive it home. An excellent combination for
producing quick tight cures and safe processing is Captax-0.5, Methyl
Tuads-1, and Tellurac-1. Zinc oxide is necessary for activation and
stearic acid may be used in the more heavily loaded stocks as a process
ing aid and activator.
In order to improve the extruding properties of GR-I tube stocks,

lubricants such as petrolatum and paraffin should be included. The
plasticizers and softeners which are effective for natural rubber and
GR-S have little value in GR-I.



REPRESENTATIVE FORMULAS

Chafer and Flipper Compounds
PASSENGER
Natural Rubber

Chafer Flipper
.... 100 50

90
.... 2 2

— 2
.... 1 1
.... 1 1

2
AgeRite Powder .... 1 _

.... 3 8
EPC Black .... 25 _
P-33 .... 10

— 10
Whiting (Water Ground) .. — 10

10
.... 3 8

1 0.7
147 184.7

Specific Gravity 1.08 ISO

LABORATORY PRESS CURES
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 500% 1650 1730
Tensile Strength 3320 1850
% Elongation 705 525
Shore Hardness 48 66



Chafer and Flipper Compounds (Cont.)
TRUCK

Natural Rubber
Chafer Flipper

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Reogen 2 2
Pine Tar — 1
Rosin Oil 1 1.6
Stearic Acid 1 1AgeRite Resin D — 2
AgeRite Powdeb 1 —
Zinc Oxide 3 10
EPC Black 25 5
P-33 10 25
Sulfur 3 2.8
Altai 0.75 0.76
Zimate (or Tuads) — 0.1

146.75 151.15
Specific Gravity 1.07 1M

LABORATORY PRESS CURBS
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 600% 1290 1860
Tensile Strength 2680 3640
% Elongation 680 640
Shore Hardness 46 47

Bead-Core Compound
PASSENGER AND TRUCK

Natural Rubber
Smoked Sheet 40
Reclaim, Black Tube 100
Lead Oleate 5
Hardwood Pitch 5
Cumar R H 4
Burgundy Pitch 4
Pine Tar 4
AgeRite Resin D 2
Zinc Oxide 5
Thermax 120
Dixie Clay 120
Sulfur 6
Altax

1_
416

Specific Gravity 1.54
laboratory press cure
60 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Tensile Strength 1350
% Elongation 60
Shore Hardness 91
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Carcass Compounds
PASSENGER
Natural Rubber

Non-Reclaim Medium
Non-Black Reclaim
100 70

65
2
2

Rosin Oil 1 1
Stearic Acid 1 1

1 2
3 3
— 10

Whiting (Water Ground) 30 10
2.8 2.8
0.8 0.7

142.6 159.5
Specifie Gravity 1.11 l.li

LABORATORY PRESS CURES
50 Min. at 274 P. (134 C.)

540 1680
3240 2360
780 600

60

GR-S
Non-Reclaim Reclaim

GR-S 100 80
Reclaim, Whole Tire — 35
Reogen 5 5
Rosin Oil 5 5
AgeRite Staute 1 1
Zinc Oxide 5 5
EPC Black 15 10
P-33 30 25
Sulfur 3 3
Altax 1.5 1.5
Zimate 0.15 0.15

165.65 170.65
Specific Gravity 1.13 U4

LABORATORY PRESS CURES
40 Min. at 285 F. (141 C.)

Stress at 300% 310 750
Tensile Strength 1750 950
% Elongation 805 370
Shore Hardness 43 53

•Use AgeRite Stalite if compound is to be used under a white sidewall.



Carcass Compounds (Cont.)
TRUCK

Natural Rubber
Inner Piles Outer Pile*

100 100
2 2
1 1

Rosin Oil 1.5 1.5
1 1
2 2
10 10

EPC Black 5 10
P-33 25 25

2.8 8
0.75 0.75
0.1 0.1

151.15 156.35
Specific Gravity US 1M

LABORATORY PItESS CURES
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 500% 1860 2160
3640 4010
640 660
47 50

Breaker Compounds
PASSENGER
Natural Rubber

First
Grade

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1
Rosin Oil 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 3
EPC Black 10
P-33 20
Sulfur 2.8
Altax 1
Zimate (or Tuads) 0.1

140.9
Specific Gravity 1-07

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 500% 2110
Tensile Strength 3670
% Elongation 620
Shore Hardness 47



Breaker Compounds (Cont.)
GR-S

Non-Reclaim
GR-S 100 80
Reclaim, Whole Tire — 35
Reogen 5 6
Rosin Oil 5 6
AgeRite Stalite 1 1
Zinc Oxide 5 5
EPC Black 15 10
P-33 30 25
Sulfur 3 3
Altax 1.5 1.5
Zimate 0.15 0.16

165.65 170.65
Specific Gravity 1.13 1JU

LABORATORY PRESS CURES
40 Min. at 285 F. (141 C.)

Stress at 300% 310 750
Tensile Strength 1750 950
% Elongation 805 370
Shore Hardness 43 53

TRUCK
Natural Rubber

Top Coat
(Also Tie Gam Bottom
to Tread) Coat

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Reogen 2 2
Stearic Acid 1 1
Pine Tar 1 1
Rosin Oil 1.5 1.5
AgeRite Resin D 2 2
Zinc Oxide 10 10
EPC Black 20 15
P-33 20 20
Sulfur 3 3
Altax 0.75 0.75
Zimate (or Tuads) 0.1 0.1

161.35 156.85
Specific Gravity 1.15 1.14

LABORATORY PRESS CURES
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 500% 2580 2140
Tensile Strength 3710 4000
% Elongation 600 660
Shore Hardness 53 50



Tread Compounds
PASSENGER
Natural Rubber

First Second
Grade Grade

Smoked Sheet 100 88
Reclaim, Whole Tire — 22Reogen 2 1.5Stearic Acid 3 3Pine Tar 1 1.5AgeRite Hipae 1 1AgeRite Resin D 1 1
Zinc Oxide 3 3MPC Black 47.5 42.5Sulfur 3 2.88Captax 1 0.8

162.5 167.18
Specifio Gravity 1.11 1.1k

LABORATORY PRESS CURES
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 300% 1800 1720
Tensile Strength 4260 3540
% Elongation 560 500
Shore Hardness 60 58

GR-S
First
Grade

GR-S 100Reogen 4
Stearic Acid 1Liquid Asphalt 3AgeRite Staute 1
Zinc Oxide 5EPC Black 45Sulfur 1.7Altax 1.2
Zimate 0.15

162.05
Specifio Gravity U4

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
40 Min. at 300 F. (149 C.)

Stress at 300% 730
Tensile Strength 2840
% Elongation 670
Shore Hardness 53



Tread Compounds (Cont.)
TRUCK

Natural Rubber
Hirh
Speed

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 3
Pine Tar 2
AgeRite Hipab 1
AgeRite Resin D 2
Zinc Oxide 8
MPC Black 43
Sulfur 2.75
Captax 0.5
Altax 0.5
ZlMATE (or TUADS) 0.1

159.85
Specific Gravity 1.10

LABORATORY PRESS CUBES
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 300% 1760
Tensile Strength 4500
% Elongation 555
Shore Hardness 60



Sidewall Compounds
PASSENGER
Natural Rubber

Black
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 8
Pine Tar 8
AgeRite Hipar 1
AgeRite Stalite 1
Zinc Oxide 8
EPC Black 45
Sulfur 2.75
Captax 0.6Altai ■ 03

161.65
Specific Gravity 1-10

LABORATORY press CURB
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 300% 960
Tensile Strength 8160
% Elongation 600
Shore Hardness 58

White
Pale Crepe 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1
Wax 2
AgeRite Alba 0.25
Ultramarine Blue 0.25
Zinc Oxide 26
Rayox 55
Dixie Clay 10
Magnesium Carbonate 5
Sulfur 8.25
Captax 0.5
Altax 0.5
Zimate (or Tuads) 0.1

203.85
Specific Gravity 1 48

laboratory press cure
50 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 300% 890
Tensile Strength 2540
% Elongation 570
Shore Hardness 60
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Inner-Tube Compounds
PASSENGER
Natural Rubber

Smoked Sheet
Keogen
Paraffin
Stearic Acid
AgeRite Resin D
Zinc Oxide
P-33
Red Oxide
Whiting (Water Ground)
Sulfur .
CAPTAXAltax .

Zimate (or Tuads) 0.15

100 100
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 1
8 8
40 —

5
— 30
1.6 1.6
0.75 0.75
0.75 0.75
0.15 0.15

151.15 145.15
1.09 1MSpecific Gravity

laboratory press cures
4 Min. at 307 F. (153 C)

Stress at 500% 1840 1100
Tensile Strength 4140 3660
% Elongation 700 720
Shore Hardness 42 40

GR-I
Black

GR-I 100
Petrolatum 3
Paraffin 2
Zinc Oxide 5
SRF Black 80
EPC Black 20
Sulfur 2
Captax 0.5
Methyl Tuads 1
Tellurac 1

164.5
Specifio Gravity 1.1S

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
7 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Stress at 300% 560
Tensile Strength 1890
% Elongation 725
Shore Hardness 47



Inner-Tube Compounds (Cont.)
TRUCK

Natural Rubber
Black

Smoked Sheet 100
Reooen 1
Stearic Acid 1
AoeRite Resin D 2
Zinc Oxide 5
P-38 40
Sulfur 0.75
Captax 0.75
Altax 0.76
Zimate (or Tuads) 0.25Telloy 0.5

152.00
Specifia Gravity 1Jl

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
4 Min. at 307 F. (153 C)

Stress at 500% 1580
Tensile Strength 3520
% Elongation 680
Shore Hardness 40

Curing-Bag Compound
Natural Rubber

Smoked Sheet 100
Reooen 2
Stearic Acid 1
Pine Tar 6
AgeRite Resin D 2
Zinc Oxide 5
P-83 85
Dixie Clay 50
Sulfur 3.3
Altax 0.5

204.8
Specifia Gravity 1-28

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
30 Min. at 298 F. (148 C.)

Stress at 300% 770
Tensile Strength 2260
% Elongation 585
Shore Hardness 62
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MECHANICAL GOODS
The term mechanical goods was originally applied to rubber articles

manufactured for use in engineering and the industrial arts, but today
it has a much wider significance. It now includes not only belting, hose,
packing, rollers, molded goods, and automotive parts, but also many
rubber products which cannot be otherwise definitely classified, such as
matting, tiling, tubing, plumbers' supplies, sponge rubber, stamp gum
and hard rubber. Because of the wide variety of products classified as
"mechanicals" this discussion will be confined to the compounding prob
lems of the following classes of goods:

A. Belting
B. Hose
C. Extruded Goods
D. Molded Goods
E. Sponge
F. Rubber Covered Rolls
Properties of Cured Stocks

Over a period of years there has been a consistent improvement in the
serviceability and appearance of mechanical rubber goods. They have
assumed a position as engineering materials and as such are bought
more critically than most other types of rubber products. Synthetic
rubbers as well as natural rubber are used in mechanical goods stocks
for their specific properties such as resistance to heat, oils, solvents,
and acids. Mechanical goods compounders must make many kinds of
tests on a single compound or article. The more common tests are:
Tensile strength Electrical Properties
Elongation Adhesion to Metal
Modulus Resistance to:
Hardness —Tear at room or elevated temperature
Specific Gravity —Solvents
Compression Set —Sunlight
Permeability of Gases —Heat Aging
Discoloration —Oxidation at various temperatures
Resilience —Flex cracking at elevated, normal, and
Odor and Taste depressed temperatures

BELTING
Belts are generally made from natural rubber, GR-S, Neoprene or

Buna N. They are of two general types, conveyor and transmission.
Conveyor belts carry materials at relatively low speeds and operate
over relatively large pulleys. Transmission belts are used to transfer
power and operate at high speeds over relatively small pulleys.

Conveyor Belts
Conveyor belts consist of a carcass and top and bottom covers. The

carcass is used to carry the load and the covers to protect the carcass
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Cross-section of a Conveyor Belt

from the elements, abrasive wear, and solvents to which this type of
belting may be subjected in service.
The carcass of a conveyor belt consists of several plies of fabric

bonded together by rubber frictions or a combination of frictions and
skims. The number of plies and the choice of fabric are determined by
the load to be carried. The choice of frictions and skims is determined
by the quality of belts being made.

Frictions and Skims
Conveyor belt carcasses are relatively thick and as a rule comprise

the major portion of the belt. It is therefore obvious that the flexibility
of the belt is proportional to the flexibility of the carcass. Rubber makes
up only a small portion of the carcass but this small portion contributes
its share to the stiffness of the belt. It is therefore desirable to make
the conveyor belt frictions and skims as pliable as possible. In general,
friction and skim compounds are similar except that friction stocks
usually contain higher percentages of a plasticizer such as Reogen to
permit better penetration into the fabric.
The choice of fillers has a great influence on pliability. Thermax and

P-33 give low modulus products with good flexing properties.
In natural rubber, GR-S, and Buna N compounds, accelerators affect

stiffness slightly less than fillers do. Altax and Captax, being accelera
tors of the low modulus type, are excellent for conveyor belt compounds.
The place at which failure due to an overcure is likely to occur in a

belt is at the press ends. This is the part of the belt which receives two
cures. That part which is at the back end of the press during one heat
is moved to the head of the press for the next heat. Proper acceleration
is important in combatting overcure at the press ends. It should impart
good aging qualities and have a high critical temperature so that
incipient vulcanization will not be started in the press ends by the heat
transferred from the press. When vulcanization begins in the uncon-
fined portion adjacent to the press ends, spongy cover and friction stocks
occur. Water-cooled press ends are an effective aid in keeping the portion
of the belt adjacent to the press below curing temperature.
Altax and Captax are also well adapted to the control of curing rate

in the belt. Altax is the preferred accelerator from the standpoint of
safety at processing temperature and is well suited for cover stocks.
However, in thick belts, the difficulty of bringing the center portion of
the belt up to curing temperatures may indicate the use of Captax to
replace part of the Altax in friction and skim stocks in order to obtain
a good cure throughout the belt. By the proper use of mixtures of Altax
and Captax, the tendency of press ends to overcure may be controlled.
Altax is also effective in retarding the rate of cure at the lower tem

peratures thus permitting the softened stock to flow into the interstices
of the fabric before vulcanization begins. The presence of Reogen in
the compound also facilitates flow.
The addition of small percentages of ultra-accelerators, like Tuads,
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as secondaries is effective for eliminating undercures in the belt interior.
In GR-M compounds vulcanization is accomplished by zinc oxide.

Altax and AgeRite Gel are efficient retarders for covers, frictions, and
skims. They help prevent set-up in mixing, calendering, and at press
ends. Altax also functions as a plasticizer in GR-M. Reogen is used
for further plasticization.
Rio Resin and certain antioxidants such as AgeRite Resin D are used

in GR-M and GR-S belts to improve the heat resistance of cured stocks.
Rio Resin further acts as a processing aid to reduce shrinkage at the
calender.

Covers

Conveyor belt covers are subjected to many different kinds of deterior
ating effects during their service life. Because the life of a conveyor
belt can be no greater than the life of its covers, much attention should
be given to designing the covers to meet service requirements.
First and foremost among the effects causing belt cover failure is

abrasion. When discussing abrasion, two types must be recognized. The
first type of abrasion is brought about by rubbing and is the type of
wear usually encountered in tires. The second type is a cutting or im
pact abrasion encountered, for instance, when ore is dumped on a belt.
Belts subjected to rubbing abrasion are those used to carry sand,

light packages and grain, and to resist such abrasion, covers of tire
tread quality are used.
For the cutting type of abrasion encountered in conveying ore,

crushed rock, and coal, a soft resilient rubber stock should be used. If
this is used the cover can be distorted without being cut. To impart this
property it is well to use P-33 as a filler not only because of the resilience
but also because of the tear resistance it imparts.
Those belts used for conveying hot coke and castings must be able to

withstand the deteriorating effects of the heat. The choice of antioxidant
is important here. AgeRite Resin D is suggested for natural rubber
covers to be used in this type of service ; Rio Resin helps to improve the
heat resistance of GR-S and GR-M belts. Heat resisting accelerations
also are necessary in such belts and they differ for each type of rubber
used. Natural rubber and GR-S cover stocks compounded for heat resist
ance should contain a low sulfur or sulfurless type acceleration.
P-33 and Theemax are outstanding fillers for use in heat resisting

compounds.
Belts which are used for conveying grains and other oily or greasy

substances must be designed to be oil resistant. Ordinarily one of the
oil resisting synthetic rubbers should be used. For moderately severe
conditions, natural rubber, GR-S, or blends of the two, may be used.
Because the rubber hydrocarbon comprises the bulk of the material in
a compound which is affected by oil it is well to keep the rubber by
volume at a minimum. This can best be done by using P-33; it can be
added in sufficient amounts to cause an appreciable reduction in rubber
by volume and still show a minimum increase in hardness and decrease
in physical properties.
Those belts which are used to convey food products require special
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attention. Here it is necessary not only to protect the belt from the
articles being conveyed, but to protect the conveyed articles from the
belt. Such belts must be kept clean and sanitary and therefore they are
usually made white. To maintain good appearance and to be free from
taste, the belt cover should be made from pale crepe rubber. AgeRite
Alba is the preferable antioxidant because it shows the least discolora
tion when exposed to light. Rayox is the best white pigment because it
does not change color upon exposure to light and is not easily affected
by the action of acidic materials being conveyed. The filler should be
one which is chemically inert. Dixie Clay and barytes will serve satis
factorily.
Where stocks must be tasteless, Methyl Tuads is an excellent pri

mary accelerator. If taste is not critical, but appearance is, Altax
and Captax or mixtures of the two are used because they do not dis
color white and light colored goods. Many conveyor belts are used in
seasonal work and are idle and exposed to the weather for extended
periods of time. Such belts can be protected against the deteriorating
effects of the elements by coating them with Black-Out.

Transmission Belts
When compared with conveyor belts, transmission belts operate at

higher speeds over smaller pulleys. This service requires greater flexi
bility per unit thickness because a stiff belt would not cling to the pulleys
causing a loss of efficiency in power transmission.

Cross-section of a Folded Edce Belt— 4 PI7

Cross-section of a Raw Edge Belt— 4 Ply

Cross-section of a Cord-Type Belt

Flat Transmission Belts
There are three types of flat transmission belts, namely folded edge,

raw edge, and cord type belting. The folded edge belt is made to a
definite width and is built as the name implies by having one or more
center plies enclosed by one or more envelope plies. This construction
protects the carcass from the weather, and flexibility is attained by
the use of a relatively soft fabric which usually stretches more than
the fabric used in the other types of belts.
Raw edge belting is made in rolls 48 inches or 68 inches wide, or in

whatever width the fabric may be. It is built by laying the frictioned
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and skimmed plies one on another. After vulcanization, it is cut to what
ever width is desired. This type of belt is more flexible than the folded
edge belt and therefore, for a given stiffness, can be built from more
tightly woven fabric which will not stretch as easily as that used in a
folded belt. It has the objection that moisture or oil can enter the fabric
at the exposed edges and cause deterioration.
Cord belts are built on a variety of equipment, differing among the

companies but the general construction is as pictured above. It consists
of one or more plies of heavy cord such as 10's/8/5 or 10's/5/4/4 cotton
with a layer of flex-resistant rubber above and below the cords. Belts of
this type are also made with wire and rayon cords. This type of belt is
more flexible than any other type of flat transmission belt.
A stiff non-resilient belt will generate more heat than a soft flexible

belt when being flexed over the pulleys. The rubber compound can con
tribute much toward making a belt of the desired flexibility. However,
as regards flexibility, sight must not be lost of the fact that rubber
forms only a minor portion of the belt and that the proper choice of
fabric is also of major importance.
The most general cause of transmission belt failure is ply separation

commonly known as bootlegging. This separation which usually makes
its first appearance between the plies most distant from the pulley is
caused by the breakdown of the friction and the skim stock. Most trans
mission belt compounds are made of either natural rubber or GR-M,
because compounds are built for optimum flexing and heat resistance.
A series of transmission belt formulas, embodying the principles of
compounding for these properties, is shown on page 183.

V Belts
V belts transmit power between V shaped sheaves and usually operate

in multiple. The design of the belt permits operation over smaller pul
leys and between shorter centers than is possible with flat transmission
belts. V belts are used where space is at a premium and where low
stretch, silence, and minimum slip are desired.

Crao-Mctton of a V-Belt

The choice of fabrics and cord and their position in the belt are of
major importance. The rubber also contributes much toward the success-
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ful operation of the belt. Because in many V type belt installations,
space does not permit the use of idler or take-up pulleys, the initial set
of the belt must be the minimum. A belt with a low initial set usually
generates less heat during service than one with a high set.
V-belt compounds must not build up excessive heat during service.

To accomplish this, fillers which generate little heat are required. The
use of flex and heat resistant antioxidants is necessary in the compound.
Thermax, P-33, Dixie Clay and mixtures of these may be used in the
base stock, and zinc oxide in the cord cushion stock. AgeRite Hipar and
AgeRite Resin D are recommended antioxidants for flex and heat aging.
Certain belts are made with either GR-M covers or of GR-M through

out. AgeRite Gel, Altax and Reogen, permit easy processing of these
GR-M stocks.
Appearance in industrial V-belts, fan belts, and fractional horse

power belts is generally important. Such belts are commonly dipped in
a dye solution before shipment. By adding Van Wax to this dye solu
tion, the finished belt is given a glossy smudge-resistant finish.

HOSE
Hose construction consists essentially of a carcass protected on the

inside by the tube and on the outside by the cover. It may be classified
as follows :

Braided
Wrapped
Machine made
Hand made

Combination wrapped and braided
Woven jacketed

Braided Hose
Horizontally braided hose is used where additional stretch is required

and usually contains a percentage of wire braid. It is made in short

Braided Hose

lengths for such service as steam, oil, and pneumatic hose. It consists of
an extruded tube which is run over a metallic mandrel ; one, two, or three
layers of braid (applied on the horizontal braider); and an extruded
cover. This hose is then covered with a fabric wrap and vulcanized in a
heater. After vulcanization the wrap is removed and the hose taken off
the mandrel by forcing compressed air between tube and mandrel. This
hose is known as mandrel lead press cured braided hose or simply lead
press hose.
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Vertically braided hose is used where flexibility and low set are
desired. It is usually made in 600 foot lengths or longer for such service
as garden hose, water hose, air hose, and curb pump hose. It is made of
an extruded tube, one, two, or three layers of cotton or other type of
braid (applied by a vertical braider) separated by layers of calendered
or extruded rubber friction; and an extruded cover. This hose is then
covered with a lead sheath, inflated with water or air, and vulcanized in
a heater. After vulcanization the lead is removed. Such hose is com
monly called lead press cured braided hose.
Mica, talc, or mixtures, are generally applied to the cover surface of

all lead press hose prior to covering with lead and subsequent vulcani
zation. This is to facilitate removal of the lead after cure. These lubri
cating materials have two distinct disadvantages:
1. They are dusts and are the cause of various hazards in the factory.
2. They deposit permanently on the surface of the hose during cure

and detract from the appearance of the cured hose.
Vanfee is a liquid substitute for these dry materials. It is used as a

lubricant between the cover surface of the hose and the lead and pro
duces hose with a clean surface of uniform color.

Tubes
In designing compounds for hose tubes, both service conditions and

processing properties must be considered. In braided hose it is necessary
that the stock extrude smoothly so that the finished hose will have a
smooth surface.
Braided hose tube stock must extrude smoothly and rapidly, and be

soft enough to flow readily into the braid, yet it must be stiff enough
to withstand the weight of several coiled layers, and also to withstand
the braiding operation so that it will not "neck down" when tension is
applied to the braiding yarn. The finished hose must be pliable and yet
it must not kink when bent sharply. Representative formulas for the
various types of hose tubes appear on pages 184-187.

Frictions
Two types of frictions are used in braided hose; namely, extruded

and calendered. Extruded friction is used infrequently. It is applied by
a cross head tuber and must be soft enough so that it will stretch with
out breaking when applied to the braid.
Calendered friction is run into liners or it may be dusted at the calen

der and rolled on itself. It is applied during the braiding operation. In
some instances the stock is cut to width on a Cameron slitter and then
rolled on spools. The width to which the material is cut corresponds to
the circumference of the tube with one or two braids applied. The stock
must be dry enough when cool so that it will not tend to stick together
while being unrolled at the braiding machine. It must also be acceler
ated so that it will flow far enough into the interstices of the braid so
as to meet and bond with tube and cover or to the next layer of insula
tion. The friction used in braided hose is usually used universally in the
department and therefore should be compounded so as to be compatible
with the tube and cover stocks.
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Covers
For the most part, any deterioration of braided hose covers is due to

abrasion and sunlight. There are two types of abrasion, namely, rubbing
and cutting. Garden and water hose when being dragged over the
ground and concrete walks are subjected to rubbing, and in colored hose
Dixie Clay is the most effective filler to protect against this kind of
abrasion. P-33 and Thermax are best for black hose. For cutting abra
sion such as encountered by air hose when being dragged in mines and
quarries, a soft resilient cover is necessary. Such a cover must have the
ability to become distorted without being cut or torn. In black hose P-33
imparts extremely good tear resistance, and mixtures of Thermax and
P-33 can be used where the service is not too severe.
One to two per cent of AgeRite Gel with an equal amount of a high

grade wax helps to prevent deterioration due to sunlight.
Wrapped Hose

Wrapped hose is so named because the frictioned fabric and the
calendered cover are wrapped on the tube. In making wrapped hose the
tube is extruded for sizes up to approximately 3 V2 inches inside diameter
and is then drawn onto a metallic mandrel or pole the outside diameter of
which corresponds to the inside diameter of the hose. Tubes for sizes
larger than 3% inches inside diameter are made from calendered stock
and are built on the pole. With regard to the fabric, friction stock is
applied on the calender in the usual way and the fabric is then cut on a
bias into pre-determined sections at an angle of approximately 40
degrees. Each section of bias cut fabric is joined to an adjacent section
by over-lapping one edge to produce a specified length of biased fabric.
The reason for laying the fabric on the bias is to make the hose flexible.

Wrapped Hose

Machine Wrapped Hose
In making machine wrapped hose the mandrel with the tube is put

into the wrapping machine. The machine consists of three rolls one of
which is driven, causing the mandrel to rotate while the frictioned
fabric and cover are being applied. The ends are then trimmed so that
the hose is approximately of desired length, and this assembly is taken
to another wrapping machine. There it is smoothly covered with a wet
cotton cloth known as a jacket, wrapped spirally with wet fabric tape
approximately 4 inches wide, and then put into the vulcanizer. After
the cure the tape and jacket are removed from the hose which in turn
is removed from the mandrel by forcing compressed air between the
tube and the mandrel.
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Hand Made Hose
Hand made hose differs in that it is not limited in diameter by the

extrusion machine nor is it limited to fabric for reinforcement. The
tube for this hose is made from calendered plies of rubber and is built
on the pole or mandrel by stitching it together. The thickness of the
tube is determined by the number of plies stitched together, and the
insided diameter of the hose is limited only by the size of mandrel used.
The service conditions under which hose is to be used determine the

number of plies and the kind of fabric; for severely high pressures
it is common to use wire in the body or carcass. The relative position
of the wire in the body of the hose is determined by the service. For
suction work the wire will be near the tube to prevent collapse, whereas
for pressure service it will be nearer the cover. In fact, sometimes the
wire is on the outside of the hose as a protection for the cover. It is not
uncommon to have more than one layer of wire or more than one kind
of wire in a single piece of hose.
Combination Hose
Combination wrapped and braided hose is machine made wrapped

hose with braid applied over the fabric. The purpose of the braid is to
add strength and to give better anchorage to the cover.

Tubes
Wrapped hose is used to convey such materials as water, steam, acids,

oils and sands. Wrapped hose tubes must be compounded to calender or
tube smoothly and to possess the finished properties necessary to with
stand the requirements of service. On page 184 are shown representa
tive formulas for specific applications.
Two types of mandrels are used in the manufacture of wrapped hose,

solid and hollow. Where hollow mandrels are used, delayed acceleration
is preferable in the tube compound since the mandrels permit circula
tion of steam during vulcanization; in the case of solid mandrels, all
the heat for vulcanization must come from the outside and therefore
faster acceleration is necessary.

Frictions
It is economical and good practice to have one friction compound to

serve in as many types of hose as possible, and therefore the accelerator
combination must be compatible with the tube and cover stock. All too
often, acid type accelerators are used in tubes and covers and alkali type
in frictions. A hose friction should be soft in the uncured state so as to
be wiped into the fabric during calendering with the least effort.
Covers
As for wrapped hose tubes, the covers also must be compounded to

process well and to perform satisfactorily under a variety of service
conditions. Specific examples of cover compounds designed for a variety
of uses are shown on pages 185-188.

Woven Jacketed Hose
Fire hose is distinctly different from the kinds previously described.
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It consists generally of a tube, backing, and woven jacket or jackets.
The tube may be made in two ways: 1—From layers of stock plied to
gether on the calender where they are cut to proper width. The plied
stock is rolled out on a table and is cut approximately 52 feet long and
made into a tube by stitching together the two edges of the calendered
strip; 2—By extruding a tube of correct dimensions. In both cases, the
tube is put into the heater to be semi-cured to make it strong enough to
be pulled into the woven cotton jacket without distortion which would
cause thin portions in the finished hose. The semi-cured tube is covered
with a backing compound which is a calendered rubber accelerated so
that it will be undercured in the finished hose; this covered tube is then
pulled into the jacket. The whole assembly is put on the steam table and
vulcanized by forcing steam into the tube. During vulcanization the
backing is forced into the interstices of the jacket thereby insuring
good adhesion.
Much fire hose is made to standards set up by Underwriters Labora

tories, Factory Mutual Insurance Company, A.S.T.M., Federal Specifica
tions Board, and various other governmental agencies both federal and
municipal. These standards consist of physical requirements and some
times also of chemical requirements such as:

acetone extract
alcoholic potash extract
chloroform extract
free sulfur
total sulfur
ash
carbon black
rubber content

Desired Shape Undeaired Shape
Fire Hose Tube

Tubes

Fire hose tube, where calendered stock is used, is semi-cured with the
seam on top in the position shown. All specifications state that the
sample for physical tests must be taken across the fold in a transverse
direction. If the tube stock flattens during semi-cure there will be
creases in the fold and when the stock is gauged for physical tests false
thicknesses will be used in the calculations. Furthermore these creases
may be the beginning of cracks which develop when the hose is aged
in storage. The desired shape of the tube during semi-cure is one in
which no creases or wrinkles have been vulcanized in the fold and it
may be obtained either by compounding, or less dependably by confining
air inside the tube during semi-cure.
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Backing
An ideal backing stock is one which will flow far enough into the

fabric jacket to form a strong bond, and yet not far enough to strike
through and discolor the outside of the jacket. As indicated above, the
backing is so designed as not to fully cure during the final vulcaniza
tion of the hose.

EXTRUDED GOODS
Extruded goods are those products which are given their final form

ing operation in the extruder die. The products are mainly tubing and
channel rubber.
Tubing is used to convey a variety of substances such as water, sol

vents, acids, alkalies, oils, and gases.
Channel is designed to act as a seal, cushion, or simply as a decora

tion in a variety of assemblies: for example, window strips, refrigerator
gaskets, and desk strips.
Processing requirements of both tubing and channel compounds are

similar. The stocks should extrude reasonably fast and have a smooth
surface. They must not build up sufficient heat in the tuber to cause
scorching. Some tubing such as pure gum may be cured, wrapped on a
mandrel. Most tubing and channel, however, are extruded into circular
pans with or without soapstone; or are drawn into rectangular per
forated pans of varying dimensions where each short length is sup
ported during cure by adjacent lengths thus preventing collapse. Cer
tain types of channel are cured on special forms which prevent the
collapse of thin fins. In general, care must be taken in compounding
both tubing and channel to prevent collapse during cure and porosity in
thick sections.
VanWax provides an excellent finish for channel and tubing which

has been marred in handling or has an unsightly appearance after cure.
Vanfre (Clear), the liquid releasing agent for sponge, may be used

on some types of channel, which is cured in trays, to prevent sticking
of adjacent strips.

MOLDED GOODS

To form rubber for molding, the tuber is used as an adjunct to the
calender. Pieces are extruded to the approximate shape and then cut
to lengths before being placed in the mold. These pieces may go into
the mold as individuals or in combination with other pieces which have
been cut from calendered sheets. Care must be taken that sufficient
rubber is used to fill the cavity and yet that an excessive, wasteful over
flow is avoided. These stocks should flow and fill out the cavity before
they start to vulcanize, but should set-up before too much stock flows
into the overflow cavity with a resulting loss of pressure on the rubber
which may cause porosity. The capacity of the press must be adequate
for the work assigned to it.
A common fault of molded goods is that they may tear when being

removed from the mold, and it is therefore essential to compound such
stocks so that they will have good tear resistance when hot.
Poor mold flow and poor knitting of the stock in the mold are not
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always due to the accelerator or to curing temperature. They are often
due to poor mold lubrication. It is well to emphasize that the dull sur
face of molded stocks is not always attributable to the blooming of
sulfur, accelerator, or antioxidant as is generally believed, but may be
due simply to a dirty mold. A mold may of course be apparently clean
and still be dirty enough to leave a residue on each piece of rubber
cured in it.
Inasmuch as some extruded and molded articles are constructed with

out a fabric cover they are more readily subject to distortion than hose
and belting. Therefore engineers must specify for such goods, the be
havior of the compound when it is subjected to pressures at high or low
temperatures, its tear resistance when hot, its oil resistance, and its
resistance to water and to other deteriorating forces.
Rubber is often molded to metal during vulcanization and is required

to remain bonded permanently. One of the best ways to obtain such a
bond is to use Ty-Ply Q, S, SC, or BN, depending on the type of rubber
being bonded. The subject of Rubber-to-Metal Adhesion is treated
separately on page 482.
Due to unclean molds and a number of other variable factors in the

molding operation, molded products often have an appearance far below
the standards set by the consumer. The application of a coating such as
VanWax is an inexpensive method of covering surface blemishes and
dirt and results in more uniformly good looking products. VanWax is
easily applied to small molded items by the tumbling method. This re
quires only a tumbling barrel into which are thrown rags soaked with
VanWax together with the pieces to be coated. The tumbling operation
is performed only long enough to thoroughly coat all of the pieces with
VanWax. After coating, the pieces are dumped into trays and allowed
to stand until dry. It is important that drying should not be allowed to
take place in the tumbler.

SPONGE RUBBER

Sponge rubber may be considered in a class with mechanical goods.
Success in its manufacture depends more upon uniformity of processing
than upon compounding. In sponge mixing and processing the prime
requisites are :

1. The rubber should be well plasticized and the plasticity controlled
within rigid limits, otherwise the sponge will be variable from batch
to batch. The hydrocarbon is generally broken down in a Banbury or on
a mill and the plasticity of each lot determined by means of a plas-
tometer. A plasticizer such as Reogen may be used to aid the breakdown.
Softeners such as Plastogen should be used in the compound. Mixing
must be done on a cool mill or in a cool Banbury. Mixed stock should be
stored 24 hours before use and well dusted with soapstone or mica
before storing.
2. Uniformity in rate of cure from batch to batch is important. It is well
to select lots of rubber with a uniform rate of cure since the curing
characteristics of a sponge stock influence its percentage of blow.
In calendering sponge, the rolls must be cool. Stocks are generally

calendered into liners, dusted with soapstone or mica, and used as soon
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as possible after calendering to prevent shrinkage and sagging in the
liner.
Most sponge is cured in a press between fabric dusted with soapstone

or mica and should be blocked in closely at the sides with irons. The
fabric is held taut by stretchers to prevent wrinkling. The molds used
for curing sponge are generally well vented. A soap lubricant is spread
on the mold followed by a light dusting with mica. In preparing slabs
for molded sponge the correct amount of stock is determined by experi
ment and the uncured pieces made to conform as closely as possible to
the finished article. The pieces also are dusted with soapstone or mica
to assist flow and blowing. If the sponge is cured together with a layer
of dense rubber, care must be taken to avoid getting dust between the
two sheets.
In hard rubber sponge, a typical soft sponge formula may be used,

the sulfur simply being increased to obtain a hard rubber. The cure for
this kind of sponge is necessarily much longer than for soft sponge.
The problem of dusting in the manufacture of sponge is one with

which the manufacturer has long been concerned. Vanfre (clear) is a
new product designed to partially or wholly eliminate the use of dust
in curing sponge. Vanfre may be applied to the mold surface for releas
ing the sponge after cure. In many cases it is unnecessary to use any
thing but Vanfre for handling the sponge throughout processing and
curing.
VanWax is also used in the manufacture of sponge as a finish coat

ing material to improve the appearance of cured sponge articles.

RUBBER COVERED ROLLS
Rubber covered rolls consist of a center core of metal, either hollow

or solid, and a rubber face which is bonded firmly to the metal. These
rolls are used for many different purposes in many different industries.
Rolls are used in paper mills to produce paper of a smooth texture.
They are used in steel mills for finishing sheet steel and in the cotton
industry in the bleaching process. They are used for applying materials
like wax, ink, lacquer, and starch to many different products. In addi
tion there are a number of specialty rolls as, for instance, polishing
rolls, wringer rolls, and agricultural equipment rolls.
Core dimensions and types of metal used in the core vary widely. Of

the variety of metals used, steel, cast iron, brass, copper, and high
copper bronze are the most common. The difference in metals presents
problems of adhesion. In many cases it is possible to bond the face stock
directly to the core with Ty-Ply but in other cases it is necessary to
use a hard rubber base stock for good adhesion.
A great variety of rubber compounds is used in the construction of

rubber covered rolls. Practically all types of natural and synthetic rub
bers with the exception of GR-I are used for these compounds and the
compounds themselves may vary over the entire range of hardness and
properties of the finished product. It can be seen that there are a number
of processing and compounding problems in the manufacture of these
rubber covered rolls. A brief description of the general processing
involved follows.
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The first factor to be considered is cleanliness; since a roll must be
ground, as a rule, to meet an exacting tolerance and the appearance of
foreign material on the surface of the roll after final grinding frequently
necessitates complete rebuilding of the roll. Stocks are mixed in the
Banbury or milled in the usual way and are calendered in thicknesses
of 1/32 to 1/16 of an inch. It is sometimes necessary to strain the stock
after mixing.
In building small rolls it is possible to apply the stock directly from

the calender to the metal core. Most roll cores however are too long to
permit this and the stock must be run into a liner, transferred to the
roll building department, run out onto a table, and rolled onto the core
in a direction opposite to the calender grain. The building of these
larger rolls is almost entirely a hand operation.
The construction of the average roll consists of a hard rubber base

of approximately U inch applied to the clean sandblasted core and one
or more layers of face stock rolled on and built up to the required thick
ness. The stock is pricked frequently to eliminate trapped air. Before
applying the hard rubber base to the core, a coating of hard rubber
cement is first applied and strings 2 inches apart are stretched longi
tudinally across the core. These strings allow the escape of gases from
the hard base during cure. After the face stock is applied, the rolls are
wrapped down tightly and cured by placing in a steam vulcanizer or
in water under pressure. Rolls are sometimes rotated during cure to
insure an even state of vulcanization. In large rolls the cure is fre
quently stepped; i.e., the cure may be started at 20 pounds, raised after
an interval to 30 pounds, and may ultimately be increased to 40 pounds
or more for the final stage of cure. Hard rubber rolls such as table rolls
should not be cured at more than 25 pounds steam pressure due to the
exothermic reaction involved. Small rolls, of course, are cured at much
higher temperatures for shorter periods but the cure on large rolls
may extend to 24 hours.
In order to gain the best possible adhesion of the rubber compound to

the metal core, it is advisable to apply a coat of Ty-Ply to the core
before application of the base stock.
After cure the rolls are allowed to cool thoroughly, the wrappers are

removed, and the roll is ground roughly to correct dimensions, a crown
being sometimes applied at this point in the grinding. In the final grind
ing operation, sand paper or emery paper is used to give a smooth finish.
Hard rubber rolls are sometimes waxed.
Vanfre may often be used on the surface of rolls to prevent the

sticking of wrappers during cure. Its use leaves the surface of the
cured product smooth and clean.
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REPRESENTATIVE FORMULAS

Belt Compounds
CONVEYOR BELT FRICTION— FIRST GRADE
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 1
Pine Tar 0.5
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite Hipar 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Whiting (Water Ground) 25
Sulfur 2.75
Altax 0.5Methyl Zimate 0.1

138.85
Specific Gravity 1-10

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
15 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 500% 700
Tensile Strength 2830
% Elongation 765
Shore Hardness 89

This compound is used as a first grade conveyor belt friction or as a
second grade transmission belt friction. By varying the softener con
tent it may be used as a skim for either type belt.
Lower grade frictions and skims are formulated by replacing part of

the smoked sheet with reclaim or cheaper grades of rubber and by using
increased amounts of fillers such as Thermax.
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Belt Compounds (Cont.)
HEAT-RESISTING CONVEYOR BELT FRICTION

Smoked Sheet 85
Reclaim, Whole Tire 30
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1
Pine Tar 2
AgeRite Resin D 2
Zinc Oxide 10
Thebmax 20
Sulfur 0.75
Altax 1
Methyl Zimate 0.2
Telloy 0-5

153.45
Specific Gravity 1 -11

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
15 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 500% 825
Tensile Strength 1825
% Elongation 780
Shore Hardness 84

The low sulfur type acceleration with Telloy plus the heat-resisting
antioxidant, AgeRite Resin D, provides excellent aging under the con
ditions of service for which this compound is intended.

CONVEYOR BELT COVER—FIRST GRADE
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 2.5
Stearic Acid 1
Pine Tar 1.5
AgeRite Powder 1
AgeRite Hipar 1
Zinc Oxide 5
EPC Black 40
Sulfur 3
Altax 1.5

166.5
Specific Gravity 1.U

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
20 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 845
Tensile Strength 4120
% Elongation 625
Shore Hardness 56

This is a first grade natural rubber conveyor belt cover designed to
give tensiles in the neighborhood of 4000 psi. The customary practice
in making lower grade covers is to replace part of the rubber with
reclaim and to load the compound with fillers such as Dixie Clay.



Belt Compounds (Cont.)
heat-resisting conveyor belt cover
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 4
Pine Tar 2
AgeRite Resin D 3
AgeRite Hipar 1
Zinc Oxide 10
MPC Black 40
P-33 20
Sulfur 1-25
Altax 1Methyl Zimate 0.2Telloy 0.5

183.95
Specific Gravity 1-17

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
20 Min.at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 1155
Tensile Strength 3330
% Elongation 615
Shore Hardness 61

WHITE CONVEYOR BELT COVER
Pale Crepe 100
Reogen 1.5
Stearic Acid 1
AgeRite Alba 0.5
Zinc Oxide 8
Rayox 10
Dixie Clay 50
Barytes 50
Sulfur 2
Methyl Tuads 0.25

218.25
Specifio Gravity 149

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 455
Tensile Strength 1595
% Elongation 580
Shore Hardness 41
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Belt Compounds (Cont.)
TRANSMISSION BELT FRICTION— FIRST GRADE

Smoked Sheet 100Reogen 2
Rosin Oil 0.5
Stearic Acid 1AgeRite Resin D 1AgeRite Hipar 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Sulfur 2.5
Altax 0.5Methyl Zimate 0.1

113.6
Specific Gravity 0.97

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
15 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 500% 670
Tensile Strength 3100
% Elongation 770
Shore Hardness 85

For lower grade transmission belt frictions see "Conveyor Belt Fric
tion" on page 180.

V-BELT BASE
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 2AgeRite Powder 1
AgeRite HP 1
Zinc Oxide 80
P-33 55
SRF Black 40
Cotton Flock 15
Sulfur 4.5
Captax 0.8

250.3
Specific Gravity MS

laboratory press curb
10 Min. at 307 F. (153 C.)

Stress at 200% ~ 1185
Tensile Strength 1460
% Elongation 280
Shore Hardness 76
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Belt Compounds (Cont.)

V-BELT CORD CUSHION
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 0.75
AgeRite Resin D 0.5
AgeRite Hipab 0.5
Zinc Oxide 45
Sulfur 3
Captax 0.6

151.35
Specific Gravity 1.26

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
15 Min. at 307 F. (153 C.)

Stress at 500% 830
Tensile Strength 2680
% Elongation 740
Shore Hardness 38

This stock is designed for excellent flexing and low heat build-up.

Hose Compounds

ACID AND BEER HOSE TUBE
Pale Crepe 100
Reogen 1.6
Stearic Acid 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 3
Dixie Clay 20
Sulfur 2Methyl Tuads 0.25

128.75
Specific Gravity J.05

LABORATORY PRESS CUBE
10 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 500% 930
Tensile Strength 2770
% Elongation 710
Shore Hardness 87
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Hose Compounds (Cont.)

ACID HOSE TUBE
GR-I 100
Stearic Acid 1
Petrolatum 1
Zinc Oxide 6
HMF Black 35
SRF Black 25
Sulfur 1.75
Captax 0.5Methyl Tuads 1
Tellurac 1

171.25
Specific Gravity JJ7

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min.at 300 F. (149 C.)

Stress at 300% 1480
Tensile Strength 2740
% Elongation 760
Shore Hardness 60

This compound of GR-I makes a superior acid-resisting tube.

SANDBLAST HOSE
Condoc-

C.encral-Purpose tin
Tube and Cover Tab*

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Reogen — 8
Stearic Acid 1 3
Glycerin — 2
Pine Tar — 5
AgeRite Powder 1 1
Zinc Oxide 10 5
Thermax — 5
Blanc Fixe 3.5 —
Acetylene Black — 25
Sulfur 2.5 2.6
Altax 0.5 0.5Methyl Zimate 0.1 0.1

118.6 167.1
Specific Gravity 1.00 1.07

laboratory press cure
20 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 500% 530 1190
Tensile Strength 3180 2330
% Elongation 860 670
Shore Hardness 33 40
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Hose Compounds (Cont.)

STEAM HOSE TUBE AND COVER
Smoked Sheet 60
Reclaim, Whole Tire* 80
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1.5
Rosin Oil 1
Cumar EX 2
AgeRite Resin D 2
Zinc Oxide 5
Thermax 100
Sulfur 2
Altax 1.25Methyl Tuads 0-125

255.875
Specific Gravity ISO
•Alkali reclaims perform satisfactorily In this compound.

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
15 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 200% 950
Tensile Strength 1650
% Elongation 350
Shore Hardness 61

BUNA-N HOSE TUBE
Buna-N 100
Dibutyl phthalate 30
Stearic Acid 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Thermax 150
Sulfur 1.5
Altax 1.5

290.0
Specific Gravity 1M

LABORATORY press cure
20 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 980
Tensile Strength 1570
% Elongation 480
Shore Hardness 52

This is a solvent-resisting tube for hose which is used to conduct
gasolines and oils.
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Hose Compounds (Cont.)

NEOPRENE HOSE TUBE
First Second
Grade Grade
100 100
25 60
0.375 0.375
8 15
1 1.6
— 2
2 —
4 4

100 210
5 5

245.375 387.875
Specific Gravity - 14S 147

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
20 Min. at 300 F. (149 C.)

Stress at 300% 880 1100
Tensile Strength 1600 1100
% Elongation 550 800
Shore Hardness 52 64

GR-M 10
Neophax A
Altax
Plastogen
Stearic Acid
AgeRite Powder
AgeRite Resin D....
Lt. Calc. Magnesia..
Thermax
Zinc Oxide

COLORED HOSE COVER—FIRST GRADE
Smoked Sheet 100
Stearic Acid 1
Paraffin 2.76
AgeRite Gel 1
Zinc Oxide 6
Dixie Clay 10
Whiting (Fine Particle, Pptd.) 125
Rayox LW 10
Sulfur 2.5
Altax 0.5
Methyl Zimate 0.1

257.85
Specific Gravity 149

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
10 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 290
Tensile Strength 1470
% Elongation 650
Shore Hardness 46

This compound is designed as a high-quality general-purpose hose
cover. Pigments may be added without necessitating adjustment
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Hose Compounds (Cont.)

NEOPRENE HOSE COVER
GR-M10 100
Neophax A 25
Plastogen 12
Altax 0.375
Stearic Acid 1
Paraffin 2
AgeRite Gel 2
Lt. Calc. Magnesia 4
Thermax 150
Zinc Oxide 5

801.375
Specific Gravity

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
20 Min.at 300 F. (149 C.)

Stress at 300% 1120
Tensile Strength 1420
% Elongation 420
Shore Hardness 58

Extruded Goods Compounds

BLACK CHANNEL AND TUBING
50-55 SHORE (0-65 SHORE 70-75 SHORE

Smoked Sheet 100 100 100
Reogen 2 2 2
Stearic Acid Ill
Petrolatum 2 2 2
Sunproof 2 2 2
AgeRite Powder Ill
Zinc Oxide 5 6 5
P-33 75 75 75
HMF Black — 10 30
Sulfur 2.75 2.75 2.75
Altax 1-25 1.25 1.25
Methyl Zimate 0.125 0.125 0.125

192.125 202.125 222.125
Specific Gravity -IJ9 1*1 J-*5

LABORATORY PRESS CUBE
5 Min. at 307 F. (153 C.)

Stress at 300% 880 1260 1800
Tensile Strength 2880 2670 2380
% Elongation 590 560 430
Shore Hardness 55 61 "0
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Extruded Goods Compounds (Cont.)

WHITE CHANNEL AND TUBING
M-tt SHORE 70-75 SHORE

100 100
2 2
1 1
S 3
2 2
0.5 0.5
5 5
10 10
45 —
85 150

2.75 2.75
1.25 1.25
0.125 0.125

227.625 257.625 277.625
Specific Gravity 140 147 1.53

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
15 Min. at 307 F. (153 C.)

Stress at 300% 640 1120 —
Tensile Strength 1350 1440 1090
% Elongation 550 370 240
Shore Hardness 51 60 70

50-55 SHORE
Pale Crepe 100
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 1
Petrolatum 3
Sunproof 2
AgeRite Alba 0.5
Zinc Oxide 5
Rayox LW 10
McNamee Clay —
Dixie Clay 50
Whiting (Water Ground) 50
Sulfur 2.75
Altax 1.25Methyl Zimate 0.125

Rubber-Covered-Roll Compounds

SUCTION PRESS ROLL
(Base Compound)

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 6
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite Hipab 1.25
Zinc Oxide 100
Lime 3.5
MPC Black 2
Dixie Clay 25

238.75
Sulfur is added to this compound in amounts of 8-25 parts or more

to obtain the desired hardness.



Rubber-Covered-Roll Compounds (Cont.)

HARD RUBBER BASE STOCK
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 2.5
Heavy Calcined Magnesia 2.25
Pyrax 70
Sulfur 50
Tuads 1.5

226.25
Specific Gravity 140

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
120 Min. at 280 F. (138 C.)

Shore Hardness 97

SOFT COUCH ROLL
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 2.25
AgeRite Powder 1
AgeRite White 1
Zinc Oxide 1
Sulfur 6.5

111.75
Specific Gravity 0.96

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
4 Hours at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 130
Tensile Strength 1270
% Elongation 790
Shore Hardness 33

TABLE ROLL COVER
(Also Size Roll)

Smoked Sheet 100
Light Calcined Magnesia 0.25
Sulfur 30
Tuads 1.25

181.50
Specific Gravity 1j06

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
120 Min. at 285 F. (141 C)

Shore Hardness 98
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Rubber-Covered-Roll Compounds (Cont.)

SIZE AND WAX ROLL
Smoked Sheet 100
Reooen 7.5
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite Hipar 1
Zinc Oxide 82.5
Lime 4
Lithopone 82.5

278.5
The amount of sulfur to be added varies with the hardness desired.

Rubber Tile Compounds

GR-S TILE
GR-S 50 100
Reogen 5
Ceresin Wax 1
Burgundy Pitch 5
Cumar MH 20
AgeRite Stalite 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Heavy Calc. Magnesia 15
Dixie Clay 80
Calcium Silicate 20
Whiting (Water Ground) 80
Asbestine 80
Rayox 20
Sulfur 15
Altax 1.5Methyl Tuads 0.5

449.0
Specific Gravity 1.76

laboratory press cure
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Stress at 100% 800
Tensile Strength 935
% Elongation 175
Shore Hardness 91
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NATURAL RUBBER TILE
Pale Crepe 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid L6
AgeRite Alba 0.5
Zinc Oxide 10
McNamee Clay 275
Whiting (Water Ground) 50
Rayox 25
Sulfur 4
Altax 1.5Methyl Tuads 0.15

468.65
Specific Gravity 1.90

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 307 F. (153 C)

Tensile Strength 855
% Elongation 60
Shore Hardness 91
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COMPOUNDS OF GRADUATED HARDNESS

On the succeeding pages are listed several series of compounds of
natural rubber and GR-S. They are designed to be used as base com
pounds for the development of a variety of molded and mechanical goods
items.

There are six different types of compounds shown:

Natural Rubber—Black
Natural Rubber1—with Reclaim
Natural Rubber—White
GR-S— Black
GR-S— with Reclaim
Natural Rubber and GR-S Blends

The stocks in each series are arranged in order of increasing hard
ness. Tensile properties, hardness, and other appropriate physical prop
erties are shown for several cures.
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER— BLACK

Smoked Sheet
Reogem
Stearic AcidAgeRitk Ruin D..
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltaiMethyl ZimateTellot
Plastooen ..
MPC Black
P-»»

Specific Gravity (Cole.)-

20-25 80-35 40-45 50-55
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

100 100 100 100
1 1 1 I
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
5 1 1 ■
0.TI 0.T5 0.75 0.T5
1 1 1 1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

11 "l
—

1 30— — 50 60

132.35 112.35 161.85 191.86

tss 0.97 1.20

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
STB S T E STB STBPRESS CURES AT

2(0 F. (14* C.)
5 Mln.
10 M
15 "
10 "
80 "

Uncured

60 630 810
60 620 800

Uncured
60 270 560
100 1970 780
120 2240 780
125 2290 780

840 3000 780 Slightly Cured
410 3060 700 600 1570 610
440 8140 700
430 3190 700
430 3050 680

890 2430 600
990 2580 690
970 2640 580

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

80 Mm. 21 224
22 222

31 168
31 172

41 128
41 181

51 90
52 91

80 Min.
40 "

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

65
66

69
68

65
64

62
51

80 Min.
40 "

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

33 22
'1
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER— BLACK

Smoked Sheet .
Rioceh
Stearic Acid .AgkRiti Ruin D_
Zinc Oxide
SulfurAltai
MlTHYL ZlHATX .Txixoy

MPC
P-8S

Specific Gravity (Calc.)-

SHORE
100I
1
1I
0.76
1
0.1
0.8

so
50

211.85

XJ4

70-75
SHORE
100I
1
1I
0.75
1
0.1
0.5

251.85

1.30

80-85
SHORE
100

.71

71
120

806.35

1.37

»0-95
SHORE
100

.75

100
120

1.40

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

S T E STB STB STBPRESS CURES AT
290 F. (148 C.)
6 Mln.
10 "
IS "
20 "
80 "

■Slightly Cured
_ 680 1440 640
.1100 1920 610
_1270 2030 480
_ 1830 2160 480

680 790 480
1820 1580 390
1690 1870 370
1730 2020 360
1880 1970 850

— 1030 260— 1670 260— 1760 260— 1810 240— 1780 220

— 930 220— 1890 220— 1410 210— 1490 200— 1480 170

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

80 Mln. ...
40 " -.

61
61

67
71

72
74

34
30

83 16
84 16

92
93

80 Min.
40 "

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

37
40

33
32

84
24

21
22

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

71
73

61
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER—WITH RECLAIM
20-25 80-35 40-45 50-55
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

Smoked Sheet — — 50 50 50 60
Reclaim (Whole Tire).... M 94 M M
Reogem 5 E ( 5
Stearic Add . .._ 1 1 1 1AgeRite Stalitx 1 1 1 1
Zinc Oxide 3 S t 3
Sulfur 2.E 2.5 2.6 2.5Altai 1 1 1 1
MZTHYT. ZlHATE 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Plastogen 40 u It
P-SS . — — — 20

107.6 182.6 167.6 177.6

Specific Gravity (Cole.)- 1.01 1.03 1.06 1.13

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)--% ELONGATION (E)
PRESS CURES AT
290 F. (MS C.) S T E S T E S T E STB
6 Min. 170 775 660 245 1135 670 870 1485 650 530 1860 680
10 " 250 700 665 820 1185 610 450 1880 596 610 1820 600
15 " - 270 685 545 815 1080 560 450 1326 565 605 1795 690
20 " 250 600 626 340 895 660 455 1285 560 605 1740 680
80 " 280 420 460 286 865 655 425 1115 536 685 1660 580

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

15 Min __ 27 178 31 148 41 120 51 85
20 " 27 170 31 160 41 121 51 87

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

15 Min 64 62 68 68
20 " 64 62 66 58

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

15 Min 70 64 61 60
20 " 61 68 54 49
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER—WITH RECLAIM

Smoked Sheet
Reclaim (Whole Tire)
Reogen
Stearic AcidAgeRite Stalitx
Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
AltaxMethyl Zimato
MFC
P-3J

Specific Gravity (Cole.)-

60-65 70-75 80-85 90-95
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

BO 60 50 50
94 94 94 94
5 5 5 5
1 I 1 1
1 1 1 1
8 s 8 3
2.S 2.5 2.5 2.5
1 1 1 1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

15 25 40 70
30 60 100 140

202.6 242.6 297.6 S67.6

US 1.26 1.33 1.37

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (£?)

S T E S T E S T E S T E
PRESS CURES AT
290 F. (143 C.)
5 Min.
10 "
15 "
20 "
30 "

650 1840 615
740 1810 575
770 1830 565
790 1796 560
760 1690 545

885 1510 500
1085 1490 455
1075 1535 450
1070 1425 420
1070 1455 446

1005 1150 410
1095 1215 870
1150 1150 805
1200 1215 830
1165 1205 320

— 1070 230— 1120 185— 1125 160— 1190 165— 1150 160

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

15 Min.
20 " 61

61
65
68

71
73

42
42

81 80
SI 81

91 21
91 20

15 Min.
20 "

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

40
40

32
82

26
25

21
21

15 Min.

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

60
51

63
66

66
60

73
66
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER—WHITE

Pale Crepe
Reogen
Stearic Acid .
AceRiti Alba .
Zinc OxideHay i
Methyl Tuads
Tello y

Plastogbn .
Dixie Clay .

Specific Gravity (Cole.)-

20-25 J0-J5 40-45 50-55
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE
100 100 100 100
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
5 5 5 6
20 20 20 20
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
o.zs 0.25 0.26 0.26
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

u It— 10 20 100

166.75 151.75 161.75 231.76

1.03 Ut tJt 1.45

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

S T E S T E STB STBPRESS CURES AT
290 F. (141 C.)
5 MIn.
10 "
15 "
20 "
80 "

Uncured
40 340 805
77 1110 790
90 1095 750
100 1246 860

Slightly Cured
150 1476 710
225 2180 726
240 2210 715
246 2820 710

Slightly Cured
405 2790 675
470 8110 675
470 2910 655
486 1120 660

405 790 500
1095 1880 470
1175 1940 456
1146 1860 450
1115 1940 460

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

15 MIn.
20 ••
25 " 21 222

21 215
31 164
31 15S

41 120
41 118

50 98
50 100

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

15
20
25

67
68

64
54

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER—WHITE

Pale Crepe
Reogen
Stearic AddAgeRite Alia .
Zinc OxideRayoz .
Sulfur _Altaimethyl tuadsTellot
Plastocin .
Dixie Clay .

60-65 70-75 80-85 n-M
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE
100 100 100 100
1 1 1 t
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
5 1 6 ■
20 20 20 to
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0.15 0.25 0.25 0.26
0.S 0.5 0.1

1 f
100 100 100 100
15 55 60 90

246.75 266.75 296.75 826.75

Specific Gravity (Catc.)^ IAS 1.51 1.53 1.56

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
PRESS CURES AT
290 F. (143 C.) S T E STB STB STB
5 Min. 1110 1715 425 870 1146 425 825 916 845 — 930 265
10 " 1125 1610 440 915 1195 416 835 900 886 — 830 240
15 " 905 1620 455 876 1135 415 886 865 850 — 765 260
20 " 886 1446 450 860 1110 415 745 850 870 — 705 255
80 " _ 870 1370 445 805 1016 416 715 800 865 — 605 245

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

16 Mln 62 81 70 65 80 42 99 20
20 " - _ 63 81 71 64 80 89 95 18

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

15 Min. 47 44 89 81
20 " 48 44 88 81

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

16 Mln.
20 " 66

65
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

GR-S— BLACK
20-25 30-25 40-45 50-55
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

GR-S _ 100 100 100 100
Reogen _ _ 5 I 5 t
AgeRite Stalite _ 2 2 2 2
Zinc Oxide 5 5 5 5
Sulfur „ _ 2 t 2 2
Altax _ 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5
CUMATE 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Plastogen _ 40 25 10 —
MPC Black — It
HMF Blsck II I 20 —
P-33 .._ _ 20 30 30 20

205.6 190.6 176.6 165.6

Specific Gravity (Cole). 1.06 1.09 1.12 1.14

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
PRESS CURES AT
307 F. (153 C.) S T E S T E S T E S T E
6 Min Uncured Uncured Slightly Cured Slightly Cured
10 " 100 760 860 140 1000 900 220 1230 800 660 1910 600
15 " 160 790 660 280 1010 760 870 1280 620 940 1950 600
20 " _ 186 770 690 270 920 640 470 1160 490 1070 1860 450
80 " 280 770 560 880 910 570 660 1150 490 1180 1830 420

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

25 Min 23 205 31 162 41 115
80 " _ 24 204 32 168 42 112

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

25 Min 40 63 58 62
SO " _ _. 60 58 53 52

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

25 Min 48 87 82 25
80 " _ 87 82 27 20
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

GR-S— BLACK

GR-S _
Reogen
AgeRite Staliti
Zinc Oxide
Sulfur _
Altax
CUMATE

Plastocbn
MPC Black _
HMF Black
P-JS _

Specific Gravity (Cole.)-

60-65 70-75 80-85 90-95
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE
100 100 ioo 100
s E I 5
2 2 2 2
5 5 6 5
2 2 2 2
1.5 1.8 1.5 1.5
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1_ 8 5
5 > 60 75 75

40— 40 120 80

165.6 215.6 318.6 815.6

1.14 1.25 1.36 Ui
STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

S T E S T E
PRESS CURES AT
107 F. (15S C.)
6 Min.
10 "
15 "
20 "
30 "

■Slightly Cured
_ 950 2780 690
..1350 2800 490
-1550 2780 440
_1775 2770 400

420 810 670
1840 2180 390
2280 2420 330— 2820 290— 2420 260

S T E
1160 1240 360— 1640 220— 1770 190— 1880 170— 1840 150

S T E
— 1510 170— 1680 180— 1610 120— 1680 90— 1530 80

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

25 Min.
80 " 61 56

62 64
72 81
73 32

83 18
84 18

91 11
92 10

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

25 Min.
20 " 47

47
38
38

29
29

27
28

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

25 Min.
80 " 25

20
25
21

29
25

21
18
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

GR-S—WITH RECLAIM
20-25
SHORE

GR-S ■60
Reclaim (Whole Tire).... 94
Reogek .. 3
Stearic Acid - ~ 1
AgeRite Stalite _. 2

5
Sulfur .. 2.5Altai — 1.25Methyl Zimate 0.15

Plastogen _ 60
P-83 , —

218.90

Specific Gravity (.Cole). 1.01

SHORE
50
94
8
1
2
5
2.5
1.25
0.16

228.90

1.10

40-46
SHORE

50
94
8
1
2
6
2.5
1.25
0.16

10
40

218.90

1.15

SHORE
60
94
8
1
2
5
2.5
1.25
0.15

5
40

203.90

1.18

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
PRESS CURES AT
807 P. (15J C.) STB S T E STB STB
5 Mln. ISO 160 380 270 840 880 895 685 480 610 980 460
10 " 180 160 860 270 840 880 425 640 485 620 990 460
16 " 180 160 360 260 840 880 480 686 435 620 990 470
20 " _ 180 160 370 230 840 420 42S 630 436 610 980 470
80 " „ 120 160 890 220 840 400 410 620 446 600 980 480

20 Mln.
25 "

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

22 218 32 157 42 114
21 215 32 160 42 118

52 78
52 78

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

20 Mln. 64
58

68
58

62
62

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

20
25

67
51

54
60

42
88
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

GR-S—WITH RECLAIM

GR-S
Reclaim (Whole Tire)....Reogen ,
Stearic AcidAgeRiti Stalite _.
Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
AtTAXMethyl Zuiate
MPC
P-M

60-65 70-7S 80-85 90-95
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

50 50 60 50
94 94 94 94
8 8 S 8
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
6 5 5 5
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
1.2E 1.25 1.25 1.26
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

20 SO (0 70
30 10 40 100

208.90 218.90 258.90 828.90

1.22 1.23 1.30 1.37Specific Gravity (Calc.)-

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
PRESS CURES AT
S07 F. (153 C.) S T E S T E STB STB
6 Min 1086 1445 420 1420 1940 420 1570 1670 800 — 1840 170
10 " 1085 1485 400 1600 1940 880 — 1650 260 — 1890 140
15 " 1085 1390 890 1670 1975 370 — 1690 240 — 1410 180
20 " _1085 1886 885 1670 1960 865 — 1600 240 — 1420 180
80 " _1070 1420 886 1630 1960 855 — 1550 220 — 1890 110

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

20 Min. 62 55 72 84 82 22 91 18
25 " 62 64 72 88 82 21 91 12

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

20 Min. 42 82 27 22
26 *' 42 82 27 22

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

20 Min. 36 87 40 87
25 " 88 38 87 86
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER AND GR-S BLENDS

Smoked Sheet .
GR-S
Reogen
Stearic Acid
AceRite Stalite
Zinc Oxide

AltaxMethyl Zimate
Plastogbn
MFC Black ...
P-S3

Specific Gravity (Cole.)..

20-25 30-35 40-45 50-55
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

60 SO 60 50
60 50 60 60
3 8 S 3
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
5 5 6 5
2.6 2.5 2.6 2.5
1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6
0.15 0.16 0.15 0.15

40 10 —
M

— — 20
n
20

154.15 124.16 184.16 164.15

0.94 0.97 1.05 1.11

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

STB S T E STB STBPRESS CURES AT
307 F. (153 C.)
6 Min _ Uncured Uncured Slightly Cured Uncured
10 " „ _ •' Slightly Cured 400 1160 620 BIO 2380 700
16 " _ _ " 140 880 860 480 1110 890 740 2440 690
20 " 80 650 860 180 880 600 620 1030 860 870 2120 610
80 " 100 660 680 180 810 440 660 950 850 950 1980 440

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

26 Min.
80 "
40 " 22 230

22 218

33 160
33 162

44 108
44 105

53 76
53 74

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

30
40

65
66

69
69

68
68

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B
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Compounds of Graduated Hardness

NATURAL RUBBER AND GR-S BLENDS

Smoked Sheet
GR-S
Reoceic
Stearic Acid
AceRite Stalite
Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
Altax .Methyl Zimate ..

MPC Black
P-3S

Specific Gravity (CoJc.)_

60-65 70-75 80-85 90-95
SHORE SHORE SHORE SHORE

50 50 SO 50
50 50 60 60
8 8 8 8
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
5 5 6 6
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

50 50 60 100
10 40 70 80

174.15 204.16 244.15 294.15

1.16 1.23 1.30 1.36

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
PRESS CURES AT
807 F. (158 C.)
5 MIn.
10 "
15 "
20 "
80 "

S T E
-Slightly Cared
...1240 2880 560
...1670 2600 430
...1X50 2650 380
...2100 2540 340

STB
980 1810 680
1970 2040 820— 2070 280— 1980 250— 1760 220

T E
• 1720 270
• 1890 210
1780 160
• 1710 140
• 1560 130

STB
— 1800 260— 1440 230— 1510 160— 1580 110— 1580 90

SHORE AND A.S.T.M. HARDNESS
Taken on A.S.T.M. Compression Set Buttons

25 Min.
SO " 64 46

65 46
73 35
73 85

83 22
83 22

93 9
94 9

IMPACT RESILIENCE
% Energy Regained

25 Min.
80 " 44

89
39

81
31

26
26

% COMPRESSION SET
A.S.T.M. Method B

so

24
24
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COMPOUNDING FOR INSULATED
WIRE AND CABLES

Compounding rubber for the manufacture of insulated wire and cables
covers almost the entire range of compounding possibilities. Compounds
may be divided into two general classifications; namely, insulations and
protective coverings. This classification is fairly definite though there
are some instances where one compound is used for both purposes.
Insulation compounds are those which are used next to the conductor
for their electrical properties. Rubber or rubberlike coverings for the
purpose of external protection are known as jackets or sheaths.

Insulation
Compounds for electrical insulating purposes may vary considerably

in their physical and electrical characteristics depending upon the ser
vice to which they are to be put. Natural rubber, GR-S, GR-I, and some
types of plastics are used to make insulating compounds. Properties for
which insulations are commonly tested include:

light aging
The compounding materials used must therefore be considered for

their effects on both physical and electrical properties. The exact re
quirements of any particular compound are determined by the specifi
cations to be met. Since the electrical characteristics imparted by
loading materials vary widely, a special table has been prepared
(page 214) showing the effect of a number of commonly used fillers.
This table also includes permanent set and moisture absorption data.

Protective Coverings

Most insulated wire or cable is subjected to deleterious influences
which necessitate the use of a protective covering over the insulation.
Some of these influences are abrasion, moisture, heat, fire, sunlight,
ozone, oil, and chemicals. Numerous types of coverings are used such
as braids, and lead sheath, but there has been a definite inclination
toward the use of rubberlike compounds (jackets) to replace other
types of coverings. Compounds of natural rubber, most synthetic rub
bers, or plastics may be used for protective coverings. Each of these
materials has its particular field of usefulness.

PROPERTIES OF FINISHED COMPOUNDS

Physical
modulus
tensile strength
elongation
permanent set
mechanical water absorption
heat aging

Electrical
dielectric strength
insulation resistance
capacitance
power factor
corona or ozone resistance
electrical water absorption
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In general, the following applications are the most common?
1—Neoprene jackets are used for heavy duty service where oil, heat,

abrasion, light, and flame resistance are required.
2—GR-S and natural rubber are preferred for jacketed flexible cords

such as SJ.
3—For resistance to oil under extreme conditions, Buna N compounds

are considered best.

PROPERTIES OF UNVULCANIZED COMPOUNDS
The properties of the unvulcanized compounds determine the ease

with which they may be handled in the factory as well as the quality
of the finished goods with regard to appearance and dimensions. Since
wire compounds are designed to meet definite specifications with regard
to properties and dimensions, it is often necesary to suit the methods
of processing and curing to the compound rather than to adjust the
compound to fit a predetermined plan for processing.
Insofar as they can be adjusted without sacrifice of specified finished

properties, compounds should be made plastic enough for smooth tubing
or calendering but sufficiently nonplastic to avoid flowing out of shape
during cure. They should be as inactive as possible with regard to cure
at processing temperatures yet should cure rapidly when vulcanization
temperatures are reached. Compounds should also have a long curing
range to prevent variations in state of cure throughout a length of wire
or cable or, in the case of continuous cure, throughout the compound
at any point in the system.
Common troubles which may be the result of improper compounding

are poor dispersion, scorching, blistering, porosity, and distortion.
Changes in the compound may correct them in some cases; adjustment
of processing techniques in others.

MIXING
Wire insulation and jacket compounds are mixed on an open mill or

in a Banbury. Three points are to be emphasized in this operation:
1—The dispersion of pigments and other ingredients must be as near

perfect as possible in order to insure electrical uniformity in the
finished goods.

2—All insulation stocks and some jacket stocks should be strained after
mixing to remove all traces of foreign matter.

3—Because of the high amounts of accelerators used, particularly in
C.V. compounds, either the sulfur or the accelerator should be with
held from the mixed stock until it reaches the warm-up mill.

PROCESSING AND VULCANIZATION
Insulation and jacket compounds are almost invariably applied to

wire or cable by one of three processes:
1—extrusion (conventional tubing and continuous vulcanization)
2—calendered strip application
3— latex dipping
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The types of vulcanization used are specific for each method of appli
cation and are included therefore with the discussion of each process.

Extrusion
The extrusion of insulations and jackets is usually done in a cross-

head tuber. This machine may be used in the conventional manner to
produce goods which are later vulcanized in an open steam vulcanizer or
it may be part of a continuous vulcanizing set up in which the covered
wire is extruded and vulcanized in one operation.
In either type of extrusion, the rubber is carried by the tuber worm

to the cross head and then making a right angle turn is forced out
around the wire or cable through the annular space between the leader
and the die. The leader holds the wire or cable in a central position and
the die controls the outside diameter of the rubber compound. Because
of the right angle turn made by the rubber there is considerable resist
ance to flow and a tendency to form dead spots, consequently the design
of the head is of great importance with regard to prevention of scorch
in the tuber. Stocks must be extremely free from scorching tendency.
They usually may be made so by proper acceleration and by the use
of plasticizers forminimum heat generation.

Conventional Tubing
In this case, the wire is extruded from the tuber into a pan or onto a

reel. Often the covered wire is run through a cooling bath to stiffen the
compound and minimize flattening in the pan or on the reel. This is
particularly necessary with large sizes. When a pan is used to receive
the coiled wire, it should contain a bed of soapstone or talc to prevent
sticking of adjacent coils and further to prevent flattening. When run
on a reel, the extruded wire should be coated with a material such as
Vanfre to prevent the sticking of one coil to another. Large sizes which
are coiled on a reel may be taped before coiling to prevent sticking
and distortion.
Insulated cable, or jackets extruded by the conventional method, are

usually cured in open steam vulcanizers. The pans or reels containing
the cable are placed in the vulcanizer on racks or trucks and cured at
pressures varying from 30 to 45 psi steam pressure. The rate of rise,
the time at maximum pressure, and the blow off, will vary with the type
and size of cable being cured. In general, to prevent blistering and
porosity, sudden pressure changes should be avoided throughout the
entire curing cycle. Extreme care with regard to this is required when
curing large sizes, cables with stranded conductors, and oil base insula
tions containing Tysonite.
If the wire or cable is to be cured in a lead jacket, the coiled reel is

taken from the tuber to the lead press where a layer of lead is extruded
over the surface. The leaded cable is then coiled and cured on the reel
in an open steam vulcanizer. After cooling, the lead jacket is stripped
off. The prevention of adhesion between the lead and the rubber jacket
after cure necessitates the application of a releasing agent to the cable
prior to the application of the lead. Vanfre is a liquid releasing agent
developed for this purpose. It does an efficient job of releasing and at
the same time produces a smooth clean surface without discoloration.
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Continuous Vulcanization
This differs from conventional tubing in that the covered wire is run

from the tuber directly into a tube containing steam at high pressure
and out through a seal after it is completely vulcanized. In a modifica
tion of this, the wire enters the vulcanizing chamber through a water
seal which prevents the escape of steam. Steam pressures of 175 to 250
lbs. are commonly used. The curing tube may vary from 100 to 200 feet
in length; 150 feet is a commonly used length. When the wire leaves
the curing chamber it may be run through a water cooling spray or
directly into a second section of tube filled with cold water under pres
sure. The latter method is very useful to prevent blistering of jackets
or insulations tubed on stranded conductors.
Compounds to be extruded in the C.V. machine must be plasticized

for high speed extrusion. This may be safely done since there is less
chance of flattening than in the case of conventional extrusion.
Tubing speeds used vary with the type and size of product as well as

with the compound.
Curing is done in a matter of seconds. The compound must therefore

be capable of high speed vulcanization at high temperatures (10 seconds
at 200 lbs. is common) yet for handling on the warm-up mill and in the
high speed tuber it must be free from scorching.

Strip Process
There are numerous varieties of this process in which calendered

strips of uncured compound are applied to the wire or cable. Compounds
are, of necessity, drier and firmer than those used for extrusion but
they must always be cable of knitting to themselves when applied in
multiple layers. They must also be capable of repeated milling and
calendering and able to undergo long periods of storage without pre-
curing.
Vulcanization of products made by the strip process may be accom

plished by any of the methods described for conventional tubing. A
modification of the lead press method of vulcanization is the application
of a metallic tin strip on the strip insulating machine.

Latex Dipping Process
The application of insulation and jackets to wire may also be done

by dipping the wire into compounded latex or water dispersions of
various types of rubber or plastic compounds. Drying and vulcanization
is usually accomplished in some form of lacquer tower.

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS
Compounding materials used in the formulation of insulating com

pounds must be considered for their effect on not only the processing
and physical properties but also the electrical properties. Jacket com
pounds are developed chiefly for processing and physical properties.

Natural Rubber
Smoked sheet is the most widely used type of natural rubber and is

entirely satisfactory for most uses. South American para rubber is used
to some extent but, because of the additional cost of washing and drying,
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it is more expensive and is used only for the highest grade wire and
cable. Pale crepe is used where bright colors are desired. Some grades
of pale crepe are advantageous for high resistance to moisture absorp
tion. Purified rubber is being used extensively for low moisture absorb
ing compounds.

Synthetic Rubbers
GR-S, GR-M, GR-I, and Buna N synthetic rubbers are used for certain

types of wire insulation and jackets.
GR-S is used largely for insulations and medium grade Jackets of the

type used on flexible cords. Those types of GR-S having low water
solubles and smooth processing characteristics are preferred.
GR-M is widely used for heavy duty jackets.
GR-I and Buna N rubbers have limited application for special purpose

compounds.

Reclaimed Rubbers
Reclaimed natural rubber is used for wire and cable usually in con

junction with crude natural rubber and mineral rubber to produce an
inexpensive, low-gravity compound. Usually the reclaim is an acid-
process whole-tire type though other types together with this type may
be used to alter processing characteristics. The ratio of reclaim to rub
ber in competitive items may vary with the current market price of
reclaims and natural rubber.
Reclaimed GR-S may be used in place of natural rubber reclaim with

slight adjustment of acceleration in the compound. Blends of GR-S
with reclaimed GR-S produce very smooth-extruding compounds.

Vulcanizing Agents
Sulfur and sulfur-bearing chemical compounds such as TOADS, Sele-

nac, and Tellubac are the principle vulcanizing agents. Low sulfur is
highly desirable in some compounds because it provides better aging
and heat resistance than normal or high sulfur, and because it has less
tendency to corrode copper. For many applications, normal sulfur com
pounds are entirely adequate.
Telloy and Vandex are classified as secondary vulcanizing agents.

They are used extensively as adjuncts to sulfur for improved tensile
properties and greater resistance to aging. Telloy in low sulfur or
sulfurless natural rubber compounds greatly improves heat resistance.
Vandex in either natural rubber or GR-S cable jacket provides high
modulus and "snap."

Accelerators
Accelerators must be chosen first, for the physical properties desired

in the cured goods and second, for their processing characteristics. Phy
sical properties may be controlled by the amount of sulfur and the ratio
of accelerators used. Processing characteristics are largely dependent
upon the individual nature of the accelerators.
As a rule, GR-S compounds require 2 to 3 times the amount of accel

erator necessary in natural rubber compounds and it is somewhat more
difficult to disperse accelerators in GR-S than in natural rubber.
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For vulcanizer cures, either Altax or Captax activated with smaller
amounts of ultra-accelerators such as Methyl Zimate or Tuads is desir
able. For continuous vulcanization, equal amounts of Altax or Captax
with Methyl Zimate, Tuads, Selenac, or Ledate are satisfactory.
Altax-Zimate or Altax-Tuads are considered good standard C.V.
accelerations.
For extreme safety from scorch together with satisfactory curing

speeds, Altax-Ledate is recommended. Litharge will strongly activate
Altax- Ledate butwill also increase the scorch rate.
Where high modulus is desired to prevent blistering, particularly in

a jacket stock, Altax-Selenac is recommended. Selenac low sulfur
stocks are suggested for non-discoloring and non-staining compounds.
Where dispersion is a problem, or where dust formation is undesir

able, Rodform accelerators should be used.

Antioxidants
For general use, AgeRite Resin D offers the greatest advantage. It

provides both heat and oxidation resistance in the finished goods and
it is easy to disperse in the compound.
For insulation compounds or any compounds which may be subject

to copper contamination, AgeRite White should be used in addition to
AgeRite Resin D. For general use under such circumstances, 1 per cent
of AgeRite Resin D plus 0.5 per cent AgeRite White is recommended.
For light colored compounds in which staining and discoloration are

objectionable, 0.5 per cent AgeRite Alba in conjunction with Selenac
low-sulfur acceleration is suggested. AgeRite Stalite is, in some cases,
a satisfactory substitute for AgeRite Alba. Next to Alba, Stalite is
the least staining and discoloring of the AgeRites.

Fillers
For jackets, mechanical strength considerations are most important.

Carbon black, P-33, Thermax, fine-particle-size whiting, clay, and zinc
oxide are excellent materials for imparting the desired toughness.
For insulations, the choice of fillers is limited, though for low voltage

distribution most of the commonly used materials are acceptable. The
table on page 214 may be used as a guide in choosing fillers with the
required electrical properties. It will be noticed that few, if any, of the
fillers considered improve the dielectric characteristics of the unloaded
base compound.
While not highly desirable electrically when used in appreciable vol

ume, the mineral fillers serve a number of useful purposes in wire com
pounds. All fillers tend to aid processing. Dixie Clay is excellent in this
respect and adds uncured stiffness which prevents distortion during
cure. Ground or precipitated whitings are good fillers and have relatively
little effect on electricals. Pyrax (talc) has less effect on electricals than
most other mineral fillers.
Carbon black imparts great physical strength to compounds but,

under certain conditions, considerably impairs their electrical proper
ties. P-33 and Thermax have less effect on electrical properties than
channel type blacks.
High loadings of Thermax are frequently used in insulations for low
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voltage distribution; as for example, in code grade building wire.
Standard Thermax is relatively non-staining but, for stocks to be used
against lacquer or enamel, a special non-staining modification is avail
able.

Organic Fillers and Extenders
Hard Hydrocarbon is used in amounts of 5-10 per cent as a process

ing aid for natural rubber. In larger amounts, up to 50 parts on the
rubber, it is a valuable organic filler for code or low S.I.C. compounds.
Both Hard Hydrocarbon and paracoumarone resins are used in GR-S

as extenders. The Hard Hydrocarbon is satisfactory for dark colored
compounds in amounts up to 100 parts on the rubber; the paracou
marone resins are used in light-colored stocks in amounts ranging
from 5 to 25 per cent.

Softeners and Plasticizers
Softeners are generally undesirable in wire compounds though waxes

and oils are frequently necessary to give a compound sufficient wetness
for proper mixing. Bondogen and Reogen are excellent plasticizers
because they allow smooth processing without excessive softness in the
cold uncured stock. They also improve dispersion of fillers and allow
fast uniform mixing. These plasticizers in recommended amounts do
not appreciably affect the cured properties of the compound.

TABLE OF ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF FILLERS
This work was done on natural rubber only, but for practical purposes

it may be assumed that the electrical properties of the various fillers
studied are essentially the same when tested in other types of rubbers.
The base compound chosen was made of a blend of smoked sheet and

pale crepe in an effort to obtain an average rubber. Sufficient base com
pound was made so that all fillers were tested in the same mix. Optimum
cures were chosen from a range of cures. Physical tests were not made
because they are fully covered elsewhere in the book.
Two different volume loadings (25 and 50) of most fillers are shown.

In the case of some materials only the 25 volume loading is shown and,
for Tysonite, 50 and 150 volumes are evaluated. In the case of re
claimed rubber, the crude rubber in the base compound was reduced so
that the loading was 25 and 60 volumes. In this way the comparison was
intended to show crude rubber against rubber hydrocarbon from the
reclaim.
Electrical tests were made after 24 hours immersion in water at 50 C.
Moisture absorption was determined by immersing press cured slabs

0.080 inches x 2 inches x 1 inch in distilled water. The difference between
wet and dry weight was then calculated as milligrams of water ab
sorbed per square inch of surface area. The conditions of immersion
were 7 days at 70 C. At the end of the 7 day period of immersion, the
samples were dried to constant weight in a dessicator and the amount
of material leached out determined. The value appearing in the table
is the absorption corrected for leaching.
Two values for permanent set are given since this information is fre
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quently required and little has been published on it. Two methods were
used.
Method A—The samples were stretched to 200 per cent elongation,

held 2 minutes, and measured 2 minutes after release.
Method B—The samples were stretched to 7B per cent of the prede

termined ultimate elongation, held 2 minutes, and meas
ured 2 minutes after release.

The Insulation Resistance Constant reported in the table was deter
mined on tubular specimens using the formula :

R = KlogD/d
R = Insulation resistance in megohms per 1000 feet.
D = Diameter of the insulation.
d = Diameter of the conductor.
E = Insulation resistance constant of the insulating material.
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REPRESENTATIVE FORMULAS
Insulation Compounds

30% NATURAL RUBBER
INSULATION

(Continuous Cure)
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogek 1
Stearic Acid 0.5
Paraffin 2
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite White 0.5
Zinc Oxide 75
Whiting (Water Ground) .. 75
Dixie Clay 50
Sulfur 2
Captax (or Altax) 0.5Methyl Zimate
(or Ledate) 0.5

S08.0
Specific Gravity 1.75

OPEN STEAM CURE
10 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C)

Stress at 200% 750
Tensile Strength 1800
% Elongation 450

CODE, THIN WALL GR-S
(Continuous Cure)

GR-S 100
BONDOGEN 2
Paraffin 3
Stearic Acid 2
Hard Hydrocarbon 100
AgeRite Resin D 2
AgeRite White 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Litharge 2
Whiting (Water Ground).
Dixie Clay .

Thermax .

Sulfur
AltaxMethyl Zimate .

75
75
100
3
LB
1.5

473.0
Specific Gravity 144

OPEN STEAM CURE
10 Sec. at 888 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 370
Tensile Strength 830
% Elongation 600

30% GR-S INSULATION
(Continuous Cure)

GR-S 100
BONDOGEN 2
Stearic Acid 1
Sunproof 8
Hard Hydrocarbon 85
AgeRite White 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 10
P-33 25
Dixie Clay 50
Whiting (Pptd.) 75
Sulfur 3
Altax 1.5
Ledate 1.5

309.0
Specific Gravity 145

OPEN STEAM CURE
10 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 245
Tensile Strength 1850
% Elongation 730

GR-I INSULATION
(Continuous Cure)

GR-I 100
Polyethylene 20
Stearic Acid 1
Paraffin 5
Zinc Oxide 5
Whiting (Pptd.) 50
Pyrax 60
Lt. Calc. Mag. Oxide 8
Sulfur 3.5
Captax 1.5
Tellubac 8

Specific Gravity
247.0
1.36

OPEN STEAM CURE
60 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 225
Tensile Strength 1250
% Elongation 700
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Insulation Compounds (Cont.)
HEAT RESISTING NATURAL

RUBBER INSULATION
(Pan Cure)

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 0.5
Paraffin 2
AgeRite Resin D 2
AgeRite White 0.5
Zinc Oxide 75
Whiting (Pptd.) 50
Dixie Clay 50
Tuads 1.5
Captax 0.5Methyl Zimate 8Telloy 3

289.0
Specific Gravity 1.70laboratory press cure

45 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)
Stress at 200% 650
Tensile Strength 1900
% Elongation 450

HEAT RESISTING NATURAL
RUBBER INSULATION

(Continuous Cure)
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 0.5
AgeRite Resin D 2
AgeRite White 0.5
Zinc Oxide 75
Whiting (Pptd.) 75
Whiting (Water Ground) .. 25
Selenac 1
Altax 0.5Methyl Zimate 4
Litharge 3

HEAT RESISTING GR-S

284.5
Specific Gravity 1.7%

OPEN STEAM CURE
15 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 425
Tensile Strength 1700
% Elongation 550

INSULATION (WHITE)
(Pan Cure)

GR-S 100
Reogen 8
Stearic Acid 1
Sunproof 8
Coumarone Resin MH 20
AgeRite White 2
Zinc Oxide 50
Rayox 25
Dixie Clay 75
Whiting (Pptd.) 75
Sulfur 0.25
Altax 1
Selenac 4

359.25
Specific Gravity 1.68

OPEN STEAM CURE
45 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 200% 300
Tensile Strength 1400
% Elongation 500

HEAT RESISTING GR-S
INSULATION

(Continuous Cure)
GR-S 65 75
GR-S 60 25
BONDOGEN 1
Stearic Acid 1
Heliozone 2.5
Hard Hydrocarbon 30
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite White 2
Zinc Oxide 25
P-33 25
Whiting (Pptd.) 75
Dixie Clay 50
Litharge 5
Sulfur 0.5
Selenac 1.5Methyl Tuads 8

822.5
Specific Gravity 1.53

OPEN STEAM CURE
20 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 300
Tensile Strength 1200
% Elongation 600
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Insulation Compounds (Cont.)
NON-DISCOLORING

NON-STAINING INSULATION
(Continuous Cure)

Pale Crepe 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 0.5
AoeRite Alba 0.5
Zinc Oxide 50
Dixie Clay 50
Whiting (Pptd.) 75
Rayox 10
Sulfur 0.75
Selenac 1

288.75
Specific Gravity 1.65

OPEN STEAM CURE
10 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 650
Tensile Strength 1900
% Elongation 445

OZONE RESISTING
INSULATION

(Pan or Drum Cure)
Smoked Sheet 100
Stearic Acid 1
Tysonite 200
AoeRite Resin D 1.5
AgeRite White 0.5
Zinc Oxide 4
Dixie Clay 75
Litharge 20
Sulfur 8
Altax 1.5

406.5
Sped fie Gravity ISO

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
45 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 200% 360
Tensile Strength 700
% Elongation 495

WATER RESISTING LOW
S.I.C. INSULATION
(Pan or Drum Cure)

Pale Crepe (or
Deproteinized Rubber).. 100

Stearic Acid 0.5
Hard Hydrocarbon 40
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite White 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Pyrax 15
Sulfur 1
Altax 1.5Methyl Zimate 0.25

165.25
Specific Gravity 1.05

Dielectric Constant 2.80
% Power Factor 1.25

laboratory press cure
45 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 200% 300
Tensile Strength 2500
% Elongation 650
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Jacket Compounds
HEAVY DUTY NATURAL

RUBBER JACKET
(Pan or Reel Cure)

Smoked Sheet ... 100
Reogen ..
Stearic Acid 3
AgeRite Resin D <•••••*•• 2
Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black .. 40
P-33 10

1.5
0.25

165.25
Specific Gravity 1J3

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
30 Min. at 274 F. (134 C.)

Stress at 300% 1500
Tensile Strength 4300
% Elongation 580

MEDIUM GRADE
GR-S JACKET
(Continuous Cure)

GR-S 100
bondogen 2
Reogen 3
Hard Hydrocarbon 80
Stearic Acid 8
Sunproof 8
AgeRite Resin D 1
AgeRite White 1
Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black 47
Theemax 60
Dixie Clay 10
Litharge 2
Sulfur 2
Altax 1.5Methyl Zimate 1.5

262.0
Specific Gravity Mi

OPEN STEAM CURE
10 Sec. at 388 F. (198 C.)

Stress at 200% 700
Tensile Strength 1680
% Elongation 400

HEAVY DUTY GR-M JACKET
(Pan or Reel Cure)

GR-M 100
Altax 1
Stearic Acid 3
Paraffin 5
AgeRite Gel 2
Ex. Lt. Calc. Magnesia 4
P-33 30
MPC Black 40
Zinc Oxide 7

192
Specific Gravity 1 44

OPEN STEAM CURE
80 Min. at 287 F. (142 C.)

Stress at 300% 1360
Tensile Strength 2570
% Elongation 400

GR-M JACKET
(Continuous Cure)

GR-M 100
Stearic Acid 1
Paraffin 3
AgeRite Gel 2
Lt Process Oil 16
Ex. Lt. Calc. Magnesia 4
P-33 30
EPC Black 40
Zinc Oxide 10
Peimalux 0.5

205.5
Specific Gravity 140

OPEN STEAM CURE
20 Sec at 397 F. (203 C.)

Stress at 200% 530
Tensile Strength 2000
% Elongation 560
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COATED FABRICS
The proofing of fabrics is, we believe, the most ancient art of rubber

manufacture, yet until very recently there have been little or no pub
lished data on the subject; probably because it is a processing art and
covers such a multitude of articles utilized in such various fields of
application that it is difficult to treat adequately. Then, too, many
articles require special manufacturing processes which have been devel
oped and held confidential by individual manufacturers.
The technology of coated fabrics has been further complicated in

recent years by the introduction of synthetic rubbers and thermoplastic
resins.
Rather than attempt a survey of the art of proofing, this article will

present a general description of the common methods of proofing,
explain the steps in processing, and show the influence of compounding
materials on both processing and the final properties of the finished
materials.

NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RUBBERS
METHODS OP PROOFING

There are two general methods of rubber proofing fabrics:
1. By the Use of Cements: Liquid latex or rubber cements are applied

by the use of an impregnating bath, squeeze rolls, the conventional
rubber spreader, a coating machine, or a combination or modification
of any or all of these. The quality of the cement may vary from a pure
rubber stock to a highly loaded compound containing only 15 per cent or
less of rubber hydrocarbon. The viscosity of the cement may vary from
a free flowing liquid to a viscous heavy dough, depending on the process
ing machine used, the quality of the cement, and the desired character
istics of the finished product.
2. By the Use of Dry Rubber : This method involves the use of a dry

rubber compound mixed in the ordinary manner and applied by means
of a heavy calender composed of three or more heated steel rolls. These
hot steel rolls masticate and soften the rubber compound and serve to
apply either a friction or skim coating of any desired thickness. The
character and quantity of the coating applied is governed by the setting,
the temperature, and the speed ratio of the rolls. The compound used
may be of relatively high rubber content or a loaded stock; for process
ing reasons a better grade stock is required for calendering than for
spreading.
When a very thin layer of rubber is required, it is usually applied

on a spreading machine. When a heavy coating of rubber is needed the
dry rubber calender method is ordinarily used. However, there are many
instances where either method of application may be used depending on
the product in question and the compound being used.
The dry rubber processing method is employed in the manufacture of

unsupported films such as are required in the fabrication of hospital
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sheeting, baby pants, shower curtains, bathing caps, upholstery, and
other similar items.

PROCESSING
When building a rubber compound, whether it is to be applied as a

cement or as a dry mix, it is necessary not only to produce the correct
physical properties in the finished goods but also to insure easy factory
processing of the unvulcanized compound.
The principle processing operations are: (1) breaking down the rub

ber; (2) mixing the compound; (3) churning and spreading the cement,
or calendering the dry rubber compound; (4) vulcanizing the finished
goods.
L Breakdown : The purpose of the rubber breakdown is to masticate

and soften the raw rubber to the point where mixing and subsequent
processing are possible. It also serves as a means of cross blending to
average out variations in the quality of the rubbers. Either the ordinary
open mill or the Banbury is used.
2. Mixing: The purpose of mixing is to obtain complete incorporation

and thorough dispersion of all the compounding ingredients in the rub
ber. Proper mixing is very important since it helps to give good factory
processing and a uniform finished product. The ordinary open mill or
Banbury mixer may be used.
3. Application of Stock: If the compound is to be used as a cement

it may be churned in any of several different types of cement churns.
The efficiency of the mixer will determine the time required for churn
ing and, to a large extent, the quality of the cement. If the compound
is to be calendered it must be properly warmed up before being fed to
the calender, and the roll temperatures of the calender should be ad
justed to suit the compound in question.
4. Vulcanizing: Curing or vulcanizing is usually accomplished by

festooning the goods in a dry heat chamber under definite conditions of
time and temperature suitable for the particular vulcanizing agent or
agents present in the compound. In many cases it is desirable and
economical to use a fast curing accelerator active at low temperatures.Butyl Eight permits self-curing of the goods in their original rolls and
eliminates the necessity of festooning in a dry heat chamber.

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS
The various compounding materials are considered here as to their

influence on both processing and the finished properties of the vulcan
ized compound.

Types of Rubber
Crude Rubber: The bulk of natural rubber used today is plantation
rubber of which smoked sheet and pale crepe are the best and most
important grades. Either of these may be used for high grade com
pounds. Pale crepe is preferred for white and light colored goods since
it has less natural color than other grades.
Synthetic Rubbers : There are many types and grades of synthetic rub
bers suitable for use in proofing compounds. The choice of a particular
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rubber will depend upon its application and the particular properties
required of the compound.
Reclaims : Reclaimed rubber is a vulcanizable plastic made by the con
version of selected scrap rubber articles. Various grades of both natural
and synthetic reclaims are available. Reclaims may be compounded
alone or with new rubber and the resulting product will depend largely
upon the amount and type of reclaim used.

Vulcanizing Agents
Sulfur: Sulfur is the essential vulcanizing agent and may be either
elementary or in some combined form which yields sulfur when heated
with rubber. There is no positive rule governing the amount of sulfur
to be used since the dosage depends largely upon the type and amount
of accelerator present. However, low sulfur ratios usually result in
better aging compounds with greater resistance to heat.
Tuads: Tuads contains available sulfur in such a form that 2-5 per cent
Tuads on the rubber is sufficient to promote vulcanization under normal
curing conditions without the presence of sulfur in any other form. A
common dry heat cure for a Tuads cured compound is 60 minutes rise
to 250 F. plus 90 minutes at 250 F. The resulting products are the most
resistant to deterioration from age and heat of any known soft rubber
compounds. Usually 0.5 per cent of the secondary vulcanizing agentTelloy is added to supplement the effect of Tuads.
Selenac: Selenac is a fast curing non-tarnishing accelerator and
vulcanizing agent. Stocks may be cured with Selenac to provide aging
properties comparable to sulfurless Tuads compounds.
Vandex and Telloy: Vandex is used in either natural rubber or GR-S
stocks as a secondary vulcanizing agent to speed the cure, raise modulus,
and to impart good heat aging.
Telloy, as a secondary vulcanizing agent in low sulfur compounds,

is an essential for highest aging quality in natural rubber. It tends to
prevent reversion, imparts a wide curing range, and improves physical
properties both before and after aging.

Accelerators
Choice of the proper acceleration depends on the type of rubber hydro

carbon used, compounding ingredients in the stock, processing condi
tions in the rubber factory, and the ultimate use of the product. It is
axiomatic that synthetic rubbers require about 50 per cent more accel
eration than natural rubber.
Captax, Altax and Rotax: Captax compounds are usually safe process
ing, have good physical properties, and are excellent aging. They are
non-toxic and safe both in handling and in service. The normal amount
of Captax used is 1-2 per cent depending on the compounding ingre
dients and the amount of sulfur present. The dry heat cure for Captax
accelerated compounds is usually a 60 minute rise to 250 F. plus 90
minutes at 250 F. Captax is non-discoloring and in addition to its action
as an accelerator it has a decided antioxidant effect in the cured com
pound. For this reason 1-3 per cent Captax on the rubber is recom
mended for vulcanized white, light-colored, or lacquer-coated rubber
goods from which antioxidants have been omitted.
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Altai cured stocks show the same good aging qualities as those cured
with Captax. Altax is likewise non-toxic and non-discoloring. The dif
ference between Altax and Captax is their rate of cure at processing
and low curing temperatures. Altax is safer processing and requires a
higher vulcanization temperature. The dry heat cure for Altax accel
erated stock is ordinarily a 60 minute rise to 265 F. plus 120 minutes
at 265 F.
In mixtures, Altax and Captax do not activate each other, conse

quently the two may be used together in any proportions necessary to
meet processing conditions, and their combined activity will be propor
tional to the amount of each present.
Rotax is purified Captax and its use is suggested where freedom

from odor is important. In such instances, Zimate should be the sec
ondary accelerator since Rotax-Zimate is free from odor. Rotax is
effective in both natural and synthetic rubber.
Triangular Acceleration: Triangular acceleration, Captax-Altax-
Zimate (or Tuads) is well covered on pages 101-103.
This versatile team permits a wide curing range with flexibility in

rate of cure as well as in ease of processing. Scorching or undercuring
problems may be solved with the combination by varying the proportions
of Captax and Altax. Altax is the safety factor since it has a high
critical temperature.
Tuads: Methyl and Ethyl Tuads may be used as vulcanizing agents
or as primary or secondary accelerators. For an excellent heat-aging
and non-tarnishing stock, Tuads should be used, without sulfur, in the
amount of 2-5 per cent. As a primary accelerator 0.26-1 per cent Tuads
with 1-2 per cent sulfur promotes rapid curing at low temperatures. As
a secondary, with Captax or Altax, 0.25-0.75 per cent Tuads increases
modulus and tensile without danger of scorch.
Methyl Tuads is available in Rodfobm, a new physical form of Tuads

which is dustless and somewhat easier to disperse than the powder.
Zimate : The Zimates are comparable to the Tuads in accelerating power
but are active at slightly lower temperatures, especially when used as
primary accelerators. In low-sulfur super-aging natural rubber stocks,
0.25 per cent Zimate or Tuads together with 0.5 per cent Telloy should
be used. This combination tends to prevent an overcure (softening or
reversion) of the rubber, gives a wider curing range, and contributes
materially to physical properties before and after aging.
Butyl Eight: Butyl Eight is an accelerator specifically designed for
curing goods at normal room, or slightly elevated, temperatures.
Many of the synthetic rubbers, as well as natural rubber, may be so

compounded as to render unnecessary the conventional festoon heater
cure. The use of Butyl Eioht as an accelerator for these self-curing
stocks has gained wide acceptance for both calendered and cement-
spread goods because it increases heater capacity and in many appli
cations makes it possible to eliminate use of the heater entirely.
Butyl Eight may be used for self-curing cement stocks in GR-S,

Buna N and natural rubber. In this application it is important to omit
the Butyl Eight from the compound until the stock is ready to be
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processed. If this procedure is followed the master-stock will keep
indefinitely.
When spread goods are ready to be processed, the necessary quantity

of the master-cement should be drawn off and the required amount ofButyl Eight stirred into it. This final cement should be used within
12 to 24 hours after mixing to avoid all possibility of gelling.
Similarly, when Butyl Eight is to be used in dry rubber compounds,

it should be withheld from the stock during the mixing and then added
on the warm-up mill. Since it is a liquid, Butyl Eight may be incor
porated into the batch more readily if applied on the back roll rather
than on the bank of stock.
A second technique for dry mixing, which is considered safe in some

factories, is to incorporate the Butyl Eight in the master-stock and
omit the sulfur. The sulfur is then added on the warm-up mill in the
form of a masterbatch.
A third method is to make split batches, Butyl Eight in one portion

sulfur in the other, and blend them on the warm-up mill.
In some instances high calender temperatures make it necessary to

add processing aids and cure retarders. Reogen, Plastogen, or Bondo-
GEK, depending on the compound, is suggested as the processing agent;
Altax as the cure retarder. With GR-I stocks it should not be necessary
to use a retarder or a processing aid. Buna N stocks, if properly com
pounded, require no retarder but we do suggest one or more of the above
processing aids.
When calendering Butyl Eight accelerated compounds, the end

strips must not be allowed to run continuously around the roll because
if allowed to do so they will scorch. These strips should be promptly led
back into the feed or returned to the warm-up mill.
If at the end of a calendering, spreading, or impregnating operation

some compound remains, it can be salvaged for future use by diluting
with some unaccelerated stock or by mixing in thoroughly about 0.5
per cent Altax on the rubber hydrocarbon. This precaution is not
necessary with GR-I.
For natural rubber cements, 4 per cent Butyl Eight on the rubber

is recommended with 0.75-1.5 per cent sulfur.
For GR-S and Buna N cements, 6 per cent Butyl Eight on the hydro

carbon is recommended with 2-3 per cent sulfur.
For natural rubber calender stocks, 2-4 per cent Butyl Eight on the

rubber together with 0.25-1 per cent Altax is recommended with
0.75-1.5 per cent sulfur.
For GR-S and Buna N calender stocks, 4-5 per cent Butyl Eight

on the hydrocarbon together with 0.25-1 per cent Altax is recommended
with 2-3 per cent sulfur.
In GR-I stocks, Butyl Eight has proven very effective for heater-

cured calendered or spread goods. 6-10 per cent Butyl Eight with 2-3
per cent sulfur is suggested. Here, too, it is wise to omit the accelerator
from the master stock.
Butyl Eight with a few precautions can be used successfully in both

spread and calendered goods. Its field of application is wide and we
strongly recommend it as a real contribution to the coated fabrics
industry.
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Accelerator Activators
Zinc oxide is the most important material of this class. Without it,

very few accelerators are capable of producing their full effect There
fore it is customary to include 3-5 per cent zinc oxide, based on the
rubber, in all vulcanizing compounds.
Fat acids activate many accelerators and are usually present in small

but variable proportions in raw rubbers. To overcome this variability
and to assist the activation of many accelerators, small percentages
of stearic acid (0.5 to 1 per cent) are commonly added to rubber com
pounds.
Litharge is an activator for certain accelerators such as Captax

and Altax but is a retarder for Tuads and will discolor light goods.
Today its use is very limited.
Magnesia and lime activate certain accelerators and were formerly

used in considerable amounts for this purpose. These materials have
limited application in present day compounding.

Accelerator Retarders
Certain substances have a retarding effect on accelerators and are

advocated as a means of preventing the scorching or pre-curing of
rubber compounds during mixing or calendering. The trouble with
retarders is that some of the efficiency of the accelerator is lost through
their use. The same result usually can be accomplished by the proper
adjustment of acceleration when building the compound.

Antioxidants
AceRite Alba: AgeRite Alba is recommended in both natural and
synthetic rubber compounds for minimum discoloration in white and
light colored goods; particularly where these goods are to be used in
contact with lacquer or exposed to sunlight. It is outstanding in light
colored GR-M stocks for retarding ultraviolet-light discoloration; 0.5-1.5
per cent is the common dosage.
AceRite Stalite: AgeRite Stalite is a free-flowing oil-like liquid,
non-toxic and easily incorporated in natural rubber or synthetics. It is
an excellent all-round antioxidant and, next to AgeRite Alba, is the
least discoloring and staining of the AgeRites. It is best used in the
amount of 0.5-2 per cent on the hydrocarbon.
AgeRite White: AgeRite White is a very strong antioxidant well
suited for resistance to sterilization and is especially adapted to resist
deterioration caused by copper and manganese contamination in natural
rubber and reclaim stocks. It is recommended for resistance to sunlight
checking of colored stocks in which light discoloration is not objection
able. Use 0.25-2 per cent on the rubber hydrocarbon.
In GR-S, AgeRite White has a specific effect as a stabilizer during

high temperature breakdown and, in the finished stock, functions as an
ultraviolet-light inhibitor. In GR-M it tends to reduce stiffening and loss
of drape in cured articles ; 1-2 per cent will serve these purposes.
The use of 0.5 per cent AgeRite Alba with 0.5 per cent AgeRite

White in many light-colored stocks enables the compounder to derive
the benefits of excellent aging without excessive discoloration.
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AceRite Resin D: AgeRite Resin D is an excellent antioxidant for
use in dark colored or black goods. It does not bleed, improves process
ing, stabilizes cured properties during natural aging, and imparts ex
ceptionally good resistance to heat aging. It increases the curing rate
of GR-M stocks. Use 1-2 per cent in natural rubber, reclaim, Buna N,
and GR-M ; 3-5 per cent in GR-S.
AceRite Powder : AgeRite Powder is a good antioxidant for ordinary
purposes and is suggested in black or dark colored goods where staining
and discoloration are not detrimental. Use 1-1.5 per cent in natural
rubber and reclaim ; 0.5-2 per cent in GR-S and GR-M.

Mineral Fillers
Dixie Clay: Dixie Clay is a reinforcing hard clay, dried, ground, and
air-floated. It is white to cream in color. Dixie is widely used for uphol
stery, luggage, and school bag material where its reinforcing and stiffen
ing action are of prime importance. It tends to impart both uncured and
cured firmness to natural, synthetic, and reclaimed rubber stocks. It is
recommended where good abrasion resistance of the finished product
is desired.
McNamee Clay: McNamee Clay is a white soft clay processed in the
same manner as Dixie. It is well suited for such compounds as leather
ette, clothing, double texture, and hospital sheeting where "drapiness"
and "good hand" are required in the finished goods. This effect is ob
tained in compounds of all rubbers but the effect of McNamee on other
properties such as modulus and elongation differs considerably with the
type of rubber in which it is used.
Whiting: Whiting in natural rubber compounds, kills nerve, activates
the cure, and aids processing. In synthetics it may be used with Dixie
or McNamee Clays in varying proportions to yield stocks with good
processing characteristics and adequate physical properties.

Thennatomic Carbons
Thermax and P-33: Thermax is a medium thermal carbon. It is non-
staining and non-bleeding and does not retard the cure. It may be used
in very high loadings without causing boardiness.
P-S3 is a soft reinforcing carbon which imparts high tensile, tear

and elongation to cured stocks. It is exceptionally effective in compound
ing for high abrasion resistance.
Both Thermax and P-33 are well suited for black compounds of

natural or synthetic rubber accelerated with Butyl Eight.
Processing Agents

Good plasticizers and softeners such as Bondogen, Reogen, and
Plastogen in the proper balance are valuable aids in processing. They
improve dispersion of the compounding ingredients, save time and
power, improve the manufacturing quality of rubber compounds, and
often prevent loss from scorching by lowering the working temperature
of the compound.
Bondocen: Bondogen is intended as a breakdown aid. Its use results in
reduced viscosity and improved uniformity of stocks compounded for
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either spreader or calender work. The effect of Bondogen is pronounced
in factory production of natural, synthetic, and reclaimed rubber com
pounds.
For dry compounding, 0.5-1 per cent Bondogen is recommended in

natural rubber, and 2 per cent in reclaim, GR-S, Buna N, and GR-M
stocks. It should be added to the hydrocarbon in the Banbury or on the
mill before mixing the compound.
For cements, Bondogen is preferably milled into the rubber as

described above, though it may be added to the naphtha before the
stock is put into the churn. If the latter procedure is followed, 0.1-0.8
per cent by volume on the total volume of naphtha is recommended in
natural rubber, and 1.5-2 per cent in GR-S, Buna N, GR-M and reclaims.
The very strong plasticizing effect of Bondogen on the rubbers elimi
nates ropiness and reduces the viscosity of the cement; or allows con
siderably higher solids at the same viscosity. This action of Bondogen
is greater in cements of higher hydrocarbon content.
Reogen: Reogen is a plasticizing agent for natural, synthetic and re
claimed rubbers. It promotes a better and quicker breakdown and a
more complete dispersion of the compounding ingredients. Reogen is
also particularly efficient for overcoming processing troubles on the
calender and becomes effective at reasonably low processing tempera
tures. Reogen is recommended in amounts of 1-3 per cent for natural
rubber stocks and 5-10 per cent for synthetic and reclaimed rubber
stocks. Reogen may be used effectively in combination with Bondogen.
Reogen in recommended amounts does not greatly affect the hardness

or other physical properties of the finished goods.
Plastogen: Plastogen is a softener as well as a plasticizing agent
especially when used in relatively large percentages. It is particularly
recommended in all cases where softening of the finished product is
desired.
As a processing aid, Plastogen is effective for properly dispersing

pigments and fillers in highly loaded compounds. It is also suggested
in small quantities for smoothing highly loaded cement stocks and as a
general processing agent in dry rubber work where a slight softening
of the finished product is not objectionable.

Colors
Rayox: Rayox is pure titanium dioxide, strongest of the commercial
white pigments, and is therefore suggested for highest tinting when
loading must be kept to a minimum. Any desired color may be made
from a neutral base by adding suitable coloring pigments with the
required proportion of Rayox for opacity and brightness.

Aromatic Odors
Rodo No. 0 and No. 10: The Rodos are blends of essential oils pre
pared for use in stocks where natural odor is objectionable.
Rodo No. 0 is suggested to neutralize the odor of natural, reclaimed,

and synthetic rubber, and vinyl resin stocks.
Rodo No. 10 is frequently used to impart a pleasing odor to special

types of goods.
The required amount of either is 0.1-0.3 per cent on the rubber hydro

carbon or vinyl resin content.
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VINYL RESINS
The term "vinyl resins" is used here to designate a certain class of

thermo plastic resins essentially composed of polyvinyl chlorides and
their copolymers.

METHODS OF PROOFING
1. Solution Coating: In this method of application, the resins together

with the other compounding ingredients are dissolved in a suitable sol
vent, spread on the fabric, and dried.
2. Dispersion Coating: This method is similar to solution coating

except that the resin and compounding ingredients are dispersed in a
diluent-solvent medium which allows very high solids content for coat
ing. After coating and drying, the deposit requires fluxing of the resins
in order to produce a homogeneous film.
3. Calendering: This method involves blending the dry resin with the

other compounding ingredients and then fluxing the mix on a two roll
rubber mill or in a Banbury. The fluxed mix is then fed to a calender
and applied to the fabric in the usual manner or taken off as an unsup
ported film.

PROCESSING
Whether the resin is to be used as a solution coating, dispersion, or

calendered film, it is important to obtain an intimate mixture of resin,
stabilizer, plasticizer and fillers before application.
In preparing for solution coating, it is customary, first, to grind the

compounding ingredients in a portion or all of the plasticizer to form a
paste mix. The resin is then dissolved in the solvent and the paste mix
added to this resin solution.
Dispersion coatings are usually made by grinding the entire resin

compound with a diluent-solvent in a pebble mill for the required time.
A special type vinyl resin is required to obtain best results with this
method.
In making calendered films it is most important that a thoroughly

homogeneous compound be fed to the calender in order to produce the
best quality goods. This can be accomplished by; preblending (stirring
together) the resin, stabilizer, plasticizer, and other compounding in
gredients; allowing the preblended batch to age for a period of 4 or more
hours; fluxing the aged batch on a rubber mill or in a Banbury, and
feeding directly to the calender.

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS
The important classes of compounding materials for vinyl resin com

pounds include: stabilizers, plasticizers, colors and fillers.
Stabilizers

The function of the stabilizer is to protect the resin against heat
deterioration caused by high temperatures encountered during process
ing and against light and other aging influences encountered during the
service life of the finished product. Vanstay in the amount of 3 to 5 per
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cent on the resin is outstanding for the latter purpose, and provides
adequate heat protection at processing temperatures up to 310 F. Where
higher processing temperatures are necessary and slight opacity is per
missible, we suggest the use of 1-4 per cent of a lead salt together with
3 per cent of Vanstay. Use Vanstay-16 in clear films; Vanstay-25 in
pigmented or loaded films.

Plasticizers
There are a large number of plasticizers available and they cover a

wide range of application. It is well to remember that every useful
property of the finished film is influenced by the plasticizer present. The
proper selection of plasticizer is of the utmost importance and the choice
should be made first with regard to the service required of the finished
product.

Colors
Of the large variety of tinting and coloring pigments available, only

certain classes have been found suitable for use in vinyl resin films.
This is due to the unusual conditions peculiar to the processing of vinyl
compounds and the services required of the finished goods. A good pig
ment should be heat and light fast and free from bleeding.

Fillers
Fillers are customarily used in vinyl resin stocks more as extenders

for the resin than as aids to physical properties. Consequently, much
higher loadings are common in goods which have a fabric backing.
Fine particle size whitings detract very little from tensile and flexing

properties and are frequently used even in relatively high loadings.
Dixie or McNamee Clay may be used advantageously in varying

amounts, either alone or with calcium carbonate to impart better em
bossing qualities, dryer surface, and stiffness.
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REPRESENTATIVE FORMULAS

Hospital Sheeting
CALENDERED OR SPREAD • HEATER CURED

Natural Rubber GR-S1
100 100 —

GR-S 25 — 100 100
1 2 2

5 5
0.5 0.5 — _

0.5 — _
0.5 0.6 1 1

5 5 5 5
Rayox 40 40 60 60
Ultramarine Blue 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

25 25 30 75
McNamee Clay 25 25 -—■ —
Dixie Clay — — 70 75

0.75 2 2.25
1 2 2.5

— 0.25 0.6 0.75
3 — — —
0.5 0.6 -— —
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

201.35 200.35 267.95 318.85
140 1.56 1.68

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
30 Min. at 274 F.

2090 2170 920 560
450 550 570 540
58 68 64 68

60 Min. rise plus
SUGGESTED DRY-HEAT CURE

60 Min. rise plus
90 Min. at 260 F. 90 Min. at 270 F.
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Hospital Sheeting
(Self-Curing)
CALENDERED SPREAD
Natural Natural
Rubber GR-S Rubber GR-S

Pale Crepe 100 — 100 —
GR-S 25 ......... — 100 _ 100
BONDOGEN 1 2 1 2
Reogen — 5 — 6

0.6 0.5 _
AgeRite Alba •*<>■••■■0*5 1 0.6 1
Zinc Oxide 5 5 6 5
Rayox 35 50 86 50
Ultramarine Blue 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Whiting 25 — 25 —
McNamee Clay 30 100 SO 100
Sulfur 1 2.5 1 8
Altax 1 1 —
Butyl Eight 3 5 4 6
Rodo No. 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

202.35 271.85 202.35 272.35
Specific Gravity 1M 1.55 1.55

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 274 F.

Tensile Strength 2410 950 2280 960
% Elongation •••••••••460 330 490 340
Shore Hardness 55 67 65 66

SELF-CURING PROCEDURE
Simply allow the hot goods to stand in its

original roll, preferably in a warm room,
24 to 48 hours.
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Double Texture
CALENDERED OR SPREAD • HEATER CURED

Natural Rubber GR-S
100 60 — —

Reclaim (Neutral Carcass) — 80 — —
GR-S 25 — — 100 100

1 1 2 2
— 8 8
1 1 — —
— — 16 16
1 1 1 1
5 6 5 6
25 100 100 —
10 86 — 150
0.75 2 8.5 3.5

Methyl Zimate
1 1 2 2

0.25 0.1 0.6 0.6
0.5 — — —

145.50 336.1 232.0 282.0
Specifio Gravity .... 1.66 1J7 1M

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
30 Min. at 274 F. 60 Min. at 274 F.
2560 770 770 895
665 325 520 750
48 68 62 62

SUGGESTED DRY-B:eat cure
60 Min. rise plus 60 Min. rise plus
90 Min. at 260 F. 90 Min. at 270 F.
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Double Texture
CALENDERED OR SPREAD • HEATER CURED

GR-I GR-M
GR-I 100 100 — —
GR-M — — 100 100
bondogen — — 2 2
Reogen — — 5 5
Stearic Acid 2 2 2 2
AgeRite White — — 2 2
Zinc Oxide 6 5 5 6
Ex. Lt. Calc. Magnesia — — 4 4
McNamee Clay 100 100 — —
Dixie Clay — — — 100
Thermax — — 80 —
Sulfur 2 8 — —
Altax — — 11
Captax 0.75 — — —
Methyl Tuads 1.25 — — —
Selenac 1.26 — — —
Butyl Eight — 8 — —

212.25 2li 201 221
Specific Gravity 1£8 1.36 1M 1.65

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
45 Min. at 274 F. 30 Min. at 274 F.

Tensile Strength 1350 1460 1580 1565
% Elongation 645 785 575 870
Shore Hardness 67 60 62 65

SUGGESTED ORY-HEAT CURE
60 Min. rise plus 90 Min. at 270 F.
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Double Texture
(Self-Curing)
CALENDERED SPREAD
Natural Natural
Rubber GR-S Rubber GR-S
100 . 100

......... — 100 _ 100
BONDOGEN 1 2 1 2
REOGEN — 8 -_ 8
Tackifying Resin — 15 — 15AgeRite White 1 1 1 1

6 6 6 6
Whiting 25 — 26 —

10 150 10 150
1 2.5 1 8
1 1
3 5 4 6

147 284.5 147 285
148 1.U 14.

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 274 F.

Tensile Strength 2960 690 3180 720
675 415 620 475

67 46 66
self-curing procedure

Simply allow the hot goods to stand in its
original roll, preferably in a warm room,
24 to 48 hours.
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FOOTWEAR
Footwear compounding has been in the past and is at present pre

dominately done with natural rubber. This is largely due to the fact
that natural rubber is a better building material than GR-S or the other
synthetics. For a time, during the natural rubber shortage, many com
pounds were of necessity made with straight GR-S and in order to
obtain a satisfactory product with them the hydrocarbon content had
to be reduced to a minimum. This type of compounding was the only
practical way to produce the smooth calendering characteristics so
essential to the production of satisfactory footwear.
GR-S stocks were found to have two advantages over natural rubber

stocks:
1—They took and retained a better impression from the engraved
roll.

2—They had less tendency to soften and flow during vulcanization,
thus sharper detail could be obtained in the finished goods.

On the basis of these facts, a small amount of GR-S is used in natural
rubber compounds to improve the embossing quality and flow char
acteristics.
In making rubber footwear the various uncured parts (sole, upper,

lining, insole) are cut out, partially assembled in the sewing and quarter
room, and finally built up on wooden or aluminum lasts in the making
room. These built-up uncured shoes are then mounted on cars and vul
canized in hot air under pressure.
Vulcanization is carried out under air pressure of 15 to 40 pounds

per square inch which is applied before the curing temperature is
reached. Vulcanizers are lined with steam pipes and are 5 to 8 feet in
diameter and 12 to 40 or more feet in length. It takes time to bring up
the temperature uniformly in a vulcanizer full of shoes and therefore
it is customary to bring the temperature up gradually at a controlled
and reproducible rate. This is known as the "rise" and usually takes
from 30 to 60 minutes depending on the size of the vulcanizer, the load,
and the heating efficiency. The curing temperature is rarely over 265 F.
and the time of cure after the rise may be from 30 minutes to over an
hour. Shorter cures at higher temperatures could be used except for the
difficulty of getting uniform temperatures throughout the vulcanizer in
a short time and the fact that high temperatures will sometimes deter
iorate the fabric. In most cases some sort of air circulating system is
used to prevent the formation of air pockets.
In some plants it is the practice to inject a small amount of ammonia

gas into the vulcanizer during cure to produce a dryer surface on the
goods.
The acceleration used must permit cures at the relatively low curing

temperatures and yet not cause scorchiness at processing or storage
temperatures. There is always considerable cutting scrap which is mixed
over again with fresh stock. This scrap often is stored for long periods
of time and must not set up under these conditions. The acceleration
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must also be such that a dry glossy surface is obtained during cure. The
rate of cure must be such that excessive flow during the initial stages
does not occur to ruin the calendered design and yet it must permit
enough flow to give the proper finish. In unlined goods the stock must
be firm and the rate of cure fast enough to prevent sagging.
Compatible accelerators should be used in the different compounds

going into the shoe, not only to prevent local overcuring but also to
prevent scorching in the "workaway" mixtures used in insoles and
frictions.

CONSTRUCTION OF FOOTWEAR
The photographs of boot, tennis shoe and gaiter on page 344 show

typical constructions of these three kinds of rubber footwear. The
friction and filler construction in boots will vary acording to the service
for which the boot is intended and also according to the manufacturer's
conception of the proper way to meet that service. There are also various
types of construction used in tennis and gaiters. The filler and reinforc
ing parts may be processed in various ways. For example there are
sections of fabric frictioned on both sides only, others frictioned on
both sides and coated on one, and still others frictioned on one side and
coated on the other. The selection of any construction is usually made
up on a basis of cost and past experience of durability in service, as well
as upon the actual requirements of shape and style.
Lining gums are usually only coated, though in some cases they are

first frictioned and then coated on the same side. Fabric tennis uppers
consist of two layers of fabric which are combined by starch, latex paste,
or naphtha cements. Tennis foxings are cemented to the upper by latex
or naphtha cements. Considerable amounts of naphtha or thin rubber
cements are used in various parts of the shoe when it is being built,
although most manufacturers try to keep this use to a minimum.

APPEARANCE AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
Rubber footwear sells largely on appearance, feel, and reputation for

good service. Footwear compounds unlike those used in tires, certain
molded items, and some insulated wire products, are not necessarily
compounded to give maximum performance, the reason being that the
service conditions to which they are subjected are not as drastic, except
where resistance to oil or heat is involved. There are very few published
specifications to be met. The footwear compounder therefore has the
problem of balancing the quality desired against cost and processibility.
There is no point in having some rubber compounds outwear the fabric
or other rubber parts of the shoe. Upper stocks however must have good
flex-cracking resistance, soles and heels must be abrasion resistant, and
the compounds throughout should age well inasmuch as some footwear
products are in use for several years.
Care must be used in selecting compounding ingredients which do not

bloom, stain or bleed out. Coloring pigments must not fade. Surface
frosting is occasionally a problem. "Frosting is a descriptive term for
a particular type of dulling of the surface of vulcanized rubber articles
which occurs most frequently in warm humid weather. Rubber vul
canized in a mold, in steam, or in air, will frost but the effect is most
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noticeable on the bright finish of air-cured products. Frosting is a
microscopic disintegration of the surface caused by ozone in the air,
and its action on the rubber is favored by warmth and humidity.'"
Frosting is difficult to control though it can sometimes be prevented by
the use of certain waxes and other materials. A tight cure is also
beneficial.

PROCESSING
Mixing
Millroom practice in footwear plants does not differ radically from

that in other branches of the rubber industry. Scorching is not ordinar
ily a serious problem, and consequently normal care in the mill and
calender room will prevent it. In handling white or colored compounds
care must be taken to avoid color contamination. Slight variations in
shade are more serious in footwear than in tubed or molded products
made from a single compound because any color variation may be notice
able in different parts of the same shoe. It is also important to see that
no batch of stock leaves the mill room unless it contains sulfur and
accelerator. A batch of stock without sulfur will cause trouble in any
factory, but hundreds or even thousands of shoes could be ruined if such
omission were first noticed after vulcanization in a footwear plant.

Calendering
Soles, uppers and other outside stocks are calendered on four roll

calenders so constructed that one roll is easily replaceable by the calen
der crew. The replaceable roll is the engraved roll which gives the sole
or upper its design. The diagram below represents a typical four roll

BANK REPLACEABLE ENGRAVED ROLL

Four Roll Engraving Calender

'Froatins of Vulcanized Rubber. W. F. Tuley., Ind. Eng. Cham. 31, 714 (1989).
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calender. As a rule the rolls are run at even speeds, although it is often
found that odd speeds on the feed or second roll are advantageous.
Occasionally only three rolls are used. These calenders are smaller than
the average sheeting calender. Soling can be run on 12 to 20 inch calen
ders, and upper stock on 20 to 30 inch calenders. Wide calenders could
be used for uppers were it not for the inconvenience of handling the
sheeted stock in the cutting rooms, and the trouble involved in chang
ing heavy calender rolls.
Inasmuch as the markings or design of the calendered stocks are

carried through to the finished product, the processing problems pecu
liar to the footwear industry really start at the calender. Sole and upper
stocks must take and retain a clean cut design from the engraved rolls,
and lining gums must be compounded so as to coat on very elastic
fabrics and still be dry enough so that layers of coated fabric can be
plied up and clicked out without sticking to each other.
Blistering, cold checking (or crows' feet), scorched lumps, dirt, marred

calender rolls, and careless handling will all result in stock being re
jected in the cutting or making room. Hard compounds will have a
rough grainy surface, soft ones will blister and book mark or mar easily
in handling. It is general practice to use mixtures of fresh stock with
calendered scrap from the cutting room. The ideal compound would be
one which would calender equally well regardless of its scrap content,
but in practice fresh stock or "hard gum" is deliberately made a little
hard so as to permit the inclusion of a large proportion of the much
softer scrap. Some plants do not attempt to use all their scrap in the
original compound, but work it off in insoles, soles, and semi-cured heels.
As stated before, calendered stocks must not be so soft as to "book

mark" (get an impression from the fabric in the stock books). They
must have the proper amount of building tack so that they can be built
up on the last, and yet they must not be so tacky that the cutting and
making rooms will have trouble. Either drums or frames are used to
take sheeted stock from the calender, and either books or metal racks
are used to store cut parts before building. Several other mechanical
devices are in use to handle stock from the time it is calendered to the
time it is built up on the last. Every factory has its own particular
equipment and methods for doing this job.

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS
Crude and Reclaimed Rubber

High grade, clean rubber and GR-S are used in those upper stocks
and sole compounds which are required to take a smooth or fine calen
dered design. Cleanliness is important as dirt will mar the calendered
surfaces. In frictions and insoles lower grade rubbers such as roll brown
and native types can be used. Less trouble will be caused by dirty rubber
in heavy work soles than in the fine design type. Synthetic rubbers,
other than GR-S, have a limited use in shoes which have to resist heat
and oil.
Reclaims are used to lower cost, to conserve rubber and in some cases

to aid processing. Care must be taken to select clean, smooth types for
use in most soles and upper stocks. Standard whole tire reclaim can be
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used in work soles but specially refined types are designed for use in
uppers. Sole stocks and frictions may contain fairly high proportions
of reclaim but relatively small amounts are used in uppers.
Latex
Latex compounds are often used as combining pastes and foxing

cements in tennis shoe manufacture. It is important that the accelera
tion be compatible with the dry rubber compounds, as it is common prac
tice to grind fabric upper trimmings for insoles. Certain special types
of footwear are made by a latex dipping process.

Softeners
Various softeners and plasticizers are used in footwear compounds.

Reogen is outstanding among them. It saves rubber breakdown time.
Compounds containing it tend to be non-scorchy. They calender well and
yet take and retain the calendered design, since Reogen plasticizes
rubber without making it sticky and mushy; 1 to 2 per cent is beneficial
in lining gum because breakdown time is shortened thereby giving a
less tacky stock. Mineral rubber has a limited use in black boot soles and
heels. It gives dead, smooth running compounds which take the calender
design easily.
For compounds made with all GR-S, high amounts of filler and rela

tively high amounts of plasticizers of the extender type are necessary
for smooth calendering and a satisfactory finish.
Stearic acid in moderate proportions is used both as an activator and

softener. It should be kept down to 0.5-0.75 per cent on the rubber to
avoid blooming and undue softening. Paracoumarone resins are some
times used in small amounts in boot soles to give building tack.

Antioxidants
AgeRite Hipar is a good footwear antioxidant because it helps to dry

up the cured surface, and lengthens flexing life. Where discoloration is
to be avoided AgeRite Alba is recommended. About 0.5 per cent of anti
oxidant is ordinarily sufficient and there is no danger of bloom from
this amount.

Acceleration
Most footwear acceleration today consists mainly of a thiazole plus

some secondary accelerator as a kicker. Altax is the outstanding thia
zole for footwear use though it may be partially replaced by Captax
when a faster curing rate is desired. This might be the case for the pre
vention of sagging or flowing of a fine line design. Tuads and Zimate
are good secondary accelerators. At one time considerable curing was
done with simple Captax acceleration plus a large proportion of am
monia gas in the vulcanizer. This presented a problem since ammonia
is difficult to handle, and some secondary accelerator had to be used in
heavy soles to get proper curing throughout. The heavy dose of ammonia
has practically passed out and in its place Altax plus a kicker is used
with only a small amount of ammonia injected into the vulcanizer dur
ing cure to produce a hard glossy surface resistant to frosting.
As stated at the beginning, it is important that the acceleration in

the various parts of the shoe be compatible to avoid scorching when
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different stocks are mixed together, for it is common practice to use
"workaways" in soles, heels, and insoles. At times stock is worked away
after certain orders specifying them are completed, and at other times
cutting room scrap becomes mixed or contaminated necessitating its use
in semi-cured heels or rag base gum for insoles. It is also customary
for friction and coat trimmings and sometimes tennis upper scrap to be
mixed together and ground up by repeated passes through a refiner for
use in insoles. It is obvious that scorchy or incompatible acceleration
cannot be used formixed stocks.
Butyl Eight has some special uses in rubber footwear. Tennis trim

which is usually semi-cured before cutting and stitching may be made
self-curing by using Butyl Eight as the accelerator. The semi-cure is
thus eliminated. Imitation leather insoles may also be made self-curing
in the same manner.

Fillers
TherMAX is an ideal high grade filler for black soles, heels and uppers.

Because of its gravity (1.80) it can be economically used in place of
whiting (Sp. Gr. 2.71). A direct weight replacement of whiting by
Thermax will give equal or better quality with lower rubber content by
volume. In addition Thermax is practically non-staining and can be
safely used in compounds adjacent to white or colored parts.
Dixie Clay is a popular reinforcing filler used in both black and

colored soles and heels. Its use is not recommended in upper stocks
because it tends to lower flexing life. Dixie Clay finds its principal use
in heels and soles for abrasion resistance.
RAYOX is recommended in white goods because of its high covering

power. Rayox can also be used in colored stocks to give a uniform base
for colors and to bring out the effect of added color pigments.
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REPRESENTATIVE FORMULAS

Footwear Compounds
FRICTIONS

First Second Third
Grade Grade Grade
100 100 80

Reclaim (Whole Tire) .... — 40
... 2 2 2

0.5 0.6 0.6
Coumarone Resin MH .... 2 2 2

0.5 0.5 0.5
3 3 8
30 100 75
2.5 2.6 2.5
0.6 0.6 0.6
0.6 0.6 0.6

... 0.12 0.12 0.12

'This antioxidant i» used to protect the compound from the effects of copper.
141.82 211.82 206.82

Three types of whiting are usee1; vis., chalk, precipitated, and ground limestone.

Specific Gravity ... 1.11 US 1.S1
SUG IGESTED DRY-HEAT CURE

30 Min. Rise plus 30 Min. at 260

UPPERS

F. (127 C); 30 lbs. Air
First Second
Grade Grade

Neutral Black Black
100 100 100

Reogen ... 1.5 1.5 1.5
0.75 0.75 0.75
1

0.5 0.5
... 5 6 6
... 130 — 120

HMF Black 80 10
— 46 —
2.25 2 2

1.6 1.5
— —
0.1 0.1

241.82 186.35 241.35
'Replace Hipar with Stalite when stock is to be in contact with white trim.
Three types of whiting are used ; viz., chalk, precipitated, and ground limestone.

Specific Gravity 147 1.19 1.3S
SUGGESTED DRY-HEAT CURE

30 Min. Rise plus 30 Min. at 260 F. (127 C); 30 lbs. Air
Note: Small amounts of GR-S may be added to these formulas to gain
better embossing properties.
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Footwear Compounds (Cont.)
SOLES Natural

Rubber GR-S
Neutral Black Black
100 100

100
1.6 2
— 40
4 4
2 2

0.75 0.75
1

0.5 0.5
6 5

50 — —
80 50 10

HMF Black _ 30 60
— 50 120
2.25 2 S
0.6 0.6 1

0.6 1
0.16 0.2

241.82 247.10 848.7
'Three types of whiting are and ; Tlx., chalk, precipitated, and ground limestone.

1M 1.33

SUGGESTED DRY-HEAT CUBE
Natural Robber Stocks GR-S Stocks

80 Min. Rise Plus 30 Min. 45 Min. Rise plus
at 260 F. (127 C.) ; SO lbs. Air 45 Min. at 270 F.

(182 C.) ; 30 lbs. Air
Note: Ammonia gas may be pumped into the heater during cure to
provide a dryer cured surface.
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COMPOUNDING FOR HEELS, SOLES, AND TOP LIFTS
The manufacturers of heels, soles, and top lifts are using both natural

rubber and GR-S as well as blends of the two in their products. The
choice of which rubber is to be used depends on the service requirements
of the product and the current market price of these raw materials.

TERMS PECULIAR TO THE MANUFACTURE
OF SOLES AND HEELS

1. Repairers' or Finders' Soles and Heels. Soles and heels manufac
tured for the repair trade. They are sold by the rubber goods manufac
turer to a wholesaler known as a "finder" who in turn sells them to the
shoe repairer.
2. Under. A person or company that buys soles, heels, leather, shoe

string's and other accessories from the manufacturer and sells them to
the shoe repairer.

3. Shoe Manufacturers' Soles and Heels. These products are made to
be applied to the shoe during the manufacture of the shoe. The shoe
manufacturer may make his own soles and heels or he may buy them
from rubber goods manufacturers.
4. Iron. A measure of thickness. One iron equals 1/48 of an inch or

0.0208 inches. A ten iron sole is one having a thickness of 10 irons or
just under 1/5 inch.
5. Dink. To die or stamp out from an uncured sheet of stock or roll of

fabric.
6. No-Mark Sole. A sole that will not mark or smear the floor when

the edge of the sole is rubbed on the floor. All black soles will mark a
floor. No-mark soles are therefore made in tan or light colors. The near
est approach to a black no-mark sole is a slate color obtained by adding
a trace of carbon black to a light colored sole.
7. Heel Base. That portion of the heel of a shoe directly under the top

lift or heel.
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Tabular Summary of Compounding

PROPERTIES DESIRED IN UNCURED STOCKS

PLASTICITY
AND
PROCESSING
CHARACTER
ISTICS

HEELS
Must not be too
stiff. The judicious
use of plasticizing
agents and soft
eners will insure
good flow about
the washers, facil
itate removal from
mold, and improve
the appearance of
the cured heel.

Low grade stocks
high in reclaimed
rubber should be
plasticized with
Reocen to give as
smooth a sheet as
possible in order
to insure a uni
form volume of
the dinked-out
heel biscuit.

SOLES TOP LIFTS
In order to obtain the hardness re
quired for this type of rubber goods,
maximum loadings of reinforcing fil
lers, hard clays, and carbon blacks
must be incorporated in the batch. The
resulting dryness and hardness of the
uncured stock, either natural rubber or
GR-S, must be overcome by the addi
tion of certain thermoplastic materials
such as shellac, glue, paracoumarone
resin, Carbonex and mineral rubber.
Soles and top lifts should also contain
suitable plasticizers and softeners to
prevent excessive heat generation dur
ing processing and also to impart a
pleasing appearance to the cured
product.

Any tendency to scorch or pre-cure, on the part of highly
accelerated or loaded stocks, during processing or storage,
may be overcome by the following precautions :

1. Use cold water inside mill rolls.
2. Dip mixed stock in cold water as it is removed from
mill.

freedom & Use plasticizing agents and softeners to reduce heat
from generation caused by internal friction. For this pur-
8CORCHING poge we SUggegt reogen in particular which acts not

only as a plasticizer but, because it has an acid base,
it tends to retard scorch.

4. Add sulfur at the end of the mixing procedure.
6. Select suitable acceleration and accelerator-sulfur

ratios.
6. Use masterbatches.
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for Heels, Soles and Top Lifts
PROPERTIES DESIRED IN CURED STOCKS

SOLES TOP LIFTS

CURINGRATE

Must be fast cur
ing but not so fast
as to prevent
proper flow about
the washers be
fore the stock
commences to set
up.

Should have a delayed action type of
cure capable of being adjusted to the
cycle used in multiple platen presses.
By this it is meant that the stock
should either remain uncured when the
press is first opened or should be set up
tight before the press is first opened.
Failure to observe this precaution may
result in a spongy cure.

GR-S stocks, after being mixed, should be allowed to stand
overnight and remilled before cure.

FREEDOM
FROM
BLOOM

SHOEE

In natural rubber stocks, sulfur bloom is often caused by an
undercure or by the presence of an excessive amount of
sulfur in the compound. In order to prevent this bloom, the
proportion of sulfur in the compound and also the tempera
ture and time of cure must be carefully controlled so that the
free sulfur in the cured article is kept sufficiently low.

The average hard
ness should be 80
to 90. Low grav
ity sport soles
have a hardness of
about 75. Because
the sole is the
chief support of
the stitchdown
shoe, a firm and
rigid sole stock
with a hardness of
80 or over is nec
essary in order
that the shoe may
hold its shape.

The hardness for
most heels lies be
tween 65 and 70.

Top lift slabs are
required to be firm
and rigid with a
hardness of 90
plus.

The standard apparatus used for testing abrasion is the
abrasion U. S. Bureau of Standards Abrasion Testing Machine. The
resistance best abrasion test, however, is an actual wear test on shoes

in service.

This property is considered a measure of the growing or
permanent spreading of the heel, sole, or top lift during service. High
8ET set may be caused by an undercure, or by insufficient sulfur

or accelerator.
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Tabular Summary of Compounding for

PROPERTIES DESIRED IN CURED STOCKS (Coot.)

OTHER
DESIRABLE
PROPERTIES

HEELS

"Snap":
A good "snap" is
highly desirable.
This test is made
by placing the
heel between the
palm of the hand
and the last joint
of the fingers,
then bending andreleasing itquickly. GR-S
heels do not have
as much "snap" as
natural rubber
heels but this fact
does not mean that
GR-S heels are
less serviceable.
Buffing Quality:
Heels must buff
smoothly to the
exact shape of the
heel base. Poor
buffing may be
caused by an un-
dercure, a dead
loggy cure or by
the use of too high
a proportion of
rubber.

SOLES

Leathery Feel:
Most soles, except
ing low gravity
sport soles, must
be dead and leath
ery to adapt their
curvature to that
of the shoe and to
hold the stitches.
Flex-Cracking
Resistance:
Soles are being
constantly flexed
during service and
therefore require
a high resistance
to flex -cracking.
Poor flex-cracking
resistance may be
caused by the lack
of a suitable an
tioxidant, faulty
dispersion of fill
ers, improper se
lection of fillers,
excessive loading,
or poor design of
the ribs and cut
out portions on
the wearing sur
face.
Low sulfur stocks,
both natural rub
ber and GR-S, are
better flexing than
normal sulfur
stocks.
A standard ma
chine for the eval
uation of flexing
properties is the
Ross Flex Ma
chine.

TOP LIFTS

Freedom from
Peeling:
The peeling off in
layers on the top
lift during service
is caused by ex
cessive loading or
by improper
fillers.
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Heels, Soles and Top Lifts (Cont)
COMPOUNDING MATERIALS

HEELS SOLES TOP LIFTS
Smoked sheet is the commonly used grade of natural rubber.
Pale crepe is used only in white stocks. Sometimes the

crude cheaper off-grade rubbers are used.
BUBBKR Most regular heel, sole, and top lift compounds of GR-S are

made with standard polymers containing approximately
23.5 per cent styrene. For light-colored articles a GR-S
containing a special stain-resistant antioxidant should be
used.

Large proportions of reclaimed rubber are used. See page
keclaimkd for a discussion of the curing characteristics of reclaimedRUBBER i irubber.

GROUND
SCRAP

This is made from
the overflow and
trimmings ofheels
and soles, some
times mixed with
oil and partially
reclaimed. It is
used in fairly high
proportions in
second and third
grade heels for
low cost, and in
moderate amounts
even in first grade
heels to improve
molding proper
ties.

Not Used Not Used

PLASTI-
CIZERS
AND
SOFTENERS

Reogen is recommended because :
1. It reduces mixing time.
2. It improves dispersion of fillers such as carbon black.
3. It reduces heat generation during mixing and process

ing.
4. It tends to prevent scorch due to its acid base.
5. It smooths out high reclaim stocks.

In heavily loaded stocks that are quite dry, the addition of
a suitable oil along with the Reogen will often improve
handling and processing. 1-3 per cent of Reogen on the rub
ber is recommended in both natural and GR-S stocks. For
stocks containing reclaim, 3-5 per cent Reogen is recom
mended.
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Tabular Summary of Compounding for

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Cont.)

THERMO
PLASTIC
MATERIALS

SOLES TOP LIFTS

Thermoplastics
are not used in
heel compounds
because they re
duce the snap and
produce a dead
stock. Mineral
rubber, however,
is used in many
heel compounds as
a flux or rubber
extender.

The addition of a thermoplastic mate
rial such as shellac, glue, paracouma-
rone resin, Carbonex or mineral rubber
will greatly improve the processing of
the compound, extend the rubber and
in some cases increase the cured hard
ness. The first three just named are
used in light colored stocks. Carbonex
is used only in black stocks. Mineral
rubber is used in either blacks or tans.
5-30 per cent or more of thermoplastic
material, based on the rubber, may be
used.

illbrs Carbon black is used in black compounds to give hardness,
abrasion, and flex-cracking resistance plus high tensile

Channel strength. The amount used varies from 10 to 85 parts per
Black 100 parts of rubber hydrocarbon. Secondary fillers such as

Dixie Clay, P-33, and Thermax are often used with carbon
black to give improved processing, better flexing, lower
volume cost or reduced rubber content.

P-33 or Thermax is often used with carbon black as an
alternate for clay to gain lower gravity. These soft blacks
give good flex-cracking resistance. Clay may be replaced by
an equal weight of P-33 or Thermax rather than by an
equal volume. The resultant compound will have about the
same hardness, tensile strength, and flex life but lower
rubber content.
The proportion of clay used is 10 to 200 parts per 100 parts
of rubber hydrocarbon. Dixie is recommended as a standard
hard clay in natural rubber stocks for imparting high modu
lus, snappy cures and good abrasion resistance.

The low grit con
tent of Dixie Clay
insures a mini
mum tendency of
the cured heels to
dull the cutting
knives in the trim
ming operation.

Dixie Clay stiffens and reinforces un-
cured and cured soles and top lifts
made of natural rubber. Dixie is used
as a light-colored filler in GR-S stocks
but does not have as great a stiffening
effect as it has in natural rubber.

Because of its stiffening properties in GR-S stocks, it is
used for high grade, low gravity heels, soles, and top lifts
in which high hardness is desired.
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Heels, Soles and Top Lifts (Cont.)

FILLERS
(Continued)

Natural

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Cont.)

HEELS SOLES TOP LIFTS
Natural ground whiting is used in some low grade com
pounds for low volume cost only.

Not Used
Magnesium carbonate is used for stiff
ness and hardness in natural rubber.
Its stocks are difficult to mix and gen
erate considerable heat.

Cotton Flod

VULCANIZ
ING AGENTS
AND
ACTIVATORS

Not Used Not Used

Cotton flock is
used in stitchdown
soles and in low
gravity sportsoles
for good stitching,
stiffness and ri
gidity with low
loading.

Sulfur in the amount of 2-3 per cent is normally used for
stocks of both natural rubber and GR-S. In top lifts, more
sulfur may be necessary to gain the required hardness and
low permanent set.

Stearic acid is necessary in most natural rubber compounds
for activation; 1-2 per cent is the normal amount for tan
stocks and 1-3 per cent in black stocks. In GR-S stocks,
stearic acid is sometimes used but its function is question
able.

Zinc Oxide

ACCELER
ATORS

Zinc oxide is employed in all compounds of both natural
rubber and GR-S to activate the acceleration; 2-5 per cent
of zinc oxide based on the rubber content is sufficient for this
purpose. In stocks containing high amounts of reclaimed
rubber, the amount of zinc may be reduced.
The acceleration used in heels, soles and top lifts should
impart the following characteristics :

1. Freedom from scorching
2. Fast curing rate
3. Adjustable curing rate
4. Wide curing range
6. High modulus
6. Good aging
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Tabular Summary of Compounding for

COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Conk)
ACCELER
ATORS
(Continued)

HEELS SOLES TOP LIFTS
In order to obtain the above mentioned properties, a com
bination of accelerators is nearly always used, the primary
accelerator being a thiazole such as Captax or Altax. Both
of these accelerators impart a wide curing range and good
aging to the compound. A secondary accelerator or "kicker"
is often used to give a faster cure, higher modulus and hard
ness. Zimate and Tuads are excellent secondary accelera
tors for both natural rubber and GR-S with either Altax or
Captax. If the cure obtained with Altax is too slow, part of
the Altax may be replaced with an equal amount of Captax.
This will give a faster cure at low curing temperatures and
also a faster set-up as illustrated below.

Altax ..
Captax

Slow Medium FastABC
1 0.5 —
— 0.5 1

Cumate may be used as a secondary with Altax in GR-S
stocks for exceptionally fast cures without danger of scorch.

The proper use of accelerator combinations is very impor
tant for the curing of soles in multiple platen presses. In
order to meet the set up rate requirements already dis
cussed in this article, adjust the ratio of Captax to Altax
as in A, B and C. In GR-S stocks, the adjustment of cure
rate may best be obtained by the use of Cumate.

Butyl Eight is suggested for self-curing crepe soles.

ANTIOXI
DANTS

AgeRite Resin D
is used in high
grade heel stocks
for improved ag
ing life.

1% of AgeRite Powder or Hipar gives
excellent results in soles and top lifts.

AgeRite Gel and AgeRite Stalite are excellent general-
purpose antioxidants for light-colored compounds.

COLORS

White colors are obtained with Rayox. Tan colors may be
obtained with a mixture of mineral rubber and red iron
oxide. Use suitable organic dyes for all bright tints. Mahog
any color may be obtained by using a yellow dye and a small
amount of carbon black.
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Heels, Soles and Top Lifts (Cont.)
Heel Compounds

SUPER GRADE BLACK SUPER GRADE TAN

Reclaim (Whole Tire). .., 100
Reogen 5
Stearic Acid 1

s
MPC Black 40
Sulfur 3

1.25
Cumate 0.2

204.45

Specific Gravity 1.18

LABORATORY PRESS 1 CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 70
U. S. Bureau of Standards

73

FIRST GRADE BLACK
70

Reclaim (Whole Tire). 60
Reogen 1

2
Hard Hydrocarbon ... 6

8
MPC Black 40
Dixie Clay 50
Sulfur 3.25

0.5
Captax 0.5

235.25

LABORATORY PRESS 1 CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C)

Shore Hardness 69
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 40

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black 0.25
Dixie Clay 100
Calcium Silicate 25
Red Oxide 3
Sulfur 3.25
Altax 0.6
Captax 0.6Methyl Tuads 0.12

240.82

Specific Gravity US
LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 65
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 45

FIRST GRADE TAN
Roll Brown 85
Reclaim (Tan
Mechanical) 37.5

Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1
Hard Hydrocarbon 5
AgeRite Stalite 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Dixie Clay 110
Red Oxide 3
Sulfur 3.25
Altax 0.6
Captax 0.6Methyl Tuads 0.12

253.07

Specific Gravity 148
LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 69
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 39
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Heel Compounds (Cont.)

STANDARD GRADE
(Natural Rubber)

Black Tan
.... 70 70

Reclaim (Tan Mechanical) 75 76
1 1
1 1_ 5

.... 5 5
Dixie Clay 70 75

.... 6
, 8

.... 3.25 3.25

.... 0.5 0.5

.... 0.5 0.5

.... 0.1 0.1

231.35 239.35

LABORATORY PRESS CURE

.... 1M 145

10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)
.... 70 68

U. S. Bureau of Standards
.... 80 80

STANDARD GRADE
(GR-S)

Black Tan
GR-S 50 60
Reclaim (Tan Mechanical) .... 100 100
Paraffin 1 1

1 1
.... 5 5

80
Whiting (Water Ground) .... 20 20
MPC Black 3 0.4

_ 8
2.6
1.5

0.15 0.15

214.15 214.55

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
.... 147 148

10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)
Shore Hardness 67 68
U. S. Bureau of Standards

26
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Sole Compounds
NATURAL RUBBER BLACK
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 3
Stearic Acid 1
Carbonex 35
AgeRite Hipab 1

Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black 85
Dixie Clay 36
Sulfur 4
Altax 1.5
Methyl Tuads 0.1

270.6

Specific Gravity LSI
LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 90
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 53

GR-S BLACK
GR-S 100
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 1

Carbonex 35
AgeRite Hipab 1
Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black 75
Dixie Clay 30
Sulfur 2.5
Altax 1.6
Cumate 0.1

253.1

Specific Gravity 1.30

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 89
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 76

NATURAL RUBBER
TAN COMPOSITION

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1

Paracoumarone
Resin MH 20

AgeRite Hipab 1

Zinc Oxide 5

Dixie Clay 120
Calcium Silicate 60
Red Oxide 5
MPC Black 0.3
Sulfur 3.5
Altax 1.5
Methyl Tuads 0.1

318.4

Specific Gravity 1.51
laboratory press cure
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 87
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 28

GR-S TAN COMPOSITION
GR-S 50 100
High Styrene Copolymer 30
Reogen 8
AgeRite Hipab 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Dixie Clay 120
Calcium Silicate 40
Red Oxide 3
MPC Black 0.2
Sulfur 2.5
Altax 1.6
Cumate 0.1

306.3

Specific Gravity 14 7
laboratory press cure
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 85
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 32
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Sole Compounds (Cont.)
SPORT SOLE RESIN SOLE

Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 1
AoeRite Alba 0.5
Zinc Oxide 5
Cotton Flock 20
Dixie Clay 40
Calcium Silicate 20
Sulfur 2
Altax 0.5
Captax 0.5Methyl Tuads 0.125

190.625

.... 1S5Specific Gravity
LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C)

Shore Hardness 70
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 25

GR-S 100
High Styrene Copolymer 65
AgeRite Stalite 2
Zinc Oxide 5
Calcium Silicate 100
Sulfur 3
Altax 1.6
Cumate 0.2

276.7

Specific Gravity 1SS
LABORATORY PRESS CURB
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 91
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 60

Midsole Compound
(Self-Curing)

Pale Crepe 80
Refined Scrap (Midsole).. 50
Plastogen 5
Stearic Acid 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Dixie Clay 75
Cotton Flock 16
Rayox 10
Sulfur 1.5Butyl Eight* 4

246.5

Specific Gravity 1 .28

DRY-HEAT CURE
16 Honrs at 140 F. (60 C.)

Shore Hardness 60
•The Butyl Eight should be withheld
from the Initial mix and added on the
warm-up mill. Add Altax as a retarder
If scrap contains Butyl Eight.
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Top Lift Compounds
NATURAL RUBBER BLACK
Smoked Sheet 80
Reclaim (Whole Tire).... 40
Reogen 4
Stearic Acid 1
Carbonex 80AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 8
MPC Black 100
Calcium Silicate 100
Sulfur 4
Altax 1.6Methyl Tuads 0.15

864.65

GR-S BLACK
GR-S 100
High Styrene Copolymer 50
Reogen
Stearic Acid 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black 85
Thermax 120
Dixie Clay 80
Calcium Silicate 80
Sulfur 3.5
Altax 1.5
Cumate 0.2

432.2
Specific Gravity 143 Specific Gravity 141

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 96
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 49

LABORATORY PRESS CURE
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 96
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 47

NATURAL RUBBER TAN
Smoked Sheet 100
High Styrene Copolymer....40
Reogen 2
Stearic Acid 1
Paracoumarone
Resin MH 15

AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Dixie Clay 40
Calcium Silicate 50
Red Oxide 6
MPC Black 0.26
Sulfur 4
Altax 1.25Methyl Tuads 0.12

264.62
Specific Gravity 1M

LABORATORY PRESS CURB
10 Min. at 320 F. (160 C.)

Shore Hardness 93
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 43

GR-S TAN
GR-S 50 100
High Styrene Copolymer 66
Reogen 6
Stearic Acid 1.5AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Dixie Clay 140
Calcium Silicate 120
Red Oxide 8
Sulfur 8.5
Altax 1.76
Cumate 0.2

446.95

Specific Gravity 1-61
LABORATORY PRESS CURB
10 Min. at 820 F. (160 C)

Shore Hardness 95
U. S. Bureau of Standards
Abrasive Index 42
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HARD RUBBER
By C. P. MORGAN1

Hard rubber, commonly called ebonite, is a hard, tough material, and
is to a limited degree elastic and flexible. The first patent embracing
the manufacture of hard rubber was obtained in England by Thomas
Hancock in the year 1843, but Nelson Goodyear, brother of Charles
Goodyear, also claimed the discovery of hard rubber in America at about
the same time.
High grade hard rubber is black and can be given a high lustrous

finish which sets it apart from similar materials for beauty and rich
ness of appearance. It differs from soft rubber in that a much greater
percentage of sulfur is required and much longer periods of vulcaniza
tion are necessary.
The parts of combined sulfur per 100 parts of rubber hydrocarbon

usually range from 35 to 47, and in special compounds may drop as low
as 25. During vulcanization one sulfur atom may enter at the double
bond in each C»Ht group so that the saturated molecule (CiHiS)a; is
formed. Sulfur in excess of that required for saturation may enter the
rubber molecule through substitution by replacing hydrogen atoms
which are evolved as hydrogen sulfide.
GR-S and Buna N type synthetic rubbers can be manufactured into

excellent hard rubbers which are in all respects equivalent to and in
some cases superior to those made of natural rubber. The general
chemistry of these synthetic rubbers is not greatly different from that
of natural rubber with regard to the manufacture of hard rubber except
for the fact that the coefficient of vulcanization is generally lower for
synthetic hard rubbers and must be taken into account in their formu
lation.
The quality and physical characteristics of hard rubber can be modi-

fled by varying the proportions of sulfur, or by the addition of hard
rubber dust, fillers, reclaimed rubber, oils or waxes.

PROPERTIES
The following table lists some of the more important physical prop

erties of a high and medium grade hard rubber.

High Grade Medium Grade
Properties Hard Rubber Hard Rubber

Tensile Strength 8,000-10,000 6,000-8,000
Per Cent Elongation 3.5-6.5 2-4
Specific Gravity 1.16-1.20 1.20-1.30
Compression Strength (lbs. per sq. in.).... 12,000 9,000
Softening Point degrees C 60-70 60-90
'Vulcanized Rubber and Plastics Company, Morrisville, Fenna.
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High Grade Medium Grade
Properties Hard Rubber Hard Rubber

Specific Heat (cal. per degrees C. per
gram) 0.331 0.339

Coefficient of Linear Expansion inches per
degree F. from (70 F. to 105 F.) 0.0000305 0.000037

(70 F. to 140 F.) 0.000041 0.000054
Water Absorption in 24 Hrs 0.018% 0.02%
Impact Resistance, Izod
(foot pounds, notched) 0.45-0.57 0.23-0.45

Flexural Strength (lbs. per sq. in.) 12,000-15,000 8,000-12,000
Effect of Sunlight Discolors Discolors
Effect of Aging None None
Sulfuric Acid (up to 50 degrees B6) Unaffected Unaffected
Nitric Acid (up to 16 degrees B6) " "
Hydrochloric Acid (all concentrations).... " "
Alkalies (all concentrations) " "
Hydrofluoric Acid (48 per cent) " "
Ketones
Alcohols
Most Mineral Oils
Vegetable Oils
Carbon Bisulfide Attacked Attacked
Chloroform " "
Ether " "
Coal Tar Solvents
Most Petroleum Solvents "

One remarkable feature of cured hard rubber is that it is thermo
plastic, i.e., on being heated, it may be softened, shaped, or bent into
other forms. This degree of thermoplasticity is limited and does not
permit the rubber to be pressed into completely different forms as is
possible with true thermoplastic resins. This property is advantageous
in the production of irregularly shaped articles. Die and mold costs may
often be lowered by vulcanizing in a simple form and shaping after cure.

COMPOUNDING
The compounding of hard rubber is similar to that of soft rubber,

the main differences being the use of hard rubber dust and higher
percentages of sulfur. Practically the same type of heavy equipment
is used in its fabrication. Unlike the effect on soft rubber, none of the
known fillers, not even hard rubber dust, acts as a reinforcing agent
when incorporated into a hard rubber mix. Hard rubber in its simplest
form (rubber-sulfur only) when fully cured produces a substance hav
ing maximum physical characteristics.

Reclaimed rubber is used to a large extent in the manufacture of
hard rubber as an aid in processing and economical compounding. The
proper selection and blending of reclaimed rubber plays a very impor
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tent part in obtaining good processing, molding, and physical char
acteristics.

Fillers
Fillers are never used in the best grades of ebonite, the main ingre

dients being sulfur, softeners, first grade hard rubber dust and some
times accelerators. In the medium and cheaper grades the popular fillers
include hard rubber dust, carbon black, Thermax, P-83, whiting, clay,
wood flour, and barytes.

Softeners

A large variety of oils and plasticizing agents are used to improve
calendering, tubing and molding, and to impart specific properties to
the finished product. Cottonseed oil, linseed oil, Plastogen, Reogen,
waxes, petrolatum and coal tar products are very satisfactory for this
purpose.

Accelerators
Vulcanization of unaccelerated hard rubber stocks occurs slowly

even at temperatures of 300 F. requiring 8 to 10 hours for completion.
With accelerators, cures may be speeded and hard rubber obtained in
15 to 80 minutes at 336 to 340 F. Accelerators, however, should be
used with caution, particularly in the vulcanization of thick sections
where scorching, blowing or porosity and brittleness may result. Vandex
has little, if any, effect on the cure at temperatures under 200 F. but
cuts the curing time approximately in half at temperatures above 298 F.
(50 pounds steam pressure). Vandex is particularly useful in short
ening the curing time of water cured stocks and has definite advantages
in its ability to raise the softening point. This property is valuable
where higher resistance to heat is desired in high grade hard rubber.
Altax may also be used with relative safety. For more rapid cures
Captax and combinations of Tuads and Captax or Altax may be used
although every precaution must be exercised since these combinations
are ultra rapid just as in soft rubber compounding. Other types of ac
celerators in common use are the guanidines and aldehyde amines.

Here are a few typical formulas:
1. High Grade Stock. Suitable for Combs, Trays, Rod and Tube.

A B
100 100
1 1
2 4

Hard Rubber Dust.... _ 200
Sulfur .....m........... 46 42

2

150 347

A. Water cure in molds or between sheet metal for 5 to 6 hours
at 300 F.
B. Cure in talc 9 to 12 hours at 300-310 F.
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2. Very Fast Curing Molded Goods

Smoked Sheet 100
Sulfur 40
Whiting 100
Hard Rubber Dust 150
P-38 15
Plastogen 4
Zinc Oxide 2
Captax 6
Tuads 5

421

Mold cure thin pieces 15 min. at 340 F. or thick pieces
20-30 min. at 320 to 336 F.

VULCANIZATION
The curing or vulcanization of hard rubber is carried out commercially

by three different methods, namely:
1. Mold cure

(a) Complete mold cure in hydraulic press.
(b) Partial or semicure in mold with vulcanization completed in

hot air or open steam vulcanizers.
(c) Mold cure in open steam.

2. Water cure under various degrees of steam pressure.

3. Open steam cures.
(a) Packed in talc or soapstone.
(b) Wrapped.

So much heat is generated during the vulcanization of thick hard
rubber articles that a relatively low curing temperature is required for
them.

USES
Where corrosion plays a part in the life of equipment, hard rubber

is particularly desirable because of its chemical inertness. Practical
application is thus found in batteries, and containers for acids, alkalies,
and some solvents. Hard rubber is also used for combs, electrical parts,
drug sundries, pipe stems, cutlery, fountain pens, steering wheels, bowl
ing balls, toilet Beats, and meter pistons.
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TYPES OF LATEX
By G. R. VILA*

Prior to World War II the latex technologist was limited for the most
part to one material —Hevea latex—either normal, centrifuged or
creamed. Today, in addition to Hevea, a variety of synthetics are avail
able, rendering the problem of intelligent selection and most efficient
usage that much more complex.
The various types and grades of latex on the market are summarized

in the following outline:
1. Hevea Latex

a) Normal
b) Centrifuged
c) Creamed
d) Evaporated

2. GR-S Latex (Emulsion Copolymers of Butadiene and Styrene)
a) Type I
b) Type II
c) Type III
d) Type IV
e) TypeV

3. Neoprene Latex (Emulsion Polymer of Chloroprene)
4. Emulsion Copolymers of Butadiene and Acrylonitrile
The present article will be confined primarily to Hevea and GR-S as

these are the all-purpose types which are completely compatible with
each other and between them account for the major portion of latex
used in the country, although the Neoprene latices occupy an extremely
important technological position, in the last analysis their use is pri
marily specialized rather than all purpose. This also is true of emul
sion copolymers of butadiene and acrylonitrile.

HEVEA LATEX
As the name implies, Hevea latex is derived from the Hevea Brasilien-

sis tree, which grows wild in the Amazon valley, but which has been
successfully transplanted and cultivated in the Far Eastern tropics
and Liberia. The principal latex producing areas are in British Malaya,
Liberia, and the Netherlands East Indies.
The production of latex is distinguished from crude rubber in that

much more careful technical control is necessary and considerable capi
tal investment is required for receiving tanks, storage tanks, creaming
tanks, centrifuges, transfer pumps, air compressors, and other auxiliary
equipment. Because of this, natives and small estate owners have tended
•Manager of Latex and Plastics, Naujratuck Chemical, Naugatuck, Conn.
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to concentrate on crude, leaving the production of latex to the larger
estates.

Collection of Latex
Hevea latex exists in special tubes located in the bark of the tree.

The latex is removed by tapping, which involves the removal of a thin
shaving of bark with a sharp knife or special tapping tool.
The incision is generally made as a downward stroke at an angle of

about 30 degrees, extending about one-third the distance around the
circumference of the tree. The art in tapping lies in making an incision
which is deep enough to sever the latex bearing tubes, which lie deep
in the bark, but not so deep as to injure the cambium, a paperlike skin
between the bark and the heart wood of the tree. A cup to collect the
latex is placed at the lower end of the incision.
On the plantations, tapping begins around five o'clock in the morning,

as the flow of latex is most intense during the early morning hours. By
nine o'clock the workers have finished tapping and collection is begun,
taking about one teacupful from each tree tapped. The latex is collected
in pails or other mobile containers and accumulated at central bulking
points, where ammonia gas is added in controlled amounts to prevent
putrefaction and insure stability.
Yields vary from tree to tree and acre to acre, but a reasonable aver

age may be taken as 600 gallons of latex per acre per year although
considerably higher yields have been reported from special strains.
The latex, as collected from the tree, is a milklike liquid containing

in the neighborhood of 38 to 40 per cent solids with a specific gravity of
0.980 or thereabouts. This is the so-called "normal" latex of commerce,
after addition of gaseous ammonia as a preservative and blending in
bulk storage facilities to an average solids of 38 to 40 per cent. Of this
about 35 per cent is actual rubber, the remainder being ash, resins, and
proteins.

Concentration

Although considerable quantities of latex are shipped as the "normal"
grade, more and more is being concentrated at the plantation in order
to eliminate the necessity for transporting excess water long distances.
The principal processes in use for this purpose are:
1. Centrifuging
2. Creaming
3. Concentration by evaporation

Centrifuging
The particle size range of Hevea latex is sufficiently large to allow

concentration by passing through a centrifuge. Normal latex preserved
with ammonia is passed through a centrifuge and separated into two
approximately equal volumes of fluid; the inner layer containing about
62 per cent solids, the outer about 11 per cent.
In addition to increasing the proportion of rubber in the latex, the

centrifuging process also purifies the latex because a higher proportion
of serum, and all suspended foreign matter are retained in the skim.
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This is illustrated by the following data reported originally by Twiss.
Calculated on Wet Weight Concentrate Skim
Total Solids 61.5% 11.0%
Dry Rubber Content 60.5 7.1
Serum 1.6 3.9

Calculated on Total Solids
Acetone Extract 3.2 10.3
Ash 0.37 2.2
Water Solubles 0.23 35.6
Nitrogen 0.36 2.3

Creaming

When allowed to stand, Hevea latex tends to cream; that is, the
lighter rubber particles tend to form an upper layer leaving a higher
proportion of serum in the lower layers. This is a time-consuming
process, however, and not commercially feasible unless accelerated by
some auxiliary means.
In the case of centrifuging, this auxiliary means is mechanical, i.e.

the centrifuge. An alternative method comprises the addition of chemi
cal creaming agents to produce the grade known as "cream."
The chemical agents commonly employed in the production of cream

may be classified as colloidal in nature and include such materials as
ammonium alginate, Irish moss, locust bean gum, gum tragacanth, etc.
They are believed to function by causing the rubber particles to aggre
gate thus accelerating their rise to the surface.
The chemical creaming process tends to purify the rubber as with

centrifuging insofar as the lower layers are proportionately richer in
serum, containing the non-rubber constituents. This is offset for many
practical purposes, however, by the presence of the water soluble
creaming agent. The presence of the creaming agent also makes "cream"
somewhat more viscous than centrifuge for a given solids content.

Evaporation

A third method for concentrating latex involves evaporation of
residual water by heating the latex in heated revolving drums to a
solids content of 70 to 75 per cent. Prior to heating, however, the latex
must be stabilized with a potash soap.
Latex concentrated by this method is sold as "Revertex" and finds

application where maximum solids and stability are of paramount
importance. Because of the nature of the process, no purification is
effected, as noted for centrifuge or cream. The presence of the extra
stabilizer produces a soft, tacky film when the latex is dried down.
In the case of Hevea latex, purchase is a private transaction between

buyer and seller, and hence is subject to considerable variation. How
ever, solids content is generally stipulated as being 37.5 to 40.5 per cent
for "normal," 61.5 per cent min. for "centrifuged," 64 per cent min. for
"cream," and 70 to 75 per cent for "Revertex." It is also generally
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understood that Hevea latex will be free of extraneous material, free
of coagulum and shall show no evidence of putrefaction. The dried down
film should be clear and have a light amber color.
The following table summarizes the principal specifications under

which "normal," "centrifuged," and "cream" are sold:
Type Normal Centrifuged Cream

Total Dry Solids
Concentration .......... 37.5-40.6% 61.5% min. 64% min.

Ammonia Content 0.9- 1.0% 0.5-0.65% 0.6- 0.8%
pH 10.1-10.6 10.1-10.5 10.1-10.5
Viscosity Centipoises .. 4.0-5.5 30-50 30-60
Yield Point—cg/cm .... 1.0 max 3.0 max 3.0 max
Surface Tension —
dynes/cm .................. 33.6 min 33.5 min 81.0 min

Mechanical Stability-
6.0 min 4.0 min 4.0 min
0.001% max 0.001% max 0.001% max

Manganese (on film).... 0.0005% max 0.0005% max 0.0006% max
Ammoniacal Ammoniacal Ammoniacal
Neutral-clean Neutral-clean Neutral-clean
Milky-white Milky-white Milky-white

Color of dried film Amber Light amber Light amber

Test Methods for Hevea Latex

The test methods usually abided by in the purchase and grading of
Hevea latex are as follows:

Total Solids
Weigh 2.5 ± 0.6 g. of the latex to be tested into a tared, covered,

flatbottom glass weighing dish. The latex should be uniformly dis
tributed over the bottom of the dish, during drying, over an area of
approximately 32 sq. cm. (5 sq. in.). With the dish uncovered, dry the
specimen in air for 16 hours at 70 C. Cool the dried film to room tem
perature and weigh.
Calculate the percentage of total solids as follows:

wt. of dried film
Total solids, per cent = X 100

wt. of latex sample
Dry Rubber Content
Weigh a representative sample of not less than 20 g. of normal latex

or 10 g. of concentrated latex into a porcelain evaporating dish, and
add distilled water until the total content is approximately 25 per cent.
Add acetic acid (2.0 per cent), while stirring constantly, until the latex
appears to be coagulated and more acid produces no effect. Place the
dish on a steam bath for 30 minutes; then pour off the serum and replace
it with distilled water. Remove the coagulum and pass it between the
tightly closed rolls of a laundry wringer or similar device; wash it again
with distilled water and wring out. Repeat this process five times. Dry
the resulting crepe to constant weight at 70 C.
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Calculate the dry rubber content as follows:
wt. of dry coagulum

Dry rubber content, per cent = X 100
wt. of sample

Ammonia Content
Ammonia content is determined by accurately weighing about 10

grams of latex in a weighing bottle. The sample is then completely
transferred to a 500 ml. beaker and diluted with 300 ml. of distilled
water. A few drops of methyl red indicator are added, and the diluted
latex is titrated with N/10 sulfuric acid. While this method also includes
any fixed alkalies present in the latex, for most practical purposes the
value obtained is satisfactory.
The per cent of ammonia is calculated as follows:

ml. of N/10 H,SO. x 0.0017
Ammonia content (as NH,) , per cent = X 100

weight of sample
Measurement of pH
It is generally agreed that the glass electrode is the most accurate

method for measuring the pH of latex. The glass electrode is used in
conjunction with a suitable potentiometer and auxiliary equipment
including a reference half cell.
To measure pH, the glass electrode is dipped into the latex and the

potentiometer balanced. With some potentiometers the readings are
made directly in pH units. With others it is necessary to convert a read
ing in volts to pH units by the use of standard equations.

Viscosity and Yield Point
For a Newtonian or perfectly viscous liquid, the relationship is linear

between an impressed shearing stress and the rate of shear produced.
For a non-Newtonian liquid, such as latex, this relationship is linear
only above a certain critical shearing stress defined as the yield point.
For raw latex, cream or centrifuged, the capillary-flow method is

usually used. It consists of an 80 cm. glass tube of 1 cm. inside diameter.
A capillary tube is inserted in the lower end of this tube by means of a
rubber stopper. The tube is filled with latex and the length of time re
quired for a given volume to flow through the capillary is measured at
two different heads. From the standard thus accumulated it is a simple
matter to calculate yield point and viscosity by the use of standard
equations.
Surface Tension
The ring method is generally preferred. In essence, this comprises

determining the maximum pull of the liquid latex on a circular wire
ring when the ring is withdrawn upwards from the surface. The surface
tension is calculated from this pull.
Several types of apparatus for this purpose are on the market which

operate on the principle of a torsion, spring, or chainomatic balance.
Manufacturer's literature supply detailed directions for operation.
Stability
A crude method of testing is to rub a drop or two of the compound
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between the finger and the palm of the hand until coagulation occurs.
Obviously the results by this method will vary with the individual.
A more accurate method is to use a mechanical stirring device as

follows: Place 50 ml. of the latex mix in a 4 ounce square glass bottle,
1% inches by 4% inches high, set in a water bath at 67 F. (19.5 C.) and
stir by means of a high speed electric mixer such as is used at soda foun
tains. The time elapsed before clots appear is noted. The coagulation
time for stable compounds in this test is 6 to 15 minutes.

Copper

Weigh about 10 grams of the dry latex film into a 150 cc. beaker and
ignite in a muffle at about 400 C. to a white ash. After cooling, the ash
is taken up with about 1 cc. of hydrochloric acid and a drop of concen
trated nitric acid. After evaporating to dryness on a water bath, the
residue is taken up with distilled water.
This aqueous solution is treated with 2 grams of citric acid and a

drop of phenolphthalein and ammonia added until a red color is pro
duced. To this is added 10 cc. of an 0.10 per cent aqueous solution of
sodium dimethyl dithiocarbamate or sodium-diethyl-dithiocarbamate
and the resulting brown solution extracted with successive small por
tions of carbon tetrachloride until the extract is only faintly yellow.
After the copper has been extracted add 1 cc. of a standard copper

solution (1 cc. = 0.0001 gm. of copper) to the extracted liquid and ex
tract the color thus produced with carbon tetrachloride; the extract
being used as the comparison standard. A blank determination on all
materials must be run in exactly the same way as the sample.
The color of the extract from the sample is compared with the stand

ard in Nessler tubes or a colorimeter and the amount of copper esti
mated. The blank is also compared with the standard, the copper in the
blank subtracted from the copper found in the sample and the difference
reported as percent of copper on the original latex solids.
Color comparisons should be made promptly after extraction because

of a tendency to fade.

Manganese

About 10 grams of dried down latex film are weighed into a large
porcelain crucible and ashed in a muffle furnace at as low a temperature
as possible.

5 to 15 grams of potassium bisulfate are added to the ash and the
mass fused gently until effervescence ceases. The crucible is then put
into the muffle at moderately low red heat and fused until the carbon
particles burn off.
After cooling, the residue is dissolved in 80 cc. of 5 per cent sulfuric

acid and filtered if necessary. This is followed by the addition of 5 cc.
of 85 per cent phosphoric acid and 0.5 gram of periodic acid and heated
until color appears and then boiled for 15 minutes.
After cooling, the solution is diluted to 100 cc. in a volumetric flask

and compared with a standard in a colorimeter or Nessler tubes.
The standard solution is prepared by diluting carefully standardized

0.05 N potassium permanganate to such a volume as to contain 0.02 mg.
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of manganese per cc. with distilled water which has been slightly acidi
fied with sulfuric acid, boiled with a little periodic acid, and then cooled.
Odor
Odor is determined by placing 25 ml. of the latex in a small bottle

and adding an equal amount of a 4 per cent boric acid solution. The mix
ture is shaken and the odor noted. Boric acid neutralizes the ammonia
which might mask any other odors. Most latex today has a good odor
but an occasional lot is found which has a strong sulfide or a putrid
odor. It is possible to add deodorants which will counteract objection
able odors.

Color of Latex
The test for color is simply visual observation of the sample. The color

should be a dead white free from a blue or gray tone.
Color of Dried Film
The color of the film is visually noted. The film should be clear and

have a light amber color.
Sediment
Sediment may be determined by filling a 100 ml. graduated cylinder

with latex. After 24 to 48 hours settling, the sediment appears in the
lowest 1 to 2 percent of the cylinder.

GR-S LATEX
GR-S latices are basically copolymers of butadiene and styrene made

by an emulsion technique. In the manufacturing process, butadiene and
styrene are introduced into the reactor along with emulsifying agents,
catalyst, chain length regulator, water, etc. Polymerization is effected
over a number of hours at a controlled temperature.
Following polymerization, the latex is transferred to a second vessel

called a stripper where residual monomers are removed by steam dis
tillation. The stripped latex is then placed in bulk storage tanks and
shipped out in tank cars.

Types and Specifications

Currently there are five standard types of GR-S latex, i.e. Types I,
n, III, IV and V.
These may be characterized as follows :
Type I: is the same as the latex from which standard GR-S is made.

The butadiene: styrene ratio is approximately 3 to 1. The emulsifying
agent used is essentially sodium stearate. Approximately 1.25 per cent
of a standard rubber antioxidant (on the basis of total dry latex solids)
is added during manufacture.
Type II: is the same as Type I except that no antioxidant has been

added.
Type III: is made by charging approximately equal parts of butadiene
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and styrene into the reactor and uses a rosin acid soap as an emulsifier.
No antioxidant is added during manufacture.
Type IV: is the same as Type III except that it is produced in a more

concentrated form.
Type V: is similar to Type I in butadiene: styrene ratio but is re

acted to a higher total solids concentration and utilizes a different
emulsifying agent. No antioxidant is added during manufacture.
In addition, numerous experimental types designated by "X" num

bers are available but no attempt will be made to describe them here as
they are changing all the time and become classified as a standard type
if volume of usage is sustained on a substantial basis.
The specifications under which GR-S latices are sold by Office of

Rubber Reserve are summarized in the attached table.

Specifications for GR-S Latices

Total Solids
Bat
PH
Surface Tendon
Total Soap
Turbidity
Viscosity
Latex Film Mooney
MS 212 F. 6 1% Mln.
General

Minimum
Maximum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum

Type I
26.0%
28.0%
0.50%
8.60
»M

Type II Type in
26.0% 87.0%
28.0%
0.60%
8.E0
9.26

89.0%
0.60%
10.00
11.00

Type IV Type V
89.1% 60.0%
45.0% —
0.60% 1.50%
10.00 9.50
11.00 11.00

45 dynes/em 45 dynes/cm —
— — 1.50%— — 2.00%— — 2— — 8.50 ep— — 65— — 95

All latices shall be free of foreign
material which Is objectionable In
practice.

Test Methods for GR-S Latex*
The official methods for specification testing of GR-S latex have been

published by Office of Rubber Reserve and are reproduced below as a
matter of ready reference.
Determination of Total Solids
If the temperature of the latex is above room temperature, allow it

to cool to room temperature.
Weigh four samples of latex of approximately one gram each to the

nearest 0.1 milligram in tared, covered, all metal ointment boxes having
a capacity of approximately two ounces, a minimum diameter of 1%
inches, and a maximum height of % inches. Remove the cover and add
two milliliters of isopropanol by pouring it down the side, holding the
box in such a way that the latex and isopropanol do not immediately
mix. Mix the isopropanol and latex by gently swirling the box. Dry two
samples for 45 minutes, and two samples for 90 minutes at 105 C. in an
air oven. Cool the samples to room temperature in a desiccator and
weigh them to the nearest 0.1 milligram. Average the two minimal
values if they are within 0.1 per cent. If not, make additional sets of
determinations until two minimal values do agree within 0.1 per cent.
•These data have been compiled by the Committee on Specifications for Synthetic

Rubbers with funds furnished by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Office of
Rubber Reserve, In connection with the Government's Synthetic Rubber Program.
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100 (C-A)Total solids, percent =
(B-A)

A = the weight of the ointment box
B = the weight of the box plus the original sample
C = the weight of the box plus the dried sample

Determination of Residual Styrene (Volatile Unsaturates)
Accurately pipet 25 ml. of latex into a 250 ml. iodine flask. Rinse the

pipet with 25 ml. of distilled water, and add the rinsings to the iodine
flask. Add 25 ml. of synthetic methanol containing 100 ppm of p-tertiary
butyl catechol. Be sure to add the materials in the following order:
1. Latex
2. Distilled water
3. Methanol containing TBC
Connect the iodine flask to a distillation apparatus with ground glass

Joints and distill the mixture. Collect the first 25 ml. of distillate in a
250-ml. iodine flask, rinse the condenser with 20 ml. of methanol con
taining 100 ppm of tertiary butyl catechol, and add the rinsings to the
recovery flask.
Add 15 ml. of 18 per cent sulfuric acid and cool the solution below

80 C. (86 F.). From a burette add 20 ml. of 0.1 N standard bromide-
bromate solution, stopper the flask, shake it, and let it stand for 30 to
60 seconds. If no yellow color remains, add successive 10-ml. portions
of the standard bromide-bromate solution in the same manner until a
permanent yellow color remains. Within 60 seconds after the last addi
tion of standard bromide-bromate solution, add 10 ml. of 10 per cent
potassium iodide solution, shake the mixture, and promptly titrate the
liberated iodine with 0.1 N standard sodium thiosulfate solution to the
starch-iodide end point.

Residual styrene (volatile unsaturates), percent = 0.208 (DE-FG)
D = the ml. of standard bromide-bromate solution used
E = the normality of the bromide-bromate solution
F = the ml. of standard thiosulfate solution used for the titration
G = the normality of the thiosulfate solution

Determination of Total Soap
Weigh a 20-gram sample of latex to the nearest 0.001 gram, and

transfer the sample quantitatively to a 600-ml. beaker. Add the follow
ing reagents to the latex, continually stirring the solution during the
addition and taking care to add the reagents in the order given in order
to avoid coagulation.
1. 200 ml. of carbon dioxide-free distilled water
2. 200 ml. of 99 per cent isopropanol
Introduce into the latex solution a pair of platinized platinum elec

trodes, protected by a perforated glass shield, and connect them to a
suitable conductivity bridge. (For this purpose a Leeds and Northrop
Portable Conductivity Bridge #4866 has been found satisfactory). Stir
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the latex solution continuously during the determination with an auto
matic stirrer.
Determine the conductance of the solution. Add 0.1 ml. of 0.1 N hydro

chloric acid solution, and again determine the conductance. Repeat this
procedure with another 0.1-ml. increment of hydrochloric acid solution.
Follow the procedure in (a) or (b) from this point, depending upon the
results obtained from the three conductance values determined.
(a) If the conductance decreases from the initial value, free alkali

and soap are present, and a single titration will suffice to determine
total soap. Continue the titration by adding 0.1 N hydrochloric acid
solution in 0.1-ml. increments until the conductance begins to rise. Con
tinue the titration beyond this point by adding 2-ml. increments of
hydrochloric acid solution until four or five conductance values beyond
a sharp increase in conductance have been obtained.
On cross-section paper, plot conductance as the ordinate against ml.

of 0.1 N hdrochloric acid solution as the abcissa. Draw three straight
lines through the plotted points as indicated in Figure 3. (In Figure 3,
the distance from H to the origin on the abcissa is the ml. of 0.1 N
hydrochloric acid solution equivalent to the free KOH present, and the
distance from I to H is the ml. of hydrochloric acid solution equivalent
to the total soap present).

(I-H) X J X 34.6
Total soap, percent =

W
(I-H) = the ml. of standard hydrochloric acid solution equivalent to

soapJ= the normality of the hydrochloric acid solution
W = the weight of the latex sample

H ML. O.INHCL I

Figure 3.

(b) If no decrease in conductance from the initial value is observed,
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then soap and the corresponding free acid are present, and an additional
titration will be necessary to determine the free acid.
(1) Soap
Proceed with the original titration by adding the standard hydro

chloric acid solution in 2-ml. increments. Continue the titration until
four or five conductance values beyond a sharp increase in conductance
have been obtained.
On cross-section paper, plot conductance as the ordinate against ml.

of 0.1 N hydrochloric acid solution as the abcissa. Draw two straight
lines through the plotted points as indicated in Figure 4. Determine
the distance from L to K in ml. of hydrochloric acid solution equivalent
to soap, present as such.

(L-K) X J X 34.6
Soap, percent

W
(L-K) = the ml. of standard hydrochloric acid solution equivalent to

soapJ = the normality of the hydrochloric acid solution
W = the weight of the latex sample

K MLO.IN HCL L
Figure 4.

(2) Free Add
Weigh a 50-gram sample of latex to the nearest 0.001 gram, and

transfer quantitatively to a 600-ml. beaker. Add the following reagents
to the latex, continually stirring the solution during the addition and
taking care to add the reagents in the order given in order to avoid
coagulation.

1. 200 ml. of carbon dioxide-free distilled water
2. 200 ml. of 99 per cent isopropanol
Insert the platinized platinum electrodes into the solution and con
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nect them to the conductivity bridge. Stir the solution continuously
throughout the determination with an automatic stirrer.
Determine the initial conductance. From a 10-ml. burette, add 0.05 N

sodium hydroxide solution in 0.26-ml. increments, determining the con
ductance after each addition, until a total of 2 ml. of sodium hydroxide
solution have been added. Then add sodium hydroxide solution in 1-ml.
increments, determining the conductance after each addition. Continue
the addition until four or five conductance values have been obtained
beyond a sharp rise in conductance.
On cross-section paper, plot conductance as the ordinate against ml.

of 0.05 N sodium hydroxide solution as the abscissa. Draw two straight
lines through the plotted points as indicated in Figure 5. Determine the
distance from M to N in ml. of sodium hydroxide solution equivalent to
free acid.

(M-N) X P X 34.6
Free acid (calculated as soap), percent =

Q
(M-N) = the ml. of standard sodium hydroxide solution equivalent to

free acid
P= the normality of the sodium hydroxide solution
Q — the weight of the latex sample

N ML0.05N NaOH M
Figure 5.

(3) Total Soap
Total soap, percent = Soap, percent + Free acid (calculated as soap),

percent.

Determination of pH
Use any pH meter dependent on electrometric measurements and a
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glass electrode-calomel cell assembly for determining pH. (A flowing
calomel electrode has been found particularly suited for this use). Take
care that the instrument is properly standardized at frequent intervals
and that the electrodes are clean before making a determination. Permit
the latex to come to equilibrium with the glass electrode before taking
the final reading. After the pH determination has been made, clean the
electrodes thoroughly and immerse in distilled water.
Use a glass electrode of the type applicable for pH range 8 to 14.

Determination of Surface Tension

Determine the surface tension of the latex at 30 C. with a direct read
ing (in dynes per cm.) du Nouy tensiometer.
Surface tension, dynes/cm. = R X S
R = the reading of the tensiometer
S = a correction factor calculated as follows:

0.0003678 X R
S = 0.7260 H + CP

R = the reading of the tensiometer
T = the radius of the ring (in cm.)
C = a constant calculated as follows:

1.679 r
C = 0.4534

T
r = the radius of the wire of the ring (in cm.)
T = the radius of the ring (in cm.)

Determination of Turbidity
Strain approximately 30 ml. of latex through wet washed Holland

cloth into a beaker, and immediately weigh a 0.5 gram sample of latex
to the nearest 0.1 milligram in a weighing bottle containing 5 ml. of
distilled water. Transfer the contents of the weighing bottle to a liter
beaker and dilute with distilled water so that the final suspension will
contain 0.6 gram of latex solids per liter of solution. Calculate the
amount of water required as follows:

uxw
Water, milliliters =

0.06
U = percent total solids content of the latex
W = weight of sample, grams
Determine the extinction of the suspension by means of a Beckman

Ultraviolet Spectrophotometer, using incident light having a wave
length of 6,000 Angstrom units. Use a slit width of 0.60 ± 0.02 milli
meters and zero the galvanometer by means of the sensitivity control.
Use "Corex" glass cells having an optical path length of 1 centimeter.

X
Turbidity = —

6
X = the extinction
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Determination of Viscosity
Dilute 300 ml. of latex with distilled water to obtain a latex with a

solids content of 55 per cent and strain through wet washed Holland
cloth to remove any precoagulum. Determine the viscosity of the latex
with a Brookfield Viscometer (Model MV Four Speed). Operate the
viscometer at 20 r.p.m. using the largest spindle (usually spindle #1)

y/B-A

GLASS STRIPS
CEMENTED TO BASE

h-i-H

T

\/A-

SIDE VIEW
TOP VIEW

Pleura 6.
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that will give a reading on the scale of the instrument. Express the
result in terms of centipoise units. At all times, use the shield protect
ing the spindle.
Determination of Mooney Viscosity of the Latex Film
Strain 300 to 400 ml. of latex through wet washed Holland cloth to

remove foreign material and precoagulum. Add to the strained latex a
sufficient amount of an aqueous PBNA dispersion to give a product
having one part of PBNA per 100 parts of total solids. Pour the strained
latex into molds (see Figure 6), and allow to air dry for 24 hours. Then
dry at 60 C. for 16 to 24 hours. Upon cooling, remove the films from the
molds and prepare a 200-gram sample for the viscosity determination
according to instructions given in Section B-l.
Determine the viscosity of the test pieces in the Mooney viscometer

at 212 F., using the "MS" rotor. Follow instructions given in Section
D-l for the determination of the Mooney viscosity, with the exception
that the viscosity of the latex film is taken from the dial indicator at the
end of 1% minutes.

Weight of Total Solids in Tank Cars
a. Gauging of Tank Cars
See that the tracks on which the tank car is spotted for gauging are

level. Do not gauge the car immediately after it has been moved, but
allow at least 30 minutes for the liquid level to come to equilibrium.
When mounting the tank car to take the gauge reading, avoid as much
as possible any movement of the car. While manipulating the gauge,
stand near the middle of the car to avoid rocking the car.
Gauge the tank car in the following manner. Place a metal straight

edge across the dome cap collar. By means of a rod running through a
hole drilled in the straight-edge, determine the distance from the bottom
of the straight-edge to the surface of the latex. If the latex level is in
the dome of the car, determine the inage in the dome by subtracting
the measured distance from measurements "A". (See Figure 7. Obtain
measurement "A" and calibration charts for individual cars from the
producing plants). If the latex level is in the shell, determine the outage

TOP OF TANK
CAR SHELFn

< H

MEASURING STICK

STRAIGHT EDGE
DOME CAP COLLAR

TANK CAR DOME
LATEX LEVEL

Figure 7.
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of latex in the shell by subtracting measurement "A" from the total
measurement. Make all measurements to the nearest % inch. Determine
the volume of latex in the car by referring to the outage table supplied
with the car.
Determine the amount of Type V latex in tank cars from railroad

weights, because of the foamy nature of the latex.

b. Temperature of Latex
Measure to the nearest 1 degree F. the temperature of the latex in

the car near the top, at the center, and near the bottom, either by a tem
perature measuring device which can be read while immersed at the
designated points, or a liquid in glass thermometer of the cup-type
which will retain a quantity of the latex around the bulb upon with
drawal. If a thermometer is used, read it within 15 seconds after removal
from the latex in the tank car. In either case allow the measuring device
to come to equilibrium for at least five minutes before reading it or
removing it for reading. Calibrate the thermometer to insure permanent
accuracy. Take the average of the three temperatures determined on
the car as the temperature of the latex in the car.

c Specific Gravity of Latex
In the laboratory, determine the specific gravity of the blended

sample to the nearest 0.001 by means of a hydrometer, pycnometer, or
Westphal balance. Use a pycnometer for referee purposes.

Calculation of Total Solids

V = the volume of the shipment in gallons, as determined in a.
b = the factor for correcting the volume from the temperature of the

latex in the tank car, as determined in b. (See Table IV or Table V,
depending upon the type of latex).

Y = the specific gravity of the latex referred to water at T degrees F.,
as determined in c.

c = the factor for correcting the specific gravity from the temperature
at which it is measured to 77 F. (See Table IV or Table V, depend
ing upon the type of latex).

U = the percent total solids content of the latex, as determined on page
271.

Z = the density of water in pounds per gallon in air at T degrees F.

VXbXYXcXUXZ
Weight of total solids, pounds =

100

T degrees F» K
39.2
60
68
77

8.336
8.328
8.322
8.312

•Refers to temperature of water at which hydrometer or pycnometer was calibrated.
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Relative Densities and

TABLE IV
Relative Volumes—GR-S Latex, Types I and II

Tamp.
agrees F. k c

40 1.0059 0.9942
41 1.0058 0.9943
42 1.0057 0.9944
43 1.0056 0.9945
44 1.0054 0.9946

46 1.0053 0.9947
46 1.0052 0.9948
47 1.0051 0.9950
48 1.0049 0.9951
49 1.0048 0.9952

60 1.0047 0.9954
61 1.0045 0.9955
52 1.0044 0.9956
53 1.0042 0.9958
64 1.0041 0.9959

66 1.0039 0.9961
66 1.0038 0.9962
67 1.0036 0.9964
68 1.0035 0.9965
69 1.0033 0.9967

60 1.0032 0.9969
61 1.0030 0.9970
62 1.0028 0.9972
63 1.0026 0.9974
64 1.0025 0.9975

66 1.0023 0.9977
66 1.0021 0.9979
67 1.0019 0.9981
68 0.9982
69 1.0016 0.9984

70 1.0014 0.9986
71 1.0012 0.9988
72 1.0010 0.9990
73 1.0008 0.9992
74 1.0006 0.9994

76 1.0004 0.9996
76 1.0002 0.9998
77 1.0000 1.0000
78 0.9998 1.0002
79 0.9996 1.0004

80 0.9994 1.0006
81 0.9992 1.0008
82 0.9990 1.0010
83 0.9987 1.0013
84 0.9985 1.0015

Temp.
degree! F. b e

86 0.9983 1.0017
86 0.9981 1.0019
87 0.9979 1.0022
88 0.9976 1.0024
89 0.9974 1.0026

90 0.9972 1.0028
91 0.9969 1.0031
92 0.9967 1.0033
93 0.9965 1.0036
94 0.9962 1.0038

96 0.9960 1.0040
96 0.9958 1.0043
97 0.9955 1.0045
98 0.9953 1.0047
99 0.9950 1.0050

100 0.9948 1.0052
101 0.9945 1.0055
102 0.9943 1.0057
103 0.9940 1.0060
104 0.9938 1.0063

106 0.9935 1.0065
106 0.9933 1.0068
107 0.9930 1.0070
108 0.9928 1.0073
109 0.9925 1.0076

110 0.9922 1.0078
111 0.9920 1.0081
112 0.9917 1.0084
113 0.9914 1.0086
114 0.9912 1.0089

116 0.9909 1.0092
116 0.9906 1.0095
117 0.9903 1.0097
118 0.9901 1.0100
119 0.9898 1.0103
120 0.9895 1.0106
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TABLE V
Relative Densities and Relative Volumes—GR-S Latex, Types III and IV
Temp.

b c

40 1.0069 0.9931
41 1.0068 0.9933
42 1.0066 0.9934
43 1.0065 0.9936
44 1.0063 0.9937

46 1.0062 0.9939
46 1.0060 0.9940
47 1.0059 0.9942
48 1.0057 0.9943
49 1.0055 0.9945

60 1.0054 0.9947
61 1.0052 0.9948
52 1.0050 0.9950
53 1.0049 0.9952
64 1.0047 0.9953

66 1.0045 0.9955
66 1.0043 0.9957
67 1.0041 0.9959
68 1.0039 0.9961
69 1.0038 0.9963

60 1.0036 0.9964
61 1.0034 0.9966
62 1.0032 0.9968
63 1.0030 0.9970
64 1.0028 0.9972

66 1.0026 0.9974
66 1.0024 0.9976
67 1.0022 0.9978
68 1.0020 0.9980
69 1.0018 0.9983

70 1.0015 0.9985
71 1.0013 0.9987
72 1.0011 0.9989
73 1.0009 0.9991
74 1.0007 0.9993

76 1.0005 0.9995
76 1.0002 0.9998
77 1.0000 1.0000
78 0.9998 1.0002
79 0.9995 1.0005

80 0.9993 1.0007
81 0.9991 1.0009
82 0.9989 1.0012
83 0.9986 1.0014
84 0.9984 1.0016

Temp.
degrees F. k ■

86 0.9981 1.0019
86 0.9979 1.0021
87 0.9971 1.0024
88 0.9974 1.0026
89 0.9972 1.0028

90 0.9969 1.0031
91 0.9966 1.0034
92 0.9964 1.0036
93 0.9962 1.0038
94 0.9959 1.0041

96 0.9957 1.0044
96 0.9954 1.0046
97 0.9951 1.0049
98 0.9949 1.0051
99 0.9946 1.0054

100 0.9944 1.0057
101 0.9941 1.0059
102 0.9938 1.0062
103 0.9936 1.0065
104 0.9933 1.0067

106 0.9930 1.0070
106 0.9928 1.0073
107 0.9925 1.0076
108 0.9922 1.0078
109 0.9919 1.0081

110 0.9917 1.0084
111 0.9914 1.0087
112 0.9911 1.0090
113 0.9908 1.0093
114 0.9905 1.0095

116 0.9903 1.0098
116 0.9901 1.0101
117 0.9897 1.0104
118 0.9894 1.0107
119 0.9891 1.0110
120 0.9888 1.0113
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PROPERTIES OF FINISHED COMPOUNDS
The properties of latex products for which they are valued are the

tensile properties, tear resistance, permanent set, and the ability to
maintain these properties after exposure to the various destructive
influences of heat, light, and chemical agents.
The tensile properties of pure gum natural latex products are con

siderably better than those of their dry counterparts. This is probably
due to the fact that the rubber is not broken down in process. The
properties of pure gum synthetic latex compounds are also better than
the properties of the dry products but are not nearly so good as the
properties of natural rubber.
Where high tensile properties are required therefore, such as in

meteorological balloons, natural latex is unexcelled.
In those products that require a high modulus the synthetic latices

or natural latex specifically compounded for this property may be used.
An example of the need for high modulus is in rubber thread where it is
associated with the ability of a garment to hold its shape.
Unlike their function in dry compounding, fillers in latex mainly act

as diluents that reduce tensile strength and elongation and increase
modulus in proportion to the amount added.
Good tear resistance may also be built into latex by the use of proper

fillers.
The permanent set and the resistance to aging are mainly dependent

on the state of cure. The latter property is especially important since
most latex goods are extremely thin and subject to rapid age deteriora
tion. The use of antioxidants is generally a must to combat this tendency.

PROCESSING LATEX COMPOUNDS
The finished properties of latex products although affected differently

by some of the compounding ingredients, are essentially the same as
those of dry rubber products. The processing characteristics are very
different however, and require the use of different equipment and tech
niques.
Latex and water dispersions are suspensions of rubber particles in

water. They are processed in the liquid phase and are evaporated to the
dry state only after the product is in its finished shape.
Latex processing may be divided conveniently into five steps :

Storage of Raw Latex
Preparation of Compounding Ingredients
Mixing
Forming
Curing

STORAGE OF RAW LATEX
Although the storage of latex technically may not be considered a
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processing problem, it is an extremely important factor in the produc
tion of satisfactory latex goods and requires as much care and con
sideration as any of the other phases of handling.
Latex should always be bought in lots as large as the volume of

production will permit so that it may be stored conveniently in large iron
or steel tanks rather than in the drum. A minimum of metal surface is
thus allowed contact with the latex and less contamination takes place.
For greatest possible protection, the tank may be lined with paraffin
wax or some other inert substance. The storage tank should contain an
impeller or other device for keeping the latex uniformly mixed.
All types of latex are sensitive to temperature and the storage tank

must be so placed that the contents will remain cool and yet not be
subject to freezing. Latex, once frozen, is always inferior if not ruined.
The piping through which the latex leaves the tank is as important as

the tank itself. It should never be of brass or copper if natural latex is
to be run through it. It should be laid according to plan so that the latex
is neither agitated excessively nor exposed to heat in flowing through,
and so constructed that it may be cleaned regularly and efficiently.
It is best to situate the storage tank where gravity feed may be

utilized for drawing latex from it. Where this is impossible, the next
best method is forced feeding by the use of compressed air.

PREPARATION OF COMPOUNDING INGREDIENTS
Most of the materials incorporated with latex in its compounding are

dry water-insoluble powders. In order to get them into close and uniform
association with the rubber particles of the latex they must be suspended
in water and then mixed into the latex. For grinding and dispersing
these materials, either pebble mills or colloid mills are satisfactory. The
former are preferred by many manufacturers because they are simple
to operate, require less control, and produce uniform results.
Liquid compounding ingredients are more easily handled. They may

often be added directly, or, where this is impossible, they may be emul
sified by stirring into water with an emulsifying agent.
There are a number of difficulties to be overcome in the preparation

of water dispersions; for instance, frothing, thickening, flocculation,
and settling. These may be controlled partly by the use of proper in
gredients in the dispersing medium and partly by the grinding technique.
Frothing in the Pebble Mill
Some materials will always froth in a pebble mill but the tendency

may be reduced by the addition of certain anti-foaming agents such as
Turkey Red Oil. The Rodos have often been found effective for reducing
froth.
Since frothing is the result of air being beaten into the dispersion, it

may sometimes be overcome by simply stopping the mill for 8 or 10 hours
and allowing the trapped air to escape. Generally speaking, less frothing
occurs in a mill which is run nearly full than in one which is only *A
or V* full.
Thickening
This appears to be a form of thixotropy. The dispersion assumes a
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gel-like structure after a period of standing but becomes liquid again
when agitated. The incorporation of 8 to 5 per cent of casein on the dry
powders will often eliminate this type of thickening.
Flocculation
The formulas of all dispersions are designed to keep the suspension

alkaline and when the pH gets too low the particles of the solid mate
rial come together in agglomerates and floes appear throughout the
dispersion. The use of a small amount of caustic soda will guarantee
sufficient alkalinity to prevent this.
Settling
Settling takes place to some degree in all dispersions. The amount

and character of the sediment as well as the rate of sedimentation are
the important factors to be considered. So long as the dispersion is in a
condition such that it may be added to latex with nothing more than a
little stirring, it is satisfactory. If, however a large part of the dispersed
material has settled out or the sediment is caked and hard, stirring alone
will not reproduce the uniform consistency necessary for good mixing.
There are several things that may be done to prevent excessive settling:

1—The use of Dakvan as the dispersing agent will help to prevent
settling by keeping the fine particles from aggregating into large
masses which tend to settle more rapidly.

2—By grinding the dispersion long enough to assure fine subdivision
of the solid particles, the number of large heavy particles may be
cut down, and therefore the tendency to settle reduced.

3—The concentration of the dispersion may be kept high to aid in the
prevention of settling. A thin suspension settles more rapidly
than a thick one.

4—Protective colloids, for example casein, may be used to increase
viscosity and prevent particle aggregation. The use of 3 to 5 per
cent of casein on the powders may show a marked improvement in
the quality of the dispersion.

6—Alkali may be added to maintain a high pH. This retards settling
and reduces the tendency of the sediment to cake.

MIXING
Latex compounds are mixed by the batch process in tanks of various

sizes. These may be separate units into which the ingredients are poured
by hand, agitated, and dumped into receptacles, or they may be part of a
completely closed system with the ingredients entering through pipes
and passing on after mixing to a storage tank. The correct order of
addition of dispersions, controlled agitation, and proper cleansing of
the apparatus are the essentials of good mixing.
In general a safe order of addition is: latex, stabilizers, vulcanizing

dispersion, fillers. This will vary of course with the compound and may
involve the withholding of one or more ingredients till a later operation.
The type and amount of agitation that the compound receives is gov

erned by what is necessary for proper blending of the ingredients and
how much of a beating the compound will stand without coagulating.
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The thorough cleansing of the apparatus is necessary to prevent the
contamination of one compound with another and the accumulation of
coagulated bits of rubber.

FORMING
Those processes which concern the application of the latex compound

to the forms or materials upon which it is to be dried and vulcanized are
discussed here as forming operations. Since there are so many different
ways to use latex, these operations are numerous and varied and the
problems pertaining to them often complex. Most of the many types of
latex products manufactured require the use of specific processing
techniques peculiar to each type product. Some of these processes are
covered by patents* and it is suggested that these patents be reviewed
by anyone who contemplates entering a new field of latex manufacture.
Some of the most widely used processes are described in general under

the following headings.

Dipping
In the dipping process, the latex film is built up on forms by dipping

them one or more times into a tank of latex compound with or without
an intermediate dip in a coagulant. The tank, see sketch, is especially
designed to keep the compound well mixed and free of surface bubbles

DRAINING SURFACE-^ DIPPING
SURFACE^ SCREENj

SLOW SPEED STIRRER ^ COLD WATER JACKET
Design for Dipping Tank

and dirt. Thus two of the problems concerned with the dipping operation
are partly corrected by the tank design. Further means are necessary for
the control of the bath, however, not only with respect to settling and
bubble formation, but also with regard to prevention of web formation,
and thin spots, and the control of the film hardness.
Latex compounds having a solids content of less than 50 per cent

are particularly inclined to settle. By using Darvan and grinding the
dispersions very fine this tendency may be somewhat reduced. Such
•References: "Latex and its Industrial Applications" by Frederick Marchlonna.

"Latex in Industry" by Royce J. Noble.
"The Chemistry and Technology of Rubber Latex" by C. Falconer Flint.
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compounds should be stirred slowly while in storage as well as in the
dipping tank.
Nearly all latex compounds will froth when agitated because air is

trapped which will later rise to the surface and form bubbles. Latex
compounds intended for the dipping tank should be stored for a time to
allow the bubbles to rise and be skimmed off.
Deaeration by a vacuum and straining during transfer are further

means of removing bubbles. Strainers and baffle plates in the dipping
tank provide the final measure for the guarantee of a bubble free
surface.
Webbing is a difficulty frequently encountered in the manufacture of

gloves and other articles which are made on dipping forms of irregular
shape. For example when the glove form is withdrawn from the latex,
the fingers may be joined by a web which breaks and leaves thick and
thin spots. This tendency may be reduced or eliminated by adding to
the compound small amounts of milk powder, lecithin, oil emulsions, or
certain wetting agents. The effects of webbing may sometimes be mini
mized by varying the speed of withdrawal of the form.
When the occurrence of thin spots which are not the result of webbing

are observed they may indicate too high a surface tension in the com
pound and a need for the addition of a wetting agent.
The hardness of the film produced in the dipping process is dependent

primarily on the materials in the compound. However, films that are built
up with two or more dips may be immersed in a liquid softener such as
Plastogen for a few seconds in between dips and dried for 15 to 20 sec
onds before going into the latex again. This procedure results in a
film of considerably lower modulus than would otherwise be obtained.

Spreading
In spreading, latex has found one of its largest applications. It is

used to provide a rubber backing for automobile upholstery and carpet
ing. The rubber acts as a flexible binder to anchor the pile to the base
fabric. In rugs the rubber also functions as a sizing to help hold the
shape and provide a non-slip under surface.
The latex is applied to the fabric in several ways depending on the

particular type of equipment used; by means of a doctor blade or a
pick-up roll. The properties of the latex compound must be adjusted to
suit the requirements of the operation.
The chief problem of the fabric coating process is to obtain the proper

degree of penetration. In order to control this, the compounder must
consider the viscosity, the rubber content, the pH of the compound, and
the nature of the fabric insofar as it affects wetting properties.
The viscosity of the compound is a critical factor in penetration. Thin

liquids will penetrate further than thick ones. Viscosity can be changed
readily by dilution, by varying the solids content, and by the use of
thickeners.
High rubber content compounds generally have a low degree of pene

tration. This fact is utilized to determine the type of latex (normal or
concentrated) to be used for particular applications.
Frequently the fabrics vary in the tightness of weave, have an acid

reaction, or contain a sizing that is difficult to wet. Extra thinning of the
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latex, and the addition of alkali or wetting agents may be necessary to
combat these conditions.
Latex is also applied to paper to impart certain properties which are

not obtained from standard bindingmaterials.
One method by which this is done is by dipping the paper into a sizing

bath and passing it through squeeze rolls or between doctor blades. The
sized paper is then dried.
Another method is to coat one side of the paper with compounds con

taining varying amounts of fillers employing latex as a binder. These
compounds are applied by either a pick up roll or a doctor blade. The
coated paper may be dried and calendered by standard methods.
Some of the advantages of treating paper with latex are increased

strength, improved fold, better resistance to flexing, greater water re
sistance, and improved surface qualities.

Impregnating
Latex compounds are used for impregnating a number of fibrous

materials such as fabric and paper. Commercial applications of this
process include sock lining, impregnation of belting, inner soles, and
other types of artificial leather. This is done to gain greater strength,
to reduce porosity, and to obtain certain special properties; for instance
"hand," water resistance, flex and abrasion resistance.
These materials are impregnated by immersion in a suitable latex

bath. The fabric or paper to be impregnated is usually unfinished and
porous in order to obtain a thorough saturation of the fibres. The latex
compound is designed to have maximum wetting properties; viz, it is
usually dilute and may contain wetting agents to reduce surface tension.

Design for Latex Impregnating and Coating Equipment
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The product is run into the bath over a system of rolls or floated
across the surface of the latex and upon emerging is passed between
squeeze rolls or doctor blades to remove excess compound. The amount
of rubber retained in the sheet is governed by the solids content of the
bath and the adjustment of the squeeze rolls or doctor blades.
The processed sheet may be dried by passing it through a hot air oven,

over drying cans, or through festoon dryers. Fabrics are often held in
tenter frames to dry and vulcanize.
Adhesives
Latex adhesives are special compounds for bonding. They are used in

the manufacture of shoes for cementing the various parts together, and
for combining fabrics used in the shoe. They are also widely used in a
variety of other applications such as foil-to-paper laminating, curled
fibre cushions, bookbinding, anchoring flock, and in the manufacture of
cork, asbestos and other sheet materials.
The advantages of latex adhesives over solvent types are :

•1—Higher solids content which means more rubber applied per coat.
2—Stronger films because latex rubber has not undergone mastication.
3—Absence of fire hazard since no solvent is present in latex ad

hesives.
Two methods are in use for applying adhesives.
1—In the first method, the latex compound is applied to each of the

materials to be combined. The coated surfaces are pressed together
while wet and held together until the adhesive has dried.

2—In the second method the latex is applied and allowed to dry at
room temperature before the materials are combined. The coated
surfaces are then pressed together firmly.

One of the important uses of latex adhesives is for the bonding of
two or more fabrics to each other. This process consists of applying a
suitable latex compound usually to one side of one of the fabrics to be
combined. In some cases one surface of each fabric is coated. The com
bined fabrics are held firmly together while being dried. The latex is
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applied by means of a doctor blade and the combined material passed
over a steam table or heated drum for drying and curing.
Foil-to-paper laminating is done in a manner similar to the combining

of two or more fabrics.
A special application of latex adhesives is for the manufacture of

cushion pads from curled fibres. This process involves the binding of a
loose mat of curled fibre with a latex compound to form a resilient
cushion. The latex is applied by either spraying or dipping. The mat may
be made in a continuous sheet or molded to a particular design. The
formed article is dried and vulcanized in a hot air oven.
Casting
Latex statues are made by pouring a suitable latex compound into a

porous plaster mold. The water in the latex is absorbed by the plaster
and a latex coating is deposited on the inside of the mold. The excess
latex is poured out of the mold and the mold with the latex film inside
is allowed to stand at room or slightly elevated temperature until the
film is set sufficiently to hold its shape when the mold is removed. The
product after removal from the mold is further dried and vulcanized.
The plaster mold must be dry before adding the latex compound to

insure quick absorption of the water from the latex. Two pourings a
day may be made with the same mold by drying it in an oven between
coatings. Each mold is ordinarily good for at least forty pourings,
depending on the compound used, before the pores become clogged and
it is discarded.
Good mold flow is obtained by giving the bone dry plaster mold a

quick dip into cold water just before pouring in the latex.
The film thickness is controlled by the time allowed before pouring

off the excess and by the viscosity, stability, and total solids of the
compound.

Rubber Molds
Many articles made from plaster of paris are cast in flexible molds

usually of gelatine. These gelatine molds must be handled with con
siderable care. Furthermore, after a very few castings have been made
the molds must be melted and recast.
A more permanent mold, capable of lasting through several hundred

castings, may readily be made from suitable rubber latex compounds.
While some care is required in making such a mold, when properly done
it will give very long service.
Directions for Making Molds*
The original figure or model to be reproduced is first coated with a

pure gum compound to reproduce detail. This may be done in several
ways; by spraying, brushing, dipping or pouring. Care must be taken
that all portions are coated and that no air bubbles are left in the de
tailed or other parts of the figure. A second coat, and a third if necessary
of this same compound are applied in the same way. Each coat must
be thoroughly dry before the next coat is applied.
•An Interesting; article by Adolph Silver, "New Method for Making Vulcanized Latex

Molda for Plaster Casting" appeared In the October 1B40 "Rubber Age."
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To give support to the figure, at least one coat of a staffer compound
is then applied. Again care must be taken that all detail is thoroughly
coated. The number of coats of this second compound is controlled by
the amount of support necessary for the most practical handling of the
particular mold.
After each coat of the stiff compound has been applied it should be

dried at room temperature (70 to 75 P.) rather than at elevated tem
peratures in order to insure proper adhesion between coats. After the
last coat has been applied, the mold should be dried from 12 to 24 hours
at about 165 P., to insure complete drying and vulcanization of the
rubber. If this procedure is not followed the mold may shrink or become
distorted. There will be no shrinkage if the mold is thoroughly dried
and cured before it is removed from the original figure.

CURING
In order to obtain the maximum physical properties from latex, both

in its original state and after aging, it is advisable to add curing agents
to the liquid latex and to vulcanize the finished article.
The vulcanization of latex articles is mainly carried out in hot air,

hot water, or open steam. Some specialties are being cured under infra
red lamps and by means of electronics.
Coated goods are generally dried and cured in the same process as

they run continuously from the impregnating apparatus through a
large hot air chamber. The temperature in these chambers must be high
enough to cure the stock yet low enough to prevent blistering due to
the formation of steam in the wet film.
Some dipped goods and molded goods are cured in hot water baths.

This operation is satisfactory provided the film has first been dried and
the compound does not contain important water-soluble ingredients
that might leach out.
Open steam vulcanizers are also used extensively for curing dipped

goods and molded goods. The films are dried, however, before curing,
in order to avoid water marks and blistering.
The temperatures used for vulcanization of latex films are generally

lower than those used for dry rubber. Natural latex and GR-S latex
stocks are cured at 200 to 260 P.; GR-M stocks between 220 and 285 F.

PROCESSING PROPERTIES OP LATEX
The most important properties of latex compounds which decide their

adaptability to the manufacturing processes used in the production of
latex goods are viscosity, stability, and the solids content of the latex.
Viscosity
Viscosity may be described as the resistance of the compound to flow.
It influences the thickness of film in dipped goods and the degree of
penetration in coatings. It depends on the solids content of the latex as
well as the nature of the substances in the compound. Concentrated latex
compounds are more viscous than normal latex compounds. Certain
materials such as gums, starches, and glues as well as some cellulose
derivatives may be used in small quantities to effect an increase in
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viscosity. When viscosity becomes too high due to evaporation or long
standing, it may be reduced by dilution with pure water or water
containing a small amount of ammonia.

Stability
Coagulation of latex takes place in two ways; one, by chemical reac

tion when the suspending medium becomes acid and two, by mechanical
means when the protective hulls around the latex particles are broken
down by excessive agitation.
Most commercial latices are alkaline as received. Natural latex has

been treated with ammonia to bring about this condition while synthetic
latices are made in alkaline solution and may or may not have additional
alkali introduced. When the pH of these latices becomes reduced (al
kalinity reduced) below a certain point, the rubber particles come to
gether in coagulation.
The evaporation of ammonia or the reaction of acid compounding in

gredients with the alkali may effect this reduction of pH and are there
fore to be guarded against. Alkalis and alkali salts are added to the
latex to prevent this type of coagulation and are therefore known as
stabilizers. These materials are also used in the dispersions of com
pounding ingredients to further assure safety from coagulation. The
presence of electrolytic salts, particularly those of polyvalent metals
such as may be present in hard water or as impurities in some com
pounding ingredients, may cause instability and even coagulation. It is
best to avoid the introduction of such materials when possible.
No matter how carefully the alkalinity of the latex compound is main

tained, prolonged violent agitation will ultimately result in coagulation.
Latex cannot be stabilized against this process indefinitely but it can be
compounded to resist it effectively by the use of protective colloids. These
materials have large molecules and an affinity for water in which they
have no tendency to coagulate. They are absorbed on the rubber particles
and surround them with a "solvated hull" which then prevents their
coming together.
Typical colloids used for this purpose are casein, glue, gelatine, starch,

and soap. Synthetic latices already contain small percentages of soap or
other protective but since these may be precipitated by any metallic
salts that are added in the course of mixing, additional stabilizer must
usually be added.
Solids Content
The solids content of the latex in the compound may be considered a

processing property of the compound since it greatly modifies the
amount and type of compounding ingredients to be used, affects the
character of the dried uncured film, and is closely related to the other
properties, viscosity and stability.
The weight of rubber, the percentage of water soluble substances in

the latex, and the cost, are the considerations which determine the latex
to be used for any particular job. The compounding ingredients are
added in proportion to the rubber present. Thus, for instance, latices of
high rubber content would not be practical for heavily loaded compounds
from the processing standpoint since they would have to be diluted any
way in order to obtain a workable viscosity. Similarly, impregnating or
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sizing compounds which must have a low viscosity should be made of
the lower solids latices. On the other hand, dipped goods which require
both a high rubber stock and a thick film deposit call for the use of a
concentrated latex in order to gain the necessary viscosity without
loading. An extra price burden must be born in order to gain the process
ing advantages of concentrated latex.
The dried latex film is essentially an uncured dry rubber compound

with the difference that the rubber has not been masticated and retains
all of its original nerve. The type of latex from which it is made, and the
rubber content of the film have a great deal to do with its properties
and it is an essential of good compounding to choose the right latex
for the Job.
In general, low solids latices are used wherever possible because they

are less expensive.

MATERIALS FOR LATEX COMPOUNDING
Many of the materials used in dry rubber influence both aims of com

pounding; that is, they affect both the finished properties of the goods
and they are functional in the processing of those goods. There are fewer
such materials for latex compounding; so few, that with rare exceptions
latex compounding materials may be divided into two distinct classes:
1—those materials which function in the finished latex article to give
it its desired properties, and 2—those which function in the liquid mix
to keep the ingredients uniformly dispersed and of the proper con
sistency for manipulating. The first group are the vulcanizing agents,
accelerators, activators, antioxidants, and fillers similarly used for dry
rubber compounding. These are mostly dry powders (water-insoluble)
that must be dispersed in water in order to enable them to be brought
into intimate contact with the rubber particles with which they are to
act after the film is deposited. The second group are the dispersing
agents, stabilizers, thickeners, and wetting agents. These are mostly
water soluble materials used in small quantities. They have little effect
on the properties of the cured compound.
Examples of the principle materials used in latex compounding are:

1—Those which function in the rubber film :

Vulcanizing agents—sulfur, Vandex, Telloy, zinc oxide (in Neo-
prene latices) .

Accelerators —Setsit-5, Butyl Zimate, Ethyl Zimate, Methyl
ZlMATE, TUADS, ROTAX.

Activators—zinc oxide, zinc carbonate.
Antioxidants—AgeRite White, AgeRite Alba, AgeRite Stalite,

AgeRite Powder, AgeRite Gel, AgeRite Resin D.
Softeners —Plastogen, tars, oils, waxes.
Fillers—Dixie and McNamee Clays, P-33, Thermax, whiting,

starch.
Colors—Rayox (for white), inorganic and organic pigments.
Odorants —Rodos No. 0 and No. 10.

2—Those which function in the liquid :

Dispersing Agents—the Darvans.
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Stabilizers—Alkalis—ammonia, caustic soda, caustic potash.
Alkali Salts—phosphates, borax, the Darvans.
Protective Colloids—casein, starches, soaps, algi

nates, glue, gelatine.
Thickeners —Methyl cellulose, alginates, gum karaya, tragacanth,

starches.
Wetting Agents—Sodium alkylnaphthalene sulfonates, soaps,

Turkey Red Oil.

VULCANIZING AGENTS
Sulfur is the most important vulcanizing agent for natural latex and

all of the commercially important latices and dispersions except Neo-
prene latex. It is used in amounts of 0.6 to 1.5 per cent on the rubber
(dry weight) with natural latex; larger quantities (1 to 3 per cent) are
required for the synthetic latices.
Neoprene latex will not vulcanize with sulfur but requires a metallic

oxide. Of the common substances available for this purpose, zinc oxide
is the one almost exclusively used. Sulfur is sometimes included in
Neoprene latex compounds, not, however, for vulcanization, but for its
ability to impart high modulus, to increase freeze resistance, and to
reduce stiffening of the cured film during storage.
Vandex and Latex Telloy are secondary vulcanizing agents fre

quently employed to advantage in natural rubber latex stocks. LatexTelloy in particular is a valuable addition for extending the curing
range and improving the aging resistance of natural latex compounds.
Vandex is used as an accelerator for hard rubber latex compounds.
Dispersed Sulfur
Dispersed Sulfur is a stable water dispersion of extremely fine par

ticle size sulfur especially prepared for latex. It has the composition:
Sulfur 73
Dispersing Agent 2
Water 25

100
Sulfur in this form may be added directly to latex without further

treatment except, possibly, dilution with water, or it may be added to
dispersions of other compounding ingredients in the pebble mill.
Latex Telloy
Telloy has a high specific gravity and therefore a tendency to settle

out of suspension rapidly. In order to make Telloy available for latex
compounding, a special grade called Latex Telloy has been developed
which is more bulky and has a softer texture than ordinary Telloy.
This special material is more easily dispersed and kept in suspension.
It is available in the form of a dispersion of the composition:

Latex Telloy 75
Darvan No. 1 3
Water 22

100
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To make a stable dispersion of this material, the above mixture must
be ground at least 48 hours. It should be well stirred before incor
porating with latex.

ACCELERATORS
In the process of mixing latex compounds high temperatures such as

are common in mixing dry rubber are not encountered and there is
accordingly no danger of premature vulcanization taking place. In
consequence, the free use of high speed ultra accelerators is allowable.
On the other hand latex and its compounding ingredients are stirred
together and not ground as in the case of dry compounding and the
matter of obtaining an intimate association of the accelerator and the
rubber molecules becomes a problem.
Most of the accelerators for latex are the same dry, water-insoluble

powders used for dry rubber compounding. They are adapted to use in
latex by grinding in water with a dispersing agent to form a fine par-
tided suspension that will remain stable throughout the various stages
of processing. An exception to this classification is Setsit-5, a liquid
accelerator designed for latex.
Setsit-5 .
This is a new accelerator for use in all types of natural and synthetic

latex. In laboratory evaluations it has shown ability to accelerate the
cure in natural latex, GR-S latex, Neoprene latex, and dispersed re
claim. It has been factory proven as an accelerator for natural latex,
GR-S latex, dispersed reclaim, and as an agent for increasing the modu
lus and improving the age resistance of Neoprene latex.
Setsit-5 is incorporated with latex by simply diluting 1 :2 with water

and stirring in. It is soluble in rubber and once associated with the
rubber molecule will not leach out. It compares well with the fastest
curing dry accelerators in speed of cure and imparts exceptionally high
tensile properties to both natural rubber and GR-S compounds. Setsit-5
is a solvent solution and should be kept tightly closed in storage.
Butyl Zimate
This accelerator is well known for its speed, high tensiles, and good

aging properties when used in natural latex. It is similarly effective
in reclaim dispersions, GR-S, and Neoprene latex. Butyl Zimate is a
dry powder and is dispersed for latex work according to the following
formula : Butyl Zimate 50

Darvan No. 1 2
Casein 3
Caustic Soda 0.5
Commercial Fungicide 0.1
Bentonite 1
Water 43.4

100.0

A good stable dispersion is obtained after grinding 24 hours.
Dissolve the casein and the caustic soda in a little water; add to the

other materials in the pebble mill at the start of the grind.
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Bran and Methyl Zimates
These accelerators are next in order of curing speed to Butyl Zimate

in natural latex. They are usually used at higher curing temperatures,
220 F. or above, and when so used their optimum tensile properties are
as good as those obtained with Butyl Zimate.
Either of these accelerators may be easily dispersed for latex com

pounding according to the formula :
Accelerator 55
Darvan No. 1 2.2
Water 42.8

100.0
This dispersion calls for a 24 hour grind.

Methyl Tuads
This accelerator is relatively slow curing when compared to the

Zimates and Setsit-5 in latex but it is used occasionally for natural
latex and reclaim dispersions with good results. Temperatures of 240 F.
and up are required for its best performance.
Tuads may be dispersed according to the following formula:

Tuads 55
Darvan No. 1 2.2
28% Ammonia 1
Water 41.8

100.0
Recommended time of grinding, 24 hours.

Rotax
Alone, this accelerator is too slow for practical latex work but as a

booster for Setsit-5 in GR-S latex Type III, it provides the maximum
tensile properties for this latex. It is best added as a separate disper
sion. Rotax is effective in all latices as a booster to the ultra-accelera
tors. It flattens the cure and provides improved aging.
Rotax is the odorless form of Caftax and may be used without danger

of imparting unpleasant odors to its compounds.
Rotax makes a good dispersion as follows :

Rotax 60
Darvan No. 1 2
Bentonite 1
Water 47

100

This accelerator is well dispersed after a 24 hour grind.

ACTIVATORS
For activation of accelerators in latex compounds, zinc oxide is the

material almost exclusively used. Zinc carbonate will serve the same
purpose but is less stable and offers greater difficulty of dispersion.
Certain special cases of activation are known such as ammonia casein
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as a secondary activator for GR-S latex Type III and some antioxidants
and accelerators as activators for Neoprene latices.
Zinc oxide may be prepared for use in latex by the formula:

Zinc Oxide 50
Darvan No. 1 2
Water 48

100

This should be ground for about 24 hours.

ANTIOXIDANTS
Antioxidants are extremely important in latex compounds, even more

so than in dry rubber stocks because most articles made from latex are
very thin and offer more surface to the effects of heat, light, and oxygen.
The different latices vary in their need for antioxidant and the anti
oxidants vary in the amount and type of protection afforded to each
of the rubbers. In general, however, most latex compounds are better
for having an antioxidant included in the formula.
AceRite White
One of the best and most widely used antioxidants is AgeRite White.

It is effective in all of the common latices in the amount of 1 per cent
on the rubber for retarding deterioration due to oxidation and heat. In
natural latex it is outstanding as an inhibitor of the deterioration due
to the presence of copper.
The procedure and formula for making an AGERrrE White disper

sion is as follows :

Wet the powder by grinding with ammonia and all of the water for
5 or 6 hours. This produces a massed cake which disperses readily when
the Darvan is added and results in a smooth paste, which is suitable for
further grinding.

AgeRite White 55
Darvan No. 1 2.2
28% Ammonia 0.55
Bentonite 0.27
Water 41.98

100.00

The time of grinding after the Darvan is added should be about 24
hours.
AgeRite Alba
This material is also used in all types of latex. Although not as effec

tive as AgeRite White, it combines good antioxidant properties with a
minimum tendency to discolor. It is therefore the antioxidant recom
mended in all white or light-colored goods where discoloration is un
desirable.
AgeRite Alba is easily dispersed by the same procedure which is

used for AgeRite White. The formula recommended is:
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AgeRite Alba 50
Darvan No. 1 2
Casein 1.5
28% Ammonia 0.5
Bentonite 1
Water 45

100.0AgeRite Stalite
This is a liquid antioxidant with excellent all-round age resisting

properties. It may be used to advantage in both natural latex and the
synthetics. Next to AgeRite Alba it has the least tendency to discolor
of any of the AgeRites and is therefore frequently used in light-colored
goods which must combine strong age resisting characteristics with a
minimum tendency to discolor. Being a liquid, AgeRite Stalite is pre
ferred by many latex compounders because it may be easily emulsified
rather than ground as are dry antioxidants with comparable antioxi
dant properties.
A suitable AgeRite Stalite emulsion may be made as follows:

45
4
0.5

15% Ammonia-Casein .... 10
1.5
39
100.0

Solution A

•Solution B

Add Solution A to Solution B with efficient stirring.
AgeRite Powder
AgeRite Powder is a powerful all-purpose antioxidant for use in dark

colored articles of all types of latex. It is effective in the amount of 1
per cent in natural latex, 2 per cent in most synthetic latices.
It is easily dispersed in the formula :

AgeRite Powder 55
Darvan No. 1 2.2
28% Ammonia 0.55
Bentonite 0.55
Water 41.7

100.00
Time of grinding, about 24 hours.

AgeRite Gel
AgeRite Gel is a gel-type antioxidant which may be emulsified rather

than ground. This antioxidant has good oxidation resistant properties
and is recommended as a general purpose antioxidant for latex work.
An AgeRite Gel emulsion is made as follows:

AgeRite Gel 25
5
1.5
65

15% Ammonia-Casein 3*5

Solution A
Solution B
Solution C

100.0
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Melt the AgeRite Gel and the stearic acid together at a temperature
Just high enough to make both ingredients fluid. Dissolve the triethan-
olamine in the water. Then add Solution A to Solution B with rapid
agitation. When the emulsion is thus formed, stir in the Ammonia-
Casein, Solution C, for permanent stability.
AceRite Resin D
This antioxidant is outstanding for increasing the resistance of latex

articles to heat deterioration. It performs this function in all of the com
mon types of latex compounds.
A good dispersion may be made of Resin D by the following formula:

AgeRite Resin D 55
Darvan No. 1 2.2
Casein 1.65
Water 41.15

100.00

This dispersion requires about 48 hours of grinding. It is best to
withhold the casein until % hour before dumping.

SOFTENERS
Softeners are not used to as great an extent in latex compounding

as they are in dry compounding. However, tars, oils, and waxes are
sometimes used to impart softness, flexibility, or tackiness to latex films.
These substances are emulsified by agitating with a fat acid and a base.
PlASTOCEN
This softener is an oil frequently used with loaded stocks to lower

modulus and increase flexibility. It is readily emulsified in the following
formula:

Plastogen 87.5
Oleic Acid 9
Triethanolamine 3.5

100.0

This mixture may be emulsified by agitation with water and may
then be added directly to latex.
Paraffin Wax Emulsion
Where wax is indicated, paraffin is the most commonly used. To pre

pare an emulsion of this substance, add 3 parts of stearic acid and 1
part of triethanolamine to 100 parts of water. Heat the mixture with
stirring until it boils. Melt the paraffin and when it reaches a tempera
ture of about 90 C. stir it into the soap solution until the wax is thor
oughly dispersed. Stir the solution slowly while cooling. The finished
emulsion may be passed through a colloid mill or homogenizer to insure
its stability.

FILLERS AND PIGMENTS
Fillers are used in latex for lowering cost and stiffening the finished

film. There is no mechanical reinforcement gained from fillers in latex
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as there is in dry rubbers. Small amounts of clay or carbon black, up
to 10 parts on the rubber, may slightly reinforce GR-S and Neoprene
latices but the effect is negligible compared to what may be done in the
same rubbers dry mixed. All other fillers in latex act as mere diluents
increasing modulus, lowering tensile, and lowering elongation in pro
portion to the amount added.

Dixie and McNamee Clats
Clays and whiting are the most extensively used fillers for latex. They

are usually added in large proportions as a 50 to 60 per cent dispersion.
It is generally unnecessary and impractical to ball mill these materials—instead, they are simply stirred with water and Darvan in a large
tank. A suitable mixture is:

Powder 50
Darvan 1
Water 49

Too
It is best to dissolve the Darvan in the water and add the powder

slowly while stirring. The dispersion is formed in 10 to 15 minutes.
If the dispersion stands long before use it should be well stirred just

prior to compounding with the latex.

Blacks
The hard blacks (channels) are not used in latex except in very small

quantities for color. The softer gas blacks however are satisfactory
fillers and are used in quantities commensurate with other fillers.
P-33 and Thermax are good blacks for loading dark-colored com

pounds. They disperse readily with Darvan and water to form smooth
stable pastes :

P-33 or Thermax 60
Darvan No. 1 2.4
Water 37.6

100.0

These materials should be ground about 24 hours to insure uniform
wetting of the blacks.
Other Fillers
Asphalt emulsions are sometimes used as cheap, low-gravity fillers

in dark-colored compounds. Some of these are used as diluents in the
same manner as clays and whiting; others are added to heavily loaded
compounds to impart tack and flexibility.
Starch may be used in fairly high proportions as a filler and sizing

in low-cost rug backing compounds. It is easily prepared for addition
to latex by mixing with water and cooking to maximum viscosity.
Pigments
The pigments used in latex are those used in dry rubber. They are

used in small proportions and have little effect on the cured properties
of the compound.
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Rayox LW is the best white pigment for latex. It is used to make pure
white products or as a color base for better tints and brighter colors.
A suitable dispersion of Rayox is prepared according to the formula :

Rayox LW 50
Casein 1.5
Water 48.5

100.0

The LW grade of Rayox is recommended for latex work as the best
for forming stable suspensions.
This dispersion should be ground from 2 to 4 hours.
Iron oxide is a commonly used inorganic pigment. It has high tinting

strength and in larger quantities acts as an inert filler. A suitable for
mula for dispersing iron oxide is :

Red Oxide 60
Darvan No. 1 2.4
Water 37.6

100.0

This mixture should be ground about 24 hours.
Color pastes are produced by several suppliers in such a form that

they may be incorporated directly with the latex or with the dispersion
in the grind.

ODORANTS
Rodo No. 0 and Rodo No. 10 are blends of essential oils used in very

small amounts (about 0.1 per cent on the rubber) to kill the odors in
rubber compounds. They are usually ground in with other dispersions.

DISPERSING AGENTS
Dry insoluble powders may be dispersed in water to a certain extent

by agitation alone. However, the cohesive forces between the particles
cause them to come together into agglomerates and form large masses
which will not remain in suspension. The finer the particle size, the
greater the tendency to agglomerate, therefore grinding is not the com
plete answer to the attainment of good dispersion. It has been found
that certain water-soluble substances, chiefly salts of high molecular
weight organic acids, added in small quantities to the water will over
come the cohesive forces between the particles or increase the negative
charges thus causing them to repel one another. This results in the prac
tically complete separation of the individual particles, that is, a high
degree of dispersion.

The Darvans
Darvan No. 1 and Darvan No. 2 are sodium salts of organic acids

which possess the power of dispersing dry powders to a great extent.
Such powders will disperse in water containing Darvan instantaneously.
These dispersions may then be ground to extremely fine particle size to
form even more stable suspensions since the finer the particles, the
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less the tendency to settle. The total effect of Darvan is therefore
threefold :

1—It transforms what would be a thick immobile paste into a free
flowing suspension. In other words it allows high concentrations
of powders to be dispersed in water or allows the amount of water
added to the dispersion to be kept to a minimum.

2—It allows the powder to be ground to finer particle size thereby
increasing its contact surface and assuring more intimate associa
tion with the latex particles. This results in smoother and more
uniform finished products.

3—It stabilizes the dispersion and guarantees less tendency to settle.
The normal effective amount of Darvan is 1 to 4 parts on the
weight of powder.

STABILIZERS
The term stabilizer as used in latex compounding refers to the stabili

zation of the latex against coagulation. It is to be distinguished from
the reference to stability of the various dispersions and emulsions of
compounding ingredients which is used to describe the ability of these
dispersions and emulsions to remain in suspension throughout storage
and processing.

Alkalis
Alkalis and alkali salts such as caustic soda, caustic potash, and soda

ash, are used extensively to supplement the alkali present in natural
and synthetic latices. They are added prior to compounding to insure
sufficient chemical stability. These fixed alkalis are preferred to am
monia because they do not evaporate.

Protective Colloids
Natural latex contains certain proteins which act as natural stabil

izers against mechanical coagulation. The synthetic latices as marketed
contain a small amount of soap formed in the process of their manu
facture.
It is general practice to include from 1 to 5 per cent of casein or other

protective of this type in the formula to stabilize against mechanical
coagulation. The higher percentages of casein are required in heavily
loaded stocks.
Casein is best added in the form of a 15 per cent solution as follows:

Casein 15
28% Ammonia 7.5
Water 77.6

100.0

The casein should be soaked in warm water for 30 minutes at 150 F.
(65 C.) The ammonia should then be added and the mixture stirred
until solution is complete.
Other protectives used for this purpose are glue, gelatine, alginates,

starch and soaps. These, as well as casein, require alkali to raise the pH
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above 7 and a small percentage of a commercial fungicide to prevent
putrefaction.

THICKENING AGENTS
The workability of a latex compound is dependent upon the con

sistency or viscosity of the mix. Such operations as dipping and im
pregnating require the latex to be thick or thin according to the desired
film thickness or the amount of penetration. When a mix is too thick it
may be thinned readily by dilution with water but when it is too thin
it is necessary for practical purposes to add a thickening agent. Ex
amples of substances that may accomplish this thickening are casein,
methyl cellulose, alginates, Xaraya gum, gelatine, starch, and Indus
trial gum.
These thickeners vary in their effects with the different latices. Casein,

one of the most widely used, thickens natural latex somewhat but is
much more effective in GR-S and Neoprene. Industrial gum is very good
in natural latex and not quite so effective in the synthetics. Alginates
and Karaya gum are good thickeners in all latices provided the pH is
kept sufficiently high.
Casein used for thickening should be prepared as a 15 per cent solu

tion as described previously.
Methyl cellulose (either 25 or 400 centipoise) may be used as a 5 to 8

per cent solution in water. The methyl cellulose is stirred into warm
water; it dissolves on cooling.
Alginate solutions are made up in a manner similar to that used for

methyl cellulose.
For preparing Karaya gum, the following method is recommended:

Karaya Gum 2.5
Soda Ash 1.5
Commercial Fungicide 1.2
Water 95.8

100.0

The Karaya gum should be stirred into the water containing the other
ingredients until a smooth gelatinous solution is obtained.
This Karaya gum solution is particularly useful for producing a

stringy type of latex mix which is excellent for the prevention of strik
ing through, an important property of latices used for coating porous
fabrics.

WETTING AGENTS
The surface tension of latex compounds affects such properties of the

mix as wetting power and flow characteristics. It is therefore pertinent
to the proper function of these compounds in certain processes. Alkyl
naphthalene sulfonates, Turkey Red Oil, and some soaps are known to
have the effect of lowering the surface tension of latex and are termed
wetting agents. These are highly selective in their action and must be
chosen for each particular job where they are needed. In general, rela
tively large amounts (from 1 to 5 per cent) of wetting agent are re
quired in latex since the surface tension of latex is already low and the
proportionate reduction much less than that observed in water.
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Most wetting agents have one or more other properties which influ
ence the latex. Some act as dispersing agents, some as stabilizers, and
others cause thickening. Consequently the use of these substances should
be preceded by careful examination of the material in the application
for which it is intended.

VULCANIZING DISPERSIONS
In factory production where a great number of batches of the same

formula are made, it is impractical to incorporate all the compounding
ingredients as separate dispersions. Instead, all or most of the dry
materials are ground together to make a single dispersion which is then
added to the latex in one operation.

HOW THEY ARE MADE
Consider the formula:

Rubber (from latex) ... 100
2

Sulfur 0.6
AgeRite White 1Butyl Zimate 1

0.5

105.1

All of the materials in this compound, except the latex, may be
ground together in a single dispersion made up as follows :

Zinc Oxide
Sulfur iZZ i0 6AgeRite White

1
0.5
0.153

Caustic Soda 0.1
Watpr 4fi4S

10.200

The active ingredients present in the dispersion total 6.1 units and
the water and water solubles bring the total to 10.2. If 10.2 units of this
dispersion are added to that weight of latex which contains 100 units of
rubber (dry weight) the formula will be complete.
The total amount of active ingredients in the dispersion shown is 50

per cent by weight, the balance being water and water solubles. This
concentration is average and may be varied, within limits, to obtain a
particular concentration of solids in the liquid latex compound.
The water soluble substances present in the dispersion of active

ingredients each serve a definite purpose. The casein, added as a 15 per
cent ammonia solution, acts as a stabilizer to retard thickening and
settling of the suspended particles. Dabvan is the dispersing agent
which prevents the finely divided particles from agglomerating. It is
added directly. The caustic soda serves to keep the dispersion alkaline
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enough so that it may be added to the latex without causing coagulation.
The grinding procedure is also an important factor in the production

of satisfactory vulcanizing dispersions. It is generally good practice to
grind with the mill approximately % full; i.e. the stones should fill the
mill to a level approximately half its volume and the dispersion plus
the stones should occupy % the volume of the mill. Generally, the caustic
soda and casein solutions which contain part of the total water, may be
withheld thus forming a concentrated slurry which grinds more effi
ciently with less wear on the mill. Pastes ground thick are also more
stable than those ground with all the water present.
Near the completion of the grind, (the time varies from 24 to 72

hours) the remaining water should be added to convert the paste to a
free-flowing liquid which may be poured easily from the mill. Since the
casein solution is primarily a stabilizer it may often be withheld from
the dispersion and added near the end of the grind with the remaining
water.

READY-MADE VULCANIZING DISPERSIONS
Vanderbilt includes among its materials for the latex products indus

try a number of standard vulcanizing dispersions designed for use in the
different types of latices to produce a variety of product compounds. A
complete list of these dispersions follows:
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Vulcanizing Dispersions for Natural Latex

Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
AgeRite White
RotaxButyl Zimate ..
Methyl Zimate
Rodo No. 0

Darvan No. 1....
Casein
Caustic Soda ....
Water

Use:

C-13

1
1

0.12
0.12
0.1
2.66

6.00

C-16

8
1
1

0.24
0.3
0.1
5.36

12.00

Fast curing For fast cures
general pur- and good aging.

C-68

3
1
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.1

0.224
0.117
0.15
5.109

11.200

For moderately
fast cures and
good aging.
Used for adhe-
sives, rug siz
ing, and other
Impregnating
or coating com
pounds.

C-92

2
1
1
1

0.25

0.21
0.15
0.1
4.79

10.60

Similar to C-68.
Is slightly slow
er curing and
contains more
antioxidant.

Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
AgeRite WhiteButyl Zimate ..Ethyl Zimate..
Latex Telloy ..

Darvan No.
Casein _.
Caustic Soda
Water

1...

C-93

0.12
0.12
0.1
2.66

6.00

Use:
Gives film 8with
higher elonga
tion and lower
modulus than
C-16. Used for
dipping where
a change of
viscosity is un
desirable.

C-95

2
0.6
1
1

0.5

oja
0.15
0.1
4.65

10.20

For fast cures
and outstand
ing age resist
ance.

C-199

1
1

0.12
0.12
0.1
2.66

6.00

Where an anti
oxidant is not
required.

C-227

2
0.6
1

1
0.6

0.2
0.15
0.1
4.65

10.20

Alternate
C-95.
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Vulcanizing Dispersions for Natural Latex (Cont.)
DESIGNED FOR USE WITH SETSIT-5

C-402 C-403 C-404 C-405

1 2 2 2
Sulfur 1 0.6 1 1
AgeRite White — 1 1 —
AgeRite Alba .. — .— 1
Latex Telloy .. — 0.5 — —
Darvan No. 1.... 0.08 0.16 0.16 0.16

0.06 0.12 0.12 0.12
Caustic Soda .... 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Water 1.76 3.72 3.62 3.62

4.00 8.20 8.00 8.00

Use:
With emulsified For fast cures For fast cures For fast cures
antioxidant or and outstand- and good aging. and good aging
where no anti- ing age resist- where mlnl-
oxidant Is re- ance. mum discolora-
qulred. tion by light is

required.

Vulcanizing Dispersions for GR-S Latex—Type III
G-l G-2 G-3

Zinc Oxide 8 8 8
2 2 2

AgeRite White 1 1
AgeRite Alba .. — — 0.5Butyl Zimate 2 0.6 2

— L6 —
Darvan No. 1.... 0.32 0.32 0.3

0.24 0.24 0.22
Caustic Soda .... 0.1 0.1 0.1
Water 7.34 7.34 6.88

16.00 16.00 15.00

Use:
For general purpose where a strong antl- Where minimum dis-
oxidant is desirable. coloration by light is

required.
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Vulcanizing Dispersions for GR-S Latex—Type in (Cont.)
G-4 G-5 G-6

Zinc Oxide ........ 8 2 S
Sulfur 2 2 2
AgeRite White 1 — .—
AoeRite Alba .. — — 0.6Butyl Zimate.. — 2 —
Methyl Zimate 2 — 2

Darvan No. 1.... 0.32 0.24 0.3
0.24 0.24 0.22

Caustic Soda .... 0.1 0.1 0.1
7.34 5.42 6.88

16.00 12.00 15.00

Use:
For obtaining fast
cures and good ten
sile properties.

Where an antioxi
dant is not required.

Alternate to G-8.

DESIGNED FOR USE WITH SETSIT-5

Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
AgeRite White
AgeRite Resin D
AgeRite Alba ..
Rotax
Darvan No. L...
Casein
Caustic Soda ....
Water

Use:

G-15

5
2
1

0.32
0.24
0.1
7.34

16.00

Where discol
oration by light
Is not objec-

G-17

5

0.36
0.27
0.1
8.27

18.00

For fast cures
where mini
mum discolora
tion by light is
required.

G-20

S
2

0.24
0.18
0.1
5.48

12.00

Alternate to
G-17 where less
antioxidant is
required.

G-22

5
2

0.48
0.36
0.15
11.01

24.00

Good aging
with minimum
discoloration.
Developed forUpholstery
Backing.
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Vulcanizing Dispersions for Neoprene Latex—Type 571

Zinc Oxide
AgeRite Powder
AgeRite Alba ..
Dixie Clay
DARYAN No. 1....
Casein
Water

N-l
5
2

0.28
0.21
6.51

14.00

Use:
For good ■sine
where discoloration
by light li not ob-

N-2
6

2

0.28

6.72

14.00

For good aging with
minimum discolora
tion.

N-3
6
2

10

0.68
0.51
15.81

34.00

Alternate to N-l for
higher modulus and

N-6
Zinc Oxide 5
Sulfur —
AgeRite White 1
AgeRite Alba .. —
Butyl Zimate.. —
Red Oxide —
Darvan No. 1.... 0.24
Casein 0.18
Caustic Soda .... 0.1
Water 5.48

Use:
12.00

For maximum
heat aging
where discolor
ation by light
is not objec-

N-7
6
1
1

1
10

0.72
0.54
0.1
16.64

36.00

For fast curing
and good ag
ing. Contains
a red pigment.

N-8
6
1
1

0.32
0.24
0.1
7.34

16.00

For fast curing
and excellent
aging where
discoloration
by light is not
objectionable.

N-9
16
1

0.76
0.57
0.1
17.57

38.00

For fast curing
and good aging
with minimum
discoloration
by light.
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COMPOUND DESIGN
The design of a latex compound is similar to the design of a dry rub

ber compound in that it calls for a number of materials to be added for
the purpose of obtaining certain properties in the vulcanized article. It
is different in that the mixing of these ingredients in water suspension
requires the further addition of compounding ingredients which serve
only to maintain the latex compound in suspension throughout the proc
essing phase up to the point where the film is dried. These latter sub
stances are generally water soluble, are used in small quantities, and,
with a few exceptions, have little effect on the finished properties of
the product.

DESIGNING A NATURAL LATEX COMPOUND
RAW LATEX

The dried rubber film from uncompounded natural latex is a soft
elastic product with high elongation, low modulus, and fairly high ten
sile strength. It has very little resistance to aging, however, and soon
becomes sticky and loses its strength. It is readily attacked by most
organic solvents and at low temperatures it becomes very stiff.

RAW LATEX, ZINC OXIDE, AND SULFUR
If zinc oxide and sulfur are added to the latex as water dispersions,

the dried film from the resulting compound will vulcanize when sub
jected to appropriate temperatures. Following is a comparison of the
properties of uncompounded films and films containing sulfur and zinc
oxide:

Compound 1 Compound 2

Rubber (from normal latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide — 2
Sulfur — 0.6

100 102.6

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES o m v C T VAT 200 P. (94 C.) O A Mi O 1 Cj

6 Min 66 1615 915 190 1365 880
10 " 70 2000 1010 165 1550 895
15 " - 65 1960 995 160 1750 940
20 " 60 2120 980 145 1740 970
30 " 65 2150 1005 166 1800 940
60 " 86 2010 1010 160 1240 850
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After Aging 3 Hoars in Air Bomb at 260 F. (127 C.) and 80 lbs. Pressure
5 Min Melted Melted
10 " " "
15 " " "
20 " " "
30 '*

60 "

Note that compound 2 takes a cure as indicated by the increased
modulus and reduced elongation. The tensile strength is not improved,
however, and the resistance to aging still so poor as to be unmeasurable
by this test.

ORGANIC ACCELERATION

The further addition of an organic accelerator, suitably dispersed,
greatly increases the curing rate of the deposited film. At the same time,
the modulus and tensile strength are increased. The compound now
retains some of its properties after aging although the percentage loss
is still very high.
The following data show the effect of adding Butyl Zimate to the

compound of latex, zinc oxide, and sulfur.

Rubber (from normal latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide 2 2
Sulfur 0.6 0.6Butyl Zimate — 1

102.6 103.6

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES V T JS «7 T VAT 200 F. (M C) O T Hi S T S
5 Min. 190 1365 880 130 2050 990
10 " 165 1550 895 145 3150 1005
15 " 160 1750 940 255 4010 1030
20 " 146 1740 970 245 4616 1050
30 " 165 1800 940 290 4505 1030
60 " 160 1240 850 230 4680 1000

After Aging 3 Hours in Air Bomb at 260 F. (127 C) and 80 lbs. Pressure
5 Min Melted 95 200 735
10 " " 115 610 845
15 " " 115 630 870
20 " " 120 635 880
30 " " 135 670 835
60 " " 115 576 846
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PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
To bring the aging characteristics of the latex compound up to a

reasonable level, the addition of an antioxidant is required. How effec
tively this may be done is apparent from the data:

Compound S Compound 4

Rubber (from normal latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide 2 2
Sulfur 0.6 0.6Butyl Zimate 1 1
AgeRite White — 1

103.6 104.6

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES e r W O T IP
AT 200 F. (NC.) ° 1 * a t a
5 Min 130 2050 990 155 2770 1030
10 " 145 3150 1005 175 3490 1030
15 " 255 4010 1030 215 4065 1020
20 " 245 4615 1050 240 4650 1010
30 " 290 4505 1030 280 4860 990
60 " 230 4680 1000 195 4825 1000

After Aging 3 Hours in Air Bomb at 260 F. (127 C.) and 80 lbs. Pressure
5 Min 95 200 735 225 1860 835
10 " 116 610 845 255 2165 855
15 " 115 630 870 335 2275 896
20 " 120 635 830 260 2225 885
80 " 135 670 835 220 2165 860
60 " 115 675 845 215 2050 870

The addition of one per cent of AgeRite White has converted a poor-
aging compound to a good-aging compound. There is substantially no
change in modulus and the loss in tensile strength has been reduced
from roughly eighty per cent to fifty per cent.

FILLERS
Dispersions of blacks, clays, and whiting may be added to natural

latex compounds to lower volume cost and to provide stiffness to the
cured film. Unlike dry rubber compounds, natural latex compounds are
not reinforced by blacks and clays and the tensile strength is reduced in
proportion to the amount of filler added. McNamee and Dixie clays are
representative of loading materials used for light-colored stocks. P-33
and Thermax are excellent for high loadings in dark-colored stocks.

RESINS, OILS, AND WAXES
Materials of this type which are used frequently in dry rubber stocks,
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have relatively little application in latex. They may, however, be emul
sified and easily incorporated with the latex when it is desirable to use
them.
Asphalt emulsions are occasionally used as loading materials, and in

some cases to impart tack to the uncured film.
Oils such as Plastogen, and waxes, are sometimes used to make softer

cured goods ; for instance, bathing caps and surgeons gloves. They may
either be incorporated with the latex compound or used as a dipping
bath for coating the article between successive dips into the latex com
pound.

INGREDIENTS FOR CONTROLLING THE LIQUID PHASE
The materials used for adapting the latex and other substances to

the processes of mixing, storing, and forming may be classified roughly
into four groups; dispersing agents, stabilizers, thickeners, and wet
ting agents.
Dispersing Agents
Most of the compounding ingredients added to latex are dry water-

insoluble powders and must be well dispersed in order to act effectively
in the compound. If ground in water alone these powders tend to agglom
erate and settle out of suspension. If a good dispersing agent such as
Darvan is included, however, the powder particles do not come together
and consequently remain in a fine state of dispersion. This is the condi
tion required for producing satisfactory latex compounds.
Darvan No. 1 or No. 2 in the amount of two to four per cent on the

dry weight of the powder will produce smooth stable dispersions of prac
tically all of the dry materials that go into the latex compound.

Stabilizers
Both chemical and mechanical coagulation must be guarded against

throughout the processing of the latex compound.
The chemical coagulation of latex is prevented by maintaining the

latex suspension well on the alkaline side by the addition of ammonia,
caustic soda, or alkali salts. Dispersed powders, too, should be made
alkaline before addition to the latex, particularly materials which have
an acid reaction such as clay.
These alkalis are added in water solution to the latex when required,

and with the dry powder in the making of dispersions. Additional alkali
may be safely added to the compound at any time during the processing
if the pH of the suspension gets below 9.
The mechanical coagulation of latex must be taken care of by other

ingredients since alkali has little apparent effect on this property.
Casein, glue, gelatine, starch, and soaps are substances which, when
present in amounts from 1 to 5 per cent on the dry weight of the rubber,
will increase considerably the ability of the compound to withstand
agitation.
Casein is probably the best of the materials for mechanical stabiliza

tion. It should be added as a 15 per cent alkaline solution.
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Thickening Agents
When thickening agents are necessary in a natural latex compound,

methyl cellulose, alginates, or Karaya gum may be used.

Wetting Agents
Good wetting agents for natural latex are Turkey Red Oil, soaps,

and certain alkyl-naphthalene sulfonates.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
In order to develop latex compounds for specific purposes it is neces

sary to know not only the classes of ingredients which go to make them
up but also the specific properties of the various materials in each class.
The following data compares various accelerators, antioxidants, and
fillers in natural latex.
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Effect of Latex Telloy
Rubber (from normal latex) 100 100

2 2
0.6 0.6
1 1
1 1

— 0.5

104.6 105.1

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES „ ™ „ _ _ _
AT 200 F. (94 C.) S T E S T E
5 Min 155 2770 1030 115 2580 1035
10 " 175 3490 1030 175 3900 1050
15 " 215 4065 1020 210 4680 1025
20 " 240 4650 1010 220 6250 1010
30 " 280 4860 990 285 5755 995
60 " 195 4825 1000 280 6840 1000

After Aging 3 Hours in Air Bomb at 260 F. (127 C.) and 80 lbs. Pressure
5 Min 225 1860 835 540 3800 790
10 " 255 2155 855 615 3910 785
15 " 335 2275 895 575 3810 760
20 " 260 2225 885 495 3720 775
80 " 220 2165 860 655 3650 755
60 " 215 2050 870 690 3435 790
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Protective Effect of AgeRite White Against a Copper Salt
COPPER ABSENT COPPER PRESENT

Rubber (from
60% latex) .. 100 100 100 100

Zinc Oxide 1111
Sulfur 1111Butyl Zimate.. 1111
AgeRite White — 1 — 1
Copper
Carbonate .... — — 0.15 0.15

103 104 103.15 104.15

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

HOT AIR CURES Before Airintrat 200 P. (94 c.) uerore Aging

S T E S T E S T E S T E
5 Min 70 3050 1140 100 4730 1130 100 2820 1100 80 2650 1140
10 " .... 85 42101100 100 5120 1085 105 39201090 95 4000 1125
20 " .... 115 5790 1100 145 5580 1075 105 5310 1050 110 5570 1070
30 " .... 135 5710 1100 145 5310 1040 150 5470 1020 150 5720 1025
60 " .... 175 5240 1030 200 5220 1000 230 5760 970 240 5610 970

After Aging 4 Days in Oxygen Bomb at 70 C. and 300 lbs. Pressure
6 Min. . ... 240 3710 925 380 4700 840 Melted 105 2670 1040
10 " . ... 260 3970 920 300 4470 885 u 115 3490 950
20 " . ... 275 4090 910 325 4550 875 a 220 3760 900
30 " . ... 290 4170 900 350 4850 885 u 220 4070 900
60 " . ... 305 4050 900 380 4500 825 M 285 4010 890
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DESIGNING A GR-S LATEX COMPOUND

There are many different types of GR-S latex and several of com
mercial importance. What is stated in this development refers speci
fically to GR-S latex Type III. This type is chosen as the most widely
used and most nearly representative of the GR-S latices.

RAW LATEX
The dried film from raw GR-S latex Type III is smooth and soft with

very low modulus and tensile strength, and a high elongation. It does
not compare with natural latex films in strength but it ages better,
retaining its modulus and tensile and increasing in hardness.

RAW LATEX, ZINC OXIDE, AND SULFUR
Sulfur is a vulcanizing agent for GR-S latex and zinc oxide is neces

sary for activation of the cure. However, when used alone with the latex,
their effects are apparent only after very long cures. This activity is
indicated in the following data by the slight increase in tensile strength
after oven aging:

Compound 1 Compound 2

GR-S (from Type III latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide — 5
Sulfur — 2

100 107

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES
AT 220 F. (104 C.) » 1 a b 1 Jb

5 Min 15 No Break 30 No Break
15 " 15 " 40
30 " 35 " 40 "
60 " 25 " 25

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
5 Min 30 105 1145 20 186 1186
15 " 40 125 1225 35 250 1200
30 " 35 125 1255 30 210 1120
60 " 26 125 1165 40 156 920
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ORGANIC ACCELERATION
The addition of an organic accelerator such as Setsit-5 plus casein

as a stabilizer accomplishes a rapid and complete cure in GR-S latex.
Modulus and tensile are greatly increased and elongation decreased.
These properties are also retained satisfactorily after aging.

Compound 2 Compound 3

GR-S (from Type III latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide ................ 5 6
Sulfur 2 2
Setsit-5 — 8
Casein — 2

107 112

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CUKES „ „ _ _ _
AT 220 F. (104 C.) & T E b T E
6Min „ 30 No Break 145 1330 1056
16 " 40 " 335 2530 690
30 " 40 " 430 2550 605
60 " 25 " 545 2260 550

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
5 Min 20 185 1135 985 1780 380
16 " 35 250 1200 850 1520 375
30 " 30 210 1120 945 1170 830
60 " 40 155 920 1020 1100 825

PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
GR-S latex Type III contains no antioxidant and consequently re

quires the addition of a good age resister such as AgeRite White for
the maintenance of physical properties after aging.

Compound 3 Compound 4

GR-S (from Type III latex) 100 100
6 6
2 2
8 3
2 2

— 1

112 113
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(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 300% (S)— TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES „ „ „ „ „, „
AT 220 F. (104 C.) bit* & 1 *j

5 Min 145 1330 1055 150 1530 995
15 " 335 2530 690 440 2480 640
30 " 430 2550 605 490 2340 575
60 " 545 2260 550 650 2240 465

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 G)
6 Min 985 1780 380 — 2030 275
15 " 850 1520 375 2100 2200 330
30 " 945 1170 330 2180 2270 310
60 " 1020 1100 325 — 1570 260

INGREDIENTS FOR CONTROLLING THE LIQUID PHASE
The same classes of materials which are used for processing natural

latex compounds are required for GR-S latex compounds. What is stated
for natural latex on page 311 holds true generally for GR-S latices.
The exact effects of these materials have to be determined for individual
compounds since they vary as much from compound to compound as
they do from one latex to another.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
As in natural latex compounding, specific compounds of GR-S latex

are made by varying the acceleration, the antioxidants, and the fillers.
The effects of various accelerators and fillers are shown by data, but

the effects of antioxidants are not easily proved by such laboratory tests.
Antioxidants are generally used in GR-S latex compounds to reduce

stiffening with age.
AgeRite White or Stalite may be used to accomplish this in sponge

products. AgeRite White, AgeRite Resin D, and AgeRite Stalite are
frequently used in upholstery backing; the latter two antioxidants
being preferred where discoloration by light is to be kept to a minimum.
White or light-colored products such as paper impregnation and com
bining compounds call for the use of a non-discoloring antioxidant. For
this purpose AgeRite Alba is best and AgeRite Stalite next best.
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Effects of Various Accelerators
GR-S (from
Type III latex) 100 100 100 100
Casein 2 2 2 1Zinc Oxide 5 6 8 1Sulfur 2 2 2 IAgeRite White 1111
Srrsrr-3 .Butyl Zimati —Methyl Zimate .

113 114 110 110

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 300% (S)— TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
AIR CURES AT
75 F. (24 C.) 5 T E 5 T E 5 T B s T B
After 1 Day . .. 90 N 1550 100 in 1680 100 M0 1650 160 220 1600" 8 Days 220 240 1200 210 620 1210 220 230 1150 200 245 960" 1 Week 215 455 1250 220 1360 1000 200 260 1125 190 850 950" 2 Weeks _.. 230 1760 880 310 2050 750 240 260 960 220 950 880" 8 " 350 2010 775 410 2290 685 265 1150 910 330 1270 730
" 8 " ™£ M 410 2400 750 450 26S0 675 275 1370 846 390 1430 720

390 2560 680 460 2330 650 305 1210 660 410 1680 696

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
After 8 Weeks _ 800 1170 890 1000 1180 830 — 1025 290 1025 1250 S40

HOT AIR CURES „ . . .
AT 200 F. (94 c.) Before Aging
5 Mln 195 1240 1070 280 1645 950 80 950 1090 125 I860 1110
15 " 365 2640 800 890 2060 700 260 1160 780 260 2080 770
80 " 465 2360 670 520 1940 630 265 1710 676 410 2130 675
60 " 606 2420 625 660 1820 580 435 2040 680 890 2130 690

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C)
6 Min 1020 1160 340 — 900 265 1040 1040 800 880 1050 840
16 " 700 1100 855 — 980 280 1050 1090 816 920 1000 816
80 " 756 1130 365 860 1060 816 975 1070 825 1080 1160 840
60 " 765 1090 870 960 1090 825 1070 1180 880 1040 1190 845



Setsit-5 and Rotax for High Tensile Strength
GR-S (from Type III latex) 100 100
Casein 2 2
G-15 Dispersion 16 16

Setsit-5 3 3
Rotax (as 50% dispersion) — 1

121 122

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

HOT AIR CURES
AT 200 F. ((4 C.) S T E s T E
6 Min 110 475

1770
2660
2540

1200
955
776
720

120
260
440
565

1340
2890
3070
2980

1200
935
725
630

16 " 170
285
340

30 »
60 "

HOT AIR CURES
AT M0 F. (104 C.)
6 Min 140 1130

1880
2370
2100

1020 166
345
640
776

1510
2180
2610
2650

960
690
620
650

16 " 225 mo
30 " 430 620

60060 " 610

HOT AIR CURES
AT 250 F. (121 C.)
6 Min. 385 1875 635 325 2290 695
15 " ... 685 1430 650 730 2530 560
30 " .... 445 1170 686 910 1880 470
60 « 735 1145 520 960 1530 450
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DESIGNING A NEOPRENE LATEX COMPOUND
Neoprene latex, like GR-S, is available in several types and this

discussion is confined to Type 571 as the most popular and fairly repre
sentative of all.

RAW NEOPRENE LATEX
The properties of the film from uncompounded Neoprene latex are

similar to those of natural latex, except that the Neoprene has a little
more resistance to aging. The tendency of a raw Neoprene film is to
become hard and to lose elongation and tensile strength. This hardness,
however, seems to reach a maximum short of brittleness. Neoprene latex
should therefore be compounded in order to obtain its maximum proper
ties.

RAW LATEX AND ZINC OXIDE
Neoprene will not vulcanize with sulfur but when combined with a

small percentage of zinc oxide the Neoprene compound will produce
films which may be heat treated with a resultant increase in modulus in
very much the same manner that natural rubber is vulcanized with
sulfur.

Compound 1 Compound X

Neoprene (from Type 571 latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide — 5

100 105

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES „ m „ „ _
AT 28S F. (141 C.) S T E S T E
15 Min 160 2170 1090 195 2440 1070
SO " 165 2350 1010 315 1760 860
60 " 200 2300 950 665 680 610

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
15 Min — 140 90 — 265 155
30 " — 135 110 — 380 180
60 " — 120 110 — 405 180

From the data it can be seen that the increase in modulus and the
decrease in elongation with time of cure has been accelerated by the
addition of zinc oxide. The tensile drops off rapidly however with in
creasing time of cure and the aging properties are still poor.
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ACCELERATION
There are no true accelerators for the vulcanization of Neoprene latex

as there are for natural and GR-S; however some materials do have an
activating effect.
If an antioxidant is added to the compound of Neoprene latex and

zinc oxide, two things take place: one, the properties of the film are
stabilized against overexposure to curing temperatures and two, the
ability of the compound to withstand aging is greatly improved.

Compound 2 Compound 3

Neoprene (from Type 571 latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide 5 5
AgeRite White — 1

105 106

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES „ _ „AT 185 F. (141 C.) £> 1 Ht & 1 Jit

16 Min 195 2440 1070 215 2120 1060
30 " 315 1760 860 310 3650 1016
60 " 665 680 610 335 3520 900

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
15 Min — 265 155 810 2880 655
80 " — 380 180 820 3100 690
60 " — 405 180 930 2480 660

The apparent effect of the AgeRite White is not an acceleration of
the cure but a considerable improvement of the tensile strength both
before and after aging. The retention of elongation is also greatly en
hanced, a result much desired in most Neoprene latex compounds.

PROTECTION AGAINST DETERIORATION
The substances which accelerate the cure of natural latex and GR-S

latices do not have the same effect in Neoprene latex. Setsit-5, for in
stance, which promotes exceptionally fast curing in these latices, only
slightly steps up the curing rate in Neoprene. However, it does have the
property of improving tensile strength and further improving the re
tention of desirable properties after aging.

Compound S Compound 4

Neoprene (from Type 671 latex) 100 100
Zinc Oxide 5 5AgeRite White 1 1
Setsit-5 — 3

106 109
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(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

Before Aging
HOT AIR CURES „ m „ _ _ _
AT 28S P. (MI C) S T E S T E
15 Min 215 2120 1060 230 3520 1040
80 " 310 3660 1015 320 3900 980
60 " 335 8520 900 370 3870 875

After Aging 24 Hours in Oven at 250 F. (121 C.)
15 Min 810 2880 656 610 3740 745
30 " 820 3100 690 640 3750 740
60 " 930 2480 650 695 3730 735

Note that the retention of tensile is close to 100 per cent and elonga
tion better than 75 per cent after aging. The inclusion of Setsit-S in
Neoprene latex compounds is of great benefit where the tendency of the
product to harden and to lose elongation must be retarded.

FILLERS AND SOFTENERS
Dispersed blacks, clays, and whiting as well as emulsified resins, oils,

and waxes are used in Neoprene latex as cost reducing diluents and to
impart certain special properties. The effects of these materials in
Neoprene are similar to their effects in natural latex.

INGREDIENTS FOR CONTROLLING THE LIQUH) PHASE
The dispersing agents, thickeners, and wetting agents required to

insure proper mixing and handling of the latex compound in the wet
stage are the same as those used for natural latex, and except for small
variations arising from factory techniques or large loadings of various
fillers, their effects are essentially the same; see page 311.
The method of stabilizing Neoprene latex differs from that used to

stabilize natural and GR-S latices. The greatest stability of Neoprene
latex both in storage and in process is obtained by adding 0.5 to 1 per
cent Aquarex D* as a 10 per cent solution. Small amounts of casein
(0.25 to 0.6 per cent) in addition to the Aquarex D produce compounds
with excellent mechanical stability when freshly mixed. However,
Neoprene compounds containing Aquarex D and no casein remain stable
longer in storage than compounds containing casein.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF MATERIALS
The two classes of materials which are most varied for producing

specific Neoprene latex compounds are antioxidants and fillers.

•The E. I. Da Font Company has published complete Information on the use of
Aquarex D as a stabilizer for Neoprene latices,
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Effects of Various Loadings of Dixie Clay

Neoprene (from
Type 571 latex) 100 100 100 100
Casein 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

5 6 5AgeRite White 1 1 1 1

Dixie Clay — 10 25 50

106.6 116.5 131.5 156.5

(Films Poured from Freshly Mixed Compounds)
STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)

HOT AIR CURES
AT 285 F. (141 C.)

S T E S T E S T E S T E
15 Min 230 2630 1070 620 2540 1000 990 2250 830 1010 1265 630
80 " .... 230 3450 1130 725 3200 980 1270 2930 700 1340 1565 590
60 " .... 225 3260 1110 850 3670 990 1720 3040 720 1470 1685 550
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COMMERCIAL LATEX COMPOUNDS
The compounds shown in this section are base formulas to which may

be added other materials such as fillers, pigments, stabilizers, odorants,
wetting agents, and thickeners for particular purposes as explained in
previous sections.

Dipped Goods
HOUSEHOLD GLOVES AND LATEX COATED CANVAS GLOVES

(These compounds may be altered to make good toy compounds by add
ing 10 to 50 parts McNamee Clay)

Natural Latex
Rubber (from 60% latex).. 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
Casein 0.5
•Zinc Oxide 1
•Sulfur 1
AgeRite Staltte 1
Setsit-5 1.5

105.5

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-iOt
This compound is designed for

use in a dipping tank. It has a
minimum tendency to change in
viscosity.
An alternate accelerator for

Setsit-5 is Ethyl Zimate in the
amount of 1 per cent on the dry
rubber. Setsit-5 is added directly
by diluting with 2 parts water. TheEthyl Zimate must be dispersed
in a pebble mill before adding.
For maximum aging, AgeRite

White is recommended in place of
Stalite for dark-colored gloves.
A good cure is obtained in 20-30

Min. at 200 F.

Neoprene Latex
Neoprene (from latex) 100
Aquarex D 1
Methyl Cellulose 0.6
Zinc Oxide 5
AgeRite Stalite 1
Setsit-5 2

109.5

For maximum aging, AgeRite
White is recommended in place of
Stalite for dark colored gloves.
A recommended cure is 60 Min.

at 285 F. or longer periods at lower
temperatures.
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Dipped Goods (Cont.)
BALLOONS

Natural Latex
Rubber (from 60% latex).... 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
Casein 0.5
Zinc Oxide 1
Sulfur 0.5
AgeRite Stalite 1

Setsit-5 1.5

105.0

Ethyl Zimate may be used in
place of Setsit-5 as an alternate
accelerator. It should be added as
a ball mill dispersion in the amount
of 1 per cent on the dry rubber.
For light-colored balloons we

suggest the use of 1 per cent Age-
Rite Alba in place of Stalite.
A recommended cure is 20-30

Min. at 200 F.

Neoprene Latex
Neoprene (from latex) 100
Aquarex D 1
Light Process Oil 10
Methyl Cellulose 0.5
Zinc Oxide 5
AgeRite Stalite 1
Setsit-6 2

119.5

Special types of Neoprene latex
may be obtained from the supplier
which, when mixed with regular
Neoprene latex, yield somewhat
softer latex films.
For light-colored balloons we

suggest the use of 1 per cent Age
Rite Alba in place of Stalite.
This compound may be cured for

60 Min. at 285 F. or for longer
periods at lower temperatures.
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Spread Goods
UPHOLSTERY BACKING

Natural Latex
Rubber (from normal latex) 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
Casein 0.5
Methyl Cellulose 0.5
Zinc Oxide 3
Sulfur 1
AgeRite Stalitb 2
Setsit-5 1.6
Rotax 1
McNamee Clay 30

140.0

Suggested cure : 10 Min. at 240 F. Suggested cure : 10 Min. at 240 F.

GR-S Latex
GR-S (from type III latex).... 100
Casein 2
Zinc Oxide 6
Sulfur 2
AgeRite Resin D 4
Setsit-5 4
Rotax 1
McNamee Clay 50

168

NON-SKID RUG BACKING
Natural Latex

Rubber (from normal latex) 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
•Zinc Oxide 2
•Sulfur 1
•AgeRite White 1
Setsit-5 1.5
McNamee Clay 100

206.0

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-i0i
This formula is designed to yield

a cured film when dried at 200-
240 F.

RUG SIZING
GR-S Latex

GR-S (from type III latex).. 100
Casein 2
•Zinc Oxide 5
•Sulfur 2
•AgeRite White 1
Setsit-5 4
McNamee Clay 50

164

'Vulcanizing Dispersion G-15

This formula is designed to yield
a cured film when dried at 200-
240 F.
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Impregnated Goods
PAPER AND TEXTILE IMPREGNATION

Natural Latex
Rubber (from normal latex) 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
•Zinc Oxide 2
•Sulfur 1
•AgeRite Alba 1
Setsit-5 1.5

106.0

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-405

This compound is designed for
a fast cure at 200 F. or above.

GR-S Latex
GR-S (from type III latex) 100

0.5
5

•Sulfur .. 2
2
4

113.5

'Vulcanizing Dispersion G-17

This compound is designed for
a fast cure at 200 F. or above.

Adhesives
GENERAL PURPOSE ADHESIVES

Natural Latex
Rubber (from 60% latex).. 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
•Zinc Oxide 2
•Sulfur 1
•AgeRite Alba 1
Setsit-5 1.5

106.0

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-405

The film from this compound
will cure in 20-30 Min. at 200 F.
It will also cure at room tempera
ture in 3 to 5 days.

Neoprene Latex
Neoprene (from latex) ... ... 100

... 0.5

•Ar.p.RiTE At.ra 2
5

... 2

109.5

*Vulcanizing Dispersion N-S

Suggested cure: 30-60 Min. at
285 F.
If no heat is used, the presence

of the compounding ingredients
will insure good aging.
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Adhesives (Cont.)
LAMINATING AND

COMBINING
GR-S (from type III latex).. 100
Casein 2
•Zinc Oxide 5
•Sulfur 2
•AgeRite Alba 2
SETSIT-5 ••■ 4

115

FOIL-PAPER LAMINATION
GR-S (from 60% type III
latex) 100

Casein 1
•Zinc Oxide 5
•Sulfur 4
•AgeRite White 1
(Setsit-5 6
IWater ^ 3

120

'Vulcanizing Dispersion G-17 'Vulcanizing Dispersion G-12

Suggested cure: 20 Min. at 200 F. Suggested cure: 5 Min. at 220 F.

RUBBERIZED
CURLED FIBRES

Rubber (from 60% latex).... 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
Casein 0.5
Zinc Oxide 8
Sulfur 8
AgeRite White 1
Setsit-5 2
Rotax 1

111.0

Suggested cure : 20 Min. at 240 F.
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Castings
LATEX STATUETTES

Rubber (from 60% latex).. 100
Caustic Potash 0.5
•Zinc Oxide 1
•Sulfur 1
AoeRite Stalite 1
Setsit-5 1.5
McNamee Clay 250

RUBBER MOLDS

355.0

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-UQt

For minimum discoloration,
AgeRite Alba is suggested to re
place Stalite in equal amounts.
A suggested procedure is to dry

and vulcanize in a hot air oven 2
hours at 180 F.

cost)
Rubber (from
60% latex) .... 100

Caustic Potash .. 0.5
Casein 1
•Zinc Oxide 2
•Sulfur 0.6
•AgeRite White 1
•Latex Telloy .... 0.5
Setsit-5 1.5
Cotton Flock —

Com
pound A pound B
(for finit (for flnUh

coat)

100
0.5
1
2
0.6
1
0.5
1.5
25

107.1 132.1

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-AOS

The finished mold should be
dried 12 to 24 hours (depending
upon thickness) at 165 F. to insure
complete drying and vulcanization
of the rubber.

Miscellaneous Latex Compounds
HARD RUBBER

100
Casein 1.5
Sulfur 40

Altax 1

144.5

Suggested cure: 2-2% hours at
300 F.

TRANSPARENT COMPOUND
Rubber (from latex) 100
Zinc Oxide 0.1
Sulfur 0.6Butyl Zimate 1

101.7

Suggested cure : 30 Min. at 200 F.
Any other materials added must

be selected with consideration for
their effect on transparency.
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Miscellaneous Latex Compounds (Cont.)
SUPER-AGING COMPOUNDS

Rubber (from latex)
Caustic Potash
Casein
Zinc Oxide
Sulfur
AgeRite White
Latex Telloy
Setsit-5Butyl ZimateEthyl Zimate

100

106.6

100

106.1

100
0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5 0.5
f2 f2 '2
0.6 0.6 0.6
1 1 1
0.5 0.5 0.5
1.5

1
—

—

106.1

'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-403
'Vulcanizing Dispersion C-96
•Vulcanizing Dispersion C-227

Suggested cures: 20-30 Min. at 200 F.
These compounds are designed to give fast curing films with flat cur

ing characteristics and excellent aging properties. They are especially
recommended for tank linings and other metal coatings.
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BLACK-OUT
For Protection Against Atmospheric Cracking

Without BLACK-OUT With BLACK-OUT

Fig. 1. Black Laboratory Hose after 1 Year of Service in the R. T. Vanderbilt Laboratory.
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BLACK-OUT
For Protection Against Corona

Without BLACK-OUT With BLACK-OUT

Fig. 2. High Voltage Cable, With and Without BLACK-OUT. after Test for
Resistance to Corona
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VANWAX
For Improved Appearance

Fig. 3. Representative Samples of Products Which May Be Given an Improved Appear
ance with a VANWAX Coating.
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VANSTAY-16
Heat and Light Stabilizer for Vinyl Resin Films

WITHOUT VANSTAY-16 WITH VANSTAY-16

Fig. 4. Samples of a Transparent VYNW Compound after Exposure in the Twin-Arc
Weathcr-Ometer. The sample without VANSTAY-16 was exposed 125 hours; the sample
with VANSTAY-16 was exposed 630 hours; the temperature in both cases was 120 F.
Note: VANSTAY-25 serves the same purpose as VANSTAY-16 but is recommended for
all colored films.
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VANFRE
Releasing Agent for Lead Press Hose and Cable

With With
Dust VANFRE

Fig". 5. Black Hose Cured in Lead Jacket with Dust and with
VANFRE as Releasing Agents.
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Fig. 7. Spreader (Laboratory Model)



Fir. 9. Woven Jacketed Hose
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Fig. 12. 2-Snap Gaiter
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Fie 14. Pebble Mill of 280 Gal. Capacity
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Fir- IS- Stormer Viscometer
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Fig. 18. Carbon Black dispersed in water without
and with DARVAN

Fig. 19. A. McNAMEE CLAY and pure water after two hoursB. McNAMEE CLAY, water and DARVAN after two hours

WITHOUT DARVAN WITH DARVAN

B

Fig. 20. A. McNAMEE CLAY paste with water aloneB. McNAMEE CLAY paste with water and DARVAN



Fie. 21. Stability Tenter



Fie. 22. Beckman pH Meter



SECTION II
ULT COMPOUNDING MATERIALS

TABULAR SUMMARY OF
PROPERTIES and USES
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OFFICES and WAREHOUSES
New York Office R. T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc.

230 Park Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 6-6864

Los Angeles Office R. T. Vanderbilt Co., Inc.
1248 Wholesale Street
Los Angeles 21, Calif.
Room 217
Van Dyke 5587

Akron Warehouse Cotter City View Storage Co.
1031 Sweitzer Avenue
Akron 8, Ohio
Franklin 3131

Boston Warehouse

Chicago Warehouse

Los Angeles Warehouse

San Francisco Warehouse

.Merchants Warehouse Co.
131 Beverly Street
Boston 14, Mass.
Capitol 1446

.Midland Warehouses, Inc.
1534-1544 South Western Ave.
Chicago 8, 111.
Haymarket 5512

.California Warehouse Co.
1248 Wholesale Street
Los Angeles 21, Calif.
Trinity 2211
Van Dyke 6915

Haslett Warehouse Co.
285 Brannan Street
San Francisco 7, Calif.
Garfield 2950

Toronto Warehouse Toronto Storage Co.
17 River Street
Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada
Waverly 4891

Trenton Warehouse Anchor Warehouse Co.
New York & Olden Aves.
Trenton, New Jersey
Trenton 9509

R. T. VANDERBILT CO.
Incorporated

230 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK
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MATERIALS

ACCELERATORS
Altax
Captax
Rotax
CUMATE
Ledate
Selenac, Ethyl
Selenac, Methyl
Tellurac, Ethyl
Tuads, Ethyl
Tuads, Methyl
Unads
Zimate, Butyl
Zimate, Ethyl
Zimate, MethylButyl Eight

ANTIOXIDANTS
AgeRite Alba
AoeRite GelAgeRite Hipar
AgeRite HPAgeRite PowderAgeRite ResinAgeRite Resin DAgeRite StaltteAgeRite White

LATEX CHEMICALS
Darvan Dispersing Agents
Dispersed Sulfur
Latex Telloy
Setsit-5
Compounding Dispersions
Vulcanizing Dispersions

MINERAL FILLERS
Dixie Clay
McNamee Clay
Pyrax

MINERAL RUBBER
Hard Hydrocarbon

OZONE RESISTANT
Tysonite

PLASTICIZERS
bondogen
plastogen
Reogen

AROMATIC ODORS
Rodo No. 0
Rodo No. 10

BONDING AGENTS
Ty-Ply QTy-Ply STy-Ply SCTy-Ply BN

COATING MATERIALS
VanWax
Black-Out

FUNGICIDES
Vancides

RELEASING AGENT
Vanfre

THERMATOMIC CARBONS
P-33
Thermax

VINYL-RESIN STABILIZERS
Vanstay-16
Vanstay-25

VULCANIZING AGENTS
VandexTelloy

HEAT RESISTANT
Rio Resin

WHITE PIGMENT
Rayox
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DUSTLESS ACCELERATORS
Vanderbilt dustless accelerators are available in two forms, tabs and

rods. See photos on opposite page.
The important properties of accelerators in these forms are:
1. Non-Dusting—Tabform or Rodfohh accelerators exhibit a mini

mum tendency to form dust when they are poured or otherwise
transferred from one container to another.

2. Accelerating Power Not Impaired—The small amount of binding
agent present does not affect the potency of the accelerator.

8. Easily Dispersed —The tabs and rods break up readily in mix
ing. Factory tests indicate that most accelerators in this form
disperse somewhat better than the same accelerators in powdered
form.

4. Resistant to Break-Up in Transportation—The tabs and rods
are physically stable enough to withstand ordinary shipping with
out excessive powdering in the container.

The advantage to be gained by the use of accelerators in tablet or
rod form will be appreciated most by the man in the factory. It is he
who has to work with compounding materials in quantity and who will
benefit directly from the greatly reduced amount of irritating dusts
formed in the handling of accelerators.
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TABFORM
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Tabular Summary of
STANDARD

Recommended For Use

ALTAX CAPTAX METHYL
ZIMATE

ETHYL
ZIMATE

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

Benzothiazyl
Disulfide

Mercaptobenzo-
thiazole

Zinc Dimethyl-
dithlocarbamate

Zinc Diethyl-
dithiocarbamate

(CHj),N.C:S (CH,,)tN.C:S
* •
S

Zn

S

FORMULA
CH.N:C(S).S

• GB«N:C(S).SH
1 — S Zn

•

GB4N:C(S).S
1 1

• •
s S

(CH,),N.C:S (CjH,),N.C:S
•

MOLECU
LAR WGHT. 332.46 167.24 305.8 861.9

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 1.50 1.42 2.00 1.50

MELTING
POINT 168-173 C. 164-175 C. 248-250 C. 176-178 C.

COLOR Yellow Yellow White White

ODOR None Distinct None None

Insol. in water, dil.
caustic, gasoline ;

Insol. in water,
gasoline ; Sol. in
dil. caustic, carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

Insol. in water,
gasoline : Sol. in
dil. caustic, carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

Insol. in water,
gasoline ; Sol. in
dil. caustic, carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

SOLUBILITY Sol. in carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

In Natural RobberIn Natural Rubber
Aa Primary Accelerators:

0.1-1% Zimate with 3-1% sulfur.As Primary Accelerators:
1-2% Captax or Altax with 8.5-2% sulfur. As Secondaries with Low Sulfur:

0.5-0.25% Zimate with 1-1.5% Captax
or Altax plus 1.25-0.5% sulfur

and 0.5% Telloy.

USE

As Primaries with Low Sulfur:
1-1.5% Captax or Ai.tax with 0.5-0.26%secondary plus 1.25-0.5% sulfur

and 0.5% Telloy. Modern Acceleration :
0.2-0.3% Zimate with 1-0.5%Captax or Altax plus 1.5% sulfur.

Modern Acceleration :
1-0.5% Captax or Altax with 0.2-0.3%Ziam or Tuads plus 1.6% sulfur.

In GR-S
As Primary Accelerators:

0.3-0.4% Zimate with 2.5-1.5% sulfur.
In GR-S As Primaries with Low Sulfur:

0.5-0.75% Zimate with 1.5-1% sulfur.
1.6-3% Captax or Altax with 0.16-0.3%secondary plus 2.5-1.6% sulfur.

As Secondary Accelerators :
0.1-0.25% Zimate with 1.5-1% Captax

or Altax plus 2.6-1.5% sulfur.
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Vanderbilt Materials
ACCELERATORS
In General Compounding

METHYL
TUADS

ETHYL
TUADS

METHYL
SELENAC

ETHYL
SELENAC

Tetramethyl-
thiuraro Disulfide

Tetraethyl
thiuram Disulfide

Selenium Dimethyl-
dithiocarbamate

Selenium Dlethyl-
dithiocarbamate

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

(Ctt>)iN.C:S
S

(Cj&>)jN.C:S
• r ~ts s 1S

• •

|
(CH»),NC.S Se (CiH,),NC.S Se FORMULA

S S

(CH3)iN.C:S
•

(CiHfl)iN.C:S
•

240.42 296.52 559.78 672.0 MOLECU
LAR WGHT.

1.29 1.17 1.57 1.82 SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

146-148 C. 65-70 C. 148-175 C. 66-88 C. MELTING
POINT

White Cream Yellow Orange-Yellow COLOR

None None None None ODOR

insol. in water, dil.caustic, gasoline :
Insol. in water, dil.
caustic, gasoline ;

Insol. in water, dil.
caustic, gasoline ;
Slightly Sol. in
carbon disulfide,

benzol, chloroform.

Insol. in water, dil.
caustic, gasoline :

Sol. in carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

Sol. in carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

Sol. in carbon
disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

SOLUBILITY

In Natural Robber In Natural Rubber
As Vulcanizing Agents :

2-4% Tuads with no added sulfur.
As Primary Accelerators:

0.1-1% Tuads with 3-1% sulfur.
As Secondaries with Low Sulfur:

0.5-0.25% Tuads with 1-1.5% Captax
or Altax plus 1.26-0.5% sulfur and

0.6% Telloy.
Modern Acceleration :

0.2-0.8% Tuads with 1-0.5% Captax or
Altax plus 1.5% sulfur.

As Vulcanizing Agents :
1-3% Selenac with no added sulfur and
with or without Captax or Altax.

In GK-S
As Vulcanizing Agents:

S-5% Tuads with no added sulfur.
As Primary Accelerators:

0.8-0.4% Tuads with 2.5-1.5% sulfur.

As Primary Accelerators :
0.1-1% Selenac with 3-1% sulfur.
As Secondaries with Low Sulfur :

0.5-0.25% Selenac with 1-1.5% Captax or
Altax plus 1.25-0.6% sulfur.

Modern Acceleration :
0.2-0.3% Selenac with 1-0.6% Captax or

Altax plus 1.5% sulfur.
USE

In GR-S
As Vulcanizing Agents:

2-4% Selenac with no added sulfur and

As Primaries with Low Sulfur:
0.5-0.76% Tuads with 1.5-1% sulfur.

As Secondary Accelerators :
0.1-0.25% Tuads with 1.5-1% Captax orAltax plus 2.6-1.6% sulfur.

with or without Captax or Altax.
As Primary Accelerators :

0.8-0.4% Selenac with 2.5-1.6% sulfur.
As Secondary Accelerators :

0.1-0.25% Selenac with 1.5-1% Captax or
Altax plus 2.6-1.6% sulfur.
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ofTabular Summary
SPECIAL PURPOSE

Recommended For Use

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

FORMULA

MOLECU
LAR WGHT.

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

MELTING
POINT
COLOR
ODOR

SOLUBILITY

USE

ROTAX
Specially purified
Mercaptobenzo-

thiazole

C*H«N:C(S).SH
" 1

167.24

1.42

175-178 C.

Pale Yellowish-Grey

None

See Captax

Same ratios as forCaptax. For use in
all stocks where the
odor of Captax

might prove objec
tionable. Use Rotax
in all odorless
stocks, clothing,
footwear, hospital
sheeting, bath

curtains, and drug
sundries.

CUMATE
Copper Dimethyl
dithiocarbamate

(CHj)iNC.S Cu

332.09

1.S9

Above 325 C.

Dark Reddish-Brown

None

Insol. In water ;
Slightly sol. in
alcohol, gasoline ;
Sol. in benzol,
carbon disulfide,
chloroform.

In GR-S

As Primary
Accelerator :

0.2-0.75% Comate
with 2% sulfur.
As Secondary
Accelerator :

0.05-0.25% Cumate
with 1.6% Captax
or Altax plus 2%

sulfur.

TELLURAC
Tellurium Diethyl-
dithiocarbamate

S

(CiHi)iNC.S Te

720.65

1.44

110-120 C.

Yellow-Orange

None

Insol. In water, dil.
caustic, gasoline ;
Sol. benzol, carbon

disulfide,
chloroform.

In GR-I
Fast-curing safe-

processing
acceleration :

Captax 0.5
M. Toads 1
Tellusac 1
Sulfur

LEDATE
Lead Dimethyl-
dithiocarbamate

(CH»)»N.C:S
3
Pb
s

(CHj),N.C:S

447.63

2.43

820-823 C.

Gray

None

Insol. in water,
acetone, benzol,
carbon disulfide,
chloroform,
gasoline.

In Natural Rubber
As Primary
Accelerator :

0.26-1% Ledatk
with 3-1% sulfur
plus 5-3% litharge.
For use in black or
dark-colored

compounds only.
Particularly useful
in wire insulation.

In GR-S
As Primary
Accelerator :

0.3-0.4% Ledats
with 2.5-1.5%

sulfur.
As Secondary
Accelerator:

0.1-0.25% Ledate
with 1.5-1% Captax
or Altax plus
2.5-1.5% sulfur.
(Note— The toxidtr
hazards of Lkiiate
are the same as fM
any lead compoi
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ITORS

( Various Specialties

BUTYL ZIMATE

Zinc Dibutyl-
dithiocarbamate

(CH»)jN.C:S
•
S

Zn

S

(C.H,)iN.C:S

474.11

1.24

106-108 C.

Cream

Distinct

Insol. In water, dil.
caustic ; Sol. in carbon

disulfide, benzol,
chloroform, gasoline.

In Natural Latex
0.5-1% Butyl Zimati on

the dry rubber
with 0.5-19!> sulfur, with

or without 0.5%
Latex Telloy.

2% gives Rood cures
without zinc oxide.

Preferred Accelerator for
dispersed reclaim.

In GR-S Latex

2% Butyl Zimati on
the dry rubber

with 2-1% sulfur.

BUTYL EIGHT

Dithiocarbamate type

Mixture

1.01 at 20 C.

Liquid

Brown

Distinct

Part. sol. in water, gaso
line: Sol. in acetone,
alcohol, benzol, carbon
disulfide, chloroform.

In Natural Rubber
For Naphtha Cements:
8-4% Butyl Eight added
to master cement stockcontaining 1.5-1% sulfur.
This acceleration is
recommended for self-
curing proofed goods.
For Calendered Stocks:
2-3% Butyl Eight added
to masterbatch containing

0.25-1% Alt ax and
1.6-0.76% sulfur.
For all self-curing
calendered and tubed

goods.

In GR-S
For Naphtha Cements :
4-6% Butyl Eight with

1-0.76% sulfur.
For Calendered Stocks :
8-5% Butyl Eight with
1.6-0.5% Altax and
1-0.6% sulfur.

UNADS
Tetramethylthluram

Monosulf.de

(CHa)iN.C:S
s

(CH»)iN.C:S

208.86

1.89

105-107 C.

Lemon-Yellow

None

Insol. in water, dil. caustic,
gasoline; sol. in carbon

disulfide, benzol,
chloroform.

In Natural Rubber
As Primary Accelerator :

0.1-1% Unads with 3-1%
sulfur.

As Secondary Accelerator
0.2-0.3% Unads with

1-0.6% Captax or Altax
plus 1.6% sulfur.

In GR-S
As Primary Accelerator:
0.8-0.4% Unads with
2.6-1.5% sulfur.

As Secondary Accelerator
0.1-0.25% Unads with
1.5-1% Captax or Altax
plus 2.5-1.5% sulfur.

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

FORMULA

MOLECU
LAR WGHT.

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY
MELTING
POINT
COLOR

ODOR

SOLUBILITY

USE
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Tabular Summary of
AGERITE

AGERITE
ALBA GEL HIPAR HP

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

Hydroquinone
mono benzyl

ether

Stalite with
a selected

Phenyl-beta-naph-
thylamine
. +Isopropoxy-
dlphenylamine
■ +Diphenyl-p-

phenylenediamine

Phenyl-beta-naph-
thy lamina

+petroleum wax. Diphenyl-p-
phenylenedi amine

PHYSICAL
STATE Powder Soft

waxy solid Soft powder Non-caking powder

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 1.26 0.97 1.19 1.20

MELTING
POINT 115-120 C. About 65 C. 75-90 C. Below 100 C.

COLOR Light Tan Reddish-Brown Gray-Brown Dark Gray

ODOR
Faint pleasant
odor, none in
rubber stocks

Faint, none in
rubber stocks.

Slight odor,
none in

rubber stocks.
Faint, none

in rubber stocks.

V. si. sol. in water.
Pract. insol. In

Insol. in water.
Sp. sol. in alcohol.
Part. sol. in acetone.

Insol. in water.
SI. sol. in petroleum
hydrocarbons.
Sol. in benzol,

acetone,
chloroform,

carbon disulfide.

Insol. in water.
SOLUBILITY

petroleum
hydrocarbons.
Sol. in benzol,

alkalies.

Sol. in gasoline,
chloroform, benzol,

Mod. sol. in
gasoline, alcohol.
Sot. in chloroform,
benzol, acetone,
carbon disulfide.carbon disulfide.

WHAT
Over 0.6%

on the rubber.
Slight waxy

bloom over 0.6%
on the rubber.

DOSAGE Over 1%
on the rubber.

Over 1% on the
rubber.MAY

BLOOM

DISCOLOR
ATION IN
SUNLIGHT

Essentially none
in indirect sunlight.

Minimum in
direct sunlight.

In indirect sunlight
less thanAgeRite White.

Brown Brown

KIND OF
Oxidation

Flex-cracking
Atmospheric-
cracking
Frosting

Oxidation
Flex-cracking
Atmospheric-
cracking
Frosting

Oxidation
Flex-cracking
Atmospheric-
cracking

Heat deterioration

Oxidation
Flex-cracking

Heat deterioration
Reversion

AGING
RETARDED

0.25-0.5%
on the rubber
In light colored
goods, white Bide-
walls, hospital
sheeting, with

lacquers, ncid cures.
Intex, and as a
secondary
antioxidant.

1-2% on
the rubber tn
practically any

stock.

About 1%
on the rubber

In

1-2% on the rubber
in tire treads,
carcasses, tubes,
wire insulation,
mechanicals, foot
wear, and high*
carbon stocks.

USE
tire treads,
footwear and
belting.
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ANTIOXIDANTS

AGERITE
POWDER RESIN RESIN D STALITE WHITE

Pbenyl-beta-
napbthylamine

Aldol-alpha-
naph thy lamina

Polymerized
Trimethyl-

dlhydroquinoline
Mixture of mono Sym. Di-beta-

naphthyl-para-
phenylenediamine

and di-heptyl
diphenylamines

Free pouring
powder Resin Brittle resin

In small pellets. Viscous liquid Non-caking
powder.

1.16 1.18 1.08 0.97 1.20

106-107 C. Fluid at
80-100 C.

Fluid at
100-120 C.

Viscous liquid at
0 C. 230-235 C.

Gray Cherry-Red Reddish- Brown Clear Reddish-
Brown Light Gray

Very faint,
none in

rubber stocks.
Characteristic Faint, not ob

jectionable, none
in rubber stocks.

Practically none,
none in rubber

stocks.

Very faint,
none In

rubber stocks.
of alpha-

naphthylamine.

Insol. in water.
Mod. sol. in gaso
line, alcohol.

Sol. in chloroform,
benzol,
acetone,

carbon disulfide.

Insol. in water.
Sp. sol. in alcohol
and petroleum
hydrocarbons.

Sol. in chloroform,
benzol,
acetone,

carbon disulfide.

Insol. in water. Insol. in water.
Sp. sol. in gaso
line, carbon

disulfide, alcohol.
Sol. in chloroform,

benzol,
acetone.

Sp. sol. in
petroleum hydro

carbons.
Sol. in benzol,

acetone,
chloroform,

carbon disulfide.

Insol. in water.
Sol. in gasoline,
benzol, alcohol,

acetone.

Over 1.6%
on the rubber. Non-blooming Non-blooming Non-blooming Over 2%

on the rubber.

Brown Brown Brown
Essentially none in
indirect sunlight.
Faint in direct
sunlight.

Gray

Oxidation
Flex-cracking
Atmospheric-
cracking. Heat
deterioration

Oxidation
Heat deterioration

Oxidation
Heat deterioration
under severe
conditions.

Oxidation
Flex-cracking
Atmospheric-
cracking

Heat deterioration

Oxidation
Copper deteriora

tion.
Heat deterioration

1-2% on the
rubber
in

0.25-2%
on the rubber

in
1-1.5%

on the rubber
In

1% on the
rubber
In tire carcasses.

Inner tubes,
wire insulation,

belting,
brake lining,

1-2% on the rubbei
in tire treads and
carcasses. Inner
tubes, reclaim
stocks, wire

Insulation, me
chanicals, foot
wear, acid cures,

and latex.

high gum,
thread and bands,

sundries,
proofing,

wire insulation,
compounds In con
tact with copper,

acid cures,
latex,

with substitute,
and as secondary
antioxidant.

tire treads,
Inner tubes,

wire insulation,
mechanicals,
and footwear.

high gum,
tire carcasses,

lubes,
uncured tape,
and black soles.
For heat resis
tance up to 6%.

air-bags,
steam hose,

and steam packing
For heat resis
tance up to 6%.
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Tabular Summary of
AROMATIC ODORS

PURPOSE

COMPOSI
TION

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

PHYSICAL
STATE

COLOR

ODOR

IMPORTANT
PROP
ERTIES

USE

RODO

No. 0

To offset rubber odor, leaving finished
product practically odorless

No. 10

To impart a pleasing and lasting odor
to the rubber product

Blends of essential oils

0.06

Liquid

Clear light yellow

Sweet

Are effective in small amounts.
Retain their odor over long periods of service.
Do not affect the rate of cure.
Withstand vulcanization and sulfur chloride cures without loss of odor.
Do not discolor rubber goods.
Are completely mlscible in latex.

In Press-Cured Articles : 1 or 2 ounces per 100 pound batch.
In Compounds Cured in Hot Air: Proportion of odorant should be slightly higher than

for press-cured articles.
In Compounds Cured in Open Steam : Requires slightly more odorant than for articles

cured in hot air.
In Latex Compounds : 1 or 2 ounces for every 100 pounds of rubber contained in the

latex.
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COATING MATERIALS

BLACK-OUT
Clear, White, Black NR

Flexible protective and decorative lac
quer for use on natural and synthetic
rubbers, vinyl resins, wood, paper, metals,
and textile products.

Improves appearance.
Forms a flexible adherent film that In

hibits sun-checking and ozone-cracking
of rubber products.
Inhibits oxidation.
Protects from acid, alkali, oils, and

paraffin ic solvents.

Conducting

Flexible con
ducting lac
quer for use
as a coating
between con
ductors and
insulations.

Carries off
static charges.
Acts as con
ducting

sheath where
needed.
Prevents
copper con
tamination of
Insulation
compound.

Modified elastomeric substance in a solvent.

Clear—0.88 : White— 0.91 :
Black— 0.88. 0.86

Slightly viscous liquid.

Clear, White, or Black. Clear Black

Distinct, characteristic of solvents.

100—800 sq. ft. per gallon.

Applied by spraying, dipping, or brushing.
For spraying, dilute 1:1 or 1 :2 with xylol or similar coal

tar product.
For dipping or brushing, Black-Out may be used In the

concentration supplied or diluted with xylol aa desired.
Black-Out should be stirred shortly before using to In

sure uniformity.
Multiple coats may be satisfactorily employed where

needed.

VANWAX

Generic nam, for a group
of wax finishes for coating
natural and synthetic
rubber products.

Enhances color.
Covers dirt and
discoloration.

Prevents ordinary
handling blemishes.

Protects from sunlight.
Covers bloom and

inhibits further bloom.
Generally improves

appearance.

Wax emulsion

1.00

Free-flowing liquid

Clear or Black

Slightly ammoniacal

2000—3000 sq. ft.
per gallon

Applied by spraying,
dipping, brushing,
wiping or tumbling
with saturated rags.

May be diluted with water
in any proportion.

Dries In 10-20 minutes at
room temperature.

DESCRIP
TION

FUNCTION

COMPOSI
TION

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

PHYSICAL
STATE

COLOR

ODOR

COVERAGE

USE
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HEAT RESISTANT
Tabular Summary

PHYSICAL
STATE

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

MELTING
POINT

COLOR

ODOR

FUNCTION

USE

RIO RESIN

Amorphous resin

1.16

100-110 C.

Orange to dark red

Faint, pleasant

In GR-S

Retards shortening, stiffening, and hardening during aging.
Inhibits sunchecking under static and dynamic conditions.
Acts as softener.

I
In GR-M
Increases resistance to age hardening, ozone, and flex-cracking.
Acts as softener.

In GR-S
Use 20% on the GR-S.
Rio Resin replaces the softener In whole or in part.
Antioxidants may be omitted In stocks containing Rio Resin-
In GR-S sulfurlesa compounds add sulfur In the ratio of 1 part per 100 parts Ric
Resin to balance the retarding effect of the resin.

In GR-M
Use 10 to 20%.

Mixing

To avoid poor dispersion of fillers add Rio Resin last.
In soft stocks the milling temperatures must be above the melting point of the ruin
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MINERAL FILLERS

DIXIE CLAY McNAMEE CLAY PYRAX A

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

Kaolin Kaolin Pyrophyllite

2.60 2.60 2.84 SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

White to cream White White COLOR

99% through 800 mesh 99% through 800 mesh 99.9% through 100 mesh FINENESS

Not over 0.6% Not over 0.5% Not over 0.6% MOISTURE

DOES IT
No No No SHORTEN

Stiffens and reinforces both
uncured and cared stocks.

Acts as inert diluent,
reducing volume cost and
imparting to the rubber
either weight, body, hard
ness, reduced elongation,
better processing quality,
acid resistance, or desired
combinations of these

properties.

Acts as an Inert diluent,
reducing volume cost and
Imparting to the rubber
weight, body, and reduced

elongation.

CURE

Prevents "sagging."
These effects greater In
natural rubber than In

synthetics.

For loading all types of
compounds, latex, leather
ette, clothing, proofing,

For dusting cured and
uncured rubber surfaces.

FUNCTION

In wire insulation, steam
hose, tubing, soles,

upholstery, heels, clothing, hospital sheeting,
mechanicals, and for all

For tire and air-bag
paints. As a cheap filler
in battery boxes, tiling,

USEjar rings, tiling, belt
covers, and mechanicals. compounds where

"drapiness" and a "good
hand" are desirable.

toy, and other heavily
loaded stocks.
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MINERAL RUBBER

HARD HYDROCARBON

COMPOSI
TION Air blown bituminous residue from petroleum

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 1.04

PHYSICAL
STATE Brittle solid

COLOB Black

SOFTENING
POINT 310-325 F. Ring and ball method. A.S.T.M. : D36-26.

Acts as a softener, diluent, and partial substitute for rubber, exerting an emollient
effect on uncured stocks. Imparts low modulus, high elongation, and good flex-crack
ing resistance to natural and synthetic rubber compounds.

FUNCTION

Reduces volume costs.
Lowers specific gravity.
Possesses high dielectric strength.
Has little effect on rate of cure.

IMPORTANT
PROPER
TIES

As Pigment:
1-6% produces a rich brown color in heel and sole stocks when used In conjunction
with zinc oxide.

As Processing Aid t
Up to 10% may be used in calendered or extruded goods without any appreciable
diminution of physical properties.

USE
As Diluent i
Up to 100% in Code wire insulation. Mechanicals, Matting, Reclaim, and Bumper
stocks.

Note—Hard Hydrocarbon, when used in large amounts, absorbs sulfur. Small addi
tional amounts of sulfur should be employed to offset the deficiency.
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OZONE RESISTANT

TYSONITE

Flexible thermoplastic solid PHYSICAL
STATE

1.04 SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

Black COLOR

, Distinct, tarry ODOR

0.5% maximum FREE
SULFUR

In Natural Rubber:
Protects rubber from the deteriorating effect of ozone.

FUNCTION
In Reclaimed Bobber:
Acta as a diluent without imparting tack.

With Natural Bobber:
Incorporate all the chemicals, fillers, etc., with the exception of Tysonite, into the
rubber. Pass the Tysonite through open rolls, cooled to 100-125 F.. letting it fall
into pan, repeating if necessary until a continuous sheet is formed. Pass sheet
through allowing it to cling to the front roll. Starting with too tight or too hot a
mill may smear the Tysonite on the back roll and result in difficulty. Finally, tighten
the mill until a rolling bank of Tysonite is obtained and then add the rubber-filler
batch.

SUGGES
TIONS FOR
FACTORY
HANDLING

With Reclaimed Rubber:
Breakdown of the reclaim and of the Tysonite must be done separately. Upon com
pletion of this operation, slowly add the Tysonite to the reclaim or vice versa. The
other materials may then be added in the usual manner.

In Natural Rubber Compounds :
175-200% with the following accelerations :
1. Litharge 20%, sulfur S%, and Altai 1.6% for general purpose goods.
2. Calcined magnesia 2%, Selenac 4%, and no sulfur for submarine and under

ground cables. USE
S. Litharge 50%, Caftax 1%, Zimatx 1%, calcined magnesia 2%, and sulfur 4%for continuous cure Insulation.

In Reclaimed Rubber Compounds :
May be used in any proportion as a diluent.
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PLASTICIZERS

BONDOGEN REOGEN PLASTOGEN
Mixture of an oil-soluble Mixture of an oil-soluble

sulfonic acid of high
molecular weight with

a paraffin oil

Mixture of an oil-solubleCOMPOSI
TION

sulfonic acid of high
molecular weight with a
hydrophobic alcohol of
high boiling point

sulfonic acid of high
molecular weight with a

paraffin oil

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 0.91 0.83-0.86 0.82-0.85

PHYSICAL
STATE Moderately viscous liquid Medium thin oil Thin oil

COLOR Clear dark mahogany Clear mahogany Straw

ODOR Slight Slight Slight

KIND OF Peptizing agent non-toxic
in ordinary handling

Plasticizer and processing
agentPLASTI- Plasticizing

softener^CIZER

Very strongly ptasticizes
raw rubber, reducing
viscosity of cements,

Strongly plasticizes raw
rubber, giving very fast
breakdown and smooth,
efficient processing.

Plasticizes and slightly
softens raw rubber,

facilitating breakdown andshortening mixing time.
Softens cured product.

FUNCTION
premastication, and time

of churning.

Retards cure slightly
minimizing scorching.
Has no effect on aging.In Cements :

Eliminates ropiness giving
a smooth cement.

Produces a very thin
cement, allowing higher
solids content for equal
viscosity with a resultant

Retards cure slightly
affording some protectionPermits reduction of

processing temperature,
and also reduces power

against scorching.
Has no effect on aging.

Softens cured rubber stocks
in proportion to the

amount used.
Permits a slight reduction

of processing
temperature.

Efficient in dispersing fillers

IMPORTANT
PROPERTIESIN

saving in solvent.
AUowb heavier coatings
(more rubber) to be applied

at one treatment.
Is non-discoloring in
proportions used.

consumption.
Aids in dispersing fillers,
particularly carbon black.
Increases tubing speed and
improves uniformity byNATURAL

RUBBER
AND GR-S

In Dry Rubber:
Shortens breakdown time.

Reduces nerve.
Aids dispersion.

lowering shrinkage.
Produces firm stocks that
will take and retain a
clean-cut design from
engraved calender rolls.

on the mixing mill In
heavily loaded compounds.
Reduces calender grain and
is good in extruded goods.
Is non-discoloring.
Is non-blooming.

Gives freedom from
"seconds'* or defective

goods.
Is non-discoloring.
Is non-blooming.

In Cements : For General Use: For General Use:
USE IN
NATURAL
RUBBER
AND GR-S

0.1-0.3% by volume on
the volume of naphtha

used.

1-2% on the rubber. 3-8% on the rubber.

In Calender Work: For Sponge Stocks :

In Dry Robber:
2- 3% on the rubber. 10-30% on tho rubber.

1-2% on the weight of
rubber hydrocarbon.

In High Reclaim Stocks: For Very Soft Stocks :
3- 5% on the rubber. 30-50% on the rubber.
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RELEASING AGENTS

VANFRE VANFRE (Clear)

Modified thermoplastic dissolved in a mixture containing i sop ropy 1 alcohol. Vanfre
and Vanfre (clear), as supplied, are inflammable but dilutions of 3 parts water to 2
parts Vanfu will not support combustion at room temperature.

Milky liquid Free-flow ins liquid

0.89 0.89

Cream Clear amber

Characteristic of solvents

Replaces dust as releasing agent for lead
press cured articles.
Allows free stripping of lead from sur

face of product after cure.
Leaves cured surface smooth, clean, and

uniform in color.
Helps prevent sticking of adjacent layers

when un cured stock is piled or coiled.

Hose or cable should be run through a
bath of Vanfre and wiped just enough to
prevent dripping.
For natural rubber and GR-S compounds,

dilute 1 part Vanfre with from 8 to 5
parts water.
For Neoprene stocks, dilute 1 part Van

fre with 1 to 2 parts water.

Replaces dust as releasing agent for
chemical sponge cured In fabric-lined
molds.
Allows free removal from mold after

cure.
Leaves cured surface clean and uniform

in color.
One application may be sufficient for

several heats.

Brush Vanfre (clear) onto mold lining.
Use either full strength or diluted with
water. Best dilution varies with the com
pound.

COMPOSI
TION

PHYSICAL
STATE

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

COLOR

ODOR

FUNCTION

USE
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Tabular Summary of
RUBBER-TO-METAL

TY-PLY

DESCRIP
TION AND
PURPOSE

"Q" "8"

Non-tncky adhesive for bonding natural
rubber. GR-S and reclaimed rubber to
metal during vulcanization.

Non-tacky adhesive for bonding Neoprene
and Buna N type rubbers to metal dur
ing vulcanisation.

COMPOSI
TION

Ty-Ply consists essentially of a chemical derivative of rubber dispersed in volatile
solvents.

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 1.07 1.01

PHYSICAL
STATE Free-flowing liquids

COLOR Black Black

ODOR Characteristic of solvent*

VISCOSITY Ty-Ply Is suitable for use In the concentration supplied, but for spraying* It may be
diluted with an equal volume of toluol, xylol, solvent naphtha, or a mixture of these.

COMPATIBILITY
Ty-Ply Is compatible with practically all rubber and synthetic rubberlike compounds.
Stocks containing large amounts of grease and/or wax should be avoided wherever
possible.

To Bond Natural Robber, Reclaimed Robber, and Synthetic Rubbers to Metal i
1. Clean the metal by buffing, decreasing, sand blasting, or by shot blasting.
2. Apply one thin coat of well-stirred Ty-Ply by brushing, spraying,* or dipping

and allow to dry.
8. Press dry clean surface of freshly sheeted stock Into place In contact with the

coated metal.
HOW TO
USE 4. Cure the assembly under pressure.

Note—A cement of the stock to be bonded or of a more heavily loaded stock may be
applied over the Ty-Ply coating between steps 2 and 8. With some metals a cement
made from a heavily loaded stock Is helpful.

•Ty-Ply should be used In spray guns made of nickel, steel, or stainless steel only.
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TY-PLY
BN SC

Non-tacky adhesive for bonding Buna N
tip* rubber compounds to metal during
vulcanization.

Self-curing adhesive for bonding unvul-
canized self-curing rubber or vulcanized
rubber or latex to steel at room tempera
ture and atmospheric pressure. Designed
for use in lining tanks and other articles
where heat and pressure may not be em
ployed or are not readily available.

DESCRIP
TION AND
PURPOSE

Ty-Ply consist, essentially of a chemical derivative of rubber dispersed in volatil.
solvents.

COMPOSI
TION

0.94 0.88
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

Free-flowing liquids
PHYSICAL
STATE

Black Light COLOR

Characteristic of solvents ODOR

Suitable for use In the concentration sup
plied, but for spraying* It may be diluted
with an equal volume of amyl acetate,
methyl lsobutyl ketone, dlacetone alcohol,
or mixtures of these.

Suitable for use In the concentration sup
plied, but for spraying* It may be diluted
with an equal volume of toluol, xylol, sol
vent naphtha, or a mixture of these. VISCOSITY

Ty-Ply is compatible with practically all r
Stocks containing large amounts of greas
possible.

ubber and synthetic rubberlike compounds,
e and/or wax should be avoided wherever COMPATIBILITY

To Bond UnvuleanUed Self-Caring Rubber
to Steel:

To Bond Bona N Type Bobbers to Metal : 1. Clean the metal by sand blasting or
by shot blasting. . _ „„„

1. Clean the metal by buffing, decreas
ing, sand blasting, or by shot blast
ing.

2. Apply one thin coat of Ty-Ply "SC
by brushing, spraying,* or dipping.

2. Apply one thin coat of well-stirredTy-Ply by brushing, spraying,* or
dipping and allow to dry.

8. Allow Ty-Ply "SC" to partially dry so
that some solvent remains. The drying
time will vary from 10 to 80 minutes
depending on atmospheric conditions.

8. Press dry clean surface of freshly
sheeted stock into place In contact
with the coated metal.

4. Apply the rubber stock and roll smooth
with hand roller. Adhesion will de
velop in 24 hrs. when stored at 100 F.
or In 8 to 4 days at room temperature.

To Bond Vulcanized Robber to Steel: HOW TO
USE4. Cure the assembly under pressure. 1. Take steps 1, 2, and 3 described above.

Koto—A cement of the stock to be bonded
or of a more heavily loaded stock may be
applied over the Ty-Ply coating between
steps 2 and 3. With some metals a cement
made from a heavily loaded stock is help
ful.

4. Clean the cured rubber thoroughly and
preferably buff the surface. Apply one
thin coat of Ty-Ply "SC" to the cured
rubber by brushing or spraying and al
low to partially dry 10 to 80 minutes.

5. Apply the coated vulcanized rubber to
the coated metal and roll with hand
roller to remove any trapped air. Adhe
sion will develop in 24 hrs. when stored
at 100 F. or In 4 days at room tempera
ture.

To Bond Latex Compounds to Steel :
1. Take steps 1, 2, and 3 described above.
4. Apply the latex compound by spraying
or dipping. Adhesion will develop in 24
to 48 hrs. storage at room temperature.

•Ty-Ply should be used In spray guns made of nickel, steel, or stainless steel only.
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THERMATOMIC CARBONS

P-33 THERMAX

COMPOSI
TION Fine thermal (FT) carbon black Medium thermal (MT) carbon black

1

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 1.80 1.80

COLOR Black Dark gray

STAINING
PROPER
TIES

Stains Two modifications are available : standard
and non-staining.

DOES IT
SHORTEN Yes Yes
CURE

P-33 la a soft reinforcing carbon that im
parts high tensile, tear, resilience, heat
resistance, elongation with low modulus
and low stiffening effect to rubber.

Thekmax is a soft semi-reinforcing carbon
that imparts good tensile, tear, low
modulus, low stiffening, high resilience,
elongation and excellent oil resistance to
rubber.

FUNCTION

Mixes easily Into rubber, with low heat
generation. Mixes easily into rubber, with low heat

generation.IMPORTANT
PROPER
TIES

Produces less dust than channel black.
Outstanding soft black for tensile and
tear resistance.

Produces less dust than channel black.
Low volume cost with high quality.
Non-staining, non-bleeding.
High loadings may be used.

Produces good aging stocks that tube and
calender easily.
High loadings may be used.

For General Use : For General Use:

USE IN

In all dark colored high grade compounds
such as passenger and truck tubes, spe
cification stocks, motor mounts, steam
hose, footwear, clothing, mechanicals,
heat and oil resistant goods.

Particularly recommended for those rub
ber articles (dark colored) where low
volume coBt and good quality are essen
tial such as tire carcasses, tire curing
bags, mechanicals, cable covers, high
reclaim Btocks, heat and oil resistant
goods.NATURAL In Adhesion Compounds:

AND A rubber stock containing 40 parts of
P-33 cured in contact with Ty-Ply
coated metal, produces an excellent bond.

SYNTHETIC
RUBBERS

In Non-Staining Specialties:

With Synthetic Rubbers :
Up to 200 parts will give stocks that
possess good workability on the mill with
good tensile properties.

A Thermax stock does not discolor nor
does It bleed into a superimposed white
stock.

With Synthetic Robbers:
Up to 200 parts will produce stocks hav
ing excellent oil resistance.
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VINYL-RESIN STABILIZERS

VANSTAY-16 VANSTAY-25

Fine white powder for uae in vinyl-resin compounds to stabilize against effects of
heat and light.

1.75 Z.St SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

White White COLOR

None None ODOR

Inhibits heat decomposition of vinyl-resin compounds during processing.

Retards discoloration and deterioration of vinyl-resin products caused by exposure
to light during service.

1—Stabilizes against heat at processing
temperatures up to 810 F. for normal time
of exposure. Where higher temperatures
or longer periods are necessary, use 0.5 to
3% of a lead salt together with Vanstay
for greater heat protection.
2—Provides excellent stability against

effects of light during service.
3—Imparts minimum opacity to films.

Recommended for clear and clear-printed
films.

Use 8-5% Vanstay-16 on the dry resin.
Calendered Goods: Blend Vanstay-16 with
dry resin and plasticizer ; let stand over
night : flux.
Remilled Scrap: Add Vanstay-16 in form
of a masterbatch to scrap on the mill.

1—Stabilizes against heat at processing
temperatures up to 310 F. for normal time
of exposure. Where higher temperatures
or longer periods are necessary, use 0.5 to
3% of a lead salt together with Vanstay
for greater heat protection.
2—Provides excellent stability against

effects of light during service.
3—Does not affect pigments or alter the

color of vinyl-resin compounds. Recom
mended for all pigmented or colored films.

Use 3-5% Vanstay-25 on the dry resin.

Calendered Goods: Blend Vanstay-25 with
dry resin and plasticizer, flux.
Remilled Scrap: Add directly to scrap on
the mill.

Solution Coatings:
to resin solution.

Grind Vanstay with portion of the plasticizer ; add resulting paste

Organosols: Charge pebble mill with plasticizer, solvent, and diluent; add mixture ofVanstay and resin ; grind to completion.

DESCRIP
TION AND
PURPOSE

FUNCTION

IMPORTANT
PROPER
TIES

USE
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VULCANIZING

METHYL
TUADS

ETHYL
TUADS

ETHYL
SELENAC

METHYL
SELENAC

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

Tetramethyl-
thiurnm
Disulfide

Tetraethylthiuram
Disulfide

Selenium
Diethyldithlo-
carbamate

SeleniumDimethyl-
dithiocarbamate

S

(CsH.)fNlC—S—
S f "1

S S
"

(CrDjNC— S SeFORMULA (CH.),NC— S—
S S (CjH.),NC—S Se

S—CN(CHt), S—CNfCsHs),

MOLECULAR
WEIGHT 240.41 296.52 672.0 559.78

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 1.29 1.17 1.82 1.67

MELTING
POINT 146-148 C. 66-70 C. 66-88 C. 148-175 C.

COLOR White Cream Orange-yellow Yellow

ODOR None None None None

Insol. in water, dil. caustic, gasoline
Sol. in carbon disulfide, benzol, chloroform

Insol. in water,
dilute caustic,

gasoline. SI. sol. inSOLUBILITY carbon disulfide,
benzol, chloroform

IN NATURAL RUBBER
For General Use:
2-4% Tuads with no added sulfur.

LN NATURAL RUBBER
For General Use:
1-8% with no added sulfur, with or with
out Captai or Altai.

For High Grade Mechanicals: In Continuous Core Insolation :
8-8.6% Tuads with 0.5% Telloy for ex
cellent resistance to heat and steam.
Try 8-2% Tuads with 0.5-1% Vandei for
good aging sulfurless compounds.

2.6% with 6% litharge. For improved
heat resistance try 1% of Selenac with
4% Zimate, 0.5% Altai, and 3%
litharge.

USE LN
NATURAL
RUBBER
AND GR-S

For Super aging Compounds: In High Voltage Insolation:
1.6% Tuads with 8% Zimate, 8% Tel
loy, and 0.6% Captax or Altai for
outstanding protection against heat
aging.

4% with 2% calcined magnesia, and 800
parts of Tysonite for ozone resistance.

In Non-Tarnishing Compounds:

IN GR-S
For General Use:
8-6% Tuads with no added sulfur.

1% with 1% Telloy, 2% sulfur and 26
parts of litharge. Try 1% of Selenac
with 0.5% Captax, 6% sodium bicar
bonate and 0.1% sulfur for non-tar
nishing sponge.

For Heat Resisting Compounds :

8.6% Tuads with 1% Altai. LN GR-S
For General Use:
2-4% Selenac with no added sulfur
and with or without Captai or Altai.
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VANDEX TELLOY

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TIONSelenium Tellurium

Se Te FORMULA

78.96 127.61
MOLECULAR
WEIGHT

4.80 6.26
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

217 C. 460 C. MELTING
POINT

Steel-gray Steel-gray COLOR

None Distinct ODOR

Insol. In water and in organic solvents SOLUBILITY

la High Grade Mechanicals : For General Use:
0.26-1% in low-sulfur and sulfurics'
stocks helps prevent reversion and Im
parts improved heat resistance.

0.6-1% with 8-2% Toads gives good
aging sulfurless compounds. Try 0.25%
with 0.25% Zimate, 1% Altax and 2%
sulfur for highest resilience plus lowest
heat generation in service. In High Grade Mechanicals:

As Accelerator for Hard Rubber: 0.6% with 8-8.6% Tuads for excellent
resistance to heat and steam.High Grade: 2% with 40-46% Bulfur.

Medium Grade: 1% with 1-2% Altax,
1-2% sine oxide and 45-50% sulfur.
Sponge: 0.6% with 0.6% Altax, 1%
sine oxide, 10% sodium bicarbonate and
46% sulfur.

In Snperaging Compounds:
8% with 8% Zikate, 1.6% Toads and
0.5% Captax produces outstanding pro
tection against heat aging.

USE IN
NATURAL

In Latex Compounds:
0.5% of Latex Telloy imparts excel
lent age-resistance to latex goods.

RUBBER
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WHITE PIGMENT
miliary of

RAYOX

CHEMICAL
COMPOSI
TION

_
Titanium dioxide

SPECIFIC
GRAVITY 8.88

PHYSICAL
STATE Powder

COLOR Bright white

FUNCTION Rayox impute a clean white color to compounded rubber and gives the cleanest and
brightest pastel tints obtainable.

IMPORTANT
PROPER
TIES

Gives compounds a lower gravity than other white pigments thus effecting a con
siderable saving in volume cost.
Shows less chalking and sunchecking than other white pigments in direct sunlight.
Ages perfectly in both sulfur-accelerator and acid cures.

For General Use :
16-25% on the rubber for most white compounds. Rayox is recommended for highest
tinting with minimum loading.

USE IN As a Color Base:
NATURAL 1-8% on the rubber brings out the color sufficiently. Up to 15% may be required for

the lighter tints.AND
SYNTHETIC
RUBBERS In White SidewaU Tires:

20-25% with 0.16-0.25% ultramarine blue produces an excellent dead white.
In Hospital Sheeting:
40% with 26% Whiting. 25% McNamek Clay and 0.25% ultramarine blue for best
results.
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DARVAN
Dispersing
Agents

DISPERSED
SULFUR

LATEX
TELLOY SETSIT-5

Chemical Composition:
Designation :

Primary vulcanizing
agent.

Designation : Designation:
Latex acceleratorSodium salts of

polymerized alkylaryl
sulfonic acid.

Secondary vulcanizing
agent.

Chemical Composition: Chemical Composition:
Dlthiocarbamate typePhysical State:

Powder Description:
Water dispersion of
sulfur of extremely
fine particle size.

Finely divided form of
elementary tellurium.

Specific Gravity: Physical State: Specific Gravity :
1.02 at 20 C.No. 1—1.55

No. 2—1.69
Fine powder

Color:
No. 1—Light tan
No. 2—Dark brown

Composition : Specific Gravity:
6.26

Physical State:
LiquidSulfur 78

Disp. Agent 2
Water 25 Fineness : Color:

Reddish-BrownOdor:
Pungent

100 99.5% through
800 mesh

Solubility:
No. 1—Easily sol. in
water. Max. recom
mended cone.—40%
No. 2—Max. recom
mended cone. 25%

Physical State:
Color:
Black

Odor:
Paste

Odor:

Distinct

Color:
Grayish yellow

Distinct Solubility:
Sol. in alcohol and
water : dilute water
solutions are milky.Solubility:

Function :
Dakvan tends to force
and keep apart the
individual particles
of powders, so that
settling is less rapid

than when no
Darvan is used.

Odor:

Insoluble in water or
in organic solvents.

Partly soluble in
benzol, chloroform,
carbon disulfide.

Distinct Melting Point:
450 C. Storage:

Keep container
tightly closed in

storage.
How to Use :

May be added directly
to latex without further
treatment. It may also
be added to other com
pounding ingredients
which are being made
into dispersions in a

pebble mill.

Important Properties:
Imparts excellent
resistance to heatProperties :

Permits use of minimum
amount of water. Does
not foam or froth. Does

aging. Helps
prevent reversion.

USE
In Natural Latexnot thicken latex.

Insures the uniformity
of finished goods.

How to Use:
Should be added to

latex in the form of a
water dispersion having
the following materials :Telloy 75
Darvan 8
Water 22

1- 3% Setsit-5 with
1.6-0.75% sulfur.
Recommended for

Use: Use: highest possible rate
of cure at low
temperatures.4%, figured on dry wt.

of powder to be
dispersed.

Darvan No. 8, a special
dispersing agent, is
available for those

wishing to grind their
own sulfur. Use 8%
on the dry wt. of the
sulfur to be ground.
Sulfur cone, .should be

0.33-4% on the rubber
as contained in latex.
Actual percentage of
dry sulfur 0.26-3%.
Use less than 1% of
sulfur plus 0.6% LatexTelloy plus 1% Ethyl
or Butyl Zimatk for
outstanding age re
sistance. Latex hard
rubber requires up to
40 parts of sulfur

(dry wt.).

100 In GR-S Latex
2- 4% Setsit-5 with
2.5-1.5% sulfur.

Use: Recommended for
highest possible rate
of cure at low
temperatures.

0.5% with 0.5-0.75%
sulfur for resistance

about 66%% with
grinding time 72 hrs.

to heat aging and
reversion. Not recom
mended for use In
light colored goods.
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C-16 C-68 C-92 C-93

Zinc Oxide 8 Zinc Oxlda — - S Zinc Oxide - 2 Sulfur 1
Sulfur I Sulfur 1 Sulfur 1 AgeRite White. 1Butyl Zimate .1 1

Daevan No. 1 ... 0.12
AgeRite White.. 1Butyl Zimate — 1
Daevan No. 1 .... 0.24

AgeRite White- O.S
Rotax _ 0.6

AgeRite White.. 1
Rotax ............... 1Methyl Zimate.. 0.6

Rooo No. 0 - , 0.1
Daevan No. 1 .... 0.22
Casein . . 0.12

Methyl Zimate.. 0.25
Daevan No. 1 .... 0.21
Casein ............... 0.16

Casein 0.12COMPOSI
TION

Casein O.S Caustic Soda ..... 0.1
Water 2.66Caustic Soda 0.1

Water 5.36 Caustic Soda 0.1
Caustic Soda . 0.15 Water 4.79 6.00

12.00 Water 6.11
10.50

LBS. TO
USE PER
100 LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

11.20

12 11.2 10.5 (

SUGGESTED
CURE*

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

20-30 Min.
at 220 F.

30-60 Min.
at 220 F. ,

30-60 Min.
at 200 F.

USE Adheslves ; Paper
and Fabric Impreg
nating and Coating.

Adhesivet ; Rug
Backing.

Adheeives : Rug
Backing.

Dipped Good*.

C95 C-199 C-227

Zinc Oxide 1 Zinc Oxida 2
Sulfur 0.6 Sulfur 1
AgeRite White.. 1 Ethyl Zimate - 1

Daevan No. 1 .... 0.12
AgeRite White.. 1Ethyl Zimate . 1Butyl Zimate 1

COMPOSI
TION

Latex Telloy ... 0.5
Daevan No. 1 ... 0.2

Casein 0.12 Latex Telloy 0.6
Caustic Soda ..... 0.1
Water 2.66

Daevan No. 1 .... 0.2
Casein _ 0.15 Casein 0.15
Caustic Soda . 0.1
Water _j 4.65 6.00

Caustic Soda .... 0.1
Water 4.65

LBS. TO
USE PER
100 LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

10.20 10.20

10.2 6 10.2

SUGGESTED
CURE"

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

20-30 Win.
at 200 F.

USE Adheslves : Coating.
(Light Colors).

Dipping; Coating;
Impregnation.

Adheslves : Dipping ;
Coating.

'Based on Alms .020-.030 Inch thick, dried at 76 F.
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FOR USE WITH SETSIT-5

C-402 C-403 C-404 C-405

Zinc Oxide 1 Zinc Oxide -. 2 Zinc Oxide 2
Sulfur 1 Sulfur _ 0.6 Sulfur __ 1 Sulfur 1
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.08 AceRite White.. 1 AceRite White. 1

Darvan No. 1 ... 0.16
AceRite Alba 1

Casein 0.06 Latex Telloy 0.6 Darvan No. 1 ... 0.16
COMPOSI
TION

Cnustic Soda , 0.1
Wnter 1.76

Darvan No. 1 .... 0.16 Casein 0.12 Casein 0.1S
Casein „ 0.12 Caustic Soda ..... 0.1

Water 8.62
Caustic Soda ..... 0.1
Water ._ 3.62Cnustic Soda 0.1

4.00 Water S.72
8.00

LBS. TO
USE PERtog LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

8.20

4 8.2 8 1

SUGGESTED
CURE*

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

20-30 Min.
at 200 F.

USE
Adhesives :

Impregnating ;
Coating ; Dipping.

Adhesives ;
Coating ;
Dipping.

Adhesives :
Impregnating ;

Coating ; Dipping.
Adhesives :

Impregnating :
Coating: Dipping.
(Light Colors).

VULCANIZING DISPERSIONS FOR GR-S LATEX

G-l G-2 6-8

Zinc Oxide S Zinc Oxide 8Sulfur 2 Sulfur _ 2 Sulfur 2AceRite White.. 1Butyl Zimate ... 2
Darvan No. 1 — 0.32

AceRite White. 1 AceRite Alm . 0.5Rotax 1.6 Butyl Zimate 2

COMPOSI
TION

Butyl Zimate 0.6 Darvan No. 1 O.S
Casein 0.24 Darvan No. 1 .... 0.32 Casein 0.22
Caustic Soda 0.1 Casein _ 0.24 Caustic Soda ..... 0.1

Water 6.88Water 7.34 Caustic Soda 0.1
Water 7.84

LBS. TO
USE PER
100 LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

16.00
16.00

16.00

16 16 15

SUGGESTED
CURE*

80-60 Min.
at 200 F.

30-60 Min.
at 220 F.

30-60 Min.
at 200 F.

Paper Impregnating ;
Rug Backing.

Paper Impregnating;
Rug Backing.

Paper Impregnating;
Combining : Coating.
(Light Colors).USE

•Based on films .020-.080 inch thick, dried at 76 F.
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VULCANIZING DISPERSIONS FOR GR-S LATEX

G-4 G-5 G-6

Zinc Oxide 3 Zinc Oxide 2 Zinc Oxide 8
Sulfur 2 Sulfur _ 2 Sulfur ....... 2
A-.rUiTk White.. 1Methyl Zimate.. 2
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.32
Casein 0.24

Butyl Zimate 2 AgeKite Alia .. 0.5Methyl Zimate.. 2
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.3

Dabvan No. 1 .... 0.24
COMPOSI
TION

Casein 0.24
Caustic Soda 0.1 Casein 0.22

Cnuiitle Soda ..... 0.1
Water . 7.34

Water _ 5.42 Caustic Soda 0.1
Water 6.88

LBS. TO
USE PER
100 LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

16.00
12.00

15.00

16 12 15

SUGGESTED
CURE'

15-30 Min.
at 200 F.

30-60 Min.
•at 200 F.

15-30 Min.
at 200 F.

Paper Impregnating ;
Rug Backing.

Paper Impregnating ;
Rug Backing.
(Light Colors).

Paper Impregnating;
Rug Backing.
(Light Colors).

USE

FOR USE WITH SETSIT-5

G-15 G-17 G-20 G-22

Zinc Oxide .. 5 Zinc Oxide 5 Zinc Oxide S
Sulfur 2 Sulfur 2 Sulfur 2 Sulfur 2
AgeKite White.. 1
Darvan No. 1 „.. 0.S2
Casein „ 0.24

AgeRite Alba „ 2
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.36
Casein 0.27

AgeRite Alia _ 1 AgeRite Resin D 4
Dabvan No. 1 0.24 Rotax 1

COMPOSI
TION

Casein _ 0.18 Dakvan No. 1 .... 0.48
Caustic Soda 0.1 Caustic Soda 0.1

Water _ _ 8.27
Cnustic Soda 0.1
Water ... 6.48

Casein ». 0.36
Water ~ T.84 Caustic Soda 0.15

16.00 18.00 12.00
Water , 11.01

LBS. TO
USE PER
100 LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

44.00

16 18 12 24

SUGGESTED
CURE'

15-80 Min.
at 200 F.

15-30 Min.
at 200 F.

16-30 Min.
at 200 F.

5-15 Min.
at 260 F.

USE Paper Impregnating ;
Rug Backing.

Paper Impregnating :
Combining; Coating.
(Light Colors).

Paper Impregnating:
Combining ; Coating.

(Minimum
discoloration).

Upholstery Backing.

•Based on films .020-.030 inch thick, dried at 75 F.
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COMPOSITION

LBS. TO
USB PER
100 LBS.
RUBBERIN LATEX

SUGGESTED
CURE*

USE

N-l
Zinc Oxide fiAgeRite Powder 2
Darvan No. 1
Cafe in
Water

0.28
0.21
6.51

14.00

30-60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30-45 Min.
at 285 F.

Adheaivea :
Impregnating ;

Coating.

N-2

Zinc Oxide 6AgeRite Alba .. 2
Dabvan No. 1 .... 0.28
Water 6.72

14.00

60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30-60 Min.
at 285 F.

Adheaivea : Paper
and Textile

Impregnating ;
Dipped Goods.(Light Colors).

N-3

Zinc Oxide 5AgeRite Powder 2
Dixie Clav 10
Dabvan No. 1 .... 0.68
Casein 0.51
Water 15.81

34.00

30-60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30-45 Min.
at 285 F.

Adhesives ;
Impregnating ;

Coating.

N-6

Zinc Oxide _ 5AgeRite White.. 1
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.24
Casein „ 0.18
Caustic Soda 0.1
Water 6.48

12.00

30-60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30-45 Min.
at 285 F.

Adheaivea ;
Impregnating ;
Coating.

N-7 N-8 N-9

Zinc Oxide 5 Zinc Oxide 5 Zinc Oxide 15Sulfur 1 Sulfur 1 Sulfur 1AgeRite White.. 1 AceRite White.. 1Butyl Zimate „.. 1
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.32
Casein ...... _. 0.24

AgeRite Alba .. 2Butyl Zimate .... 1
Darvan No. 1 .... 0.76

Butyl Zimate 1

COMPOSI
TION

Red Oxide 10
Darvam No. 1 .... 0.72 Caaein 0.57
Casein 0.54 Caustic Soda 0.1

Water . 17.67Caustic Soda ..... 0.1
Water 16.64

Water 7.34

LBS. TO
USE PER
100 LBS.
RUBBER
IN LATEX

36.00
16.00 88.00

36 16 38

SUGGESTED
CURE*

80-60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30 Min.
at 285 F.

30-60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30 Min.
at 285 F.

60 Min.
at 220 F. or
30-60 Min.
at 285 F.

Adhesives :
Impregnating ;

Adhesives :
Impregnating :

Coating.
Adhesives ;

Impregnating ;USE Coating.
(Red Colored).

Coating.
(Light Colors).

•Based on films .020-.080 Inch thick, dried at 75 J".
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INDIVIDUALLY DISPERSED LATEX CHEMICALS

ACCELERATORS

ALTAX
Altax - SS
Darvan No. 1 .... 2.2
Bentonlte 0.55
Water 42.25

100.00

CAPTAX
Caftax 50
Darvan No. 1 .... 2
Bentonlte 1
Water 47

100

ROTAX
Rot ax 50
Darvan No. 1 2
Bentonlte 1
Water 47

100

METHYL TUADS
Methyl Tuads -55
Darvan No. 1 .... 2.2
28% Ammonia - 1
Water 41.8

100.0

BUTYL ZIMATE
Butyl Zimate....50
Darvan No. 1 2
Casein t
Caustic Soda 0.5
Commercial
Fungicide 0.1

Bentonlte 0.26
Water 44.16

100.00

ETHYL ZIMATE
Ethyl Zimate ..55
Darvan No. 1 .... 2.2
Water _ 42.8

100.0

METHYL ZIMATE
Mctiiyl Zimate .55
Darvan No. 1 __ 2.2
Water 42.8

100.0

ANTIOXIDANTS

AGERITE ALBA
AceRiti Alba -60
Dakvan No. 1 .... 2
Casein .-. 1.5
28% Ammonia - 0.5
Bentonlte 1
Water 45

100.0

AGERITE POWDER
AceRiti Powder 55
Darvan No. 1 .... 2.2
28% Ammonia - 0.56
Bentonlte 0.55
Water 41.7

100.00

AGERITE RESIN D

AgeRite Resin D 65
Dabvan No. 1 .... 2.2
Casein 1.66
Water 41.16

100.00

AGERITE WHITE
AceRiti White 55
Darvan No. 1 2.2
28% Ammonia - 0.55
Bentonite 0.27
Water 41.98

100.00

OTHER

LATEX TELAOY
Latex Tilloy. .. .75
Darvan No. I .... 3
Water 22

100

P-JJ
P-33
Darvan No. 1 __ 1.4
Water 87.0

-CO

100.0

RAYOX
Rayox LW 60
Casein l.S
Water 48.6

100.0

Iron Oxide
Red Oxide 60
Dabvan No. 1 _ 2.4
Water S7.«

100.0

Zinc Oxide

Zlne Oxide 50
Darvan No. 1 — 2
Water 48

100
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DETERMINATION OF SPECIFIC GRAVITY1
Using Solutions of Known Density
A convenient, inexpensive method for determining the specific gravity

of vulcanized rubber consists of finding the solution of known density
in which a sample neither sinks to the bottom nor rises to the surface.
Solutions of zinc chloride can be made up with densities ranging

from 1.00 to 1.93, so that if the sample sinks in one solution and floats
in the next, its specific gravity is automatically known. For example,
if the densities of the solutions are related by equal increments of 0.03
(1.03, 1.06, 1.09, etc.), the specific gravity of the sample can be read
after a little practice to the second decimal place.
A nearly saturated solution of zinc chloride (technical grade) is made

as a master solution and adjusted accurately to a density of 1.93 by
measurement with a hydrometer. A small amount of hydrochloric acid
should be added to dissolve any zinc oxide present and make the solu
tion water clear. This clearing process may take several days. Then
by diluting portions of the master solution with the amounts of water
specified in the following table, the various densities may be obtained.
The volumes in the table have been calculated so that each solution
will fill a one pint glass-covered Mason jar to the correct height.
The solutions must be kept tightly covered and care must be taken

not to contaminate one solution with another when transferring sam
ples. Solutions must be checked from time to time with hydrometers,
and densities adjusted by adding more master solution or more water.
A convenient sample is a disc about 1 inch in diameter and M inch

thick. The dipper or forceps used in handling the samples must be
constructed of some acid resisting material such as stainless steel or
Bakelite.
Preparation of Master Solution
Saturate 7.5 pounds of water, containing about 50 grams of concen

trated hydrochloric acid, with zinc chloride. This may require as much
as 20 pounds of the salt depending upon how much water is contained
in the crystals. Adjust the density to 1.93 by adding water, cover tightly
and allow to stand until clear.
'Mr. J. E. Feldman of Inland Mfff. Div., General Motors Corp.. Dayton, Ohio.
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PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS*
Density % Zinc Chloride Grams Master. Soln. Grams Water
1.00 375.0
1.03 3.22 18.0 368.0
1.06 6.42 36.9 360.6
1.09 9.63 56.9 351.8
1.12 12.77 77.6 342.4
1.15 15.96 99.6 331.6
1.18 19.05 122.0 320.5
1.21 22.06 144.8 309.0
1.24 24.95 167.9 297.1
1.27 27.74 191.1 285.1
1.30 30.38 214.3 273.2
1.33 32.90 237.4 261.3
1.36 35.34 260.8 249.2
1.39 37.69 284.2 237.0
1.42 39.97 307.9 224.6
1.45 42.16 331.7 212.1
1.48 44.28 355.6 199.4
1.51 46.34 379.6 186.6
1.54 48.31 403.6 173.9
1.57 50.22 427.8 160.9
1.60 52.06 451.9 148.1
1.63 53.85 476.2 135.1
1.66 55.59 500.7 121.8
1.69 57.28 525.2 108.6
1.72 58.90 549.6 95.4
1.75 60.45 573.9 82.3
1.78 61.94 598.2 69.3
1.81 63.39 622.5 56.2
1.84 64.89 647.8 42.2
1.87 66.34 673.0 28.2
1.90 67.75 698.4 14.1
1.93 69.12 724.0

'Calculated from tables compiled by Whitney, Hartle. and Sakryd.
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PLASTICITY
by W. M. WIDENOR*

INTER-RELATION OF PLASTICITY AND ELASTICITY
When subjected to sufficient shearing stress any given body will be

deformed. If after the stress is removed, there is no recovery, the body
is completely plastic. On the other hand, if recovery is complete and
instantaneous, the body is completely elastic.1 Rubber exhibits both
plasticity and elasticity. A proper balance between these two factors is
required during the processing of a rubber stock. As a result of vulcani
zation, the properties of rubber tend to approach those of a completely
elastic material.
The ratio of plasticity to elasticity for any given rubber, rubber-like

material or compound thereof, is dependent on its processing history, the
temperature at which the properties are measured, the speed of defor
mation (rate of shear), the speed with which the force is removed, and
whether the force is removed as soon as shearing action is complete.

MEASUREMENT OF PLASTICITY
Plasticity is not a clear cut property, nor one which is easy to meas

ure accurately. Measurements as obtained currently are empirical,
except in the case of the Mooney Viscometer. Differences in design and
operation, limits of applicability, and variance in the methods and kinds
of measurement employed, make it difficult and oftentimes impossible to
correlate completely the results obtained with the various plastometers.
The three instruments most commonly used are the Williams Plas-

tometer, the Mooney Viscometer, and the Firestone Plastometer. These
are representative of the compression, shearing, and extrusion types,
respectively.

WILLIAMS PARALLEL PLATE PLASTOMETER
The Williams Plastometer 2 3 is widely used in factory control testing.

To obtain dependable results, the instrument must be maintained at
constant temperature (commonly 70 C. or 100 C.) in an oven. After
being preheated for 15 minutes at the temperature of test, the approxi
mately spherical rubber sample of 2 c.c. vol. (dia. 1.562 cm.) is placed
between two parallel plates and a load of 5 kg. is applied on it for 3
minutes. (A 5 minute interval is sometimes used.) The resulting thick
ness of the sample (in hundredths of millimeters) is called the "plas
ticity number." The sample is then immediately removed from the
plastometer and allowed to cool for one minute at room temperature.
The increase in thickness of the deformed pellet on cooling is called the
"recovery figure." According to Williams, if only one type of stock is
considered, the consistency of the material can be determined equally
well by measuring either the resistance to flow or the recovery.
•The New Jersey Zinc Company, New York. N. Y.
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MOONEY SHEARING DISK VISCOMETER

The Mooney Viscometer'
is designed for measuring
the "shearing viscosity" of
rubber and rubber-like ma
terials. Observations are
made at thixotropic equi
librium. This is an impor
tant feature since forming
operations are quite gener
ally carried out with the
rubber in a softened condi
tion. The Mooney Viscom
eter, being rapid and simple
in operation, was selected
by the Office of Rubber Di
rector and Rubber Reserve
Company as the "standard"
control instrument at all
synthetic rubber producing
plants.
The rubber is sheared be

tween the knurled surfaces
of the disk-shaped rotor and
the upper and lower halves
of the stator chamber. Slip
page is, therefore, elimi
nated. The sample consists

Courtesy of Scott Testers, inc. of two pieces, each 2 inches
W.lli.m. Pla.tometer s(luare and * to % inch

thick. One piece is placed
above the rotor and the other underneath it. A pressure of 30 to 60 kg.
per sq. cm. (400 to 800 lbs. per sq. in.) is exerted on the rubber by
means of plungers. The rotor is connected through a vertical spindle,
worm gear, and horizontal floating shaft to a synchronous A.C. motor.
The resistance of the rubber to the shearing action develops a thrust
in the shaft which presses against and deflects a U-shaped steel spring.
The deflection is indicated on a dial gauge which reads zero when the
marine is run empty. Rotor speed is 2 r.p.m. No oven is necessary. The
platens (which surround the stator chamber) are arranged for both
steam and electrical heating. Steam is most convenient for maintain
ing the usual operating temperature of 100 C. (212 F.). Two rotors
are supplied with each instrument. The larger (dia. 1% in.) is com
monly used for all viscosity determinations except those involving ex
tremely stiff stocks in which case the smaller (dia. 1 ft in.) rotor is used.
In running a viscosity test, the sample is allowed to warm up for one

minute after the platens are closed. The motor is then started. Readings
are taken at predetermined intervals, the final reading being taken
ordinarily at 4 minutes. (A constant gauge reading is obtained usually
before the 4 minutes have elapsed.) If suitable precautions are taken,
individual values from different laboratories need not vary by more
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than 3 units, and the average values from the different laboratories
should vary by less than 1 unit. In order to attain such agreement it is
most essential that the Mooney Viscometers be properly cared for and

Mooney Viscometer
(National Bureau of Standards Model)

Courtesy of Scott Testers, Inc.

adjusted with respect to 1.—cleanliness, 2.—calibration, 3.—dimensions
of dies, die holders and rotors, 4.—die closures, and 5.— selection and
preparation of test pieces5.
The Mooney Viscometer is also valuable for the rapid determination

of the scorching characteristics of rubber compounds'. Scorch tests are
run with the platens maintained at 250 F. The small rotor is used. When
the motor is started, the dial reading is recorded, and readings are taken
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every minute thereafter until a recording of 100 is reached. The time
required to reach this reading is considered the scorching time. In rare
cases a very stiff compound shows an initial viscosity reading of 100
or more, in which case the test is continued until a reading of 150 is
reached. The test usually requires 10 to 12 minutes. A graphic picture of
the scorching characteristics of the compound being tested may be ob
tained by plotting the viscosity readings against the corresponding
times.
A recovery device designed by Mooney' has been incorporated in

modified form" on the National Bureau of Standards Model of the
Mooney Viscometer. The recovery indicator reads in degrees of rotation,
is geared to the upper part of the vertical shaft and has a ratio to the
rotor of 10 to 1. The recovery measurements are obtained by releasing
a clutch which disengages the driving mechanism. The force of the rub
ber then causes the rotor to turn in the opposite direction and the
amount of this turning is measured by the indicator. The indicator is
held with a light friction drive and is brought to zero just before the
recovery clutch is released by manually engaging a stop.

FIRESTONE EXTRUSION PLASTOMETER
The original Firestone Plastometer" is a research instrument and

has been used to prove that a high speed extrusion test is very useful
for the factory control of rubber stocks. As the next step Dillon'0 de
signed an extrusion plastometer suitable for control testing. This simpli
fied instrument is rugged in construction, rapid and simple in operation,
and yields results as precise as those given by the original experimental
plastometer.
The extrusion chamber of the simplified instrument consists of two

members, both maintained at the temperature of test by means of elec
tric heating elements. The upper member has for its lower part a circu
lar hardened steel knife edge (dia. 3 inches) fitting into a circular groove
in the lower member. A hardened steel extrusion die % inch in diameter
and A inch long is threaded into the lower member. The extrusion is
performed by a steel piston % inch in diameter which is actuated by
an air piston 7 inches in diameter. The stroke is timed electrically.
The sample, which is at least a twice folded slab (1 inch thick and 3

inches square in the folded form) is preheated for 6 minutes in a water
press at 10 degrees above the testing temperature. Quarter inch spacer
bars are used to prevent the press from closing completely. Temperature
of test depends on the particular factory processing condition which is
to be duplicated. The test slab is placed on the lower member which is
then forced against the upper member by means of an air piston-toggle
mechanism, the excess rubber extruding through the die. The time
required for the chamber to close is 2 to 3 seconds, depending on the
type of rubber stock used. Twenty seconds after the rubber is placed
on the lower member, air is admitted to the top of the cylinder, thus
driving the piston downward and extruding a definite volume of rubber
(5.45cc.) through the die. The time required for the extrusion of this
fixed volume is taken as the plasticity index of the stock. Extrusion time
varies from 2 to 60 seconds, depending on the type of stock being tested.
An air pressure of 10 lbs./sq. in. is used with soft stocks, 20 lbs./sq. in.
with tread stocks and 30 lbs. sq. in. with masterbatches.
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Courtesy of Firestone Tire and Rubber Company

Firestone Plastometer

In many cases the Firestone Plastometer results do not correlate
with those of the Williams and Mooney instruments. One reason for
this is the fact that the rate of shear employed in the operation of the
extrusion plastometer is much higher than that of either the Mooney
Viscometer or Williams Plastometer. Furthermore, the extrusion plas
tometer, unlike the Mooney and Williams instruments, was built up
with the idea of duplicating as accurately as possible the conditions
existing in processing machines. The results obtained with this plastom
eter correlate with tubing machine behavior and agree closely with
calender behavior. The Firestone plasticity measurements, like those
of the Williams instrument, are empirical.
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OTHER PLASTOMETERS
Among the other plastometers of the compression type are the Good

rich", Scott, and Hoekstra "short-time"" Plastometers. All three provide
for a sample of definite thickness, which is compressed for a specified
period of time, with a constant area of contact. The Goodrich and Scott
instruments employ variable loads. In the Goodrich Plastometer test, a
recovery period equal to the compression period is employed, and plas
ticity is expressed as the product of two factors, namely, softness and
retentivity.
Mooney13 has also designed a rotating cylinder viscometer particularly

adapted to the measuring of true viscosity as well as elastic recovery.
This instrument, which may also be called a rubber rheometer, is quite
effective in scientific investigation but much too slow for factory control
work.
The Nellen Tubing Machine-Plastometer" gives a direct measure of

tubeability or tubing speed. The barrel of the tubing machine is free to
move back and forth a short distance and is rigidly attached to a dia
phragm. A test similar to the Firestone extrusion test may be performed
by stopping the worm with the chamber full of stock, allowing a short
rest period and then applying air pressure to the diaphragm. This causes
the barrel to be pulled back, compressing the rubber against the end of
the worm, and extruding a definite volume through the die. The instru
ment operates at a high rate of shear.
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THE T-50 TEST
The state of cure of vulcanized rubber, as distinguished from physical

properties, is one of rubber's most important characteristics. All com
mercial rubber articles are compounded to bring out the physical prop
erties which best suit them for their intended use. For each compound,
however, there is a state of cure which corresponds to the most satis
factory service life. Attempts to describe this relationship have led to
such expressions as undercure, optimum cure, overcure and reversion.
At best these are indefinite and qualitative terms for expressing this
state of cure.
It is well known that vulcanization confers upon rubber a tremendous

change in its resistance to the effects of temperature. A well vulcanized
piece of rubber, chilled in a stretched position in contact with ice, in
stantly retracts when released. Unvulcanized and undercured rubber do
not snap back under such conditions but retract slowly as they are
warmed. These phenomena have been found to be directly related to
state of cure and combined sulfur.
The range and precision of the ice test are limited since the tempera

ture of melting ice is not low enough to measure the state of cure of
most rubber stocks. By the use of solid carbon dioxide or dry ice, suffi
ciently low temperatures can be obtained and the above principles have
been extended into a practical laboratory procedure known as the T-50
test.

THE TEST
Died out rubber samples are placed in suitable racks which hold them

in a stretched condition. They are then immersed in an acetone bath at
a temperature sufficiently low so that there is little or no retraction of
the samples when released. Dry ice is used to chill the bath. The tem
perature of the bath is then raised slowly by an immersion heater. This
causes the samples to retract. When they have recovered 50 per cent of
their original stretched elongation, the temperature of the bath is taken
in degrees centigrade. This temperature is the T-50 value. For example
if the test piece with 1 inch bench marks was originally stretched to 6
inches (500%), then the T-50 value is the temperature at which the
sample has retracted to 3 ',2 inches (250%).
The T-50 value for raw rubber is +18 C. and for rubber-sulfur mixes

it drops below this base line as vulcanization proceeds. In many cases
fairly close correlation with combined sulfur (computed on the rubber
content) is obtained. There are sometimes large deviations from this
correlation as with high reclaim stocks, reverted stocks and low tem
perature cures obtained with ultra accelerators. This fact does not de
tract from the empirical value of the test provided it has been made on

a range of cures. Only one test piece or determination is required.

THE APPARATUS

A sturdy compact practical testing unit, designed by the Naugatuck
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Chemical Division of the United States Rubber Co. is built by the Henry
L. Scott Co. This consists of a testing bath, cooling coil and circulating
pump efficiently arranged in a metal box-like housing. The pump acts
also as a stirrer for the testing bath. The bath holds sixteen sample
racks. A thermometer reading to -50 C. and suitable die for cutting
out test samples are included. The whole rests on an ordinary work
table and may be operated from a 110V lighting circuit.

MAKING THE TEST
The test piece is a small dumb-bell having a narrow straight sided

mid-section 0.1 inch wide and enlarged square shouldered ends. The
mid-section is either 1.0 or 1.5 inches in length between the shoulders
depending upon the amount it is to be elongated. Samples may be cut
from molded slabs, cured calendered sheet, latex film, or from finished
articles.
In making the test the rubber samples should be stretched to at least

60 per cent of their breaking elongation as otherwise low T-50 values

T-50 Test Apparatus as made by Scott Testers, Inc.

will result. Experience has shown that most stocks can be grouped for
testing as follows with respect to the elongation required during test:

Type of Stock Elongation Required
Highly compounded stocks 350%
Accelerated, lightly compounded stocks 500%
Latex films and rubber thread 700%
The test racks are suitably graduated so that the proper settings may

be made quickly and accurately. The graduation points are arrived at
by use of the following formula.
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Let:—
L0 = unstretched sample length.
Li — stretched sample length.
L-50 = sample length at T-50 point.

Then:—
Lo + L,

L-50 =
2

The average time required for making the test is about thirty minutes.
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TENSION TESTING OF RUBBER
To make rubber products of controlled quality or to meet specifica

tion requirements, the accurate measurement of various physical prop
erties of the compounded rubber is necessary. The measurement of the
stress-strain relation, tensile at break and ultimate elongation are
usually considered the most important. The Physical Testing Committee
of the Rubber Division, American Chemical Society in 1930 prepared a
tentative standard laboratory procedure for the preparation and physi
cal testing of rubber samples. The American Society for Testing Mate
rials adopted a similar procedure with some enlargements under its
designations D15-41, and D412-41. The method set up definite working
procedures and standards, both of which were kept as close as feasible
to the usual practice. Anyone with ordinary rubber testing experience
and equipment can follow the method accurately, and uniformity of
results in the same laboratory or duplication in different laboratories
may be secured by close adherence to the procedure.
The following is a careful abstract of the originals published in the

Rubber Age (N. Y.) January 25, 1930, in the India Rubber World,
February, 1930, and in A.S.T.M. Standards on Rubber Products, Decem
ber, 1941.

1. Weighing Tolerances. Weighing of all ingredients shall be accu
rate to within 0.25 per cent of the weight specified. The final weight of
the mixed batch and the sum of the weights of each ingredient shall not
differ by an amount exceeding 0.6 per cent for a compounded stock, or
0.3 per cent for high gum or masterbatched stocks.
2. Mill Data. The rolls of the laboratory mill shall be 6 inches outside

diameter by 12 inches long with 10% inches between guides. The speed
of the slow roll shall be 24 r.p.m. and the gear ratio 1.4 to 1.

3. Mill Temperature. The temperature of the water entering the rolls
should be maintained at 158 F. (70 C.) and the initial temperature of
the rolls should also be 158 F. With sufficient water passing through
the rolls, and a standard initial temperature, uniformity in the mixing
process can be attained.
4. Mill Opening. It is essential that the relation between batch volume

and mill opening shall be regulated to develop an active bank. Since it
is neither practical nor economical to standardize the size of the batch,
it is recommended that mill openings be adjusted to the volume of
batches as shown :
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Volume of Batch Distance between Rolls
1200 cc. .170 inch
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300

.160

.145

.130

.120

.110

.100

.085

.070

.055

5. Mixing Procedure. During breaking down, the mill opening shall
be 0.055 inch until the rubber runs smooth on the roll, and then the
opening shall be made to correspond to the volume of the batch in the
foregoing table. The order of adding ingredients to the broken down rub
ber shall be as follows:

The ingredients should be added as rapidly as possible until all are
incorporated. The batch should be cut two thirds across the roll, hold
ing the rubber until the bank just disappears, alternating six times
from one side to the other. Then the batch should be cut across and
rolled five times inserting the roll endwise and the sixth time length
wise. As soon as the bank is running evenly the mill opening should
be set to give a sheet approximately 0.085 inches in thickness after
cooling, and the batch cut off.
6. Storage of Mixed Batch. The batch should be laid upon a suitable

surface (such as zinc, Holland cloth, or talced zinc) until cool and then
stored 18 to 24 hours in subdued light at 82 F. (27.6 C.) with free cir
culation of air having a relative humidity of 45 per cent. Screens of
6 mesh galvanized wire are convenient as storage shelves.
Varying the relative humidity from 0 to 100 per cent may cause a

difference of 25 per cent in cured tensile properties.
7. Preparation for Curing. The uncured stock shall be cut with a die

which will give an uncured slab % inch less in length and width respec
tively than the mold cavity. The raw slabs shall be placed in the mold
with the grain parallel to the stencil.
8. Mold Dimensions. The depth of the slab cavity shall be 0.075 inches.

The thickness of the steel mold under the cavity and the thickness of the
cover plate shall each be 0.500 inch. The mold dimensions shall be such
that the slab while curing shall not be less than 3 inches from the edge
of the platen. The recommended mold contains 4 cavities each 6 inches
square with a A inch wide rim and an adjacent overflow space M inch
wide by % inch deep completely surrounding each cavity. A stencil de
pression Vi inch wide by 5 inches long by 0.020 inch deep is provided in
one end of each cavity. See Fig. 1.
9. Cleanliness of Molds. No preparation of any kind shall be used on

molds to prevent sticking. The molds shall be kept clean, and should be

Accelerators and antioxidants
Black
Fillers
Softeners
Sulfur
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cleaned as soon as the cured stock tends to stick. Three cleaning mate
rials are suggested: (a) ground emery and water, (b) buffer cloth,
(c) whiting paste.

t MILL CORNERS DEEP

o
CAVITIES TO BE

0 075- DEEP

3 L

Fig. 1. Design of Four Cavity Mold
( over Plate—Same Material 15" x 15" x 0.50" Thick

10. Maintenance of Curing Temperature. The specified curing temp
erature shall be interpreted as the inside temperature of the mold as
determined by a thermocouple or a mercury thermometer in a mercury
well in the mold. A steel block with a mercury well may be substituted
for the mold as described in a report of The Physical Testing Committee,
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Vol. 17, No. 5, p. 535, May, 1925.
To avoid cool spots in platens due to condensation, presses with bored
steel platens are recommended. If chamber type platens are used, good
drainage should be insured by placing the steam outlet slightly below
the bottom of the steam chamber.
11. Mold Temperature and Protection. The mold shall be brought to

temperature in a closed press for a period of not less than 20 minutes
before inserting the uncured stock. While curing, the molds shall be
protected from draughts by the use of suitable shields or wooden ells.
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12. Timing of Cure. The time of cure shall start at the time the
ram pressure reaches its maximum and end at the release of the ram
pressure.

13. Cooling Cured Slabs. The slabs shall be removed from the mold
immediately after conclusion of the cure and plunged into water for at

Fig. 2. Design of Die for Rubber Test Piece

least 10 minutes to cool. The water should be changed frequently to
prevent contamination and heating. When removed from the water the
slabs shall be wiped dry and placed upon liner or screen for storage in
subdued light.

14. Standard Die. The die used shall have the dimensions shown in
Figure 2.
The width of the constricted portion of the die shall be 0.250 ±

.005 inch and great care shall be taken in resharpening that these dimen
sions are maintained. It is essential that the cutting edge be kept suffi
ciently sharp and free from imperfections so that the cut surface shall
be smooth and have a minimum of concavity. When cutting, the die
shall be wet with water, and any residual water shall be wiped from
the test pieces before conditioning and testing.
15. Conditioning of Specimens. The specimens shall be conditioned

for at least 24 hours at 82 F. in air with a relative humidity of 45 per
cent before testing.
16. Measurement of Specimens. The thickness shall be measured with

a dial micrometer graduated in thousandths of an inch having a presser
foot 0.25 inch in diameter actuated by a dead weight of 3 ounces. The
average thickness in the constricted portion of the specimens shall be
used in the computation of the stress-strain relation and the tensile at
break. The width of the specimens shall be considered as the width of
the die.
17. Bench Marks. For determining the per cent elongation, two paral

lel lines 1 inch apart shall be marked on the constricted section with an
instrument having two parallel dull edges moistened with ink. These
lines shall be perpendicular to the longitudinal axis and equidistant
from the center.
18. Temperature of Testing. The testing shall be done at 82 F.
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(27.6 C.) controlled within ± 2 F. Variation of 1 C. may cause a 1 per
cent difference in modulus or tensile.
19. Speed of Testing. The testing shall be done with a machine which

stretches the specimen at a speed approximating that of the Scott
tester, the lower grip of which travels at the rate of 20 inches per
minute. Slight errors may be caused by varying the speed.
20. Evaluation of Results. Breaks occurring outside the constricted

portion of the specimen shall be discarded. In recording the final tensile
of a compound obtained from three or more individual tests, it is recom
mended that the highest figure and those falling within 5 per cent of this
value be averaged, discarding those figures which vary more than 5 per
cent from the highest tensile.

SUPPLEMENTARY
The following comments are offered by the Vanderbilt Laboratory as

supplementary to the procedure described above. The numbered items
correspond to those of the procedure.
3. Mill Temperature. A roll temperature of 158 F. (70 C.) may be

too high for stocks that are very scorchy, and, if so, the water tempera
ture may be reduced. The important thing for uniformity is to use
freely flowing water at a definite temperature.
4. Mill Opening. In setting the mill opening at specified distances, it

is convenient to equip the mill screws with pointers and dials graduated
according to the pitch of the thread so that one division equals 0.001 inch.
When adjusted, it is possible to set the openings at any desired distance
by turning the screw to the proper number on the dial. A suitable
method of checking the roll openings is to measure the thickness of lead
shot after passing them between the rolls.
8. Mold Dimensions. The size of the test slab is such that dieing out

of the specimens may be staggered, and thus the maximum number of
exactly comparable specimens may be cut from a single slab.
9. Cleanliness of Molds. With some stocks low in rubber, trouble may

be encountered in removing cured stock from the molds. This may be
overcome by dusting the mold lightly with talc, or by spraying on the
surface a fine mist of neutral soap solution. A sheet of cellophane be
tween the rubber and each mold surface has been found satisfactory,
and can be stripped easily from the rubber immediately after cure
or after the quenching operation.
10. Maintenance of Curing Temperature. Iron-constantan or copper-

constantan have been found satisfactory as thermocouples for this
measurement.

14. Standard Die. A dilute neutral soap solution is an excellent wet
ting agent and superior to water as a die lubricant. Dies of this general
contour but with other curvatures and lengths in the constricted por
tion have been adopted by A.S.T.M. (D412-41). For soft high rubber
content stocks a die % inch wide X 1 inch in constricted portion has
been used.
15. Conditioning of Specimens. In preparation of specimens for test,

they should not be subjected to mechanical or chemical action, heat,
light, water, stretching, bending or careless handling.
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17. Bench Marks. A stamp block with parallel steel blades which
will not mar nor injure the specimen may be used to produce a mark as
narrow as consistent with legibility. An ordinary stamp inking pad is
suitable for inking the bench marks on all specimens except black. For
these a suitable paint may be made by grinding titanium dioxide or
other white pigments with glycerine in water or with gum arabic in
water. Either of these pastes smeared on a strip of crude rubber makes
a convenient marking material.
20. Evaluation of Results. Calculations. The test machine operator

records the load or dial reading at any desired elongations and also at
the instant of break. From measurements of the original cross sectional
area and these machine readings, the modulus at desired elongations and
tensile at break are calculated and recorded as follows:

Pull in pounds
Tensile in pounds per sq. in.

Width in inches X thickness in inches
For example, a dumb-bell test piece cut out with a quarter inch die

(width 0.250 inch) having a gaged thickness of 0.080 inch and register
ing on the test machine a pull of 82 pounds at break would have a
tensile of

82 — = 4100 pounds per sq. in.
.250 X -080

To get the modulus or stress at 300 per cent, for instance, the test
specimen is stretched in the test machine in exactly the same way as
when being tested for tensile. When the one inch marked length
stretches to four inches, the pounds pull is recorded. The modulus is
then calculated as follows:

Pounds pull at predetermined % stretch
= Modulus

Width X thickness
If the pull at 300 per cent on the specimen used in this example were
18 pounds, then the modulus at 300 per cent would be

18
= 900 pounds per sq. in.

.250 X .080
The operator also records the distance between bench marks at the

instant of break and computes the elongation in per cent as follows:
Final length minus original length X 100

• = % elongation at break
Original length

For example, if the bench marks are one inch apart originally and
7.4 inches apart at break, the stretch or elongation is 6.4 inches, or 640
per cent. Similarly a two inch marked length stretched to 8.4 inches
represents an elongation of 320 per cent.
21. Calibration of Tensile Testing Machine. The tension testing ma

chine should be calibrated by dead weights applied in an ascending
order. In each case when an additional calibrating weight is added the
weight lever of the machine should be moved to the zero position and
allowed to swing slowly upward to the point of balance. The dial of the
machine should then correctly indicate the amount of weight applied.
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THE SHORE DUROMETER1
The mechanism of the Shore Durometer is illustrated in Figure 1

and is described as follows'.

Fig. 1. Mechanism of the Shore Durometer

■This article was written from information supplied by Mr. L. V. Cooper, Chairman
of the Hardness Section of Technical Committee A of A.S.T.M.-S.A.E.
The illustration and description of the mechanism are from the paper by Lewis

Larrick "The Standardization of Durometers" delivered at the meeting of Committee
D-ll of A.S.T.M., Atlantic City, N. J., June 28, 1940. published in the Rubber Age.
Sept.. 1940. p. 287.
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As the indentor 13 is pushed into the case, rotating about 8 with re
spect to the case, the rack 9 turns the pinion 10 and carries the pointer
5 over the scale (not shown). Consequently the scale measures directly
only the motion of the pin with respect to the case. This motion is
resisted by the flexing of spring 1 but the reaction of the spring through
linkage 4 is not in the direction of motion of the impresser pin. Since
the radius of the arc of rotation of the lower end of the linkage can be
varied considerably by moving slide 6, the load-deflection curve of the
instrument is not necessarily a straight line. The "stress-strain" curve
of the upper bearing 3 is determined by the geometry of spring 1 and
by the material of the spring but the region of this curve over which
deflections of the pointer take place is determined by the length of
linkage 4, once the nut 2 has been securely locked.
As the instrument is pressed against a rubber surface by the knurled

thumbrest at the top, the pressure of application is transferred to the
rubber through the pin. In order that no lateral forces be applied to the
pin, the rest plates F, F" must be parallel to the surface at all times.
If the pressure is greater than that just necessary to define the plane
of reference the rubber will rise in the hole in F, carrying the indentor
up with it to a falsely high hardness figure.

The Indentor Point
The indentor point shall be of hardened steel and shall conform to

the shape and size shown in Figure 2.

ALL DIMENSIONS + O.OOl"
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

ANGLE ± 'A'
CAGE READING O-IOO

FOR 0.09375" TRAVEL

Fig. 2. Indentor Point of Shore Durometer

Spring Calibration
The load-scale reading curve obtained during the calibration of the

spring according to the method described by Dr. Larrick' shall conform
to a straight line, one end of which is defined by the coordinates zero
dial reading and 2 ounces load, the other end being defined by the co
ordinates 100 dial reading and 30 ounces load as shown in Figure 3.
A variation of ± .15 ounces from this straight line is allowable at any
point.
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METHOD OF USE
The correct method of use is to grasp the instrument between the

thumb and third and fourth fingers and to rest the index finger on top
of the instrument which is then placed on the rubber sample with its
base parallel to the surface of the sample. This method allows the seat

ing of the plate around the indentor point flush with the test surface
with a minimum of rocking.

Time of Reading
The reading shall be taken as soon as the indicating hand comes to

rest, or if this is not possible then it should be taken at the moment
when a definite change in needle speed is noted.
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Test Sample
Determinations shall be made on samples M inch or more in thick

ness, and if it is necessary to ply up samples to obtain this thickness
the determination shall be deemed only indicative. No hardness deter
mination shall be made within M inch of the edge of the sample, and
no determination shall be deemed reliable unless the entire width of the
bearing plate is resting on the sample. A reliable hardness determination
cannot be made on a rounded surface or on one that is narrower than
the bearing plate.

Application Pressure
The application pressure shall be just sufficient to insure firm contact

with the rubber sample.
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CALIBRATION AND ADJUSTMENT
OF THE SHORE DUROMETER

By O. A. THOMPSON*

CALIBRATION
The Shore Durometer type A can be calibrated by the following dead

weight method. As shown in the photograph the instrument is fastened
in an inverted position and a pan and yoke placed on the indentor to
permit application of the weights. The pan and yoke should be adjusted
to weigh exactly 2 ounces as this gives the zero Durometer reading. For
calibration, set the instrument up with the pan and yoke on the indentor
and plot the readings obtained on the instrument when weights are ap
plied to the pan.
A satisfactory method is to begin with the pan alone—place it gently

and plot the reading. Now add 2 ounces to the pan; lift pan and weights
until the instrument reads zero and lower them gently until the full
weight is on the indentor. Repeat several times and record the reading.
Add another 2 ounces and again lift and lower the weights gently to
obtain the reading. Continue adding two ounce increments and obtaining
readings until the full curve is plotted.
When correct, the durometer curve will be found to correspond closely

to the following readings:
Weight Shore Reading Weight Shore Reading
2 oz (pan only) 0 18 oz 57
4 oz 8 20 oz 64
6 oz 15 22 oz 71.5
8oz 21.5 24 oz 79
10 oz 29 26 oz 86
12 oz 36 28 oz 93
14 oz 43 30 oz 100
16 oz 50

ADJUSTMENT
Adjustment of the Durometer may be made by anyone having good

patience and ability to handle delicate parts. Few tools are needed: a
perfectly flat surface such as plate glass, a very small screw driver, a
very small end wrench made to fit the link, part "4" in the Durometer
illustration on page 404, and the indentor shoulder. In addition the
weights and calibration set up are necessary.
The following procedure is convenient:
1. Open the instrument by removing the small screws in the back and

clean it out carefully.
2. Replace the back, — the screws are not necessary if the back fits

•Acushnet Process Company, New Bedford. Mass.
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snugly in place. The back must be in place while readings are being
taken, as it is part of the bearing for the beam. Try the instrument on
plate glass. If it does not read 100, remove the back, loosen the indentor
set screw and turn the indentor in or out on its thread until 100 can be
read. Tighten the set screw and place the Durometer on the calibration
stand.

3. Construct a calibration curve as described above.
4. If this curve lies consistently slightly above or below the standard,

lengthen or shorten the link "4" slightly. Try the curve again and by
trial and error adjust the spring tension to obtain a proper curve. If the
curve crosses the standard, correction is made by sliding the link con-

I

i

Shore Durometer during Calibration
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nection "6" on the beam very slightly. Sliding it toward the indentor
swings the curve clockwise, i.e. reduces its slope. It may be necessary
to make both adjustments or to regulate the spring tension by adjust
ment where the spring is attached to the case.
5. When a satisfactory curve has been obtained, make sure all screws

are tight and close the case, replacing its closure screws carefully.
NOTE: Rough handling, even in the mail, may throw the instrument
out of adjustment. Monthly calibration and adjustment is recommended.
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THE A.S.T.M. HARDNESS TESTER1

The A.S.T.M. Hardness Number is the indentation in thousandths of
an inch measured under certain prescribed conditions.
The A.S.T.M. Hardness Tester consists essentially of a flat, annular

A.S.T.M. Rubber Hardness Tester (Tinius Olsen)

'Adapted from A.S.T.M. Designation : D314-39
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presser foot acting under a dead weight load of 5 pounds which may be
lowered upon the rubber sample. Inside the presser foot a vertical shaft,
acting under a separate dead weight load of 3 pounds and equipped with
a hemispherical indentor point, actuates a dial to measure the depth of
penetration. The A.S.T.M. Hardness therefore represents the distance
to which the indentor point penetrates beyond the presser foot. The
presser foot has a diameter of 0.625 inches while the indentor is 0.0938
inches in diameter. The weight applied by the presser foot eliminates
plastic flow during the test and also smooths out surface irregularities.
For reference standards the rubber sample should be at least 0.5 inch

in thickness and 2 inches in width, but for routine testing other dimen
sions are suitable. A strip 0.25 inches thick and 1 inch wide is ordinarily
satisfactory. The sample is placed on the table, the knob of the instru
ment is turned lowering the presser foot into contact with the rubber,
and a dial reading is taken exactly 30 seconds later.
By this method a very hard rubber sample has a Hardness Number

of 0 to 10 whereas a very soft stock may have a Hardness Number of
about 200. See graph on page 414 for comparison of A.S.T.M. and
Shore Hardness.
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THE PUSEY AND JONES PLASTOMETER1
Pusey and Jones indentation value is the indentation, expressed in

hundredths of a millimeter, of a % inch ball actuated under a load of
1 kilogram. The Plastometer consists essentially of a frame supporting
a vertical, weighted indentor shaft to which the ball is attached; and
a dial gage for measuring the depth of indentation.
The frame consists of parallel

top and base plates connected by
threaded bolts which serve as
guides for two additional inter
mediate adjustable parallel
plates. The upper movable plate
supports a shoulder on the cen
tral indentor shaft, and the lower
movable plate supports a pedes
tal which mounts the dial gage.
The pedestal extends through the
two top plates. The gage is grad
uated in hundredths of a milli
meter and the spindle is actuated
by the indentor shaft.
The standard test specimen is

xk by 1 M by 3 inches, but the in
strument is adaptable by means
of universal feet to fit manufac
tured products such as valves
and large rubber covered rolls.
The Plastometer is placed over
the specimen, the upper movable
plate is lowered until contact be
tween the ball and specimen is
made and the gage needle has
made three revolutions. The dial
is then adjusted to zero by ad
justing the lower movable plate,
and the upper movable plate is
again lowered, this time as far
as is necessary to allow the full
weight of the indentor to act
upon the specimen. A reading is
taken 1 minute later.
Readings taken at three differ- Courtesy of the Pusey and Jones Corporation

ent places on the specimen are The Pusey and Jones Plastometer
averaged to give the Pusey and
Jones value. With very soft spe
cimens an indentor ball 0.25 inches in diameter is used in which case
this fact is included in the report.
'Adapted from A.S.T.M. Designation : D531-41
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(Technical Committee A — A.S.T.M. - S.A.E.)

SHORE HARDNESS - TYPE A DUROMETER
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CONVERSION CHART
Pusey and Jones to Shore Hardness

PUSEY AND
JONES .

1
, , ,

1
, rHARDNESS

320

SHORE HARDNESS -TYPE A DUROMETER

This chart was drawn from data obtained on a series of samples
V4 inch X inches prepared in the Vanderbilt Laboratory. The Pusey
and Jones readings were made by a skilled operator according to the
method given in the article on page 413 : and the Shore readings were
made according to instructions given in the article on page 406, using a
Type A Durometer which had been freshly adjusted and calibrated by
the method given in the article on page 408. No claim for absolutely
accurate conversion for all types of stocks is either made or implied.
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THE REX HARDNESS GAUGE
By F. L. HOLBROOK1

DESCRIPTION
The Rex Gauge is an instrument for use in determining the hardness

of "soft" vulcanized rubber or other similarly elastic materials.
Basically, it operates by measuring the depth of depression caused

by an indentor under known load pushing against the surface of the
material in question. The load-indentation relationship is fixed and
follows a straight line.
The indentor is a pin having a conical frustrum point for pressing

against the substance the hardness of which is to be measured. As the
pin moves with pressure it works against the action of a calibrated
coiled spring and also pushes a graduated runner which slides along a
stationary scale. The indentor pin has a total range of movement of 0.1
of an inch. Since the scale covers a range of 0 to 100, the hardness read
ings are in thousandths of inches.
Dimensions of the indentor point and for the load-indentation rela

tionship are those given by Larrick' for the Type A Durometer.

Rex Hardness Gauge

1blgr. Rubber Chemicals Development. NauKatuck Chemical. Naugatuck, Conn.
'Procedures —American Society for Testing Materials. Vol. 40, pp. 1239, 1940. Stand

ardization of Durometers, Lewis Larrick.
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USE
Before taking a reading with the Rex Gauge press down the graduated

runner at the top to its lowest position. Hold the gauge in the fingers
at the lowest corrugations and vertically over the specimen to be tested.
Select a surface which is smooth and flat. Touch the indentor to the sur
face and depress until the bottom of the barrel is firmly seated on the
specimen. Remove immediately and read the hardness from the scale.
The correct reading is at the point where a line on the runner and one

on the stationary scale coincide or are closest to doing so. This occurs
at only one point. Where the lines do not coincide exactly it is possible
to estimate the deviation by use of a magnifier supplied with the instru
ment and attached to it. The reading described is an instantaneous
reading requiring less than one second.
For a 15 second reading as is sometimes required for synthetic rub

bers involving "creep" as plastic flow, two methods may be used:— (1)
make the test as indicated but keep the gauge in full contact with the
specimen. At the end of the 15 seconds press the runner down against
the indentor pin carefully, remove the gauge and read the scale; or (2)
press the indentor against the surface of the specimen gently and com
plete the depressing of the barrel in exactly 15 seconds. Remove the
instrument and read the scale.

ADVANTAGES
The Rex Gauge has the advantage over several other types of hard

ness gauges in that the readings register on the scale until the instru
ment is reset. This eliminates guess work and the need for catching the
readings on the fly.
In addition, the instrument is small, compact and may be readily

carried about in the pocket without inconvenience for use in the field.
It is sturdy and all parts are made to resist wear. The readings are not
appreciably affected over the normal temperature range that might be
met with in use. The readings have an overall accuracy of plus or minus
0.001 of an inch.

CALIBRATION AND CARE
To calibrate, hold the instrument in a fixed upright position with the

indentor pressing against one pan of an avoirdupois scale. The correct
readings versus load should be as follows.

Reading Load in Ounces
25 8%
50 15%
75 22 U
100 29

Except for cases where the gauge has been abused and it is thought
necessary to check as above, calibration is not necessary. If calibration
readings do not check, the complete gauge should be returned to the
supplier for repairs. It cannot be adjusted.
While there is little opportunity for foreign matter to lodge in the

gauge, the graduated runner may be removed by unscrewing the upper
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or scale end of the gauge by hand. The runner and chamber in which it
operates may then be cleaned.
The Rex Gauge is manufactured for and distributed by the Naugatuck

Chemical Division of the United States Rubber Company.
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TEAR RESISTANCE
The oldest method of judging the resistance to tear of a rubber com

pound was by snipping the edge and gauging the resistance to tear by
hand-separation. A modification of this, the old "scissors test," fre
quently applied to inner tubes, consisted in cutting a half-inch section
of a tube, stretching it over a 12-inch board (usually the draw-board of
a desk) and snipping the edge with a pair of shears. If the tube section
did not "let go," it was considered a very good tube. This test is still in
use, but of course has the disadvantage that the results cannot be
expressed quantitatively, so that accurate comparisons are impossible.
The first to publish quantitative data on the measurement of tear

was E. C. Zimmerman (Rubber Age 12, 130-2, 1922; C. A. 17, 2202,
1923). Zimmerman measured the total work done in tearing a longi
tudinal slit in the center of a test slab by means of hooks inserted in
the slit and pulling at right angles to it. By subtracting the work used
in elongation, he calculated the work required to tear a slit 1 inch long
in a slab, 1 inch thick, by means of the formula

FeKa-
2

W =
Lt

where W = work in inch-pounds to tear a slit 1 inch long in a slab 1
inch thick, a = area in sq. in. under the stress curve, L = length of
torn slit in in., t = thickness of slab in in., F = final force in lbs. where
tearing is complete, e = elongation in in., and K — a constant depend
ing on the machine. While satisfactory for stocks which tear smoothly,
the test is difficult to carry out on carbon black stocks which tear
irregularly.
J. B. Tuttle (India Rubber World 67, 150, 1922; C. A. 17, 2202, 1923)

shortly afterwards proposed another method based on the measurement
of per cent increase in elongation at break. Straight test strips with
several transverse cuts on one edge are broken in a tensile tester. The
olongation at the moment of break is measured and the resistance to
tear expressed in terms of per cent increase in elongation.
The Goodrich test, variously known as the Winkelmann tear test,

the crescent tear test or the peanut tear test, was introduced in 1927,
and originally designed by H. D. Ayres. This test is similar in some
respects to that of Tuttle, except that a kidney-shaped test piece is
ussd instead of a straight strip. The test piece is nicked with a sharp
instrument on the inner curved edge and then broken in a tensile tester.
The resistance to tear is expressed by the force required to produce
rupture in a specimen one inch thick. Details regarding this test, which
is the most commonly used one, will be given in this article.
In 1929 D. D. Wright (Ind. Eng. Chem. Anal. Ed. 1, 17-20, 1929) pub

lished an account of his tongue-shear test. In this case the test piece is
a rectangular slab 127 mm. by 35.6 mm., having in the middle a longi
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tudinal die-cut tongue 12.7 mm. wide which reaches to a point 38.1 mm.
from the uncut end. The loose end of the tongue is flared in dumb-bell
fashion for insertion into a test machine clamp, the uncut end of the
piece going into the other clamp. This test subjects the rubber to a
combination of shearing and tensile forces, which approximates tearing
action. A more direct tearing test can be made by placing the tongue
in one clamp and the two margins in the other and pulling to complete
separation.

A
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THE CRESCENT TEAR TEST
(Goodrich Method)

The first description of this widely used test appeared in an article
entitled "Study of a Test for Tear Resistance of Vulcanized Rubber
Compounds" by A. W. Carpenter and Z. E. Sargisson, published in pro
ceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials, Vol. 31, part II,
page 897, 1931.
A crescent or kidney-shaped test specimen ("A" in the diagram) is

used, approximately 0.1 inch in thickness, die cut from vulcanized
sheets. After the test specimen has been provided on its inner curved
edge with five equally spaced nicks, 0.1 inch apart and 0.02 inch deep,
it is placed in the jaws of a suitable testing machine and loaded to
rupture. The load required to tear the specimen is used in calculating
the resistance to tear.
In recent years two modifications of the method have been introduced.

In 1940 the V. L. Smithers Laboratories, Akron, Ohio, conceived the
idea of experimentally varying the number of cuts or slits to be made in
the test specimen with the object of trying to narrow the rather wide
variability in the results obtained by the Crescent method. The results
of these experiments showed that a single cut gave the least variability,
and the Smithers Laboratories have suggested the general adoption of
this improvement. Tests recently conducted in the Vanderbilt Labora
tories on 10 test pieces died out of a single slab gave the following
results:

With Grain Across Grain
5 cuts 1 cot 5 cuts 1 cot

Average of 10 samples 502 485 478 478
Highest of 10 samples 600 535 605 520
Lowest of 10 samples 320 405 330 435
Dif. between highest and lowest 46.7% 24.3% 45.5% 16.3%
Vanderbilt News, Vol. 10. No. 6, p. 14-16, 1940.

The single cut modification has been adopted and incorporated in the
A.S.T.M. Test for Tear Resistance of Vulcanized Rubber D624-44.
The second modification changes the shape of the test specimen so as

to provide it with a rectangular tab at each end ("B" in the diagram)
while retaining the curvatures of the original. These tabs facilitate more
accurate placing of the test specimens in the jaws of the testing machine.

Procedure
As it now stands, the Crescent Tear Test is carried out as follows:

Three specimens per sample are died out of a suitable sheet of vul-
canizate by means of either die. The thickness of the specimens is
measured with a suitable micrometer. The specimens are then placed
in a suitable holder and by means of a cutting device are cut at one
point in the center of the inner concave edge to a depth of 0.02 inch.
The cutting is done with a safety razor blade clamped in a holder with
the extension of the blade beyond the surface of the holder regulated
by a depth gage block to produce a slit 0.02 inch in depth. In cutting
the slit the specimen is first lubricated with soap solution and the knife
holder is then passed back and forth through the guides of the specimen
holder until the slit is cut to the full depth of the razor blade extension.
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The specimens are then clamped in the jaws of a suitable testing ma
chine, care being taken that the jaws grip the specimen so that the
axes shown in Figure 1, die A, are in line with the direction of pull. In
this way the inner, nicked curved edge of the specimen receives increased
stretch. When die B specimens are used, these are simply placed
squarely in the jaws with the tab ends at right angles to the direction
of pull. In general, the results obtained from die B specimens may be
expected to be about 10 per cent lower than those from die A. In apply
ing the load the speed of the lower jaw should be 20 inches per minute.

Calculation
The resistance to tear is calculated from the maximum load regis

tered by the testing machine and the average thickness of the specimen,
and is expressed as the pull in pounds required to tear a specimen 1

inch in thickness. For example, if a specimen of thickness 0.082 inch
pulls 36 pounds, the resistance to tear is:

36.0
= 439 lbs. per inch

0.082
Complete details of the method are to be found in A.S.T.M. Designation :

D624-44 in A.S.T.M. Standards on Rubber Products.
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PERMANENT SET AND FRICTION PULL
SET

Permanent set refers to the extension remaining after a test specimen
has been stretched and held at a specified elongation for a given period
of time, relieved of load, and allowed to recover during a specified in
terval of rest. It is more aptly described as "permanent elongation set"
to differentiate from compression set. It is expressed as a percentage
of the original length and is used as an index of elasticity.
(a) Stretching Board Method. Specimens shall be placed in grips

of a permanent set apparatus, the grips separated at a uniform rate
of speed requiring approximately 15 seconds to reach the specified
elongation, held at a specified elongation for a definite time, released
immediately without being allowed to snap back and allowed to rest
for a definite time before measuring the final elongation. The increase
in length expressed as a percentage of the original length is called set.
For complete method see A.S.T.M. Designation: D412-41.
(b) Test Machine Method. The specimen is placed in a tension test

ing machine, the grips of which separate at the rate of 20 inches per
minute. The instant the bench marks reach the required elongation, one
tab is cut with scissors, allowing the specimen to snap back. The speci
men is removed from the other grip and after one minute the extension
is measured. The percentage increase over the original length is taken
as the set.
In specification goods the conditions of set tests are rigidly defined,

but for general use the best conditions must be decided for each com
pound. Frequently an extension of three-fourths of the elongation at
break is used, and the holding and resting periods are ten minutes each.

FRICTION PULL
For complete information regarding the following test methods,

refer to A.S.T.M. Designation: 413-39.
This method covers the friction pull between plies of rubber-coated

fabric or between a rubber coating and fabric.
(a) Dead Weight Method. A strip 1 inch wide is cut from the article

to be tested either with a die or a sharp knife. The plies are separated
for a short distance to permit the attachment of a weighted clamp on
one ply while the other is fastened to a clamp attached to a rigid sup
port. Weights are added until plies begin to separate. The weight
required to cause a separation of the plies at the rate of 1 inch per
minute is the measure of friction pull. Sometimes the speed of sep
aration under the action of a specified weight is taken as the measure
of friction pull.
(b) Test Machine Method. The ends of partially separated plies are

placed in the screw clamps of a rubber tester. The pawls are raised off
the notched bar allowing the pendulum to swing freely, and the jaws
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are separated at the rate of 2 inches per minute. The pull indicated on
the dial should be recorded as maximum, minimum and average. The
autographic chart is most convenient for recording these results.
For two plies the methods are suitable as described, but for multiple

plies the unseparated portion which is rigid should be maintained in
practically a vertical position by a weight or against a vertical plate to
prevent the specimen assuming various angles during the test.
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COMPRESSION SET
By W. J. McCORTNEY*

The "compression set" taken by rubber under long time loads is a
most important measure of quality to the engineer in making use of
rubber vibration absorption. Rubber that takes the extreme amount of
"permanent set" would increase the area and become too thin to retain
the proper vibration insulation qualities. (See Figure 1.)

RUBBER BEFORE PERMANENT SET

RUBBER STEEL

RUBBER WITH CHANGED LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
AFTER EXTREME PERMANENT SET

RUBBER STEEL

Fig. 1. Effect of Extreme Permanent Set

"Compression set" was early known to the engineers as "cold flow."
This term better explains the characteristics from a chemical sense
than does the term "permanent set." This descriptive term suggests
that the rubber is remolded into a new permanent shape by the long
effects of heats and pressures that are considerably below curing tem
peratures and pressures. Natural rubber stock that is cured to the opti
mum conditions for low "permanent set" is very much overcured from
the standpoint of tensile strength. (See Figure 2.)
"Compression set" tests now in common use are A.S.T.M. Designation :

D395-47T Method A. Compression set under constant load.
D395-47T Method B. Compression set under constant deflection.

•Chrynler Corporation, Detroit. Mich.
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PERMANENT |
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Fig. 2. Permanent Set vs. State of Care

These tests specify a compression period of 22 hours at 70 C, but
many tests on Neoprene and Buna N compounds employ a period of 70
hours at 100 C. In fact, the specifications for Automotive Rubber Com
pounds (ASTM D735-46T) specify the use of 70 hours at 100 C. for
some types of SB and SC series compounds. Even higher temperatures
are used in testing special service compounds.

D395-47T METHOD "A" COMPRESSION SET
UNDER CONSTANT LOAD

In compression set method "A," the test specimen is compressed
between two flat steel plates under a calibrated spring pressure load
of 400 lbs. per sq. in.
A test specimen of known thickness (the standard is Vz inch) having

a diameter of 1.129 inches (area 1 sq. in.) is centered between the two
parallel freely moveable plates of the fixture (Figure 3). The pressure
nuts are tightened, and the spring is thereby compressed by the action
of the sample on the lower moveable plate. The distance of compression
is that known to correspond to a spring pressure of 400 pounds. The
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loaded fixture is placed in an oven at 70 C. and allowed to remain there
22 hours, after which it is removed from the oven. The sample is then
released and allowed to rest 30 minutes on a wooden surface. Its final
thickness is then measured at the centers of the faces.

T„ — T,
Percentage Compression Set = X 100

T.
where T„ is free height and T, is height after removal.

Fig. 3. Compression Set Method "A"
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D395-47T METHOD "B" COMPRESSION SET
UNDER CONSTANT DEFLECTION

In compression set method "B" a different compression device is used
(Figure 4) which accommodates a single specimen and is equipped

Fiff. 4. Compression Set Method "II"

Deflection, Percent
of Original Thickness

with metal spacers or shims for regulating the amount of deflection. The
specimen is placed between the plates of this device, and the plates are
tightened down to firm contact with the spacers thus deflecting the
specimen a given amount. The percentage of compression to be employed
shall be determined by the hardness of the rubber as follows:

Durometer Hardness
Number
30±5 40
40±5 40
50±5 30
60±5 30
70±5 25
80±5 25
90±5 20

The loaded device is heated in an oven for 22 hours at 70 C, then the
thickness of the specimen is measured after resting for 30 minutes on
a wooden surface.

T»— T,
Percentage Compression Set = X 100

T„ — Ts
Ts is the spacer thickness.
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The approximate ratio of compression set by method "B" to method
"A" is as follows:

Method "B" has the advantage of being more useful when compar
ing the compression set values of different hardness compounds.
With method "A" the harder stocks take less initial deflection and

the resulting compression set values may be very low even though the
specimen recovers but little after removal of load.

D552-46T COMPRESSION SET UNDER CONSTANT
DEFLECTION FOR CELLULAR RUBBERS (SPONGE RUBBER)
The apparatus and procedure for this test is the same as that used in

the Method "B" test for solid rubber (D395-47T) with the following
exceptions: Test specimens having a compression-deflection value of
less than 13 psi at 25 per cent compression are compressed 50 per cent
of the original thickness, while those having a compression-deflection
value of 13 psi or over are compressed 25 per cent of their original
thickness. The compression period and temperature for cellular rubber
specimens is 70 hours at 70 C. The percent set for this type of material
is based on the original thickness according to the following equation :

Shore Hardness Ratio Method "B" to "A'
30
40
50
60
70

1.50
1.75
2.00
2.50
3.00

T„ — T,
Percentage Compression Set = X 100

T.
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ABRASION RESISTANCE
Abrasion is the progressive wearing away of a rubber article in

service. For example a tire tread becomes smooth, a heel becomes "run
down," and a conveyor belt cover gradually worn away to final exposure
of the underlying fabric.
Much attention has been given to the development of laboratory

abrasion tests and there are about 80 articles in the literature on this
subject, describing about 40 different machines or methods, but in spite
of all this work laboratory abrasion testing machines tend to give mis
leading results, and are seldom satisfactory for predicting the relative
service life of two or more compounds.
There are numerous reasons for this deficiency. Abrasive wear is

caused by the application of various forces which are not only different
for different types of service, but also may actually be inconstant for
any one given type of service. Sometimes one tire tread compound will
test better than another on a hard surface, but poorer on loose gravel or
rock roads. Furthermore tire tread wear is not the same in summer as
in winter. Again abrasive wear on shoe soles is one thing but on con
veyor covers or sandblast hose tubes is quite another. It is too much to
expect that any one machine can evaluate compounds for such widely
different products.
"Furthermore, all laboratory abrasion testers have certain funda
mental faults. The abrasive surface tends to get plugged up by the
abraded particles. Undercured samples or greasy compounds loaded
with softeners often give much better results than they should. The
actual physical appearance of the surface of a rubber article abraded
in service is difficult to duplicate in the laboratory, for in most service
cases the particles removed from the surface are exceedingly small
whereas in the laboratory they are relatively large. And finally it may
safely be said that in a laboratory test a futile attempt is made to
duplicate a service condition in which a number of different things may
be happening at- the same time, and in which the relative importance
of each may vary over a period of time.

Two Types of Abrasive Wear
Abrasive wear may be classified roughly into two types, namely rub

bing and impact. The service required of a tire tread is an example of
the first type, and the service required of a sandblast hose tube is an
example of the second type. Stocks with high modulus and high tensile
and tear resistance are best to resist rubbing, whereas stocks with low
modulus and high resilience are usually best to resist impact. It should
be remembered that both types of abrasive wear usually occur in the
same service test. Furthermore it should be remembered that the effect
of heat, light or oxygen will affect abrasion resistance. A conveyor belt
cover for conveying hot materials if it has good heat resistance but only
fairly good original tensile properties may outwear another cover of
poorer aging quality but with better original tensile properties.
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U. S. BUREAU OF STANDARDS LABORATORY
TESTING MACHINE

The abrasion test described below has been in use for a great many
, years and is specified by the United States Government for certain kinds
of rubber goods.

Courtesy of American Instrument Co.

U. S. Bureau of Standards Abrasion Testing Machine

Three pivoted and weighted arms press the test pieces fastened un
derneath so that these wear against a No. 2V2 garnet abrasive paper.
The abrasive is held on a rubber covered drum of 6 inches diameter,
rotating at 40 revolutions per minute. A counter is provided to record
the number of drum revolutions. Dial gages are mounted on a hinged
bridge to indicate the depth of wear in thousandths of an inch. A com
pressed air line keeps the abrasive surface clear.
■Three test specimens, 1.00 ± 0.01 inches square and lA inch thick,
are run in order to obtain the average number of revolutions required
to wear 0.1 inch. A standard compound is also tested. The ratio of the
number of revolutions of the material under test to that of the stand
ard compound (for 0.1 inch wear) gives the abrasive index with respect
to an abrasive index of 100 for the standard compound.
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Standard Compound
Smoked Sheet 100
Sulfur 3.5
Zinc Oxide 20
Micronex 30
D.O.T.G 1-25
Stearic Acid 2
Phenylbetanaphthylamine 1

157.75
Press Cure: 60 min. at 287 F. for inch thickness

For complete details of this test, see "Federal Standard Stock Cata
log," ZZ-R-601a, p. 17.
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DU PONT SCRUB TESTER
Contributed

The most common and probably the most valuable test used by the
consumer for evaluating a rubber coated fabric is to grasp the fabric
between the thumb and fore-finger of each hand, having a space of from
1 inch to 1% inches between the hands, and briskly rub the coated
surface against itself with a forward and back scrubbing motion. The
number of strokes to cause a breakdown of the coating are then noted
and the results labeled "scrub resistance." Because of the improvement
of scrub resistance in most coated fabrics, which causes the expenditure
of too much physical energy on the part of the operator, and to develop
this test in a more scientific manner, the Du Pont scrub tester was
designed.

Du Pont Scrub Tester

Essentially it consists of two clamps which hold a 2 inch x 4 inch
specimen. These clamps are mounted on a table consisting of a heavy
piece of boiler plate in such a manner that they are spaced 7/16 inch
apart and are raised so that the specimen at the jaw line is % inch off
the table. The specimen is clamped in its long direction so that 1%
inches of the material is crowded into the space between the clamps.
The clamps are moved back and forth in opposite directions on a hori
zontal plane for a distance of 1% inches at a rate of 110 cycles per
minute which gives the scrubbing action to the specimen. Additional
rubbing and abuse is accomplished by allowing a shoe to ride on top
of the specimen within the space between the jaws. This rider is free to
move up and down as the sample is distorted, but is kept in constant
contact with the specimen by its weight which is about 29 ounces. The
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driving mechanism powered by a V* h.p. electric motor is mounted on
the under side of the table.

Starting the Test

The sample to be tested is placed in the clamps as described above
and the machine set in motion. The machine is stopped at intervals and
the specimen examined for breaks in the coating or any other changes
in appearance. When a breakdown of the coating is noted the test is
considered complete, sample removed and number of strokes recorded.
The inspection intervals are governed by the probable end point— 100
cycles being usual for a material having poor scrub resistance and 500
cycles for a material capable of withstanding 2,000 or more strokes
before failure.
Scrub resistance as determined by the scrub tester is a measure of

the general quality of the material tested. It indicates the toughness of
the film and the degree to which the coating can be distorted before
cracking or shattering. It also serves to detect poor adhesion of coating
to fabric as the flexing, rubbing, and general distortion will cause the
film to lift or separate from its base if not well adhered. This test also
will show up any weakness in abrasion and scuff resistance and such
other characteristics as adhesion between coats on spread coated mate
rials, surface chalking, soft gummy or uncured coating and unusual
fabric weaknesses.
The Du Pont scrub tester is most valuable as a laboratory tool for

evaluating new products although it has been found to be excellent as
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a production control instrument. In the latter case, standards as to the
number of scrubs a given type of coated fabric should withstand with
out failure can be set up.
The main limitation of this tester as designed at present is the inabil

ity to determine definite end point which can be duplicated within close
limits and because of this it cannot be used for testing materials within
a close specification range.
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FLEX-CRACKING RESISTANCE

Rubber articles subjected to repeated flexing have been found to de
velop small cracks on the surface. As flexing is continued these cracks
grow longer and deeper until they may become large enough to cause
failure, as, for example, of a tire tread, belt cover, boot upper or sole.
The cracking of rubber by flexing has been studied intensively, and
several laboratory methods have been developed to determine the flex
ing life of rubber compounds. Laboratory test methods, however, do
not always reveal the whole story, and therefore with flex-cracking as
with abrasion, service tests on finished articles should be made.
The principles of the various testing machines differ widely. The

Du Pont machine1 is an endless rotating belt, composed of grooved test
samples, which is flexed over pulleys and held under tension. A less
frequently used machine1 involves a rotating disc on which samples,
mounted in slots, protrude from the periphery. They are bent in rapid

National Flexing Machine, Model D with Time-Switch for Starting and Stopping
and Specimens Ready for Flex-Cracking Test

'The Du Pont Flexing Miichine. Rubber Age, New York 26, 10. 542 (1930). Some
Factors Affecting the Resistance to Flexing, Arthur M. Neal and Alfred J. Northnm.
Ind. and Eng. Chem. 23. 1449 (1931). A.S.T.M. Designation D 430-40.
3A New Flexing Machine for Rubber, Phillip M. Torritnce and Lester C. Peterson,

India Rubber World 80, 4. 62 (1929).
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succession by striking against an off-center surrounding housing. A
modification of this method in which the samples are made to strike
idler pulleys instead of the housing is exemplified by the Rubber Service
Laboratories Machine.'
The most generally used flex-cracking machines consist simply of

two sample gripping bars, one of which is oscillated at high speed by a
crank mechanism. By adjustment of the stationary cross-head and the
length of stroke, the machine can be made to subject the samples to
repeated flexing.
The Grooved Strip Method involving the use of the National Flexing

Machine, Model D, also known as the DeMattia Flexing Machine, is one
of the two methods employed in the Vanderbilt Laboratory. It is one of
the simplest and most useful methods.

The test piece is a molded strip 1 inch wide X hi inch thick X 6 inches
long with a hemicylindrical transverse groove ( % inch diameter) across
the middle. The machine is adjusted for a 2 hi inch stroke and the top
jaw set so that the minimum distance between the jaws will be lli
inches. With the adjusted jaws placed at their maximum separation the
samples are clamped into position without being stretched. During the
test, the samples are repeatedly bent from a straight to a doubled posi
tion; the cracking occurs in the groove which simulates a groove in a
tire tread. The usual flexing speed is 375 cycles per minute. After a
suitable number of cycles depending on the compound the specimens
are examined and rated according to the degree of cracking by compari
son with a set of standard specimens graded 0 (no cracking) to 10 (com
pletely cracked through). Flexing may be continued for subsequent

GROOVED STRIP METHOD4

I
Set of Flexed Specimens with Scale Showing: Degree of Cracking

Selection and Use of Age Registers in Rubber Compounds, Richard A. Crawford. Ind.
Eng. Chem. 26, 936 (1934).
•A.S.T.M. Designation : D 430-40. Method B.
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inspections and ratings, or until the samples have become cracked
through —in which case the flexures to failure are recorded. The photo
shows the standard specimens (with grooves painted white) and the
rating scale. The machine may be enclosed in an insulated casing if the
test is to be carried out at unusual temperatures or in gases other than
air.
For flex-testing GR-S compounds in the DeMattia Machine, it is cus

tomary to nick the sample before flexing. The end point in this test is
taken as the number of cycles necessary to promote the growth of the
nick to a crack % inch wide. The nick is made with a 1/10 inch wide awl.

THE ROSS FLEX MACHINE
By ARTHUR ROSS*

The Ross Flex Machine was developed at the Panther-Panco Rubber
Co. for the measurement of flex-cracking of sole stocks or similar types
of materials. The Rubber Heel and Sole Technical Committee has set
up standard methods of testing and the machine is now widely used in
the sole industry.

Hohh Flex Machine

The test is made by flexing a test piece 1 inch x 6 inches x M inch to
an angle of 90 degrees at the rate of 100 flexings per minute. One end
of the test piece is firmly clamped, while the other end is held between
two rollers, the top roller being adjustable to allow the test piece to slide
freely during flexing. Between the clamped end and the rollers is a

*Pnnther-Panco Rubber Co., Inc.. StouKhton, Masn.
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rounded edge on which the sample flexes. The weight of the top roller
is the only pressure exerted on the sample during a test.
Before beginning the test an initial cut is made in the sample with a

1/10 inch chisel point awl, perforating the test piece completely in the
center at a point 2% inches from the attached end of the strip and
perpendicular to the length. In attaching the test piece in the machine
the perforated cut must be set at the exact point of maximum flex at the
90 degree angle.
As the test progresses the increase in cut growth from the original

1/10 inch perforation is measured in 1/10 inch increments. Failure of
the test piece is indicated when cut-growth has extended the full width
of the strip.
The machine is made with two types of unit, each holding 12 individual

or 6 duplicate test pieces. In one type of unit all test pieces must be of
the same thickness, as there is only one top roller for all specimens. The
other unit has individually adjustable top rollers for each set of dupli
cate test pieces, allowing soles or other production items of varying
thicknesses to be tested. Each type of unit can be placed in an oven or
cold box for high or low temperature cut growth tests.
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RESILIENCE AND HEAT BUILD-UP
Laboratory Test Methods

IMPACT RESILIENCE
The resilience of a rubber compound may be defined as the ratio of

the energy returned by the rubber to the energy impressed, and is
written as a percentage. Due to the plastic nature of rubber, the
method of measuring resilience should be based on an instantaneous
impact and release such as occurs, for example, in the rebound of a
rubber ball from a hard surface, or of a steel rod from a rubber surface.
Several methods of utilizing the impact principle have been devel

oped, but this laboratory employs the impact resiliometer devised by
Paul Liipke Jr. A more complicated machine of the pendulum type was
developed in England by the Dunlop Rubber Company about 1920.

THE LUPKE IMPACT RESILIOMETER
The Liipke impact resiliometer is an inexpensive and easily con

structed apparatus capable of producing rapid and reasonably accu
rate results. The method is based on the rebound of a metal rod of
known weight, suspended as a pendulum, after striking horizontally

< against a rubber specimen held on a rigid anvil.

Construction of Impact Resiliometer
A steel rod or ram (1.27 X 35.6 cm.) weighing 350 grams and having

the striking end hemispherical, is suspended horizontally on a 2 meter
geometric pendulum of fine fishline. The ram, being supported at each
of two points by V-suspension, maintains its horizontal position while
swinging, and is free from transverse oscillation or "wobble." A flat-
surfaced cylindrical, steel anvil, having a device for holding the rubber
specimen in position, is fixed rigidly so as to be centered on, and almost
touching, the ram when the latter is at rest.
Inasmuch as the pendulum travels over an arc of a circle, an arc

shaped scale is used which is divided into 100 equal increments of
vertical rise. The horizontal length of this scale is 62.5 cm. so that the
2 meter pendulum will drop 10 cm. vertically when swinging along the
scale from 100 to 0.
A pointer at the trailing end of the ram furnishes a means of in

stantaneously releasing the ram when making a test and enables the
operator to follow its travel over the scale.
The rubber test specimens should be % inch thick and one or more

inches square, either specially cured in molds or cut from sheets of
proper thickness. Two specimens hi

. inch thick may be doubled to give
this required thickness.

Method of Test
The pendulum is released from a catch at the point marked 100 on
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the scale and rebound readings are taken after the fourth impact when
thermal equilibrium has been established in the sample. Readings on
heavily loaded samples tend to increase up to the third or fourth im
pact whereas high gum or lightly loaded stocks show only slight
increases.
The scale at the point of rebound is read directly in percent of energy

recovered and the difference between these readings and 100 is therefore
the percent of energy loss.

SUSPENSION PANEL
UNDER CEILING

Diagram of Liipke Impact Resiliometer

General Remarks

There is a relation between the resilience and time of cure or other
functions such as modulus and hardness.
Loading of a pure gum compound frequently reduces its resilience

by an amount depending on the nature of the filler and the extent of
loading. On a volume basis, channel gas black lowers the resilience
more than most fillers, giving the well known stiffening and deadening
effect. Other forms of carbon, such as Thermax, and P-33 are excellent
for use in highly resilient compounds. Extremely high resilience is
shown by normal sulfur compounds accelerated with Altax 1, ZlMATE
0.25, and Vandex 0.25.
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THE DUNLOP PENDULUM MACHINE
The Dunlop machine was developed primarily for use in connection

with the testing of solid tires, but the Dunlop Company finds that it is
also useful for general testing purposes. In addition to simple resilience
measurements, a true parallel to the case of a tire running under con
stant load can be made by measuring penetration and energy loss of
the sample under test.

Description of the Apparatus
The energy of the pendulum is transmitted to a rubber block under

test by means of a one inch steel ball fixed to the leading edge of the
pendulum. The displacement of the pendulum corresponding to the

Close-up of Dunlop Pendulum Machine

height from which it is dropped is measured along a horizontal scale
reading in centimeters. The pendulum has to be dropped from various
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heights depending on the type of rubber under test. A release mechanism
and a rebound recording mechanism are provided.
The device for measuring penetration of the rubber by the striker

consists of a micrometer dial screw-gauge rigidly mounted beside the
sample holder in such a position that the gauge foot is in the path of a
spring-loaded plunger carried by the pendulum. Contact between
plunger and gauge foot is marked by a slight click readily heard by
the operator.
The sample is a block of rubber two inches square by one inch thick

vulcanized in a suitable mold, preferably in open steam. This sample
is mounted in a holder which keeps the rubber block rigidly in position
during the test. The holder has a central hole just large enough to admit
the striker ball. The back of the sample holder is in contact with a block
of iron (equipped with a mercury well and thermometer) which can be
heated to a definite temperature with a gas jet. The temperature of
test is maintained at 50 C. which has been found the most suitable
temperature.

Method of Test
Two operators are sometimes used, one to attend the release and

rebound mechanisms and the other the indentation apparatus. The test
blocks are stored in an oven at 50 C. for a sufficiently long period and
the sample holder is brought to the correct temperature. A test block
is transferred from the oven to the holder as quickly as possible and
the cover fitted into position. The pendulum is then raised the required
distance and held by the release mechanism. The distance to which the
pendulum is raised is related to the reading in centimeters along the
horizontal scale, but it is the height corresponding to the angular dis
placement rather than this actual scale reading which determines the
energy of the pendulum. For very soft blocks the pendulum may be
raised to a scale reading as great as 85 cm. or for very hard blocks to
as little as 50 cm. In each case 3 or 4 separate heights of drop are em
ployed; for instance those corresponding to scale readings of 85, 80,
75 and 70 or to 65, 60, 55 and 50 cm. The penetration from a given
height gradually increases with successive drops of the pendulum until
about the sixth drop and then remains constant.
The penetration is measured as follows. An initial or zero dial setting

is first made by holding the striker ball lightly against the test sample
and turning the micrometer screw out until contact is just made with
the plunger on the pendulum. The final dial reading corresponding to
maximum penetration for a given height of drop is then found by re
peatedly swinging the pendulum from this height and turning the mi
crometer screw inward until it just ceases to make contact with the
pendulum plunger. The difference between the initial and final microm
eter readings is the penetration and is expressed in millimeters.

Results of Test
The final results comprise three values, viz. resilience, indentation

and power loss of which the last two only are determined under constant
load conditions. Indentation and power loss are directly connected, but
resilience is a separate and distinct value.
Resilience is determined for a height of fall corresponding to a stand
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ard scale reading (60 or 70 cm.) and is defined in the usual manner as
the ratio of the energy of rebound to the energy of fall.
Indentation is defined as the penetration corresponding to the stand

ard force value. The sum of the energy of fall and energy of rebound
divided by penetration is known as the force value. The indentation is
determined by plotting the penetrations against force value for the
various heights of drop and reading the indentation on the ordinate
corresponding to the standard force value point on the plotted curve.
The constant of the pendulum is taken into consideration in calculat
ing the standard force value.
In the same manner energy loss, that is, the difference between the

energy of fall and the energy of rebound, is plotted against force value
and the power loss read on the ordinate corresponding "to the standard
force value on the plotted curve.

MEASUREMENT OF HEAT BUILD-UP
When a piece of vulcanized rubber is continuously flexed or otherwise

deformed, heat is generated and the temperature of the rubber rises.
The amount of heat generated depends on the internal structure and
composition, and the state of cure of the compound, as well as on the
conditions of deformation. This tendency to build up heat is an impor
tant factor in the performance of rubber products which are contin
uously subjected to flexing and distortion in service; for example truck
tires, tubes, belts, and roll covers. Since continued exposure to elevated
temperatures tends to deteriorate all rubber compounds, it is clearly
important to know which compounds will generate the least heat in
service.
There are several laboratory methods of investigating and measur

ing heat build-up including the Goodrich Flexometer and the Martens
Crushing Tester. The work in this laboratory is done mostly with the
Goodrich Flexometer.

THE GOODRICH FLEXOMETER
By W. E. PHILLIPS*

The B. F. Goodrich Flexometer is described in "ASTM Standards on
Rubber Products" under specification D623-41T and by E. T. Lessig in
Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed. 9, pp. 582-588 (1937).

Description of Test
The essential parts of the apparatus are shown in Fig. 1. The test

specimen (3) which is a cylinder 1 inch high and 0.7 inch in diameter is
placed between anvils (2,4) covered with special heat resistant hard
rubber insulators. The top anvil is connected to an adjustable eccentric
driven at 1800 rpm. The bottom anvil rests on a bar (6) resting on a
knife edge (9). The moment of inertia of the lever system is increased
and its natural frequency reduced by suspending equal weights of 50 lb.
each (11) at each end of the bar at positions equidistant from the knife
edge. The lower anvil (4) is maintained in a horizontal position during
•Technical Consultant, The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio.
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the test as indicated by the pointer (8) and a reference mark on the
bar. The sample is loaded by placing extra weights on the back of the
bar. The load commonly used is between 100 and 300 psi on the sample,
while the stroke is usually between 0.175 and 0.375 inches.

Fig. 1. Mechanics of Goodrich Flexometer
1. Drive rod (connected to an adjustable eccentric)
2. Top anvil (covered with hard rubber)
3. Test piece
4. Bottom anvil (covered with hard rubber)

. 5. Support for lower anvil
6. Balance bar or lever
7. Calibrated micrometer device (for raising and lowering anvil No. 4)
8. Pointer indicator (for maintaining the balance bar in a horizontal position during

test)
9. Knife edge fulcrum
10. Applied load
11. Equal inertia weights (for increasing moment of inertia of lever system)

When the lower load and stroke are used, a high quality rubber or
GR-S sample will reach an equilibrium temperature after about 25 min.
When the higher load and stroke are used, all but the highest quality
rubber or GR-S samples will blow out, the time being an index of the
blow-out resistance of the sample.
The increase in temperature at the base of the specimen is determined

by means of a thermocouple in the center of the bottom anvil. Tem
perature readings may be made at short intervals during the test; this
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is recommended when severe conditions are used. When lower load and
stroke are used, however, only the equilibrium temperature is usually
recorded, in most cases, after 25 min. running time.
The machine should be equipped with a small oven surrounding the

test specimen to insure uniform temperature at all times and to permit
running tests at elevated temperatures. The ambient temperature is an
important factor in the temperature rise, and must be carefully con
trolled. Since the internal friction of a natural rubber or GR-S stock
is reduced as the ambient temperature is raised, the temperature rise
above the ambient temperature during the test is also reduced as the
ambient temperature is raised for any one stock. The lowest easily
controlled oven temperature is about 100 F., which is used as "room
temperature" by many operators.

Report

The report of the test results should include :

1. Description of test specimen.
2. Applied static load and length of stroke.
3. Initial temperature and observed maximum temperature rise in
degrees F. The difference between these temperatures is frequently
reported as AT, the initial temperature being shown after the AT,
as for example AT 100 or AT 212.

4. Initial compression as a percentage of the original height.
5. Duration of test.
6. Notation whether blowout occurred.
7. Permanent set as a percentage of original height.

Interpretation of Test Results
The temperature rise during the test is an indication of the hysteresis

properties of the material under the particular condition prevailing in
the test. The rating of different materials in this test may not correlate
precisely with their ratings by other methods since the test condition
has a profound effect on the results obtained. For example, if a test
method involves flexing of a specimen under constant load conditions,
softer, lower modulus materials are penalized when compared with
stiffer, higher modulus materials. Conversely, if the conditions involve
flexing at constant deformation, the stiffer materials are penalized. The
Goodrich Flexometer is neither a constant load nor a constant deflec
tion device but approaches a constant work device. Thus comparisons
between materials of varying hardnesses are made on a more equitable
basis.
Similarly in interpreting the test results in terms of the probable

performance of a product, it is essential to analyze the precise condi
tions under which the product is flexed. In a tire the carcass rubber and
that portion of the tread adjacent to the carcass is subjected to flexing
which is essentially of the constant deformation type. The balance of
the tread is flexed under constant load conditions. Belts driven over
pulleys are subjected to constant deformation conditions while motor
mountings are subjected to (essentially) constant load conditions. The
proportion of the constant load and constant deformation type of flexing
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in an ordinary pneumatic tire is such that a fairly good correlation exists
between the temperature rise found in the Goodrich Flexometer test
and the equilibrium temperature observed in tires.
The temperature rise observed in this test may also be used in com

pounding studies as a measure of the state of cure attained. It is also
useful in determining the hysteresis characteristics of different poly-

Goodrich Flexometer
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mers. In the diene type rubbers the crack growth characteristics of the
vulcanizates are dependent on the state of cure, the tighter cures show
ing the poorer resistance to crack growth on flexing. The heat rise
characteristics have been found to be very useful as a measure of the
state of cure when comparing compounding variation or polymers with
respect to their crack growth characteristics.
A stock which has higher initial compression than the standard stock

will have more compression or deformation under load in service.
The permanent set acquired by the specimen during the test is in

general a function of the temperature attained by the sample during the
test. Any variation from the general relationship indicates a basic dif
ference in the set acquiring characteristics of the material. For example,
an aldehyde amine accelerated stock when compared with a thiazole
accelerated stock of the same temperature rise characteristics in this
test will exhibit the higher permanent set.

Limitations of the Test
The Goodrich Flexometer has the limitation common to all laboratory

tests, that it cannot be used alone for determining the performance of
stocks under service conditions. Many other tests must be run, and all of
them interpreted on a background of knowledge of the service require
ments. Since no laboratory conditions can duplicate exactly the service
conditions for any product, the laboratory test cannot replace, but
should always supplement, the testing of manufactured rubber goods
under service conditions.

OTHER RESILIOMETERS
There are a number of other machines in current use for the determi

nation of resilience and allied properties in rubber products. Two of the
best known are the Goodyear-Healy Rebound Tester and the Yerzley
Resiliometer.
A machine similar to the original Goodyear-Healy device is described

in Rubber Chemistry and Technology: "Impact Machine for Rubber
Testing" by Geo. J. Albertoni; Rub. Chem. & Tech., April '37, 317-328.
A description of the Yerzley Resiliometer appears under the title "A

Mechanical Oscillograph for Routine Tests of Rubber and Rubber-Like
Materials" in Rub. Chem. & Tech., Jan. '40, 149-158.
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ACCELERATED AGING TESTS

Rubber, like many organic substances, deteriorates with age. Al
though not everything is known about the chemical reactions which

Courtesy of Precision Scientific Company
Aging Oven
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occur when rubber ages it is generally agreed that ordinary deteriora
tion or perishing is caused by oxidation of the rubber hydrocarbon. The
rubber compounder therefore uses certain chemical substances, called
antioxidants or age-resisters, which retard this deterioration or aging
as much as possible. A large number of antioxidants has been made and
tested in the past two decades, and today several good ones are in wide
use. Since natural or shelf aging requires many years, and since there
are many kinds of service aging conditions, this progress toward better
aging rubber products has been largely dependent upon laboratory ac
celerated aging tests, in which the four destructive influences on rub
ber — light, oxygen, heat and ozone — are employed. We shall endeavor
to describe these aging methods, and to give data obtained by their use.
The general scheme of conducting an accelerated aging test of a

rubber compound is to expose properly prepared specimens (usually
unstretched) to the action of controlled deteriorating influences for
designated periods, and then to evaluate the age resistance by compar
ing their original and aged tensile properties. It is advisable to give
the samples two or more periods of exposure so that the rate of de
terioration can be determined.
The three practical tests involving heat and oxygen are (1) the air

oven test, (2) the oxygen pressure chamber test, and (3) the air pres
sure heat test. The last two are commonly referred to as the oxygen
bomb and air bomb tests respectively. All three of these are carried on
in the dark. The length of the air oven and oxygen bomb tests is ex
pressed either in hours or in days, while the air bomb test is measured
in hours.
Since there is no absolute correlation between the various accelerated

aging tests and the natural or service aging of a rubber article these
tests are only of comparative value and should always be interpreted
as such. A control stock of known aging properties should always be
included in any accelerated aging test.
One of the first duties of a technical rubber man is to become thor

oughly familiar with the conditions to which his products are subjected
during their service life; and his next important job is to try to devise
or adopt laboratory accelerated aging tests that approach as closely
as may be possible these actual service conditions. It is clear that there
can be no definition of so-called natural or service aging, inasmuch as
the meaning of these terms depend entirely on the product.

THE AIR OVEN
The first artificial quick aging test to be put into practical use, an

nounced by W. C. Geer in 1916,1 and discussed in detail by Geer and
Evans in 1921,1 was that of simply heating rubber samples in an oven
maintained at 70 C. provided with a current of fresh circulating air.
Since this test is too slow for modern rubber compounds the Van-

derbilt Laboratory has attempted to show' that it is desirable and much
more efficient to raise the oven temperature from 70 C. to 100 C, thus
speeding the tests.
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Comparative Effects of Oven Aging
At 70 C. and 100 C.
A B

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Stearic Acid 1 *
Zinc Oxide 56 56
Gilder's Whiting 54 54
Sulfur 3 3
Altax 1 1
Methyl Zimate 0.1 0.1
AgeRite Resin D — 1

215.1 216.1
Press Cure: 30 Min. at 287 F.

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)*—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

S T EST E
880 2435 (100%) 570 895 2490 (100%) 570

Days of Auinit After Aging in Geer Oven at 70 C. (158 F.)
7 990 2070 (85.0%) 495 1000 2280 (91.5%) 520
14 965 1810 (74.5%) 480 990 2110 (84.5%) 500
21 1110 1610(66.0%) 440 1045 1970 (79.0%) 470
28 960 1350 (55.5%) 410 1000 1805 (72.5%) 460
35 930 1035 (42.5%) 320 1015 1670 (67.0%) 415
42 — 740 (30.5%) 255 1010 1460 (58.57«) 410
56 — 695 (28.5%) 225 965 965 (39.0%) 300
70 — 610 (25.0%) 210 — 885 (35.5%) 260

After Aging in Oven at 100 C. (212 F.)
1 915 1740 (71.5%) 460 970 2120 (85.0%) 475
2 860 1000 (41.0%) 320 1015 1520 (61.0%) 405
3 — 780 (32.0%) 285 1035 1170 (47.0%) 320
4 — 595 (24.5%) 200 1035 1070 (43.0%) 315
5 — 500 (20.5%) 200 — 850 (34.0%) 235
6 — 475 (19.5%) 150 — 770 (31.0%) 235
7 — 460 (19.0%) 110 — 635 (25.5%) 205

•Figures in parenthesis represent per cent of original tensile strength.

SUMMARY . . . From the number of days of aging required to pro
duce a 50 per cent loss in tensile the data show that for these two com
pounds the 100 C. oven is about 17 times as fast as the 70 C. oven.
The same figures show that the aging life of Compound B containing

antioxidant is over 50 per cent longer than that of Compound A.

THE OXYGEN BOMB
The next step in artificial aging was the introduction of the oxygen

bomb by J. M. Bierer and C. C. Davis in 1924.' Various temperatures of
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test from 50 C. to 70 C. and various pressures of oxygen were investi
gated by these men with the result that they state:
"Preliminary experiments indicate that vulcanized rubber compounds

on exposure to dry oxygen under a pressure of approximately 300
pounds per square inch at a temperature of 50 to 60 C. for 12 to 24
hours show a deterioration practically identical with several years of
natural aging."
In the oxygen bomb test the rubber specimens, usually dumb-bells,

are exposed to oxygen at high pressure and elevated temperature, the
usual conditions being 300 pounds oxygen per square inch at 70 C.
The early general practice was to use a temperature of 60 C. until about
1930 when it was increased to 70 C. The Vanderbilt Laboratory uses
a temperature of 80 C. and a pressure of 300 pounds for most of its
development work, and following is part of the published data5 which
led to this change. The test is carried out in a pressure bomb having a
lead ring gasket seal in the top, which is held in place with heavy,
closely spaced bolts, and equipped to withstand possible explosion. The
loaded bomb is immersed in a water bath heated electrically to the de

Courttsy of Schulte and Koerting Company
Diagram of the Oxygen Bomb
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sired temperature. The oxygen bomb is preeminently an oxidation re
sistance test and is most useful for determining the relative resistance
to atmospheric oxidation (aging quality) of stocks which are not ex
posed in service to abnormal heat or other severe aging conditions. It
is good for carbon black stocks, wire insulation, tire treads, coated fab
rics and rubber garments and for comparison of the effects of antioxi
dants and accelerators.

Comparative Effects of Oxygen Bomb Aging
At 70 C. and 80 C.
B E

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Stearic Acid 1 1
Zinc Oxide 56 56
Gilder's Whiting 54 54
AgeRite Resin D 1 —
AgeRite White — 1
Sulfur 3 —
Altax 1 —
Methyl Zimate 0.1 —
Methyl Tuads — 3Telloy — 0-5

216.1 215.5
Press Cures 30 Min. at 287 F. 45 Min. at 274 F.

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)*—% ELONGATION (E)
Before AgingST EST E

740 2600 (100%) 600 790 2600 (100%) 540

After Aging in Oxygen Bomb at 70 C. (158 F.)
Days of Aging and 300 Lbs. Pressure

2 905 2290 (88.0%) 540 735 2280 (87.8%) 520
4 985 1950 (75.0%) 510 765 2250 (86.5%) 525
7 900 1840 (70.8%) 490 870 2250 (80.4%) 500
14 880 1140 (43.8%) 380 850 2040 (78.5%) 490
21 — 730 (28.2%) 280 850 1980 (76.1%) 480
28 — 650 (25.0%) 230 730 1640 (63.0%) 480

After Aging in Oxygen Bomb at 80 C. (176 F.)
and 300 Lbs. Pressure

1 960 2100 (80.8%) 500 830 2420 (93.0%) 510
2 1010 2090 (80.4%) 500 1020 2400 (92.3%) 500
4 970 1790 (68.9%) 480 980 2020 (77.6%) 450
7 950 1140 (43.8%) 370 950 1980 (76.1%) 450
10 — 620 (23.8%) 280 910 1760 (73.3%) 450
14 Melted 980 1680 (64.6%) 430

•Figures in parenthesis represent per cent of original tensile strength.
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SUMMARY . . . The data show that the time in the bomb required to
cause the tensile of Compound B to deteriorate to 50 per cent of its
original value was 12.4 days at 70 C. and 6.2 days at 80 C. The time
required to deteriorate the tensile of Compound E to 65 per cent of its
original value was 26.6 days at 70 C. and 13.2 days at 80 C. Therefore
for these two compounds the test at 80 C. is approximately twice as
fast as that at 70 C.
The data also show that the aging life of Compound E (to 65 per cent

of original tensile) is about 3 times as long as that of Compound B.

THE AIR PRESSURE HEAT TEST
This test, first known as the air bomb test, was originated by the

United States Rubber Company in the late twenties as a rapid means
for evaluating truck inner tube compounds at relatively high tempera
tures. At that time the tube samples were stretched while undergoing
the test, but this is no longer done. The test is carried out in a spe
cially designed Air Bomb— (photo below). The apparatus consists of a
cylindrical steel chamber with a removable head which is bolted in
place during the test. The chamber is immersed in an oil bath which
is electrically heated for accurate temperature control. Air under pres
sure is inserted through a port in the body of the chamber. The sam
ples are suspended from a circular rack which fits into a recess in the
lip of the chamber.
Air bomb tests are most frequently made at 260 F. (127 C.) and 80

pounds air. The test is therefore a combined heat and oxidation test,

The Emerson Air Bomb
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so severe that ordinary stocks cannot survive more than a few hours
of exposure to it. It is especially useful for comparative evaluations
where a large number of stocks are involved and rapidity is an
advantage. Tests can be turned out in a few hours, whereas the oxygen
bomb requires days or weeks. The air bomb test is particularly good
for stocks which are required to withstand high temperatures in ser
vice — for example bus-truck tubes, packing, steam hose and heater
gaskets.
Just a word might be said here about stocks to withstand high tem

peratures. The reduction of sulfur in a compound when accompanied by
a suitable increase in acceleration is a step toward better aging. Most
normal sulfur stocks deteriorate rather rapidly in the air bomb while
those containing low sulfur are more resistant to heat. Sulfurless stocks
containing Tuads plus Telloy when properly compounded are capable
of withstanding long periods of exposure.
The following data' illustrate the air bomb aging behavior of a nor

mal sulfur and a sulfurless stock.
A D

Smoked Sheet 100 100
Stearic Acid 1 '
AgeRite Powder 1 1
Zinc Oxide 10 10
Sulfur 3 —
Captax 1 —
Tuads — 3-5Telloy — 05

116 116

Press Cure : 60 Minutes at 274 F.

STRESS AT 500% (S)—TENSILE (T)*—% ELONGATION (E)
Before AgingST EST E

505 3400 (100%) 830 600 3090 (100%) 720

Houn of Aging After Aging in Air Bomb at 127 C. and 80 lbs. Pressure
5 720 1730 (51.0%) 650 — —
10 — 280 ( 8.0%) 260 — —
15 — 180 ( 5.5%) 240 890 2710 (88.0%) 640
20 — — — — 1010 2540 (82.0%) 610
30 — — — 990 2280 (74.0%) 610

•Figures in parenthesis represent per cent of original tensile strength.

SUMMARY . . . The data show that the aging life of Compound D (to
75 per cent of original tensile) is more than 10 times as long as that of
Compound A.

PRECAUTION
There is one precaution for conducting accelerated aging tests. Avoid

aging normal or high sulfur compounds in the same oven or chamber
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with low sulfur or sulfurless compounds, for even at 70 C. sulfur may
volatilize from one stock and migrate into another.

Comparison of Accelerated Tests
The compound shown below was subjected to various accelerated

aging tests as indicated, and the tensile was determined after various
aging periods. The approximate time required to produce a 50 per cent
deterioration in tensile is shown.

Compound B
Smoked Sheet 100
Stearic Acid 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 56
Gilder's Whiting 54
Sulfur 3
Altax 1
Methyl Zimate 0.1

216.1
Press Cure: 30 Minutes at 287 F.

Aging Required for 50 Per Cent Tensile Drop
Oxygen Bomb 70 C, 300 Lbs. Oxygen 12 Days

80 C, " " " 6 "
Air Bomb 127 C, 80 Lbs. Air 4 Hours
Air Oven 70 C. 50 Days

90 C. 10 "
100 C. 3 "

These relationships are only approximate and are different for each
type of compound. Ordinarily, aging periods of 2 days in the oxygen
bomb at 80 C, 3 hours in the air bomb, or 1-2 days in the oven at 100 C.
are sufficient.

ACCELERATED VS. NATURAL SHELF AGING
The CAPTAX-carbon black compound next shown was mixed, cured

and tested in the Vanderbilt Laboratory in the year 1931. Cured slabs
were stored in the dark piled up in a drawer in the laboratory. At the
end of about 10 V4 years of this kind of storage or shelf aging at ordi
nary temperature the tensile properties were again determined, and
the data show that the average tensile had dropped about 20 per cent.
Oxygen bomb tests at 70 C. and 300 pounds oxygen were also made
in 1931 and it was learned from these tests that after 48 hours in the
bomb the tensile had dropped the same amount, i.e. about 20 per cent.
The modulus during that natural shelf aging increased a good deal
more than during the oxygen bomb aging. It should also be stated that
if the cured slabs had been hung so that air could have circulated around
them the rate of natural aging might have been faster.
These figures are included in this Handbook simply as a matter of gen

eral interest and are not intended to imply any definite relationship be
tween accelerated and so-called natural aging for any and all compounds.
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Pale Crepe 50
Smoked Sheet 50
Zinc Oxide 5
Carbon Black 40
Pine Tar 2
Stearic Acid 4
AgeRite Powder 1

Sulfur 3
Captax 1

156

STRESS AT 300% (S)—TENSILE (T)—% ELONGATION (E)
Before Aging

s T E
1040 4640 660
1165 4760 650

Press Cures at 274 F.
(30 Lbs. Steam)

After Aging 48 Hours in Oxygen Bomb at 70 C. and 300 lbs. Pressure
45 Min 1360 3820 615
60 " 1530 3800 580

After Aging 96 Hours in Oxygen Bomb
45 Min 1240 3320 600
60 " 1380 3300 585

After 6 Years Natural Shelf Aging
45 Min 1840 4350 565
60 " 2110 4000 490

After lOVSs Years Natural Shelf Aging
45 Min 2120 3790 475
60 " 2510 3660 420

SUNLIGHT EXPOSURE TESTS
Rubber exposed to sunlight and weather deteriorates due to oxidation,

alligatoring, chalking, and when under strain it deteriorates due to
crazing and cracking. These changes are not fully understood and there
fore the problem of developing suitable tests for measuring them is
complicated. The article on page 462 describes the use of the Accel
erated Weathering Unit and also of the Weather-Ometer for producing
deterioration as measured by tensile. Following, we describe various
test methods involving the exposure of samples to natural sunlight.

1. Thin Unstretched Specimens. Exposed specimens need not be
stretched provided their thickness is not too great, and it is therefore
possible to use test strips or dumb-bells cut from press cured slabs
0.020 inches in thickness, and to determine the tensile after various
times of exposure. The advantage of this method is that unstretched
samples as a rule do not crack, and therefore the tensile values are
likely to be more accurate than those of cracked specimens.
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2. Stretched Specimens. This method consists of exposing stretched
strips or dumb-bells and observing the appearance and growth of minute

Exposing Stretched Specimens

Exposing Bent Specimens
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cracks or crazing. A simple device for mounting such specimens is
shown in the sketch on the preceding page.
3. Bent Specimens. Cured strips are bent over a dowel and mounted

as shown in the adjacent sketch. If the strip is about 0.075 inches in
thickness and if the dowel is % inch in diameter the stretch or strain
at the surface of the specimen is about 11 per cent, and it is at this
relatively low elongation that many compounds have their greatest
tendency to crack in sunlight.
4. Stretched Triangular Shaped Specimens. A sample as illustrated

in the diagram may be cut or died out from a press cured slab. When it
is stretched a definite amount, say 50 per cent, most of that stretch
occurs at the narrow end and very little at the base, and therefore a
complete range of elongations can readily be obtained in one test speci
men. The advantage of this method lies just in that fact—i.e., although
many compounds have a critical elongation of about 10 per cent there
are others which have different critical elongations either greater or less.

Exposing Stretched Triangles

5. Stapled Bent Specimens. This simple home-made method was de
vised by Mr. C. E. Bradley of Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen Mills. It
consists in stapling a bent strip of the sample to a wooden support as
shown in the sketch. The sample is stapled in one corner one quarter
inch from the top, and it extends approximately % inch over the edge
of the wooden support. In this way a range of tensions over the top
of the sample is obtained.
6. Outdoor Tension Flexing Machine. The Vanderbilt Laboratory

designed this machine which is shown in the photograph. The test speci
men for this machine is a molded belt about 3% inches in diameter and
hi inch cross sectional diameter. The machine consists simply of two
horizontal solid chromium plated steel mandrels about 1% inches in
diameter revolving at an adjustable speed, one mandrel being driven by
a motor and reduction gear, and the other by the sample belt itself.
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Exposing Stapled Bent Specimens

The mandrels are placed at such a distance apart that the belt is
stretched about 10 per cent while it is being flexed. The mandrels are
grooved to accommodate 24 samples to be run simultaneously. Thus
the machine embodies the three factors that frequently prevail in dy
namic sunlight exposure, namely sunlight, stretch and flexing.

LIGHT DISCOLORATION TESTS
Light discoloration tests are made by mounting unstretched samples

on a rack and exposing them to direct sunlight on a roof. The exposures
may be made in Arizona or in Florida during the winter when the action
of the sun is rather slow at the latitude of New York.
A laboratory accelerated discoloration test which gives results in

eight hours or less and can be duplicated time after time can be made
in the apparatus known as the Fade-Ometer. This is essentially a thin
metal cylinder about 30 inches high and 20 inches in diameter fitted
with slots to accommodate the test specimens, enclosing a carbon arc,
the globe of which is transparent to a large band of ultraviolet. Doors
are provided for changing the carbons, and the base of the apparatus
is equipped with a water trough nearly encircling the cylinder. A large
pan of water is placed inside, below the globe, into which dips a cloth
netting on a frame which acts as a wick to spread the water surface
for cooling and humidifying. A small exhaust fan at the top of the
apparatus aids in controlling the temperature.
The Fade-Ometer is useful not only for testing press cured slabs but

also for testing the discoloring tendency of fabrics or fabrics backed
with latex. Nearly all good antioxidants discolor somewhat when ex
posed to light and therefore cause discoloration of compounds contain
ing them. AgeRite Alba causes minimum discoloration and is therefore
best for white and light colored goods. The next best of the AgeRites
from the standpoint of discoloration is AgeRite Stalite, an excellent
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Vanderbilt Outdoor Tension Flexing

all-round protectant with strong antioxidant properties. The Fade-
Ometer may also be used for testing the tarnishing of silver when in
contact with rubber compounds.
There is no standard temperature at which the Fade-Ometer is op

erated but 100 F. is usual for ordinary discoloration tests, and 140 F.
is usual for upholstery.
The Fade-Ometer is also sometimes used for observing actual de

terioration as distinguished from mere discoloration, and such deteriora
tion tests are run for long periods.
It is not claimed that the Fade-Ometer duplicates exactly the discol

oring effects of actual sunlight, but inasmuch as sunlight itself varies
with latitude, altitude, season and weather and furthermore, because
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Courtesy of the Atlas Electric Devices Company

The Fade-Ometer

the effect of sunlight is frequently slow, the Fade-Ometer when used
for comparative tests is considered a good practical piece of laboratory
equipment.

AN ACCELERATED LIGHT AGING TEST*
By T. A. WERKENTHIN»>

Much work has been done in connection with rubber compounds and
synthetic rubber-like materials for the primary purpose of differen
tiating between satisfactory and unsatisfactory materials as regards
light aging and weather resistance. However, there is a secondary pur-
n The opinions or assertions contained herein are the private ones of the writer and

are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the Navy Department or the
Naval Service at large.
^Principal Materials Engineer. Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
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pose which is far more important and outweighs the mere procurement
of material, and that is its use in improving the rubber-like compounds
themselves.
Although light aging and weathering are accompanied by oxidation,

no correlation has yet been found between resistance to oxygen or ozone
and resistance to light aging and weathering. Up to the present no
method has been developed which will give duplicable results for measur
ing the effect of accelerated aging by ozone alone. Therefore, it is neces
sary to use either natural sunlight or an accelerated light aging test
such as that described herein.
It is to be noted that in most rubbers the decrease in tensile and

percent elongation may be considered as a primary criterion on which
to base evaluation of the rubber or synthetic rubber compound. It is
interesting to note that tested specimens which do not show visible
deterioration, such as checking or cracking, generally do show appre
ciable decrease in tensile strength. It appears, therefore, that the change
in physical properties, such as a decrease in the tensile strength and
percent elongation, is a more satisfactory means of judging the light
resistance of rubber than the appearance of exposed surface. However,
the appearance and extent of crazing and cracking can be used as a
supplementary criterion for evaluating the light resistance of rubber
compounds.

LIGHT AGING APPARATUS
The apparatus in which accelerated aging is to be carried out must

be of sufficient size so that a relatively large number of samples may
be accommodated simultaneously. As the susceptibility curve of the
various rubbers is not known, it is necessary that the apparatus be
sufficiently flexible so that the intensity and the range of ultraviolet
light can be shifted at will. The apparatus must be automatic and
require only a reasonable amount of attention on the part of personnel.
These desirable properties are incorporated in a flaming-arc type of

carbon lamp in which carbons of any desired type of spectral distribu
tion can be burned, and in which the samples can be exposed either to
direct light or to light which has been passed through suitable glass or
Corex D filter. Figure 1 ("National" Accelerated Weathering Unit)
shows such an apparatus with the automatically controlled open-flame
carbon arc lamp elevated from the test specimen chamber. Carbons of
several varieties, such as the "Sunshine" and "U," may be inserted and
the filter panels may be removed as desired. The samples revolve slowly
and are usually subjected to an interval water cycle. For some tests the
exposure to water spray is omitted.
The Atlas Electric Devices Company has recently placed on the

market a Weather-Ometer (Figure 2) containing two enclosed arc units.
Advantage is taken of the fact that the intensity of radiation varies

inversely as the square of the distance. By using two arcs instead of only
one as in the older units, the distance between arc and sample is de
creased, consequently the intensity of ultraviolet light exposure is in
creased. Likewise the speed of rotation of the samples about the arcs is
increased so that the number of cycles of light and water spray is
increased. However, the decreased distance between arc lamp and sam-
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Courtesy of National Carbon Company

Fig. 1. "National" Accelerated Weathering Unit

pie may introduce new variables, the effect of which must be carefully
studied. Exhaustive comparative tests must be made before the equiva
lent of exposure in this Atlas unit to exposure in the above-described
Flaming Carbon Arc unit may be established.
It has been found advantageous to incorporate a voltage regulator

in order to control the quantity of electricity used in operating the
apparatus. This regulator is another step in the direction of a stand
ardized control of all the conditions of test.
If test procedure requires that the specimen be exposed to tempera

tures lower than ordinarily exist, some type of auxiliary cooling device
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Courtesy of Atlas Electric Offices Company
Fig. 2. Twin Arc Weather-Omcter

should be used. Experiments are at present underway to attempt to
separate the heat effect from the light effect of light aging equipment.
The arcs generate a considerable amount of heat which is believed to
result in a change in the condition of the rubber which should be segre
gated from the consequence of exposure to the light of natural sunlight.
Experiments have been conducted on the use of metal panels to cool the
back of the slabs as well as air cooling. Considerable success has been
attained when the radiation is filtered through water.
The evaluation of sunlight aging has previously been carried out

primarily by determining the degree of checking or the change in color
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Fig. 3. Curved Aluminum Rack for Rubber Matting Exposure Tests

and fading, or various other visible changes which were, to say the least,
subject to personal opinion. In order to place the evaluation of sunlight
deterioration on a basis which would give more easily comparable re
sults not subject to the personal equation, it has been found preferable
to measure decrease in tensile properties as is customary in evaluating
oxidation and shelf aging.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the specimen holder for exposing samples

of rubber or synthetic rubber to ultraviolet light in any desired degree
of extension. All parts of the holder except the rods should be of alumi
num. The rods should be of monel. Figure 3 illustrates a special curved
aluminum rack which is especially useful for testing matting and
flexible decking.

METHOD OF TEST
Tests usually have been carried out using light filtered through

Corex D filter glass, but with the ever increasing desire for speed in
testing, it is apparent that some sacrifice might have to be made in the
degree of correlation between accelerated light aging and natural light
aging results in order to reduce the time of exposure. By proper selec
tion of carbons in order to obtain a range of ultraviolet light similar to
natural sunlight, it is found that apparently good correlation may be
obtained in aging tests which have been further accelerated by omitting
the filter or in some cases by using alternate filters.
Data are available on a number of articles made of various formula

tions of rubber, synthetic rubber, and rubber substitutes, which indi-
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Specimen Holder
with Sample

Fifr. 4. Specimen Holder
without Sample

cate that the "Sunshine" carbon exposure tests effect a greater degree
of light aging in shorter time than the "U" carbon. Regarding the
Sunshine carbons it appears that with alternate Corex filters the aging
is accelerated but not to an extent to vitiate correlation with natural
light aging. Consequently, the present standardized method calls for
use of the Sunshine Carbon with alternate Corex D filters.
Some compounds, probably because of peculiar energy absorption

characteristics, respond to variations from the standard method. As an
example, certain matting stocks have shown surprisingly good corre
lation between service exposure and accelerated tests employing the
unfiltered "U" carbon. Other variations include filtered "Sunshine"
and "U" carbons, and both carbons with all the filters removed.

CALIBRATION OF LIGHT SOURCE (Apparatus)
It is desirable to have some means of keeping constant check on ultra

violet intensity. This is particularly important where it is desired to
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3.25

Fig. 5. Specimen Holder for Light Aging

check the equipment of one laboratory with that of another, or where it
is essential to conduct umpire tests. The uranyl oxalate actinometer
meets the following requirements:
(a) The apparatus accurately determines intensity of ultraviolet light
over the range generally found in sunlight and below 2750 A.U.
(b) The apparatus does not require standardization except at rare
intervals.
(c) The equipment is simple enough so that any technically trained
operator not especially versed in this subject is able to take readings.
(d) The apparatus is sufficiently inexpensive so that all laboratories
using ultraviolet accelerated aging tests may avail themselves of this
method to check intensity.
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Fit. 6.
Diagram of

Machlett Type
Dispensing
Burette

(e) This method is suitable for measurements over a relatively extended
period of time so that cumulative effect of light exposure may be
determined.
(f) The time required for making the entire determination is short.
Figure 6 indicates a type of burette which has been found to be par

ticularly suitable in the titration of the uranyl oxalate solution with
potassium permanganate. Figure 7 shows the holder and the round
Fisher actinometric cell which contains the sensitive solution. The
holder is constructed of aluminum or other suitable lightweight metal.
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Fig. 7.
Round or Fisher
Actinometric

Cell and Holder

Except for the exposed glass surface the interior of the holder is
painted black in order to avoid transmission of light except through
the carefully measured surface of the actinometric cell. Various at
tempts have been made to determine if stirring of the actinometric
solution during exposure to ultraviolet light would give more consistent
results. Tests indicate that stirring is not necessary when a thin layer of
solution is exposed to the light, such as is the case with the round Fisher
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cell. If it is desired to measure comparative intensity and uniformity of
different ultraviolet lights having the same spectral distribution, it has
been found satisfactory to use Fisher cells. The uranyl oxalate actinom-
eter cannot be used to evaluate the equivalence of different types of
light sources giving different spectral distribution.

Method
The uranyl oxalate actinometer method is carried out as follows: The

actinometer solution consists of a 0.0050 molal concentration of oxalic
acid (HaCi01.2HsO), or 6.30 grams per liter and a 0.0100 molal concen
tration of uranyl sulfate (UOjSd.SHjO), i.e., 4.20 grams per liter. The
evaluating solution is a 0.100 normal (oxidation equivalent) potassium
permanganate (KMnOt) solution containing 3.16 grams per liter.
The above solutions may be prepared in ordinary diffuse light, but

shall be stored in the dark immediately after preparation and shall be
kept in the dark until used. The solution of potassium permanganate,
prior to use, shall be allowed to stand for one week and then filtered
through a inch thickness of fibrous glass filter cloth. The automatic
dispensing burette, shown in Figure 6, is suitable for storing and dis
pensing the solutions when the reservoir and connecting tubes have
been heavily coated with black enamel to exclude light.
The actinometer solution is titrated against the evaluating solution

when fresh lots of either solution are prepared or when either solution
has stood for more than 60 days. The titration shall be made by taking
an accurately measured 45 to 50 milliliter portion of the actinometer
solution in a 200-milliliter tall form beaker, diluting it with 20 to 25
milliliters of distilled water, acidifying with 5 milliliters of dilute (1 to
3) sulfuric acid, and heating to approximately 95 C. in a light-proof
water bath. The beaker containing the solutions, upon reaching 95 C, is
then immediately transferred to an open glass water bath, also heated
to 95 C. and resting on a flat white glass base. The evaluating solution
shall be added, with stirring, until an orange color is obtained which
persists for at least 30 seconds. The titration is conducted in such a way
that the volumes of solutions used are precise to within plus or minus
0.05 milliliter. The evaluating solution (potassium permanganate) shall
be standardized against sodium oxalate in the usual way, with such
precautions that its strength is known with an accuracy of at least plus
or minus 0.1 percent. This strength is expressed in terms of the number
of milligrams of anhydrous oxalic acid to which one milliliter of the
solution is equivalent.
The intensity of radiation is measured in terms of the milligrams of

oxalic acid decomposed per square decimeter per minute, and the quan
tity of radiation in any given time is measured in terms of the milli
grams of oxalic acid decomposed per square decimeter. The actinometer
cell is filled with a precisely measured quantity of the uranyl oxalate
solution, placed in the holder* and exposed to the radiation of the ultra
violet light unit or natural sunlight under the same conditions as the
specimens under test. The distance from light source to actinometer cell

•Where it is desired to measure light intensity over long time exposure, it has been
found feasible to cont both sides of the Fisher Cell with black enamel and then scraping
off the enamel from accurately measured areas. Instead of the large exposed area shown
in Figure 7, only a fraction of this area, totalling say three square centimeters, is used.
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is adjusted as closely as possible to be the same as that between light
source and the surface of the test sample because the intensity of the
radiation varies inversely as the square of the distance.
The cell is protected from light except during the actual exposure

period. After exposure the solution from the cell is titrated against the
evaluating solution by the procedure outlined above for standardization;
the quantity of milliliters of the evaluating solution required is desig
nated as Vi. A similar titration is made on a volume of actinometer
solution equal within plus or minus 0.05 milliliter to that which was
exposed in the cell; the quantity of the evaluating solution in milliliters
required is designated as V2. The quantity of oxalic acid, in milligrams,
decomposed by the radiation to which the cell was subjected is given
by the relation,

Q = a(V,-V,)
where "a" is the number of milligrams of oxalic acid equivalent to 1
milliliter of the evaluating solution.

Q
The quantity or dosage of radiation is expressed as — where A is the

At
area of the cell, in square decimeters, and "t" the time of exposure in
minutes. (See Note)
The material for test is in the form of strips molded or buffed to

uniform thickness of not less than 0.07 or more than 0.08 inch. All
specimens are buffed and stretched by a suitable frame to 10 per cent
elongation within 3 hours after buffing. The stretched samples are aged
from 16 to 24 hours at 100 F. plus or minus 5 F. immediately after rack
ing to facilitate blooming of protective waxes. The exposure in the
light aging unit is started within one hour after removal from the
oven preconditioning unit. The frames are then mounted so as to receive
the radiation from the ultraviolet light source. The temperature of the
air in the vicinity of the specimens being irradiated is kept at 50 plus
or minus 5 C. by controlling the temperature of the room and the
ventilation of the space surrounding the specimens. The dosage of
radiation varies with different types of rubbers or synthetic rubbers,
but is measured by means of the actinometer solution and cell described
above. With new materials, measurement of radiation is made at the
beginning and the end of each run and at intervals of not more than
24 hours during the run. After exposure the samples are released and
allowed to stand for preferably 16 hours before dumbbell specimens are
prepared and measurements made of tensile strength and ultimate
elongation. Similar measurements are made on specimens which were
not exposed to the radiation in order to determine change of tensile
strength and percent elongation.
If the appearance of crazing and cracking is to be used as a supple

mentary criterion, the surface of the stretched samples is examined by
means of a binocular microscope immediately after completion of
exposure and before the sample is released. Work is underway to
develop other methods for measuring the effect of light aging, including
determination of the quantitative effect by measurement of the amount
of powder required to fill the cracks caused by the exposure.

NOTE:
The National Bureau of Standards has developed a new method for
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obtaining the dosage of radiation which simplifies the procedure con
siderably. This consists of sensitized colored papers which are exposed
within the light aging unit, the papers having been treated so they are
not deteriorated by the water spray. After exposure for a predetermined
period, the color is then compared with a master set of papers, and the
quantity of radiation thus determined.
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THE OZONE RESISTANCE TEST
Probably the most vicious deteriorating force on rubber is ozone.

Concentrations of ozone in the atmosphere as low as 0.01 per cent may
cause a noticeable cracking of bent or stretched rubber after a few min
utes exposure, depending on the type of compound and its elongation.
Most testing is done at low elongations of about 5 to 30 per cent. The
testing of rubber for resistance to ozone is used principally in the wire
and cable industry.
A convenient apparatus for rapidly determining the ozone resistance

as used in the Vanderbilt Laboratory is pictured on this page with a
diagram depicting the general scheme reproduced from A.S.T.M. Tests
for Rubber Insulated Wire and Cable D 470-41.
The ozone generator is not visible in the photograph, being located

under the table top. The 15 kilovolt transformer used for energizing
the ozone generator is located on the shelf below the table top and is
visible behind the screen which protects the operator from the high
tension lines. A variac regulator is used to control the voltage of the
primary current entering the transformer. This regulator is located
beneath the table top and only the regulator knob projects above the
surface of the table. The temperature of the test room is controlled to
25 ± 5 C. The ozone test apparatus is connected to the laboratory air
line which is maintained at 15 pounds per square inch pressure. The rate
of air flow is regulated by means of a needle inlet valve. After passing
the inlet valve, the air is bubbled through concentrated sulfuric acid and
is then led through two drying towers containing calcium chloride.
The dry air is next passed over anhydrous copper sulfate which serves
as a hygrometer, then through the flowmeter into the ozone generator.
The test chamber is 24 inches long, 15 inches high and 15 inches wide

and fitted with a removable cover whose downward projecting edge,

Diagram of Apparatus for Determination of Ozone Resistance
Reproduced from A.S.T.M. Tentative Standard D-470-J8T
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Ozone Test Apparatus as used in the Vanderbilt Laboratory.
Sheet and Wire Specimens are shown mounted for Testing.

extending completely around its perimeter, fits into a corresponding
mercury filled groove in the upper portion of the chamber, thus form
ing a gas tight seal when the cover is in place. The test chamber is
fitted with two outlets, one of which is used for drawing off known
volumes of ozonized air for the purpose of determining concentration
of ozone in the chamber. The second is a normal outlet for the ozonized
air which is passed through an absorption bottle containing potassium
iodide solution. This removes the ozone, and the air is then released into
the room.

Ozone Test Procedure
The ozone concentration in the test chamber is dependent upon the

voltage at which the generator operates and upon the rate of flow of
air through the apparatus. Most ozone tests are made at 0.01-0.015 per
cent ozone by volume with the samples of rubber in the form of looped
strips or as in the case of insulated wire, in the form of coils wrapped
around mandrels of suitable size.
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Determination of Ozone Concentration
( A.S.T.M. Standards, 1939, part III, pp. 924-25)
A measured quantity of the gas from the ozone chamber is aspirated

into a separatory funnel and shaken with a known volume of 1 per cent
potassium iodide solution. The potassium iodide solution is then titrated
with standard sodium thiosulfate solution. Since 1 mg, of iodine is
equivalent to 0.1 ml. of ozone at room temperature and pressure (within
the accuracy of this method of analysis at average room temperature
and pressure) the percentage of ozone can be calculated by the follow
ing formula.

S X E X 0.1 X 100
Percentage of ozone =

M
S = The number of milliliters of NajSsOa used to titrate the solution.
E = Iodine equivalent of Na.S203 expressed as miligrams of iodine

per milliliter of Na2S20i.
M = Number of milliliters of the sample of gas collected.

COMPOUNDING FOR OZONE RESISTANCE

One means of compounding for ozone resistance is by the use of
Tysonite, an organic rubberlike plastic inert to ozone. When mixed
with rubber in the ratio of about 2 or 3 to 1, Tysonite imparts this re
sistance to the compound which has adequate physical properties for
a variety of uses. The following three compounds and accompanying
photographs will illustrate this.

A B C
100 — 100
— 100 —

Reogen 1 — 1
1 — 0.5
— 0.5 2
— 40 —

AgeRite Resin D 1.5 1 1
AgeRite White — 1 0.5

5 5 76
Dixie Clay 50 15 50
Whiting

( (Water Ground) .... — 75
Sulfur 3 1 1

Litharge 20 — —
1.5 1.5 1.25

Methyl Zimate — 0.25 0.2
.... 200 — —

383 165.25 307.45
A is a corona resisting insulation containing Tysonite. It is designed

for high voltage use.
B is an underground or submarine insulation designed primarily for

communication cable or other low voltage use where stability of elec
trical characteristics is essential.
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C is a 30 per cent pan cured insulation designed for general low volt
age service.
Strips about 4 % inches X 1 inch, cut from press cured slabs of these

three compounds were mounted side by side in a bent position by insert
ing the two ends of each strip into a ft inch slot in a % inch galvanized
iron pipe.* The bent strips were ozonized in the standard apparatus for

Compounds A, B and C before Ozonizing

Compounds A, B and C after Ozonizing

•This simple nnd convenient method of mounting specimens to be tested for ozone
resistance was developed by Mr. M. Seventko of the Okonite Co.. Passaic, N. J.
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30 minutes; they were then removed from the iron pipe and nailed in
stretched condition (25% elong.) on a flat board for photographing.
Photographs of the bent strips, before and after the ozone treatment,
and also of the ozonized specimens when stretched on the flat board are
shown on these pages.

Compound! A, B and C after Ozonizing
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SURFACE PROTECTION WITH BLACK-OUT
Another method for protecting against the attack of ozone or sun

light is the coating of the cured rubber with Black-Out. Black-Out is
a protective lacquer which, when spread over the surface of the article,
dries and leaves an adherent, flexible film, that prevents development
of cracks in the rubber. See the photograph below.

Without BLACK-OUT With BLACK-OUT
S. J. Cord wrapped around dowel and exposed to ozonized air (approx. 0.025%) for
one half hour. The cracks have been filled with white powder to make them more

clearly visible.

'India Rubber World, 55, 127 (1916)
'India Rubber World. 64, 887 (1921)
■Vanderbilt News, Vol. 8, No. 6, pane 4 (1938)
«Ind. Eng. Chem. 16, 711 (1924)
"Vanderbilt News. Vol 11. No. 2. page 4 (1941)
•Vanderbilt News, Vol. 6, No. 3. p. 6 (1936)
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ADHESION OF NATURAL AND
SYNTHETIC RUBBER TO METAL

Natural and synthetic rubber compounds must be bonded to metal for
assemblies such as engine mountings, vibration dampeners and tank
linings. Regardless of the method used for obtaining the bond, the
strength of the bond should be known; and it is the purpose of this
article to describe the A.S.T.M. method for testing adhesion of rubber
to metal, and also to describe one of the widely used methods of bond
ing—viz., that involving the use of Ty-Ply.
Adhesion is quantitatively expressed as the tension per unit area

required to rupture the bond. This tension may be applied either normal
to the plane of the bond, or in certain cases, with a relatively thin rub
ber layer, at an angle of 180 degrees (shear). Two general methods are
given here in abstract.

A.S.T.M. TEST METHOD'
The specimen consists of a rubber cylinder vulcanized between and

bonded to two parallel metal plates. (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. TmI Discs and Assembly

The tension testing machine has a rate of jaw separation of 1 inch
per minute, and in most cases an ultimate capacity of 10,000 pounds is
sufficient. The machine is fitted with grips to center the load properly
during test. Specimens are attached to the grips by means of threaded
studs on the metal plates. Figure 2 shows a test piece under stress in
the testing machine.
The cylinder is 0.5 inch in thickness and 1.597 inches in diameter. The

metal plates are 0.375 inch thick and have a smooth, flat clean surface.
The threaded studs are 0.75 inches long. The rubber and plates are as-

1Adapted from A.S.T.M. Designation D 429-39
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Fig. 2. Assembly under Stress

sembled and vulcanized in a specially designed mold, and tested 24 hours
later at room temperature.
Tests are run in duplicate until check results are obtained. The speci

mens have an area of 2 square inches so that in reporting results ma
chine readings are halved to give pounds per square inch. Elongation
may also be measured by holding a ruler alongside the specimen.

SHEAR TENSION TEST METHOD
The adhesion is expressed as the average force required to separate

a rubber layer from metal, or to rupture the bond between two metal
strips having a known contact area. Rupture is accomplished by (1) a
tensile testing machine equipped with jaws which move apart at a
constant rate, or (2) dead weights which are applied to a rubber strip
until it separates from the metal. In the dead weight method the time
for separation to occur over a measured distance is also observed.
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Machine Separation
Specimens are 1 inch wide and the thickness of the rubber layer does

not exceed 0.25 inch. When only one strip of metal is used the rubber
is separated from the metal by hand at one end of the strip and that end
is attached to the clamp of a tensile machine whose weight lever is free
to swing. The assembly is attached vertically to the lower clamp and
the rate of jaw separation is 2 inches per minute.

Dead Weight Separation
The specimen is 1 inch wide and the metal strip is supported hori

zontally on a frame. A clamp is attached to a free end of the rubber
strip and weights are added until separation occurs. Results are ex
pressed as pounds required to cause separation at the rate of 1 inch
per minute.

HOW TO OBTAIN ADHESION TO METAL
WITH TY-PLY

Various methods of bonding are in use, including the use of brass
plated metal. No attempt will be made here to discuss that method,
though it may be mentioned that Captax accelerated stocks containing
normal sulfur give best results.
Ty-Ply is a modern development extensively used for bonding nat

ural and synthetic rubbers during vulcanization to a wide variety of
metals, and gives adhesions up to 1000 pounds per square inch. When
correctly applied to the metal, dried and vulcanized to rubber, Ty-Ply
effects a bond stronger than most rubber and synthetic compounds
themselves. A dried film of Ty-Ply is not tacky. It is useful with a wide
variety of metals; it is adaptable to a broad range of compounds both
rubber and synthetic; it can be brushed, dipped, or sprayed; and finally
it can be vulcanized in press, open steam or dry heat. There are several
grades for use under different conditions as follows:

Ty-Ply Q for bonding natural rubber to metals
Ty-Ply S for bonding synthetic rubbers to metals
Ty-Ply BN for bonding Buna N type rubbers to metals
Ty-Ply SC for bonding self-curing and cured compounds to metals

Ty-Ply Q for Adhesion of Natural Rubber to Metal
1. Clean the metal of surface impurities.
2. Apply one thin coat1 of Ty-Ply Q and allow to dry 30 minutes.

When it is necessary to dilute to make up for loss of solvent or to
thin the Ty-Ply for use in spraying equipment, dilute with xylene,
toluene, or mixtures of the two.

3. In certain cases it is advisable to apply a coat of rubber cement
over the Ty-Ply and allow to dry 2 hours.

4. It is preferable to use freshly worked stock but if the stock has
been stored for more than 24 hours, wipe the surface with solvent
naphtha or low-boiling petroleum naphtha and allow it to dry.
Press the stock firmly into contact with the coated metal.
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5. Vulcanize under conditions of time and temperature suitable to
the rubber compound.

Ty-Ply S for Adhesion of Synthetic Rubbers to Metal
1. Clean the metal of surface impurities.
2. Apply one coat' of Ty-Ply S and allow to dry 30 minutes. When it

is necessary to dilute to make up for loss of solvent or to thin theTy-Ply for use in spraying equipment, dilute with xylene, toluene,
or mixtures of the two.

3. It is preferable to use freshly worked stock but if the stock has
been stored for more than 24 hours, wipe the surface with solvent
naphtha and allow it to dry. Press the stock firmly into contact
with the coated metal.

4. Vulcanize according to conditions required by the compound.

Ty-Ply BN for Adhesion of Buna N Compounds to Metal
1. Clean the metal of surface impurities.
2. Apply one coat of Ty-Ply BN and allow to dry 30 minutes. When
it is necessary to dilute to make up for loss of solvent or to thin
the Ty-Ply for use in spraying equipment, dilute with amyl ace
tate, methyl isobutyl ketone, diacetone alcohol, or mixtures.

3. It is preferable to use freshly worked stock but if stock has been
stored for more than 24 hours, wipe the surface with ethylene
dichloride and allow it to dry. Press the stock firmly into contact
with the coated metal.

4. Vulcanize according to conditions required by the compound.

Ty-Ply SC for Adhesion of Self-Curing Rubber to Metal
1. Apply one thin coat of Ty-Ply SC by brushing, spraying or

dipping.
2. Allow Ty-Ply SC to partially dry so that some solvent remains.

The drying time will vary from 10 to 30 minutes depending on
atmospheric conditions.

3. Apply the rubber stock and roll smooth with hand roller. Adhesion
will develop in 24 hours when stored at 100 F. or in 3 to 4 days at
room temperature.

Use of Cements
The use of a rubber cement over the Ty-Ply coated metal may be

desirable for any of the following reasons :

1. To supply tack to the Ty-Ply surface sufficient to hold the assem
bly together during cure.

2. To improve the adhesion of soft stocks to metal.
■A convenient spot test which may be used to determine the proper thickness ofTy-Ply is as follows :
For Ty-Ply Q: One drop of a 15 per cent solution of trichloracetic acid in amyl

acetate is applied to the Ty-Ply surface. A clear spot will appear after about 2% min
utes if the coating has the proper thickness.
For Ty-Ply S : One drop of the same solution is applied to the coat and a second

drop at the end of 2 minutes. The Ty-Ply begins to dissolve 3 minutes after the applica
tion of the first drop leaving clean metal if the coating has the proper thickness.
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3. To protect the coated metal parts if they are to be stored before
vulcanization.

Cements used for improving adhesion to soft rubbers should be made
from a good grade of 60 hardness stock. Cements used for other pur
poses may be made from the stock being adhered. Commonly used sol
vents may be employed for making these cements.

Additional Applications
The use of Ty-Ply Q has been found effective in bonding rubber

during vulcanization to such materials as plastics (phenol-formalde
hyde and polyvinylchloride types), vulcanized fibre, porcelain, hard
wood and cured hard rubber.
Ty-Ply S for Adhesion of Vulcanized Rubber or Synthetics to Metal
1. Clean the metal of surface impurities and buff the rubber surface.
2. Coat the metal with Ty-Ply S and allow to dry 30 minutes.
3. Apply one coat of self-curing Neoprene cement to the coated metal

and also to the buffed rubber, brushing cement well into each.
Dry 1 hour.

4. Assemble and cure 2 hours at 100 C. or store at room temperature.
Ty-Ply SC for Adhesion of Vulcanized Rubber to Metal

1. Apply one thin coat of Ty-Ply SC by brushing, spraying or dip
ping.

2. Allow Ty-Ply SC to partially dry so that some solvent remains.
The drying time will vary from 10 to 30 minutes depending on
atmospheric conditions.

3. Clean the cured rubber thoroughly and preferably buff the surface.
Apply one thin coat of Ty-Ply SC to the cured rubber by brush
ing or spraying and allow to partially dry 10 to 30 minutes.

4. Apply the coated vulcanized rubber to the coated metal and roll
with hand roller to remove any trapped air. Adhesion will develop
in 24 hours when stored at 100 F. or in 4 days at room temperature.
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REPRESENTATIVE STOCKS FOR BONDING
Typical examples of natural and synthetic rubber stocks and cements

which show good adhesion when vulcanized to metal with Ty-Ply are
given below.

RUBBER STOCK
Smoked Sheet 100
Reogen 1
Stearic Acid 3
Pine Tar 1
AgeRite Resin D 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Carbon Black 50
Sulfur 3
Altax 1

165
Cure for A.S.T.M. Assembly:
30 Min. at 307 F.

GR-S STOCK
GR-S 100
Bondogen 2
Zinc Oxide 5
MPC Black 50
Sulfur 2
Altax 1.5
Cumate 0.1

160.6
Cure for A.S.T.M. Assembly:
35 Min. at 307 F.

NEOPRENE STOCK
Neoprene GN 100
AgeRite Powder 2
Ex. Lt. Calc. Magnesia 4
Altax 1
Zinc Oxide 5
Thermax 100

212
Cure for A.S.T.M. Assembly:
30 Min. at 307 F.

BUNA N STOCK
Buna N 100
Dibutyl Phthalate 20
Stearic Acid 0.5
Zinc Oxide 5
HMF Black 50
Sulfur 1.5
Altax 1.5

178.5
Cure for A.S.T.M. Assembly:
35 Min. at 307 F.

SELF-CURING
Rubber Stock Cement Stock

100 100
Reogen 2 2
AgeRite Resin D 2 2

0.5 0.5
5 5

100 100
Sulfur 1 1.5
Altax 0.25 —
Butyl Eight 4 4

214.75 215

Use 2 pounds of cement stock to 1 gallon of naphtha.
Cure: Allow assembly to stand 2 to 4 days at room temperature, or

preferably 24 hours in a warm room.
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DETERMINING THE VOLUME INCREASE OF
VULUCANIZED RUBBER IN SOLVENTS

Volume 1, No. 2 of the Vanderbilt News contained a study of the
swelling action of various solvents on vulcanized rubber. The method
used for determining the amount of swelling consisted in exposing discs,
46 mm. in diameter and 0.075 inch thick, in excess of solvent for a
definite time, then calculating the increase in volume from the measured
increase in diameter and thickness.
A much simpler and more widely accepted method is to measure the

volume displacement of the samples before and after swelling. By this
method the original sample is simply dropped into a small graduate
containing the solvent in question, and the volume of the sample is
shown by the change in the liquid level. The sample is then imme
diately removed and placed in the liquid bath under definite conditions
of time and temperature. It is then removed and dropped into a sec
ond, larger graduate, containing a measured amount of the same liquid;
this gives the volume of the swollen rubber. The difference between
the original and swollen volumes of the sample is the amount of swell
ing or volume increase.
The method described in this article was developed by the Mare

Island Navy Yard. It is based upon this simple graduate method, but
is an improvement both in accuracy and simplicity, due to the fact that
only one measuring device is used, and that device can be read more
accurately than a graduate.
Essentially, the apparatus consists of a narrow rectangular vessel

having a long narrow glass tube connected with it near the bottom,
and set at a slight angle with the horizontal. A slight displacement
of the liquid level in the vessel causes a large linear displacement of
the level in the glass tube. By introducing rectangular pieces cut from
ordinary test slabs into the vessel containing a liquid, the displace
ment caused by such samples can be read from a suitable scale placed
behind the glass tube. The liquid used should be one which wets the
rubber completely, and for ordinary purposes Varnolene is very satis
factory.
In order that volume displacement can be read directly from the

scale, the instrument must first be calibrated by adding known volumes
of liquid to the vessel and marking the positions of the meniscus in the
slanting tube. A scale is then constructed and subdivided to read in cubic
centimeters and fractions thereof.
The accompanying sketch shows how the apparatus is constructed,

with dimensions suitable for laboratory use.

How to Obtain Per Cent Volume Increase
Fill the tank approximately half full with Varnolene and adjust the

sliding scale so that the meniscus in the tube stands at the zero mark.
Attach a fine wire to the rubber sample and lower the sample into the
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tank until it is completely submerged in the Varnolene. Read from the
scale the new level of the liquid in the tube. The scale reading gives
the volume of the rubber sample in cc.
After the sample has been submitted to a swelling test for a given

time, wipe off the excess liquid and again immerse the swollen sample
in the tank after setting the zero mark of the scale at the meniscus.
The new reading gives the volume of the swollen sample. The differ
ence between the first and second readings is the volume increase of
the sample.

APPARATUS FOR MEASURING VOLUME INCREASE

General Dimensions
Overall length 26* \
Overall width 6"
Overall Height 6*4*
Brass Tank 3" X 3" X 1-4" inside, »4" brass plate
Glass tube 3/16" diam., bore
Sliding scale 9" X 5", calibrated to read in cubic centimeters
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ELECTRICAL TESTING OF RUBBER COMPOUNDS

The electrical properties which are of most concern to a rubber com
pounder are dielectric strength, insulation resistance, dielectric con
stant and power factor. Corona resistance, while not strictly an electri
cal property, is usually considered in the category.

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
The dielectric strength of a material is the electrical stress required

to puncture a sample of known thickness. This property is expressed
in terms of volts per mil thickness.
Consideration of this property is complicated by the fact that the

dielectric strength of an insulating material is influenced by the rate of
rise of the applied voltage, and the total length of time the voltage is
applied. A slow rate of rise usually will cause the material to puncture
at a lower voltage than will a rapid rate of rise. Similarly a material
may withstand a relatively high voltage for a short time, but will be
punctured by prolonged exposure to a considerably lower voltage.
The test for dielectric strength is made by determining the minimum

voltage which will puncture a sample of known thickness placed between
electrodes of specified size and shape. Because both the magnitude and
duration of the applied voltage influence dielectric strength, the test for
this property can be made in three ways, each of which has its particular
application.
The test generally used is made by placing the sample between two

electrodes and, starting at zero, increasing the voltage at a uniform rate
until breakdown occurs. For many rubber compounds the rate of rise is
500 volts per minute. The choice of electrodes depends on the material
being tested. For thin flat sheets of rubber the electrodes are usually
cylindrical with rounded edges. The diameter of the electrodes generally
is from 1 to 2 inches, depending on the specifications for the particular
product. This test is frequently made on samples of rubber insulated
wire. In this case, the central portion of the sample is immersed in
mercury or water, and the test voltage is applied between the conductor
and the liquid in which the sample is immersed.
In addition to electrodes, the following apparatus is required.
1. A transformer which will deliver sufficient voltage to puncture

any sample which might be tested. For most laboratory tests a
transformer of 5 KVA capacity, and a maximum voltage output
between 30 and 50 Kilovolts will be adequate.

2. A means for controlling the output voltage of the transformer
smoothly and continuously between zero and maximum.

3. A circuit breaker which will open when failure of the sample
occurs.

4. A meter which will indicate the voltage applied to the sample.
Proper precautions should be observed in the operation of this equip
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ment as the voltages involved are dangerous. Safety devices should be
installed making it impossible to touch any part of the high voltage
circuit while the current is on.
The equipment used at the R. T. Vanderbilt Laboratory consists of a

30,000 Volt, 5 KVA transformer regulated by a General Radio "Variac."
Voltage and current are indicated by meters. This equipment, including
circuit breaker and switches, is mounted in an enclosure, and access to
the test area is through doors equipped with switches to turn off the
current when the doors are opened.
Typical values of dielectric strength obtained by this test are:
1. Pure gum natural rubber (vulcanized) 600-800 Volts per mil.
2. GR-S insulation (oil base type) 300-500 " " "
3. Polyethylene 800-1000
It should be noted that values obtained by this test are not absolute,

because the dielectric strength in Volts per mil varies somewhat de
pending on the thickness of the sample tested. Ordinarily, thin test
specimens show a higher dielectric strength than thick ones.
Another test consists of the application of a voltage starting at zero

and increasing at a uniform rate up to a predetermined value. The
voltage is held at this value for a specified time. The voltage and time
vary with the type of product and with the kind of information desired.
In some cases it is desirable to ascertain the amount of current flowing
through the sample during the test.
The apparatus required is the same as previously described with the

addition of a meter to indicate the amount of current flowing in the
test circuit.
This test is useful for determining whether or not a given product or

assembly has a sufficiently high dielectric strength. It is non-destructive
(except where defects are found), and the voltage applied is determined
more by service conditions than by the actual dielectric strength of the
insulating material. Since failures are caused by manufacturing defects,
impurities or damage, this test is used extensively for control work. For
example, 100 percent of the production of many types of wire and cable
are subjected to a test of this type after 24 hours immersion in water.
A third test consists of an instantaneous application of the full test

voltage. Because of the time, voltage and dielectric strength relation
ship previously mentioned, higher voltages may be impressed on an
insulation than those indicated by a test involving a slower rate of rise.
This type of test is not generally used in the rubber industry with one
notable exception. In the insulated wire industry a "Spark Test" is used
to detect faults continuously in wire insulation during some stage of its
manufacture. This test employs a chamber which contains either a bath
of metallic spheres, or a chain curtain suspended from the top of the
chamber. The wire is run through the chamber and high voltage is
applied between the beads or curtain and the conductor. The voltage is
held just under the maximum stress the insulation can withstand, so
that any foreign material, thin spot or other defect will cause a spark
to pass through the insulation. This voltage depends on the type of
insulation, wall thickness and permissible deviation, temperature of the
insulation at the point of test, and the speed at which it passes through
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ment called Resistivity. The relationship is expressed by the equation:
L

Formula No. Ill R = p—
A

R = Resistance of the segment
L = Length of the segment
A = Cross-sectional area of the segment
p — Resistivity of the material of the segment.

The resistivity of a material can therefore be determined by meas
uring the resistance of a sample of known dimensions. Formula III can
be transposed to :

RA
Formula No. IV a = ■—

L
p = Resistivity of the material in ohm-centimeters
R = Resistance of the sample in ohms
A = Cross-sectional area of the sample in centimeters
L = Length of the sample in centimeters

Conductivity —The reciprocal of resistivity is conductivity.
1

Formula No. V y = —
P

y = Conductivity in mho-centimeters
p — Resistivity in ohm-centimeters

By definition a conductor is a material which conducts electricity and
an insulator is one which does not. There is, however, no perfect con
ductor, nor is there a perfect insulator—hence every material will have
some value of resistivity. The range of resistivity values between good
conductors and good insulators is tremendous. A conductor such as
copper has a resistivity of about 1.7 x 10-e ohm-centimeters as compared
with the resistivity of an insulator such as polyethylene, which is in
the order of 10" or more ohm-centimeters. There is no definite line of
demarkation separating conductors from insulators —hence resistivity
measurements determine the degree to which a material is a conductor
or insulator.

Method of Measurement
The resistivity of a material is determined by measuring the resist

ance of a sample of known dimensions. This is accomplished by placing
the sample between two electrodes, impressing a voltage between these,
and measuring the current flowing through the sample.
Apparatus—The apparatus consists essentially of :
1. A steady direct current potential source. Dry batteries, such as

radio "B" batteries, are suitable.
2. A high sensitivity galvanometer.
3. Electrodes for making contact with the sample.
4. A calibrating resistor of known resistance.
5. A switch for inserting the calibrating resistor in the circuit in

place of the sample.
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At the R. T. Vanderbilt Laboratories a Leeds and Northrop No. 5602
test set is used in conjunction with a Leeds and Northrup No. 2500 F
galvanometer. Direct current potential is supplied by an especially
designed rectifier and electronic voltage regulator which furnishes from
100 to 500 volts of steady direct current in 100 volt steps.
The type of electrodes depends on the nature of the sample under

test. Flat press cured slabs usually lie on a flat metallic surface or float
on a pool of mercury. This provides the ground or unguarded electrode.
The guarded electrode is a disc of metal or a ring filled with mercury.
A third electrode called the guard electrode is used to prevent the
galvanometer from indicating current flowing over the surface of the
slab, and is an annular ring surrounding but not touching the guarded
electrode. This electrode is not involved in the resistance calculations.
Usually the guarded electrode is smaller than the unguarded electrode,
in which case the effective electrode area is that of the smaller or
guarded electrode. More detailed information on the equipment and
methods for making this measurement may be found in the "Tentative
Methods of Test for Resistivity of Insulating Materials" (A.S.T.M.
Designation D257-46T) published by the American Society for Testing
Materials.
The operation consists of impressing the direct current potential

across the electrodes and noting the galvanometer deflection which is
proportional to the current flowing through the sample. The calibrating
resistor is then substituted for the sample and the new galvanometer
deflection noted. The resistance of the sample is given by the equation :

D,
Formula No. VI R = — X r

D,
R = Resistance of the sample in ohms
r = Resistance of the calibrating resistor in ohms
Da = Galvanometer deflection due to the calibrating resistor
Di = Galvanometer deflection due to the sample.

For flat samples such as press cured slabs, the resistivity may be
computed from the formula :

RA
Formula No. VII p = —

t
p = Resistivity in ohm-centimeters
R = Resistance of the sample in ohms
A = Area of the sample in square centimeters. (If the two elec

trodes used are of different sizes, the effective area of the
smaller electrode)

t = Thickness of the sample in centimeters.
Resistivity determinations of wire insulation are made by first meas

uring the resistance of the insulation of a sample of known length. For
this measurement the central portion of the sample is immersed in
water or mercury. The conductor constitutes one electrode and the water
or mercury the other, and the immersed length is the effective length of
the sample. The relationship between the resistance of the sample and
the resistivity of the insulating material is expressed by the equation :
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P r"
Formula No. VIII R = ■Log. —

2irL r,
R = Resistance of the sample in ohms
p = Resistivity of the insulating material in ohm-centimeters
L = Length of the sample in centimeters
ri = Radius of the conductor
r3 = Radius of the insulation.

This formula may be rearranged for greater convenience, and at the
D2 r,

same time — may be substituted for — where D2 is the diameter of
D, r,

the insulation and D! is the diameter of the conductor. In addition, it is
more convenient to use common than natural logarithms. Making these
changes, the formula becomes :

2ttRL
Formula No. IX p =

D,
2.3 Log,. —

D,
p = Resistivity of the insulating material in ohm-centimeters
R = Resistance of the sample in ohms
L = Length of the sample in centimeters
D, = Diameter of the insulation in any units
D, — Diameter of the conductor in the same units as Ds.

Examples of typical resistivity values in ohm-centimeters are :

1—Pure gum natural rubber (vulcanized) = 3x 10"
2—Natural rubber insulation (Performance) = 17 x 10"
3—Polyethylene - 1 x 10"

INSULATION RESISTANCE
The measured resistance of the insulation of a device or product is

called the insulation resistance. This measurement is taken along the
path over which the insulation is intended to be effective.

Apparatus
The equipment required is essentially the same as for resistivity

measurements. For testing insulated wire, tanks must be provided for
immersing the coils or reels in water, and care must be exercised in
providing a well insulated test lead for making connections to the con
ductors of the wire under test. A more detailed description of this test
and the apparatus will be found in the "Standard for Rubber-Covered
Wires and Cables" published by Underwriter's Laboratories Inc.
Method of Test
The method of measuring insulation resistance varies with each type

of device or product.
The insulation resistance of a molded product with current carrying

metal inserts is usually measured between these inserts. For example,
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the insulation resistance of a molded rubber attachment plug is meas
ured between the blades. If the plug is equipped with a metallic clamp
or guard, a second measurement is taken between the current carrying
parts and this clamp.
The insulation resistance of insulated wire is the resistance between

the conductor and the outside of the insulation. When the insulation is
covered by a metallic sheath or braid, the measurement is made between
the conductor and the sheath. Insulated wire with no sheath is usually
immersed in water and the resistance measured between the conductor
and the water after the wire has been immersed for a specified period
of time. In the case of multiple conductor cables, the insulation resist
ance of each conductor is taken by measuring the resistance between
it and all the remaining conductors tied together.
The results of the insulation resistance test are expressed in ohms.

In the case of insulated wire, the insulation is expressed in ohms per
unit length. The unit length usually chosen is either 1000 feet or 1 mile.
The formula for converting the resistance of the insulation of a given
length of wire to the insulation resistance per unit length is :

L,
Formula X R = r—

L=
R = Insulation resistance in ohms per unit length
r = Resistance of the sample
Li = Length of sample
L, = Unit length.

Theoretically it is possible to predict the insulation resistance of a
wire from the resistivity of the insulating material. Referring to For
mula VIII which shows this relationship, if L is the unit length, then R
will be the insulation resistance of the wire in ohms per unit length.
Applying conversion factors to put formula VIII into a more useful
form it becomes:

p D,
Formula XI R = Log,0 —

83.28L D,
R = Insulation resistance in ohms per unit length
p = Resistivity of the insulation in ohm-centimeters
L = Unit length in feet
D2 = Diameter of the insulation
D, = Diameter of the conductor.

It is seldom practical to depend on this relationship since the inherent
inaccuracies of high resistance measurements and the physical differ
ences between press cured slabs and open steam cured extruded wire
insulation frequently combine to produce entirely inconsistent results.
Formula XI however, can serve as a guide in experimental compounding
to determine whether or not insulation resistance values of approxi
mately the desired magnitude will be obtained when the compound is
extruded on wire.
In most cases wire specifications include tables of the minimum in

sulation resistance values for the various sizes and types of wires
involved. These tables are computed from the formula:
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D2
Formula XII R = K Log.o —

D,
PIn this case K is the fraction ( ) of Formula XI in which L is

83.28L
the unit length in feet, and p is the resistivity value which has proved
satisfactory for the type of wire involved. The specifications usually
give the value of K used in computing the tables. By substituting this
value in formula XII, the insulation resistance can be found for any
size of wire not included in the tables.
Resistance measurements are seriously affected by temperature,

humidity, and surface conditions of the test specimen. If measurements
are made on relatively small specimens such as press cured slabs or
short length of wire, an air conditioned test room is essential. In many
localities the humidity will cause excessive electrical leakage in the
equipment, making accurate and consistent readings nearly impossible.
Every precaution should be taken to insure freedom from dust and dirt.
Specimens should be prepared carefully, and should have as smooth sur
faces as possible.
Insulation resistance or resistivity is important in rubber compound

ing for several reasons. For each specific application of a rubber com
pound as an insulating material, there is a minimum value of resistivity
below which it will not function satisfactorily. In addition, insulating
compounds frequently are required to withstand the effects of water,
moist atmosphere or heat without their resistivity values falling below
a satisfactory level. Insulation resistance measurements frequently
serve as useful control tests to detect impurities and manufacturing de
fects in rubber products.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OR SPECIFIC INDUCTIVE CAPACITY
(S.I.C.)

Dielectric constant is a specific property of an insulating material
that is both defined and measured by the ratio of the electrical capacity
of a condenser having that material as the dielectric to the capacity of
the same condenser having air as the dielectric. The dielectric constant
of air or vacuum is unity.
Two parallel plates of conducting material separated by an insulating

material, called the dielectric, constitutes an electrical condenser. These
two plates may be electrically charged by connecting them to a source
of direct current potential. The amount of electrical energy that can be
stored in this manner is called the capacitance of the condenser, and
is a function of the voltage, area of the plates, thickness of the dielectric
and the characteristic property of the dielectric material called dielec
tric constant. The unit of capacitance is the farad and it is usually
denoted by the small English letter f. A condenser of 1 farad capacitance
will store 1 coulomb of electrical energy when the charging potential is
1 Volt. This unit is too large for most practical purposes, so either the
microfarad (symbol jx
f

) or micromicrofarad (symbol [x;j.f ) is used. One
microfarad equals 10" farads and one micromicrofarad equals 10 ,2

farads.
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The capacitance of a condenser in terms of its physical dimensions
and the dielectric constant of the insulation is given by the equation :

KA
Formula XIII C = 0.088

t
C = Capacitance in micromicrofarads
K = Dielectric constant of the insulation
A = Area of plates in square centimeters
t = Thickness of the insulation in centimeters.

If an alternating current potential is applied to an electrical con
denser, each reversal of the potential results in a reversal of the charge
stored in the condenser. There will, therefore, be an alternating current
apparently flowing through the condenser proportional to the capa
citance of the condenser,—hence proportional to the dielectric constant
of the insulating material forming the dielectric of the condenser.
Method of Test
The dielectric constant of an insulating material is measured by

placing a sample of the material between two electrodes, thus forming
an electrical condenser. The capacitance of this condenser is measured,
by connecting it in a bridge circuit so that its capacitance may be com
pared with that of a calibrated variable standard condenser. This meas
urement is made using alternating current in the bridge circuit. The
choice of frequency of the alternating current is governed by the end
use of the insulating material, but for most rubber insulations, 1000
cycles is used.
Apparatus
The basic equipment required consists of :

1. A capacitance bridge.
2. A source of alternating current potential at the required

frequency.
3. An audible or visible means for detecting the balance point.
4. Electrodes.

More detailed requirements concerning this equipment may be found
in "Tentative Methods of Test for Power Factor and Dielectric Constant
of Electrical Insulating Materials" (A.S.T.M. Designation D-150) pub
lished by the American Society for Testing Materials.
At the R. T. Vanderbilt Laboratories a Leeds and Northrup Capaci

tance and Conductance Bridge based on their catalogue number 1553
Ratio Box is used. The alternating current source is a Leeds and
Northrup Oscillator, catalogue number 9842 which provides frequen
cies of 500, 1000 and 2000 cycles. The balance point of the bridge is
visually indicated by a Harvey Radio Laboratories "Galvascope."

Dielectric Constant Calculation
For measuring the dielectric constant of flat specimens such as press

cured slabs, electrodes are used similar to those employed in the resis
tivity tests, and the effective electrode area is that of the smaller elec
trode. The dielectric constant is then given by :
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CT
Formula XIV K =

.0885A
K = Dielectric constant
*C — Capacitance of the sample in micromicrofarads
t = Thickness of the sample in centimeters
A = Electrode area in square centimeters.

*For most thicknesses of samples an edge correction based on the
circumference of the electrode and the thickness of the sample is sub
tracted from the measured capacitance.
The dielectric constant of the insulation on a wire is measured by

immersing a known length of wire in a conducting medium such as
water or mercury. The dielectric constant versus capacitance relation
ship for a wire is given by the general formula :

LK
Formula XV C =

18 X 10" Log. —
ri

C = Capacitance in microfarads
L = Length of wire in centimeters
K = Dielectric constant of the insulation
r» = Radius of insulation
r, — Radius of conductor (same units as ra) .

The most commonly used length of sample for this test is 10 feet im
mersed length. The above equation can be put into a more convenient
form by transposing, changing the logarithm from base e to base 10,
substituting for L the value of 10 feet in terms of centimeters and
changing the capacitance units from microfarads to micromicrofarads.
Formula XV then becomes:

D
Formula XVI K = .0136C Log,.—

d
K = Dielectric constant of the insulation
C = Capacitance in micromicrofarads for a 10 ft. sample
D = Diameter over insulation
d = Diameter over conductor.

Examples of typical dielectric constant values are :

1. Pure gum natural rubber (vulcanized) *2.16 to 3.7
2. Natural rubber insulation (low capacitance type) 2.6-3.0
3. Polyethylene 2.25-2.5

•The dielectric constant of vulcanized natural rubber may be varied
between these limits by varying the amount of combined sulfur.

Importance of Dielectric Constant
The alternating current phenomena associated with electrical capa

citance are of interest chiefly in the wire and cable insulation field. In
actual use, almost every wire will either have a conducting sheath, will
be run in a conduit, or will be adjacent to other wires so that a capa
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citance is set up between the conductor and these surrounding or
adjacent metal objects. At most commercial voltages and frequencies
used in power distribution, the capacitance effects are negligible. At
relatively high voltages the current due to capacitance may reach suffi
cient value to affect the circuit, and insulation for such an application is
designed for a moderately low dielectric constant. In communications
work, the capacitance effect is pronounced and is of great importance.
Among other effects, the capacitance of the wire determines the maxi
mum length of line over which the signal may be transmitted without
excessive distortion. Other equally important circuit disturbances are
caused by the capacitance effect which are too involved for this dis
cussion. However, these effects combine to make low dielectric con
stant an important property of rubber compounds designed for use as
wire insulation in the communication field.
The dielectric constant of a rubber compound is increased consider

ably by small amounts of absorbed water—hence wire insulation for
communications use, usually must have a dielectric constant as stable
as possible in the presence of water or moisture. Specifications for rub
ber insulation for use where dielectric constant is of importance usually
include limitations on the permissible increase after prolonged immer
sion. Frequently the tests involve immersion at an elevated tempera
ture. This serves in a sense as an accelerated water absorption test,
although some compounds which may be acceptable after many months
of immersion in water at room temperature will fail after a few days
in water at a higher temperature. The temperatures most commonly
used are room temperature, 50, 70 and 80 degrees Centigrade.

POWER FACTOR
The power factor of an insulating material is the ratio of the energy

loss expressed in watts to the volt ampere product of the alternating
current flowing in a condenser using the material as a dielectric.
This property is more easily understood by considering the following

hypothetical direct current experiment. A condenser is connected to a
direct current source and the amount of energy required to charge the
condenser is measured. The condenser is then disconnected from the
source and immediately discharged. The amount of energy given up by
the condenser during discharge is measured. The difference between
these two measured values will be the energy loss of the condenser. The
power factor is the ratio of this loss to the energy required to charge
the condenser, and may be expressed as a decimal fraction or as per
cent of the charging energy.
The dielectric losses of an insulating material are caused partly by

insulation resistance, and partly by an electrical stress hysteresis which
is characteristic for each material. In both cases the loss results in
heating of the dielectric.
In an alternating current circuit a condenser having dielectric losses

can be shown to be equivalent to a theoretically perfect condenser either
in series or parallel with a resistance.
Method of Test
In measuring the power factor of a material, a condenser is made
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using the material as the dielectric. This test condenser is connected in
one arm of an alternating current bridge circuit. The corresponding
arm of the bridge contains a calibrated variable condenser in parallel
with a calibrated variable resistor. When the bridge is balanced, the
capacitance of the calibrated condenser is equivalent to the capacitance
of the test condenser, and the calibrated resistor will be equivalent to
the apparent parallel resistance of the test condenser. From these values,
the power factor of the material may be calculated.

Apparatus
The equipment for measuring power factor is the same as for measur

ing dielectric constant, and the same electrode and sample arrangement
may be used for both measurements. Usually the power factor and
dielectric constant data are taken simultaneously.

Power Factor Calculation
The power factor of a sample is determined from the capacitance and

resistance values by means of the relationship :
G

Formula XVII P =
WC

P = Power Factor
I

G = Conductance in mhos =— ohms
R

W = 2 it X frequency in cycles
C = Capacitance in farads.

A more convenient form of this equation using units of the magnitude
most frequently encountered in the laboratory is :

G X 10'
Formula XVIII P = 1.59

f C
P = Percent power factor

cycles
f = Frequency in kilocycles =

1000
C = Capacitance in micromicrofarads.

These formulae are not rigorous since they are based on certain ap
proximations, but are accurate to less than 0.5 percent for power factors
up to 10 per cent.
Additional information on the test and the derivation of the above

formulae may be found in "Tentative Methods for Testing Electrical
Insulating Materials for Power Factor and Dielectric Constant at Fre
quencies of 100 to 1500 Kilocycles" A.S.T.M. designation D-150-27T
published by the American Society for Testing Materials. Typical power
factor values are :

1. Pure gum natural rubber (vulcanized) * .31-7.3%
2. Natural rubber insulation (underground type) 1.25 %
3. Polyethylene .03 %

*The power factor of vulcanized rubber varies over this range depending
on the amount of combined sulfur.
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Importance of Power Factor
Power factor, like dielectric constant, is a property which is of interest

to rubber compounders primarily in the wire and cable insulation field.
This property represents a power loss that takes place when a wire
insulation becomes the dielectric of a condenser because of a surround
ing sheath or other conducting medium. In commercial power wiring this
loss does not become serious if the power factor of the insulation is kept
below 10 percent. Above 10 percent, the power factor losses under certain
conditions will cause a temperature rise in the insulation that may result
in failure or reduced life of the insulation. In communications wiring
the power factor of the insulation plays a more important role. Here the
actual power loss can represent an appreciable portion of the total
energy in the circuit. In addition, this loss will disturb the circuit char
acteristics of the equipment at both ends of the line.
The power factor of rubber insulation increases with increased water

absorption —hence in compounding for this property, attention must
be given to this feature. Most specifications for wire insulation state
the maximum initial power factor, and the maximum permissible in
crease after prolonged immersion. These specifications and their asso
ciated tests usually parallel the requirements and tests for dielectric
constant.

CORONA RESISTANCE
Corona resistance is the ability of a material to withstand the effects

of corona discharge.
Corona discharge is a flow of electrical energy from a conductor at

high potential to the surrounding air. The term high potential means,
of course, a high potential difference; and in the cases which concern
this discussion, the reference point is usually either ground or an adja
cent wire. If the conductor has an insulating covering, the corona dis
charge will take place at the outer surface of the insulation—and if
there are voids or air spaces between the conductor and its insulation,
corona discharge will probably take place at these points. The discharge
is accompanied by a faint glow and a sort of frying noise and has the
ability to convert the oxygen of the air to ozone. In fact, most ozone
generators are based on this phenomenon. The insulation on the con
ductor is therefore exposed to a considerable concentration of ozone.
Method of Test
The test for the corona resistance of a wire insulation usually involves

testing a sample of the finished wire, and is of the nature of a perform
ance test rather than the measurement of a property. A sample of wire
is wrapped around a metallic mandrel of a diameter that is represen
tative of the sharpest bend the wire should encounter in service. The
conductor and the mandrel are connected respectively to the two termi
nals of a high voltage transformer, and the voltage is increased from
zero at a specified rate to a specified maximum value based on the
voltage at which the wire is designed to operate. The voltage is then
held at this value either for a specified length of time or until failure,
depending on the specifications being followed.
One example of this type of test may be found in the "Standard for
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Gas-Tube-Sign and Oil-Burner-Ignition Cable," second edition dated
February 1943 published by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Paragraph
20, page 7 describes an "Extended Voltage Application" test which fur
nishes information on both corona resistance and dielectric strength.

Apparatus
The apparatus employed in corona resistance tests is the same as that

used for dielectric strength tests.
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QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF
SULFUR IN RUBBER COMPOUNDS

TOTAL SULFUR
All methods for the determination of total sulfur in rubber com

pounds involve the use of powerful oxidizing agents which completely
convert the sulfur into a form suitable for precipitation as barium sul
fate. Some of these methods are therefore dangerous because too rapid
oxidation may result in an explosion; and extreme heating necessary
in other methods may crack the apparatus.
One of the most reliable and fastest methods for determination of

total sulfur in rubber compounds is the sodium peroxide fusion method
employing the Parr Sulfur Bomb. Our work has been done with the
electric ignition type AC-15, available from the Parr Instrument Co.,
Moline, 111.

The great advantage of this method is that after the preparation of
the rubber sample, the analysis can be carried to the precipitation of
the sulfate in about 1 hour. The sample of rubber must be prepared
carefully in a finely divided form. This is accomplished by rasping,
buffing or freezing and grinding with dry ice.

Procedure I
A sample of finely divided compound containing not more than 0.2

gram of rubber hydrocarbon is weighed into the fusion cup and approxi
mately 0.3 gram each of accelerator (potassium perchlorate) and con
fectioners sugar are added. Mix the contents of the cup thoroughly with
a glass rod, breaking up all lumps, and after brushing off the rod into
the cup, tap the cup gently on the side to make sure that none of the
mixture adheres to the bottom or sides.
Weigh out approximately 0.2 gram each of accelerator and sugar on

a small piece of paper, mix thoroughly with a spatula and hold in readi
ness for use later. The sodium peroxide should be kept in a 1 pint Mason
jar. The measure which holds about 15 grams and is supplied with the
apparatus should also be kept in this jar. Remove a full measure of
peroxide from the jar, pour % of it into the fusion cup, cover the cup
and replace the M full measure in the jar to prevent any absorption of
moisture. Shake the fusion cup thoroughly and tap it gently on the
bottom to knock loose any particles adhering to the cap or sides. Remove
the % full measure from the jar and add the previously weighed sugar
and accelerator to the peroxide in the measure. Stir the mixture very
briefly with the glass rod and pour it into the fusion cup. Do not shake
the cup after this addition.
Assemble the bomb and ignite it according to directions supplied with

the apparatus.
When cool, open the bomb and wash the cap with hot water into a

400 ml. beaker. Place the fusion cap on its side in the same beaker which
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should now contain enough hot water to cover two thirds of the cup.
Cover with a watch glass. When solution is complete, remove the cup
with tongs and wash with a stream of hot water.
Dilute the solution to 100 ml., make just acid by cautious addition of

cone. HC1 (about 33 ml. is required), neutralize with ammonia or am
monium carbonate and add 15 ml. excess of ammonium carbonate. Boil
for thirty minutes. If a precipitate forms, filter and wash with water
containing a little sodium carbonate. Make the filtrate acid with HC1
and boil free of COs. If the filtrate shows color due to ferric chloride,
precipitate the iron with NH«OH and remove by filtration. Add 5 ml.
excess of HC1 and dilute to 350 ml. Heat to boiling and add 15-20 ml. of
10% barium chloride solution. Allow to stand a few hours or, preferably,
over night. Filter off the precipitated barium sulfate, dry, ignite and
weigh.
If the rubber is known to contain no heavy metals, the treatment with

ammonium carbonate is not necesary. If it contains lead or barium sul
fate and this sulfate is to be included with the total sulfur, the alkaline
melt must be boiled with ammonium carbonate, filtered and the filtrate
made acid. Otherwise, some, or all of the sulfate united with barium
or lead will be found with the heavy metal carbonates. If the alkaline
solution is to be boiled, new beakers should be used since they are less
susceptible to corrosion than old ones.

Wt. of Ba SO. X 0.1373 X 100
% Total Sulfur* =

Wt. of Sample
For laboratories not equipped with a peroxide bomb, the following

method recommended by the A.S.T.M., should be found satisfactory.

Procedure II
Place a 0.5 gram sample, thinly sheeted out on a rubber mixing mill,

in a 75 ml. porcelain crucible and add 15 ml. of concentrated nitric acid
which has been saturated with bromine. Cover with a watch glass and
allow to stand for 1 hour. Heat on the steam bath for 1 hour, then re
move the watch glass, rinse it with distilled water, and evaporate almost
to dryness. Add 3 ml. concentrated nitric acid, cover, warm for a few
minutes on the steam bath, and allow to cool. Carefully add in small
portions by means of a glass spatula, 5 grams anhydrous sodium car
bonate. The watch glass should be raised only high enough to permit
the introduction of the spatula, and the sodium carbonate is allowed
to slide down the side of the crucible so that none of it drops directly
on the acid. Rinse the watch glass with a few drops of distilled water
and stir thoroughly with a short glass rod. Digest a few minutes and
evaporate to dryness on the steam bath with occasional stirring so
that, when dry, the mixture will be in powder form. Place the mixture
in an inclined position on a triangle over a very low, sulfur-free, gas
flame and start the ignition. Hold the crucible in position with a pair
of forceps and control the tendency for the organic matter to burn too
briskly by judicious use of the stirring rod. When the burning has
ceased, heat the crucible just below red heat and work the material
together until the color becomes light yellow to white. Allow the cruci
ble to cool, place it and the stirring rod in a 400 ml. beaker and cover
with distilled water. Heat the covered beaker almost to boiling over a
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flame and transfer to a steam bath. Digest with occasional stirring for
1 hour. Filter the solution into a 400 ml. beaker containing 8 ml. con
centrated hydrochloric acid. Wash with hot distilled water, cover the
beaker and heat on the steam bath for V4 hour to drive off carbon
dioxide. Test the solution with litmus paper to make sure it is still
acid. Add 10 ml. of a saturated picric acid solution to aid in the crystal
growth and 15 ml. of 10% barium chloride solution. Allow to stand a
few hours and filter through a previously weighed and dried Gooch
crucible. Wash thoroughly, dry, and weigh as barium sulfate.

Weight of barium sulfate X 0.1373 X 100
% Total Sulfur* =

Weight of sample
*Barium sulfate may occlude as much as 3 or 4 per cent of its weight of other salts.

If a correction of this magnitude is likely to be significant, a blank should be run with
a weighed sample of Bodium sulfate and the occlusion correction determined therefrom.

Interpretation of Results
The term total sulfur includes sulfur that may be present in any form

whether actually added as such or not. Many compounding materials
contain sulfur which the analyst eventually weighs as barium sulfate.
The most common of these are:
Reclaimed rubber, vulcanized vegetable oils, blanc fixe, barytes, litho-
pone, zinc sulfide, cadmium yellow, antimony sulfides, ultramarine
blue, thiazoles such as Altax and Captax, thiurams and dithiocar-
bamates such as Tuads, Butyl Eight, Setsit-5, Selenac, Tellurac,
and the Zimates. Mineral rubber, zinc oxide, and plantation rubber
also contain small amounts of sulfur.

FREE SULFUR
Early methods for the determination of free sulfur have been based

on extraction of the sample with acetone, and subsequent determina
tion of sulfur in the extract. When sulfur-bearing accelerators are
present, however, such methods give meaningless results because there
is no way to distinguish between actual free sulfur and sulfur present
in organic compounds soluble in the acetone.
A method which avoids this difficulty and gives only actual free sulfur

has been proposed by Bolotnikov and Gurova,3 and elaborated by Old
ham, Baker and Craytor.1 It has the advantages of speed, ease, and
accuracy.

Procedure
Place a 2.0 gram sample, thinly sheeted out on a rubber mixing mill,

in a 400 ml. Underwriters' flask. Add 100 ml. of 5% sodium sulfite solu
tion, 5 ml. of a sodium stearate suspension in water, and approximately
1 gram of paraffin. Cover the flask with a watch glass and boil gently
on a hot plate for 2 hours. Remove the flask and add 100 ml. of 0.5%
strontium chloride solution and 10 ml. of 3% cadmium acetate solution.
Filter through a Buchner funnel with suction. Wash with two 75 to 100
ml. portions of a solution containing 40 ml. of 3% cadmium acetate
solution per liter. (The filters are prepared by forming a thin asbestos

■Rubber Chem. Tech.. 8. 87 (19351
•Ind. Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed.. 8, 41 (1936)
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pad between two sheets of filter paper on the funnel. Filters of this
type can be used numerous times by replacing the top sheet of paper
whenever the filtration becomes slow.) To the filtrate add, with stirring,
10 ml. of 40% formaldehyde solution, 10 ml. of glacial acetic acid, and
6 ml. of 1% starch solution. Add enough crushed ice to bring the tem
perature of the solution below 15 C. and titrate with a standard iodine
solution to a blue end point. A blank determination should be run on
the reagents and this figure, usually 0.1 to 0.2 ml., subtracted from the
titrations on the samples.
No corrections are needed for vulcanized compounds containing sul

fur-bearing accelerators. Corrections should be made for unvulcanized
compounds containing ultra-accelerators such as Tuads, Selenac, and
Tellurac which contain one atom of available sulfur per molecule of
accelerator. If Captax is known to be absent from the compound, the
treatment with cadmium acetate may be omitted.

ml. Iodine X Normality of Iodine X 3.206
% Free Sulfur =

Wt. of Sample
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THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF
SELENIUM AND TELLURIUM IN

RUBBER COMPOUNDS

The steadily increasing use of Vandex and Telloy has brought a
considerable number of requests for a method for determining the
presence or absence of selenium or tellurium in rubber compounds. This
article is published for the benefit of those who may find it necessary
or desirable to make such determinations.
The following method was worked out by the Vanderbilt Laboratory

with the advice of John T. Blake of Simplex Wire and Cable Co., Boston,
Mass. It involves the oxidation by nitric acid of selenium and tellurium
to selenious or tellurous acids, and the subsequent separation of the two
elements, if both are present, by selective precipitation with sulfur
dioxide.

Procedure
1. To a two gram sample of rubber (either cured or uncured), thinly

sheeted out on a rubber mixing mill, broken up and placed in a 250 ml.
Erlenmeyer extraction flask, add 40 cc. of a 1:1 nitric acid solution.
Warm for one or two minutes until brown fumes appear and the action
has subsided. Then add 20 cc. of concentrated nitric acid and continue
heating for about 15 minutes or until the rubber is nearly or entirely
dissolved.
Allow the flask to cool somewhat. Filter the concentrated nitric acid

solution through glass wool to remove any carbon black, and catch the
filtrate in a second Erlenmeyer flask using slight suction. Wash with
a little concentrated nitric acid and evaporate the filtrate to dryness.
The evaporation must be performed on a water bath. This precaution
avoids temperatures over 100 C. which are likely to volatilize some
selenious acid.
When the evaporation is complete take up the solids in 25 cc. of con

centrated hydrochloric acid. Digest for a few minutes on the water bath,
add 75 cc. of water and filter into a 600 cc. beaker.
If selenium is known to be absent, proceed immediately to 3.
2. Selenium. To the filtrate from 1 add 325 cc. of concentrated hydro

chloric acid. The solution containing the selenium and tellurium should
contain at least 80 per cent by volume of concentrated (1.178 specific
gravity) hydrochloric acid so as to preclude precipitation of any of the
tellurium while the sulfur dioxide is reacting. If tellurium is known to
be absent the solution need be only 40 per cent by volume of concen
trated (1.178 specific gravity) hydrochloric- acid for complete precipi
tation of the selenium.
While the acidity of the solution has been thus adjusted bring the

solution to a temperature of 15 to 22 C. This temperature range gives
best precipitation of selenium. Introduce crystals of sodium bisulfite.
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The reaction of hydrochloric acid on sodium bisulfite liberates sulfur
dioxide which in turn reduces the selenium to the elementary state.
The sodium bisulfite must be added slowly and with stirring so that the
gas formed will not cause the contents of the beaker to froth over.
When the solution has become saturated with sulfur dioxide and the
precipitation of the selenium is complete allow the beaker to stand long
enough for the selenium to settle—preferably over night. Decant the
supernatant liquid through a previously weighed porous bottom filter
crucible such as the "Selas"; wash the selenium first by decantation
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, followed by cold water, and finally
with hot water, at which time the red flocculent precipitate turns black
and granular. Then filter through the same crucible, wash with hot
water, followed by alcohol, dry at 105 C. and weigh.
3. Tellurium. Adjust the decantings and washings from 2, or filtrate

from 1, as the case may be, to approximately 20 per cent by volume
of concentrated (1.178 specific gravity) hydrochloric acid. Then heat to
boiling and add sodium bisulfite crystals as in 2. When precipitation
of the elementary tellurium is complete bring the solution again to a
boil and allow to settle. Bring the granular elementary tellurium on to
a previously weighed filter crucible, wash with hot water, then alcohol,
dry at 105 C. and weigh.
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QUALITATIVE TEST FOR COPPER
AND FOR MANGANESE

Since the presence of copper and manganese compounds in rubber
goods may very seriously affect the aging of the product, it is often
desirable to make qualitative tests for these two materials. In our work
the following methods have been found quick, easy and reliable. If the
presence of copper or manganese in the fabric or in some compounding
ingredient is known in advance, means of neutralizing or nullifying
the poisonous effect of either on the rubber may be employed. AgeRite
White incorporated in the rubber is a good antidote for these poisons
and imparts normal aging qualities to the compounds.

Copper
Place in a test tube 1 gram of the compounding material under sus

picion, or the ash from 1 gram of the compounded rubber or fabric,
and add 20 ml. of concentrated ammonium hydroxide. Shake thoroughly
to extract any copper present, and filter. The residue on the filter may
be saved for the manganese test described below. Add to the filtrate a
few ml. of sodium diethyldithiocarbamate solution, which has been pre
pared by dissolving 1 gram of the solid salt in 5 ml. of water. A brown
discoloration or brown precipitate shows the presence of copper.

Manganese
Place in a test tube 1 gram of the compounding material under sus

picion, or the ash from 1 gram of the compounded rubber or fabric,
and add 1 gram of lead peroxide. Add slowly 10 ml. of concentrated
nitric acid, heat to boiling and boil for 1-2 minutes. After cooling and
settling the presence of manganese is shown by a purple discoloration
of the supernatant liquid.
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IDENTIFICATION OF RUBBER CHEMICALS
PROCEDURE

Preliminary Examination

An unknown material should first be examined as outlined below.
Then if the identity is still in doubt, spot tests should be made.

CAPILLARY TUBE
CONTAINING
SAMPLE

THERMOMETER

^-ASBESTOS STOPPER

CONC H2S04

110 VOLTS

MOV 125 WATT
ASBESTOS COVERED
HEATING ELEMENT

Fijj. 1. Fisher Melting Point Apparatus
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A. Large Sample Available
1. Physical Appearance

Note the color, odor and physical state.
2. Solubility

Test its solubility in the following classes of solvents. If decomposi
tion occurs, the medium is not to be considered a solvent.
I. Water
II. (a) Dilute NaOH
II. (b) Dilute NH.OH
III. (a) Dilute HC1
III. (b) Cone. HC1
IV. Benzol, Carbon disulfide, Chloroform
V. Gasoline

3. Melting Point
One of the most valuable characteristics of organic compounds

used in analytical work is the melting point. A simple apparatus for

Fig. 2. Sulfur Crystals
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determining melting points of very small quantities of material con
sists of a small test tube partly filled with concentrated sulfuric acid
and immersed in a flask of sulfuric acid. The neck of the flask should
be just enough larger than the test tube so that the lip on the tube
will prevent it from falling in. The material to be tested should be
introduced into a thin walled capillary tube made by heating a small
soft glass test tube until soft in a bunsen flame and then drawing
the tube out several feet. An inside diameter of 1 mm. or less should
be obtained. Cut the capillary tube into 2 inch lengths and seal off
one end of each piece. After the sample has been tamped down in
this tube by gentle tapping or scratching with a file, the tube should
be wetted with sulfuric acid and laid on the side of a thermometer
so that the sample is even with the thermometer bulb. It will stick
by capillary attraction and can be carefully lowered into the test tube
bath and held in place by a stopper.
The apparatus may be heated rapidly at first until the tempera

ture rises to within 20C. of the suspected melting point and then the
rate of rise should be adjusted to 3C. per minute. The melting point
range lies between the temperature at which the first drops of liquid
appear and the temperature at which the melt becomes clear.
The sharpness of the melting point is an indication of the purity

of a sample. Therefore a very good means of identification of an un
known material is to mix the unknown with the material it is sus
pected of being and then run a melting point. If the two are the same
compound there will be no change in melting point but if they are at
all dissimilar, the melting point will change and have a long melting
range.
Figure 1 is a diagram of the so-called "Fisher Melting Point Ap

paratus" which employs an electrically heated Thiele-Dennis tube
and can be controlled accurately to any desired rate of temperature
rise. For more accurate work, this type of apparatus is recommended.

4. Crystal Structure
Examination of crystals under a low power microscope often gives

a lead as to the identity of an unknown. To get good crystal growth,
it is important to free the sample of oil and wax impurities by wash
ing with a small amount of petroleum ether before dissolving it in a
100% volatile solvent. It is also good practice to filter the solvent
solution of the sample before evaporating to remove any insoluble
particles which may act as crystal nuclei. Pure benzene or chloroform
are usually satisfactory solvents and the solution should contain only
a few milligrams of material to be crystallized in about 10 ml. of
solvent. Identification of sulfur is often accomplished by this method
since it crystallizes in characteristic yellow rhombs as shown in the
photomicrograph; figure 2.

B. Minute Sample Available
On occasion, it may become necessary to identify minute quantities

of chemicals which occur, for example, as bloom or as undispersed specks
in rubber compounds.
Bloom on cured or uncured rubber can be analyzed in the same way

as dry powders once it has been isolated from the rubber. This may be
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done by bending the rubber sample so that it forms an inclined trough
leading into a small beaker. A suitable solvent should then be poured on
the upper end of the trough to wash the bloom into the beaker. Use only
the minimum amount of solvent required to remove the bloom. Excess
washing with solvent may wash some unbloomed compounding ingred
ients out of the rubber matrix and produce erroneous results. The
solution may then be evaporated and the residue collected for analysis.
Often the bulk of the bloom is accompanied by traces of wax or soap

which hinder the growth of crystals for microscopic examination. This
difficulty can usually be avoided by washing the bloom residue with a
few ml. of petroleum ether, decanting the liquid and redrying the
residue.
It should be remembered that many organic compounds, particularly

accelerators, undergo chemical changes during vulcanization so that it
is possible to have a bloom appear, which when analyzed, proves to be
something which was not present in the uncured compound.
Methyl Zimate blooms have been found on stocks which were com

pounded with Methyl Tuads or Methyl Selenac. Captax or DPG may
bloom as their zinc salts.

Spot Test Identification
A. Antioxidants
1 . Sulfuric-Nitric A rid Reagent

Carefully add, with stirring, 2 ml. concentrated nitric acid to 50
ml. concentrated sulfuric acid. Put a few crystals of the antioxidant
on a porcelain spot plate and disolve them in a drop or two of con
centrated sulfuric acid. Note the color of the solution. Add one drop
of sulfuric-nitric acid reagent and note the color change.

2. Liebermann's Reagent
Dissolve 0.73 gram of sodium nitrite (NaNOn) in 50 grams of

concentrated sulfuric acid. This reagent may be used in concentrated
form or it may be diluted by pouring carefully, with stirring, into an
equal weight of water. The diluted form is preferable if the solu
tion is to be used directly on the surface of a rubber stock for bloom
identification. One or two drops on a few crystals of antioxidant held
on a spot plate will give a characteristic color.

3. Benzoyl Peroxide Reagent
Dissolve 5 grams of benzoyl peroxide in 100 grams of benzol. Dis

solve a few crystals of antioxidant in a drop of benzol on a spot plate
and add a drop or two of reagent. Note the color of the solution as
well as the color of the ring which forms around the edge as it dries.

B. Accelerators
1. Cobalt Oleate Reagent (Chemical Markets, Vol. 33, No. 1, p. 48,
July 1933)
Dissolve 5 grams of cobaltous carbonate in 25 grams of oleic acid

at nearly boiling temperature (approx. 280C). Cool and dissolve the
cherry red product in 100 ml. of benzol. The reagent should be stored
in this concentrated form but diluted 1 :20 with benzol before using.
Dissolve about 10 mg. of accelerator in a drop or two of benzol and
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add a drop of reagent. Many accelerators form highly colored salts
with cobalt whereas certain materials of the disulfide class (Tuads,
Altax, etc.,) give no reaction unless first reduced with a small
amount of zinc dust and dilute hydrochloric acid. Thioureas show
colors only after careful oxidation, as with a minute amount of
iodine. Colors produced by various classes of accelerators are as
follows:
Dithiocarbamates Dark yellow-green
Xanthates Green
Guanidines Purple
Hexa Light greenish-purple
Captax Pale Green
Altax (after reduction) Pale Green
Thiuram sulfides (after reduction) Yellow-green
Thioureas (after oxidation) Greenish-blue

2. Copper Sulfate Reagent
Dissolve 1 gram of copper sulfate in 100 ml. water. Dissolve, or

disperse, a few crystals of dithiocarbamate type accelerator in a
drop of concentrated aqueous ammonia and add one drop of reagent.
Dithiocarbamates produce an immediate dark brown precipitate.
Xanthates give a brilliant yellow precipitate.

C. Vulcanizing Agents
1. Dr. Simon's Sulfur Reagent

This reagent is obtainable from Capitol Chemical Co., 3814 Mili
tary Rd., Washington, D. C. Add 1 drop of reagent to a few crystals
of material to be tested. A yellowish-green color indicates free or
available sulfur. Morpholine can be substituted for Simon's reagent
and a yellow-orange color will result.

2. Concentrated Sulfuric Acid
When warmed with concentrated sulfuric acid, Telloy produces

a deep red solution which will regenerate Telloy as a dark gray
powder if allowed to cool and then poured into water. Vandex, on
warming with concentrated sulfuric acid, produces a dirty green
color.

D. General
1. Ignition Test

Heat gradually about 50 mg. of material to be tested in a crucible
lid with a bunsen flame so that it does not take fire. If no volatile
matter or charring is observed, the material is inorganic and prob
ably a mineral filler. In this case, proceed to E. After decomposition
is complete, raise the temperature to bright red heat for a few
minutes and then allow to cool. If there is no residue, the material
under test apparently contains no metals or mineral matter. If
there is a yellow residue which gradually turns white on cooling, zinc
is probably present. Dark red or black residues may indicate iron,
copper or lead and in this event proceed to 2.
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2. Sodium Diethyl Dithiocarbamate Reagent
An approximately 10 per cent solution of reagent can be made by

dissolving, in the order given, 1 gram of sodium hydroxide, 2 grams
of diethylamine and 2 grams of carbon disulfide, in about 25 ml. of
cold water and then making up the volume to 50 ml. with water.
Dissolve the residue after ignition in a few drops of concentrated

nitric acid and wash it with water into a small beaker. Make just
alkaline with ammonium hydroxide and add a few drops of sodium
diethyl dithiocarbamate reagent. A light brown precipitate indicates
iron, a dark chocolate brown indicates copper and a white precipitate
indicates lead or zinc. Routine inorganic qualitative methods may be
used on larger amounts to check results.

E. Mineral Fillers
Absolute identification of mineral fillers can best be made by using

routine methods of inorganic qualitative analysis. It is possible to dis
tinguish with reasonable accuracy, however, between the various classes
of fillers by micro methods as follows.
Treat a small amount of the powder with dilute (1:1) hydrochloric

acid. If the material dissolves with effervescence it is probably a car
bonate. If it dissolves slowly without effervescence, it is probably a
metallic oxide. If it dissolves without effervescence but gives off an odor
of hydrogen sulfide, it is probably zinc sulfide. If it is insoluble even in
concentrated acids or alkalis it is probably clay or pyrophyllite.
F. Special Tests
Alkyl thiuram disulfides are decomposed by concentrated sulfuric

acid. If, however, the decomposition products are immediately made
alkaline with ammonium hydroxide, the mixture will show a positive
test under B2. Add a few crystals of thiuram disulfide to a drop of cone,
sulfuric acid and, after they have dissolved, dilute with a few drops of
water. Make alkaline with a few drops of ammonium hydroxide and
proceed to B2.
A peculiarity of Altax which may help in its identification is its tem

porary solubility in concentrated hydrochloric acid. As much as 25 parts
of Altax will dissolve in 100 parts of cone. HC1 to give a clear solution.
On standing a few minutes a yellow precipitate of Altax will form or
on dilution with water a fine white precipitate of Altax will reform.
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IDENTIFICATION OF RUBBER CHEMICALS

TABLE FOR SPOT TEST IDENTIFICATION
ANTIOXIDANTS

TRADE
NAME

CHEMICAL
NAME COLOR MELTING

POINT
.SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

SOLUBILITY SPOT
TESTCLASS

AceRite Alba Hvdroquinonemonobentyl Light brown MU-12Hr 126 ' II (a), (b)
IV

Al = Yellow
A2 = Dark brown

toblk.with
(rreenborder

A3 = Colorless
AceKite Go. Heptylateddiphenylaminewith selectedpetroleumwax

Grayish-white About 65C. IV. V Al - Dirty green
A2 = Deepblue
A3 a Gray

AceRitc Hipab Phenyl-i-n«phthyl»mine+
Uopronoxydipheny(amine•
Diphenyl-p-phenylenediamine

Gray-brown 75-90C Lit IV Al - Orange-red
A2 = Dirty red

turns purple
A3 — Yellow-brown

with brown
border

AceRite HP Phenyl-3-nsphthylamine+
Diphenyl-p-phenylenediamine

Dark gray 96-100C. 1.20 IV Al = Dark orange-
red

A2 — Deepred
turns purple

AS - Yellow—drys
purple

AceRite Powder Phenyl-3-naphthylamine Gray 103-107C. 1.15 IV, al. V Al = Red-brown
A2 aeGreen
At = Colorlesswith

purple border
AceKm Rt«* Aldol -a-naphthylamine Cherry-red 90-105C. 1.16 rv.ai. V Al Deepblue

A2 = Pale green
with blue
border

A3 = Pale tan
drys brown

AcKRrrs Resin D PolymerizedTrimethyl-
dihydroquinoline

Reddiah-brown 80-95C. 108 IV, al V Al - Rosechanges
to orange-
yellow

A2 = Gray with
orange-yellow
border

A3 "=Brown—drys
gray-violet

AceRite Staltte Heptylateddiphenylamine Reddish-browii Liquid 0.96 rv Al - Olive green
changesto
brownish-

A2 a Deepblue
greento blue

A3 - Dirty green
turns brown

AceRite White Sym-Di-S-naphthyl-p-phenylene-
diamine

Lisht gray 230-235C. 1.20 IV Al = Deepviolet
A2 = Deepblue
A3 = Red-oranae

VULCANIZING AGENTS
TRADE
NAME

CHEMICAL
NAME COLOR MELTING

POINT
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

SOLUBILITY SPOT
TKSTCLASS

Vaadex Selenium Black 217C. 4.80 Inaol. C2

Teixot Tellurium Steel gray 460C. 6.26 Inaol. CJ
Sl'LFtH Sulfur Yellow 113C. 2.07 11(a), IV Cl
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IDENTIFICATION OF RUBBER CHEMICALS

TABLE FOR SPOT TEST IDENTIFICATION (Cent. J
ACCELERATORS

TRADE
NAME

CHEMICAL
NAME FORMULA COLOR MELTING

POINT
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

SOLUBILITY
CLASS

.SPOT
TEST

Altax Beniothiaiyl-
diaulftdc a>~~oo Yellowiah-gray 165-168C. 1.50 111(b).IV Bl

Cattax 2-Mercaptobenzo-
thiaiole CO-

s

Yellow 1Til-175C. 1.42 » la). IV HI

Cmm Copperdiethyl,
dithioearbamate (C.H.).NC— S

II
Cu Chocolate

brown 193195C. 1.40 IV, D2V - alight

BCTTLElCUT Dithiocai-bamate
Type Mixture Deepreddish-

brown Li<|U]d 1.01 IV, BI

S

1- partly

Methyl Uiun Leaddimethyl
dithioearbamate (CH,), NC-S Ph White 320-323C. 2.38 Pract.

Inaol. Bl, D2

Rot ax Purified
Cattax CO-

S
II

3

Pale yellow 175-178C. 1.42 11(a), IV Bl— Seleniumdiethyl
dithioearbamate (CH.l.NC— S

S

8a Orange-yellow M-88C. 1.32 IV Bl, F

Ethyl Taxurtuc Tellurium diethyl
dithioearbamate (GH.),NC— S Tt Orange-yellow 109-128C. 1.44 IV

B1.B2
(Dex-elcp*
Slowly)

Mmm Tuam Tetrmmethyl-
thiuranwliaulflde

s s
,ch.>,nc— s_s—cn<ch.), While 146-143C. 1.29 IV Bl. F

Ethyl. Tuads Tetraethyl-
thiuram-disulflde

s s

ic^.i.nc— s—s— cnccji,),
s

Cream 66-70C. 1.17 IV Bl, r

METHYLZlMATC Zincdimethyl-
dithiocarbamate (CH.),N(i— S

S

Zn

t
White 246-250C. 1.00 II (b),IV B1.B2, Dl

Ethyl Zaun Zinediethyl-
dithioearbamate <GH.),NC— S

S

Zn

■

White 176-179C 1.50 11(h), IV Bl. Bi, Dl

BVTTLZlKATC Zinedibutyl-
dithioearbamate <CJI.),NC— S Zn

■

Cream 105.108C 1.24 11(b),IV Bl.B2.Dl
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A SELECTION OF BOOKS ON RUBBER
Date of

Publication
1912 The Chemistry of India Rubber—C. 0. Weber, 314 pp. Charles

Griffin & Co., London.
1916 Rubber—Phillip Schidrowitz. Methuen and Co., London.
1918 Rubber: Its Production, Chemistry and Synthesis —A. Dubosc

and A. Luttringer, 383 pp. Charles Griffin and Co., London.
Rubber: Its Sources, Cultivation and Preparation—Harold Brown,
245 pp. Imperial Institute Handbook, London.

1920 Crude Rubber and Compounding Ingredients —H. C. Pearson,
422 pp. India Rubber Publishing Co.
Estate Rubber: Its Preparation, Properties and Testing—O. De
Vries.

1921 Plantation Rubber and the Testing of Rubber — G. Stafford
Whitby, 559 pp. Longmans, Green and Co.
Rubber Manufacture —H. E. Simmons, 156 pp. D. Van Nostrand
Co.

1922 The Reign of Rubber—W. C. Geer, 344 pp. The Century Co.
1923 The Chemistry of Rubber—B. D. W. Luff, 232 pp. Ernest Benn,

Ltd., London.
A Handbook on Rubber Uses and Their Development —Rubber
Growers Association, London.
A Systematic Survey of Rubber Chemistry —C. W. Bedford and
H. A. Winkelmann, 385 pp. Chemical Catalog Co.

1926 The Chemistry of Rubber Manufacture—L. E. Weber, 377 pp.
J. B. Lippincott Co.
The Preparation of Plantation Rubber—Morgan and Stevens.
Constable and Co., London.
Synthetic Rubber— S. P. Schotz, Ernest Benn, Ltd., London.

1927 The Testing of Rubber Goods — Circular No. 38, Bureau of
Standards, 83 pp.

1930 The Chemistry of Rubber—H. L. Fisher, 138 pp. Chemical Re
views, Vol. VII, No. 1.
Latex—Ernst A. Hauser (Translated by W. J. Kelly), 200 pp.
Chemical Catalog Company.

1933 Latex and Its Industrial Application—Frederick Marchionna,
1037 pp. The Rubber Age Publishing Co., New York.
Plantation Rubber in the Middle East—Rubber Manufacturers
Association.

1934 Chimie et Technologie du Latex de Caoutchouc—Georges Genin,
392 pp. Revue Generale du Caoutchouc, Paris.
The Science of Rubber (Translation of Handbuch der Kautschuk-
wissenschaft by K. Memmler) —edited by R. F. Dunbrook and
V. N. Morris, 770 pp. Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York.

1935 The Chemistry of Rubber—H. Freundlich, 72 pp. Methuen and
Company, Ltd., London.
Rubber: Physical and Chemical Properties —T. R. Dawson and
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B. C. Porritt, 700 pp. Research Association of British Rubber
Manufacturers, Croydon, England.

1936 Compounding Ingredients for Rubber—India Rubber World, 226
pp. Bill Bros. Publishing Corp., New York.
Gottlob's Technology of Rubber. (Translated and revised by J. L.
Rosenbaum) —Maclaren and Sons Ltd., London.

1937 Chemistry and Technology of Rubber— (American Chemical
Society Monograph) by Carroll C. Davis and John T. Blake, 941
pp. Reinhold Publishing Co., New York.
Gum-Elastic by Charles Goodyear, 1885. (Facsimile Reproduction
by India Rubber Journal) —Maclaren and Sons Ltd., London.
Latex and Rubber Derivatives and Their Industrial Applications.
Frederick Marchionna. (Vol. 11—820 pp.), (Vol. Ill—850 pp.).
The Rubber Age Publishing Co., New York.
Synthetic Rubber—W. J. S. Naunton, 162 pp. MacMillan and
Co. Ltd., London.

1938 The Chemistry and Technology of Rubber Latex—C. Falconer
Flint, 715 pp. D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York.
Encyclopedie Technologique du Caoutchouc—Andre Bloc and
Georges Genin, two volumes, 1500 pp. Published by Revue
Generate du Caoutchouc, Paris. Available from Book Department,
The Rubber Age, New York.
Proceedings of the Rubber Technology Conference held under
the auspices of the Institution of the Rubber Industry on May
23-25, in London—T. R. Dawson and J. R. Scott. 1137 pp. W.
Heffer and Sons Ltd., Cambridge, England.

1941 Rubber and Its Use—Harry L. Fisher, 128 pp. Chemical Pub
lishing Co., Inc., Brooklyn, New York.

1942 Manufacture of Rubber Goods by an Industrialist—158 pp. Pub
lished in India. Available from the Chemical Publishing Com
pany, 234 King St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

1943 Tree and Test Tubes: the Story of Rubber—Charles Morrow
Wilson, 352 pp. Published by Henry Holt & Co., 257 Fourth Ave.,
New York, N. Y. Can be secured from Book Department, Rubber
Age.

1944 Abstracts on Synthetic Rubber—Part I, Articles, 362 pp.—PartII; Patents, 200 pp.—Muriel E. Whalley. Issued by National Re
search Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada.
Modern Synthetic Rubbers (2nd Edition) —Harvey Barron, 355
pp. Published in England. Distributed by D. Van Nostrand Co.,
Inc., 250 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

1945 Rubber in Engineering—268 pp. Published by the British Minis
try of Supply, Berkeley Court, Glentworth St., London, N.W.I.,
England.

1946 Abstracts on Synthetic Rubber; Part III Articles, 435 pp.; Part
IV. Patents, 300 pp.— Muriel E. Whalley. Issued by National Re
search Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada.
Butalastic Polymers: Their Preparation and Applications—
Frederick Marchionna, 642 pp. Published by the Reinhold Pub-
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lishing Corp., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y. Available
from Book Department, Rubber Age.

1947 Reclaimed Rubber: The Story of an American Raw Material—
J. M. Ball, 248 pp. Published by the Rubber Reclaimers Associa
tion, Inc. Available from the Rubber Age, 250 W. 57th St., New
York 19, N. Y.
Buna Rubber: The Birth of an Industry—Frank A. Howard, 307
pp. Published by the D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 250 Fourth Ave.,
New York 3, N. Y.
Rubber Red Book, Directory of the Rubber Industry, 6th Issue.
The Rubber Age, 250 W. 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
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THE DISCOVERY OF VULCANIZATION
By HARRY L. FISHER*

Introduction
The discovery of the process of vulcanization of rubber in 1839 laid

the foundation of the modern rubber industry. Up to that time the use
of rubber was comparatively small. Its properties are unique and were
much in demand, but its tackiness, the changes in elasticity by heat and
cold, and deterioration in air and sunlight, retarded its development,
and made people skeptical of its values. Upwards of 540 long tons of
crude rubber were imported into this country in 1834; however, after
the bursting of the rubber business "bubble" the amount dropped to
260 tons in 1840, but fifteen years later, after the discovery of vul
canization it climbed to 2,150 tons!
Discoveries have a way of being made when people need them. In

other words "Necessity is the mother of invention." Those men espe
cially interested in the early development and commercial use of rubber
worked hard to produce the "change" which would make rubber of
greater commercial value, as evidenced by the fascinating personal
descriptions of the efforts of the two great pioneers in rubber, Charles
Goodyear, in his "Gum Elastic" (1853, 1855), and Thomas Hancock in
his "Personal Narrative of the Origin and Progress of the Caoutchouc
or India-Rubber Manufacture in England," (1857). Success crowned
their efforts but later their lives were harassed by the inevitable liti
gations which so often are part of the price of marvelous achievements.

The Use of Sulfur in Rubber
Although much has been written on the subject of who was the actual

discoverer of vulcanization, and some of the writings have been tinged
with considerable national pride, it has seemed to the writer that a
careful survey of the recorded facts shows beyond any reasonable
doubt that the real discoverer was Charles Goodyear. It is true that the
German chemist Luedersdorff in 1832 described the effect sulfur has
on a film of rubber deposited from a solution obtained by dissolving
rubber in sulfur-containing turpentine, stating that the surface of such
a film loses all the tackiness which it ordinarily has when deposited
from sulfurless turpentine. It is also true that Nathaniel Hayward who
also used sulfur and even deposited rubber from sulfur-containing tur
pentine wrote "The effect of the sulfur ... is to cause it (rubber) to dry
more perfectly and to improve the whole substance thereof, rendering
it much superior to that prepared by any other combination therewith."
Goodyear helped Hayward obtain a patent for his process and bought
it from him. He frankly states that it was through him that he "re
ceived the first knowledge of the use of sulfur as a drier of gum-
elastic," and mentions that he was familiar with Hayward's solariza-
tion process of exposing the surface of the rubber-sulfur mix to the

•U. S. Industrial Chemicals. Inc.
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rays of the sun "either in hot weather or cold" when "it becomes solar
ized, or divested of its adhesive quality."

Charles Goodyear's Discovery
After about seven years filled with some successes and many fail

ures, Goodyear, to quote his own words, "received an order from the
Government for a considerable quantity of mail-bags." "They were
finished in the warm season and were purposely exposed for inspection
in his factory, . . . but while he was absent a few weeks, they were dis
covered to be decomposing, and to be dropping off the handles." This
discouraging incident led him again into bankruptcy. Nevertheless,
"The inventor ,now applied himself alone, with unabated ardor and
diligence, to detect the cause of his misfortune."
While on one of the visits to his factory for the purpose of closing

up and discontinuing operations, "at the dwelling where he stopped
whenever he visited the manufactory at Woburn, the inventor made
some experiments to ascertain the effect of heat upon the same com
pound that had decomposed in the mail-bags and other articles. He was
surprised to find that the specimen, being carelessly brought in con
tact with a hot stove, charred like leather.
"He however directly inferred that if the process of charring could

be stopped at the right point, it might divest the gum of its native
adhesiveness throughout, which would make it better than the native
gum. Upon further trial with heat, he was further convinced of the
correctness of this inference by finding that India rubber could not be
melted in boiling sulfur at any heat ever so great, but always charred.
"He made another trial of heating a similar fabric before an open

fire. The same effect, that of charring the gum, followed; but there were
further and very satisfactory indications of ultimate success, in pro
ducing the desired result, as upon the edge of the charred portions of
the fabric, there appeared a line, or border, that was not charred, but
perfectly cured."
Such is the inventor's own simple story "that he had found the object

of his search, and much more, and that the new substance was proof
against cold, and the solvents of native gum." Vulcanization not only
removes the tack but also decreases the solubility very much, extends
the elastic properties over a wider range of temperatures, and greatly
diminishes the plastic flow. All these important changes were accom
plished in one simple operation.
Ordinarily rubber softens and becomes sticky when heated, but

Goodyear's compound "charred like leather," and, what is very impor
tant, he noted the difference and studied the action of heat further. It
was, of course, fortunate for him that the compound contained sulfur
and white lead mixed with the rubber!
Many variations of the story of this important discovery have been

told and some of them are very different from Goodyear's own account.
It is probable that the word "carelessly" as used by Goodyear has had
something to do with the misinterpretations. To the writer "carelessly"
means that in Goodyear's opinion he was careless in the manner in
which he carried out his first experiment with heat, whereas to others
this whole experiment was apparently a careless act.
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Rediscovery by Thomas Hancock
Thomas Hancock began work on the manufacture of rubber articles

in 1819 in England, making chiefly "springs" for the wrists of gloves,
for waistcoat backs, for "pockets, to prevent their being picked," for
boots, shoes, etc. In the following year he invented the masticator, one
of the most important machines in the rubber industry. He made many
other improvements during the next two decades and became a promi
nent rubber manufacturer.
Then, as he writes in his "Personal Narrative," "Some time in the

early part of the autumn of 1842, Mr. Brockedon showed me some small
bits of rubber that he told me had been brought by a person from
America, who represented himself as the agent of the inventor: it was
said that they would not stiffen by cold, and were not much affected by
solvents, heat, or oils." "The first named (sample) had a slight smell
of sulphur, and I thought that a little sulphurous powder had been
rubbed on to mislead. On stretching them out thus, I observed they
were both quite opaque. I found they were, as stated, not affected by cold.
"About this time ... I was engaged in some experiments for divest

ing rubber of its adhesiveness, particularly the surface of solutions of
rubber spread upon cloth to render it waterproof, with the view of
avoiding the necessity of employing a double texture for this purpose,
according to Mr. Mackintosh's principle . . . Being engaged in these ex
periments, I determined at the same time to try whether I could not
find some means of preventing rubber from stiffening by exposure to
cold. The idea was not new to me; I had attempted it nearly twenty
years before.
"Finding now that this object appeared to have been somehow or

other effected, ... I set to work in earnest, resolved, if possible, not to
be outdone by any."
"It is a singular fact, that although sulphur had long since been

compounded with rubber by myself in this country, and in America by
others, yet that its true value for producing such a result had never
been dreamt of by any of us."
"I was obliged in a great measure to pursue my experiments after

the hours of business, and was frequently employed till midnight in
these labours. I think it necessary to mention this, because it has been
alleged that nothing could have been less difficult than such a discovery,
and that any one acquainted with the substance might have accom
plished it with great ease."
Hancock frankly tells how he "spent all my spare time for months

with these experiments"; how he tried "innumerable combinations" of
"matters of all kinds," including sulfur, and how he finally succeeded
by "immersing a slip of sheet rubber in sulphur."
His first experiments with molten sulfur were not successful, but

"I now replaced them (the samples) and raised the temperature of the
sulphur, and allowed them to remain a considerable time; and on with
drawing one of them the fourth time, I found to my great satisfaction
that it was perfectly 'changed,' retaining the same tan colour through
out; the other slips remained in the sulphur whilst this examination
was going on, and on withdrawing them, I found the lower and nearest
the fire turning black, and becoming hard and horny, thus at once and
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indubitably opening to me the true source and process of producing
the 'change' in all its states and conditions, and in all its pure and
pristine simplicity."
He followed up these experiments carefully, blended rubber and

sulfur, and soon learned the chief methods involved in the process.
Furthermore, "In preparing to carry out the new process on a larger

scale, it appeared desirable to give the material a more definite name
than 'the change', which I had adopted for the purposes of my specifica
tion; and, whilst discussing the subject amongst my friends, Mr. Brocke-
don proposed the term 'Vulcanization'."
Conclusion
The writer has tried to give all the pertinent facts concerning vul

canization and has given direct quotations from the stories written by
the two men most involved in this interesting and important develop
ment. Anyone can judge for himself who was the real discoverer.
A discovery such as the process of vulcanization is usually a very

definite act. Discoveries may be made in only a single experiment, some
times "out of a clear sky," as it were, and sometimes only after years of
painstaking work. It is nearly always true, however, that the discoverer
has an open mind and is able and willing to perfect what he has found
out. The ground work may be laid by others but this fact does not lessen
the value of the work of him who makes the actual discovery. Sound
tracks were known for many years before Thomas A. Edison reversed
the process and gave us the phonograph. Condensation products of
phenol-formaldehyde were known long before Leo H. Baekeland con
trolled the process by using pressure along with heat and thus gave us
bakelite. Similarly Goodyear's great contribution was in using heat and
time on a rubber-sulfur mix, and his general method is still the basis of
the great rubber industry today. Hancock had tried to remove the tacki
ness of rubber and to make rubber proof against cold, but he did not
accomplish these changes until after having seen Goodyear's samples in
which they had already been accomplished.
In closing, mention is made of Mother Nature's very early experi

ments, but with no idea of taking one whit from the glory of Goodyear
and Hancock. In certain German lignite mines the workmen are familiar
with rubbery fibres called "monkey hairs." These are now known to
consist of fossil vulcanized rubber, some being soft vulcanizates and
some hard. They come from the remains of rubber originally in the twigs
of a type of rubber-bearing shrub now found only in Africa. The sur
rounding lignite contains a small proportion of sulfur and, in the course
of thousands of years, the sulfur migrated and caused the formation of
prehistoric vulcanizates. This information, however, was not known until
almost a century after Goodyear's discovery!
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FACTORY PROCESSING CONTROL

A compound developed in the laboratory often fails to process satis
factorily in production for reasons connected with one or more of these
factors:

Raw materials
Equipment
The human element

It is because of failures due to these causes that the following ex
pressions have become axioms in the industry:—
"A formula which has given satisfactory results in the laboratory

does not always give the same results in the factory."
"A formula which works satisfactorily with one group of operators

does not necessarily work satisfactorily with another group."
"A formula which has given satisfactory results in one factory will

not necessarily give the same results in another factory."
"A formula which has worked satisfactorily for a great length of

time may suddenly cause trouble, and the trouble may just as suddenly
disappear."
Although these statements are perfectly true they do not explain

anything, and all too often when trouble such as scorching, varying
gages, and poor mold flow, is encountered the blame is placed on the
compound. And all too often the first attempt to relieve the trouble is
to change the formula.
If a compound has been in satisfactory use for some time it is reason

able to assume that any sudden processing trouble is due to faulty
handling or faulty raw materials. To find that trouble the compounding,
mixing and processing generally should be checked step by step; and
to eliminate the trouble each step should be properly supervised. If such
an investigation is fruitless the raw materials should then be checked.
Finally, if all this still fails to reveal the cause of the trouble, it is then
time to investigate the formula itself and to make any necessary
changes.
Periodic supervising and checking of this kind is inefficient and time

consuming, and should be minimized by installing a processing control
system.

WHAT FACTORY CONTROL REQUIRES
Raw Materials
These should receive first consideration, and crude rubber is, ironi

cally, the least uniform of any of the materials used in a rubber com
pound. Its non-uniformity is due to its vegetable origin which has
subjected it to seasonal, geographic and other variations. Its most
important variables are plasticity, rate of cure and cured tensile prop
erties. For example, with the test formula given on page 20 the modulus
and tensile of two different lots of rubber after a cure of 60 minutes at
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127 C. (260 F.) may vary as much as 20 to 40 per cent. All rubber should
be premasticated to specified plasticities, or at least it should be blended
by mixing together portions of several bales as in that way the variabil
ity from bale to bale is eliminated, although the variability from lot
to lot still remains. Blending minimizes variations in curing rate as well
as in plasticity.
The synthetic rubbers also are variable but as more experience is

gained in their manufacture this variability is being reduced.
All materials should be inspected for cleanliness because a rubber

factory and the materials used in it cannot be kept too clean. Com
pounding ingredients should be checked for freedom from grit and
foreign matter. These tests are simple and fast, and the only required
equipment is a set of sieves. It is also well to check incoming materials
for chemical purity.
A good formula and uncontaminated materials, however, are not by

themselves adequate insurance against faulty stocks.

Weighing
All materials should be properly marked and designated to conform

with the items specified in the formula cards. Each material should be
handled with its individual scoop or bucket. The compounding ingredi
ents must be weighed properly on proper size scales; i.e., on scales
which have capacities comparable with the amounts being weighed.
When the batch has been put up it should be checked for total weight
before being sent to the mill room.
Mixing
To be sure of proper mixing all batches of a given compound should

be mixed the same way. This is done by supplying the mill operator
with mixing instructions for each compound specifying:—

1. Mill roll temperatures
2. Mill roll opening
3. Order of addition of ingredients
4. Time for each operation
5. Total time for the complete mix
6. Total weight of finished batch
7. Instructions for cooling finished batch
8. Special handling for special batches
9. Size of sample to be cut from each batch
for mill room control laboratory

After each slab has been marked with the compound number, batch
number, date, and mill operator's number, the mill room supervisor can
make a cursory examination of the quality of the mix by cutting into
the slabs and observing the cut edge for materials which may not have
been dispersed properly.

Aging of Mixed Stock
Freshly mixed stock which has been released by the factory control

laboratory will process more uniformly on calenders and tubers if first
allowed to cool and rest overnight or longer.
Mixed stock should be properly cooled before being piled. Each slab
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should be marked properly and each stock should have its own storage
space or bin.

Calendering
When the stock reaches the calender room it should be warmed up

according to specifications stating: —
1. The quantity to be warmed up on the mill
2. Percentage of uncured scrap to be used
3. The setting of the mill rolls
4. The length of time for warming up each batch
5. The quantity to be taken to the calender

The calender should also be operated according to specifications
indicating: —

1. Relative roll speed, i.e. even or odd
2. Roll temperatures
3. Gage of stock to be run
4. Calender speed
5. Tension of the material being run
6. Whether liners are to be used
7. Kind of liners
8. Length of roll

Tubing
If the stock goes to the extruding machines, instead of to the calender,

the warm-up mill operator must follow essentially the same instruc
tions as those just given for calender warm-up.
The tubing machine operator should have a card specifying: —

1. The speed of the machine
2. Temperature of worm
3. Temperature of barrel
4. Temperature of head
5. Temperature of die
6. Method for cooling the extruded material
7. Container in which the material is to be
transferred to the next operation

Samples from the calender and extruding machines should be sent to
the control laboratory for occasional checks to determine whether the
stock has been contaminated in its journey from the mill room to the
calender or tuber.
Stocks which have worked satisfactorily through these operations

may nevertheless contaminate other stocks if not properly handled.
Therefore after each run, the warmed stock and remaining scrap
should be slabbed out, cooled and properly identified. A sample should
be sent to the laboratory for scorch, gravity, and hardness tests.

Uncured Scrap
Because the amount of scrap used at the calender or tuber affects the

processing so greatly, the most acceptable way to use scrap is in the
original mix. By this method the scrap is returned to the stock room
and requisitioned from it as a raw material for the compound room.
The formula in the compound room should specify a definite amount of
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scrap to be handled as a separate ingredient of each batch. This method
eliminates dependence on the man at the warm-up mill, who, left to his
own discretion, may use 0 to 100 per cent scrap depending on the size
of the run and the availability of the scrap. Scrap can cause consider
able variability in processing and is one of the causes of trouble most
difficult to find by ordinary laboratory control tests.
In setting up and maintaining a control laboratory, it should be borne

in mind that it is more economical to catch errors before, rather than
after, the compound has been vulcanized.

CONTROL TESTS
Test samples should be cut from batches of raw stock at one or more

points in the processing sequence and sent to the control laboratory for
test. It is customary to sample the stock at the completion of the mix
ing. However, particular compounds are often checked at other stages
which are known to be critical for that compound.
To be practical, control tests should be capable of rapid and accurate

determination and directly indicative of important properties required
of the compound. The most widely used tests are :

Plasticity and Scorch
Specific Gravity
Shore Hardness
Color
T-50
Modulus

The first test listed, Plasticity and Scorch, may be rapidly deter
mined by use of the Mooney Plastometer. Specific Gravity, Shore Hard
ness, and Color are quickly evaluated on cured test buttons. The T-50
test and Modulus require dumbell strips (cut from cured slabs) and
special apparatus. Nevertheless these tests can be run rapidly once the
procedure has been well established.
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CONTROL OF TEMPERATURE
For Laboratory Vulcanizing Equipment

Definite, uniform and reproducible laboratory curing temperatures
are assumed by compounders but it takes more than wishing and
hoping to get them. Many rubber troubles are due to ignorance of
existing curing temperatures rather than to variability in chem
icals and compounding ingredients. This article outlines the meth
ods whereby reliable laboratory curing temperatures may be
achieved and maintained.

PLATEN PRESS
The press should be installed with the plates horizontal to facilitate

condensate drainage. The inlet and outlet of any platen should be so
located as to utilize all of the passage through it, in order to insure an
even distribution of temperature over the surface of the platen. Outlets
should be tapped in such a manner so as to completely drain the plates
(fig.l).
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Figure 1
OUTLET

In multiple platen presses no more than three plates should be con
nected in series. All steam connecting lines should be self-draining with
the presses open or closed (fig. 2).
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HINGE CONNECTION
Figure 2

INLET -A

Each group of three plates thus piped should have its own trap to
obviate the possibility of trapping air in the platens and to insure com
plete scavenging of air and water (fig. 3).
The trap should be the continuous flow type or smaller so that it will

operate frequently, and occasionally the bypass should be opened wide
to blow out sediment. If the steam does not flow freely, steps should
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Figure 3

be taken immediately to determine the cause. An efficient temperature
operated trap is an advantage as it helps to keep the platens clear.
The edges of the press and molds in the press lose heat by radiation,

convection and drafts; therefore it is both desirable and economical to
enclose the platens on three sides of the press with insulation (fig. 4).
A movable insulator may be placed in front for loading and unloading
(not shown in figure).
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INSULATION

TOP PLATEN
BOTTOM PLATEN

RAM

Figure i

The distribution of temperature over the platen surface may readily
be determined by means of a potentiometer and thermocouples, the hot
junctions of which are mounted in an exploring slab. Such a slab is made
of a poor heat conducting material such as belting or frictioned duck
and should have approximately the same areas as the platen. Twelve
thermocouple junctions placed throughout the slab will make possible
a satisfactory exploration; Fig. 5 shows the relative position for hot
junctions. All junctions should have their hot ends soldered to small
discs to insure good contacts when the press is closed. Explore the sur
faces of all platens.
It is advisable to use industrial mercury thermometers on the press.
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These should be located on the inlet and outlet lines of the press, or they
may be tapped into the platens, one in the inlet (top platen) and one
in the outlet (bottom platen). In the case of multiple platens a thermo
meter should be installed on the outlet of each group of platens. The
recording thermometer may be placed in a platen about the middle of

Figure 5

the steam path for a one group press or in the feed line of a multiple
group press. All three thermometers should give the same reading
within a fraction of a degree. If the platen thermometers give prac
tically the same reading, but differ from the recording thermometer,
the recorder should be adjusted to the common reading of the platen
thermometers.
A temperature controller may be used to keep the temperature prac

tically constant within a half degree (+ or — ). This is easily accom
plished with the use of a "diaphragm motor valve" on the inlet side.
A steam gage is generally installed on the press. This gage is a dif

ferential pressure instrument and gives a reading depending on the
pressure within the Bourdon tube and on the external atmospheric pres
sure. Hence at different elevations and barometric pressures this gage
will vary. Therefore, never use a steam gage as a basis of cure: it should
be used simply as an indicator.

OPEN STEAM VULCANIZER
A small autoclave or vulcanizer as shown in the Vanderbilt News,

Vol. 9, No. 4 is useful for air bomb tests as well as open steam and dry
heat cures. This vulcanizer has a steam jacket, as well as steam coils
inside the heater. The internal heating coil is constructed of several
lengths of pipe with "U" bend fittings connecting them together to con
form to the curvature of the inside of the heater (fig. 6).
This heating coil should have two steam inlets, one at the high point

at either side, and a common condensate line at the low point. The pipe
lengths must be horizontal to facilitate good drainage. All joints must
be steam tight so that there shall be no leakage in the vulcanizer when
it is used for an air cure or as an air bomb.
The vulcanizer should be equipped with an automatic temperature

controller and a recording thermometer as well as an industrial mercury
thermometer. Since the vulcanizer can be used as an air bomb, the bulbs
of the instruments should be sensitive enough to fJSllow air tempera
tures. If the space between the walls of the steam jacket is too narrow-
to accommodate a thermometer bulb, a pressure gage may be used on
the jacket. A pressure gage is necessary for measuring air pressure in
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the vulcanizer when it is used as an air bomb. Also a steam pressure
gage may be used on the steam coil at the bottom of the vulcanizer, or a
thermometer may be installed in the line just outside the vulcanizer.

Air in the jacket cavity, heating coils or vulcanizer should be evac
uated at the beginning of any operation by opening the bypasses of
their respective traps for a few minutes. If the lip gasket on the door
leaks, air should not be used to make the gasket operative as this con
dition will be reflected in the high reading on the gage. Steps should be
taken to remedy the condition, either by resetting the gasket or re
placing it if necessary.
To keep condensate off the goods in an open steam cure, the steam

Figure
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inlet should be placed off center near the top of the vulcanizer. A bull
head tee with short pieces of pipe placed so as to have the jets pointing
toward the front and back of the vulcanizer may be used to keep the
entering steam from impinging on the samples being cured (fig. 7).
These short pieces of pipe may be capped, with holes drilled in the caps.
If the vulcanizer is to be used for steam cures only, no steam jacket

or internal steam coil is necessary. A non-jacketed vulcanizer may
be converted readily to dry heat cures by the insertion of a suitable
steam coil. Sufficient lagging is necessary whether the vulcanizer is
jacketed or not.
A comparison of factory thermometers may be arranged by setting

into the same part of the shell a well in which to insert a standard cali
brated and certified mercury thermometer of three or four inches im
mersion. Only a certified mercury thermometer should be used to cali
brate an industrial factory thermometer.
A pressure gage may also be attached to the vulcanizer and an ap

proximate calibration of the gage may be made against the standard
thermometer, bearing in mind that for each steam pressure there is a
definite temperature. When making such a check the barometric pres
sure should be known and a correction made, if necessary.
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YARNS AND FABRICS FOR
MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS

By L. CRANSTON*

A very large assortment of yarns and fabrics is used in the rubber
industry. Literally, cotton and other fibers are now equally as important
to the rubber industry as rubber itself. A large selection of gauges and
strengths are used in order to accomplish various engineering results.
In the five-year period prior to World War II, U. S. cotton consump
tion (all uses) reached an average high of four-billion pounds. The
unprecedented demands during the recent war raised this to an almost
unbelievable consumption of six-billion pounds annually. Should the
experience which followed World War I be repeated, the six-billion
pound average will continue.
Although cotton remains, and might well continue to remain the most

important reinforcing material for yarns and ducks; rayon, Nylon,
glass, etc., are approaching a position of prominence. While Egyptian
cotton is still considered the finest cotton grown which is commercially
available, having at times a staple length of as much as 1% inches, the
American cotton growers and the cotton industry are making signi
ficant progress toward increasing the strength of American cotton and
cotton products. Although Sea Island cotton grown on Edesto Island
off the coast of Georgia is actually the finest cotton in the world hav
ing a staple length of over 2 inches, it is not commercially available in
significant quantities. The nearest equivalents available in the United
States are known as "Pima" and "Arizona Egyptian." This cotton is
grown in low, wet, alluvial soil, principally in the Southwestern States.
Many textile manufacturers are now furnishing or are developing
"Treated yarns." This, together with the fact that the fibers are oriented,
results in phenomenally high strength yarn exceeding the best Egyp
tian yarn. Further, treated cotton yarns have extremely low stretch.
The stretch at 10 pounds is approximately 1 per cent. This characteristic
is advantageous in such items as hydraulic hose where cubical expan
sion in hydraulic systems must be held to a minimum. It also finds an
advantageous application in the warp threads of conveyor belt duck,
where it is advisable to keep stretch at a minimum.
The rubber industry uses vast quantities of woven fabrics ranging

from fine sheetings used for curing wrappers, liners, tapes and small
bore cloth inserted hose, through the heavy belt ducks which are in
excess of 40-oz. fabrics. Hose ducks are generally of soft open weave,
ranging in weight from 10 to 24 oz. based on a 40-inch width. They are
usually square-woven, having equal strength in both warp and filling.
This is done since the material is applied to the hose on the bias (45
degrees) and the resultant force of the warps and fills is on the longi-

•United States Rubber Company. Passaic. N. J.
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tudinal axis of the hose'.' Movement under hydrostatic pressure is thus
reduced to a minimum. There are, however, other hose ducks which vary
the weaving construction and are classified as "Special Hose" ducks.
Belting ducks are based on 36 inch and 42 inch widths and are heavy

ducks ranging from 22 oz. and greater. Belting ducks are characterized
by having the predominant strength in the warps in order to withstand
the longitudinal stresses encountered in service.

RAYON

Rayon is rapidly taking a very important position in the rubber
industry, both in tires and mechanical goods. In 1946, approximately
877 million pounds of rayon, of which 177 million was staple rayon, was
produced. This figure is double what it was annually prior to 1940.
Rayons are made by any one of four different processes and are identi
fied as:

(1) Acetate
(2) Cuprammonium
(3) Nitro
(4) Viscose

The latter accounts for 65 per cent of the total production in the
country. Viscose rayon is composed of regenerated cellulose which has
been coagulated from a solution of cellulose xanthate.
Although the wet strength of rayon is relatively poor as compared

to its original strength, the fiber in most cases where adequately pro
tected by imbedding in rubber is satisfactory. Due to present market
conditions, rayon economically is most desirable and is beginning to
find wide application. In most cases rayon yarn subsequently to be used
in braiders is treated with a latex or resin before winding. The treat
ment is given to overcome the "slick" finish of yarn which would nor
mally cause considerable trouble in braiders due to bobbin slippage
particularly in plied yarn constructions. Further, the yarn is also
treated to overcome the inherent difficulty with adhesion often found
in the use of rayon. Due to the relatively high strength of rayon, it is
often possible in hose constructions to replace three cotton braids
with two rayon braids and still retain equal hydrostatic values. It might
be added that the same thing can be done with "treated" cotton yarns,
not, however, at present, with the same economic advantage as rayon.
Rayon ducks have been used in some special mechanical applica

tions and more recently are being used by some for conveyor belt
fabrics. The problem of adhesion with duck is even more pronounced,
and it is usually necessary to pre-treat the duck with resin or latex
prior to frictioning.
Rayon thus far has not found application in packings due to its low

wet strength and also because it does not retain lubricant.
Although there are several different numbering systems, rayon yarn

is popularly numbered according to the "denier" system. The system is
directly opposite to that used for cotton. In the denier system, the
higher numbered yarn is heavier. Thus, 2200 denier is twice as heavy
as 1100 denier. By dividingth'e number 4,464,483 by the number of yards
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per pound of a given yarn, the denier size is determined. Denier can
also be determined by multiplying the number 5,315 by the weight in
grains of a skein containing 120 yards. Strength is expressed in grams
per denier.

NYLON
Nylon is the polymerized condensation product of hexamethylenedia-

mine and adipic acid. Generally, Nylon refers to all "synthetic fiber-
forming polymeric amides having proteinlike chemical structure." The
properties of Nylon are, briefly ; high strength, great elasticity, resistant
to enzymes, mildew, and mold. It has found some applications in tires
and some special mechanical applications such as diaphragms.
The problem of adhesion with Nylon is a difficult one, and in all cases

the yarn or fabric should be "treated" before subsequent processing.
Due to the extremely high stretch of the Nylon filament it has been
found unsatisfactory for the warp yarn in belt ducks. Further, the high
stretch of the yarn makes it inadvisable to use in hose constructions
when the working pressures are high. Stretch at break of Nylon yarn is
as high as 28 per cent and, to the writer's knowledge, never less than
18 per cent. On the other hand, there are applications where the work
ing conditions are sufficiently low, as regards pressure, where stretch-
is not too great a factor. For instance, the strength of the yarn being
extremely high, it is possible that when used at a fraction of its ulti
mate strength the stretch characteristics would not deter from its use.
Garden hose is one such case. Economically, due to the tremendous
yardage per pound, it is possible to use Nylon to advantage even when
compared to cotton.
During the war all Nylon was used by the Armed Services and this

contributed largely to the lack of development of Nylon uses in the
rubber industry.

GLASS
Glass fiber has found a few applications in the rubber industry, prin

cipally in the manufacture of heat resisting air ducts. The glass fila
ment is extremely strong and obviously resistant to high temperatures.
Where, however, extreme flexing or impulse pressures causing move
ment are encountered, the material is quite self-destructive. When used
in rigid constructions with various plastics it has been highly successful
in the aircraft industry. In hose and belts, glass fiber has been found
inadequate due to a lack of shock resistance and adhesion.
Glass yam is numbered according to "cut" which, in the case of glass,

is defined as the number of 100-yard lengths per pound avoirdupois.

ASBESTOS
Asbestos yarns and fabrics have and probably will continue to be used

as a supplement to cotton for such service as heat resisting packings,
steam hose, etc. Progress has been made toward increasing the strength
of asbestos yarns by proper orientation of the fibers and treating. In
fact, strengths approaching natural cotton have been attained by spe
cial processes.
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Asbestos is classified according to the following grades:
Asbestos Content

Commercial 75% to 80%
Underwriters 80% to 85%
Grade A 85% to 90%
Grade AA 90% to 95%
Grade AAA 95% to 99%

During recent years, considerable work has been done with combina
tion yarns such as glass and asbestos. Significant increase in original
strength is obtained, but flexing tests indicate the brittleness of the
glass filaments remains its chief deterent.
Proper protection of the glass filaments by the impregnation with

latices has been reported.

CONCLUSION
It is only reasonable to assume that -the rapid progress made in the

development of the "man-made" fibers will continue. The exceptional
properties such as resistance to acids and alkalies, biological resistance,
heat resistance, dimensional stability, sunlight resistance and a host
of other desirable properties found in such materials as Saran, Fiber-
glas, Vinyon, and Nylon will undoubtedly force their acceptance. Rather
than make significant inroads into the cotton consumption, it is possible
that these newer fibers will be responsible for an extension of the appli
cation of rubber products. Applications formerly thought to be outside
of the realm of possibility for mechanical rubber goods are rapidly
being considered additions to an already wide field of service. With
improvement in the fibers, together with greater processing knowledge
on the part of the rubber industry, a broad field of application for syn
thetic fibers is inevitable.
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TEXTILE TESTING
By LEON A. DAVIEAU*

INTRODUCTION
Textiles have played a prominent part in the building up of the

rubber industry. In 1941 the rubber industry consumed more than
500,000,000 pounds of textiles, which is roughly one pound of textiles
for every three pounds of rubber. Men engaged in the manufacture of
rubber goods should therefore have some knowledge of textiles and
their properties, methods of testing, and their uses in conjunction with
rubber.
The strength, durability and flexibility of cotton fiber has made it the

most widely used textile in the rubber industry. Tires, hose, belting,
rubber footwear, hospital sheeting, etc. depend on cotton yarns and
fabrics for carcass strength and reinforcement. The use of rayon in
tires is increasing rapidly and is being tried out in many other rubber
products. Nylon, glass, wool, silk, asbestos, and flax (linen) are also
being used in special applications.
It is beyond the scope of this book to give a complete account of tex

tiles and their properties, uses, and methods of testing. Those engaged
in research and development can find further knowledge and informa
tion by consulting books and periodicals listed in the Bibliography at
the end of this section on "textiles."

TEST CONDITION
Textile materials are hygroscopic and the amount of moisture in the

material effects nearly every one of its physical properties. It is there
fore necessary to test textile material under controlled atmospheric
conditions. An atmosphere having a relative humidity of 65 per cent at
a temperature of 70 F. has been standardized for textile testing. A
tolerance of plus or minus 2 per cent R.H. and plus or minus 2 F. has
been allowed.
Textile materials require varying periods of time to reach moisture

equilibrium with the atmosphere. When quick results are necessary
most textiles can be tested after four hours conditioning; conditioning
over night is good practice whenever possible; a few materials require
longer periods of time, such as hard felts, rubberized fabrics etc. In
order to be sure that equilibrium has been reached conditioning is
continued until by successive weighings a point is reached where there
is no progressive increase in weight. Moisture equilibrium should be
approached from the dry side (not moisture-free however).
The amount of moisture in textiles is referred to as moisture content

or moisture regain, depending on whether the percent moisture is based
on the "as is" weight or the bone-dry (moisture free) weight. For
*U. S. Rubber Co.. Research and Technical Development Dept.
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example, if 100 pounds of material consists of 92 pounds of fiber and
8 pounds of water the

8
moisture content = X 100 — 8%

100
8

and moisture regain = — X 100 = 8.7%
92

Standard moisture regain, therefore is the percent moisture taken
up by moisture-free fiber when exposed to a standard atmosphere of
65 per cent R.H. at 70 F. until equilibrium is reached.

Testing Under Prevailing Atmospheric Conditions
Many laboratories do not have facilities for obtaining standard con

ditions; and therefore must test materials under prevailing conditions.
In such cases the strength is corrected to a standard regain by deter
mining the actual moisture regain in the material during the time of
test and the following formula applied :

MX [100+ (rX R)]
S =

100+ (r X A)
Where S = Breaking strength corrected to standard moisture

regain.
M = Breaking strength from machine reading.
r = Rate of increase or decrease of strength for 1 per cent

variation in moisture regain.
R = Standard regain.
A = Actual moisture regain.

TEXTILE FIBERS
Nature has provided more than a hundred textile fibers and scientists

are continually adding to the list of synthetic or man-made fibers but
only a few are of commercial importance. The important natural fibers
are cotton, wool, silk, asbestos and linen. Those of the synthetic fibers
most likely to be encountered in the rubber industry today are viscose
and acetate rayon, Nylon, Vinyon, and glass.
The term "filament" is usually applied to synthetic fibers, and are

distinguished from the fibers of nature by being of continuous length.
When filaments are cut up into short lengths comparable to the natural
fibers they are referred to as "staple fibers." Basically therefore, the
distinction between fiber and filament is a matter of length.
The physical properties of fibers which make them useful in textiles

are: strength, elongation, length of staple, fineness or diameter, elas
ticity, toughness or durability, flexibility, density, moisture regain,
resistance to heat, light, acids and alkalies. Some of these properties
are listed in Tables 1A and IB.

Fiber Identification
It is very often found necessary to identify the fiber in a product.

Reliable identification of the many fibers used in textile material
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requires the work of an expert who has had experience and is familiar
with the fibers. There are, however, some fairly simple tests which can
be used to identify the more common or well known fibers in their simple
state, that is, not dyed, finished or treated, etc.
The first and simplest test is to apply a flame to the end of a few fibers

and observe the effect:
Glass and asbestos do not burn—glass melts and asbestos glows.
Vinyon —will shrink and melt away rapidly leaving an acrid odor.
Acetate rayon—burns slowly, has odor of acetic acid and knobs
form on the ends which can be crushed.

Nylon —burns slowly and leaves lumpy ash which is not easily
crushed.

Silk and wool—burn slowly, leave an odor of burnt feathers or hair
and knob forms on ends of fibers.

Cotton, linen and viscose rayon—burn readily and leave an odor of
burnt paper or straw, and the ash is shapeless and falls off.
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Table 1A

PROPERTIES OF PRINCIPAL NATURAL FIBERS

Property
Tensile Strength

(p.s.i.)
Density
Fiber length (in.)
Diameter (microns)
Moisture Regain
(@ 65% RH)
Effect Moisture
on strength
Toughness
Melting point
or Scorch

Resistance to Acids
Resistance to Alkalies
Effect Solvents

Mildew Resistance

Cotton

40,000 to
110,000
1.55

%"-2*
16-21

8.5%

increase

good
scorches
240

F

poor
good
insol.

Flax

50,000 to
150,000
1.50
12"-36"
15-17

12%

increase
brittle
scorches
240

F

poor
good
insol.

poor poor

Wool

17,000 to
25,000
1.30
r-i5"
18-41

17%

decrease
excellent
weakens
220

F

good
poor
insol. with
out decomp.
poor

Silk

40,000 to

80,000
1.35
continuous
10-13
11%

decrease
excellent

rapid de

comp. 340

F

varies

poor
insol. with
out decomp.
poor

Asbestos

80,000

2.2

.5

or less
1.5-2.2%

small
brittle

weakening
begins 750

F

fast 1000

F

excellent
excellent
insol.

O.K.



Table IB
PROPERTIES OF MAN-MADE FIBERS

continuous

20% less

weakens fast

softens 1500

F

excellent

excellent

Glass

100,000
to

250,000
2.54

8"-15"
5-12

—

brittle

600

F

insol.

O.K.

shrink, starts

exceptionally

exceptionally

sol. or softened

insol. naphtha

continuous

under 1%

very good

sticks 280

F

ketones

benzene

esters
ethers

Vinyon

17,000
to

77,000
1.35

1%"
12.5-19

small

150

F

good

good

cresol

&

phenol

O.K.

continuous

excellent

insol. except

formic acid

Nylon

55,000
to

100,000
1.14

—

8-19.5

4.5%

small

480
F

poor

good

O.K.

up to 28,000
saponified

continuous

decrease

Acetate
Rayon

136,000
1.33

i"-r
12.5-21

6%%

good
softens
450

F

poor

good

sol.

O.K.

up to 40,000
high tenacity
up to 100,000

continuous

decrease

scorches

Viscose
Rayon

1.53

l"-5"
10-37

11%

good

230

F

poor

good

insol.

poor

Property
Tensile strength

Filament length

Diameter (microns)
Moisture Regain

Effect Moisture

Resistance to Acids

Resistance to Alkalies

Effect of Solvents

Mildew Resistance

Fiber length

(@ 65% RH)

on strength
Toughness
Melting point

(p.s.i.)

Density

(Staple)

or scorch
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To separate silk and wool use either the microscope or resort to chemi
cal test. Under the microscope, silk fiber appears solid, almost trans
parent without any external structure. Wool can be easily identified by
the surface scales which are quite prominent on the fiber. In the chemi
cal test concentrated HC1 dissolves silk but not wool.
To distinguish between cotton, linen and viscose rayon, the micro

scope is used. Cotton fibers appear as a flat twisted ribbon; linen fiber
is cylindrical with cross marks on surface and shows a narrow lumen
running through the center; viscose is a cylindrical fiber having distinct
longitudinal striations on the surface.
Table 2 shows a system of identifying the more common synthetic

fibers by chemical methods, compiled from various sources by the
American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists. The tests re
ferred to in the table are carried out as follows:
Acetone Test—Agitate fresh sample of fiber vigorously for 15 minutes

at room temp, in about 50 times its weight of acetone.
Phenol Test—Agitate fresh sample of fiber for about 15 minutes at room

temperature in about 50 times its weight of a 90 per cent phenol
solution.

HC1 Test—Agitate fresh sample of fiber (or residue from acetone
test) for 5 minutes at 30-40 C. in about 50 times its weight of cone.
HC1.

Morse Test—Treat fresh sample of fibers until partially dissolved in 18
per cent sodium hydroxide. To approximately 1 cc. of solution add
4 drops of iso-amyl alcohol and 15 drops of 30 per cent hydrogen
peroxide. Mix well and heat over a steam bath until foaming has
subsided and most of the alcohol and water have evaporated. Add
2 cc. of 5N HC1 and re-heat in steam bath for 10-15 minutes and
observe color.

Brilliant Blue 6BA—Treat fresh sample of fibers for 3 minutes at room
temp, in a 0.2 per cent aqueous solution of Brilliant Blue 6BA.
Rinse for 5 min. in warm water at 50-60 C.
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Table 2

IDENTIFICATION OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS
Apply Flame to End of Fiber

Does not
burn

Burns
Bead Forms

I
Acetate Rayon
Casein Fiber
Soybean Fiber

Nylon
Vinyon

Test Fresh Sample with Acetone

Burns
No bead forms

I
Viscose Rayon

Cuprammonium Rayon

Test Fresh Sample
with Brilliant Blue 6 BA

Fiberglas

Does not dissolve

I
Casein Fiber
Soybean Fiber

Nylon

Test Same or Fresh
Sample with cone. HCL

Dissolves

I
Acetate Rayon

Vinyon

Practically
Colorless

Viscose

Test Fresh Sample
with 90% Phenol

Stained
Blue

Cupra
Rayon

Does not Dissolve
Stained Orange

I
Casein Fiber
Soybean Fiber

Dissolves

Test Fresh Sample
by Morse Test

Nylon

Does not
dissolve

Vinyon

Dissolves

Acetate
Rayon

Practically colorless Stained Rose RedSoybean Casein

(Appeared in 1942 Year Book of A.A.T.C.C.)
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TEXTILE YARNS
The important physical properties and characteristics of textile yarn

are tensile strength, elongation, yarn number, diameter or gauge, twist,
balance, surface character, stiffness, elasticity, resilience, evenness, and
the effect of acids, alkalies, oxidation, dyes, lubricants, resins, etc.
In the analysis of a yarn the most commonly applied tests are yarn

number, strength, elongation, diameter or gauge, twist, uniformity and
balance.

Yarn Number

(Sometimes called yarn size or yarn count). The yarn number is a
measure of linear density. There are two systems in current use:
(1) Direct Yarn Number —determined as a number of unit weights per
unit length, used for rayon, silk, Nylon, and Vinyon. The unit weight is
1 gram and the unit length 9000 meters (denier system). In this system
the heavier the yarn the higher the yarn number.
(2) Indirect Yarn Number —determined as a number of unit lengths
per unit weight, used for cotton, linen, glass, asbestos and wool. The
unit weight is one pound avoirdupois and the unit length is 840 yards
(hank) for cotton, 300 yds. (lea) for linen, 100 yds. (cut) for glass and
asbestos, 1600 yds. (run) for wool (woolen system) and 560 yds. (hank)
for wool (worsted system). In this system the heavier the yarn the
smaller the yarn number.
To determine yarn number weigh a measured length of yarn and

calculate as follows:
For cotton, linen, glass, asbestos and wool use the following formula:

453.6 X Length (yards) X No. of plies
. = Yarn number

Wt. (grams) X Unit length (yds)
For rayon, silk, Nylon, Vinyon, use the following formula:

4,464,483 X Wt. (grams)
= Yarn number (denier)

453.6 X Length (yds)
The figure 4,464,483 is the yards per pound of a 1 denier yarn.
Yarn made of staple fiber (filament cut up into short lengths) is

numbered in accordance with the system in which it is made, for exam
ple, if made on the cotton system it is numbered the same as cotton
yarn, if made on the worsted system it is numbered the same as worsted
yarn, etc.
The above formulae are accurate for singles yarn but do not take

into consideration the contraction due to twist in plied yarns and cords.
The error will not be great in the case of ply yarns of normal twist but
for high-twist ply yarns and cords the contraction is so great that it is
necessary to take it into account. The percent contraction can be
measured on a twist counter equipped with a take-up device or it can
be determined by measuring the length of a singles yarn removed from
a 10 inch length of ply yarn or cord. In the case of cotton, linen, glass,
asbestos, and wool the yarn number is increased by the percent con
traction, and decreased for rayon, silk, Nylon and Vinyon.
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Universal System
From the above it is obvious that a standardized and universal system

of yarn numbering would be greatly desirable. The following systems
have been proposed:
(1) Typp System—all yarn numbers expressed in units of 1000 yds.

to the pound.
(2) Denier System—the weight in grams of 9000 meters.
(3) Grex System—the weight in grams of 10,000 meters. Similar to

the denier system but having the advantage of being decimalized to
avoid large figures, it is recommended that kilogrex units be used for
numbers over 9990 grex, and megagrex units for numbers over 9990
kilogrex.
Strength —Single Strand Method. This is the preferred method for

determining the tensile strength of yarns. The yarn is drawn from the
side of the package to avoid disturbing the twist. There are two main
types of testing machines— (1) the constant-rate-of-traverse (pendu
lum) type and (2) the constant rate-of-load (inclined plane) type.
In the pendulum type of machine one end of the specimen is held by a

Courtesy of Scott Testers, Inc.
Fabric Tester (Inclined Plane Type)
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moving clamp operated at a constant speed while the other end is held
by a clamp attached to a weighing mechanism incorporating a mechani
cal linkage and a pendulum. The speed of pulling clamp has a uniform
speed of 12 ± % inches per min. unless otherwise specified.

Courtesy of Scott Testers, Inc.
Fabric Tester (Pendulum Type)

In the inclined plane type of machine, load is applied to the specimen
at a fixed rate of increase through a weighted carriage operating on
an inclinable plane. Machines having a capacity up to 1000 grams shall
apply full machine load in 60 sec. and a machine having capacity above
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1000 grams shall apply the full machine load in 20 sec, unless otherwise
specified.
The clamp or device for holding the individual yarn may be flat grip,

capstan, drum, or other type, and shall be considered to be satisfactory
provided that no more than 25 percent of the specimens break at a point
within inches of the point of contact with the clamp or holding device.
Strength-Skein Method. Cotton and wool yarns are frequently tested

by this method. A skein of 120 yds. of yarn is wound on a reel having a
perimeter of 1% yds. The skein is slipped off the reel, taking care to
keep the skein in flat ribbon form, and broken on a pendulum type of
testing machine of suitable capacity. The device for holding the skein
consists of a pair of cylindrical spools at least 1 inch in diameter and
at least 1 inch in length, so supported that at least one can turn freely
on its axis. The speed of pulling spool is 12 ± % inches per min.
The skein strength of cotton yarns is corrected to the specified yarn

number by the following formula:
Actual strength X Actual yarn number

Corrected strength =
Specified yarn number

Rayon filament yarns are sometimes broken by the skein test method
but instead of looping the skein over spools it is placed in flat clamps

Courtesy Alfred Suter, N. Y.
Yarn Reel
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covered with rubber tire tape, to prevent slippage. This is referred to
as a serigraph test. The number of turns in the skein vary with the
size of yarn as follows:

Yarn Number No. of turns in skein
Finer than 51 denier 400

51-76, excl. 200
76-121, excl. 150
121-201, excl. 100
201 and coarser 50

The test skein is broken on a pendulum type of testing machine of
25kg. or 50kg. capacity. The clamps are set 4 inches apart and speed of
pulling clamp is 6 inches per minute.
Elongation. The elongation of a yarn is determined at the time the

breaking strength is determined, and on the same specimen. The elon
gation is read from an autographic chart and is calculated as a per
centage of the original length. Elongation may be determined either at
a prescribed load or at the breaking load.
Elongation of yarn cannot be measured when using the skein method

of determining strength.
Diameter or Gauge. The diameter of singles yarn can be figured

approximately by the formula—■

1
= Diameter in inches

v/ Yds. per pound
Other methods of determining diameter of yarns are (1) measurements
under a microscope, (2) wrapping yarn around a rod so that coils are
adjacent, and counting number of coils to the inch. (3) passing yarn
through hole of a drill rod gage, (4) measurements on a thickness
gage, etc.
Plied yarns and cords are usually gauged on a dead-weight type of

1
thickness gage equipped with a dial graduated to read directly to

1000
inch. The presser foot is % inch in diameter and the total load equals
6 oz. Four yarns or cords are placed side by side under the presser foot
for test.
Twist—Twist in yarns is usually expressed as number of turns per

inch and the amount of twist is determined on a twist tester or twist
counter. A twist tester consists essentially of two clamps, one rotatable
and the other non-rotatable, mounted opposite and contrary to each
other in such a manner that the distance between them is adjustable.
The rotatable clamp can be revolved in either direction and is pro

vided with a counting device to indicate the number of revolutions.
The non-rotatable clamp is mounted on its support in such a manner

that a force may be applied to the clamp to exert a known pull to the
test specimen or no pull, as may be required. A suitable graduated scale
is provided to measure the elongation or contraction of the yam as the
twist is removed.
The determination of amount of twist in singles cotton yarn has



Courtesy Frank E. Randall Co.
Thickness Cause (Randall and Stickney)
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always been difficult due to the comparative shortness of cotton fibers
The singles twist can be determined fairly accurately by means of a
tension device added to the twist counter. There are two general types
of tension devices (1) one in which the tension is applied manually
and controlled by the displacement of a pendulum from its vertical
position, and (2) the tension is applied half-way between the clamps by
a known dead-weight load, such as to deflect the yam % inch. The ten
sion is applied only at the start and finish of the test, and there is no

Courtesy of Alfred Suter, N. Y.
Twist Counter

tension on the yarn during the test. The rotatable clamp is turned in
the direction which removes the twist until the twist is all removed and
the rotation continued in the same direction, (thus putting reverse
twist into the yarn) until nearly as much twist has been put into the
yarn as was removed. (This point can be estimated by one or two pre
liminary trials). The tension is then applied and the twisting con
tinued until (in the first device) the pendulum is again in its original
position, or (in the second device) the deflection of the yarn is back to
% inch. The total number of revolutions required, divided by twice the
distance between clamps, gives the turns of twist per inch in the yarn.
Another method sometimes used to determine singles yarn twist is

as follows; clamp a specimen in a twist tester with the non-rotatable
clamp fixed. The rotatable clamp is turned in a direction which adds
twist to the yarn and continued until the yarn breaks. A second speci
men is then clamped in the twist tester and the rotatable clamp turned
to remove twist, continuing in that direction until, first removing twist
and then inserting reverse twist, the yarn again breaks. The difference
between the two tests, divided by twice the length of sample between
clamps gives the turns of twist per inch in the yarn.
Direction of Twist. Direction of twist is designated as "S" or "Z"

twist. A yarn or cord has "S" twist if, when held in a vertical position,
the spirals conform in direction of slope to the central portion of the
letter "S," and "Z" twist if the spirals conform in direction of slope
to the central portion of the letter "Z."
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Single yarns have "Z" or "S" twist, ply yarns have "ZS" or "SZ"
twist, cord with hawser twist have "ZZS" or "SSZ" twist, and cord with
cable twist have "SZS" or "ZSZ" twist.
Uniformity. A general idea of the uniformity of yarns can be ob

tained by winding the yarn on a black cardboard, using a winding de
vice made for that purpose, which is equipped with means for rotating
the cardboard, applying proper tension to the yarn, and adjusting
traverse for proper spacing of the yarn.
The A.S.T.M. have established photographic standards for single

cotton yarns, having four grades—A (highest), B, C, and D (lowest

Z Twist S Twist
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Courtesy of Alfred Suter. N. Y.
Yarn Evenness Controller

grade) for five ranges of yarn numbers as follows:
Range of Yarn Numbers Wraps per in. on cardboard

3.0's to 7.0's 16
7.0's to 16.5's 20
16.5's to 32.0's 26
32.0'sto 65.0's 38
65.0's to 125.0's 48

Balance. The balance of a yarn is determined by removing one yard
of yarn from the side of the package, without undue tension, holding it
at each end and bringing these ends together and observing whether the
yarn twists in itself. If the yarn is in perfect balance it will form an
open "U." Off-balance yarn will often cause trouble by kinking when
running through guides, such as in knitting, braiding, sewing etc.

TEXTILE FABRICS
Textile fabrics include any material made by interlacing yarns,

fibers or filaments and are grouped as follows:
1—Woven on a loom with warp running lengthwise and filling at

right angles to the warp running crosswise. Most of the fabrics used
in the rubber industry are of this type and are woven with cotton yarns.
2—Knitted on knitting machine made by interlooping one or more
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ends of yarn. Knit fabrics are used in rubber footwear, flexible tubing,
etc.

3—Braided on a braiding machine— interlacing several ends of yarn
not parallel to fabric axis. Used in braiding hose and covering of wire
etc.
4—Bonded—consisting of a web of fibers held together with a cement

ing medium which does not form a continuous sheet of adhesive
material.
The physical properties of textile fabrics which are usually incor

porated in specifications are length, weight, width, thread count, yarn
number, thickness or gauge, crimp, yarn twist, bow, strength and elon
gation. Other properties which are sometimes evaluated for special
requirements are flexibility, compressibility, resilience, density, surface
contour, surface friction, thermal character, air permeability, abrasion
resistance, tear resistance, resistance to weather and heat aging, flam-
mability, etc.

Woven Fabric Testing
All specimens for test should be taken at a distance away from

either selvage equal to one tenth the width of the fabric.
Weight—The laboratory method of determining the weight is to cut

a specimen from the fabric (preferably with a die), weigh it on a cali
brated scale, and calculate the weight from the following formula:

1296 X Wt. of specimen (grams) X 16
Wt. ozs. per sq. yd. =

Area of specimen (sq. in.) X 453.6
The weight per yard of a roll of fabric can be determined by measuring
the length and width, weighing the roll and calculating the weight per
square yard.
Breaking Strength —Grab Method. This is the most common method

of testing for strength. Test specimens are cut 6 inches x 4 inches with
the long dimension in the direction of the threads to be broken. Breaks
are made on a fabric tensile tester of suitable capacity. A pendulum
type of machine is used. The clamps are set 3 inches apart, and the face

l . Illustration of Grab Test
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of one jaw of each clamp measures 1 inch x 1 inch, that of the other
jaw of each clamp 1 inch x 2 inches or more, the longer dimension
being perpendicular to the direction of application of the load. The
specimen is placed symmetrically in the clamps of the machine (see
Fig. 1) with the longer dimension parallel to and shorter dimension at
right angles to the direction of application of the load, being careful
to grip the same yarns in both clamps. The speed of pulling clamp is
12 ± % inches per minute.
The clamps should have metallic gripping surfaces sufficiently smooth,

flat and parallel as to prevent the test specimen from slipping or moving
between the gripping surfaces when held under the pressure normal to
operation. All edges which might cause a cutting action shall be
rounded to a radius of not over 1/64 in. To test clamps for flatness and
parallelism, a sheet of thin white paper between two sheets of carbon
papers is placed between the gripping surfaces and the jaws tightened.
The impression on the white paper through the carbon papers will in
dicate the distribution of pressure.
Breaking Strength —Raveled-Strip Method. In this method, the speci

mens are cut 6 inches long and 1M inches wide if there are 50 or more
threads per inch, and 1 % inches wide if there are less than 50 threads
per inch. Each specimen is then raveled to 1 inch in width, taking ap
proximately the same number of threads from each side. The specimens
are broken on a fabric tensile strength tester with the clamps set 3
inches apart and the speed of pulling clamps 12 ± Vi inches per min.
In this test, both jaws of each clamp are 1 inch x 1% inches or more,
the longer dimension being perpendicular to the direction of applica
tion of the load (see Fig. 2).

PULL PULL
Fig. 2. Illustration of Strip Tot

Breaking Strength —Cut-strip Method. This method is used for heav
ily sized or coated fabrics which cannot be raveled. The test is carried
out in the same manner as the raveled-strip method except that the
specimens are cut exactly 1 inch in width (or any other specified width).
Elongation. The elongation of a fabric is measured by means of an

autographic recorder attached to the testing machine, which permits
measurements of elongation at any load as well as at the breaking
point.
Tearing Strength —Trapezoid Method. Test specimens are cut 6

inches long by 3 inches wide, the longer dimension parallel to the warp
to get warp tearing strength, and parallel to the filling to get filling
tearing strength. An isosceles trapezoid having an altitude of 3 inches
and bases 1 inch and 4 inches in length is marked on the specimen
(preferably with the aid of a template). A cut *A inch to % inch long
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is made in the center of the 1 inch edge and perpendicular to it (see
Fig. 3).

I 77^/ <-CUT

Fig. 3.

The tear test is made on a pendulum type of a fabric tensile strength
tester with the pawls on the pendulum disengaged. The jaws of both
clamps are 1 inch by 3 inches or more with the longer dimension per
pendicular to the direction of application of the load. The clamps are
set 1 inch apart.
The specimen is clamped in the machine along the nonparallel sides

of the trapezoid so that the cut is halfway between the clamps, the short
edge held taught, the long edge lying in folds. The machine is started,
and the average load necessary to tear the fabric observed or preferably
recorded on a chart by means of an autographic recorder.
Tearing Strength —Tongue Method. Test specimens are cut 3 inches

wide and 8 inches long, with the long dimension parallel to the filling
to get warp tearing strength, and parallel to the warp to get filling
tearing strength. A longitudinal cut 3 inches long is made lengthwise
of the specimen starting in the center of one of the short edges. (See
Fig. 4).

CUT^
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Using the same machine as for the trapezoid method with pawls dis
engaged, but the clamps set 3 inches apart, place specimen in machine
with one of the tongues in each clamp. The average load required to
tear the specimen is observed, or preferably recorded by means of an
autographic recorder.
Thread Count. The ends per inch and picks per inch are counted with

the aid of a pick glass, which consists of a magnifying lens mounted
over an opening usually 1 inch by 1 inch. A pick counter having lens
mounted over a traveling needle moving over a scale is very helpful for
fine counts.

Courtesy of Alfred Suter, N. Y.
Pick Counter

Yarn Number. To determine the size of yarn in a fabric, ravel several
threads, measure them under enough tension to remove crimp but not
stretched, weigh on a sensitive scale, and calculate yards per pound, and
then the yarn number as described under "Yarn Testing."
Thickness. The thickness of a fabric is often referred to as the gauge,

and is measured on a thickness gauge of the dead weight type equipped
with a dial graduated to read to 1/1000 of an inch. The presser foot is
% inch in diameter and the total load applied at the presser foot is
6 ozs. The fabric is placed upon the anvil of the gage smooth but with
out tension. The presser foot is lowered upon the fabric gradually (with
out impact), allowed to rest upon it for 10 sec. and the reading on the
dial noted.
Crimp. Crimp in a fabric is the difference in distance between two

points on a yarn as it lies in a fabric and the same two points when
the yarn has been removed from the fabric and straightened under
specified tension, expressed as a percentage of the distance between the
two points as the yarn lies in the fabric.
When using a standard crimp tester, the two points on the yarn as it

lies in the fabric are made 8 inches apart, the yarn is removed from
the fabric and straightened in the crimp tester under a load in grams of
131 divided by the number of thousands of yards of the yarn required
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to make 1 lb. (Typp yarn number). The crimp is then calculated as
follows:

100
% Crimp = (d-8)

8
Where d = average distance in inches between the marks on the
yarns under the specified load.

Twist. In removing yarn from the fabric for twist test, care must be
taken to avoid loss of twist. The yarn specimen may be transferred
from the fabric to the twist tester as follows: Holding the yarn to be
tested at one end, remove it from the fabric for a distance of approx.
10 inches (cutting the cross yarn, if necessary) and grip it at this point
in one clamp of the twist tester. Remove the yam for an additional
10 inches, straighten it by applying just sufficient tension to remove
the crimp (131 divided by the Typp yarn number) and then grip it in
the other clamp of the twist tester. The determination of number of
turns of twist is then carried out as described under "yarn testing."
Bow. The bow in a fabric is the divergence from a straight line made

by one filling pick across the fabric. To measure bow the position of a
filling yarn is marked with a line drawn on the fabric across the full
width and a straight-edge placed on the fabric between the ends of this
line at the edges of the fabric. The greatest distance between the line
and the straightedge is measured, and this distance, expressed as a
percentage of the width of the fabric, is the bow of the fabric.

Knit Fabric Testing
The length, width, weight per square yard, count (wales and courses

per inch), thickness, yarn number, and moisture regain are determined
in the same manner as woven fabrics. Knit goods stretch much more
readily than woven fabrics and therefore care must be taken to lay the
fabric smooth on a horizontal surface without tension in either direc
tion before cutting out any test specimens or making any measurements.
In knit goods the bursting strength is determined rather than the ten
sile strength. The bursting strength can be determined in
(1) An approved type of pendulum machine equipped with a bursting

attachment, or
(2) An approved type of diaphragm bursting tester.
Bursting Strength —Attachment on Pendulum Type of Tester. The

attachment replaces the fabric clamps in the tester and is such that the
specimen is held securely by a ring-clamp mechanism of 1% inches in
internal diameter. A polished steel ball 1 inch in diameter is pressed
against the center of the specimen until a burst is produced.
Bursting Strength —Diaphragm Tester. The test specimen is gripped

in a ring-clamp having a circular aperture 1.2 inches in diameter. The
surfaces of the clamp should be smooth, flat and metallic and any edge
which might cause a cutting action is rounded to a radius of not over
1/64 inch. The pressure on the fabric is applied through a rubber
diaphragm, recording the pressure on a Bourdon tube gauge. The tare
diaphragm pressure should be deducted from the gross bursting pres
sure. Some testers are so equipped that the gross bursting pressure and
tare diaphragm pressure are simultaneously indicated on the dial.
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Courtesy of Scott Teste™. Inc.
Ball Burst Attachment
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Courtesy of B. F. Perkins and Son, Inc.
Mullen Burst Tester

DEFINITIONS
Airplane Cloth. A strong plain woven cotton fabric made from high

quality combed ply yarns (usually 60/2 or 80/3 ply) in warp and filling.
Construction about 80 x 80 threads per inch and weight about 4 ounces
per square yard.
Asbestos Yarn. Yarn consisting of (1) asbestos fiber, (2) asbestos

and other fibers, (3) asbestos and other fibers and wire, or (4) asbestos
and other fibers with an insert of cotton or other yarn reinforcement.
(A) Plain Asbestos Yarn consists of (1) asbestos fiber, or (2) asbes

tos and other fibers.
(B) Metallic Asbestos Yarn consists of plain asbestos yarn with an

insert of brass, copper, or other fine wire. It is also termed "wire in
serted yarn."
(C) Reinforced Asbestos Yarn is plain yarn with an insert of yarn

made of other fibers.
Army Duck. A firm, plain woven duck made with ply yarns in warp

and filling. Made principally in weights from 7 to 15 ounces based on a'
width of 28 Ms inches.
Balloon Cloth. A light, closely woven plain cotton fabric made from
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fine combed singles yarn. The threads per square inch are 200 or more
with the picks predominating slightly.
Belt Duck. A heavy duck made from coarse ply yarns in warp and

filling and weighing 22 ounces to 48 ounces per yard based on a 42 inch
width. Warp strength is considerably higher than filling strength.
Boot Duck. Light weight duck used in the manufacturing of rubber

boots. Made in low constructions with a fairly soft pliable texture.
Weights run from 8 to 11 ounces per yard based on a 40 inch width.
Breaker Fabric. Open-mesh cotton fabric made from coarse ply yarns

or cords. Usually made with a leno weave. Used in rubber tires and
belts.
Cabled Yarn. Yarn made by twisting together two or more ply yarns.

Usually made with Z-S-Z or S-Z-S twist.
Carrier. That part of a braiding machine that holds the package of

yarn, thread or cord, and carries the yarn when the machine is operated.
Cashmerette. Lightweight cloth made of cotton or cotton and wool,

woven with a twill weave. Has a slight nap on one side, used in rubber
footwear.
Chafer Fabrics. Square woven construction used in the manufactur

ing of tires. Made with single or ply yarn warp and filling. Plies run
from 2 to 8. Weights range from 8 to 14 or 15 ounces per square yard.
Cord Fabric. Fabric made with cord warp and singles yarn filling.

Used in making up the plies in a tire.
Course. In a knit fabric, a series of adjoining loops from any one yarn

lying crosswise of the fabric.
Drill. Strong, medium weight fabric made with carded yarns, 12's to

22's, and woven with a 3 harness left hand twill, (diagonal runs up
ward to the left.)
Enamelling Duck. A flat duck woven with singles yarn in the warp

(ends drawn in two-as-one) and single or 2 ply filling yarn. Plain weave.
Referred to as S.F. (single filling) or D.F. (double filling) according to
whether it is made with singles or two ply yarn in the filling.
End. An individual sliver, roving, yarn or cord. In fabric it is an

individual warp thread.
Filling. Yarn running from selvage to selvage at right angles to the

warp in a woven fabric. Also the yarn to be used as filling in weaving.
Hose Duck. Fabric made with ply yarns warp and filling, softer and

more pliable than belt ducks. Warp and filling strengths usually about
equal. Weights run up to around 24 ounces per yard based on a 40 inch
width.
Laid Fabric. Sometimes called a web fabric. A material made with

out filling yarn, the warp yarns being held together with rubber latex
or other binding substance.
Linters. The very short fibers left on the cotton seed after the lint

cotton has been removed at the gin.
Loop Selvage. A selvage formed by having the filling yarns looped

around a catch cord or wire which is later withdrawn, leaving small
loops along the edge of the cloth. Used when it is desired to have the
edges the same thickness as the body of the cloth.
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Number Ducks. Plain woven cotton fabrics made from coarse carded
plied yarns free from sizing. The weight is designated by numbers based
on a linear yard of cloth 22 inches in width. For example, No. 1 duck
weighs 18 ounces per linear yard; for each ounce decrease in weight the
number increases one, thus a No. 4 duck weighs 15 ounces. For each
ounce increase beyond 18 the duck is called 1/0, 2/0 etc; thus a 3/0 duck
weighs 21 ounces. Made in widths ranging from 6 to 144 inches and
weights from 7 (no. 12) to 33 (15/0) ounces.
Osnaburg. Fabric woven with coarse singles yarn, plain weave, low

thread count, using short staple low grade cotton (called Clean Osna
burg), or staple cotton mixed with waste (called Part Waste Osnaburg).
Pick. An individual filling yarn running from selvage to selvage.
Ply Yarn. Two or more singles yarn twisted together.
Roving. A loose assemblage of fibers drawn or rubbed into a single

strand, with very little twist. An intermediate stage between sliver and
yarn.
Sateen. A cotton fabric made with a satin weave. Made with a filling

face or warp face; in the former there are considerably more picks than
ends per inch, and opposite is true for the warp face sateen.
Selvage. The woven edge portion of a fabric parallel to the warp.

Usually has more ends per inch than the body of the cloth. Used to
impart additional strength and firmness to the edge of the fabric.
Skein. A continuous strand of yarn or cord of any desired length in

the form of a collapsible coil, obtained by winding a definite number of
turns on a reel under prescribed conditions.
Sliver. A continuous strand of loosely assembled fibers that is ap

proximately uniform in cross-sectioned area and without twist.
Splice. (1) The joining of two ends of yarn or cordage by intertwining

or inter-weaving strands (also the inter-weaving of the strands of single
ends to prevent unravelling.)
(2) The joining of two ends of yarn or cord by means of several knots

joining individual yarns or strands, the knots being staggered, that is,
located at some distance from each other along the yarn or cord.
(3) The joining of two ends of a material whereby ends are tapered,

lapped and subsequently seized, bound, stitched, or stapled.
Tape. A narrow woven fabric not over 8 inches in width.
Wale. In a knitted fabric, a series of loops in successive courses, made

by one needle, supporting each other and lying lengthwise in the fabric.
The number of wales per inch counted across the fabric is a measure of
the fineness of the fabric.
Warp. The yarn running lengthwise of a woven fabric.

PERIODICALS

The following periodicals are recommended for those who wish to keep up to date on
current information on textiles:
"Textile Research Journal." Published monthly by the Textile Research Institute. Inc.

New York. N. Y.
"Rayon Textile Monthly." Published monthly by the Rayon Publishing Corporation,

New York. N. Y.
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"Textile World." Published monthly by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.. New
York. N. Y.
"Journal of the Textile Institute." Published monthly by the Textile Institute. St.

Marys*s Parsonage, Manchester, England.

REFERENCE BOOKS
The following books nre recommended for detailed information on all phases of textiles.
"A.S.T.M. Standards on Textile Materials" — issued annually by the American Society

of Testing Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.
"Matthews Textile Fibers," 5th Edition (1947) John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. New York,

N. Y.
"American Cotton Handbook" 1st Edition (1941) by Merrill, Macormac & Mauer**-

berger. American Cotton Handbook Co., New York, N. Y.
"Rayon and Staple Fiber Handbook" —3rd Edition (1939) by Schwarz & Maufrs-

berger. Rayon Handbook Co., New York, N. Y.
"American Wool Handbook" 1st Edition (1938) by Von Bergen & Mauersberger.

American Wool Handbook Co., New York, N. Y.
"Textile Fiber Atlas" (1942) by Von Bergen & Kraus American Wool Handbook Co.,

New York, N. Y.
"Textile Testing" (1940) by J. H. Skinkle, Chemical Publishing Co. Inc.. New York.

N. Y.
"Mechanical Fabrics" (1932) by G. B. Haven. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.

N. Y.
"Callaway Textile Dictionary" 1st Edition. (1947) by Carmichael. Linton & Price.

Callaway Mills, La Grange, Ga.
"Staple Cotton Fabrics" (1942) by John Hoye. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc., New-

York, N. Y.
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION METHODS
IN RUBBER TESTING

By S. D. GEHMAN*

X-ray diffraction is one of the more recently developed physical
methods of examination which modern instrumentation has made avail
able for general use. It has many important applications in the analysis
and testing of rubber with unique possibilities for disclosing composi
tion and structure which it is well to understand.

GENERAL THEORY AND PROCEDURES
X-rays for diffraction work are generated in the conventional way

by electron bombardment of a target. X-ray tubes especially designed
for diffraction work are used. They are water cooled and of small radius
to help secure high intensity. The tubes may employ one of a number

DIFFRACTEDBEAMS

Fig. 1. Diagram of Arrangement for Securing X-Ray Diffraction Patterns

of target materials such as Mo (X = -71 kX), Cu (X = 1-54 kX) or Fe
(X = 1-93 kX) depending upon the X-ray wave length desired. For most
work with rubber, a copper target is to be preferred. A filter of Ni foil
(.0004 in gauge) may be used to transmit the CuKa and eliminate the

♦Research Laboratories, The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio.
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Cu Kg radiation (X = 1.39 kX). Best results are secured by placing- the
foil next to the photographic film.
Since copper radiation is strongly absorbed by ordinary glass, copper

target tubes have beryllium (or Lindemann glass) windows through
which the radiation passes to a system of parallelizing lead pinholes as
indicated in Figure 1. Pinhole diameters tapering from about .025 in.
to .040 in. in one half inch length are generally useful. Two such pin
holes at the ends of a tube about 3 in. long give good collimation.
After passing through the pinhole system, the fine, parallel beam

of X-rays traverses the sample. In the case of rubber, the sample may
advantageously be about l/32nd to l/16th in. in thickness. Theoreti
cally, an optimum thickness can be calculated for a given sample. The
area of the piece need only be large enough to cover the exit pinhole.
It may be held in a mount or simply fixed over the pinhole with a bit
of modeling wax or Scotch tape which should, of course, be outside of
the X-ray beam. The small quantity of material required for examina
tion and the fact that it is not altered or destroyed are distinctive fea
tures of the method. For examination of stretched rubber, a stretched
strip may be clamped in a frame and placed in front of the pinhole. In
many cases, it is sufficient to clamp the stretched strip, by means of
thumb screws, over a hole in an aluminum strip which is then mounted
before the pinhole. The photographic exposure times may vary widely
depending upon the circumstances but are usually from one half to
several hours in length. Non-screen X-ray film is employed.
If the sample under examination contains material of a crystalline

nature, the periodic arrays of atoms in the crystals diffract or reflect
X-rays through specific angles which depend upon the perpendicular dis
tance between the parallel planes of atoms in any set of parallel planes.
It is surprising how many materials which are not generally thought of
as being crystalline will nevertheless give distinctive X-ray diffraction
patterns corresponding to rudimentary atomic or molecular ordering.
Thus many resins give patterns consisting of several rather broad and
diffuse halos which are sometimes useful for identification purposes.
The angles and intensities of the X-ray beams diffracted from the

various sets of atomic planes are characteristic of the material. For a
mixture of crystalline substances, the resultant pattern is a superposi
tion of the patterns of each component.
The perpendicular spacing, d, between the individual parallel planes

in a set which gives rise to a diffracted beam at a glancing angle * is
secured from the equation

nX = 2dsin« (1)
X is the X-ray wave length and n is an integer, the order of diffraction.
6 is the angle between the incident beam and the diffraction planes. The
angle between the incident beam and the diffracted beam is 2 9.

If the sample, such as a fine powder, contains numerous small crystal
lites in random orientation, any set of planes having an interplanar
spacing d occurs at all possible angles. Those planes for which diffrac
tion can occur according to Equation 1, diffract cones of radiation
having opening angles of 4 8 about the incident beam as axis. The inter
section of these cones with a flat photographic film mounted perpendi
cular to the incident beam gives a characteristic X-ray diffraction pat
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tern consisting of concentric circles. If the material is a single crystal,
diffraction spots are obtained instead of circles. In fibers and stretched
rubber, the crystallites are aligned in one direction. The pattern then
consists of spots positioned in the same way as those obtained by rotat
ing a single crystal in the X-ray beam about one of its principal axes.
Various types of cameras are available. For precise work, the regular

identification procedure employs a cylindrical camera such as the one
shown in Figure 2. For many applications with rubber, flat film cassettes
shown in Figure 3 are adequate. A small lead cup absorbs the undif

Courtesy General Electric X-Ray Corp.
Fiff. 2. Circular Camera
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Courtesy General Electric X-Ray Corp.
Fig. 3. Flat Cassettes

fracted beam to prevent heavy blackening at the center of the pattern.
The procedure used for examination of pigments usually employs a
circular camera. The sample, after screening through a 200 mesh screen
is shaped into a round rod about .02 in. in diameter using a small amount
of binder such as glue or gum tragacanth. This rod is mounted on the
axis of the camera and is preferably rotated during the exposure to
secure more uniform diffraction lines. It is usually stated that from
.2 to 1 per cent of a crystalline material is required to be present for
recognition. This, of course, depends upon a number of circumstances
among the most important of which is the diffracting power of the
material.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION EQUIPMENT
There are a number of complete lines of diffraction equipment now

available which are well adapted for X-ray diffraction work with rub
ber. They are designed for safe operation in testing and research
laboratories by technicians of usual skill. It is very desirable, however,
to have someone with specialized training and experience to help inter
pret the patterns, guide the work, and introduce new procedures and
methods as required.
The X-ray diffraction unit includes a completely enclosed power

supply with switch, overload relay, timer, and the necessary simple
controls for voltage and current as illustrated in Figure 4. The tube is
mounted at the center in the top of the unit and is shielded to be X-ray
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proof. A flat table top is provided around the tube on which to mount
the pinhole systems, cameras, and other accessories at the tube win
dows. The tubes are water cooled and are usually operated at about
30-40 kvp and 20-30 ma.
Dark room facilities are required to process the films. A good view

ing light is necessary for studying and measuring the films. For some
types of work, it is advantageous to have a densitometer with which to
measure intensities on the films. It is essential to keep a carefully in
dexed file of all films taken, with the type of sample and conditions of

Courtesy General Electric X-Ray Corp.
Pis. 4. X-Ray Diffraction Unit
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exposure noted. A wide variety of cameras for special purposes are
supplied by instrument makers and the manufacturers of the diffraction
units. In the rubber laboratory, flat cassettes taking 3M by 4 films
and a circular or semi-circular camera for work with pigments will be
found to be the most useful. Examples of these are shown in Figures
2 and 3.

One diffraction unit on the market (North American Philips Co.)
employs a Geiger Counter to measure X-ray diffraction angles and
intensities directly without the use of photographic films. This instru
ment is well adapted for identification of powders and is specially suit
able for rapid, routine analysis. For most purposes with rubber, it seems
preferable to have the diffraction pattern recorded on a photographic
film.

TYPE OF INFORMATION SECURED
1. Identification of Crystalline Materials.
The American Society for Testing Materials, has prepared for dis

tribution a card index of the spacings and intensities for the diffraction
patterns of about 3000 inorganic salts, organic compounds, and minerals.
This makes the X-ray diffraction method a powerful tool for analysis
and identification of unknown materials. In many special cases direct
comparison of the diffraction pattern of the unknown with the patterns
of a few suspected materials can give the required information.
Many rubber compounding ingredients give characteristic X-ray

diffraction patterns. Patterns for Captax, stearic acid, and zinc oxide
are reproduced in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Of course, if the ingredient is in
solution in the rubber compound, its crystalline pattern will not be
obtained. From these patterns, the ability of the method for the identi
fication of pigments in rubber compounds is obvious. It also finds appli
cation for the identification of blooms and in special cases for observing
changes in the crystalline ingredients due to reactions during vulcani
zation.
X-ray diffraction patterns also can serve useful purposes for the

Fig. 5. CAPTAX
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Fiff. 6. Stearic Acid

Fig. 7. Zinc Oxide

identification of resins, plastics, and different types of rubber, although
the limitations here are much more severe than in the case of crystalline
powders. Many of the patterns from plastics and resins are not dis
tinctive enough to permit positive identification but still may give some
leads as to identity. Synthetic rubbers such as GR-S and other butadiene
copolymers usually give amorphous patterns. However, Hevea, Butyl
rubber, and Neoprene give characteristic X-ray diffraction patterns
when stretched. Hevea diffraction spots are readily discernible in the
pattern of a stretched tread stock made from a 75-25 mixture of GR-S
and Hevea respectively. Figure 8 shows the pattern for a 50-50 mix
ture. In addition to the Hevea pattern, diffraction from zinc oxide, car
bon black, and stearic acid is in evidence on this film.

2. Determination of Particle Size:
The breadth of the diffraction rings depends inversely upon the par

ticle dimension of the crystallites producing them. This provides a
method of particle size estimation or actual determination. The latter
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Fig. 8. Stretched Tread Stock 50-50 Herea —GR-S

involves the precise measurement of the breadth of the diffraction rings
or spots at half maximum density by means of a densitometer. The
method is only sensitive for fine pigments, smaller than one tenth of
a micron in size.
In the case of carbon black, the X-ray diffraction results are very

interesting. Carbon blacks generally give several rather broad and
diffuse rings such as those shown in Figure 9. These correspond in
general position to sharper rings observed for graphite. The breadth
of the rings does not give the particle size of the black as determined
by other methods but indicates a much smaller value. Thus X-ray

Fie. 9. EPC Carbon Black

diffraction reveals a sub-structure in the particles. The picture deduced
from the X-ray diffraction results is that the carbon black particle
probably consists of a cluster of small randomly disposed regions. A
region contains a structure of graphite layers each parallel to the other
and normally spaced but otherwise at random. This stacking disorder
of the layers differentiates carbon black structure from graphite.
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X-ray diffraction has been a very useful method for studying the
crystallization in rubber and can probably give more detailed informa
tion than can be obtained in any other way. The literature on the sub
ject includes studies of the effect of milling, vulcanization, elongation,
temperature, compounding, and other variables upon the phenomena.
Needless to say, wide variations in crystallization occur in dependence
on such circumstances.

Fig. 12. Hevea, Frozen

Fir. 13. Stretched Gum Stock, Hevea

Measurement or inspection of the diffraction patterns for a stretched
rubber sample enables a determination or judgment of the amount of
crystallinity from the relative intensity of spots and halo. The per
fection of fibering or orientation is secured from the length of the spots,
the shorter the spots the more perfect is the alignment of the crystal
lites in the direction of stretching. In this respect, compare the diffrac
tion spots for a gum stock, Figure 13 with those for a tread stock.
Figure 8. The dimensions of the crystallites are related to the breadth
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of the spots, diffuse spots indicating smaller crystallites. The atomic
lattice in the crystallites is invariable for any given type of rubber
which can form crystallites such as Hevea, Butyl, or Neoprene. The
ability to crystallize indicates a high degree of regularity of structure
in the long chain molecules. Study of the lattice spacings which occur
has given some of the most definite information available in regard to
the chain form and molecular structure of these rubbers. Fibers such as
cotton, rayon, and Nylon give distinctive X-ray diffraction patterns
which yield the same type of information as has been described for
those from stretched rubber. For any one type of fiber, tensile strength
may be expected to increase and elongation decrease with any improve
ment in orientation as shown by shorter diffraction spots or arcs.
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THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
AND ITS APPLICATION TO

RUBBER TESTING AND RESEARCH
By W. A. LADD*

One of the first industrial problems assigned to the electron micro
scope was the investigation of carbon black in order to find a clue to its
important role in rubber reinforcement.
Early work on EPC black using light microscopic methods, ultra

filtration and counting methods gave particle diameter values of 50 to
80 mu. With the advent of the electron microscope it was possible for
the first time to obtain an actual picture of the carbon black particle
on which a scale could be placed and direct particle diameter measure
ments made. This new scientific tool revealed that, instead of a specific
area of 5-7 acres per lb. of EPC carbon, as determined by other indirect
methods, there was actually 10.6 acres per lb. of surface available for
reinforcement of the rubber compound. Following this initial work, sur
face area values for other carbons were obtained and correlated with
the physical properties of rubber.
Photographs have also been taken of other rubber pigments, natural

and synthetic latices; and, with the introduction of the high speed
microtome, electron photomicrographs can now be obtained of the final
cured rubber compound.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
The success of the electron microscope is based on the fact that elec

trons are used to illuminate the object instead of light as in the light
microscope. The size of the particle that may be resolved in a light
microscope is proportional to the wave length of the light used to
illuminate the object. That is, the shorter the wave length of the illumi
nating beam the smaller the particles that can be resolved.
It was shown by de Broglie that electrons accelerated to high velocity

have associated with them an extremely short wave length. For elec
trons accelerated by a potential difference of 85,000 volts the associated
wave length is .004 mu.. Comparison of this extremely short wave
length with that of visible light, having a wave length of say 600 mu.
shows that very much more detail, and particles many times smaller,
can be photographed by using electrons.
The elements of the electron microscope are analogous to those of

the light microscope; a source of illumination, condenser lens, objec
tive and projective lenses. Fundamental differences are; electrons
emitted by a wire filament heated to white heat replace light as a source
•Director, Electron Microscope Research Laboratory, Columbian Carbon Co.. New

York. N. Y.
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of illumination, magnetic fields acting on the moving electrons simulate
the focussing action of a glass lens on light rays. The magnetic field
is supplied by current flowing through a coil of wire.
A diagram of the electron microscope is shown in fig. 1.
Electrons emitted by the heated filament A are accelerated to high

velocity by — 85,000 volts at B, the instrument from C to D being
grounded. These electrons are then concentrated by means of the mag
netic condenser lens L,. Electrons leaving the object 0 are focussed by
the objective lens L3 in an image plane M at about 100 diameters mag
nification. This image is then magnified further by the projective lens
Li and the final image viewed on a fluorescent screen at Y at a magni
fication of 2,000 to 30,000 diameters. A photographic plate immediately
below the screen enables recording of the image when the screen is
moved aside.

PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS
Rubber Pigments

The. object is supported by a collodion or Formvar film less than
10 mjx in thickness. The film is in turn supported by a 200 mesh screen.
Many finely divided powders can be readily dispersed on the film by
means of a high frequency electric discharge. Carbon black is easy to
disperse by this method. Another convenient method of mounting con
sists of grinding the material into a solution of nitrocellulose, amyl
acetate and toluol and then forming a thin film on a water surface.1
Sections of this film are then picked up on 200 mesh screens.

Rubber Latices
The latex is first diluted with distilled water, made alkaline with am

monium hydroxide to a pH of 9, in the ratio of 1 part latex to 100-500
parts of water. A drop of this diluted latex is then placed on a collodion
film by means of a pipette drawn out to an extremely fine bore. The
drop is not allowed to dry on the film but is immediately removed. This
leaves a slight residue on the film which constitutes the specimen. The
specimen, mounted on a 200 mesh copper screen, is then placed in the
electron microscope for examination. This procedure reduces coagula
tion of the latex particles to a minimum.

Rubber Compounds
Examination of rubber compounds is difficult because the low pene

trating power of electrons requires sections 100 nijA and less in thick
ness for successful observation. The two techniques used in preparing
suitable specimens are as follows:
1. Vulcanizing Method2

In principle this method consists of pressing out the uncured stock to
a thin film and then vulcanizing it. The rubber is pressed out between
two specially prepared disks 0.25 inches in diameter (fig. 2). Disk A is
pressed out of 1/16 inch steel with a die shaped to give a crown. Filing
one side flat gives the shape shown in fig. 2. Disk B is flat and pressed
out of 1/16 inch aluminum. The inner faces of both A and B are coated
with collodion, which serves a twofold purpose, it fills any holes in the
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Fig. 2.

metallic surface and thus allows slippage of the rubber as the pressure
is applied, and it enables the extremely thin film to be removed from
the mold. The piece of rubber stock placed between the two disks is
less than 1/32 of an inch in diameter. Three sets of disks with rubber
between them are placed between two 6 inch square mold plates. The
mold is then placed in a press, a pressure of 1,000 to 4,000 pounds per
square inch is applied and the specimens cured.
After curing the disks are separated and placed in amyl acetate. This

dissolves the collodion and the pieces of thin film are teased free, allowed
to remain in the amyl acetate for several days, then picked up on 200
mesh screens, and photographed in the electron microscope.

2. High-Speed Microtome'
A high-speed microtome developed for sectioning rubber compounds

is shown in fig. 3.
The microtome consists of a high-speed centrifuge with cutting knife

Fig. S.
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mounted in the head. This head revolves at 5,000 r.p.m. giving a cutting
speed of 250 m.p.h. The rubber specimen is raised slowly into the path
of the cutting blade by a motor-driven micrometer feed fitted to the
centrifuge and operated through a gear train and variable speed pulley
system. The cut sections are collected by an exhaust system on an
absorbent cotton filter. Sections less than 50 m|x in thickness have been
obtained.

FUNCTION OF THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
The most important function of the electron microscope in rubber

testing is the examination and evaluation of particle size and shape of
the finely divided materials used. As mentioned previously the high
reinforcing property of carbon black was first explained by the ex
tremely large reinforcing surface exposed by the fine particles.* Deter
mination of area values for various carbons has established correlation
with rubber properties with but few anomalies. Electron stereo-photo
micrography has shown these anomalies to be due to structure persist
ence, i.e. the carbon particles are joined in chains. Examination of
vulcanized rubber films and microtomed rubber sections enables classi
fication of carbons as to structure persistence after milling in rubber.
These two fundamental properties, surface area and structure along
with chemical surface as measured by pH predict fairly closely what
the properties of the final rubber compound will be. Surface provides
an index to reinforcement, tensile, energy and rebound; "structure" pro
vides an index to modulus, hardness, extrusion and other related proper
ties; pH provides an index to rate of cure and aging behavior.1 1 5 6 ,8

The electron microscope has also been of value in the determination of
the particle size of the various natural and synthetic latices."

LIMITATIONS
The main limitation of the electron microscope in rubber research is

the low penetrating power of the electron beam, which limits its use to
the examination of extremely thin sections. This means for example
that the microtome and the electron microscope cannot be used for
evaluating the degree of dispersion in rubber. The aggregates of undis-
persed carbon in factory mixed stocks are of such large size as to be
readily seen under a binocular light microscope. These aggregates are
powdered under the action of the cutting knife in the microtome. In
other words the thin sections, required for penetration in the electron
microscope, automatically rule out distinguishing between a good and
a poor dispersion because the aggregates are knocked out and only the
well dispersed thin sections of both samples are seen.
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COMMERCIAL CHEMICAL DERIVATIVES
OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RUBBER

By H. R. THIES*

The great rubber industry, as we know it, is based upon one chemical
reaction. That is, the reaction of rubber with sulfur. The literature dur
ing the past fifty years has been fairly rich in citations of other reac
tions which might be carried out with rubber, but as a matter of obtain
ing practical commercial articles from these various reactions, it is
strange that only in the last twenty years has industry begun to use
other products obtained by taking advantage of natural rubber's un-
saturation.
Rubber undergoes the characteristic reactions of unsaturated com

pounds such as halogenation, nitration, oxidation, hydrogenation, inter-
condensation and condensation with other compounds. For a rather
complete discussion of the theoretical reactions of rubber see "Chemical
Reactions of Rubber" by R. L. Sibley, Vol. 16, 1943 of "Rubber Chemis
try and Technology."
In a discussion of the commercial derivatives of rubber, no better

grouping can be presented than that by Cramer,1 with additions made
to take care of the synthetic rubber derivatives.

Natural Rubber
I. Condensation Products
Isolac. With Beta Naphthol.

II. Cyclized Rubbers
Thermoprene. By sulfuric or sulfonic acids.
Pliolite. By chlorostannic acid.
Marbon B.

III. Chlorinated Rubber
Parlon

IV. Rubber Hydrochlorides
Pliofilm

V. Oxidized Rubber
Rubbone

Synthetic Rubber
I. Chlorinated Synthetic Rubber
Parlon X

II. Cyclized Synthetic Rubber
Pliolite S-l (Polyisoprene stannic chloride)
Pliolite S-2 (Polyisoprene and boron trifluoride)

'Manager, Plastics & Coatings Department. Chemical Products Division, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co.. Inc.
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NATURAL RUBBER
I. Condensation Products

Isolac. With Beta Naphthol.
Rubber may be condensed with beta naphthol in the presence of suit

able catalysts. The resulting condensate is a tough mahogany colored
thermoplastic product, sold under the name, Isolac.1
Isolac is used primarily as a compounding ingredient for rubber,

where it can be used to advantage to give hard, boardy stocks in those
cases where high pigment loading is not feasible. An important appli
cation is in shoe soles and top lifts which require toughness and good
abrasion resistance. In insulated wire stocks it improves ozone resist
ance.

II. Cyclized Rubbers
When rubber is heated in solution under pressure at temperatures

around 200 C, or with acid or amphoteric halides either in solution or
in the massed form at temperatures in the range of 80 to 145 C, isomeric
derivatives of the same empirical formula but of decreased unsatura-
tion are formed.
Various types of these derivatives can be formed depending upon

the reaction conditions as to time, temperature, amount of catalyst
used, etc. so that a range of products is possible, from slightly modified
rubber through hard, horny, tough, balata-like derivatives to hard and
brittle resins. Therefore, in most commercial rubber derivatives it is
possible to produce a fairly wide range of products with somewhat
different physical characteristics. Most all of these reactions are accom
panied by marked physical change in the rubber, particularly if the
reaction is carried out in solution form. In many cases, when the rubber
is heated in solution in the presence of a cyclizing catalyst there is first,
an enormous build up in viscosity. The solution goes into a gel stage
and upon further heating the gel seems to break and there results a
decided decrease in the solution viscosity. This decrease in solution vis
cosity is often used as a measure of the extent of the reaction. As a
rule the extent of the decrease is in the neighborhood of a thousand fold
over that of the starting solution. At this point the reaction levels out
and no further decrease in viscosity is observed. This accounts for the
fact that a number of the cyclized products can be used in solutions con
taining 20-30 per cent of rubber derivatives and still be practical work
ing solutions.

Thermoprene
The Thermoprenes3 were the first of the cyclized derivatives to be

applied commercially. In their production, rubber is cyclized by heating
with sulfuric acid, or with the sulfonic or chlorosulfonic acids. A variety
of products ranging from gutta percha or balata-like solids, through
hard balata to shellac-like materials may be obtained depending upon
the cyclizing agent and concentration thereof used and the time and
temperature of reaction employed.
The outstanding commercial application of these rubber-derived

resins is as adhesives for the bonding of rubber, both soft and hard to
metals, wood and masonry surfaces. This method of adhesion is the
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basis of the Vulcalok Process. Another important application is in
chemical -resistant paints.

Pliolite
When rubber is cyclized with agents such as tin tetrachloride or

chlorostannic acid under proper conditions, some interesting physical
changes take place, especially if this phenomenon is carried out with
heat in a solvent.* The first indication of a change taking place in the
rubber is an immediate build-up in the viscosity of the solution. This is
followed by a gradual decrease in viscosity, as heating progresses,
until a stage is reached where further heating does little in further
reducing the viscosity. At this point the final viscosity is only about
one thousandth of the starting viscosity, and the cyclization has been
completed. Further, the density of the product is now 1.06 instead of
0.93, the specific gravity of the original rubber. This reaction can be
followed on the typical cyclization curve.

//ot zs'c.
AEACTtON TIME

Pliolite Cyclization Curve

Chemically the reaction product analyzes about 96 per cent (C5H8)x,
and a whole family of resins can be produced, depending upon where
on the reaction curve the process is stopped. The group of materials
prepared by this method has been given the trade name "Pliolite." The
general rule is that the longer the reaction is allowed to run, the harder
and more brittle the resulting resin becomes and the higher is its dis
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tortion temperature. It has also been proved that as the cyclization
progresses, the unsaturation of the original rubber is decreased until,
with a fully reacted product, the chemical unsaturation is only abouthalf of what it is with the original rubber. This calls for a structural
change from the conventional r* CH3 1

|_-CH2-C=CH-CH2-J Xof rubber to a more saturated formula

such as: 9H3 9H3

-CH2-C-CH2-CH=CH-C-CH2-CH2-
-CH2-C-CH2-CH=CH-C-CH2-CH2-
L_ CH3 CH3

Considerable evidence is now available to indicate that the isomeri-zation of natural rubber proceeds according to the following cycliza
tion procedure :

-CH2'
CH3

H-C

H2CV

"2

CH2-
CH
II
C-CH3

CATALYST

-CH2

HoC
\

H2C

CH3/ CHp-V
IIX-CH,X'

H2

Commercial applications have been made of all the derivatives shown
on the reaction curve in the field of rubber-to-metal adhesives, formulation of chemical resistant paints, moisture-vapor-proof heat sealablecoating for paper, resin mixtures to toughen wax and as a tougheningand hardening compound ingredient for natural rubber itself.
When the cyclized rubber is used as a compounding ingredient, amarked difference in the performance on the mill as compared to rubberis observed. The usual power consumption of rubber during the millingprocedure is approximately 1 horsepower per inch of mill length. Inthe case of Pliolite this power consumption is 5 horsepower per inch ofmill length. This means that on a 60-inch mill, for example, rubberrequires 60 horsepower for milling, whereas Pliolite requires approxi

mately 300 horsepower for the same batch.
In milling, Pliolite powder, a fine white material, is massed by onepass through a tight mill and is then banded slowly on the mill untilthe thermoplastic mass forms a bank. To make rubber-Pliolite mixtures,it is necessary to put the Pliolite on first and add the rubber slowly inthe beginning until approximately 10 to 15 per cent of the rubber is in
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the batch; then the relative speed of the rubber addition can be in
creased. The reverse method of adding Pliolite to rubber is unsuccess
ful; the Pliolite does not soften and simply floats in the rubber matrix
more or less as a solid pigment.
High-Pliolite low-rubber mixtures find use in golf ball covers, molded

protective helmets, pads for clicking machines, etc. Low-Pliolite high-
rubber mixes are utilized in the field of coated fabrics as a stiffening
agent of excellent dielectric properties, and processing aid for thin
walled insulation.

Marbon B
This is a pale amber transparent hydrocarbon of high purity.' The

cyclization process employed results in the elimination of the major
portion of the non-rubber constituents of the original rubber. The
product accordingly exhibits exceptional electrical properties and ex
tremely low moisture absorption. It may be compounded and vulcanized
either with or without the admixture of rubber.
The superior electrical properties are utilized to advantage in the

formulation of thin walled and submarine rubber insulation and in
insulation stocks based on the synthetic rubbers. Additional advantages
accruing from the use of Marbon B in wire and cable insulation are
improved processing properties, resulting from better extrudability and
better body and stiffness of cured stocks, and reduction in water absorp
tion. Marbon B is also extensively used in hot melts, lacquers, printing
inks, paints and adhesives.

The halogens react with rubber to form amorphous inelastic products.
With the more active halogens the reaction involves substitution as well
as addition, hydrogen halide being evolved as a by-product. Of the
halogenated products only chlorinated rubber has been produced com
mercially.
The properties of Parlon' are better understood in the light of its

chemical makeup. Natural rubber, in the chlorination process, reacts
with chlorine in an amount sufficient to yield a product of approximately
67 per cent CI. The reaction of chlorine on rubber

of the two products with an average chlorine content of 67 per cent.

III. Chlorinated Rubber
Parlon

is thought to yield a mixture

These two products are: with 61.3 per cent CI

-CH-C-CH-CH2-
Cl CI CI X
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and r- with 68.2 per cent CI.CH3
I-CH-C-CH-CH-

I I I I
CI CI CI CI

This chlorinated material with 67 per cent CI could naturally be
expected to show nonflammability, as is the case. Also, resistance to
acids and alkalies is contributed by the high chlorine content provided
it has the proper amount of stabilization such as is given by the im
provements in the process of manufacture.
Chlorinated rubber has been known for many years. But a proper

knowledge of removing the by-product, hydrochloric acid, and stabiliz
ing it against residual traces of hydrochloric acid was lacking. A
superior manufacturing process has been developed with the result that
Parlon is a chlorinated rubber with excellent color and stability.
Parlon is produced in only one chemical type which is supplied in the

five viscosity types which, together with representative application uses,
are listed below:

Parlon Viscosity Types

Viscosity Type
5-cp

Viscosity Range
(in centipoises)

5 to 7
Use Examples

In printing inks and as a fortifier for
alkyd resin enamels.

10-ep 8 to 12 In high-solids finishes and as a forti
fier for alkyd resin and oleoresinous
varnishes and enamels.

20-cp 16 to 25 As a film-former in protective coatings
and as a fortifier in enamels and var
nishes.

125-cp 110 to 190 As a film-former in protective coat
ings, in paper lacquers, adhesives, and
textile finishes.

1,000-cp 800 to 2,000 As a film-former in adhesives, textile
finishes where flexibility is important.

The outstanding property of chlorinated rubber is its chemical inert
ness and its resistance to the majority of the common solvents. These
properties are utilized to advantage in the formulation of corrosion
resistant paints and lacquers. Chlorinated rubber base paints are re
sistant to alkali and acids. They are particularly adaptable to the pro
tection of concrete surfaces.
One of the most remarkable properties of chlorinated rubber is that

it is compatible with a number of modifying resins. In fact, in a number
of commercial usages, chlorinated rubber is used in small amounts as
a modifying agent such as alkyds where it seems to speed the dry and
toughen the film. In some cases, a rubber to metal adhesive can be made
-using chlorinated rubber.

IV. Rubber Hydrochlorides
Pliofilm
The process for the preparation of commercial rubber hydrochlorides*
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consists of passing gaseous hydrochloride into a solution of milled
rubber until the theoretical quantity of HC1 has been absorbed. This
mixture is then allowed to ripen for a sufficient period of time and the
excess amount of hydrochloric acid is neutralized. A product containing
34 per cent chloride is theoretically obtainable having the formula
(C»H»Cl)n. The desired characteristics are obtained, however, by limit
ing the chlorine content to 28 to 30 per cent. Compounds which contain
a greater chlorine content are brittle, while those with less chlorine
are tacky. Coloring materials and an organic protective agent to pre
vent deterioration from the sun are added to the solution. The solu
tion is then spread as a film on a moving belt, is dried, and then is
continuously removed from the belt. It is available in roll form.
Actual packaging applications using rubber hydrochloride films were

begun in 1936. Since then there has been a rapidly increasing use of
this material as a protective wrapper in the food industries for the
packaging of cheese, meat, frozen and dehydrated foods, coffee, and
other products. The unique properties of this rubber hydrochloride
which make it particularly suitable for these applications are:

1. Low moisture vapor transmission.
2. Heat sealing qualities.
3. Oil, grease and solvent resistance.
4. Low temperature flexibility.
5. Non-blocking at high temperatures.
6. High tear strength.
7. High shock resistance.
8. Gas diffusion characteristics.

The relatively poor sunlight resistance of this material is not of
importance in these applications.
The physical properties of rubber hydrochloride may be fundamen

tally changed by a tensilizing treatment. In this process the rubber
hydrochloride sheet material is heated to 180 to 230 F. to make it plas
tic. While in the plastic state the material is stretched from three to
six times its original length and then cooled in the stretched condition.
As compared with untreated material of the same gage, the tensilized
material has much greater tear resistance at right angles to the direc
tion of stretch, and has greater tensile strength in the direction in
which it was stretched.

V. Oxidized Rubber
Rubbone
The oxidation of milled rubber in solution' by aerating at 80 C. in

the presence of cobalt linoleate yields a solution of greatly lowered
viscosity which upon clarification by centrifuging and evaporation of
the solvent under reduced pressure gives a viscous yellow to orange
red gum. This product, which has been produced in semi-commercial
quantities in England, has been given the generic name, Rubbone.
When heated out of contact with air, Rubbone slowly polymerizes to a
tough, non-tacky gel similar to polymerized wood oil. When heated in
air it undergoes further oxidation to give a hard brittle product. This
property is utilized in baking varnishes for the coating of tin con
tainers for fruits. Rubbone can be vulcanized to give bases for cements
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used as binders for emery wheels. Conversion to the hydrochloride and
chlorinated Rubbone yields bases for alkali-resistant paints.

Physical Properties of Rubber Derivatives
Softening
Point • C.

Kesibtant Xc
Derivatives Sp. Gr. Color Soluble In Acids Attala
Thermoprene G.P 0.98 Dark ca.70 Benzol, chloroform,

petroleum and coal
tar naphthas

Excel
lent*

Excel
lent

Pliolite 1.0< Good 20-105 Benzol, petroleum and
coal tar naphthas

Excel
lent*

Excel
lent

Marbon B 0.96-0.98 Good 40-90 Benzol, petroleum and
coal tar naphthas

Excel
lent*

Excel
lent

Parlon l.M Good Deeompoaea
135-150

Benzol, esters, ketones,
chlorinated solvents

Excel
lent*

Excel
lent

Rubbone 0.966 — Under 20 Acetone, "white spirits" — —
Isolac 1.015 Dark 60-90 Benzol, petroleum and

coal tar naphthas
Excel
lent*

Pair

•Except cone, nitric.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER
I. Chlorinated Synthetic Rubber

Parlon X
During the war polyisoprene was used as a base for chlorination to

yield a product which was on the commercial market as Parlon X. This
product possessed a number of the properties of chlorinated natural
rubber such as similar solubility characteristics, appearance and use
fulness. However, it is understood that Parlon X is more expensive to
manufacture and will probably yield to the natural rubber product
post-war.

II. Cyclized Synthetic Rubber
Pliolite S-l
Pliolite S-l is a resin obtained by cyclizing polyisoprene rubber with

stannic chloride.1 The resulting product is a rather brittle, hard resin
possessing the same solubility characteristics as the natural rubber
Pliolite. Its film strength and adhesion characteristics are somewhat
different when compared to natural rubber Pliolite. It does have some
specific uses such as good solubility in waxes, good chemical resistance
and low solution viscosities.
Pliolite S-l was used as a war-time substitute for natural rubber

Pliolite and served quite extensively during the war as a reinforcing
and extruding aid in thin wall field wire insulation. Since the war, it
has been almost impossible to get tin tetrachloride so that its com
mercial use has been hindered by the lack of availability of tin
tetrachloride.

Pliolite S-2
Pliolite S-2 is a resin obtained by cyclizing polyisoprene with boron

trifluoride. This resin again resembles natural rubber Pliolite in its
physical properties, solubility, wax compatibility. It is finding wide
spread usage as a vehicle for fast drying printing inks. Boron trifluoride
is a difficult catalyst to use and the manufacturing process is expen
sive. However, the future of this resin seems to be assured.
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COMPARISON OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SYNTHETIC
RUBBER DERIVATIVES WITH CORRESPONDING

NATURAL RUBBER DERIVATIVES
Cyelized Cyelized

Chlorinated Chlorinated Natural Polytao-
Rubber Polyisoprene Rubber prene

Sp. Gr. 1.64 — .96-.98 .96-.98
N/25-D 1.554 — 1.545 1.535
Intrinsic
Viscosity
Before Reaction 1.23 1.13 4.45 1.51
After Reaction 0.19 0.31 0.49 0.36
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INJECTION MOLDING*
The application of transfer and injection molding principles to the

vulcanization operation is a comparatively recent development in the
field of rubber goods production. Some of the advantages of this type
of molding are:
1. Increased production due to the use of higher curing temperatures

and shorter cycles.
2. Greater efficiency in the processing of uncured stock. The injec

tion molding machine is semi-automatic and fits well into a con
tinuous process set-up.

3. Greater cleanliness and uniformity of product. The elimination
of one or more steps in the processing of uncured stocks lessens
the possibility of contamination.

The disadvantages of injection molding are the need for special
equipment and certain limitations as to size, shape, and composition of
the rubber product to be made.

INJECTION MOLDING EQUIPMENT
No set rules have been laid down, as far as known, for injection mold

design. To a large extent each individual part will dictate the design.
However, all injection molds must have several features in common.
Mold faces must be flat and parallel and match perfectly to eliminate
"flash" at the parting line. Molds must have a female nozzle seat to
accommodate the injection nozzle. The mold sprues or runners all run
from the female nozzle seat or rubber entry port into and through the
cavities all of which are interconnected. Each mold must have some
means of retaining rubber pressure during cure. This can be accom
plished by one of several means such as a "sprue lock" which usually
is a small cross-sectional runner at right angles to the main entry
sprue or by a small restriction in the main entry runner. Either way
permits retention of rubber pressure by curing or semi-curing before
the stock in the cavities cures. Another way to accomplish this is to in
corporate a mechanical valve in each mold that will close when the
mold becomes filled. This valve must be close to the main entry sprue.
It is to be noted that rubber stock enters the molds at elevated tempera
tures and fills the cavities through small ribbons that are in a high state
of turbulence. This results in inhibiting or eliminating laminations and
grain effects and causes the finished parts to be very dense and have
an internal knotty structure.

THE MONROE INJECTOR
The injection machine described here is one designed and built by

the Monroe Auto Equipment Company. It is one of several in operation
•Mr. D. F. Fraser of Monroe Auto Equipment Co. contributed most of the copy for

this article.
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as part of a continuous production set-up in which the compound is
automatically handled by conveyors and other mechanical equipment
from the time it leaves the Banbury until it is taken in the molded form
from the mold cavities.
The Monroe Injector consists of two pieces of equipment (a) the

injection head and (b) the mold clamp or press. The injection head con
sists of a specially designed 2 inch dia. screw which closely fits the
barrel or housing. The screw is driven through reducing gears by a
variable speed D.C. motor. Two baffle gears are mounted a short dis
tance below the feed box in mesh with and on directly opposite sides of
the screw. These gears are free to rotate as the screw is rotated and
prevent the stock from turning with the screw as well as preventing
it from backing up into the feed box. The gears serve as a mechanical
pressure lock and permit the generation of sufficient pressure to force
the rubber through the relatively small runners and gates of the mold
into the mold cavities. Cooling water is circulated through the housing
surrounding the baffle gears.
At the beginning of a cycle the end of the screw is seated against the

nozzle retainer. As the screw rotates it is forced away from this seat
allowing a passage for the rubber to escape from the screw barrel

INJECTOR SCHEMATIC
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through the nozzle and into the sprue and runners of the mold. At the
end of the injection cycle the rotation of the screw is stopped and auto
matically reversed about one turn to reseat the end of the screw in the
nozzle retainer and thus form a mechanical seal at this point and at the
same time relieve the pressure of the rubber around the baffle gears.
After a suitable "hold-down" period the injection head is removed from
the hot mold in order to prevent an undue conduction of heat from the
mold to the nozzle and thence to the rubber in the screw chamber. At
the time of this operation the rubber in the mold sprue will have been
cured sufficiently to prevent movement of the rubber in the mold out
through the now open sprue.
The main requirement of the mold clamp or press is that it be capable

of exerting a controllable pressure in excess of that developed by the
injection mechanism. The unit containing the essential engineering
requisites and design features for successful commercial operation as
developed by the Monroe Auto Equipment Company is shown on this
page. The mold clamp of this unit utilizes a system of self-contained
hydraulic pumps to accommodate the ram and injection head tilting
mechanism.

Courtesy of Monroe Auto Equipment Co.

Monroe Injection Machine Assembly

INJECTION MOLDING CYCLE
The equipment is arranged for automatic cycling so that, with the

mold open, a touch of the starter button commences a series of opera
tions which— (a) closes the mold, (b) brings the injection head nozzle
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in contact with the female sprue of the mold, (c) commences injection,
(d) stops injection (either by timing out this part of the cycle or by
actuation of a pressure switch either attached to the head tilting cylin
der or contained in the mold itself), (e) reverses the screw to form the
mechanical seal, (f ) raises the injection head after the required hold-
down period, (g) opens the press and mold at the end of the required
curing time.

INJECTION MOLDING TEMPERATURES
Different types of compounds are molded more successfully in selected

temperature ranges. For normally loaded mechanical goods compounds
having a cured hardness in the 50-70 range the following mold tem
peratures are suggested:

Natural Rubber & Reclaim 300-325 F
GR-S and Buna N 325-350 F
Neoprene 350-375 F

In the case of large molds, or molds for parts with thin sections high
mold temperatures inhibit mold fill because the compound may stiffen
because of incipient vulcanization before all the cavities are filled. Natu
ral rubber compounds tend to "air burn" if mold temperatures are too
high but this tendency is not as noticeable in the case of synthetic rubber
compounds.
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ELECTRONIC PROCESSING
IN THE RUBBER INDUSTRY

By G. P. BOSOMWORTH*

It is important that the difference between induction heating and
dielectric heating be understood. In the former we treat materials which
are conductors, and in the latter insulators. Frequencies which permit
the effective use of the applied power to generate eddy currents and
magnetic hysteresis in the load are of value in induction heating, while
those frequencies which permit the optimum use of the electric field
causing internal friction within the molecular structure are necessary
for the heating of dielectric materials.
The application of electronic heating methods to industrial processes

began many years ago. Rotating machinery producing frequencies up
to 20 kc. has been used for induction heating. An appreciable power
output at the higher frequencies of from 1 to 40 MC. required for dielec
tric heating of insulators such as plastics, wood, rubber etc., is not
economically attained except by use of electronic tubes, and such
methods are therefore commonly referred to as electronic heating or
processing.
The electrical engineer engaged in power distribution has been aware

for years of the losses which occur in condensers, and has spent much
time in developing them so that their losses would be low. The engi
neer engaged in the application of electronic heating, in contrast, con
templates with satisfaction a dielectric material which has appreciable
losses; in fact, the more perfect the dielectric becomes the less en
thusiasm he has for it.
The application of an alternating electric field to materials at fre

quencies between 1 and 200 MC. is generally accomplished by a simple
condenser in which the material to be heated is placed between two
electrodes. The electrodes may not always be parallel or plane if the
configuration of the load or the desired distribution of the field cannot
be obtained with a simple parallel plate condenser.
One of the many theories for the heating of an insulator used as a

dielectric in a condenser follows. Consider the molecules in the mate
rial to have positive and negative electrical charges which are not
exactly concentric. Under such an arrangement, an alternating field
will cause oscillation, due to alternate attraction of the charges to the
opposite electrodes in synchronism with the applied voltage. Since the
heat is generated instantaneously throughout the mass, then the heating
effect must be evaluated by the power absorbed per unit volume, instead
of in terms of heat transfer by conduction from the exterior surfaces.

•Manager, Engineering Laboratory. Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, Akron. Ohio.
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We are, therefore, concerned with the power density rather than with
the rate of heat transfer. . ■.

The power density depends on the following:
1. The electrical properties of the material.
2. The force producing movement. (The applied voltage).
3. The number of oscillations per second.
The actual amount of power absorbed by the material in practical
terms is: W = 1.4 e" E3 f Equation (1)
Where W = Power density in Watts/cubic inch.

e" = Loss factor of the material.
f = Frequency of the applied power in MC.
E = Voltage gradient across the material in KV/inch.

From the equation (1) given above it can be seen that any change in
the value of e", E, or f will alter the power density, and thereby, the
rate of temperature rise in the material.
In equation (1) the power absorbed can be increased by raising the

voltage gradient, by increasing the frequency, by changing the com
pound to alter the loss factor. Such changes, however, must be made
with due concern for their practicability. The voltage gradient is limited
by the generator, the shape of the part being heated ,and the necessity
of staying below the breakdown voltage level. Probably 4 KV/inch
voltage gradient is about the maximum allowable. Most of the applica
tions fall below 2 KV/inch.
An increase in frequency is possible up to the point where the avail

able equipment no longer has the desired output level. At the present
time, 2 KW. at 60 MC. is about the practical limit. There is, however,
some work being done at 1000 MC. and 2450 MC. with low outputs,
where the application of power at these frequencies does not employ
the conventional condenser.
It is sometimes possible to change the compound to increase the loss

factor if this change does not conflict with the desired physical char
acteristics in the material being processed. Certain materials, such as
crude rubber, are very difficult to heat with available equipment due
to their low loss factor.
In summarizing, the amount of energy or heat that a material will

absorb is not dependent upon the conductivity of the material, and the
temperature of the heat source, as in conventional processes. The
energy absorbed is a function of the variables given. Therefore, chem
ists must have knowledge of the electrical, as well as the chemical
properties of the material, in order to apply these methods of heating
to advantage.
The loss factor varies with temperature and frequency as well as

with the composition of the material. Therefore, in any heating process
it is advisable to know the changes which occur due to these variables.
Dielectric strength is important because it is a measure of the ability
of the material to resist breakdown under high voltage.
Table 1 shows some values of the electrical characteristics of various

materials which may be encountered by the rubber compounder.
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Table 1

Freq. Dielectric Power Loss
Material MC. Constant Factor Factor

Steatite A-35-American Lava Co. 14.0 9.1 .122 .011

Glass Fabric #128
27.0 9.1 .16 .016

Laminate
Selectron #5003 13.67 4.1 1.19 .049

ACS Formula Uncured 15.0 3.11 .55 .017
20.0 3.10 .50 .016

Crude Rubber Pale Crepe 15.0 2.1 .4 .0084
30.0 2.2 .5 .0105

Pyrex Glass-Corning #707 14.0 4.0 .109 .0044
27.0 4.0 .112 .0045

Tread Compound (Crude) (Hevea) 13.67 7.13 2.9 .21
Uncured 27.3 7.06 2.1 .16

Laminated Phenolic Grade CE 50 5.0 .055 .28

Hard Rubber Wheel Compound 13.6 4.2 1.9 .079

100 Parts GR-S 13.6 7.32 1.7 .124
30 Parts Carbon Black 27.2 6.89 1.4 .097

Cured Neoprene Sponge 50 3.64 1.34 .049
(No Carbon Black) 150 4.83 2.39 .115

Mycalex. Type 1364 G.E. Co. 14 6.98 .195 .0136
27 6.97 .20 .014

The values of power factor, dielectric constant, and the resultant loss
factor, which is the product of the two former terms, can be obtained
through the use of a high frequency bridge or a Q-meter. The variable
susceptance method is probably more accurate. (See ASTM-D150-45T)
(Ref. 2).
These characteristics can be determined at a higher temperature by

adding to the instrument a thermostatically controlled oven.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment necessary for dielectric heating can be divided broadly

into three sections :
1. A rectifier, to change the alternating current from the supply

lines to high voltage direct current.
2. An oscillator section which converts the DC to high frequency

power.
3. The applicator or work area.
In some cases these three sections are integral. In others they are

separate units, because of size, or because the work area is desired at
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some remote point. Generally, the larger units, 20 KW. and up, have
separate work areas. The amount of power and the most suitable fre
quency must first be determined from a consideration of the rate of
production and the characteristics of the material. The manufacturer
of the equipment should be fully informed on the application so that
he may supply the best unit for the job. The design of dielectric heating
equipment is changing rapidly to meet the needs of the industrial user.
It is no longer necessary to accept equipment which would be suitable
only for use in a radio station operating under constant load and ideal
conditions. Equipment must be so protected and so rugged that it will
be able to withstand dust, variable temperature, humid atmosphere,
and shocks from vibration. In many industrial applications the control
system will have to operate many times per hour, and electrical com
ponents must be able to take this kind of service. The choice of air or
water-cooled tubes for units of 20 KW. and less will be determined, to
some extent, by the atmospheric conditions, and the portability re
quired by the user. Units of higher power will generally require water-
cooled tubes.
If a unit is purchased for a specific job, then the user will probably

be best served by limiting the number of variables incorporated in the
control system. In such cases, the minimum flexibility in control on
power should be a high and low power switch with some form of cycle
timer.
If a general purpose unit is required, then further flexibility is

necessary, such as:
1. Step or continuously variable control of voltage.
2. Variable coupling in the output circuit.

Further refinements in control may consist of:
1. Frequency control. (Necessary if trouble is expected in control

of radiation).
2. Automatic matching of the load and oscillator output circuit.
3. Automatic control of output power level.
4. Remote control panels for work areas not integral with the

generator.
All units should have some form of time meter to indicate the hours

of use. An additional timer to shut down the unit in case production is
delayed beyond some predetermined time is recommended.
In most applications the electrical characteristics of the load will

change during the process and the optimum matching obtained at the
start of the process cycle will not apply throughout. Some self-com
pensation may occur in those cases where the frequency is permitted
to change with the variations occurring in the load. If it is necessary to
stabilize frequencies, then the problem becomes much more complex
if the maximum input to the load is desired at all times.

APPLICATION
The application of this equipment to processes in the rubber indus

tries is generally much easier in the case of the continuous process
than the batch process. In a continuous process the characteristics of
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the load presented to the generator are stable, and the control can be
simplified.
When the work area is at some distance from the generator, the

transmission of power is generally through a concentric transmission
line. It may be necessary, in that case, to supply some form of match
ing equipment, that is variable inductance and capacity in the work
area to permit efficient transfer of power. A mismatch not only reduces
the efficiency, but produces troubles from high voltage, causing break
down of the transmission line and arcing at the load.
Since the material being treated will, in many cases, lose heat by

radiation or conduction, there is a tendency for some non-uniformity in
temperature distribution to exist. In those cases where it is desirable
to have more precise control of the temperatures, it may be advisable
to heat the work area so that the ambient temperature approaches, or
equals, that of the material being treated. When the application is a
drying process, removal of excess moisture will require an exhaust fan.
The drying process frequently can be shortened appreciably by passing
air at high velocity through or over the product while the electronic
power is applied.
The operation of this equipment has been the subject of considera

tion, and finally regulation, by the Federal Communication Commission.
This became necessary as soon as it was recognized that a certain
amount of undesirable radiation was occurring from diathermy and
dielectric equipment. With the crowded state of the radio frequency
spectrum, and the demand for further space by various services, it
became evident that some form of control would be advisable. After
hearings were held in Washington, certain rules were proposed and
finally adopted. Ref. (3).
In the rules set up, there are certain exceptions applying to equip

ment purchased prior to July 1, 1947. This equipment, however, must
conform with the rules within a certain time limit. In any case, if
radiation becomes objectionable, then corrective measures must be
taken by the user. Reference to the rules by anyone now owning or
contemplating the purchase of equipment, will probably avoid com
plications.
The Federal Communication Commission has set aside certain fre

quencies at this time; they are
Center Frequency Tolerance from

Assigned Band of Channel Center Frequency

13,553.22-13,566.78 kc 13,560 kc ± 6.78 kc
26,960.00-27,280.00 kc 27,120 kc ± 160.00 kc
40,660.00-40,700.00 kc 40,680 kc ± 20.00 kc

890.00- 940.00 MC 915 MC ± 25.00 MC
2,400.00- 2,500.00 MC 2,450 MC ± 50.00 MC
5,775.00- 5,925.00 MC 5,850 MC ± 75.00 MC
10,500.00-10,700.00^0 10,600 MC ± 100.00 MC
17,850.00-18,150.00 MC 18,000 MC ± 150.00 MC

Ref. (4)
It should be noted that the rules apply not only to the fundamental

frequencies of the unit, but also to any harmonic or spurious radiation
that may be present. The maximum allowable value of the radiation
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outside of the assigned bands, must be less than 10 microvolts per
meter, at one mile, measured on the strongest radial. Determination of
the field strength pattern is probably best performed by the vendor of
the equipment or some recognized engineer with the necessary instru
ments to make the measurements. The manufacturers, at time of de
livery, can certify equipment by "type" to meet the requirements of the
Commision. Any changes subsequent to delivery and certification must
be checked, and the equipment recertified for conformity to the rules.
The reduction of radiation is accomplished through the use of metallic

screens which may be solid, perforated or woven. It is recommended
that the size of the perforations or mesh be % inch or less, and that
good electrical continuity between the components of the screening
structure be provided; ref. (5). Difficulties generally arise where the
work area is remote from the generator. Unless the user is especially
equipped to handle problems involving radiation, he had best secure
the services of some qualified person or organization to do this work
for him.

MAINTENANCE
The maintenance of dielectric heating equipment in small plants is

probably best performed by the Service Department of the vendor. If
there are a number of units, or if they are large in size, then the user
should have trained personnel. If the unit is to handle experimental
work or a wide range of products, then the services of an electronic
engineer are advised.
It is sometimes difficult to determine where the maintenance man's

work ends and the engineer's begins. Many times the troubles are not
due to equipment failure, but rather misapplication or changes in mate
rials or methods of handling. Problems arising from matching or setting
up a new load configuration will call for the services of an engineer. The
maintenance man for this equipment can be developed from electricians,
radio operators, and laboratory technicians. He should have a knowl
edge of vacuum tubes and basic circuits in order to understand the
method of operation. Safety rules should not be overlooked.
Probably tube life is the most discussed problem in maintenance. At

the present time, the usual tube guarantee is 1000 hours filament life.
Therefore a record of the hours of tube life will be worthwhile.
For equipment using air-cooled tubes, the air filters should be re

placed as often as necessary. They are often forgotten until over
heating of the tubes and other parts of the equipment occurs. In the
case of water-cooled tubes, the heat exchanger should be periodically
examined and cleaned if necessary. It is important from a maintenance
cost angle that the work cages be very rugged and able to stand re
peated operation. The vendor should be asked to have spare parts read
ily available near the user's plant. Unfortunately one cannot as a rule
substitute components of different characteristics to make temporary
repairs with as much freedom as one can in the case of steam curing
equipment.

SAFETY
Since the equipment uses high voltage circuits, it is important that
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door interlocks and relays be kept in working order. The use of a
fluorescent lamp in the work cage will serve as a source of light, as well
as a warning indicator when power is on the electrodes.
(Note: The lamp is not connected to any outside source of power.)

ADVANTAGES
The outstanding advantages of electronic processing in the Rubber

Industry are due to the uniformity of the effect produced. In conven
tional methods the transfer of heat from the source is dependent on the
temperature difference, the time, the dimensions of the part and the
conductivity of the materials. In contrast with this, the electronic
method produces a uniform effect throughout the mass instantaneously.
The rate of temperature rise depends on the loss factor, voltage gradi
ent, frequency, specific heat, and time. This opens the door to faster
processing and more uniform qualities in the product. An interesting
experiment performed by V. L. Smithers illustrates this point; ref. (6).
In it he found that the physical characteristics of the stock were uni
formly improved although the cure was shorter than that indicated by
the steam platen press method alone. K. Gottleb as long ago as 1916
stated that a reduction in process time of vulcanization should improve
the product; ref. (7) (Gummi-Ztg., 30 326, 1916). He was discussing
accelerators. Perhaps the reduction in time in electronic processing can
also be said to be responsible for some of the improvement.
Electronic processing methods should permit the compounder to use

a stock which is more nearly ideal for the job since he will not be handi
capped by the long heat transfer time found in conventional methods.
He will find, in many cases, that changes in the compound will be
advisable.
Preconditioning of the stock before placing it in the mold has the

added advantage of reduction in wear on molds, possible lower ram
pressures, less expansion during time in mold and reduction of back-
rinding. An indirect benefit of electronic curing is found in the reduc
tion of ambient temperatures around the vulcanizing equipment. While
the cost of electrical power is higher than that of most other sources,
the efficiency of conversion in this case is much better than other
methods. The differential in power cost is not nearly as high as it may
look at the first glance.

LIMITATIONS
There are limitations to the effective use of this method of process

ing in some cases. In the case of thin sheet materials of low loss factor
the method is difficult to apply and is not efficient. If the product is not
uniform in loss factor, selective effects will be produced. These may be
minimized by cyclic on and off periods. It may also be possible to adjust
the electrical characteristics of the materials in the various parts of
the product so that the desired result is obtained. The temperature drop
at the surface of the product during cure can sometimes be compensated
for by the choice of the mold material used. In many cases the pressures
and temperature involved in the molding process are too high for the
currently available mold materials. This handicap is being slowly over
come. Certain stocks, particularly those in which poor dispersion of
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carbon black may occur, will give trouble unless the condition is cor
rected. In such cases local hot spots are produced and dielectric break
down occurs. Special care is necessary in the design of electrodes if the
dimensions of length and width of the product are large. The field
between the electrodes decreases beyond a tolerable amount if these
dimensions exceed 1/16 of the wavelength. Some corrective measures
can be taken, such as shaped electrodes or added tuning stubs. It is
better to lower the frequency if this can be done without voltage trou
bles or loss factor deterioration.

APPLICATION
The applications in the Rubber Industry can be roughly divided into

four classes:
1. Drying and conditioning.
2. Processing before molding.
3. Curing of latex products.
4. Curing of milled rubber.

Some examples of these applications are as follows:

Class 1

Conditioning of fabrics to remove moisture prior to calendering can
probably be best accomplished in the roll. The moisture will then be
driven off as the fabric unwinds.
The setting of twist in yarn is being done in production; ref. (8).

Frequencies from 6 to 30 MC. seem to be the most practical for these
applications.
Drying of foamed latex products is a current application. In some

cases the product is first passed between the electrodes, then through
a hot air oven; in others the electrodes are placed in the oven. The latter
method avoids a transfer of the product from one conveyor to another
and reduces the heat loss. Reduction in drying time from hours to min
utes is accomplished by either method. Frequencies of 6 to 16 MC. seem
to be satisfactory. Generators up to 125 KW. are used for this purpose.
Perforated electrodes in both cases will reduce electrical troubles from
moisture and assist drying, especially if air circulation is present.
Preheating rubber stocks before the mixing or milling process has

proved helpful in some cases. Improvement in dispersion is one of the
expected benefits.

Class 2

Electronic processing of molded goods stocks before placement in the
platen press is one of the simpler applications. Hard rubber wheels
have less tendency to blow even with cure reductions of 40 per cent.
Loads up to 20 pounds can be handled satisfactorily with 5 KW. in 3
minutes in the electronic unit. The temperature is limited to 210 F. It
is possible to delay loading the molds up to 5 minutes without too much
loss in temperature. This is of course important in terms of press load
ing time. Wringer rolls can be handled in the same way; ref. (9). Curved
electrodes in this case can be used to advantage. Some work has t>eeR
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done with tires, but there is a possibility of trouble from separations.

Class 3

In the curing of foamed latex products we have an almost perfect
example of electronic processing. The gelled foam is difficult to heat
by any of the conventional means. Open steam ovens have their prac
tical problems, hot air ovens are slow, and high pressure curing at
present is by batch process. All are longer than by electronic means.
Cures of six minutes are commercially practical electronically. The
power required is approximately 2',£ KW. per pound, dry weight, with
frequencies from 6 to 30 MC.
Molds of glass laminates, ceramics, hard rubber, soft rubber, and

even wood have been used successfully. The final choice depends upon
the size of the product, the desired permanence of the mold, and the
cost. Where single samples are required for a customer, wood coated
with a suitable resin varnish can be used. Rubber seems to be preferable
for long time use. Latex thread has been successfully cured on glass
laminate spools in minutes instead of hours.

Class 4

The greatest difficulties in the application of this method to curing
processes occur in molded products. If the requirements for a mold for
this purpose are reviewed they will be found to include:
1. Resistance to mechanical abuse.
2. Suitable dielectric properties.
3. Ease of manufacture.
4. Reasonable cost.
5. Satisfactory strength at the temperatures encountered in the

process.
6. No reaction with the material of the product.
7. Sharpness of detail.
8. Low thermal conductivity.
9. Low specific heat.
10. High dielectric strength.
11. A temperature change corresponding to the change occurring in

the product.
Of these points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10 should be striven for, while the
others are highly desirable.
There are very few materials at present which combine all of these

properties. Most fail in the requirements of cost and strength at mold
ing temperatures. Some of the materials which show promise are : heat
resistant glass, plastics of the Teflon type, and hard rubber molds if
the preparation is first conditioned before being placed in the mold.
Perhaps filling such a mold by injection while the mold is in a rein
forcing case and subsequent electronic curing at low pressure will be a
solution. Steel molds, porcelainized and with tempered glass as an
insulator at the parting line, may be an approach. Irregular shapes
will require irregular electrodes to give uniform results. It is more
likely that the final solution in the difficult cases will be through the
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use of very high frequencies for small irregular parts where the mold
will be of metal and the power applied through a wave guide with the
mold as a cavity.
Tires have been cured by this method but as yet it is not a com

mercial proposition. The repair of tires has been demonstrated; ref.
(10). The cost of the equipment for this latter purpose is possibly the
chief reason why it has not been widely adopted.

SUMMARY
While this article has dealt with rubber products, the application of

this method of processing to polymerizable plastics and resins is well
known and has been covered adequately elsewhere in the literature.
The development of this process will be accelerated by the increasing

interest in its use. There are now enough sound applications to warrant
this interest. For commercial applications the prospective user should
check the following:
1. Can the preferred results be obtained otherwise at the same or

less cost.
2. Does it save space.
3. Is equipment investment reduced.
4. Is the quality improved.
5. Are dielectric qualities of the material suitable for the process.
If the answers to these questions are satisfactory, then it is time to

consider the adoption of electronic processing.
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WORLD CONSUMPTION OP NATURAL RUBBER
(In long tons, including: latex)

United United Beet of Grand
States Kingdom Germany France Canada World Total

1937 ... ,.. 643,600 114,628 90,000 60,000 30,000 251,772 1,090,000
1938 ... ,.. 437,031 106,915 97,500 57,500 26,000 237,064 955,000
1939 ... ... 592,000 122,715 60,000 65,000 31,620 233,666 1,105,000
1940 ... ... 648,500 147,066 26,500 35,000 86,996 215,948 1,110,000
1941 ... ,.. 775,000 156,549 22,000 14,883 63,232 218,336 1,240,000
1942 ... ,.. 376,791 97,056 26,000 10,193 42,144 212,816 765,000
1943 ... ... 317,634 74,391 4,000 1,126 29,208 188,641 616,000
1944 ,., ,.. 144,113 45,195 2,600 250 9,688 185,854 387,500
1945 ... ... 105,429 27,275 1,000 3,553 5,892 119,351 262,500
1946 ... ,.. 277,697 96,647 1,668 29,767 9,580 139,741 555,000
1947 ... .. 662,661 153,626 8,090 61,190 32,274 282,159 1,100,000

Source : Rubber Age.
Note : Many figures are estimated or partly estimated. Figures in some cases represent

net imports. Since 1945 the figures for Germany indicate British zone only. Figures for
"Best of World" include consumption in producing areas.

WORLD CONSUMPTION OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER
(In long tons, including latiees)

United United Rest of
States Kingdom Germany

1937 2,500
1938 6,000
1939 1,760 14,000
1940 2,560 40,000
1941 6,259 50,600
1942 17,661 69,000
1943 170,891 3,339 88,500
1944 666,670 41,782 80,000
1946 693,680 63,772 22,500
1946 761,699 30,123 11,862
1947 559,666 2,773 7,852

Source : Rubber Age.
Notes: Many figures are estimated or partly estimated. Sinoe IMS the figures for Gar-

many indicate British zone only.

France Canada World

16,741
6,060 19,789
10,247 3,688 15,845
6,426 24,722 18,900
17,419 35,944 31,785
28,705 29,616 50,505
12,556 29,178 12,976

Grand
Total

2,500
6,000
15,750
42,560
72,600
112,600
292,500
737,500
865,000
912,500
625,000

. I*
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PRODUCTION OF NATURAL RUBBER IN
PRINCIPAL TERRITORIES

(In long tons)
Indo Latin Rest of

Malaya N.E.I. Ceylon china Sarawak America World Total

1937. .. 501,448 450,680 72,500 48,000 25,000 21,272 91,100 1,210,000
1938 .. .. 359,502 319,157 50,000 60,000 17,600 19,261 84,580 910,000
1939 .. .. 360,102 376,427 60,000 68,000 24,000 20,182 91,289 1,000,000
1940 .. .. 547,202 641,673 90,000 64,000 35,000 26,027 111,098 1,415,000
1941 .. .. 600,000 650,000 99,500 74,898 35,000 25,763 114,839 1,600,000
1942 .. .. 165,000 200,000 101,500 76,177 10,000 35,794 61,529 640,000
1943 .. .. 76,000 100,000 105,500 70,370 6,000 41,900 67,230 465,000
1944 . .. 25,000 50,000 98,500 60,000 n.a. 49,946 76,554 360,000
1945 .. .. 8,600 10,000 97,500 12,000 n.a. 48,054 73,846 250,000
1946 .. .. 403,719 176,000 94,000 19,975 9,000 40,000 95,806 837,500
1947 .. .. 646,376 275,000 89,000 37,600 36,750 34,000 141,374 1,260,000

Source : Rubber Age.
Note: Many figures are estimated or partly estimated. Figures for Malaya and K.E.I,

include both estates and smallholders. Figures include rubber in the form of latex.

CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL, SYNTHETIC AND
RECLAIMED RUBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES

(In long tons)
Grand

Natural Synthetic Reclaim Total

1937 543,600 162,000
120,800
170,000

705,000
557,831
763,750

1938 437,031
1939 592,000 1,750
1940 648,500 2,560 190,244 841,304
1941 775,000 6,259 251,231 1,032,490
1942 376,791 17,651 254,820 649,262
1943 317,634 170,891 291,082 779,607
1944 144,113 566,670 261,083 961,866
1945 105,429 693,580 241,036 1,040,046
1946 277,597 761,699 275,410 1,314,706
1947 662,698 659,566 288,670 1,410,934
Source : Rubber Age.
Note : Figures for "Synthetic" Include GR-S, Neoprene, Butyl and N-typea, both gov

ernment and private production. Figures for "Reclaim" after 1943 include synthetic
reclaim.
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SYNTHETIC RUBBER STATISTICS-
UNITED STATES— BY TYPE

(In long tons)
New Supply

GR-S GB-M GR-I BanaN
(Bona S) (Neoprene) (Butyl) Typee Total

1942 8,721 8,956 28 9,784 22,484
1943 182,269 33,603 1,878 14,487 281,722
1944 679,949 66,660 20,252 16.812 778,678
1945 724,869 46.672 62.878 7.871 830,780
1946 618,408 47,766 80,828 5,788 747,786
1947 408,858 31,495 68,824 6,618 515,795

Consumption
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

1942
1948
1944
1945
1946
1947

2,679
181,977
495,652
600,145
632,126
448,566

222
14,937
98.880
76,566
68,763
7,951

6,833
26,205
46,243
42.394
44,357
87,650

22
804

10,768
48,012
79,228
68.829

Exports
1,037
2,640
4,799
6.837
2,642
2,617

40
630
980
495
62

8.217
12,405
14.112
8,029
6.988
4,522

160
631
667
406

1,020
758

17,651
170,891
666,670
693,580
761,699
659,566

1,419
18,148
104,266
83.778
72.920
11,883

1942
1948
1944
1945
1946
1947

1.050
80.975
116,180
170,571
81,488
38,110

Stocks at End of Period
1.786
6,415
11,739
9,708
10,470
5,215

4
1,086
9,892
18,378
19,478
18,216

1,772
8,143
6,166
4,802
8.682
3,380

4,612
41,568
142,927
203.454
114,968
69.921

Source : Rubber Age.

Smoked Sheets—Spot Closing Prices
(New York Market—Cents per pound)

Tear High Low Art. Tear High Low Arg.
1910 288 141 206.60 1929 26% 20.65
1911 184 114 141.80 1980 16% 7% 11.98
1912 140 108 121.60 1981 8% 4% 6.17
1918 118 69 82.04 1932 4% 2% 3.49
1914 93 56 66.88 1988 9% 2% 5.96
1915 79 68% 65.85 1984 15% 8% 12.92
1916 102 66 72.50 1935 18% 10% 12.87
1917 90 62 72.28 1936 23 18% 16.41
1918 70 40 60.16 1937 26% 14 19.39
1919 57 88% 48.70 1938 17ft 10% 14.64
1920 56% ie 86.30 1939 24 "H 17.67
1921 21% ii% 16.86 1940 24 18% 20.10
1922 28% 184 17.60 1941 24% 19% 22.40
1928 87% 24% 29.46 1942 22% 22% 22.50
1924 40% 17% 26.20 1943 22% 22% 22.50
1925 121 34% 72.46 1944 22% 22% 22.50
192S 88% 86% 48.60 1945 22% 22% 22.60
1927 4154 88 87.72 1946 22% 22% 22.50
1928 41% 17 22.48 1947 26 14 20.00

Note : Price was fixed by Government on August 6, 1941, at 22 a pound for non-war
usee. Free trading was resumed May 1. 1947.
Source : Rubber Age.
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Automotive Pneumatic Casings in the U. S.
(Thousands of Units)

Original
Equip
ment

1935 (toUl) 1».JM
Passenger Car 17,0*3
Truck and Bos ..... 2.200

1(86 (total) §M*JPassenger Car 18,041
Truck and Bus 2,605

1*87 (total) 22,85$
Passenger Car _ 20,065
Truck and Bus 2,208

1088 (total) 11.61*
Passenger Car - 10,08*
Truck and Bus— 1.430

1980 (total) 18.208
Passenger Car - 16.742
Truck and Bui 2,4««

1040 (total) 22,262
Passenger Car 19.6(0
Truck and Bui 2,692

1941 (total) 24,780
Passenger Car 19,866
Truck and Bus 4,925

1942 (total) «,*80
Paseenger Car 910
Truck and Bui .— 5,770

1943 (total) «.128
Passenger Car 82
Truck and Bui *,04*

1*44 (total) «.*54
Passenger Car 208
Truck and Bus .— (.44*

1946 (total) _ 5.9M
Passenger Car 1,115
Truck and Bus 4,8*9

194* (total) 15,810
Passenger Car 11,08*
Truck and Bui .— 4,224

1947 (total) 25.05*Passenger Car 19,644
Truck and Bui ..... 6,411

Source : Rubber Age.

-Shipments-
Re-

place Produc End of
ment Expert Total tion Period
29.406 1,614 60,189 49,8(2 8.196
26,036 948 44,047 43,25( 7.054
8,870 666 6.136 6,106 1,142
30.86* 1,078 63.886 66,041 10,717
26.990 (44 46,684 49,018 9,291
8.867 429 6,801 7,028 1,42*
29.886 1.246 63,485 68,310 10.883
28,177 696 46,928 46.497 8,745
8,709 650 6,657 (.813 1.638
80,667 1,049 48,132 40.907 8,451
27,104 680 87,770 85.789 6,937
8,468 4(9 6,862 5,118 1.514
88,022 1,279 57,509 57,(13 8,6*5
88,471 (07 49,820 49,938 7,108
4,651 (72 7,689 7.(80 1,667
85,846 1,176 58,774 69,186 9,127
30,903 411 50,874 50,965 7,270
4,448 7(5 7,900 8,221 1,857
39,895 1.489 66,164 61,540 4,48*
34.119 68( 54.660 50,892 3,1*5
6.77* 903 11,604 11,148 1,271
8.872 207 15.759 15,851 (.247
2,784 38 8,682 2,790 4,482
6,138 169 12,077 12,661 1.816
18,547 225 24,900 20,423 1,883
10,606 71 10,769 7,(20 1.182
7,941 154 14,141 12.803 751
26,489 268 88,356 83,44* 2.018
18,380 180 18,6*8 18,819 1.218
8,109 188 14.688 14,(27 795
36,479 504 42.9*7 44.524 8,077
26,463 222 26,800 28,200 2,214
11,01* 282 16,167 16,324 8*3
65,490 1,512 82,812 82,298 2.44864,(84 (58 66,423 66,466 1,7*3
10,80* 869 15,889 16.882 885
(2,890 8.249 91,194 96.548 (.975
52,865 1.608 74,117 77.790 6.470
10,026 1,642 17,077 17.758 1.605

Automotive Inner Tubes in the U. S.
(Thousands of Units)
-Shipments-

1986
1937 ..._.„
1988
1939
1940 ._
1941
1942
1948
1944
1946
194(
1947

Source : Rubber Age,
n.a.—Not arallable.

Original Re lares torrEquip place Produc Bad of
ment ment Export Total tion Period
21.514 82,188 721 64.428 67.086 10.946
22.464 29,664 749 52,7*7 62,373 10.812
11.615 28,184 644 40,298 (7.848 S.1M
18.190 81,998 1.002 51,190 50,649 7.086
22,172 29.070 972 52.214 52,287 7.017
24,722 88,749 1,282 69,702 67.488 4,686
n.a. n.a. n.a. 18,968 12.668 6.742
6,183 12,878 17* 18,731 16.2*0 2.5846,4(1 19.789 190 26.390 26.750 2.82S

. 8.119 38,1*1 408 89.688 41.102 8.»71
15.827 59,867 1.424 76.108 77.251 3,820
26,039 49,107 2.49* 76.641 79.609 8.088
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND SPECIFIC VOLUME
1. Specific Gravity is the ratio between the weight of unit volume

of a substance and the weight of the same volume of water at a given
temperature—usually at 60 F. (15.5 C), or 20 C, or 4 C. Specific
gravity multiplied by 1000 gives approximately the weight of 1 cubic
foot in ounces avoirdupois, or the weight of 1 liter (cubic decimeter)
in grams.
2. Specific Volume, which is the reciprocal of specific gravity (1

divided by specific gravity), represents the volume in liters of 1 kg., or
the volume in cubic feet of 1000 ounces (998.9 exactly). It also repre
sents the ratio between the volume of 1 lb. of water (27.72 cu. in.)
and the volume of 1 lb. of the material in question.

To Figure the Specific Gravity of a Compound

1. Express the weight of each ingredient in kilograms, or in pounds
and decimal fractions thereof, but not in pounds and ounces.
2. Divide the weight of each ingredient by its specific gravity (or

multiply the weight by the specific volume), add the results together
and divide the sum into the total weight of the compound. Time may be
saved by using the specific gravity tables (see page 640 et seq.) .

Weight Volant*
(Kg. or Lb.) Sp. Gr. (Liter* or Lb. Vol.)

100 -r .92 = 108.70
3 .85 8.53
80 5.57 14.36

Sulfur 8 2.07 1.45
1 1.42 0.70

187

187

128.74

Specific Gravity (Calc). — = 1.452
128.74

Specific Gravity (found for cured stock) = 1.455

NOTE—The method of calculation shown gives the specific gravity
of the uncured stock. The specific gravity of the cured stock is some
what higher due to a volume decrease which accompanies the combina
tion of rubber with sulfur. For small sulfur ratios this volume decrease
can be taken into account by using the fictitious value 6* for the specific
gravity of sulfur. This value has been computed from data given in
Bureau of Standards Research Paper RP760, "Specific Volume, Com
pressibility, and Volume Thermal Expansivity of Rubber-Sulfur Com
pounds," by Arnold H. Scott.
•Communication from A. T. HcPheraon, Bureau of Standards.
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CALCULATION OF VOLUME COST OF A RUBBER
COMPOUND

(A) Per Cubic Foot:
1. Calculate the material cost per pound in the usual way.
2. Determine the specific gravity, either by laboratory experiment

using a small piece of the cured stock, or by calculation according
to methods described on pages 631 and 640 of this book.

3. Multiply the cost per pound by the specific gravity, and this
product by the constant factor 62.43.* The final result is the mate
rial cost of the compound per cubic foot. This operation may be
simplified by using the table (pounds per cubic foot at various
gravities) on page 650.

EXAMPLE

Cost per Lb. X Sp. Gr. X 62.43 = Cu. Ft Cost.
$0.11 X 1.46 X 62.43 = $10.03 per Cu. Ft.

(B) Per Pound Volume:

For those who figure volume costs on the specific volume basis (i.e.,
"pound volume," or volume unit equal to that of 1 pound of water)
instead of on the cubic foot basis, the calculation of volume cost is
as follows: Multiply the cost per pound by the specific gravity of
the compound; the result is the cost of 1 "pound volume."

EXAMPLE

Cost per Lb. X Sp. Gr. = Lb. VoL Cost

$0.11 X 1.46 = $0.16 per Lb. Vol.

(C) Per Cubic Decimeter:
For calculating in metric units multiply the cost per kilo by the
specific gravity. The result is cost per cubic decimeter.

EXAMPLE

Cost per Kg. X Sp. Gr. s= Cost per Cu* Dm.

$0.24 X 1.46 - $0.35 per Cu. Dm.
•Welrtt of 1 cti. ft. of wnter at 4 C.
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EXPLANATION OP TABLES FOR FIGURING SPECIFIC
GRAVITY OF RUBBER COMPOUNDS

The tables on pages 640-43 show volumes of different weights of
materials arranged in order of ascending specific gravity. To find the
volume of a given weight of an ingredient, ascertain its specific gravity
from pages 634-39, and refer to this value in the tables. If the exact
specific gravity is not found in the tables, the correct value for volume
is readily found by interpolation. If the parts by weight of an ingre
dient correspond exactly with a figure in the table, the resulting vol
ume is read off directly. Otherwise the volume for the tens must be
added to the volume for the units. For example, the volume of 13 parts
by weight of zinc oxide is the sum of the volume for 10 parts and the
volume for 8 parts (1.80 + 0.64 = 2.84).

EXAMPLE
Weights Sp. Gr. Volumes
100 .92 108.70
13 6.57 1.80 + 0.54 — 2.34
43 1.80 22.20 + 1.67 = 23.87

Clay . ,., 12 2.60 3.85 + 0.77 = 4.62
Sulfur 3 2.07 1.45

171
171

140.98

Sp. Gr. ~
140.98

~~ 1.213

TABLES FOR DESIGNING RUBBER COMPOUNDS
In designing compounds by volume it is desirable to express a given

loading as volumes per 100 volumes of rubber (92 parts by weight).
However, since compounds are written with 100 parts by weight of rub
ber instead of with 100 volumes, it is convenient to have volume load
ings with their corresponding weights already calculated to this base,
i.e., divided by 0.92.
The tables on pages 644-47 are a result of this calculation and show

the weights of such volume loadings of various materials arranged in
order of ascending specific gravity. The basis of the tables is 100 parts
by weight of rubber—108.7 volumes.
Thus ordinarily to get 10 volumes of carbon black per 100 volumes

of rubber we take 18 parts by weight (10X1-80), but to refer this weight
to 100 parts by weight of rubber we must take 19.57 parts by weight
(18 + 0.92).

EXAMPLEIf it is desired to add the following to 100 lbs. of rubber:
Carbon Black 10 volumes
Zinc Oxide 6 "
Clay 4

the formula would then read:
Rubber 100.00 lbs.
Carbon Black 19.67 "
Zinc Oxide 36.33 "
Clay 11.30 "

167.20 lbs.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND PRICE OP
VANDERBILT COMPOUNDING MATERIALS

Mm
Per Lb. Per Lb.

ACCELERATORS Sp. Gr. Sp. Vol. or Ton Vol.

.. 1.60 .667 .35 .525
,, 1.42 .704 .27 .383
.. 1.42 .704 .39 .554
.. 1.59 .629 1.45 2.306
.. 2.43 .412 1.00 2.430

Selenac, Ethyl ... „ 1.32 .757 1.45 1.914
Selenac, Methyl . .. 1.57 .637 1.45 2.277
Tellurac , 1.44 .694 1.45 2.088
Tuads, Ethyl 1.17 .855 1.00 1.170
Tuads, Methyl „ 1.29 .775 1.10 1.419

.. 1.39 .719 1.10 1.529

.. 1.24 .806 1.00 1.240
Zimate, Ethyl .. 1.50 .667 1.00 1.500
Zimate, Methyl .... ., 2.00 .500 1.00 2.000

.. 1.01 .990 1.00 1.010

ANTIOXIDANTS

.. 1.02 .980 .75 .766

.. L26 .793 2.20 2.772

.. 0.97 1.030 .56 .633
„ 1.19 .840 .76 .904
., 1.20 .833 .68 .696

AgeRite Powdee ... .. 1.15 .869 .43 .494
.. 1.16 .862 .60 .696

AgeRite Resin D... .. 1.08 .926 .43 .464
AgeRite Stalite ... .. 0.97 1.030 .43 .417

HEAT RESISTANT

.. 1.20 .833 1.35 1.620

MINERAL FILLERS

.. 1.16 .862 .48 .657

Dixie Clay 2.60 .885 18.00/ton .017
.. 2.60 .885 12.50/ton .016

Pyrax A 2.84 .352 12.60/ton .018
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND PRICE OP
VANDERBILT COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Cont.)

Price
Per Lb. Per Lb.

MINERAL RUBBER sP. Or. Sp. Vol. or Ton Vol.

Hard Hydrocarbon.. 1.04 .961 42.00/ton .022

OZONE RESISTANT
.961 .22 .229

PLASTICIZERS
1.099 .55 .500
1.190 .07* .065

THERMATOMIC CARBONS

1.176 .11% .098

P-38 1.80 .555 .05 .090

VINYL RESIN STABILIZERS

.555 .03 .054

.671 .33 .677

VULCANIZING AGENTS

.391 .33 .845

.855 1.00 1.170

.776 1.10 1.419
Selenac, Ethyl 1.82 .767 1.45 1.914
Selenac, Methyl .... 1.67 .637 1.45 2.277

.208 2.00 9.600

.160 2.00 12.520
Dispersed Sulfur .... — — .10 —

WHITE PIGMENT
Rayox 3.88 .258 .17% .679
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND SPECIFIC VOLUME OF
OTHER COMPOUNDING MATERIALS

Sp. Gr. Sp. Vol.

Aluminum Bronze Powder 2.55 .392
Aluminum Hydrate 2.42 .413
Aluminum Silicate 2.60 .385
Ammonium Bicarbonate 1.58 .633
Antimony, Crimson (Sulfur free) 3.60 .278
Antimony, Golden (16% Free Sulfur) 3.00 .333
Antimony, Golden (55% CaSO., 16% Free Sulfur) 2.60 .384
Asbestine 2.85 .351
Asbestos 2.25 .444
Asphalt, Liquid 1.00 1.000
AXF 1.04 .962

Balata, Surinam Sheets 97 1.031
Balata, Venezuelan Block 97 1.031
Barium Carbonate 4.3 .232
Barytes, Ground 4.45 .224
Blanc Fixe 4.3 .232
Beeswax 96 1.042
Bentonite 2.50 .400
Benzidine 1.29 .775
Borax 1.73 .578
Burgundy Pitch 1.09 .917
Buna S 94 1.064

Cadmium Sulfide, Yellow 4.68 .218
Calcium Silicate 2.05 .488
Carbon Black, Channel 1.80 .555
Carbonex 1.30 .769
Carnauba Wax, No. 1 995 1.005
Casein 1.26 .794
Caustic Soda, 76% 2.13 .470
Ceresin 92 1.087
Chemigum I 1.03 .971
Chromium Oxide, Green 5.21 .192
Coal Tar 1.18 .847
Coal Tar Pitch 1.26 .800
Cork, Ground 1.4 .714
Cotton Flock, Dark 1.46 .690
Cumar, MH 1.13 .885
Cumar, RH 1.10 .909

Damar Resin 1.08 .926
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND SPECIFIC VOLUME OF
OTHER COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Cont.)

Bp. Gr. Sp. Vol.

Degras 97 1.031
Dibutyl Phthalate 1.02 .981
Dibutyl Sebacate 94 1.063
Dioctyl Phthalate 97 1.031
Dolomite ~ 2.34 .428
D.O.T.G. 1.10 .909
D.P.G. 1.13 .886

Ethylideneaniline 1.12 .893

Gelatine 1.27 .787
Gilsonite 1.10 .910
Glue, Bone 1.27 .787
Graphite, Flake ~ 2.26 .444
Gutta Percha (Average Grade, Red Macassar) 98 1.020

Hard Rubber Dust, High Grade 1.17 .855
Hard Rubber Dust, Medium Grade 1.20 .833
Hardwood Pitch 1.20 .833
Heliozone 92 1.087
Hexamethylene Tetramine 1.02 .980
Hycar O.R. 16 98 1.020
Hycar O.S. 10 96 1.042

Infusorial Earth (Fossil Flour) 2.15 .465
Iron Oxide, 98% (Red Oxide) 5.14 .195

Karaya Gum, No. 2 1.35 .740
Kerosene 82 1.220

Latex, Normal 975 —
Latex, 60% .94 —
Lanolin 1.07 .936
Laurie Acid - 90 1.111
Lead Chromate (Chrome Yellow) 5.70 .175
Lead Oleate ~— 1.34 .746
Lead (Powder) 11.34 .088
Lead, Sublimed Blue 6.85 .146
Lead Sulfate 6.20 .161
Lead, White (Basic Carbonate) ........... 6.99 .143
Lignin 1.30 .770
Lime, Hydrated — 2.20 .454
Liquid Asphalt — LOO 1.000
Litharge ~ — 8.85 .107
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND SPECIFIC VOLUME OF
OTHER COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Cont.)

Sp. Gr. Sp. Vol.

Lithopone (30% Zn S) 4.15 .241
Lithopone (60% Zn S) 4.06 .246

I
Magnesia, Light Calcined 3.20 .313
Magnesia, Heavy Calcined 3.20 .313
Magnesium Carbonate (Basic) 2.22 .450
Marbon S, S-l .. 1.05 .953
Mica, Powdered 2.95 .339
Mineral Rubber 1.04 .962
Montan Wax 1.00 1.000

Neoprene GN 1.25 .800

Oil, Castor 96 1.041
Oil, Corn, Refined 92 1.087
Oil, Cottonseed 92 1.087
Oil, Dipolymer 1.05 .952
Oil, Palm 88 1.136
Oil, Mineral .84 1.190
Oil, Pine 93 1.075
Oil, Rosin 99 1.010
Oleic Acid (Red Oil) 89 1.124
Ozokerite, Green 95 1.052

Paraffin Wax, Refined .90 1.111
Perbunan 97 1.031
Petrolatum, Amber 84 1.190
Petrolatum, White 84 1.190
Pine Pitch » 1.11 .901
Pine Tar 1.08 .926
Prussian Blue 1.85 .642
Pumice, Powdered 2.35 .426

Rosin (Colophony) 1.08 .926
Rubber, Chlorinated 1.64 .610
Rubber, Fine Para, Washed and Dried 92 1.087
Rubber, Guayule —— .96 1.042
Rubber, Plantation, Smoked Sheet 92 1.087

Salicylic Add 1M .695
Shellac _ LIO .909
Slate, Powdered — ....— .—.».......„ 2.80 .857
Soapstone (Talc) 2.72 .867
Sodium Acetate .... ...—...— ~.—». 1.45 .690
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND SPECIFIC VOLUME OF
OTHER COMPOUNDING MATERIALS (Cont.)

Sp. Gr. Sp. Vol.

Sodium Bicarbonate 2.20 .465
Starch, Corn 1.60 .667
Starch, Potato 1.60 .667
Stearic Acid ~. .85 1.176
Substitute, Black 1.04 .962
Substitute, Brown — 1.04 .962
Substitute, White 1.08 .926
Sulfur, Rhombic 2.07 .483
Sunproof .92 1.087

Talc 2.72 .367
Thiocarbanilide — 1.28 .781
Thiokol "FA" 1.34 .746
Thiokol "RD" 1.03 .971
Titanium Dioxide, Pure - 8.88 .258
Titanium Dioxide (Barium Base) ....... 4.30 .233
Titanium Dioxide (Calcium Base) 8.13 .319
Tricresyl Phosphate 1.13 .885
Triethanolamine 1.12 .893
Triphenylguanidine 1.10 .909
Tripoli, Flour 2.4 .417
Turpentine .87 1.149

Ultramarine Blue 2.35 .426
Urea 1.34 .747

Vinyl Chloride Polymer (30% Plast.) - 1.83 .762
Vermilion, English 8.10 .123
Vistanex 92 1.087

Whiting, Gilder's 2.65 .377
Whiting, Ground Limestone 2.70 .370
Whiting, Precipitated 2.62 .382
Wood Flour 1.25 .800

Zinc Carbonate (Pptd.) 3.30 .303
Zinc Laurate ... 1.10 .909
Zinc Oxide 6.57 .179
Zinc Stearate 1.05 .962
Zinc Sulfide _ 3.92 .266
Zinc Yellow 8.30 .308
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648

WEIGHT PER CUBIC INCH AT VARIOUS
SPECIFIC GRAVITIES

Ounces wt. Lbs. wt. Ounces wt. LW. wt.
Gravity per en. in. per en. in. Gravity per en. in. per cm. In.

.95 .54864 .03429 1.30 .75088 .04693

.96 .55440 .03465 1.31 .75664 .04729

.97 .56016 .03501 1.32 .76240 .04765

.98 .56592 .03537 1.33 .76816 .04801

.99 .57168 .03673 1.34 .77392 .04837

1.00 .57760 .03610 1.35 .77984 .04874

1.01 .58336 .03646 1.36 .78560 .04910

1.02 .58912 .03682 1.37 .79136 .04946

1.03 .59488 .03718 1.38 .79712 .04982

1.04 .60064 .03754 1.39 .80288 .05018

1.05 .60656 .03791 1.40 .80864 .05054

1.06 .61232 .03827 1.41 .81440 .05090

1.07 .61808 .03863 1.42 .82016 .05126

1.08 .62384 .03899 1.43 .82592 .05162

1.09 .62960 .03935 1.44 .83168 .05198

1.10 .63536 .03971 1.45 .83760 .05235

1.11 .64112 .04007 1.46 .84336 .06271

1.12 .64688 .04043 1.47 .84912 .05307

1.13 .65264 .04079 1.48 .85488 .05343

1.14 .65840 .04115 1.49 .86064 .05379

1.15 .66432 .04152 1.50 .86640 .05415

1.16 .67008 .04188 1.51 .87216 .05461

1.17 .67584 .04224 1.52 .87792 .05487

1.18 .68160 .04260 1.53 .88368 .05523

1.19 .68736 .04296 1.54 .88944 .05569

1.20 .69312 .04332 1.55 .89536 .06596

1.21 .69888 .04368 1.56 .90112 .05632

1.22 .70464 .04404 1.57 .90688 .05668

1.23 .71040 .04440 1.58 .91264 .05704

1.24 .71616 .04476 1.59 .91840 .06740
1.25 .72208 .04513 1.60 .92416 .05776
1.26 .72784 .04549 1.61 .92992 .06812
1.27 .73360 .04585 1.62 .93568 .06848
1.28 .73936 .04621 1.63 .94144 .05884
1.29 .74512 .04657 1.64 .94720 .05920



649

WEIGHT PER CUBIC INCH AT VARIOUS
SPECIFIC GRAVITIES (Cont.)

Ounces wt. Lbs. wt. Ounces wt. Lbs. wt.
Gravity per cu. in. per cu. in. Gravity per cu. in. per ca. in.

1.65 .95312 .05957 1.83 1.05696 .06606
1.66 .95888 .05993 1.84 1.06272 .06642
1.67 .96464 .06029 1.85 1.06864 .06679
1.68 .97040 .06065 1.86 1.07440 .06715
1.69 .97616 .06101 1.87 1.08016 .06751
1.70 .98192 .06137 1.88 1.08592 .06787
1.71 .98768 .06173 1.89 1.09168 .06823
1.72 .99344 .06209 1.90 1.09744 .06859
1.73 .99920 .06245 1.91 1.10320 .06895
1.74 1.00496 .06281

1.92 1.10896 .06931
1.75 1.01088 .06318

1.93 1.11472 .06967
1.76 1.01664 .06354
1.77 1.02240 .06390 1.94 1.12048 .07003

1.78 1.02816 .06426 1.95 1.12640 .07040

1.79 1.03392 .06462 1.96 1.13216 .07076

1.80 1.03968 .06498 1.97 1.13792 .07112

1.81 1.04544 .06534 1.98 1.14368 .07148
1.82 1.05120 .06570 1.99 1.14944 .07184

f



POUNDS PER CUBIC FOOT AT VARIOUS
SPECIFIC GRAVITIES

Specific Lba. Per Specific Lba. Par Specific Lac. Par
Gravity Cu. Ft. Gravity Co. Ft. Gravity Cm. Ft.
.90 56.18 1.40 87.40 1.90 118.61
.91 56.81 1.41 88.02 1.91 119.23
.92 57.43 1.42 88.64 1.92 119.86
.93 58.06 1.43 89.27 1.93 120.48
.94 68.68 1.44 89.89 1.94 121.10
.95 59.30 1.45 90.52 1.95 121.73
.96 69.93 1.46 91.14 1.96 12245
.97 60.55 1.47 91.76 1.97 122.98
.98 61.18 1.48 92.39 1.98 128.60
.99 61.80 1.49 93.01 1.99 124.23
1.00 62.43 1.50 93.64 2.00 124.85
1.01 63.05 1.51 94.26 2.01 126.47
1.02 63.67 1.52 94.89 2.02 126.10
1.03 64.30 1.53 95.61 2.03 126.72
1.04 64.92 1.54 96.13 2.04 127.35
1.05 65.65 1.55 96.76 2.05 127.97
1.06 66.17 1.56 97.38 2.06 128.60
1.07 66.79 1.57 98.01 2.07 129.22
1.08 67.42 1.58 98.63 2.08 129.84
1.09 68.04 1.59 99.26 2.09 130.47
1.10 68.67 1.60 99.88 2.10 131.09
1.11 69.29 1.61 100.50 2.11 131.72
1.12 69.92 1.62 101.13 2.12 132.34
1.13 70.64 1.63 101.76 2.13 132.97
1.14 71.16 1.64 102.38 2.14 133.69
1.15 71.79 1.65 103.00 2.15 124.21
1.16 72.41 1.66 103.63 2.16 134.84
1.17 73.04 1.67 104.25 2.17 135.46
1.18 73.66 1.68 104.87 2.18 136.09
1.19 74.29 1.69 105.50 2.19 136.71
1.20 74.91 1.70 106.12 2.20 13744
1.21 75.53 1.71 106.76 2.21 137.96
1.22 76.16 1.72 107.37 2.22 138.58
1.23 76.78 1.73 108.00 2.23 139.21
1.24 77.41 1.74 108.62 2.24 139.83
1.25 78.03 1.75 109.24 2.25 140.46
1.26 78.66 1.76 109.87 2.26 141.08
1.27 79.28 1.77 110.49 2.27 141.70
1.28 79.90 1.78 111.12 2.28 142.33
1.29 80.53 1.79 111.74 2.29 142.95
1.30 81.15 1.80 112.37 2.30 143.58
1.31 81.78 1.81 112.99 2.31 144.20
1.32 82.40 1.82 113.61 2.32 144.83
1.33 83.03 1.83 114.24 2.33 145.46
1.34 83.65 1.84 114.86 2.34 146.07
1.35 84.27 1.85 115.49 2.35 146.70
1.36 84.90 1.86 116.11 2.36 147.82
1.37 85.52 1.87 116.73 2.37 147.95
1.38 86.15 1.88 117.36 2.38 148.67
1.39 86.77 1.89 117.98 249 149.20
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POUNDS PER SQUARE YARD OF SHEET RUBBER
THICKNESS IN INCHES

Specific
GriTitr 1/64 1/32 1/16 3/32 1

0.95 0.6944 1.3888 2.7776 4.1664 44.4416
0.96 0.7017 1.4034 2.8068 4.2102 44.9088
0.98 0.7163 1.4326 2.8662 4.2978 45.8432
1.00 0.7310 1.4620 2.9240 4.3860 46.7840

1.02 0.7466 1.4912 2.9824 4.4736 47.7184
1.04 0.7602 1.5204 3.0408 4.5612 48.6528
1.06 0.7748 1.5496 3.0992 4.6488 49.5872
1.08 0.7894 1.5788 3.1676 4.7364 50.5216
1.10 0.8041 1.6082 3.2164 4.8246 51.4624
1.12 0.8187 1.6374 3.2748 4.9122 62.3968
1.14 0.8333 1.6666 3.3332 4.9998 63.3312
1.16 0.8479 1.6958 3.3916 6.0874 54.2656
1.18 0.8625 1.7250 3.4500 6.1750 65.2000
1.20 0.8772 1.7644 3.5088 6.2632 56.1408

1.22 0.8918 1.7836 8.6672 5.3508 67.0752
1.24 0.9064 1.8128 3.6256 5.4384 58.0096
1.26 0.9210 1.8420 3.6840 6.6260 58.9440
1.28 0.9356 1.8712 3.7424 5.6136 69.8784
1.30 0.9503 1.9006 3.8012 6.7018 60.8192
1.32 0.9649 1.9298 3.8596 6.7894 61.7536
1.34 0.9795 1.9590 3.9180 6.8770 62.6880
1.36 0.9941 1.9882 3.9764 6.9646 63.6224
1.38 1.0087 2.0174 4.0348 6.0522 64.5568
1.40 1.0234 2.0468 4.0936 6.1404 65.4976
1.42 1.0380 2.0760 4.1520 6.2380 66.4320
1.44 1.0526 2.1052 4.2104 6.3166 67.3664
1.46 1.0672 2.1344 4.2688 6.4032 68.3008
1.48 1.0818 2.1636 4.3272 6.4908 69.2352
1.50 1.0964 2.1928 4.3856 6.5784 70.1696
1.52 1.1110 2.2220 4.4440 6.6660 71.1040
LM 1.1256 2.2612 4.5024 6.7636 72.0384
1.56 1.1402 2.2804 4.5608 6.8412 72.9728
1.58 1.1548 2.3096 4.6192 6.9288 73.9072
1.60 1.1696 2.3392 4.6784 7.0176 74.8544
1.62 1.1842 2.3684 4.7368 7.1052 76.7888
1.64 1.1988 2.3976 4.7952 7.1928 76.7232
1.66 1.2134 2.4268 4.8636 7.2804 77.6676
1.68 1.2280 2.4560 4.9120 7.8680 78.6920
1.70 1.2426 2.4852 4.9704 7.4566 79.6264
1.72 1.2672 2.5144 6.0288 7.6432 80.4608
1.74 1.2718 2.5436 5.0872 7.6308 81.3962
1.76 1.2864 2.5728 6.1466 7.7184 82.3296
1.78 1.3010 2.6020 5.2040 7.8060 83.2640
1.80 1.3168 2.6316 6.2632 7.8948 84.2112
1.82 1.3304 2.6608 5.3216 7.9824 86.1466
1.84 1.3450 2.6900 5.3300 8.0700 86.0800
1.86 1.3696 2.7192 5.4384 8.1676 87.0144
1.88 1.3742 2.7484 5.4968 8.2462 87.9488
1.90 1.3888 2.7776 6.5552 8.3328 88.8832



POUNDS PER SQUARE YARD OF SHEET RUBBER
(Cont.)

THICKNESS IN INCHES
Specific
Gravity 1/64 1/32 1/16 3/32 1

1.92 1.4034 2.8068 6.6136 8.4204 89.8176
1.94 1.4180 2.8360 5.6720 8.5080 90.7520
1.96 1.4326 2.8652 6.7304 8.5956 91.6864
1.98 1.4472 2.8944 5.7888 8.6832 92.6208
2.00 1.4620 2.9240 5.8480 8.7720 93.5680

2.02 1.4764 2.9528 5.9056 8.8584 94.4896
2.04 1.4910 2.9820 5.9640 8.9460 95.4240
2.06 1.5056 3.0112 6.0224 9.0336 96.3584
2.08 1.5204 3.0408 6.0816 9.1224 97.8056
2.10 1.5351 3.0702 6.1404 9.2106 98.2464

2.12 1.6497 3.0994 6.1988 9.2982 99.1808
2.14 1.6643 3.1286 6.2572 9.3858 100.1162
2.16 1.6789 3.1678 6.3156 9.4734 101.0496
2.18 1.6935 3.1870 6.3740 9.5610 101.9840
2.20 1.6082 3.2164 6.4328 9.6492 102.9248

222 1.6228 3.2456 6.4912 9.7368 103.8592
224 1.6374 3.2748 6.5496 9.8244 104.7936
226 1.6520 3.3040 6.6080 9.9120 106.7280
228 1.6666 3.3832 6.6664 9.9996 106.6624
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BAUME AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY CONVERSION TABLE
For Heavy Liquids
American Standard:

Sp. Gr.
145

145— "Be
at 60 F.

•Bt Sp. Gr. Sp. Gr.

0 1.0000

1 1.0069 36 1.3303
2 1.0140 37 1.3426
3 1.0211 38 1.3551
4 1.0284 39 1.3679
5 1.0357 40 1.3810

6 1.0432 41 1.3942
7 1.0507 42 1.4078
8 1.0584 43 1.4216
9 1.0662 44 1.4356
10 1.0741 45 1.4500

11 1.0821 46 1.4646
12 1.0902 47 1.4796
13 1.0985 48 1.4948
14 1.1069 49 1.5104
15 1.1154 50 1.5263

16 1.1240 51 1.5426
17 1.1328 52 1.5591
18 1.1417 53 1.5761
19 1.1508 54 1.5934
20 1.1600 55 1.6111

21 1.1694 56 1.6292
22 1.1789 57 1.6477
23 1.1885 58 1.6667
24 1.1983 59 1.6860
25 1.2083 60 1.7059

26 1.2185 61 1.7262
27 1.2288 62 1.7470
28 1.2393 63 1.7683
29 1.2500 64 1.7901
30 1.2609 65 1.8125

81 1.2719 66 1.8354
32 1.2832 67 1.8590
33 1.2946 68 1.8831
34 1.3063 69 1.9079
35 1.3182 70 1.9333

For sulfuric and other acids and
liquids heavier than water.

For Light Liquids
American Standard:

140
Sp. Gr. = —

130 + 'Be
at 60 F.

•Be Sp. Gr. Sp. Gr.

10 1.0000 56 .7527
12 .9859 57 .7487
15 .9655 58 .7447
18 .9459 59 .7407
20 .9333 60 .7368

21 .9272 61 .7330
22 .9211 62 .7292
23 .9150 63 .7254
24 .9091 64 .7216
25 .9032 65 .7179

26 .8974 66 .7143
27 .8917 67 .7107
28 .8861 68 .7071
29 .8805 69 .7035
30 .8750 70 .7000

31 .8696 71 .6965
32 .8642 72 .6931
33 .8589 73 .6897
34 .8537 74 .6863
35 .8485 75 .6829

36 .8434 76 .6796
37 .8383 77 .6763
38 .8333 78 .6731
39 .8284 79 .6699
40 .8235 80 .6667

41 .8187 81 .6635
42 .8140 82 .6604
43 .8092 83 .6573
44 .8046 84 .6542
45 .8000 85 .6512

46 .7955 86 .6482
47 .7910 87 .6452
48 .7865 88 .6422
49 .7821 89 .6393
50 .7778 90 .6364

51 .7735
52 .7692
53 .7650
54 .7609
55 .7568

For ammonia, gasoline and other
liquids lighter than water.
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COMMON AND CHEMICAL NAMES OP VARIOUS
MATERIALS

Common Nam* Chemical Nam* and Composition

Acetone Dimethyl Ketone, CH. CO CHi
Aery lonit rile Vinyl cyanide, CH,:CHCN
Aldehyde Acetaldehyde, CH. CHO
Alum Potassium aluminum sulfate, K*Ala

(SO.)f24H,0
Alumina ..Aluminum oxide, A\,0,
Alundum _ .Fused aluminum oxide
Aniline (Oil) Phenylamine, CH. NHi
Antimony, black Antimony trisulfide SbtSi
Antimony, red Antimony pentasulfide, SbiS.
Bakelite Phenol-formaldehyde condensation reain
Baking Soda Sodium bicarbonate, NaHCO,
Banana Oil Amyl acetate, CH,COi&Hu
Barium White _ Barium sulfate, BaSO<
Barium Yellow Barium chromate, BaCrO.
Barytes Natural barium sulfate
Basofor Precipitated barium sulfate
Bauxite Hydrated aluminum oxide, Al,0i-2H»0
Bentonite Impure aluminum silicate, colloidal clay
Benzine Petroleum spirit, gasoline
Benzol Benzene, C»H,
Black Hypo .........Impure lead thiosulfate
Blanc Fixe Precipitated barium sulfate
Bleaching Powder Calcium chloro-hypochlorite, CaClOCl
Blue Lead, Sublimed Basic lead sulfate, PbSO. PbO
Blue Vitriol Copper sulfate, CuSCv5H,0
Borax Sodium tetraborate, Na,B,O,10H,O
Brimstone Sulfur
Burnt lime _ Calcium oxide, CaO
Butadiene Divinyl, erythrene, 1, 3—butadiene,

CH,:CHCH:CH,
Cadmium Red Co-precipitate of cadmium sulfide (with

selenide) and barium sulfate
Cadmium Yellow Cadmium sulfide, CdS
Calcite Calcium carbonate, CaCOi
Calgon Sodium hexametaphosphate (Na PO,),
Calomel Mercurous chloride, HgCl
Carbolic Acid Phenol, C.H. OH
Carborundum Silicon carbide, SiC
Carvacrol „ .2-Hydroxy-para-cymene, C,H,(OH) (GH,)

(CH.)
Casein Milk protein
Caustic Soda ...Sodium hydroxide, NaOH
Chalk Calcium carbonate, CaCO,
China Clay JCaolin, hydrated aluminum silicate,

Al,0.-2SiO,-2H,0
Chloride of Lime Calcium chlorohypochlorite, CaClOCl
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COMMON AND CHEMICAL NAMES OF VARIOUS
MATERIALS (Cont.)

Common Nam* Chemical Nam* and Composition

Chrome Alum Potassium chromium sulfate, KjCr,
(SO«),-24H,0

Chrome Green Chromium oxide, CnO,
Chrome Red Basic lead chromate, PbCrCvPbO
Chrome Yellow .Lead chromate, PbCrO.
Cologne Spirits. Pure ethyl alcohol, GH.OH
Colophony Common rosin, pine resin
Columbian Spirits Pure methyl alcohol, CH.OH
Copperas Ferrous sulfate, FeSCv7H.O
Corrosive Sublimate Mercuric chloride, HgCU
Corundum .Aluminum oxide, AUO.
Coumarin Cumaric anhydride, C»H.Oi
Cream of Tartar Potassium hydrogen tartrate, KHCH ,0,
Cresol Mixture of ortho, meta and para cresols,

CH.C^,OH
Cresylic Acid Mixture of crude phenols
Chloroprene. .2-Chloro 1, 3-butadiene, CH,:CHC(C1) :CH,
Decalin Decahydronaphthalene, CwHn
Degras Crude sheep's wool grease
Dextrine Partially hydrolyzed starch, (CH»Oi)i
Dextrose Glucose, CaHuCvH20
Dipentene .Inactive limonene, GoBu
Dolomite .Magnesian limestone, calcium-magnesium

carbonate, CaCOt.MgCOt

Earth Wax Ozokerite, mineral wax
Elaterite .A natural bitumen or mineral rubber
Emery Impure aluminum oxide
Epsom Salts Magnesium sulfate, MgSCv7HtO
Ester Gum Glycerol ester of colophony
Ether. -Diethyl oxide (&H<)>0
Factice Rubber substitutes made from vegetable oils
Fixed White Barium sulfate, BaSO.
Fossil Flour JDiatomaceous earth, impure hydrous silica
Formalin 40% solution of formaldehyde, HCHO, in water
French Chalk Hydrous magnesium silicate, Mg,Si4Ou H,0
Fuller's Earth Porous, hydrated aluminum silicate
Fusel Oil Mixed am yl alcohols, C«HuOH
Gasoline. Petroleum spirit
Gilsonite. A natural bitumen or mineral rubber
Glucose .Dextrose, grape sugar, C,HuO.
Glycerine „ Glycerol, C,H,(OH),
Grain Alcohol .Ethyl alcohol, &H.OH
Guignet's Green .Hydrated chromium oxide
Gypsum m Calcium sulfate, CaSO,-2H,0

Halowax Chlorinated naphthalenes
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COMMON AND CHEMICAL NAMES OP VARIOUS
MATERIALS (Cont)

Common Nam* Chemical Name and Composition

Hexalin Hexahydrophenol, cyclohexanol, CJiuOH
Hexamine (Hexa) Hexamethylenetetramine, (CHi)»N«
Hydroquinone Quinol, Para-dihydroxy benzene, CH.(OH),
Hypo Sodium thiosulfate, Na2S,0,-2HaO
Indian Red Ferric oxide, Fe»Ot
Isinglass Pure fish gelatine
Isopropyl Alcohol Isopropanol CaH,OH
Isoprene 2-Methyl 1, 3-butadiene, CH,:CHC(CH.) :CH>
Kaolin See china clay
Kieselguhr See fossil flour
Lanolin Purified wool grease
Lecithin A phosphorus containing constituent of brain

substance, egg-yolk and certain cereal grains.
Approx. C«H«0,NP.

Ligroin Petroleum ether
Lime (hydrated) Calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)i
Limestone Calcium Carbonate (rock), CaCOi.
Litharge Lead monoxide, PbO
Lithopone Precipitated mixture of barium sulfate and zinc

sulfide
Lyaol Cresol-soap solution
Magnesia Magnesium oxide, MgO
Magnesia Alba Magnesium carbonate, MgCOt
Magnesia Usta Calcined magnesia, MgO
Magnesite Natural magnesium carbonate, MgCO*
Massicot Lead monoxide, PbO
Methanol Methyl alcohol, CHiOH
Mica Muscovite, impure HiKAlf(SiO<)i.
Microcosm ic Salt Sodium ammonium hydrogen phosphate,

NaNILHPCv4H,0
Mild Alkali Sodium Carbonate, Na,CO.
Milk Sugar Lactose, CuH«Ou-H,0
Mineral Rubber Bitumen, asphalt
Mineral Wax Ozokerite, mixed natural hydrocarbons
Minium Red lead, lead tetroxide, PbiO«
Mohr's Salt Ferrous ammonium sulfate,

FeSO.(NH«),SO. 6H.0
Muriatic Add Commercial hydrochloric acid, HC1
Naphtha (Petroleum)... Petroleum distillate
Naphtha (Solvent) Coal tar distillate
Oil, Bitter Almonds Benzaldehyde, CH.CHO
Oil, Mirbane Nitrobenzene, CJLNO.
Oil, Mustard. Allyl isothiocyanate, CH.NCS
Oil, Wintergreen Methyl salicylate, HOCJLCO.CH,
Oleum Fuming sulfuric acid
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COMMON AND CHEMICAL NAMES OF VARIOUS
MATERIALS (Cont.)

Common Name Chemical Name and Composition

Paris Blue Ferric ferrocyanide, Fe«(Fe(CN)«),
Pearl Ash Potassium carbonate, KiCOj
Petrolatum Soft paraffin
Petroleum Ether Low-boiling petroleum distillate, ligroin
Picoline Alpha or Beta Methyl pyridine, &H4(CH,)N
Plaster of Paris Calcium sulfate, CaSCv^HiO
Plumbago Graphite, form of carbon
Prussian Blue Ferric ferrocyanide
Pumice Volcanic lava
Pyrites Ferrous sulfide, FeSi
Pyrogallic Acid Pyrogallol, 1,2,3-trihydroxybenzene, CA(OH)k
Pyrolusite Manganese dioxide, MnOj
Pyrophyllite A hydrous aluminum silicate, H,Al2(SiO,),
Pyroxylin Nitrocellulose

Quartz Silica, SiOa
Quicklime Calcium oxide, CaO
Quicksilver Mercury, Hg
Quinol Hydroquinone, C«H,(OH):

Red Oxide Ferric oxide, FesOi
Rayon Viscose artificial silk
Red Lead Lead tetroxide, PbiO(
Red Oil Oleic acid, C„HMCOOH
Resorcin Resorcinol, meta-di hydroxy benzene, C«H. (OH) ,
Rochelle Salt Potassium sodium tartrate, KNaCH«Or4H,0
Rosin Pine rosin, colophony, abietic anhydride
Rot tens tone Form of tripoli
Rouge Ferric oxide, FeaO>

Sal Ammoniac Ammonium chloride, NH.C1
Salicylic Acid Ortho hydroxy benzoic acid CJI.(OH)-COOH
Sal Soda Sodium carbonate, Na.COt lOH.0
Sal Volatile —Ammonium carbonate
Saltpeter Potassium nitrate, KNOi
Satin White Reaction product of calcium hydroxide and alum
Slaked Lime Calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)t
Soda Ash Sodium carbonate, NaiCOi
Soda, Baking Sodium bicarbonate, NaHCOi
Soda (Washing) Sodium carbonate crystals, Na.COrlOHiO
Soft Soap Potash soap
Sublimed Lead See blue lead, white lead
Styrene Phenylethylene, CH.CH:CH»
Talc Hydrous magnesium silicate, Mg,Si.0u-H«O
Tetralin Tetrahydronaphthalene, C,PHa
Thiocarbanilide Diphenylthiourea, CJLNHCSNHCiH,
Toluol Toluene, methylbenzene, CH.CH,
Triacetin....„ ....Glyceryl triacetate, (CH,COO)iCtH»



COMMON AND CHEMICAL NAMES OF VARIOUS
MATERIALS (Cont.)

Common Name Chemical Name and Composition

Triethanolamine Trihydroxytriethylamine, N(CH,-CHrOH)t
Tripoli Non-diatomaceous amorphous silica
Tripolite See fossil flour
Ultramarine Blue Artificial lapis lazuli, NaiAlaSiiOMSi
Urea Carbamide, NH. CO NH,
Vanillin 3-methoxy-4-hydroxy benzaldehyde,

CHO C.H,(OCH.) (OH)-
Vaseline Soft paraffin
Venetian Red Ferric oxide, FesOi
Verdigris Basic copper acetate, 2Cu(CaHi0i)i+Cu0
Vermilion Red mercuric sulfide, HgS
Vitriol Sulfuric acid, H2SO,
Water Glass Solution of sodium silicates
White Lead Basic lead carbonate, 2PbCO,+Pb(0H),
White Lead, Sublimed... Basic lead sulfate
White Vitriol Zinc sulfate, ZnS0..7H30.
Whiting Calcium carbonate, CaCOi
Witherite Barium carbonate, BaCOi
Wood Alcohol Methanol, methyl alcohol, CH.OH
Xylenol Mixed dimethylphenols, (CH,),CJI,OH
Xylol Xylene, mixed dimethylbenzenes, CH,(CHi)i
Zinc White Zinc oxide, ZnO
Zinc Yellow Zinc chromate, ZnCrO«
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BOILING POINT AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY
OF VARIOUS LIQUIDS

B. Pt'C. Sp. Gr. 20/4 °C. Lbs ./V.S. Gal.

118.1 1.049 8.74
56.6 0.792 6.60
146.3 1.600 13.33

Alcohol, n-Amyl (Pentanol-1)
Iso-amyl

137.8 0.817 (20/20*) 6.81

(2-Methyl-Butanol-4) 132 0.813 (15/4°) 6.77
n-Butyl (Butanol-1) 117 0.810 6.76
Sec. Butyl (Butanol-2) 99.5 0.808 6.78
Ethyl (Ethanol) 78.4 0.789 6.67

82.5 0.789 6.67
Methyl (Methanol) 64.7 0.792 6.60

Amyl Acetate (Banana Oil) 142 0.876 (15/4*) 7.30
184.4 1.022 8.61

179 1.046 8.71
79.6 0.879 7.32

Benzol, 90% — 0.876-0.888 7.36

46.3 1.263 10.52
Carbon Tetrachloride 76.8 1.595 13.29
Castor Oil — 0.960-0.967 (16/15°) 8.02
"Cellosolve" (Ethylene glycol
monoethyl ether) 135.1 0.931 (20/20°) 7.76

Chlorobenzene 132.1 1.107 9.22
61.2 1.489 12.40
— 0.921-0.928 (15/15°) 7.71
— 0.917-0.918 (25/25°) 7.64

Cyclohexanol (Hexalin) 160-1 0.962 8.01
176-7 0.857 7.14

55.5 0.712 (15/15°) 5.93
Dibutyl Phthalate 340 1.047-1.049 (20/20°) 8.73
Diethyl Phthalate 298-9 1.121 (25/26°) 9.34

193 0.956 7.96

171 1.022 8.51
Ether (Ethyl) 34.6 0.708 (25/4°) 5.90
Ethyl Acetate 77.1 0.901 7.51
Ethylene Chloride 83.7 1.257 10.47
Ethylene Glycol 197.4 1.113 (19/4°) 9.27

Gasoline, 60° B6. 0.740 6.16
Gasoline, 70° B6 40-160 0.700 5.83

290 1.260 10.50

150-500 0.820 6.83
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BOILING POINT AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY
OF VARIOUS LIQUIDS (Cont.)

B. PWC. Sp. Gr. Z0/4*C. Lbs./U.S. Gal.

Linseed Oil — 0.934 (15/16') 7.78

Mercury 366.9 13.646 112.84

Nitrobenzene 210.9 1.205 (18/4°) 10.04

Paraffin Oil — 0.900 7.60
Petroleum Ether (Benzine) 36-80 0.625-0.660 5.35
Pine Oil 200-220 about 0.9 7.60
Piperidine 106 0.860 7.16
Pyridine 115-6 0.982 8.18

Solvent Naphtha 126-180 0.861-0.869 7.21
Sulfur Chloride (mono) 138 1.687 14.06

Toluene 110.8 0.866 7.21
Triethanolamine 277" (160 mm.) 1.124-1.130 (20/20°) 9.38
Turpentine, Oil of .. 156-180 0.854-0.868 (26/26°) 7.21

Water 100 1.000 (4°) 8.33

Xylene, Comm 136-145 0.86-0.87 7.21
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BURSTING STRENGTH OF RUBBER HOSE

-H»
3SOH jo U3x3nvia

Courtesy of Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE CHART
With ply, fabric, and size given—choose right hand vertical line with ply number ;

follow to curved fabric line, thence along horizontal line Intersecting at this point left
to diagonal diameter line; then follow intersecting vertical line, and read at the bottom
the bursting pressure. When bursting pressure and diameter are given, reverse this pro
cedure—assume fabric and determine the ply.
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BURSTING STRENGTH OF JACKETED HOSE
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Courtesy of Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF THE CHART
Straight Bursts—Given the weight of the filler yarn in grains per skein (120 yard a).

Multiply this by number of picks per inch. Find this number (expressed in thousands)
on bottom of right hand side of chart ; follow line upward to the diagonal line Indicating
site of hose ; from thia point of intersection follow horizontal line out to right of chart
and read bursting pressure.
Kink Bursts—Given weight of the warp yarn in grains per skein. Multiply by num

ber of warp ends in circumference of fabric. Find this number (in thousands) at bottom
of left side of chart, follow upward to Intersection with diagonal line representing sic*
of hose ; thence horizontally to left side of chart and read bursting pressure.
When size of hoaa and bursting pressure are given, reverse procedure to get weight

of yarn used.
Caution—This chart will not indicate correct burst for odd constructions. For exam

ple, a construction having an excessive warp which would indicate a higher kink burst
than straight burst.
Baaed on No. 1 Underwriter grade yarns of 8'a, 10's, or 12's.
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TEMPERATURE CONVERSION TABLE (Cont.)
Centrigrade—Fahrenheit

•c. •F. •c. •F. •c. •F.
126 258.8 176 348.8 226 438.8
127 260.6 177 350.6 227 440.6
128 262.4 178 352.4 228 442.4
129 264.2 179 364.2 229 444.2
130 266 180 856 230 446
131 267.8 181 357.8 231 447.8
132 269.6 182 359.6 232 449.6
133 271.4 183 361.4 233 451.4
134 273.2 184 363.2 234 453.2
135 275 185 366 236 455

186 276.8 186 366.8 236 456.8
137 278.6 187 368.6 237 468.6
138 280.4 188 370.4 238 460.4
139 282.2 189 372.2 239 462.2
140 284 190 374 240 464
141 285.8 191 375.8 241 465.8
142 287.6 192 377.6 242 467.6
143 289.4 193 379.4 243 469.4
144 291.2 194 381.2 244 471.2
145 293 195 383 245 473
146 294.8 196 384.8 246 474.8
147 296.6 197 886.6 247 476.6
148 298.4 198 388.4 248 478.4
149 300.2 199- 390.2 249 480.2
150 302 200 392 250 482

151 303.8 201 393.8 251 483.8
152 305.6 202 395.6 252 485.6
153 307.4 203 397.4 253 487.4
154 309.2 204 399.2 254 489.2
156 311 205 401 255 491

156 312.8 206 402.8 256 492.8
157 314.6 207 404.6 257 494.6
158 316.4 208 406.4 258 496.4
169 318.2 209 408.2 259 498.2
160 320 210 410 260 500
161 321.8 211 411.8
162 323.6 212 413.6 Fractional
163 325.4 213 415.4 Values
164 327.2 214 417.2
166 329 216 419 C. F.
166 830.8 216 420.8 0.1 0.18
167 332.6 217 422.6 0.2 0.36
168 334.4 218 424.4 0.3 0.64
169 336.2 219 426.2 0.4 0.72
170 338 220 428 0.5 0.90
171 339.8 221 429.8 0.6 1.08
172 341.6 222 431.6 0.7 1.26
173 343.4 223 433.4 0.8 1.44
174 345.2 224 435.2 0.9 1.62
175 347 225 437 1.0 1.80
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TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE EQUIVALENTS
OF SATURATED STEAM

Gare Pressure
■t Sea Lerel

Temperature Lbs. per Kg. per
•F. «C. Sq. III. Sq. Cm.

212 100.0 0.0 0.0
214 101.1 0.6 0.04
216 102.2 1.2 0.09
218 103.3 1.9 0.13
220 104.4 2.5 0.18

222 105.6 3.2 0.23
224 106.7 3.9 0.28
226 107.8 4.6 0.32
228 108.9 5.3 0.37
230 110.0 6.1 0.43

232 111.1 6.9 0.49
234 112.2 7.8 0.55
236 113.3 8.6 0.61
238 114.4 9.4 0.66
240 115.6 10.3 0.72

242 116.7 11.2 0.79
244 117.8 12.2 0.86
246 118.9 13.2 0.93
248 120.0 14.2 1.00
250 121.1 15.1 1.06

252 122.2 16.3 1.14
254 123.3 17.4 1.22
256 124.4 18.5 1.30
258 125.6 19.6 1.38
260 126.7 20.7 1.46

261 127.2 21.4 1.50
262 127.8 22.0 1.55
263 128.3 22.7 1.59
264 128.9 23.3 1.64
265 129.4 24.0 1.68

266 130.0 24.6 1.73
267 130.6 25.2 1.77
268 131.1 25.9 1.82
269 131.7 26.5 1.86
270 132.2 27.2 1.91
'Computed from tablet In "Thermodynamic
John Wiley ft Sons. Inc., publishers.

Gate Pressors
at Sea Lerel

Temperature Lbs. per Kf . per
•F. *C. Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

271 132.8 27.9 1.96
272 133.3 28.6 2.01
273 133.9 29.4 2.06
274 134.4 30.1 2.12
275 135.0 30.8 2.17

276 135.6 31.6 2.22
277 136.1 32.3 2.27
278 136.7 33.0 2.32
279 137.2 33.8 2.37
280 137.8 34.5 2.42

281 138.3 35.4 2.49
282 138.9 36.2 2.54
283 139.4 37.0 2.60
284 140.0 38.0 2.67
285 140.6 38.8 2.73

286 141.1 39.5 2.78
287 141.7 40.4 2.84
288 142.2 41.2 2.90
289 142.8 42.0 2.96
290 143.3 42.9 3.01

291 143.9 43.8 3.08
292 144.4 44.8 3.15
293 145.0 45.7 3.21
294 145.6 46.6 3.28
295 146.1 47.6 3.35

296 146.7 48.5 3.41
297 147.2 49.5 3.48
298 147.8 60.4 3.54
299 148.3 51.4 3.61
300 148.9 52.3 3.68

301 149.4 53.4 8.75
302 150.0 54.5 3.83
303 150.6 55.5 3.90
304 151.1 66.6 3.98
305 151.7 57.7 4.05

Properties of Steam" by Keenan and Keyes,
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TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE EQUIVALENTS
OF SATURATED STEAM (Cont.)

Gage Presiure
at Sea Level

Gaffe Pressure
at Sea Level

Temperature Lbs. per K*. per Temperature Lbs. per Ks. par
•F. *C. Sq. In. Sq. Cm. •F. *C. Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

306 152.2 58.7 4.13 341 171.7 105.0 7.38
307 152.8 59.8 4.20 342 172.2 106.6 7.50
308 153.3 60.9 4.28 343 172.8 108.3 7.61
309 153.9 61.9 4.35 344 173.3 110.0 7.73
310 154.4 63.0 4.43 345 173.9 111.6 7.85

311 155.0 64.2 4.51 346 174.4 113.3 7.96
312 155.6 65.4 4.60 347 175.0 115.0 8.08
313 156.1 66.6 4.69 348 175.6 116.7 8.20
314 156.7 67.8 4.76 349 176.1 118.3 8.31
315 157.2 68.9 4.84 350 176.7 119.9 8.43

316 157.8 70.1 4.93 352 177.8 123.6 8.69
317 158.3 71.3 5.01 354 178.9 127.3 8.95
318 158.9 72.5 5.09 356 180.0 131.0 9.21
319 159.4 73.7 5.18 358 181.1 134.7 9.47
320 160.0 75.0 5.27 360 182.2 138.3 9.73

321 160.6 76.3 5.35 362 183.3 142.4 10.01
322 161.1 77.7 5.46 364 184.4 146.5 10.30
323 161.7 79.0 5.55 366 185.6 150.5 10.58
324 162.2 80.3 5.65 368 186.7 154.6 10.87
325 162.8 81.7 5.74 370 187.8 158.7 11.15

326 163.3 83.0 5.83 372 188.9 163.2 11.47
327 163.9 84.3 5.93 374 190.0 167.6 11.78
328 164.4 85.7 6.02 376 191.1 172.1 12.10
329 165.0 87.0 6.12 378 192.2 176.6 12.41
330 165.6 88.4 6.21 380 193.3 181.1 12.73

331 166.1 89.9 6.32 382 194.4 186.0 13.08
332 166.7 91.4 6.42 384 195.6 190.9 13.42
333 167.2 92.9 6.53 386 196.7 195.8 13.77
334 167.8 94.3 6.63 388 197.8 200.8 14.11
335 168.3 95.8 6.74 390 198.9 205.7 14.46

336 168.9 97.3 6.84 392 200.0 211.1 14.84
337 169.4 98.8 6.95 394 201.1 216.5 15.22
338 170.0 100.3 7.05 396 202.2 221.8 15.60
339 170.6 101.8 7.16 398 203.3 227.2 15.97
340 171.1 103.3 7.26 400 204.4 232.6 16.35
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PRESSURE-TEMPERATURE EQUIVALE
OF SATURATED STEAM1

Gaffe Preuarc
at Sea Level

Lbs. p«r Ks. per Temperature
Sq. In. Sq. Cm. •F. «C.

0 0.000 212.0 100.0
5 0.352 227.1 108.4
10 0.703 239.4 116.2
15 1.056 249.8 121.0
20 1.406 258.8 126.0

22 1.547 261.2 127.8
24 1.687 265.3 129.6
26 1.828 268.3 131.3
28 1.968 271.2 132.9
30 2.109 274.1 134.5

32 2.250 276.8 136.0
34 2.390 279.3 137.4
36 2.631 281.8 138.8
38 2.671 284.4 140.2
40 2.812 286.7 141.6

42 2.963 289.0 142.8
44 3.093 291.2 144.0
46 3.234 293.5 146.3
48 3.374 295.5 146.4
50 3.515 297.7 147.6

52 3.656 299.7 148.7
54 3.796 301.6 149.8
56 3.937 303.6 150.9
58 4.077 305.4 151.9
60 4.218 307.4 153.0

62 4.359 309.2 154.0
64 4.499 310.8 154.9
66 4.640 312.6 165.9
68 4.780 314.2 156.8
70 4.921 316.0 167.8

72 6.062 317.7 158.7
74 5.202 319.3 159.6
76 6.343 320.9 160.6
78 5.483 322.3 161.3
80 5.624 323.8 162.1

Gage Pressure
■t Sm Level

Lbs. per
Sq. In. Ks. per Temparatar*

Sq. Cm. •F. •c.

85
90
96
100
105

5.976
6.827
6.679
7.031
7.382

327.6
331.2
334.6
337.8
341.1

164.2
166.2
i68a
169.9
17L7

110
115
120
125
130

7.734
8.086
8.437
8.788
9.140

344.1
347.2
350.1
352.9
355.6

173.4
176.1
176.7
178 .8
179.8

135
140
146
150
155

9.491
9.843
10.194
10.546
10.897

358.3
360.9
363.4
365.9
368.2

181.3
182.7
184.1
186.5
186.8

160
165
170
175
180

11.249
11.600
11.962
12.303
12.665

370.6
373.9
375.3
377.4
379.6

188.1
189.4
190.7
191.9
193.1

185
190
195
200

13.006
13.358
13.709
14.061

381.7
383.7
385.9
387.9

194.3
195.4
196.6
197.7

Note—For quick conversion from
common to metric units (accurate
to 0.6%), multiply pounds per
square inch by 0.07 to convert to
kilograms per square centimeter.
1 Atmosphere = 14.7 lbs. per sq. in.= 1.0333 kg. per sq.

cm.

'Computed from the Steam Tables of Marks and Davis, Longmans, Green ft Co.publishers.
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TENSILE STRENGTH CONVERSION TABLE
6 Lbs. per Sq. In.= 0.352 Kg. per Sq. Cm.
10 « « « « = o.703

,r " ,? "
15 « « « « = 1.055 " " " "
20 " " " " = 1.406 " " " "

Lbs. Kff. Lbs.
Sq. In.

Kgs. Lbs.
Sq. In.

Kmu
Sq. Cm.

Lbs. Kgs.
Sq. In. Sq. Cm. Sq. Cm. Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

100 7.0307 900 63.276 1700 119.52 2500 175.77
125 8.7884 925 65.034 1725 121.28 2525 177.53
150 10.546 950 66.792 1750 123.04 2550 179.28
175 12.304 975 68.549 1775 124.80 2575 181.04

200 14.061 1000 70.307 1800 126.55 2600 182.80
225 15.819 1025 72.066 1825 128.31 2625 184.56
250 17.577 1050 73.822 1850 130.07 2650 186.31
275 19.334 1075 75.680 1875 131.83 2675 188.07

300 21.092 1100 77.338 1900 133.58 2700 189.83
325 22.850 1125 79.096 1925 135.34 2725 191.59
350 24.607 1150 80.863 1950 137.10 2750 193.34
375 26.365 1175 82.611 1975 138.86 2775 195.10

400 28.123 1200 84.369 2000 140.61 2800 196.86
425 29.880 1225 86.127 2025 142.87 2825 198.62
450 31.638 1250 87.884 2050 144.13 2850 200.38
475 33.396 1275 89.642 2075 145.89 2875 202.13

500 35.154 1300 91.399 2100 147.65 2900 203.89
525 36.911 1325 93.167 2125 149.40 2925 205.65
550 38.669 1350 94.914 2150 151.16 2950 207.41
575 40.427 1375 96.672 2175 152.92 2975 209.16

600 42.184 1400 98.430 2200 154.68 3000 210.92
625 43.942 1425 100.19 2225 156.43 3025 212.68
650 46.700 1450 101.95 2250 168.19 3050 214.44
675 47.457 1475 103.70 2275 159.95 3075 216.19

700 49.216 1500 105.46 2300 161.71 3100 217.95
725 50.973 1525 107.22 2325 163.46 3125 219.71
750 52.730 1550 108.98 2350 165.22 3150 221.47
775 64.488 1575 110.73 2375 166.98 3175 223.23

800 56.246 1600 112.49 2400 168.74 3200 224.98
825 68.003 1625 114.25 2425 170.49 3225 226.74
850 69.761 1650 116.01 2450 172.26 3250 228.60
875 61.519 1675 117.76 2475 174.01 3275 230.26
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TENSILE STRENGTH CONVERSION TABLE (Cont.)

5 Lbs. per Sq. In.= 0.352 Kg. per Sq. Cm.
10 « « « « _ 0 703 .. « «
15 " " " " = 1.055
20 " " " " = 1.406 " " " "

Lb«. Kn. Lbs. Kan. Lb*. Kgi. Lb*. Kr».
Sq. In. Sq. Cut. Sq. In. Sq. Cm. Sq. In. Sq. Cm. Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

3300 232.01 4100 288.26 4900 344.50 5700 400.75
3325 233.77 4125 290.02 4925 346.26 5725 402.51
3350 235.53 4150 291.77 4950 348.02 5750 404.27
3375 237.29 4175 293.53 4975 349.78 5775 406.02

3400 239.04 4200 295.29 5000 351.54 5800 407.78
3425 240.80 4225 297.05 5025 353.29 5825 409.54
3450 242.56 4250 298.81 5050 355.05 5850 411.30
3475 244.32 4275 300.56 5075 356.81 5875 413.05

3500 246.08 4300 302.32 5100 358.57 5900 414.81
3525 247.83 4325 304.08 5125 360.32 5925 416.57
3550 249.59 4350 305.84 5150 362.08 5950 418.33
3575 251.35 4375 307.59 5175 363.84 5975 420.09

3600 253.11 4400 309.35 5200 365.60 6000 421.84
3625 254.86 4425 311.11 5225 367.35 6025 423.60
3650 256.62 4450 312.87 5250 369.11 6050 425.36
3675 258.38 4475 314.62 5275 370.87 6075 427.12

3700 260.14 4500 316.38 5300 372.63 6100 428.87
3725 261.89 4525 318.14 5325 374.39 6125 430.63
3750 263.65 4550 319.90 5350 376.14 6150 432.39
3775 265.41 4575 321.66 5375 377.90 6175 434.15

3800 267.17 4600 323.41 5400 379.66 6200 435.90
3825 268.92 4625 325.17 5425 381.42 6225 437.66
3850 270.68 4650 326.93 5450 383.17 6250 439.42
3875 272.44 4675 328.69 5475 384.93 6275 441.18

3900 274.20 4700 330.44 5500 386.69 6300 442.94
3925 275.96 4725 332.20 5525 388.45 6325 444.69
3950 277.71 4750 333.96 5550 390.20 6350 446.45
3975 279.47 4775 335.72 5575 391.96 6375 448.21

4000 281.23 4800 337.47 5600 393.72 6400 449.97
4025 282.99 4825 339.23 5625 395.48 6425 451.72
4050 284.74 4850 340.99 5650 397.24 6450 453.48
4075 286.50 4875 342.75 5675 398.99 6475 455.24
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TENSILE STRENGTH CONVERSION TABLE (Cont.)
5 Lbs. per Sq. In.= 0.352 Kg. per Sq. Cm.
10 « M fa « _ 0 703 <r i. .? •<

15
20

ii
ii

ii ii ii
ii ii ii = 1.055

= 1.406
it It tt
It tt tt

it
ii

Lb3. Kits.
Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

Lt».
Sq. In.

K(t.
Sq. Cm.

Lbs. Kjfs.
Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

Lbi. Kri.
Sq. In. Sq. Cm.

6500 457.00 7300 613.24 8100 669.49 8900 626.73
6525 458.75 7325 516.00 8125 571.24 8925 627.49
6550 460.51 7350 516.76 8150 573.00 8950 629.25
6575 462.27 7375 518.52 8175 574.76 8975 631.01

6600 464.03 7400 620.27 8200 576.52 9000 632.76
6625 465.78 7425 522.03 8225 578.28 9025 634.52
6650 467.54 7450 623.79 8250 580.03 9050 636.28
6675 469.30 7475 525.55 8275 581.79 9075 638.04

6700 471.06 7500 527.30 8300 583.55 9100 639.80
6725 472.82 7525 529.06 8325 585.31 9125 641.55
6750 474.57 7550 630.82 8350 587.06 9150 643.31
6775 476.33 7575 532.58 8375 688.82 9175 645.07

6800 478.09 7600 534.33 8400 590.58 9200 646.83
6825 479.85 7625 536.09 8425 592.34 9225 648.58
6850 481.60 7650 537.85 8450 594.10 9250 650.34
6875 483.36 7675 539.61 8475 595.85 9275 652.10

6900 485.12 7700 541.37 8500 597.61 9300 653.86
6925 486.88 7725 543.12 8525 699.37 9325 655.61
6950 488.63 7750 544.88 8550 601.13 9350 657.37
6975 490.39 7775 546.64 8575 602.88 9375 659.13

7000 492.15 7800 548.40 8600 604.64 9400 660.89
7025 493.91 7825 550.15 8625 606.40 9425 662.64
7050 495.67 7850 551.91 8650 608.16 9450 664.40
7075 497.42 7875 553.67 8675 609.91 9475 666.16

7100 499.18 7900 655.43 8700 611.67 9500 667.92
7125 500.94 7925 657.18 8725 613.43 9525 669.67
7150 502.70 7950 558.94 8750 615.19 9550 671.43
7175 604.45 7975 560.70 8775 616.95 9575 673.19

7200 506.21 8000 562.46 8800 618.70 9600 674.95
7225 607.97 8025 664.21 8825 620.46 9625 676.71
7250 609.73 8050 565.97 8850 622.22 9650 678.46
7275 511.48 8075 567.73 8875 623.98 9675 680.22
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COMPARISON OF WIRE GAGES
Diameter in Inches

Gate
No.

American
Wire Gage
Brown &
Sharpe-
Fer Copper
Wire

Steel Wire
Gage

Washburn
•V Moen-
Roebling

Birmingham
Wire Gage
(B. W. C.)
Stubs'

Iron Wire
Stub*'

Steel Wire
Gage

Britkh
Imperial
Standard
Wire Gage
(8. W. C.)

7-0
6-0

0.4900* 0.600*
.464.4616

6-0 .4806 .482
4-0 0.460* .8988 0.454* .400
6-0 .410 .8626 .426 .812
2-0 .MI .8810 .380 .848
0 .126 .3065 .840 .824
1 .289 .2880 .800 0.227* .800
2 .268 .2626 .284 .119 .276
8 .229 .2437 .259 .212 .262
4 .204 .2263 .288 .207 .282
6 .181 .2070 .220 .204 .212
6 .162 .1920 .208 .201 .192
7 .144 .1770 .180 .199 .176
8 .128 .1620 .165 .197 .160
9 .114 .1488 .148 .194 .144
10 .101 .1850 .184 .1(1 .128
11 .091 .1206 .120 .188 .116
12 .081 .1055 .109 .186 .104
IS .072 .0915 .095 .182 .092
14 .064 .0800 .088 .180 .080
16 .067 .0720 .072 .178 .072
16 .061 .0625 .066 .171 .064
17 .046 .0540 .058 .172 .056
18 .040 .0476 .049 .168 .048
19 .086 .0410 .042 .1(4 .040
20 .082 .0348 .035 .1(1 .036
21 .0286 .0817 .082 .167 .082
22 .0268 .0286 .028 .166 .028
28 .0226 .0258 .026 .158 .024
24 .0201 .0280 .022 .161 .022
26 .017* .0204 .020 .148 .020
26 .0169 .0181 .018 .141 .018
27 .0142 .0178 .016 .148 .0164
28 .0126 .0162 .014 .189 .0148
29 .0118 .0150 .018 .134 .0186
30 .0100 .0140 .012 .127 .0124
81 .0089 .0132 .010 .120 .0116
82 .0080 .0128 .009 .115 .010838 .0071 .0118 .008 .112 .0100
84 .0068 .0104 .007 .110 .0092
35 .0066 .0096 .005 .108 .0084
86 .0060 .0090 .004 .106 .0076
87 .0046 .0085 .108 .0068
38 .0040 .0080 .101 .0060
39 .0086 .0075 .099 .0052
40 .0081 .0070 .097 .0048
41 .0066 .096 .0044
42 .0062 .092 .0040
43 .0060 .088 .0036
44 .0058 .086 .0032
45 .0065 .081 .0028
46 .0062 .079 .0024
47 .0060 .077 .0020
48 .0048 .075 .0016
49 .0046 .072 .0012
50 .0044 .069 .0010

NOTE— Th« above table is baaed on Tables IV and V, circular No. 31, of the U. S.
Bureau of Standards.
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WIRE INSULATION CROSS SECTIONAL AREAS
Areas in Square Inches

Ne. 14 Solid No. 12 Solid No. It Solid
Outiide Dlam. Ditm. of Conductor DUm. of Conductor Diam. of Conductor
of Insulation .064" .065" .081" .081" .102" .101*

0.120 0.0081 0.0080
.121 .0083 .0082
.122 .0085 .0084
.128 .0087 .0086
.124 .0089 .0088
.125 .0091 .0090
.128 .0098 .0092
.127 .0095 .0094
.128 .0097 .0096
.120 .0099 .0098
.180 .0101 .0100
.181 .0103 .0102
.182 .0105 .0104
.188 .0107 .0106
.134 .0109 .0108
.186 .0111 .0110
.138 .0113 .0112
.187 .0115 .0114
.188 .0118 .0117
.138 .0120 .0119
.140 .0122 .0121 0.0103 0.0101
.141 .0124 .0128 .0105 .0103
.142 .0126 .0125 .0107 .0106
.148 .0129 .0128 .0110 .0108
.144 .0181 .0130 .0112 .0110
.145 .0183 .0132 .0114 .0112
.146 .0186 .0134 .0116 .0114
.147 .0138 .0187 .0119 .0117
.148 .0140 .0139 .0121 .out
.148 .0141 .0141 .0123 .0121
.150 .0145 .0144 .0126 .0124
.151 .0147 .0146 .0128 .0126
.152 .0149 .0148 .0180 .0128
.158 .0152 .0151 .0183 .0131
.154 .0154 .0168 .0135 .0138
.165 .0167 .0166 .0138 .0186
.156 .0169 .0168 .0140 .0138
.157 .0162 .0161 .0143 .0141
.158 .0164 .0163 .0145 .0148 0.0114 0.0113
.159 .0167 .0166 .0148 .0146 .0117 .0116
.160 .0169 .0168 .0160 .0148 .0119 .0118
.161 .0172 .0171 .0153 .0161 .0123 .0120
.162 .0174 .0173 .0165 .0153 .0124 .0123
.163 .0177 .0176 .0158 .0166 .0127 .0125
.164 .0179 .0178 .0160 .0158 .0129 .0128
.165 .0182 .0181 .0163 .0161 .0132 .0130
.166 .0184 .0188 .0165 .0168 .0134 .0133
.167 .0187 .0186 .0168 .0166 .0187 .0136
.168 .0190 .0189 .0170 .0169 .0140 .0138
.160 .0102 .0191 .0178 .0171 .0142 .0141
.170 .0195 .0194 .0176 .0175 .0146 .0144
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WIRE INSULATION CROSS SECTIONAL AREAS (Cont.)1

Areas in Square Inches

No. 14 Solid No. 12 Solid No. 10 Solid
Outside Dlam. Dinm. of Conductor DUn. of Conductor Diom. of Conductor
of Insula!. on .064" .068" .081" .082" .102" .102"

0.171 0.0108 0.0107 0.0170 0.0177 0.0148 0.0146

.172 .0200 .0190 .0181 .0170 .0180 .0149

.178 .0203 .0202 .0184 .0182 .0158 .0162

.174 .0206 .0205 .0187 .0185 .0166 .0164

.176 .0208 .0207 .0180 .0187 .0158 .0157

.176 .0182 .0100 .0161 .0160

.177 .0105 .0198 .0164 .0161

.178 .0198 .0196 .0167 .0166

.179 .0201 .0109 .0170 .0168

.180 .0208 .0201 .0172 .0171

.181 .0206 .0204 .0175 .0174

.182 .0209 .0207 .0178 .0177

.183 .0212 .0210 .0181 .0180

.184 .0215 .0218 .0184 .0188

.186 .0218 .0215 .0187 .0186

.186 .0221 .0219 .0190 .0188

.187 .0224 .0222 .0198 .0191

.188 .0227 .0225 .0196 .0194

.189 .0229 .0227 .0198 .0197

.190 .0232 .0280 .0201 .0200

.191 .0286 .0232 .0204 .0208

.192 .0238 .0236 .0207 .0206

.193 .0241 .0239 .0210 .0209

.194 .0246 .0248 .0214 .0212

.195 .0248 .0246 .0217 .0215

.193 .0261 .0249 .0220 .0218

.197 .0228 .0221

.198 .0226 .0225

.199 .0229 .0228

.200 .0232 .0231

.201 .0235 .0284

.202 .0238 .0287

.203 .0242 .0240

.204 .0245 .0244

.206 .0248 .0247

.206 .0251 .0250

.207 .0264 .0258

.208 .0258 .0258

.209 .0261 .0260

.210 .0264 .0268

.211 .0268 .0266

.212 .0271 .0270

.213 .0274 .0278

'For other wire sixes and Insulation thicknesses the cross sectional area of Insulation
may be calculated by means of the equation A ss 0.7854 (D1 — d*), where D la the out
side diameter of the Insulation, and d is the diameter of the conductor.
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STANDARD SIEVES FOR TESTING PURPOSES

From A.S.T.M. Designation: E 11-39

Designation Sieve Opening
In Micron* U. S. Std. No. Mm. In.

5660 3% 5.66 0.223
4760 4 4.76 0.187
4000 5 4.00 0.167
3360 6 3.36 0.132
2830 7 2.83 0.111

2380 8 2.38 0.0937
2000 10 2.00 0.0787
1680 12 1.68 0.0661
1410 14 1.41 0.0555
1190 16 1.19 0.0469

1000 18 1.00 0.0394
840 20 0.84 0.0331
710 25 0.71 0.0280
590 30 0.59 0.0232
500 85 0.50 0.0197

420 40 0.42 0.0165
350 45 0.85 0.0138
297 60 0.297 0.0117
250 60 0.250 0.0098
210 70 0.210 0.0083

177 80 0.177 0.0070
149 100 0.149 0.0059
125 120 0.125 0.0049
105 140 0.105 0.0041
88 170 0.088 0.0035

74 200 0.074 0.0029
62 230 0.062 0.0024
53 270 0.053 0.0021
44 325 0.044 0.0017
87 400 0.037 0.0015



CONVERSION TABLE

Ounces per U. S. Gallon to Grams per Liter
Grains per Liter to Ounces per U. S. Gallon

Ounce* Grams Grams Ounces
per Gallon per Liter per Liter par Gallon

0.5 8.746 0.5 .0668
1 7.489 1 .134
1.5 11.234 1.5 .200
2 14.979 2 .267
2.5 18.723 2.5 .334

3 22.468 3 .401u 26.213 US .467
4 29.957 4 .534
4.5 83.702 4J .601
5 87.447 5 .668

5.5 41.191 u .734
6 44.936 6 .801
6.5 48.680 M .868
7 52.425 7 .935
7.5 66.170 7.5 1.001

8 59.914 8 1.068
8.5 63.659 &5 1.135
9 67.404 9 1.202
9.5 71.148 94 1.268
10 74.893 10 1.335

10.5 78.638 20 2.670
11 82.382 30 4.006
11.5 86.127 40 5.341
12 89.872 50 6.676
12.5 93.616 60 8.011

13 97.361 70 9.346
13.5 101.106 80 10.682
14 104.850 90 12.017
14.5 108.595 100 13.352
15 112.340 200 26.704

15.5 116.084 300 40.056
16 119.829 400 53.408
16.5 123.674 500 66.760
17 127.318 600 80.112
17.5 131.063 700 93.464

18 134.808 800 106.816
18.5 188.552 900 120.168
19 142.297 1000 133.362
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CIRCUMFERENCES AND AREAS OF CIRCLES

Diam.
in In.

Clrcum.
in In.

Area
Sq. In.

Diam.
in In.

Circnm.
in In.

Area Diam.
in In.

Circnm.
in In.

Area
Sq. In.Sq. In.

1/16
1/8
8/16
1/4

0.1963
.3927
.5890
.7854

0.0031
.0123
.0276
.0491

2 13/16 8.836 6.213 5 9/16
6/8
11/16
8/4

17.475 24.301
17.671 24.850
17.868 25.406
18.064 25.967

7/8
15/16
3

9.032
9.228
9.425

6.492
6.777
7.069

5/16
8/8
7/16
1/2

.9817
1.1781
1.3744
1.5708

.0767

.1104

.1503

.1963

1/16
1/8
3/16
1/4

9.621
9.817
10.014
10.210

7.366
7.670
7.980
8.296

18/16
7/8
16/16
6

18.261 26.536
18.457 27.109
18.653 27.688
18.850 28.274

9/16
5/8
11/16
3/4

1.7671
1.9635
2.1698
2.3562

.2485

.3068

.3712

.4418

5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2

10.407
10.603
10.799
10.996

8.618
8.946
9.281
9.621

1/8
1/4
8/8
1/2

19.24
19.63
20.03
20.42

29.46
30.68
31.92
83.18

13/16
7/8
16/16
1

2.5525
2.7489
2.9452
3.1416

.6186

.6013

.6903

.7864

9/16
5/8
11/16
3/4

11.192
11.388
11.585
11.781

9.968
10.321
10.680
11.045

6/8
8/4
7/8
7

20.81
21.21
21.60
21.99

34.47
86.78
37.12
38.48

1/16
1/8
3/16
1/4

3.338
3.534
3.731
8.927

.887

.994
1.108
1.227

13/16
7/8
16/16
4

11.977
12.174
12.370
12.566

11.416
11.793
12.177
12.666

1/8
1/4
8/8
1/2

22.38
22.78
23.17
23.56

39.87
41.28
42.72
44.18

6/16
3/8
7/16
1/2

4.123
4.320
4.516
4.712

1.853
1.485
1.623
1.767

1/16
1/8
3/16
1/4

12.763
12.959
13.155
13.352

12.962
13.364
13.772
14.186

6/8
3/4
7/8
8

23.95
24.35
24.74
25.13

45.66
47.17
48.71
50.27

9/16
6/8
11/16
3/4

4.909
6.105
6.301
6.498

1.917
2.074
2.237
2.406

5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2

13.548
13.744
13.941
14.137

14.607
15.033
16.466
15.904

1/8
1/4
8/8
1/2

25.53
25.92
26.31
26.70

51.85
53.46
55.09
66.75

13/16 5.694
5.890
6.087
6.283

2.580
2.761
2.948
3.142

9/16
6/8
11/16
3/4

14.334
14.530
14.726
14.923

16.349
16.800
17.257
17.721

6/8
8/4
7/8
9

27.10
27.49
27.88
28.27

58.48
60.13
61.86
63.62

7/8
16/16
2

1/16
1/8
3/16
1/4

6.480
6.676
6.872
7.069

3.341
3.547
3.768
3.976

13/16
7/8
15/16
5

15.119
16.315
15.512
15.708

18.190
18.665
19.147
19.635

1/8
1/4
8/8
1/2

28.67
29.06
29.45
29.85

65.40
67.20
69.03
70.88

6/16
3/8
7/16
1/2

7.265
7.461
7.658
7.864

4.200
4.430
4.666
4.909

1/16
1/8
3/16
1/4

15.904
16.101
16.297
16.493

20.129
20.629
21.136
21.648

6/8
3/4
7/8
10

30.24
30.63
31.02
31.42

72.76
74.66
76.69
78.54

9/16
6/8
1V16
3/4

8.050
8.247
8.443
8.639

6.167
6.412
5.673
5.940

6/16
3/8
7/16
1/2

16.690
16.886
17.082
17.279

22.166
22.691
23.221
23.758

1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2

31.81
32.20
32.59
32.99

80.62
82.52
84.54
86.69
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CIRCUMFERENCES AND AREAS OF CIRCLES (Cont.)

Diam. Cirenm. Area Diam. Circum. Area Diam. Circum. Area
In In. in In. Sq. In. in In. in In. Sq. In. in In. in In. Sq. In.

10 6/8 33.38 88.66 15 5/8 49.09 191.8 20 5/8 64.80 334.1
3/4 33.77 90.76 3/4 49.48 194.8 3/4 65.19 338.2
7/8 34.16 92.89 7/8 49.87 197.9 7/8 65.58 342.3
11 34.56 95.03 16 50.27 201.1 21 65.97 346.4

1/8 34.95 97.2 1/8 50.66 204.2 1/8 66.37 350.5
1/4 35.34 99.4 1/4 61.05 207.4 1/4 66.76 354.7
3/8 35.74 101.6 3/8 51.44 210.6 3/8 67.15 358.8
1/2 36.13 103.9 1/2 51.84 213.8 1/2 67.54 363.1

6/8 36.52 106.1 5/8 52.23 217.1 5/8 67.94 367.3
3/4 36.91 108.4 3/4 52.62 220.4 3/4 68.33 371.5
7/8 37.31 110.8 7/8 53.01 223.7 7/8 68.72 376.8
12 37.70 113.1 17 53.41 227.0 22 69.12 380.1

1/8 38.09 115.5 1/8 53.80 230.3 1/8 69.51 384.5
1/4 38.48 117.9 1/4 54.19 233.7 1/4 69.90 388.8
3/8 38.88 120.3 3/8 64.59 237.1 3/8 70.29 393.2
1/2 39.27 122.7 1/2 54.98 240.5 1/2 70.69 397.6

6/8 39.66 125.2 5/8 55.37 244.0 5/8 71.08 402.0
3/4 40.06 127.7 3/4 55.76 247.4 3/4 71.47 406.5
7/8 40.45 130.2 7/8 56.16 251.0 7/8 71.86 411.0
13 40.84 132.7 18 56.55 254.5 23 72.26 415.5

1/8 41.23 135.3 1/8 56.94 258.0 1/8 72.65 420.0
1/4 41.63 137.9 1/4 57.33 261.6 1/4 73.04 424.6
3/8 42.02 140.5 3/8 57.73 265.2 3/8 73.43 429.1
1/2 42.41 143.1 1/2 58.12 268.8 1/2 73.83 433.7

5/8 42.80 145.8 5/8 58.51 272.5 5/8 74.22 438.4
3/4 43.20 148.5 3/4 58.90 276.1 3/4 74.61 443.0
7/8 43.59 151.2 7/8 59.30 279.8 7/8 75.01 447.7
14 43.98 153.9 19 59.69 283.5 24 76.40 452.4

1/8 44.38 156.7 1/8 60.08 287.3 1/8 75.79 467.1
1/4 44.77 159.5 1/4 60.48 291.0 1/4 76.18 461.9
3/8 45.16 162.3 3/8 60.87 294.8 3/8 76.58 466.6
1/2 45.55 165.1 1/2 61.26 298.7 1/2 76.97 471.4

6/8 45.95 168.0 5/8 61.65 302.5 5/8 77.36 476.3
3/4 46.34 170.9 3/4 62.05 30C.4 3/4 77.75 481.1
7/8 46.73 173.8 7/8 62.44 310.2 7/8 78.15 486.0
15 47.12 176.7 20 62.83 314.2 25 78.54 490.9

1/8 47.52 179.7 1/8 63.22 318.1
1/4 47.91 182.7 1/4 63.62 322.1
3/8 48.30 185.7 3/8 64.01 326.1
1/2 48.69 188.7 1/2 64.40 330.1
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COMMON FRACTIONS OP AN INCH IN
DECIMALS AND MILLIMETERS

Common Decimal Common Decimal
Frac Frac Milli- Frac Frac Milli
tion* tion* meten tion! tion! meter!

1/64 .0156 0.40 33/64 .5156 13.10
1/32 .0313 0.79 17/32 .5313 13.49
3/64 .0469 1.19 35/64 .5469 13.89
1/16 .0625 1.59 9/16 .5625 14.29

5/64 .0781 1.98 37/64 .5781 14.68
3/32 .0938 2.38 19/32 .5938 15.08
7/64 .1094 2.78 39/64 .6094 15.48
1/8 .1250 3.18 5/8 .6250 15.88

9/64 .1406 3.57 41/64 .6406 16.27
5/32 .1563 3.97 21/32 .6563 16.67
11/64 .1719 4.37 43/64 .6719 17.07
3/16 .1875 4.76 11/16 .6875 17.46

13/64 .2031 5.16 45/64 .7031 17.86
7/32 .2188 5.56 23/32 .7188 18.26
15/64 .2344 5.95 47/64 .7344 18.65
1/4 .2500 6.35 3/4 .7500 19.05

17/64 .2656 6.75 49/64 .7656 19.45
9/32 .2813 7.14 25/32 .7813 19.84
19/64 .2969 7.54 51/64 .7969 20.24
5/16 .3125 7.94 13/16 .8125 20.64

21/64 .3281 8.33 53/64 .8281 21.03
11/32 .3438 8.73 27/32 .8438 21.43
23/64 .3594 9.13 55/64 .8594 21.83
3/8 .3750 9.53 7/8 .8750 22.23

25/64 .3906 9.92 57/64 .8906 22.62
13/32 .4063 10.32 29/32 .9063 23.02
27/64 .4219 10.72 59/64 .9219 23.42
7/16 .4375 11.11 15/16 .9375 23.81

29/64 .4631 11.51 61/64 .9531 24.21
15/32 .4688 11.91 31/32 .9688 24.61
31/64 .4844 12.30 63/64 .9844 26.00
1/2 .5000 12.70 1 inch 1.0000 25.40
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MENSURATION FORMULAE

Circumference of a circle = diameter X 3.1416.
= radius X 6.2832.

Radius of a circle = circumference X .159155.
Diameter of a circle = circumference X .31831.
Side of an inscribed equilateral triangle = diameter of circle X -86.

Side of an inscribed cube = radius of sphere X 1.1547.
Side of an inscribed square = diameter of circle X .7071.

= circumference of circle X -225.
Area of a circle = radius* X 3.1416.

= diameter* X .7854.
= circumference* X .07958.

Area of a square = a Bide*.
Area of a triangle = base X Vz altitude.
Area of a rectangle = base X altitude.
Area of a parallelogram = base X altitude.
Area of a trapezoid = altitude X V* sum of parallel sides.
Area of a parabola = % base X altitude of exterior triangle.
Area of a trapezium = area of the two constituent triangles.
Area of a regular polygon - % the perpendicular from the center

to one of the sides X sum of the sides.
Area of a sector = V» radius X arc.
Area of an eclipse = % short diameter X Vt long diameter X 3.1416.
Area of solid section of tube = 3.1416 X wall thickness X bore +

wall thickness.
Surface of a sphere = circumference X diameter = diameter* X

3.1416.
Surface of a cube = area of one side X 6.
Surface of a cylinder = area of both ends + (length X circumference).
Surface of a zone or convex surface of segment of a sphere = 6.2832

X radius of sphere from which it is cut X altitude of the zone.
Surface of a frustum of a cone = Vt (sum of circumferences at both

ends) X slant height + area of both ends.
Volume of a sphere = surface X % diameter = diameter* X .6236.
Volume of a cube = one side*.
Volume of a cylinder or prism = area of end X length.
Volume of a cone or pyramid = area of base X % altitude.
Volume of a frustum of a cone or pyramid = % altitude X area of

both ends + square root of area of both ends multiplied together.
Volume of a wedge = area of base X % altitude.
Volume of a spherical segment of one base = % altitude X 3.1416

X radius of base' + % altitude* X 3.1416.
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USEFUL FACTORS AND CONSTANTS

1 Horse Power = 33000 foot pounds per min. = 550 foot pounds per sec
= 0.746 kilowatt.

1 Boiler Horse Power = the work of converting 30 lbs. of water per
hour from an initial temp, of 100 'F. to steam at 70 lbs. gage pres
sure; or the evaporation of 34% lbs. of water per hour at 212 °F.
into steam at 212 °F.

1 Watt = .00134 horse power = 44.3 foot pounds per min.
1 Kilowatt = 1000 watts = 1.341 horse power = 44300 foot pounds per

min.
1 Gram weight = 981 dynes (force) approximately.
Degrees Centigrade = 6/9 (Degrees F. — 32).
Degrees Fahrenheit = 9/6 (Degrees C.) + 32.
Absolute Zero = —273.13 *C. = —459.6 *F.
1 British Thermal Unit (B.T.U.) = 252 gram calories = 777.6 foot

pounds.
1 Gram Calorie - 4.185 joules = 3.968 X 10-' B.T.U. = 3.087 foot

pounds.
Heat of fusion of ice = 79.24 gram calories per gram.
Heat of vaporization of water = 635.9 gram calories per gram.
Volume (V) of a gas at temp. (t°C.) and press, (p) becomes

VX(273 + t,— t) XP
Vi = , at ti'C. and press, pi

s7« X Pi
1 Gram-molecular volume of a gas at 760 mm. press, and 0*C = 22.4

liters.
1 Atmosphere = 14.7 lbs. per sq. in. = 1.0333 kilograms per sq. cm.
1 Kilogram per sq. cm. = 0.9677 atmosphere = 14.22 lbs. per sq. in.
1 Inch (pressure) of mercury = 13.6 inches of water.
Coefficient of expansion of gases = .003665 per degree C.
Density of dry air at 0*C and 760 mm. = .001293 grams per cc
Mean radius of the earth = 6371 kilometers = 3959 miles.
Mean density of the earth = 5.52 grams per cc.
Density of sea water = 1.025 grams per cc.
1 Degree of latitude at 40* lat. = 69 miles.
Acceleration of gravity (sea level, lat. 45*) = 980.60 centimeters per

sec. per sec = 32.172 feet per sec. per sec.
1 Gram per 100 cc =a 0.0833 lbs. per gallon.

1 Radian =—^— - 67.29578° = 57° 17' 46".
o

1 Angstrom = 10-8 centimeter = 0.1 millimicron.
1 Micron u, = one millionth meter = 0.001 millimeter.



INTERCONVERSION TABLE OF WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
U. S. TO METRIC

UNITS OF LENGTH
Inch
Foot =
Yard =
Mile =

2.5400 cm.
0.3048 meter
0.9144 meter
1.6093 kilometers

UNITS OF SURFACE
Sq. inch :
Sq. foot :
Sq. yard :
Sq. mile :

UNITS OF VOLUME AND
Cu. inch :
Cu. ft :
Cu. yard :
Pint (liquid) =

Quart (liquid) :
Gallon :
Quart (dry) :

UNITS OF WEIGHT
Grain :
Ounce (avoir.) :
Pound (avoir.) ;
Short Ton (2000 lb.) =
Long Ton (22401b.) =

~ 6.4516 sq. cm.
= 0.0929 sq. meter
= 0.8361 sq. meter
= 2.5899 sq. kilometers
CAPACITY
= 16.3871 cc.
= 28.317 liters
= 0.7646 cu. meter

0.4732 liter
= 0.9463 liter

3.7853 liters
1.1012 liters

= 0.0648 gram
= 28.3495 grams
= 0.4536 kilograms
= 907.2 kilograms
= 1016.0 kilograms

METRIC TO U. S.
UNITS OF LENGTH
Meter
Meter
Meter
Kilometer :

UNITS OF SURFACE
Sq. centimeter
Sq. meter
Sq. meter
Hectare
Sq. kilometer

UNITS OF VOLUME AND
Liter :
Liter =
Liter -
Cubic meter :
Cubic meter -
Hectoliter :
Hectoliter =

UNITS OF WEIGHT
Gram :
Kilogram :
Kilogram :
Metric ton (1000 kg.) :

= 39.3700 inches
3.2808 feet

= 1.0936 yards
= 0.6214 mile

= 0.1550 sq. inch
= 10.7638 sq. feet
= 1.196 sq. yards
= 2.4710 acres
= 0.3861 sq. miles
CAPACITY
= 1.0567 quarts (liquid)
= 0.2642 gallon
= 61.0234 cu. inches
= 35.3144 cu. feet
= 1.3079 cu. yards
= 26.417 gallons (liquid)
= 2.8378 bushels (dry)

= 15.4324 grains
= 35.2739 oz. (avoir.)
= 2.2046 lbs. (avoir.)
= 2204.62 lbs. (avoir.)
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INTERCONVERSION TABLE OP WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
Double Units

U. S. TO METRIC
Units of Weight Per Units of Length
Lbs. /inch
Lbs./foot
Lbs./yard
Tons/foot
Tons/yard
Lbs./mile

X
X
X
X
X
X

0.1785
1.488
0.496

3333.48
1111.16

0.2818

kilos/era.
kilos/meter
kilos/meter
kilos/meter
kilos/meter
kilos/kilometer

Units of Weight Per Units of Surface
Lbs./sq. in.
Tons/sq. in.
Lbs./sq. ft.
Tons/sq. ft.
Tons/sq. yard

X
X
X
X
X

0.0703
1.575
4.882
10.936
1.215

kilos/sq. cm.
kilos/sq. mm.
kilos/sq. meter
metric tons/sq. meter
metric tons/sq. meter

Units of Weight Per Units of Volume
Lbs./cu. yard
Lbs./cu. foot
Tons/cu. yard
Lbs./U. S. gal.

X
X
X
X

0.5935 -
16.018 =
1.329 =
0.11983 =

kilos/cu. meter
kilos/cu. meter
metric tons/cu. meter
kilos/liter

METRIC TO U. S.

Units of Weight Per Units of Length
Kilos/cm. X 5.602 — lbs./inch
Kilos/meter X 0.672 = lbs./foot
Kilos/meter X 2.016 = lbs./yd.
Kilos/meter X 0.0003 = tons/foot
Kilos/meter X 0.0009 = tons/yard
Kilos/kilometer X 3.548 - - lbs./mile

Units of Weight Per Units of Surface
Kilos/sq. cm. X 14.223
Kilos/sq. mm. X 0.635
Kilos/sq. meter X 0.2048
Metric tons/sq. meter X 0.0914
Metric tons/sq. meter X 0.823

Units of Weight Per Units of Volume
Kilos/cu. meter
Kilos/cu. meter
Metric tons/cu. meter
Kilos/liter

X 1.686
X 0.0624
X 0.752
X 8.3453

lbs./sq. in.
tons/sq. in.
lbs./sq. foot
tons/sq. foot
tons/sq. yard

lbs./cu. yard
lbs./cu. foot
tons/cu. yard
lbs./U. S. gal.
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MISCELLANEOUS U.S. UNITS
Gallon = 231 cubic inches
Cubic foot 7.481 gallons
Bushel 2150.42 cu. in.
Gallon water @ 60 *F. - 8.328 lbs.
Cu. foot water @ 4*G 62.43 lbs. = 998.9 oz.
Barrel (oil) = 42 gallons
Barrel (liquid) = 31.6 gallons
Barrel (liquid) - 0.11924 cu. meter
Hogshead - 63 gallons
Ounce (fluid) 1/16 pint
Ounce (fluid) - 29.6737 cu. cm.
Ounce (troy or apoth.) 31.103481 grams

- 1.09714 ounce (avoir.)
Acre = 43660 sq. ft.

— 208.7 feet squared
Milliliter = 1.000027 cu. cm.

U. S. half-dollar should weigh 12.6 grams, and the smaller silver coins In proportion.
Dimes, quarters and half-dollars totalling 11.00. welsh tf grams.
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ASSOCIATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS
American Chemical Society, 1165 Sixteenth St N.W., Washington, D. C.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 29 West 39th Street, New
York City

American Petroleum Institute, 60 West 60th St., New York City
American Physical Society, 176 Fifth Ave., New York City
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29 West 39th St., New York
City

American Society for Testing Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia,
Penna.

Automobile Manufacturers Association, New Center Bldg., Detroit,
Mich.

British Rubber Producers Research Association, 19 Fenchurch Street,
London, E.C. 3, England

Commodity Exchange, Inc., 81 Broad St., New York City
Cotton Textile Institute, Inc., 320 Broadway, New York City
India Rubber Manufacturers Association, Ltd., 16 Deansgate, Man
chester, England

Institut Francais de Caoutchouc, 42, Rue SchefTer, Paris, France
Institution of the Rubber Industry, 12 Whitehall, London, S.W.I,
England

National Electric Manufacturers Association, 155 East 44th St., New
York City

National Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C.

National Safety Council, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, III.
Research Association of British Rubber Manufacturers, Laboratories,
105 Lansdowne Rd., Croydon, England

Rubber Association of Canada, Commerce and Transportation Bldg.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada

Rubber Growers Association, Inc., 19 Fenchurch St., London, E.C.3,
England

Rubber Heel and Sole Manufacturers Association, 551 Fifth Ave., New
York City

Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc., 444 Madison Ave., New York
City

Rubber Reclaimers Association, Inc., 250 West 57th Street, New York
City

Society of Automotive Engineers, 29 West 39th St., New York City
Society of Chemical Industry, Central House, 46 Finsbury Sq., London,
E.C.2, England

Tire and Rim Association, Inc., 2001 First National Tower, Akron 8,
Ohio

Underwriters Laboratories, 207 East Ohio St, Chicago 11, 111.
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LOCATION OP VANDERBILT LABORATORY
Blast Norwalk, Conn.

FROM NEW YORK

L North on West Side Elevated Highway.
2. Continue on Henry Hudson Parkway.
3. Continue on Saw Mill River Parkway.
4. Right on Cross County Parkway towards U. S. Route No. 1.

5. Left on Hutchinson River Parkway at end of Cross County Parkway.
6. Continue on Merritt Parkway to Norwalk.
7. Right on U. S. Route 7—Main Street, Norwalk to end.

8. Left on Wall Street.
9. Right on East Ave.
10. Under R.R. bridge left on Winfield Street (Conn. Route 136).
11. Vanderbilt Laboratory is at end of first block, second building.

FROM NEW HAVEN
L West on Boston Post Road, U. S. Route 1.

2. Left on East Avenue, Norwalk.
3. Under R.R. bridge left on Winfield Street (Conn. Route 136).
4. Vanderbilt Laboratory is at end of first block, second building.

Note: Distance from New York, 40 mile*; driving time IV2 hours.
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INDEX
A Panel

Abrasion resistance
determination 430-432
discussion 66

Abrasives, discussion 95
Acceleration
for Buna N 128-129" GR-I 135-137" GR-M 124-126" GR-S 116-117" GR-S latex 319" natural latex 309" natural rubber 99-105" Neoprene latex 325

Accelerators
compared in Buna N 130-133" GR-S 118-122" GR-S latex type III 321" natural latex 313" " natural rubber 106-108
in dry rubber, discussion 85- 88
in latex, discussion 293-294

Acid reclaim 58
Acid resistance, discussion 69
Actinometric cell, photograph 470
Activators, accelerator

in dry rubber, discussion 88- 89" latex, discussion 294-295
Adhesion (rubber to metal)

determination 482-486
discussion 69- 70
rubber compounds for 487

Adhesives
combining 287-288
latex compounds 332-333

Adjustment of Shore Durometer 408-410AgeRite Alba
dispersion 295-296, 384
in footwear 239" proofing 225" wire insulation 211
properties 90, 362AgeRite Gel
emulsion 296-297
in GR-M belts 168" hose covers 173" soles and heels 250
properties 90, 362AgeRite Hipab
in footwear 239" soles and heels 250" tires - 153
properties 90,362
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INDEX Paec
AgeRite HP, properties 91,362
AgeRite Powder

dispersion 296, 384
in proofing 226" soles and heels 250
properties 91,363

AgeRite Resin, properties 90-91,363
AgeRite Resin D

dispersion 297,384
in belts 168" proofing 226" soles and heels 250" tires 150-153" wire insulation 211
properties 90-91,363

AgeRite Stalite
emulsion 296
in proofing 225" soles and heels 250" tires 151" wire insulation 211
properties 91,363

AgeRite White
dispersion 295, 384
in natural latex 315" Neoprene latex 325" proofing 225" wire insulation 211
properties 90,363

Aging
light 462-476
natural (shelf) vs. accelerated 456-457
tests, accelerated 449-481
(see also AgeRite and Antioxidants)Air Bomb (air pressure heat test) 454-456

Air Oven 449-451,456
Alkalinity, in latex 267,274-275
Alkali reclaim 58Altax

dispersion 384
in belts 167-169" footwear 239" proofing 222-223" soles and heels 250" tires 150-155" wire insulation 211
properties 86,358

Ammonia, in footwear curing 235
Analysis, smoked sheet and pale crepe 20
Antioxidants
in Buna N 128-129" dry rubber, discussion 89- 91" GR-I 135" GR-M 124-126
'* GR-S 116" GR-S latex 319-320" latex, discussion 295-297
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INDEX Pages
" natural latex 310,316-317" natural rubber 100-101,109-113" Neoprene latex 325-327" uncured GR-S latex 323

Areas and circumferences of circles, table 685-686
Asbestos fabrics and yarns 549-550
Associations and Institutions, list 693
A.S.T.M. hardness

conversion to Shore A, chart 414
testing machine 411-412

Automobile tires and tubes, compounding 148-165
Automotive pneumatic casings in U. S., table 630

B

Banbury Mixer, photograph 342
Baume to specific gravity, conversion table 658
Bead, automobile tire 149-150,157
Beckman pH Meter, photograph 352
Belting

conveyor 166-169,180-182
transmission 169-171,183-184

Black-Out
for conveyor belts 169" natural aging resistance, photograph 337" ozone resistance 338,481
properties 96,365

Bloom, sulfur 153
Blowing agents for sponging 94- 95
Boiling point of various liquids, table 664-665
Bonding rubber to metal 484-487
Bondogen

in proofing 226-227" wire insulation 212
properties 92,370

Books (reference), list 519-521
Bow, in fabric 571
Breakdown, discussion 72- 73
Breaker, automobile tire 149,152,159-160
Building compounds

dry rubber 97-137
latex 308-328
plastics 144-145

Buna N
basic compounding 128-134
discussion 51- 52

Bureau of Standards Abrasion Machine, photograph 431
Burning (see Scorch)
Bursting strength of hose, tables 666,667Butyl Eight

in footwear 240" proofing 223-224" soles and heels 250
properties 88,361

Butyl rubber (GR-I)
basic compounding 135-137
discussion 48- 51
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INDEX p»«"

C
Calendering

discussion 75- 76
footwear compounds 237-238
plastics compounds 139-140

Calibration
of light source 467-473" Shore Durometer 405-406,408-410

Camera (circular), for X-ray recording 579-580Captax
dispersion 384
in belts 167,169" footwear 239" proofing 222-223" soles and heels 250" tires 151,153,155
properties 85-86,358

Carbon black 92- 93
Carcass, automobile tire 149,150-152,158-159
Casings (automotive pneumatic, in U. S.), table 630
Cassettes, for X-ray recording 580
Casting

latex products 288,334
plastics products 141-142

Cellular rubber, compression set test 429
Cements 227
Centrifuging latex 264-265
Chemical derivatives of rubber 595-603
Chemical names vs. common names, table 659-663
Chemicals (rubber), identification 511-518
Chlorinated rubber
natural 599-600
synthetic 602

Circumferences and areas of circles, table 685-686
Clay (see Dixie and McNamee)
Coated fabrics, compounding 220-234
Cold properties, discussion 68
Combining, latex adhesives 287-288
Compression set

determination 425-429
discussion 67

Concentration of latex 264
Condensation products of natural rubber 596
Conductivity, determination 492-495
Constants and factors, table 689
Consumption of rubber in U. S., tables 63- 55
Continuous vulcanization (wire insulation) 209
Control of factory processing 537-540
Control of temperature in the laboratory 541-545
Copper

determination in latex 268
inhibited by AgeRite White 315
qualitative test for 510

Corona resistance
Black-Out for 338
determination - 602-503
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INDEX Pages

Cost of a rubber compound, calculation 632
Creaming latex 265
Crescent tear test 421-422
Crimp, in fabric 570-571
Crude rubber types, table 23- 27
Cumate

in soles and heels 250
properties 87,360

Curing
dry rubber 78- 81
electronic 609-618
latex 289

Curing bag compound 165
Cushion, automobile tire 149,152
Cyclized rubbers
natural 596-599
synthetic 602

D
Darvan

effect on dispersion, photograph 350
function 299-300
properties 379

Derivatives (chemical), of rubber 595-603
Designing rubber compounds by volume, tables 633,644-647
Deterioration (see AgeRite and Antioxidants)
Devulcanization of reclaimed rubber 58- 69
Die for dumbbell specimens 401
Dielectric constant (S.I.C.) 497-500
Dielectric strength 490-492
Diffraction patterns, X-ray 582-587
Dipping, latex products 284-285,329-330
Discoloration test, light 460-462
Discovery of vulcanization _ 531-535
Discs (rubber), weights in lbs., table 656-657
Diseases in rubber trees 22
Dispersed Sulfur
formula 292
properties 379

Dispersing agents for latex compounding 299-300,311
Dispersions

how to make 302-303
individual latex chemicals 291-302,384
problems, discussion 282-283
Vulcanizing 304-307,380-383

Dixie Clay
dispersion 298
in belta 169" footwear 240" hose 173" Neoprene latex 328" proofing 226" soles and heels 248" tires 160,155" wire insulation 211
properties 867
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INDEX P.r"
Dunlop Pendulum Machine 442-444
Du Pont Scrub Tester 433-435
Durometer, Shore
calibration and adjustment 408-410
description and use 404-407

Dustless accelerators (Rodform and Tabform) 356-357

E
Electrical properties

discussion 70
fillers, table 212-215
testing for 490-503

Electronic processing in the rubber industry 609-618
Electron microscope, in rubber testing 589-593
Elongation

discussion 65
(see also Tension testing)

Engraving, footwear 237-238
Equipment
dry rubber processing 71- 72
latex processing and testing, photographs 345-352

Evaporation, latex 265-266
Extruded goods 176,188-189
Extruding

discussion 76- 78
plastics compounds 142
wire and cable compounds 208-209

F
Fabric, linear yd. wt. vs. sq. yd. wt., table 682
Fabrics and yarns

definitions of terms 573-575
testing 551-576
types and uses 547-550

Factice (rubber substitute) 94
Factors and constants, table 689
Factory methods (flow sheet) 146-147
Factory processing control 537-540
Fatty acids, in natural rubber 21
Fiber identification 552-557
Fillers

electrical properties : 212-215
in dry rubber 92- 93" latex 297-299" plastics 145

Finder (shoe), definition 243
Finishes for rubber products, discussion 95- 96
Fisher actinometric cell, photograph 470
Fisher melting point apparatus, sketch 511
Flexing—flex fatigue—flex cracking

determination 436-439
discussion 67- 68

Flex machine, Ross 438-439
Flexometer, Goodrich 444-448
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INDEX Pages

Footwear
compounding 235-242
products, photographs 344

Fractions, inches vs. decimals and millimeters, table 687
Free sulfur, determination 506-507
Friction pull, determination 423-424
Frictions

belt 167-168,172
footwear 241

Frosting 236-237
Fungicides for rubber products, discussion 95

G
Geer Oven 449-450
Glass (fabrics and yarns) 549
Goodrich Flexometer 444-448
Grafting clones 21
GR-I (Butyl rubber)

basic compounding 185-137
discussion 48- 51

Grinding dispersions 282-283
GR-M (Neoprene)

basic compounding 124-127
discussion 47- 48

Grooved strip method, flex testing 437-438
GR-S

basic compounding 116-123
discussion 37- 41
types, table 42- 47

GR-S latex
basic compounding 318-323
discussion 269-280

H
Hard Hydrocarbon

in wire insulation 212
properties 94,368

Hardness
A.S.T.M 411-412
compounds (mechanical goods) 193-205
discussion 66
Pusey and Jones 413,415
Rex 416-418
Shore Durometer 404-410

Hard Rubber
compounding materials 257-259
latex compound 334
properties, table 256-257
uses 259
vulcanization 259

Heat build-up, determination 440-448
Heat resistance, discussion 68
Heel base, definition 243
Heels, compounding 243-252
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INDEX p.k.
Hose

braided 171-173
tube and cover weights, table 654
woven jacketed 174-176
wrapped 173-174

Hot properties, discussion 68
Humidity (relative), table 683-684
Hydrochlorides, rubber 600-601

I
Identification

fibers 552-557
GR-S types 42- 44
rubber chemicals 511-518

Impact resilience, determination 440-444
Impregnating

compounds 332
latex 286-287

Inhibiters, sun-checking 91
Injection molding 605-608
Inner tubes

automotive, in U. S., table 680
compounding 150,154-155,164-165

Institutions and Associations, list 693
Insulation (wire and cable) , compounding 206-219
Insulation resistance, determination 495-497
Insulation resistance constant 213
Intensity of light, determination 467-478
Iron (shoe), definition 243
Iron oxide, dispersion 299,384
Isolac 596

J
Jacket compounds 219
Jacketed hose bursting strength, table 667

K
Knit fabrics testing 571-678
Knitting of stocks during molding It

L
Laboratory (Vanderbilt), location 694-695
Latex

compounding materials - 291-302
equipment for processing and testing, photographs 345-352
processing 281-291
specifications, GR-S 270"

, natural rubber 266
test methods 266-280
types 263,269-270

Latex Telloy
dispersion 292-293,884
in natural latex 814
properties 879
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INDEX Pages

Ledate
in wire insulation 211
properties 87,360

Light
aging test 462-476
discoloration tests 460-462
resistance, discussion 69

Lining gums 236
Loading materials (tables)
in Buna N 134" GR-M 127" GR-S 123" natural rubber 114-116

Low temperature GR-S 40- 41
Liipke Resiliometer 440-441

M

Magnesium oxide, in GR-M 124
Manganese

in latex, determination 268-269
qualitative test for 510

Manufacturing methods (flow sheet) 146-147
Marbon B 699
Materials, compounding
for dry rubber 83- 96" latex 291-302
identification 511-518
Vanderbilt, tabular summary 353-384

McNamee Clay
dispersion 298
in GR-S latex 323" natural latex 817" proofing 226
properties 367

Measures and weights, interconversion table 690-691
Mechanical goods, compounding 166-205
Mensuration formulae, table 688
Metal to rubber adhesion 482-487
Microscope (electron), in rubber testing 589-593
Microtome, high speed 592-593
Midsole 254
Mixing
dry rubber 73- 75
latex compounds 283-284
wire and cable compounds 207

Mixtures
compounds of graduated hardness 204-205
GR-S with natural, in footwear „ 235

Modulus
discussion 65
(see also Tension testing)

Moisture regain - 552
Mold
for standard test slabs, sketch 400
latex rubber ~ . . .288-289
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INDEX p««
Molded goods

compounds of graduated hardness 193-205
discussion 176-177

Molding, injection 605-608

N
Names, common vs. chemical, table 659-663
"National" Accelerated Weathering Unit 464
Natural (shelf) aging vs. accelerated aging 456-457
Natural latex

basic compounding 308-317
discussion 263-269

Natural rubber
basic compounding 97-115
consumption, tables 53-54,627-628
discussion 18- 32
production, table 628
test formula for 20- 21

Neoprene (GR-M)
basic compounding 124-127
discussion 47- 48

Neoprene latex, basic compounding 324-328
Normal latex 264,266
Nylon 549

O
Odor and taste, discussion 70
Odorants
in dry rubber 94" latex „ 299

Offices, R. T. Vanderbilt Co 354
Oil resistance, discussion 68- 69
Oven, Air 449-451,456
Oxidized rubber 601-602
Oxygen Bomb 451-454,456
Ozone resistance

compounding for 478-480
tests - 476-480
with Black-Out 481

P
P-33

dispersion 298,384
in Delta - 167-168" hose 173" proofing 226" soles and heels 248" wire insulation 211
properties ...............— 93,374

Packing specifications for natural rubber 27- SO
Pale crepe

analysis —„ 20
discussion » «■■■■.» .mini 23

Parlon „ - 599-600,602
Parr Sulfur Bomb .. „ 604
Pebble mills, photographs — ............ ...„~~. 345-346
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INDEX Pim
Pendulum Machine, Dunlop 442-444
Permanent set

determination 428
discussion 67

pH, determination 267,274-275
pH Meter, Beckman, photograph 852
Pick (fabric) 670
Pigments 93- 94
Planting Hevea Brasiliensis 21- 22
Plasticity

determination 889-394
discussion 82

Plasticizers
in dry rubber 91- 92" plastics .. 144

Plastics, flexible
basic compounding 144-145
discussion 138-143
in proofing 228-229Plastogen
emulsion ~ 297
in hard rubber 258" mechanical sponge 177" proofing 226-227
properties 92,370

Plastometers
Firestone - 892-898
Mooney 890-392
Pusey and Jones (hardness) 413,415
Williams ...... 389-890

Pliofilm 600-601
Pliolite 697-599,602
Porosity 79
Power factor - 600-502
Pre- curing (see Scorch)
Pressure-temperature equivalents of steam, table 672
Price of Vanderbilt compounding materials, table 634-635
Processing
dry rubber .. - 71- 82
latex 281-291

Proofing 220-234Pykax A
in wire insulation - 211
properties 367

B
Rayon 548-649Rayox

dispersion , .299, 884
in footwear 240" proofing 227" soles and heels « 250
properties _ „ 94,878

Reclaimed rubber
consumption 63,57,628
discussion — 56- 63
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Reference books, list 519-521
Refining, reclaimed rubber 59
Regain, moisture 552
Reinforcing fillers, discussion 92- 93
Releasing agents
for lead press hose 172,341
in plastics 145

Reogen
in belts „ 167" footwear 239" hard rubber - - „ 258" proofing 226-227" soles and heels 244,247" tires 151-154" wire insulation 212
properties 92,370

Resilience and heat generation
determination 440-448
discussion — 66- 67

Resistivity—conductivity, determination 492-495
Retarders 89
Revertex 265
Rex Hardness Gauge 416-418
Rio Resin
in belts 168
properties 366

Rodform accelerators 356-357
Rodo, properties 94,364
Rolls, rubber covered 178-179,189-191
Ross Flex Machine 438-439
Rotax

dispersion - -294, 384
in GR-S latex 322
properties ~ 86,360

Rubbone 601-602

S

Scorch
determination 391-392
in calendering „ 76" extruding 77" mixing 74
retarded with Altax 101-103" Reogen 92,101,151,227,239,244

Scrap, handling in the factory 539-540
Scrub resistance 433-435
Selenac
in proofing 222" wire insulation 211
properties 84,87-88,359,376

Selenium, determination 508-509
Self-curing acceleration
for Buna N 129" GR-S .. 117" natural rubber 105
(see also Butyl Eight)
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Set

compression, determination 425-429
permanent, determination 423

Setsit-5
in GR-S latex 322" natural latex 313" Neoprene latex 325-326
properties 293,379

Sheeting (rubberized)
double texture 232-234
hospital 230-231

Shelf (natural) aging vs. accelerated aging 456-457
Shore Durometer
calibration and adjustment 408-410
description and use 404-407

Shore hardness, conversion charts
to A.S.T.M 414" Pusey and Jones 415

S.I.C. (dielectric constant) 497-500
Sidewall, automobile tire 152-154, 163
Sieves (standard), table 680
Smoked sheet
analysis 20
discussion 23
spot closing prices, table 629

Softeners, discussion
in dry rubber 91- 92" latex 297

Soles
compounding „ 243-250,253-254
flex test for 438-439

Solids content of latex compounds 290-291
Soling (footwear} 242
Solvents, volume increase of rubber in 488-489
Specifications
for packing crude rubber 27- 30" reclaimed rubber 60

Specific gravity
conversion to Baume, table 658
determination 387-388,631
liquids 664-665
materials for compounding, table 634-639
tables „ 633,640-643
Vanderbilt compounding materials, table 634-635
vs. lbs. per cu. ft., table 650-651
vs. wt. per cu. in., table 648-649

Specific volume, determination 631
Sponge

mechanical 177-178
test (compression set) 429

Spot test identification of rubber chemicals 514-518
Spread goods

latex 331
proofing „ 230-234

Spreading
latex compounds 285-286
plastics compounds 140-141
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Stability of latex compounds, discussion 290
Stability tester (latex), photograph ~ 351
Stabilizers
for latex compounds - 300-301,311" plastics compounds 144

State of cure, determination . - —395-397
Statistics, rubber 18,19,33,53-54,627-630
Steam, temperature-pressure equivalents, tables 670-672
Stearic acid „ „ 88- 89
Stiffeners, for dry rubber 91
Stiffening of uncured GR-S latex film* 323
Storage
dry mixed stock „ 75
raw latex .281-282

Strip insulating . , . 209
Substitute (factice) .. - 94
Sulfur

determination ■■ 504-507
dispersion - 1 .....292,379
in Buna N 128

" GR-s TZZ!ZZZZZZ!ZZI!!!"!;;!!;!!!;;!;^"!ZZZ!"!! 116" GR-S latex _ - 318" natural latex 308-309" natural rubber — . 97- 98
properties „ 83- 84

Sulfur crystals, photograph - 612
Sulfurless acceleration
for GR-S 117" natural rubber 104-105

Sun-checking inhibiters „ 91
Sunlight exposure tests ■■■ ..457-460
Super-aging compounds
dry rubber , 112-113
latex „ _ 335

Synthetic rubber
consumption, tables 53,55,627-628
discussion 83- 52
Program (Government) 33- 34

T
Tab form accelerators 356-357
Tables

crude natural and synthetic rubber, properties 85- 36" natural rubber, types - 23- 27
electrical properties of fillers 212-215
GR-S types 42- 47
loading materials in Buna N 134" " GR-M 127" GR-S 123" natural rubber 114-115
properties of hard rubber 256-257

Tables and Charts (Section V) — 626-695
Tack 81- 82
Tearing strength of fabric 568-570
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Tear resistance
determination 419-422
discussion 66Telloy
in wire insulation 210
properties 84,377

Tellurac
in inner tubes 155
properties 88,360

Tellurium, determination 508-509
Temperature control in the laboratory 541-545
Temperature conversion table 668-669
Temperature-pressure equivalents of steam, table 670-671
Tensile strength

conversion table 673-675
discussion 65- 66
(see also Tension testing)

Tension testing of rubber 898-403
Testing formul ae
plantation rubber 20- 21
reclaimed rubber 60

Test methods
for latex 266-280
X-ray 577-587

Textile yarns and fabrics 558-575
T-50 test 395-397
Thermatomic carbons (see P-33 and Thebmax)
Thermax

dispersion 298
in belts 167-168" footwear 240" hose 178" proofing 226" soles and heels 248" tires - .. 150-151" wire insulation 211
properties 93,374

Thermoprene 596-597
Thickening agents, latex 301
Tile compounds 191-192
Tires (automobile), compounding 148-154,156-163
Top lifts, compounding 243-250,255
Transparent latex compound 334
Tread (automobile tire) 150, 152-154, 161-162
Triangular acceleration 101-103
TUADS

dispersion 294,384
in belts 169" footwear 239" proofing 222-223" tires 152,155" wire insulation 211
properties 84,86-87,359,376

Tubes (automobile), compounding 150,154-155,164-165
Tubing, wt. per 100 ft., table 655
Tubing machine, sketch 77
Twist, in yarns 562-565
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Ty-Ply

applications ^o"4?^for rubber covered rolls 178-179" tire beads 150
properties ~ 372-373Tyson ite
in wire insulation 208,478
properties 94,369

U
Unads, properties 86,361
Units, miscellaneous U. S., table 692
Uppers, footwear 241

V
Vancides, properties 95
Vanderbilt compounding materials

price, table 634-635
properties and uses (blue pages) 353-384

Vanderbilt laboratory, location 694-695
Vanderbilt offices and warehouses, address 354
Vandex

in hard rubber 258" wire insulation 210
properties 84-85,377

Vanfbe
for lead press hose 172,341" rubber covered rolls 179" sponge 178" wire and cable 208
properties 95-96,371Vanstay
function in plastics 144
in vinyl resin coatings „ 228-229,340
properties 875

VanWax
for channel rubber 176" molded items 177,339" sponge 178
properties 96,365

V-belts 170-171,183-184
Vinyl resins, in proofing 228-229
Viscometers

Brookfield, photograph 347
Stormer. photograph 348

Viscosity of cements, in proofing 220,226-227
Viscosity of latex compounds

discussion 289-290
test equipment, photographs 347-349

Volume basis, compound design, table 644-647
Volume cost, calculation 632
Volume increase, rubber in solvents 488-489
Volume per 100 lbs. vs. specific gravity 651
Vulcanization

continuous, wire insulation ..... 209
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discovery of 531-535
discussion 78- 81
electronic 609-618
of footwear 235-236" hard rubber 269

Vulcanizing agents
compared in Buna N 133" GR-S 122" natural rubber 108
in dry rubber, discussion 83- 85" latex, discussion 292-293

W
Warehouses, R. T. Vanderbilt Co 354
Water resistance, discussion 69
Weather-Ometer, photograph 465
Weight (tables)

per cu. ft. vs. specific gravity. 650" " in. " " " 648-649" sq. yd. of sheet rubber 652-653
rubber discs in lbs 656-657

Weights and measures, interconversion tables 690-691
Weight-volume, conversion tables 681
Wetting agents - 301-302
Wild rubber 30- 32
Wire and cable compounding 206-219
Wire gages, table 676-677
Wire insulation

compounding 206-219
cross-sectional areas, table 678-679

Woven fabric testing 567-571

X
X-ray diffraction methods in rubber testing 577-587

T
Yarns and fabrics

testing 551-576
types and uses 547-550

Z
Zimate (Butyl)

dispersion 293, 384
properties 361

Zimate (Ethyl and Methyl)
dispersion 294, 384
in footwear 239" proofing 223" soles and heels 250" tires - 151-162, 154-155" wire insulation 211
properties 87, 358
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Zinc oxide

dispersion 294-295, 384
function in Buna N 128" GR-I 136" GR-M 124" GR-S 116" GR-S latex 318" natural latex - 308-309" " natural rubber 98- 99" Neoprene latex 324
properties 88
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